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ABSTRACT

Observational research results dealing with the general circu-

lation of the atmosphere, obtained from investigations carried on at

M1 t' during the past seventeen years are summarized for more conven-

ient reference, primarily with a view to the study of analogous behavior

in certain respects of other cosmical fluid systems such as the solar

atmosphere in particular. A total of seventy six selected papers are

included in the volume, together with a preface and foreword by the

compilers. A list of project reports issued during the period is also

appended.



PREFACE

Economy of effort in scientific research demands that progress
in each branch of study be shared with others involving similar or par-
tially similar problems. The bencf-is of such cross-bracing have long
been noted and many historic instances can be cited. It has come to the
attention of the editors of this volume, as well as to many of our asso-
ciates, that some of the characteristic mechanisms of the earth's atmos-
pheric general circulation repeat themselves in other cosmic fluid masses.
That this is so can no longer seriously be doubted. Evidence for it is
being given not only by meteorologists but also-by astronomers, in the
case of the solar atmosphere, the galaxies and other fluid bodies.

Whereas our colleagues in astronomy have been most generous
in making available their findings in numerous books, ,journals and more
common printed media of communication, the Tneteorologists have yet
to make good a reciprocal offer of findings and newly gotten information
in their own field. We hope that the material -here printed will at least
in a small way be helpful in this respect.

T:,is volume contains a selection of papers dealing with observa-
tional research concerning the general circulation of the atmosphere
and related topics. The bulk of this work was performed at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology during the past seventeen years under
sponsorship of the U. S. Air Force. Some of the work concerning the
stratosphere was also supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
during the later portions of this period. The observational study of a
laboratory model (see p. 193) was made at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory
of the University of Chicago.

In view of the character of the present compilation, it may be
regarded as fulfilling in some measure the purposes of a companion
collection to, "Selected Papers on the Theory of Thermal Convection
with Special Applications to the Earth's Planetary Atmosphere", by
B. Saltzman, Dover Publications, 1962. Whereas the Dover publication
presents theoretical approaches to the subject, the present work aims to
depict the dynamic processes actually present from observational evidence.

It has in the past been our custom to issue a series of MIT reports
entitled "Studies of the Atmospheric General Circulation". Since these
were printed in limited editions only, the earlier ones, particularly the
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first dated May 1954, quickly became unavailable. Numerous requests
for them have been addressed to us through the years. It is our hope
that the existing need thus evinced will hereby be largely answered.

Victor P. Starr
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

June, 1966

NOTE

Due to the relationship of this volume to the Dover
Publication mentioned above, we have been fortunate in securing
the expert assistance of Dr. Barry Saltzman of the Travelers
Research Center, Inc., in the compilation of the present collection.

V. P.S.
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Foreword

Since this compilation deals with a continuing program of observa-
tional research on the basic nature of the general circulation of the earth's
atmosphere, it seems fitting to begin with a few remarks concerning what
we believe to be the guiding aims and rationale for the work involved,

We are probably not oversimplifying the matter by saying that the
observational studies reprinted in this collection have been motivated by
two main goals: the achievement of an ever more complete global statis-
tical description of the atmosphere, in terms of the distribution in time
and space of all its properties (e. g., motion, temperature, pressure,
content of water and other components); and the achievement of that
"understanding" of these statistics which can only come through demon-
strations of their consistency with, and deducibility from, the fundamental
physical laws and the special boundary and state conditions which define
the earth-sea-atmosphere system. Since we mean by "statistical descrip-
tion" not only the average conditions, but also the variabilities and bounds
measured by the higher moments of the probability distributions, these
goals imply a study of the complete three-dimensional "climate" of the
atmosphere. What distinguishes this from the study of "weather" is the
concern for ensembles of instantaneous spatial distributions rather than
for the details of particular instantaneous distributions.

The role of observational studies in achieving the first goal is quite
obvious, but in the achievement of the second goal, as well, observational
studies must play an important and direct part. Their importance in this
second context is basically due to the fact that the atmosphere, as a gas-
eous fluid, easily redistributes its properties through its own motion, with
the result that the final statistical distribution depends critically on trans-
port processes. These processes are in fact the sine qua non of all dy-
namical activity in the atmosphere, since, in a manner of speaking, all
motions owe their origin to a need for transporting heat or momentum in
order to relieve unstable arrangements of the fluid with regard to its
temperature or motion structure. A knowledge of the modes by which
these transports are effected, and of their role in the budgets of conserv-
ed quantities such as mass, momentum, energy, and potential vorticity,
are, accordingly, vital ingredients in a dynamical description of the
atmosphere aimed at giving "understa-iding: "

Moreover, as is well known, in order to go forward with a deduc-
tive theory for a complicated system like the atmosphere, with its many
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degrees of freedom, it is first necessary to use observational knowledge
to specialize the general mathematical representation of the fundamental
laws for the particular scales or frequencies under investigation. it has
simply never proved feasible to write and solve equations which simul-
taneously govern phenomena over the whole spectrum of spatial and tem-
poral variation. The specialization procedure implicit in all theoretical
studies is, therefore, to isolate from the full series expansions of the
atmospheric variables some band of scales or frequencies in which we
are interested and either to neglect, spec'ify, or parameterize in terms
of the retained structure, the effects of the remaining structure, there-
by closing the problem mathematicallv. It is only later, by comparison
of the solutions with observations, that justification for the specializa-
tions can be claimed, In fact, It Is just this process of ab initio speciali-
zation of known laws and aysteriori verification of the consequences that
constitutes 'theoretical study' in the sense that the term is generally used
in meteorology and the other applied geophysical sciences. The contin-
uing goal is to learn what effects can be legitimately neglected from con-

sideration in a given problem, and, also, to reduce the emount of infor-
mation initially specified in favor of either broadening the spectrum of
phenomena under simultaneous investigation or applying meaningful
parameterization laws. In systems where there is little interaction be-
tween different portions of the spectrum (e. g., linear systems) the problem
of parameterization hardly arises at all. However, in a fluid system like
the atmosphere, which is capable of internal transport, a basic non-
linearity is introduce which links the properties of one scale with the
properties of others, and a knowledge of this linkage is essential in order
to close theoretical models in a physically realistic way.

It follows that for an understanding of the behavior of the atmos-
phere, it is necessary to compute not only averages and variances of the
meteorological variables, but also the transports, or co-variances of the
variables with the field of motion, on all scales in time and space. In
addition, other quantities which enter into the fundamental equations, such
as diabatic heating due to radiation and latent heat release, must also be
measured and parameterized for a successful framing of the complete
theoretical problem.

In general, then, the long-range observational goals for a study
of our planetary atmosphere seem to require the measurement of all of
the atmospheric variables at an increasingly dense network of observing
points and at increasingly smaller time intervals, for a record of many
years, and the derivation, from these measurements, of the averages in time
and space, *he variances and co-variances, and, in turn, the other higher
order functions involved in the budgets of energy and potential vorticity.
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The raw material for this program is the space-time continuum of values
of the motion, the temperature, the pressure or geopotential, the mixing
ratios of water vapor and other substances. As prerequisites for the de-
velopment of the statistics of these -_jw data, it is first necessary to make
decisions regarding the manner of resolution of this apparently complex
atmospheric space-time continuum. In making this decision, we have
traditionally been guided by the desire to quantify meaningfully the statis-
tical effects of significant physical features (such as cyclones) while at
the same time provide theoretical frames of reference which permit the
application of established concepts from theoretical hydrodynamics.

The main developments in the study of the planetary circulation
over the past two decades, observational contributions to which are in-
cluded in this collection, have rested largely on the adoption of modes of
resolution which successfully fulfill these two aims. The most important
of these have been the following:

1. The resolution of the complete distribution into a mean zonal
state defined by the average along latitude circles (i. e.., the ZONAL, or
axially-SYMMETRIC component), and the departures from this average
which lepresents the EDDY or axially-ASYMMETRIC components C.. g.
1, 8] -* This resolution strongly commends itself by an examination of
hemispheric weather charts which show a primary symmetric variation
of temperature from the equator to the pole, with secondary variations in
the form of tongues of cold and warm air associated with meanders in
symmetric westerly and easterly currents. The predominately zonal
character of the distribution is the expected physical result of the main
external influences, namely solar heating and rotation, both of which are
themselves axially symmetric. In view of the wave-like appearance of
these eddies in the free atmosphere, and of the usefulness of pure wave
forms for theoretical purposes, it has been of great benefit to further
resolve the departures into Fourier components Ce. g. , 7, 16, 41, 42].
In this way, it has been possible to make distinctions and measure the
interaction between different portions of the wave spectrum ranging from
ultra-long waves to the cyclones and, also, to apply much of the formalism
and rigorous thinking developed in the classical study of hydrodynamical
turbulence to the lanetary circulation (with some markedly different re-
sults, however ee. g. , 33, 36, 38, 46) ).

2. The resolution of the complete distribution at an instant into a
STATIONARY, or TIME-AVERAGE, component and a TRANSIENT compo-
nent which is the departure from this average •e. g., 10, 15,1__. This

*Numbers refer to the list of papers in the Table of Contents.
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resolution serves to isolate, most clearly, what we mean by 'climate,
both as regards the average values of the properties and their variabilities.
Again many of the concepts and formalisms of turbulence theory can be
drawn upon. A natural extension of this resolution is a further analysis
of the transient departures in terms of a frequency spectrum, in this way

a separation, susceptible to rigorous treatment, can be made between
variations having period of years (climatic fluctuations), seasons, weeks
(the 'index cycle'), days ( the cyclones), hours (fronts, squall lines, etc.),
minutes and seconds (thermal and mechanical turbulence), and so forth.
As in the case of the spatial Fourier breakdown described above, a main
interest here is to study the nonlinear interactions and parameterizations
between the different frequency scales.

3. The resolution of physical processes into those of a purely in-
ertial nature in which energy sources and sinks are disregarded (i. e., the
BAROTROPIC mode), and those in which energy sources and sinks are of
"par-amoic&u-nt importance (i. e., the BAROCLINiC modes 16-TVb-Tfngý -he prtimary
convective motions in a heated, viscous, rotating fluid e. g., 22, 24. ).
In the atmosphere both of these processes occur simultaneously, of course,
but the artifice of the distinction has proved to be invaluable conceptually.
This resolution is effected by averaging in the vertical.

When the statistics generated by these various resolutions are sum-
marized in convenient tabular, graphical, or mapped forms, we achieve a
formal statistical description which, together with interpretive analysis in
terms of 'Lagrangian' systems and processes, gives a complete description
of the atmospheric climate.

Up to the present time, most of the studies directed toward this des-
cription and its understanding have been applied to the scales represented by
existing daily Northern Hemisphere synoptic charts, mainly for the mid-trop-
osphere and lower stratosphere, and mainly for extratropical latitude s. Re-
garding the future, then, in addition to the need for refinements of these mea-
surements, a more complete description must await an extension to the bound-
ary layer of the atmosphere, the high atmosphere, tropical latitudes, the en-
tire Southern Hemisphere, and, in all regions, an extension to smaller scales
than has hitherto been possible. Active work is currently under way in most
of these areas Ce. g., 55, 59, 60] . A conclusion which is continually
emerging from these extensions is that, just as it is impossible to close off
physically one portion of the time spectrum from the remaining portions, it
is also impossible to close off a portion of the spatial spectrum, as would be
implied by treating one region of the atmosphere in isolation of the rest. The
reason in both cases is the same; i. e., the transfer properties of the fluid
atmosphere. As one example, it has become apparent from the momentum
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budget studies that the existence of the easterlies in the tropics is insep-
arably related to the existence of the westerlies in middle latituoes and
hence cannot be explained as an independent tropical feature.

Also concerning the future, it would appear that the problem of
parameterizing synoptic and subsynoptic variables in terms of macro-
variables in geophysical fluid systems has not yet been given nearly as
much attention as will be necessary. It seems likely that this problem
will demand a combination of purely statistical studies with theoretical
studies. Powerful statistical methods, such as multiple discriminant
analysis, offer the possibility for extracting useful empirical relation-
ships which, hopefully, will find an acceptable theoretical foundation.

As we contemplate the scope of the problems posed by future
programs such as these, we are forced to recognize that the data-pro-
cessing tasks that lie ahead are at least an order of magnitude greater
than those which have already been completed. If, however, many of
these tasks now seem straightforward, it is perhaps a tribute to the
successful gropings of many meteorologists, mainly during the last two
decades, to formulate physically sound frameworks about which to rally
the systematic observation of our planetary atmosphere.

Barry Saltzman

The Travelers Research Center, Inc.
Hartford, Connecticut

April, 1966
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Reprinted froin JouR.NAL or MK7za,,,OY, Vul. 5, Nu. 2, Altril, 1940, ply. 39--43
PWate in 0. S. A.

AN ESSAY ON THE GENERAL CIRCULATION OF THE
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

By Victor P. Starr

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Manuscript received 15 Decmmber 1947)

ABSTRACT

In this ,liscusyin of the genera• cirrulation the course of the nonral transfer of •bwolute angular momme-
turn from the belhs of casterlics near the equator to the belts of surface westurliesin middle latitudes is studied.
It is suggested that the horizontal transfer is brought about by the large-scale troughs and -idge in the

id-ttosppherc, which are adapted to perform this function by their departure from sinusoidal fonm. Also,
the shapes of the subtropical circulationa are found to be such as to producea transport of angular mometurm
poleward, It is proposed that the downward flow of angular mouentum in the westerly belts is effected by
the presence of surface cyclones of the Bjerknes type in these regions. The upward flow in the easte•ly belt& is
assumed to be effected through some analogous mechanism, although the details are not clear owing to the
scarcity of proper observational data.

Ti'e various processes which take place in the atmos- we shall review the simple qualitative picture of the
pher- and result in large-scale air motions are so ex- conditions which normally prevail in the atmosphere
tremdy complex in the:r operation that up to the from the standpoint of the distribution and transfer of
present time no rational theory approaching any de- absolute angular momentum about the earth's polar
gree of completeness has been devised to explain what axis. In the regions between roughly 30°N and 30*S
we may cril the general circulation. It is even doubtful latitude there are present winds having a component
whether all the physical processes which may have an from the east which cover most of this zonal belt.
ultimate influenz-e on air motions have as yet been These so-called trade winds are probably the most
ascertained. It has, however, been realized for many steady and extensive air motions at the earth's surface.
years that there exist certain requirements which im- Since they are located in a region where the distance
pose restrictions on these large-scale motions and from the axis of the earth is large, the frictional effects
impress upon them several characteristics which can at the surface are such as to produce a relatively large
be verified observationally. The purpose of this paper eastward (positive) torque upon the atmosphere. We
is to enquire further into the nature and consequences thus have in this region a continuous and intense flow
of some of these restrictions in the light of the added of absolute angular momentum from the earth to the
wealth of observational evidence which has been ac- atmosphere. This angular momentum can be removed
cumulated during the past several years, and to point only through the exertion of a negative torque by the
out further possibilities for research. earth upon the atmosphere at latitudes farther to the

In order to base the discussion on principles whose north and farther to the south mostly through friction
validity cannot be open to question and which are still at the surface in the regions of the prevailing westerlies.
not of a trivial nature, we shall first consider the fact There must thus exist a horizontal flow of absolute
that a dynamical system such as the atmosphere (or angular momentum away from the equator in middle
a portion of it) cannot change its absolute angular mo- latitudes, diminishing poleward, however, as the sur-
nmentum about a given axis except through the addi- face frictional effects of the westerlies come into play.
tion or abstraction of angular momentum about that It is therefore a matter of great importance to study
axis from or by external agencies. Considering the the details of the mechanism whereby this transfer is
whole atmosphere, the only significant external inter- effected. Although we have made a tacit assumption
action is with the earth's surface, almost entirely that a steady average state is present so that no pro-
through friction. This general fact has been used as a gressive accumulation or deficiency of angular mo-
basis for discussing the general circulation by Jeffreys mentum takes place, this limitation does not have to
[3] in a paper to which more reference will be made be imposed when relatively short periods of time are
later. In reality, this essay may be construed as a under consideration. We may also note at this point
further extension of the approach to the problem initi- that a poleward flow of angular momentum does not
ated by Jeffreys. necessarily imply a transfer of mechanical energy in

Before embarking upon the examination of details the same direction.
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In the vicinity of the poles, the north pole especially, duce them, enables us to discuss the problem in a
there is often present a mass of cold air near the ground relatively simple fashion with sufficient accuracy for
in which the wind has a component from the east. If our purpose. Focusing attention on the portion of the
such anticyclonic conditions persist for an appreciable atmosphere north of a particular latitude circle, we
length of time, it should be expected that an equator- may think of its total absolute angular momentuim as
ward flow of angular momentum would set in from being the sum of two quantities. The first is the angular
this region to the belt of westerlies. On rare occasions momentum due to the air motions relative to the
in the northern hemisphere this articyclonic condition earth's surface, while the second is due to the rotation
may become so exaggerated that for practical purposes of the same air about the polar axis with the constant
the belt of westerlies vanishes temporarily at the sur- angular speed of the earth itself. The second quantity
face. It is to be expected that (luring periods such as depends not only upon the total mass of air north of
these the normal regime of transfer of absolute angular the chosen latitude as expressed essentially by the
momentum is profoundly altered. surface pressure, but also upon the radial distribution

Since the zonal velocities relative to the earth which of this mass with respect to distance from the polar
are present in actual wind systems are small as corn- axis. With the approximation as to the vertical extent
pared to the linear eastward velocity of the earth's of the atmosphere mentioned earlier, this radial dis-
surface itself, except in the vicinity of the poles, it tance is expressed by the latitude. Also, we may ob-
follows that the distribution of absolute angular mo- serve that the second quantity is far larger than the
mentum in the atmosphere does not differ very much first, although this fact is not of direct concern to us.
on a percentual basis from that corresponding to solid Rather, it is interesting to note that as far as synoptic
rotation at the angular speed of the earth. It is there- and seasonal variations in the total absolute angular
fore apparent that there must normally exist a large momentum are concerned, calculation shows that the
gradient of absolute angular momentum northward contributions from the two quantities are of rougly
and southward from the equatorial regions, the same order of magnitude. Furthermore, changes in

Although it is true that the combined system corn- the mass distribution are of greater significance in this
posed of the earth and the atmosphere cannot alter its sense, if they occur at relatively low latitudes.
total absolute angular momentum except for extremely We may next consider the processes which tend to
slow secular changes resulting from tidal action as was alter the absolute angular momentum of this portion
pointed out by Darwin and others, still there is no of the atmosphere. In the first place there can exist a
reason to expect that the partition of angular mo- horizontal transfer of such angular momentum across
mentum in the composite system should remain con- the selected latitude. Secondly, the interaction of the
stant when seasonal and other short time-intervals are air with the earth's surface largely through friction
considered. Because of the great contrast in the mo- can produce a flow of this angular momentum either
ments of inertia of the two components, short-period from the atmosphere to the earth or vice versa. Taking
anomalies of this kind represent major anomalies in the first of these transfer processes, it will be assumed
the behavior of the wind systems, but, on the other that the air has negligible viscosity, so that there is no
hand, imply practically undetectible inequalities in the truly frictional interaction across the latitude circle.
rate of the earth's rotation. Fronm the standpoint of The actual horizontal transfer may also be thought of
availability of observational material in regard to the as being the result of two effects, one due to the advec-
motions of the atmosphere, we cannot, at the present tion of air having a positive or negative angular mo-
time, follow these changes when the atmosphere is mentum relative to the earth across the latitude line,
considered in toto. However, when restriction is made and the other due to the advection of angular momen-
to the northern hemisphere alone, some approach to turn corresponding to the angular velocity of the
the problem could be made with existing data, and earth's rotation. In order to secure a net contribution
deductions might ira this way result concerning the from the former effect, it is not necessary that there
partition of atmospheric angular momentum between be a net transport of mass. Such a transport of mass is,
the hemispheres. however, necessary in order to secure a contribution

In view of the fact that about one-half of the mass from the latter effect, because the angular momentum
of the atmosphere is found already below an elevation per unit mass due to the arth's rotation is constant
of five kilometers above sea level, it is possible to look along the latitude so that a mere exchange of air pro-
upon the atmosphere as a two-dimensional film of duces no net result. Except for short-period variations
approximately spherical form in many aspects of our and slow seasonal fluctuations, the latitudinal mass
study. This fact combined with the fact that it is not distribution nf the atmosphere is constant, so that in
possible to deal with the actual exact values of the all probability the significant north-south transport of
atmospheric angular momentum, but rather only with absolute angular momentum is accomplished through
the variations in it and the processes tending to pro- the exchange of relative angular momentum.
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The'frictional interaction at the earth's surface is is a westerly motion on which are superposed troughs
more or less proportional to the square of the surface in the general vicinity of cyclonic disturbances, so that
wind speed, although the value of the constant of pro- frequently the appearance of the streamlines at a fixed
portionality varies greatly with the loc•l character of level resembles that shown in fig. 1. The important
the surface. The tangential stress produced upon the
-arth is in the direction of the surface wind, and con- /
versely, the earth's surface exerts a stress upon the air
in a direction opposite to that of the surface wind.
Corresponding to this stress there exists a flow of abso- .
lute angular momentum whose intensity depends upon
the magnitude of the eastward component of the stress
on the atmosphere and upon the distance from the
polar axis. In addition to the frictional interaction, it
is pmosible that at times differences of atmospheric I

pre-sure between the eastern and western sides of 1
mountain ranges, especially those of great north-south .siddle-atitude flow pattern in the upper weateryik a
extent, may produce significant torques upon the
atmosphere. Thus the Rockies in North America and feature is the departure from symmetrical sinusoidal
the Himalayas in Asia might produce sensible effects form and the associated northeast-southwest tilt of
of this kind in the northern hemisphere, although, for the trough line. It is apparent that this characteristic
simplicity in the first instance, we shall not take this produces the necessary velocity correlation, since the
phenomenon into account in what follows, southward motions are associated with smaller east-

Returning to our principal task, namely the exami- ward components than are the northward motions.
nation of the transfer of absolute angular momentum Often the departure from sinusoidal form and tilt of
within the atmosphere, we have seen that this flow is the trough line are small at higher latitudes near the
brought about by appropriate exchange processes in- northern border of the surface westerly belt where the
volving air motions relative to the earth's surface. northward transfer of angular momentum is small,
Thus, if a latitude is selected in the belt of surface and become more and more pronounced at lower lati-
westerlies of the northern hemisphere, where normally tudes where a large transport of angular momentum
the transfer is toward the north, the northward-moving is normally present. It thus seems that this typical
individual masses of air should at the same time have atmospheric flow pattern, so common on meteoro-
a larger eastward component of motion than do the logical maps, is a necemary automatic adjustment to
southward-moving ones. In agreement with the con- provide for a poleward transfer of atmospheric angular
elusion reached by Jeffreys, it seems reasonable to momentum.
suppose that the necessary positive correlation be- Examination of the rather rare cases when the belt
tween northward and eastward velocity components of westerly winds at the surface is weak or absent has
is brought about by the associated upper structures of left the writer with the impression that many of the
the cyclones and anticyclones present, which thus form troughs present on the upper-level maps of the north-
an integral part of the mechanism of the general cir- ern hemisphere for such periods display only small tilt
culation and constitute the individual eddies that or even a tilt from northwest to southeast. Also, during
bring about a turbulent transfer of angular momentum more normal periods with, however, rather well de-
poleward on a grand scale. As contrasted with other veloped easterly surface winds near the pole, troughs
studies of turbulence, we have in this case rather well- extending to high latitudes seenm to possess a reverse
defined information concerning the structure of the tilt north of the belt of surface westerlies as would be
eddies themselves, and hence we should be able to dictated by the probable southward flow of angular
obtain a better grasp of the nature of the turbulent momentum at these high latitudes during such periods.
process in question.' To this end we shall attempt to If the general scheme outlined above is correct, it
analyze certain characteristic pictures of flow patterns becomes a matter of considerable interest to determine
which resemble those found on synoptic maps and at what levels in the atmosphere the bulk of the pole-
which at the same time exhibit the necessary correla- ward transport of angular momentum takes place.
tion between the horizontal velocity components. From preliminary statistical studies of daily hemi-

The general character of the flow patterns observed spherical data it seems that at 45°N latitude the trans-
in middle latitudes a short distance above the surface port during winter is pronounced and almost always

directed toward the north at an elevation of 10,000
ZA legitimate question may be raised concerning the use of the feet above sea level. Further information must await

word turbulence in the present connection. We shall however
continued to use it because of the lack of a better term. much more extensive statistical study, although in the
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opinion of the writer, this transport is brought about south. The important fact here is that the zone of the
mainly through the action of the large-scale upper trade winds in each hemisphere is not continuous, but
troughs and ridges in the main body of the tropo- together with the equatorward portion of the westerlies
sphere, at least within the confines of the suirface forms a few large anticyclonic systems in the sub.
westerly belt in each hemisphere. tropics. Again using the northern hemisphere as an

Because of the basic importance of the transport illustration, these anticyclonic circulations have hori-
process depicted by the streamline pattern sketched in zontal streamlines of approximately the shape shown
fig. 1, it is instructive to examine it from other points in fig. 3. It is evident that here also we have the neces-
of view than the one which has already been given. If a
transport of angular momentum takes place across
latitude circles in the general vicinity, it follows that
such a transport must also exist across any other fixed
curve oriented in a more or less west-east sense but
not necessarily extending along a parallel of latitude.
It is thus possible to speak of the instantaneous flow of
angular momentum across a fixed curve which coin- E
cides with one of the streamlines in the figure. This
flow is in general eue to the torque exerted by the
pressure forces acting across the curve, and also to any
exchange of air masses of differing angular momentum
acrom the curve. In the present instance no mass ex-
change takes place at the level under consideration, a subtropical flow pattern.
since the curve is a streamline, so that only the torque
produced by pressure forces is operative. In order that sary correlation between the velocity components to
a torque be exerted by the air to the south on the air accomplish the transfer, and the other facts as regards
to the north, it is essential that the pressure be greater the pressure distribution in relation to the streamlines
on the wvest side of the southward bulge of the stream- must follow a scheme similar to that which has been
line than it is on the east side. It then follows that discussed in the case of the westerlies. We may then
the hbrizontal streamline cannot at the same time be a say that the separation of the high-pressure belts of the
line along which the pressure is constant. subtropics into individual cells is a necessary auto-

Viewing the matter still otherwise, we may consider matic adjustment in the atmosphere which provides
the instantaneous polewa.-d flow of angular momentum for a poleward transfer of absolute angular momenturm
across a fixed curve which coincides with an isobar in from the low-latitude easterlies.
the given horizontal surfacc. Such isobars have more We come now to the consideration of questions re-
or less the same shape as the streamlines. In this case lating to the vertical transport of absolute angular
the pressure forces can produce no net torque, so that momentum within the atmosphere. In view of the fact
the transport must be due to an exchange of air masses that at least a large part of the horizontal transport is
of differing angular momentum across the curve. Quali- probably accomplished at moderate elevations above
tatively, the relation of the air motions to the isobar the surface, it is obvious that there must exist some
shown in fig. 2 could accomplish the transfer. A rela- mechanism whereby angular momentum is communi-

cated upward to these levels in the trade-wind zones,
and also there must exist a mechanism for its down-

W E ward transfer in the vicinity of the surface westerlies.
Because the vertical dimension of the atmosphere is so
small compared to the horizontal ones, it would be

FIG. 2. Schematic picture showing the northward tran.;pwt of simple to invoke the virtual viscosity of the air due to
angular momentum across an i.obar. Arrows indii.jte the direc-
tion of air motions. small-scale turbulence in order to effect these vertical

exchanges. On the other hand, but little is known con-
tion of the winds to the isobars similar to this has been cerning the efficacy of such friction above the surface
noted from observational data by Houghton and turbulence layer, so that it is possible that friction in
Austin [2], and further statistical studies of the the free air, to the extent that it is present, may work
matter are at present in progress at the Massachusett. together with other modes of angular momentum
Institute of Technology. transfer in the vertical.

One may ask finally how angular momentum is We have observed that in the case of horizontal
tran:ported from the easterly belts at low latitudes to transfer it is necessary that there exist a certain organ-
the belts of westerlies farther to the north and to the ization of the north-south air motions in reference to
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the absolute angular momentum of the air masses of tropical hurricanes in these regions cannot account

taking part ',a these motions. Similarly, we might ex- for the normal upward transfer. Although the ,ormal
pect to find an organization of the vertical air motions lxteward gradient of absolute angular momentum is

with respect to absolute angular momentum in the small in the trade-wind region, still its presence would

case of vertical transfer. We have noted also that in favor the loL.tion of the upward branches of vertical

suite of the presence of air motions relative to the circulations nearer to the equator than the descending

earth, there exists a stroang poleward gradient of abtao- branchm. Such a distribution of vertical motirns is not

lute angular momentum in the atmosphere. In the case in conflict with the general climatological claracter-

of the downward transfer within the belts of surface istics of the tropics and subtropics as indicated by the

westerlies, generally speakitig, the upward branches of meridional distribution of rainfall within the sub-

vertical circulations should occur closer to the poles tropical high-pressure cells, the precipitation being

than the descending branches of the same circulations. more abundant nearer to the equator. On tie pretxia

The mnagnitude of organized vertical velociti-s in the hypothsis th.e general wlectiv.e effects of the phe.

atmosphere is exceedingly small, so that it is difficult nomena of middle latitudes and of the trade-wind

to secure measurements of such motions and conse- regions upon the location of descending motions evi-

quently our information concerning them is stMll rather dently conspire to produce relatively arid zones in the

sketchy. We may nevertheless make the indirect infer- intervening belts.
ence that relatively vigorous upward motions take The reader has doubtless observed many gaps ard

place over those regions where active precipitation is shortcomings in the rough picture of the atinospheric

observed, since precipitation of sensible intensity re- motions which has been sketched, perhaps necessarily

quires an adiabatic cooling of the air produced by with a rathes broad stroke. For example, questions

upward motions of air particles to levels of lower relating to the sources and transfer of energy have not

pressure. The areas of precipitation and therefore of been touched upon, nor have the associated heat-

ascending motion in middle latitudes are found more transfer processes been treated. Likewise it is not irn-

or less on the northeastern and the northern sides of mediately clear what role is played by frontal discon-

the surface cyclones, using the northern hemisphere for tinuities in the scheme, and the characteristic phe-

purposes of illustration. It is commonly agreed that nomena of the atmospheric tropopause have not been

descending motions are to be found on the south- related to the mechanics of the system. Nevertheless
western sides of these disturbances, in the relatively it is a matter of interest that a few pieces of the puzzle
cold air which normally sweeps around to the south which the general circulation presents can be made to
of the cyclone center. It thus would appear that the fit together, although the problem of why these pieces
typical Bjerknes cyclones [1j3, as distinguished from have the precise shapes they do is a far more profound
the large troughs at upper levels, perform the function and difficult subject. Efforts to deal with this latter
of turbulence units in the downward transport of ab- question have recently been made by Rossby [4]

solute angular momentum from the upper levels in and others -5].
middle latitudes. We should therefore expect that the Analytical representations of the concepts intro-
frequency of occurrence of Bjerknes cyclones should be duced have not been given, since it is felt that the first

greater on the eastern sides of the large troughs at step in the treatment of a subject such as the present

upper levels than on the western sides, because these one is the formulation of a physical picture. Further-
are the regions where vigorous northward transport of more, the reader who is mathematically inclined can
angular momentum takes place. This condition is easily supply such representations where they are of
common on meteorological maps. obvious application.

The meteorological processes which take place in
the trade-wind belts have not as yet been subjected to REFERENCES

the same detailed scrutiny as those of middle latitudes. 1. Bjtrknes, V., 1. Bierknes. H. Sot[ 'g, T. Bergeron, 1933:

We are therefore at a disadvantage in attempting to Pfrsikaiiche Hydrdywnaieik. Beritu, J. Springer, 797 pp.

trace the course of the upward flow of absolute angular 2. Houghton, H. G., and J. M. Austin, 1946: A study of non-

momentum in these regions. It has nevertheless been geostrophic flow with applications to the mechanism of
pressure changes. J. Mef•tr., 3, 57-77.

observed that certain synoptic disturbances called 3. Jeffreys, H., 1926: On the dynamics of geostrophic winds.

easterly waves are present on the equatorward sides Quart. J. R. swita,. Soc., 52. 85-104.

of the subtropical high-pressure cells. It is not incon- 4. Rousby, C.-G., 1947: On the distribution of angular velocity in

ceivable that these waves are accompanied by organ- -Aseons envelopes under the inflience of large-scale hori-
zontal mixing processes Bull. A mer. mdeio. Sac., 28.53-68.

ized vertical motions of the type necessary to provide . University of Chicago, Depai tment of Meteorology. t947: On

for an upward flux of angular momentum. The prob. the general circulation of the atmosphere in middle lati-

ability is. however, that the rather sporadic occurrence tudes. BuUl. Amer. aekor. Som., 28, 255-280.
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A STUDY OF THE FLOW OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM
IN THE ATMOSPHERE

By Wfiliam K. Widger, Jr.
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(Manuscript received 14 January 1949)

ABSTRACT

A study is made of the flow of angular momentum in the atmosphere for the month of January 1946. The
-sults geally coafinr the pattern peoposed by Starr on theotetical grfound. Angular rmaeineto is traits-
ferted frm the earth to the atmospere in regions of surface eastely winds (ehiefly the tropical and sub-
tropkil easterlies), transorted upward, then horizontally poleward. and finally downward, being removed in
regions of surface westerly winds. The torques due to surface friction are found to be of the same order of
magnitude as those due to differentials of pressure across mountain ranges. During a period of the length of
this study or less, it is found that the change and transport of angular monientum due to shifts of mass are
of the same order of magnitude as the change and transport of relative angular momentum. If oae accepts the
method used for estimating the surface torques, there appears to be an excess of transfer of angular mo-
mentum to the atmosphere in the northern hemisphere. From a study of the normal January pressure profile,
it would appear that this excess represents a flow of angular momentum to the southern hemisphere, where

it is needed to balance accounts.

1. Introduction mentum from the earth to the atmosphere in regions

One of the earlier mentions of the importance of of surface easterly winds (the most important of these

angular momentum in any consideration of the general regions being those of the tropical easterlies or "trade"

circulation was by Jeffreys [7]. In this paper; Jeffreys winds) and a reverse flow in regions of surface westerly

shows that, by considering the amount of angular winds (particularly in the prevailing westerlies of the

momentum transported across a given latitude circle temperate zones). There must then exist, on the

and the net loss of angular momentum by frictionil average, a poleward flow of angular momentum.

torque north of this latitude, it is impossible to have a There must also exist an upward transport of angular

zonally symmetric distribution of wind and pressure momentum over the easterlies and a downward trans-
if surface friction is present. He concluded that there port over the westerlies.
must exist large-scale air streams extending through a As over long periods there is no progressive net

major part of the troposphere with a strong meridional change in the distribution of atmospheric mass over
component of motion (of the same order of magnitude the earth, the significant long-term meridional trans-
as the zonal component) and that the cyclones and port of angular momentum is accomplished by the
anticyclones are a necessary part of the general circu- meridional interchange of air masses with differing
lation rather than being merely oscillations about a relative angular momentum. Starr has suggested that
possible zonally symmetric steady state. It should be this interchange is effected principally by the upper-
rememberEd that these conclusions were reached air trough and ridge sys~ems with axes tilted from
despite the absence of the extensive amount of upper- northeast to southwest. The transfer of angular
air data which is now available. Jeffreys' conclusions momentum between the earth and" the atmosphere'
were discussed at some length in further papers by is effected by surface friction and by differentials of
himself and others [3; 4; 8; 13], but without sig- atmospheric pressure across mountain ranges.
nificant change in the conclusions presented above. The importance of considering the flow of angular

The importance of the angular-momentum concept momentum in any study of the general circulation
in studies of the general circulation has been re- should be obvious. Although even a complete knowl-
emphasized in a recent paper by Starr [11]. In his edge of the angular-, mentum transfer in the at-
paper it is pointed out that, inasmuch as the earth mosphere cannot by itself furnish a solution of the
and atmosphere may be considered as practically an problem of the general circulation, any proposed
isolated system, there must be a flow of angular mo- scheme for this circulation should include a means for

SThis investigation was in part made possible through funds* securing the anguiar-momentum flows which are ob
made available under the terms of Contract W28-099 ac-406 be-
tween the U. S. Air Force and the Massachusetts Institute of served. For this reason, it is essential that all possible
Technology.

$The author is now with the New York State College of Agri- Hereafter often referred to as the generation and renmoval (or
culture. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. similar terms) of angular momentum in the atmosphere.
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observational knowledge concerning these processes at the boundaries of the space. Let us designate an
be obtained. It is hoped that the study reported here element of volume by d V, and an element of the sur-
represents a beginning in the accomplishment of such face of this volume by dS. Further, let do represent
an aim, the projection of dS an the meridional plane passing

At the suggestion of Prof. Starr it was decided to through a given point and r, the eastward frictional
investigate quantitatively and as extensively as pos- stress acting at the boundary on the air inside. We
sible the generation and transport of angular momen- may then write
turn in the atmosphere for a period of one month. It a
was planned that this investigation should serve as a - pM dV pMe. dS
pilot project for similar later studies covering more a f

extensive periods. The results reported here should + f p d+f ."i S, (4)
therefore not be considered as final until confirmed
by further studies which is still rigorous and could have been written

immediately from physical considerations.
2. Theoretical considerations In the first term on the right c. is the inward

Since the force of gravity can exert no torque about component of the velocity and the quantity as a
the earth's axis, we may write the equation of zonal whole represents the rate at which angular momentum
motion without approximation in the form is brought into the region by air motions across the

dMf/dt - p-3r.'p/8x - D.), (1) boundary. The only significant air motions across the
boundary take place at the vertical surface at latitude

which states that the absolute angular momentum of o. For all practical purposes we may assume that
an individual unit mass of air increases at a rate equal r = R cos 0, in all the discussion which follows, so that
to the external torques exerted upon it by the pres-
sure force and by friction. (See the table of symbols M - uR cos + wR' cos 2 . (5)
at the end of this article.) At this southern boundary c. = v, and we may with-

Equation (1) may be rewritten with the aid of the out sensible error say that dS =dx dz. The first term
following considerations: on the right side of (4) may then be written as the

p dM/dt = p AM/at + pe.VM sum of two terms, namely,

-- +V-pMC-M -+V.pc ,(2) Rcos J pjdx d, (6)
at a 4

where c is the absolute vector particle velocity. The expressing the rate of the northward advection of

quantity in parentheses in (2) vanishes identically relatise angular momentum, and the term
because the general equation of continuity of mass
states that this expression is zero. Accordingly (1) Wfr' coe, JJ pv dx dz. (7)
becomes

8pM ape expressing the rate of northward advection of angular
-= - •-pMc - - + rD,. (3) momentum due to the earth's rotation (hereafter

at ax referred to as w-angular momentum). We note that the

still without approximation. This equation states that expression (7) cannot contribute unless there is a net
the rate at which absolute angular momentum is in- flow of mass across the latitude circle.
creasing at a point fixed in space is equal to the nega- The second integral on the right of (4) can give a
tive divergence (convergence) of the transport of contribution only because the lower boundaly is not
angular momentum plus the rate at which it is im- a smooth spherical one, but has imperfections in the
parted to the air at the point by the external torques form of mountain ranges at whose sides dg does not
due to pressure and friction, vanish. The measurement of this effect is discussed

Noting that pM is the angular momentum per below.
unit volume, we may form a volume integral of (3) The third term on the right side of (4) may be
over a portion of the atmosphere bounded by the written in the form given because friction represents a
earth's surface and extending from the pole to a mode of exchange of momentum and can give a net
given latitude #. The upper boundary is assumed to contribution only when the frictional interaction is
be the "top" of the atmosphere. The term on the present with the surroundings at the boundary of the
left-hand side gives an integral which is the rate of region. The main effect of this nature results from the
increase of the total angular momentum within the interaction at the earth's surface north of the latitude
region, while all the terms on the right give integrals 0. Small-scale eddy friction appears to be far too
which are expressible in terms of quantities measured small to contribute significantly to the flow of angular
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momentum across the vertical at latitude o. We are ence between the time of the maps at sea level and
thus left with the quantities (6) and (7) to account for that at higher levels was neglected. In general, corn-
the large meridional transfer of angular momentum plete data were available from SON to 309N at the
for the maintenaace of the general circulation. upper levels and to 10'N at sea level. Computations

In the long-run average the aagular momentum of for the upper levels south of 30*N were estimated from

the atmosphere is constant and the left-hand side of the available but incomplete data there.
(4) is zero. For shorter periods, however, this is not Throughout this study, it was necessary to assume

the case. By using (5) it follows that that the actual wind was sufficiently well approxi-

mated by the geostfophic wind, due to the lack of

i pM dV = pRu cos 0 d V adequate actual wind data. Machta [9] has studied
the validity of this assumption as it applies to the

a f transport of relative angular momentum through
+ Wo,- (8) computations based on a theoretical model of a trough

with its axis tilted with respect to the meridians.

Here the first term on the right is the rate of increase of This model suggests that fair agreement might be

relative angular momentum, while the second term is expected between the geostrophic and actual trans-

the rate of increase of the angular momentum due to port of relative angular momentum, aside from the

the earth's rotation. This latter quantity (w-angular effect of meridional circulations.
momentum) can be changed on!y by net shifts of mass Lorenz4 has also studied the validity of the assump-

from one latitude belt to another. Such shifts of mass tion, using geostrophic deviation data gathered by

are measured in terms of surface pressure changes. Mach-a ;6 unfortunately but necessarily these data

By use of (5), (6), (7), and (8), (4) may now be were limited to the United States. His results indicate

written as that the geostrophic transport of relative angular
momentum is of the same order of magnitude as the

- cos 4, d V + w f2 -' coe 2  d V actual transport, but the geostrophic assumption
-t f at f gives transports away from the equator which are

somewhat less than the actual transport.
=Rcoso ffpuvdxdz +-iR2cosi|f pv dxdx Due to the fact that it was necessary to use geo-

strophic winds and that (as will be discussed later) the

( density was taken as constant for each level and lati-
+f pr d, + f r,, dS. (9) tude, it was not possible to compute directly the net

transport of mass (and therefore of u-angular momen-
This investigation consists of an attempt to evaluate turn) across latitude circles.s The method of computa-

the six terms in (9) from actual atmospheric data. tion actually used for these quantities will be dis-
cussed later.

3. General procedure The surface frictional torque was computed from

The month of January 1946 was chosen for this the sea level geostrophk wind, assuming the surface

investigation, mainly because of the availability of the wind to be in the same direction as and 0.6 as greatinvstiatin, ai~y ecase f te vaiabiityof he as the sea-level geostrophic wind. The transport and
necessary data for this m onth and the fact that a change oe l ave g ular mom entu as co m t ed

general inspection of the maps for this period did not fronte sea-lve geosrop wndwe assumed
from the sea-level geostrophic winds were assumed

reveal any too outstanding abnormalities. It was to be representative of conditions at the geostrophic
found later that this month has a somewhat higher wind level. The geostrophic mean zonal winds were
than normal zonal index (surface westerlies, 700-mb assumed equal to the actual mean zonal winds.
westerlies, and surface subtropical easterlies). What Due to the fact that neither the transport of rela-
relation this may have to the results reported here
muttie angular omentum nor the surface frictional

differing indices. torque are linear functions of wind velocity, it was

The data for sea level and the 500-mb level were necessary to compute these quantities individually

obtained from the Northern Hemisphere Historical E. Lorenz, "Investigation of the general circulation of the
atmosphere," Report no. 2, Contract W28-099 ac-406, between

Weather Maps [I1]. The 700-mb level data were ob- Watson Laboratories, AMC, and the Massachusetts institute of
tained from photostats of northern-hemisphere charts Technology, 1948.

'L. Machta, "A study of the observed deviations from the
analyzed by the U. S. Air Force. On several days, geostrophic wind." Unpublished Sc.D. thesis, Massachusetts
only data for the western half of the northern hemi- Institute of Technology, 1948 (and additional data not included

in thesis).
sphere wert available at 700 mb. There was one map 4 The use of the geostrophic wind assumption leads to a zero
per day at each level: 0400 GCT at 700 mb and 500 net transport of mass; i.e., any contributions from circulation

cells in a meridional cross section rep'esenting the mean condition
ob. 1230 GC'T at tea level. In this study, the differ- around the earth are automatically neglected.

-10-
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point by point and day by day, and then to sum or latitude, was determined at certain latitudes and
average as needed. Other quantities (change in rela- levels.
tive angular momentum, transport and change of For a constant-pressure level, under the procedure
w-angular momentum, torque due to mountains) are set forth above, the transport is given by
linear functions and could be calculated from pressure 9pgl cos
profiles or (in the case of the torque due to mountains) -- Z(Az),(As),, (11)
mean maps. 4,r sin4'

The winds were calculated on the basis of pressure where the summation is made for 72 points, each
(or contour height) data recorded for each 5 degrees separated by 5 degrees of longitude, completely
of latitude and longitude within the limits of the around the parallel of latitude. For a constant-level
analysis. The wind components at a gi-en latitude and surface, this transport is equivalent to
longitude were obtained from the pressures (contour
heights) 5 degrees north and south (or east and west) o(12)
of the given point. The wind components at each 4wwilp sin"4
point were assumed to be representative within longi- In integrating the transport (and also the change)
tudes 2½ degrees east and west of the point in corn- of relative angular momentum through height, it has
puting the transport of relative angular momentum; been assumed that the transport at the geostrophic
for computing the surface frictional torque, they were wind level is representative from the surface (assumed
assumed to be representative of the area 21 degrees to be at sea level) to 1.5 ki; that at 700 mb, from 1.5
east and west, and S degrees north and south, of the km to 4.5 knm; and that at 500 nib, from 4.5 km to
point. 7.5 km. In the absence of data above 500 mb, noThe densities at each latitude and level were takenas the normal for January at that latitude and level, attempt was made to estimate the vertical distribu-asthe 7 bn sitie werJa re comute thatlatitude anormel. tion of the transport and change of relative angularThe anditemp ere mpute f0om densitie momentum above 7.5 km. In integrating through time,contur nd empratue mp.7The500-b dnsiiesit has been assumed that a quantity computed from a
were extrapolated (assuming a moist adiabatic lapse itphas beentatiued tha aqaity compuro a
rate) from the normal 20,000-ft pressure and tempera- fore to r2 hours after map time.
ture map [-12]. The surface densities were computed Fig. t shows the net total transport of relative
on the basis of normal surface temperatures given by angular momentum in the three layers from map time
Haurwvitz and Austin [5]; they were extrapolated to anuar om t i themthreemlayers1fromumap time
900 mb to obtain the densities at the geostrophic wind of I January 1946 to map time of 31 January 1946.
level. The use of the normal, constant density intro- ...duces two sources of error : first, from the difference V-. p a -. .

between the normal January densities and the meanJanuary 1946 densities; second, from the fact that a

correlation between density and wind direction would
be expected. A preliminary investigation of the second ....
point has indicated that it produces an error in the
relative angular-momentum transport whose magni- ,,. . .t.l.
tude is of the order of 10 per cent.

Fic.. 1. Net amounts of relative angular momentum (in units of
1021 g cm2 sec-1) transported horizontally by geostrophic motion

4. Transport of relative angular momentum across entire latitude circles during January 1946 for the indi-
cated horizontal layers.This isJ the determination of the term, It will be noted that there is generally a poleward

ff Ctransport of relative angular momentum and that the
f odtransport generally increases with height south of

50°N. The transport increases with increasing latitude
in (9). In actual practice, the quantity up to 35'N, presumably due to the addition of angular

2. momentum to the atmosphere in the zone of surface
pr2uv dA, (10) easterly winds. It decreases north of 35N, presum-

"ably due to the removal of angular momentum in the
which gives the transport of relative angular momen- surface westerlies. There is some evidence, particu-
tur per unit time and per unit height across a given larly in the highest layer shown, at 65°N, of a com-

paratively minor flow of angular momentum gen-U. S. Weather Bureau, "Normal 700-mb charts," Extended erated in the polar easterlies, southward to the zone
Forecasting Section, Washington, D. C. (unpublished photo-
stats). of the surface westerlies.
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3. Change of relative aigular momentum infinity. The second is the transport of w-angular
The relative angular momentum of a given horn- momentum which can be computed directly from the
nThe rlayiver aigur mom of ani thickness ieen two transport of mass. However, as was noted earlier.

ala yer aitthe use of the geostrophic assumption prevents any
sdirect computation of the maw transport. The trans-

g
5

. ~ port of mass has therefore been computed from th,.
j 0  purxR do d4. (13) changes of mass and continuity considerations, start-

ing at the north pole and assuming no net vertical
For a constant-pressure level, this becomes transport of mass between layers within a latitude

beft,9 inasmuch as all net transport of mass into a

"-- SA'gWs'),[cos o + In tan 1], (14) polar cap must take place through the latitude circle
at its southern boundary.

and for a constant-height level The change in mass Within a latitude belt is com-
puted from the changes in the pressures within that
belt and is converted to change in o-angular momen-

18R(Ap,[cos In tan ] (15) turn by multiplying by

In this study, it is chiefly the change in relative angulai •- • do (Rl/olj3.j + I sin 20] (16)

momentum over a period of time that is of interest.
This corresponds to the term, The transport of mass across a latitude circle is con-

a-j verted to transport of w-angular momentum by multi-
f pRu cos, d V, plying by r2co. Fig, 2 illustrates the net change and

transport of w-angular momentum from map time of

in (9). The changes in the relative angular momentum 1 January 1946, to map time of 31 January 1946.
within the three layers from the first to the last day

of January 1946 are given in table 1. In general there I ..- -

TASLE 1. Changes in relative angular momentum from map time . " _ i . T"- V..
of I January 1946, to map time of 31 January 1946

(in units of 100" g cm' sec-) . . ,...

Latitude Levels '

belt 0-1.5 km 1."-.3 km 4.5-7.5 km - - - --

-10 + 16 -7 1r7 .....
65-55 + 4 + 38 + 28 " '-

55-45 +101 +107 +174 - , -- - -- ,.-- .. .- .,

45-35 - 38 +146 + t0
35-25 -186 -331 -203 FiG. 2. Net horizontal transport across entire latitude circles
25-20 -123 9 0 during January 1946 (arrows) and change (figures centered in
20-15 - 78 -194 +12 blocks in parentheses) of angular momentum due to the earth's

rotation (w-angular momentum) from map time I January 1946
to map time 31 January 1946, assuming no net vertical transport

was, during the month, an increase of relative angular of mass (in units of 10" g cm' sec-).

momentum in the temperate westerlies and a decrease
in the zone south of 35SN. 7. Surface frictional torque

The surface frictional torque corresponds to the
6. Change and transport of w-angular momentum term

This is the determination of the terms f rr. dS,

Sf p cost # dV, in (9); its contribution per unit time within a latitude

and belt is [2]

.RJ f f pdds " f ' .,u(u2 + 0)1r'R tdo A. (17)

in (9) (the integrated effect from 1 January to 31 -Th ao
s , 700. and ,$00mb contour heights were converted to pres-

January 1946 being considered here). The first is the sures at 10,000 ft and 18,000 ft respectively.

change of w-angular momentum and is computed r This assumption of no vertical transport of mass is admittedly
questionable, but it is necessary to obtain any estimate of the

through computing the changes of mass within cer- vertical distribution of the transport of ..-angular momentum.
tain latitude belts in the three layers: surface to It does not affect the total of the transport from the surface to

infinity; the vertical distribution of this transport is in enor to
10,000 ft, 10,000 ft to 18,000 ft, and 18,000 ft to the extent that this assumption is in error.

-12-
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Under the previously stated procedure, this is equiva- in (9) and was computed by White [14]. The reader
lent to is referred to his report elsewhere in this issue for a

9&R r (~,*~5discussion of the procedure used. The time-integrated
- [0 + cot 4.§ X(AP), (AP)12 + -•,()- (18) values of the mountain torques are given in table 3.

"TABLE 3. Integrated effect of torques due to differentials of
The determination of the surface frictional torque ~pressure across mountain ranges from map time of
The deterh inationpof the surtionalle ay o tohque p-I January 1946 to map time of 31 January 1946

is perhaps the most questionable of any of the pro- in units of 10"1 g cml sec-').
cedures used in this study. To begin with, the entire .. ...
subject of the stresses exerted by a moving fluid on its Latitud bolt Torque

boundary has not been satisfactorily determined and 65-60 - 411
60-55 221the relation used in this study (essentially that the 55-50 + 191

force is equal to spct , where c is here the relative speed W0-45 + 170
of the fluid) is not necessarily the best one. The value 4C35 +45
of x, the coefficient of skin friction, varies with the 35-30 + 194
type and topography of the surface, probably with 30-25 - 681

wind speed, and very probably with other factors.
It is hoped that the value used here (0.003) is a The procedures used in all the calculations given
reasonable approximation of a satisfactory mean above have many sources of error. In addition to those
value. In addition, the values of u and v in the corn- mentioned previously, perhaps one of the most serious
putation have been taken as 0.6 of the sea-level is the smoothing of the pressure (and contour height)
geostrophic wind with no correction for the commonly patterns, both in the original analyses and in the sub-
observed change in direction between the surface and sequent manipulations. It is felt that, in general, the
the geostrophic wind level, values computed are correct at least as to direction and

In both the surface frictional torque and the torques order of magnitude. It is probably not possible to
due to differentials of pressure across mountain ranges, improve the accuracy of the procedure in any major
the sign convention has been chosen so that a minus degree with the data available at the present time.
sign indicates transfer of angular momentum from the
earth to the atmosphere and vice versa. This arbitrary 9. Conclusions

convention was so chosen because the sign of the sur- This study has confirmed the picture of the genera-
face frictional torque is then the same as the sigq of tion and transport of angular* momentum which was
the eastward component of the surface wind velocity, proposed by Starr from theoretical considerations,

The values of the surface frictional torques within This can be seen by reference to the various tables and
certain latitude belts in the period from 1 January diagrams which have been previously mentioned.
1946 to 31 January 1946, are given in table 2. Angular momentum is generated in the subtropical

easterlies, is transported northward, and is lost to the
TABLE 2. Integrated effect of surface frictional torque from map earth in trangpo etertheapola r eastetoits

time of 1 January 1946 to map time of 31 January 1946 earth in the prevailing westerlies. The polar easterlies
(in units of 10"1 g cm' sec-). act as a secondary, but rather minor, source of angular

momentum. Inasmuch as the transport of w-angular
Latitude bait Torque momentum can have no progressive net effect over

80-70 - 16 long periods of time, fig. I perhaps represents, in a75-70 -- 158
70-65 - 122 very general way, the long term horizontal transport
65-60 - 188 of angular momentum in the atmosphere.
60-55 + 606
55-50 + 87S Starr stated without detailed discussion that the
50-45 + 12S1 interchange of angular momentum between the earth
45-40 + 1842
40-35 + 138 and the atmosphere might be effected by the differen-
35-30 + 205 tials of pressure across mountain ranges as well as30-25 - Ism0
25-20 - 2470 by surface friction. This has turned out to be the
20-IS - 47'70 actual existing condition (cf., tables 2 and 3); the two
_0 _ _10190__ processes are found to be of the same order of magni-

tude. Furthermore, for the month as a whole, the two
. Torques due to differentials of pressure across effects have generally the same direction at the same

mountain ranges latitude. White has found that the torque due to the

This corresponds to the term mountains during January 1946 closely approximates
the normal condition for the month of January.

fpr da Although over long periods of time, there can be no
progressive net change or transport of w-angular

-13-
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FI.3. Net total generation ad =fnsor, of absolute antgularr moenturn from mp.time I January 946 to map time 31 January
1946 (in units of HO~ grn e-.Salarrows indicate aoa foo nglroetmbteeadaet: vertical or horizontal

appndroimaes.Vlye 5 n X r7nthesndicate total change of a~ngular momentum .within block, Each .sremine indicates net flow of
approximtely 500)( lOt.g cm2 sec' of angular momentum. Dotted streamlines idcate flow of relatve angular momentum at unde-

termined heights above 7. km.

momentum, it has been found that during January momentum during January 1946. All transport of

1946 the ,-angular momentum and the relative angu- si-angular momentum is shown as occurring below

lar momentum terms were in general of the same order 7.5 km; therefore, all the transport above this level

of magnitude, considering both individual days and the (the vertical distribution of which is at present in-

entire month. On some days, the w-angular momentum determinate) is in the form of relative angular mo-
term was larger than the relative angular momentum mentum. The vertical transport of angular momentum

term. It would be expected that there should be a was obtained fronm continuity considerations, begin-

normal change and transport of w-angular momentum ning with the lowest layer.

for the month of January; this could be determined if It v- possible, from this figure, to present the pic-

normal maps for January 1 and January 31 were tun- envisioned by Starr in somewhat greater detail.

available. How closely January 1946 resembles this Not only does the horizontal transport of angular

normal is not known.10  momentum increase in general up to the limit of the

It is extremely desirable to construct an integrated data, but, furthermore, apparently about one-half as
picture of the contributions from all the terms of the much angular momentum is transported northward
angular momentum equation (9). In, constructing this across 35°N above 7.5 km as below. The southward
picture, it was found advisable to take account of the transport of the angular momentum generated in the
fact, previously mentioned, that the actual poleward polar easterlies would appear to occur chiefly above
transport of relative angular momentum is somewhat 7.5 km. The vertical transport of the angular momen-

greater than the geostrophic transport. It has been turn is concentrated mainly over the regions of genera-
assumed for this purpose, somewhat arbitrarily, that tion and loss.
the actual transport is 1.5 times the geostrophic trans- Inspection of fig. 3 reveals that apparently con-
port. siderably more angular momentum was generated than

Such a picture is given in fig. 3, which illustrates the can be accounted for by loss in the westerlies and in-

total generation and transport of absolute angular creases in the angular momentum of the atmosphere

it Later preliminary investigations using normal rmaps for (even if reasonably large increases are assumed to
December, January, and February have indicated that the occur above 7.5 kin). This excess of generation is even
change and transport of s-angular momentum during January more pronounced when it is realized that the region
1946 was considerably larger than that which is normal for
January. between 10*N and the equator (not included on the
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figure due to lack of data) can also be assumed to be earth proper and the atmosphere may, at times,
a region of generation- it would appear that the only produce a considerable net shift of angular momentum
area available to act as a sink for this excess momen- from one member of the system to the other. Due to
turn would be the southern hemisphere. A semiquanti- the great difference in the masses of the two, relatively
tative investigation of the plausibility of this assumj> large changes In the atmospheric angular momentum
tion was made, using a mean January surface pressure would be expected to produce only small variations
profile for the years 1910-1934 extending from 70'N in the rate of rotation of the earth. To determine the
to 60'S. (This profile was prepared by the Extended order of magnitude of this change, it was decided to
Forecasting Project at Massachusetts Institute of determinr what the effect would be if the atmosphere
Technology from data in [10].) The surface frictional were to lose all its relative angular momentum to the-
force was approximated from the mean zonal wind." earth and the two were to rotate as a solid. The rela-
As no estimate was possible of the torque due to the tive angular momentum of the earth proper was
mountains in the southern hemisphere, the effect of estimated from data on its surface density and mass
the mountains was neglected throughout. [6], assuming a linear increase in density from the

Although thte results obtained probably have only a surface to the center. The relative and op-angular
qualitative validity, they do appear to indicate that momentum of the atmosphere was estimated from the
more angular momentum is generated in the northern January 1946 data, assuming the southern hemisphere
hemisphere, particularly in the tropical and sub- to be a mirror image of the northern hemisphere.1- It
tropical latitudes, than is dissipated in the northern- was found that even this change in the angular mo-
hemisphere temperate latitudes. The reverse is true mentum distribution, extreme as it is, would decrease
in the southern hemisphere, due chiefly to the great the length of a year (i.e., 365 revolutions) by only 0.8
surface intensity of the temperate latitude circum- sec. It is understood that this change would be just
polar vortex. There would appear to be, then, in the noticeable from astronomical observations if it were
mean, an appreciable net transport of angular mo- to persist for an entire year. It would therefore appear
mentum from the northern to the southern hemisphere that there is little hope of determining short period
during January. In fact, a qualitative inspection of variations in the atmospheric angular momentum from
similar profiles for other seasons, indicates that while changes in the speed of the earth's rotation.
in some seasons both hemispheres mry be substan- It is interesting for purposes of comparison to
tially self-suffic*ent as to angular momentum, at no compute the mean relative angular momentum of a
time, in the mean. would there apparently be an major part of the atmosphere of the northern hemi-
appreciable net transport of angular momentum from sphere. The average value of this quantity for the
the southern to the northern hemisphere while the month of January 1946, for the portion of the at-
reverse might apparently often be the case. Investiga- mosphere bounded by latitudes 35'N and 7$SN, the
tions by White of the normal torque due to the moun- surface and 7.5 km, is 2400X 102' g cm 2 sec-1. The
tains in the northern hemisphere indicate that this amount of angular momentum removed from within
facto:, although changing the magnitude of the ex- these boundaries, due to the surface frictional torque

cesses and deficits, does not eliminate the excess of and the torque due to the mountains, during the

angular momentum generated in the northern hemi- thirty days under consideration was 7188X102I

sphere. g cm 2 sec-1 . It is clear that if no angular momentum

The mechanism of the transport of angular momen- were transported through the boundaries except at the

turn across the equator is far from apparent, and it will surface and if the values of the torques were to remain

probably require an extensive study of equatorial air constant in spite of the resultant decrease in the mo-

currents, based on actual rather than geostrophic wind tion, the atmosphere within this region would cease to

data at all levels, even to begin to understand it. The have any net relative angular momentum after ap-

above results would, nevertheless, seem to lend sup- proximately ten days. The necessity for a continual

port to the opinions of those who believe that no final poleward transport to maintain the normally ob-

solution of the general circulation problem can be serveQ circulation is apparent.

reached without considering the joint interaction of Acknowledgmenls.-The writer is indebted to Prof.
bothchemwispheres. Sonsiderither studiesofthepoint s iV. P. Starr of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
both hemispheres. Some further studies of these points nology for originally suggesting this investigation and
and the interesting possibilities arising from them are for his help and encouragement. Dr. E. Lorenz and
now under way at the Massachusetts Institute of Mr. R. White, of the General Circulation Project

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have
The interchange of angular momentum between the - A

Is Angular momentum of solid earth -= 52-4 X 1010 cmi set-1.
u The surface frictional force correlates with the mean zonal Relative angular momentum of the atmosphere - 12.82 X Ion

surface wind (around a latitude belt) to give a coefficient of g cm' sec-1. is-angular momentum of the atmosphere - 1.021
+0.81 or better, on a daily basis. X l0u g cm2 sec-1.
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given continual assistance as has been indicated, in (Ap), - difference in pressure acros a 10-degree in-
part, above. terval eastward

Various data were obtained through the courtesy of x - coefficient of skin friction (assumed 0.003)
4, Dr. H. Wexier and Mr. J. Namias of the United States TAT), = difference in imean pressure between two

Weather Bureau and Dr. H. C. Wiilett of the Massa- given latitudes
chwMetta institute of Technology. a difference in the mean contour height between

Credit is due for the contribution of the writer's two given latitudes.
wife, in undertaking the tedious task of recording data
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SHORTER CONTRIBUTIONS

THE ROLE OF MOUNTAINS IN TIlE ANGULAR-MOMENTUM BALANCE OF
TH1E ATMOSPHERE

By R.obt M. White

Masachusetts Institute of Technaogy'

(Manuscript received 4 February 1949)

There exists an extensive literature on the relation simply as this differential pressure effect. If the pres-
of mountains to meteorological phenomena which sure on the eastern side of the range is greater than the
emphasi-.a the important role that these stable natural pressure on the wesztern side., the mountain range must
barriers play in meteorology. Many of the studies deal exert a force on the atmosphere directed to the east.
with the thermodynamical effects on air flowing across The situation is reversed when the pressure is higher
these barriers, while others attempt to evaluate the to the wi.st than 'the east.
hydrodynamical effects produced. Starr [4] recently As a matter of convention, the mountain effect is
has pointed out the importance of mountain ranges in defined as positive when the mountains act to ab-
the angular-momentum balance of the atmosphere. stract angular momentum from the atmosphere, that
The mountain effect discussed here deals only with is, when the pressure on the west side of a mountain
this role. range is greater than the pressure on the eastern side.

The basis of Starr's proposal is that the flow of This is the case when mountains act to slow down the
absolute angular momentum in the atmosphere con- westerlies, since in those regionm the winds are travel-
stitutes an important feature of the general circulation, ing faster in an easterly direction than the surface of
and hence any complete theory of the general circula- the earth. The mountain effect is defined as negative
tion should explain the observed exchanges of angular when the mountains act to supply angular momentum
momentum. Since the atmosphere and earth can be to the atmosphere, that is, when the pressure is higher
considered a closed system, the only way in which the on the eastern side of the mountain than on the western
atmosphere can gain or lose angular momentum is b, side. In view of the fact that extensive amounts of
interaction with the earth's surface. Interaction with pressure data are available, it was decided to study
the earth's surface may occur in two ways; either observationally the torques so produced, both on a
through rurface frictional interaction, or through inter- daily and monthly normal basis.
action due to the torques exerted by mountain ranges. One of the problems in the measurement of these

The surface frictional effects are such as to produce effects from data is the construction of accurate
eastward torques on the atmosphere in the regions of topographic profiles of sufficient simplicity to permit
easterly, winds, and westward torques in regions of easy calculation of pressure differences across moun-
westerly winds. Between the equator and about 35*N tain ranges that would be representative.' It was
in the region of easterly trades, there is a continual necessary to establish some basis for determining the
flow of angular momentum into the earth's atmos- effective heights of the principal mountain barriers of
phere. In midlatitudes the surface frictional inter- the northern hemisphere. Isolated mountain peaks
action acts to abstract angular momentum from the extending far above the general level of the mountain
atmosphere in the region of prevailing westerlies. In chain could be of little consequence in computing the
the weak polar easterly cell there is again a flow of pressure difference across the range. It was assumed
angular momentum from the earth to the atmosphere. that only mountain ranges of broad latitudinal or
The angular-momentum exchange by surface frictional longitudinal extent could be significant as barriers
interaction depends on the direction of the wind, and across which, on the average, significant differences in
its intensity depends on the strength of the surface pressure could occur. All mountains whose extent is
winds and the distance from the polar axis. less than five degrees of latitude or five degrees of

On the other hand, the angular-momentum ex- longitude were neglected. The validity of this assump-
change between atmosphere and earth due to the tion is borne out by the data.
torque exerted by mountain ranges is not dependent I3.l nature mountains rise to their heights irregularly,
on wind directior in the same way, but is rather de- so that it was necessary to simplify their profiles con-
termined by the magnitude of the pressure difference siderably. Thus it was decided to break each mountain
across mountains. The mechanism of mountains in range down into a series of 1-kmn blocks across which
exerting a torque on the atmosphere can be considered the pressure differences were calculated. These sita-

I This investigatioat was made possible through funds made plifications lead to inaccuracies, but by no means are
available under terrms of Contract No. W28-099 ac-406 between these errors seriously detrimental to the final results.
the U. S. Air Force and the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. 'Topographic profiles were determined with the aid of (2].
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1 .444 . '-6 6 . .4belt of latitude around the cluire hemnisphere over a
meridional distance of one centimeter. In erder to find

the torque exerted by the mountains, it was necessary
to multiply this result by the cosine of the latitude and

- by the mean radius of the earth. It was assumed that
the mountain effect obtained for a one centimeter

"- /A .zonal strip is representative of a zonal strip 2'o to the
"1. north and south of the given latitude line.

The total normal monthly mountain effect was

"- computed for each of the 12 months of the y-ear by 5-

- . degree latitude belts between 25*N and 650N. The re-

sults are shown graphically in fig. I. The magnitude
V -and basic regularity of pattern suggests that the

. - - M. . .-- . mountain effect, which in itself is a product of the

pressure distribution around the earth, is an important
FIG. I. Normal monthly total amounts of angular momentum part of the

transferred from the atmosphere to the earth due to mountain angular-momentum balance in the atmos-

torques. in units oi 10 g cm2 sec-' per S-degree latitude belt. phere. The maximum values of the mountain effect
(Negative values indicate transfer from earth to atmosphere.) are found at the beginning of the summer season and

Within the limits of the accuracy of available pressure the beginning of the winter season. However, there

data the procedure seems to be sound. South of 25°N exists a signific-ant difference in the character of these

the mountain barriers are few and the data sparse. maxima. D)uring the month of June it is most note-

North of 650N the only real mountain range is the worthy that the mountain effect acts to abstract

Greenland ice cap, an effective barrier some 2-3 km in momentum from the atmosphere from 25*N to 60 0N

height. However in view of the proximity to the pole, over almost the entire range of the northeri hemis-

and in view of the paucity of data, it was decided to sphere. Within the limnits of the data, the only area

assume the mountain effect north of 650N to be negli- where the mountains supply momentum to the at-

gible. This assumption is borne out bý results of the mosphere in June is north of 60'N. but the amount

research. is insignifitant.

The monthly normal sea-level pressure data for the Oin the other hand, the month (if January shaows

northern hemisphere were taken from figures after quite a different picture. Mountains act to .bstract

Shaw [3]. Data for the twelve months of the year were momentum from the atmosphere onli in a restricted

available for every five degrees of latitude and every area between 40*N and 60*N in the belt of prevailing

ten degrees of longitude. Monthly normal 10,000-ft westerlies. D)uring January the n:mimtum positive

pressures were taken from data gathered and compiled effect is between 45°-50 °N, \% hilt in j mie the mtaximum

by the U. S. Army Air Forces (1944 revised). The IP)sitive effect is located between 40*-45°N. It would

month of January 1946 was selected for a detailed a)lpear that the intensification andl exte,,sion of

breakdown of the mountain effect or. a daily basis. the area of positive mountain effect into the sub-

Sea-level and upper-air pressure data for this month tropics during May and June is a normal feature of

were obtained from figures after Widger [5] based on the angular-momentuim balance of the atmospherv.

daily synoptic weather charts prepared by the U. S. Thus the westerlies, which are already weak in June,

Air Forces [1]. The computations described below cannot abstrac* through friction the large amounts of

are based entirely on these sea-level and 10,000-ft momentum still being generated by the relativel.

pressures. strong subtropical easterlics. Apparently at least part

The average pressure differences across each 1-km of the excess is removed by mountain torques. "!There

block of mountain range was computed. It was neces- is, however, no comparable reverse effect during the

sary to assume a linear decrease of pressure with height early winter when the westerlies are strong. There is

between sea level and 3 km. Some minor error is in- then perhaps no need for such a process. When con-

troduced here in view of the fact that sea-level pres- sidered in this light the mountain effect may act as an

sures have been reduced artificially from station level additional regulating factor in the production and

and this reduction is not exactly "reversed" by the consumption of angular momentum. Presumably it is

assumption of a constant lapse of pressure with height. able to act in this manner because it is not delenlent

In some instances when the 3-km pressures were on the zonal winds.

unavailable it was assumed that the pressure difference It is interesting to note the gradual progression of

across the mountain at that level was zero. The pres- the reversal point of the mountain effect toward the

sure differences were summed for each latitude, the tropics with the approach of spring and its retreat

total representing the pressure force acting along that back to its normal winter position between 40"-500 N
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durint rcntgintlr - ever-l point is rABLE 1. Comparative valueýs of mountain effect and surface
"di tof the year. rhe r frictional eiTkct totaled for the month of January 1946

defined as the more southern latitude at which the (in units of IV0 g cm' s-oI per 5-degree latitude belt).
mountain etfftt changes, from negative to positive. -......... . .. ..........

In general the latitude of maximum abstraction of atitude Wuntain tffýt t Srfae Itriction

angular momentumn occurs in the region of prevailing 25-30 -681 -1530
30-35 +1194 +205westerlies. As one procceds northward, angular mo- 35-40 +965 +138

nientuni is ablsracted during longer and longer 40-45 +1550 +1842
45-50 +870 +1251licritwls. Thus at 35--40*N, such momentum is ab- SO-SS +191 +875

stracted only during May and June; at 40--450 N 55-60 -221 +606

momentum is .abstracted during the entire year. This 60-6i -4'1 -188

continues to ,atitude 55*N whero the abstraction of
momentum varies front month tip month but is always angular-nmomentunt balance (if the atmoslplere, since
weak. North of 60*N monmeaatum is supplied in small in most cases it is imjortant in both abstracting and
amounts during the greater number of months of in supplying angular momentum.
the year. The major contributions to the mountain effect

The daily values of the mountain effect for January1946wer . ompued n te sme mnne astheare from the two great mountain complexes of the
1946 were compsuted1 in the same manner as the northern hemisphere; the Rockies and the Asiatic

monthly normals, and the values for this individual
ranges. The extent to which the two major systems

month were compared with normal January. There is dominate the total mountain effect 's clearly brought
a general correspiondence between the magnitude and out when one considers the correlation coefficients
twe distribution of the mountain effect for January between the sum of the pressure differences across the
1946 and the normal January. Graphs for January 1946 Rockies and the Asiatic ranges and the total pressure
and the normal January are shown in fig. 2. The difference summed for the hemisphere. Such coeffi-
latitude of the reversal paint and the latitude of. the cients were calculated for 35°, 400 and 45*N for the
maximum abstraction of momentum from the atmos- 31 days in January 1946. In all cases the correlations
phere for January 1946 are displaced about five degrees are not less than 0.85. These correlation coefficients
south of the normal positions. are even more interesting in view of the fact that no

significant correlation was found between the pressure
.I ] difference across the Rockies and the pressure differ-

. ence across the A,-iatic ranges at the samne latitudes.
Conclusions.-lt appears that the mountain effect

-- is a sensible factor in the angular-momentunm exchange
z between earth and atmoslphere. It is of the same order

" -,...of magnitude as the surfaci: frictional effect.
Mountains normally act to abstract angular t,,-

• r- .. . .•'mentum from the atmosphere in midlatitudes and to

"supply such momentum to the atmosphere in low
, .,latitudes. In addition, it appears that during the

Fit;. 2. Comparison between the total mountain effect for spring and early summer the mountains act to abstract
January 1946 and the normal for January (ordinate labeled in angular momentum from the atmosphere even in low
units of 10" g cm2 sec-1 per 5-degree latitude belt), latitudes with a maximum total effect in May and

June.
One of the basic aims of the research was to deter- The major contributions to the mountain effect are

mine the relative importance of the mountain effect from the twogreat mountain complexes of the northern
in supplying to or abstracting momentum from the hemisphere, the Rockies and the Asiatic rangtns.
atmosphere as compared with classical surface fric-
tional effects. Values of the surface frictional inter- REFERENCES
action for January 1946 were determined by Widger
[5]. The comparative values of the mountain effect I. Air Weather Service: Northern hemisphere historical twather
and the frictional interaction are shown in table 1. It maps, sea kteel and 500 nib, January, 1946.

2. Haack, H.: Physiche lVeltkartr. Gotha, Germany, Perthes.
is seen that at almost every latitude the mountain 3. Shaw, N., 1936: 11anu,l rf reterorology. Cambridge, Cam-
effect acts in the same direction as surface friction, bridge University Press. vol. 2: Comparative meteorology.

Further, it is apparent that the mountain effect is of 2 ed., 472 pp. (see pp. 218-241).
the same order of matgoitude as the effect of surface 4. Starr, V. P., 1948: An essay on the general circulation of the

earth's atmosphere. J. Meteor.. 5, 39-43.
friction. It is to be concluded then that the mountain S. Widget, W. K., 1949: A study of the flow of angular momen-
effect cannot be neglected in any consideration of the tum in the atmosphere. J. Meteor., 6, 291-299.
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A mechanism for the vertical transport of angular Grouping the wind data according to the occurrence
momentum in the atmosphere of precipitation or clear skies as a measure of the type

of vertical velocities at the time of observation is
By ROBERT N. WnT- crude. It is true that ascending velocities exist in

Ma.4sacshusttts Institute of T, cknokogy, Cambridge 39. Mass. regions where precipitation is occurring, but the range

31 May 1950 of elevation over which such vertical velocities are
occurring and the strength of such ascending motions

The angular momentum balance of the atmosphere are extremely variable. In addition, a region of clear
has been studied notably by Jeffreys' and more re- skies does not necessarily imply a region of descending
cently by several other writers. Whatever view one velocities. Nevertheless, over a large sample of obser-

adopts concerning the nature of the general circula- vations it is highly probable that the regions of pre-

tion, it is probable that a transfet of eastward angular cipitation have substantial ascending velocities through
momentum takes place from low to middle latitudes a significant portion of the lower troposphere and that
in the high tropospheric layers of the atmosphere. Thi,
necessitates an upward transport in low latitudes and
a downward transport in middle latitudes.

An eddy mechanism for this vertical transport has o
been suggested by Starr," which is associated with
disturbances of the size of cyclones and anticyclones /
in middle latitudes. The correlation between the ver- ,
tical ard zonal components of the wind velocity would
have to be negative through most of the troposphere
in middle latitudes, where a downward transport of *
angular momentum is required. If there is a relation
between the vertical velocities in the atmosphere and
the occurrence of precipitation, it is then possible that
a study might reveal a relation between the presence .4 to
of precipitation and the zonal wind. Such a study was o- -".

undertaken. FIG. 1. Mean west-east wind velocity in m sec-1 as a function
of height over regions in the eastern United States during the

'H. Jeffreys, "On the dynamics of geostrophic winds," Quart. period January-April 1949. The mean zonal winds were computed
J. R. memor. Soc., 52, 85-104, 1926. from approximately 120 rawin soundings in the case of precipita-

t V. P. Starr, "An essay on the general circulation of the earth's tion (solid line) and 300 soundings in the case of clear skies
atmosphere," J. Meteor., 5, 39-43, 1948. (dashed line).
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"lTAB.E 1. Analysis of wind. aloft under cnntrasting weather conditions. The zonal component of the wind velocity in m sec is
indicated by i. The values given by Siludent's 't' test are indicated by 1, below which the significance level is given. rhe number of
case;s is denoted by n.

2000 ft 6000 it 10,0()0 it 14,000 ft 20.0W0 ft

Ppt. Clear PPt. Clear Ppt. Clear PPt. Cker Ppt. clear

n 127 283 14-4 333 135 328 130 310 111 270
4 -0.92 +3.05 +4.52 +6.82 +8,40 +lt.77 +11.60 +14.92 +15.32 +18.51
1 6.07 3,63 4.14 3.46 2.59

Significance
level <.001 < .001 <.001 <.010

regions of clear skies have vertical velocities which in The mean zonal wind component in ni sec- t for each

the mean are different and probably in the opposite level when grouped as described above is shown in

direction. fig. 1. It is seen that smaller zonal winds are associated

A group of eight rawin stations over the eastern with precipitation than with clear skies, in the sense

United States was selected for study. These included which might be expected if the vertical transport

Nashville, Tenn., San Antonio, Tex., Little Rock, Ark., mechanism suggested by Starr is operative. The differ-

Bismarck, N. D., Caribou, Me., International Falls, ence between the mean zonal wind components in the

Minn., Nantucket, Mass., and Rapid City, S. D. The two categories was tested for statistical significance by

zonal component of the observed wind as reported application of Student's "t" test (see table 1.) The

from all the rawins during the period January-April significance levels obtained suggest, but do not estab-

1949 at 0300 Z was computed at the following levels: lish, the existence of a correlation between the zonal

1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000, 14,000, and and vertical velocity components associated with

20,000 ft. Those observations when the weather was eddies the size of cyclones, which is in the right sense

clear (cloudiness :< 3/10) or precipitation of any kind to account for a downward transport of angular too-

was occurring at observation time were selected. mentum in middle latitudes.
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Geostrophic Departures in the Jet Stream

By VICTOR P. STARR. Massachusetts Institute of Technology'

(Manuscript received 2 April ig5o)

Abstract

The effect of gradients in the cross-current eddy motions on the gcostrophic balance
is illustrated by means of an integrated model. It is suggested that gradients of the
Reynolds stress associated with such eddy motions in the atmosphere and in the oceans
may lead to sensible average geostrophic departures which appear as a normal inertial
etfect in eddying currents.

In the past niany investigators have devoted atten- existence of any particular integrated model of flow,
tion to the study of the degree to which actual we shall find it convenient to introduce the basic
wind currents may be measured by the geostrophic arguments through the examination of one such
approximation. Some of these studies have been specific siodel. In terms of cartesian coordinates in
directed toward an exanuination of cff1cts which which x positive is taken eastward and y positive
might be expected on rational grounds, while northward, let us study the two-dimensional flow
others arc entirely empirical in nature. In view of the of a fluid which satisfies the following equations of
fact that research workers interested in the large- motion and continuity:
"scale currents in the atmosphere arc usually forced
to resort to wind estimates obtained from pressure dI in St ,u i dp
data, the nature of the approximations involved in St -- Ux I" - f !X
this procedure is of much practical concern. The
purpose of this discourse is to bring attention to dp ,i, , -j - (a)
one ssstemnatie effiect which nmight be expected on a it -t x u S 1,0y 2i Y (1)

rational basis in those regions of the atmosphere
where the circulations attain their greatest intensities, d-k I )
althnpgh lesser manifestations of the sarne kind dx Sy
Isight be found to exist at other levels in the at-
snosphcre as well as in the oceans. Here i is the eastward and ' the northward particle

The elfct to be" discussed cannot be regarded as velocity, p is pressure, t tiie, f the Coriolis para-
An'i new concept in the field of hydrodynamics, snetcr and () density. We assurne that to is constant
havsing long ago been recognized in the treatsment and uniformn and that
of such topics ah the turb-ilent flow of fluids in
dhannels (see for example GOLDSTEIN 193R). How- f-f y (f)
ever. it appe-ars that the meteorological applicatiosss wherefo and /1 are constants.
- hf the t-cjhts involved should be emphasized. The three relations (i) form a closed systenm of

Although the subject is not dependent upon the partial diffierential equations for the deterssination

I lhi, r',iathi Ais vrfo,rtsed under ,ontract with of the three dependent variables u, P,1 p in ternis ol
tc L- % Air h*r,.r Cambridgc RIeseards Laboratories. the independent variables x, y, t. It has been shown
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by NrA.MTAN (1946) that this isytem of simultancouis %othat lid ii the nongeostrophic part of it. Also.
eq~uations possesses anl integral in which introlducing the space averag.e of a quantity

it 1 -1 o 'Y41. 4 ilkI-.I -CsIY over a wave leng~th L in the eastward direction by

(3) terlto

11 l.4 co% k (x-at) sill IY, (4) 7)-ýL f, ( ) dx, (9)
provided that Iwe havc that

0 4 12; 1 (k' a !2) (s) - - - (o
lid = It Ugit. (

andi1 1'. .A, k, I. # are arbitrrarv cotistnts which we
taike as Iseing real. Either bv using the geostrophic formula with (6)

rhi% (partictular) stiutia'i i% completed by writing anti comparing with (3), or more directly by sub-
l~lkrstitution ini the second eqtuation of (i) front (3)

andi (4) and averaging, we find that

-~~~ L ill. (i x U~- i)- cos ly - -. 420Ico1y. (i
2 litd silt y - o y. (1

2 + It is thus ween that u contains a systematic nongen-
sI'1 Sil --- 14 [1)' %trophic component which varies in a periodic

J~ [I. (1)faishioit with the independent variable y alone.
1'2sli1 (1 y Siitce iv vanishes for y - C) 2nd for y :0

- I: f~)*~ - it will tend to clearness if we vistialize the flow as
11a, 1 (-) ) cotntained in a channel between two parallel wvalls at

liy these ordiniates. The departttre lid then vanishes
Y acctording to (i i) at the two walls and also at the

center, y a'/. 1. in the southern half of the channel,

- i -- t.' fy a, abetween y 'C) and y = r/a 1, itd is negative
I while in the northern half it is positive. On the

I css (2' 5 average over the whole channel thc conditions are
stich that the flow is geostrophic.

j: ,j.(6) Byv way of physical explat-ition of this phenorre-

obtacd hrogh he nteratin o th fist wo mon we msight note that the minimtum value of the

clitit."tios of (i) wvith thle aid of (3). (4) atid (S). Reyniolds stress - two is found at y ý r/z 1. This is
Vlic list termi ill (6) is anl .rbitrars function of tinme interpreted as a net transfer of positive y-momen-

.1111CMi inv odiari le taento ae n tutu- il front the southern half to the northern half.
.il~nc nd i.Islrimt~ril taen h apro~ This drain msust be nmade good in the lower half by

pritite constanit witha lit afli iting the othter charac- -nee-
terwisie of the solutiolt. ]in v'iew of the formt of thet aecss of tile means northward pressure gradient
C.Hiltititlity Caltiitiafli colitainle] inl (i). it is poSsible force over amid above the requirements needed to

ta se 1 src.m hctin ~ fr te vlocty oiipt~baince mneridional Coriolis forces onl the fluid in
leits. of tile form this region. The reverse process takes place in the

tipper half.

sIllkf.,t 4%Il l .(% ill. Viewed some vhat diffircntlv the process may be
x A i .c~ ~ xplainie.l physically by noting' that individual 'par-

(7) tidles enter thc sotithern half with negative )-

It i. Apiparenlt that thle ni0tinhl con1sistS of a basC moitentunm and leave with positive y-momentum.
F~anil ln' ot whih ~rialiedistrbacesare TheLy must therefore be accelerating northward oin

ztoneal .iwo whc widcdtubntar t average while in the southern .half and south-

Lettinvg it, reprresent thle geostrophic wiitd toward ward while in the northern half. From this one

the vast, we write that nlax infer that it, cannot be zero everywhere,
unless indeed the motion is purely zonal.

vi, i - ~,(8) It is to be noted that the results described do not
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e upon t profile of a but only upon dtat of The latitude at which Ls v-v reaches a maximum
;wv. We may, for example, place a maximum or is probably displaced father poleward in each he-

ijetr of u in the southern half at y - x14l1 by taking misphere as compared with the latitude at which u
an appropriate value U together with V> o and reaches its maximum, although observational stu-
proper values of a, e. dies should be made concerning this point. Further-

Much of what has been said follows directly if more, there is no reason to suppose that this quan-
we write the second equation of (i) in the form of a tity irads to zero as the pok is approached. For

continuity equation for y.momenturn with the aid purposes of orientation let it be supposed that v-v
of the third and average so that increases by 1o7 CM !sec1 for an increase of z 000

kin in y- Neglecting horizontal density variations,
deo ur v e-d v + the first member on the right hand side of (13)

-t -dx + d (1" then gives a contribution of- 6.7 meters per se-

cond to ud, if f = 0.75 x xo-' (corresponding to
The results stated above follow immediately, since about 3o N latitude). This may give some notion
the first two terms vanish. Moreover we see that of correct orders of magnitude in the vicinity of
similar results are to be expected in any two dimen- the jet stream. At lower levels the contribution
sional model with a qussi-steady regime of turbu- may be one fifth or one tenth as large.
lence or eddy motion. For all such cases the mean In an interesting paper published recently, LoEwE
geostrophic deviation is determined by the cross- and RwAoD (Ig5o) have presented a meridional cross

stream gradient of the Reynolds stress - L v--. section of the atmosphere in the southern hemisphere

The direct application of the model described to through the jet stream. These writers make a com-

the atmosphere would lead to the presence of a parison of geostrophic versus actual wind measure-

westward directed mean geostrophic departure ments in the jet. The actual winds show velocities
equatorward from the latitude at which e v v is a much lower than those computed from the iso-
maximum in each hemisphere, ad an eastward baric contours. Although many questions might
mean departure poleward. However, the neaect as arise concerning the representariveness of the data,
in actuality supewrpose on other sources of geo- it may also be that a part of the discrepancy is due
strophic departures such as the corvature of the to the manifestation of the phenomenon here
latitude circles which produces a westward depar- described. It is to be noted that local climatolog-

ture even in the case of purely zonal flow. Another ical time averages such as those used by Loswa
factor is that for the actual atmosphere even in the and R exo would tend to approximate space
simple cartesian equation (ua) an additional verti- averages except for the possible presence of stand-

cal term must be added so that, taking z positive ing semipermanent disturbances.

upward and w as the upward particle velocity, and Finally it should be mentioned that the considera-

neglecting horizontal density variations in the x- tions used here may be of some consequence in the

direction, charting of mean ocean currents by means of dy-
namic velocity computations, in those cases where

t'irv P dg there exists a gradient in the cross-current eddy
+ -- )" (13) motion. This may. for example, be significant in

LYdz the case of such currents as the Gulf Stream.

It is difficult to estimate the effect of this vertical
term, although if (13) be integrated also with REFERENCES
respect to height through the whole atmosphere, GODSTMiN, S., 1938: Modern developments in fluid dy-
the total contribution of this added term must re- namics, Vol. i. Oxford University Press, 330 pp.
suit from the presence of a net meridional surface Lo-we, F., and U. RADOx, z95o: A meridional acro-
stress at a given latitude. There is not much a priori logical cross section in the Southwest Pacific. J.

Meteor., 7, 58--65.
reason to expect that such inct meridional surface NEMTAN, S. M., 1946: The motion of harmonic
stresses around latitude circles are of importance. waves in the atmosphere. J. Meteor.. 3. 53--56.

Printed in Sweden
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A note on the eddy transport of angular momentum

By VICTOR P. STARR
M.sdwtse Insaitute of Tedmhog,*

(Cmomwuicated by P. A. Shqpard; Manuacrit rseiwed 8 Augsua 195o)

SUMSEAY

A pilot study of the horizontl eddy transport of angular momentum in the meridirial direction,
based on radio wind observations over the North Amerian sector of the northern hemisphere, is
presented. The results are in harmony with general frictional requirements except that the transports
are rather large. The desirability of much more extensive compilations of data concrning the
subject is indicated.

1.

The problem posed by the angular momentum balance of the earth-atmosphere
system is probably one of the most fundamental considerations in meteorological
science. In view of the fact that within the last few decades an extensive body
of proper observational data has been accumulated, it is becoming possible to do
more than merely speculate abstractly in this regard. As a result a number of
papers, both observational and theoretical, have appeared relating to this matter.
A selection of these is contained in the annotated list of references at the end of
this note, although many others should be included in a more complete bibliography.

The particular question to which much attention is directed currently relates
to the manner in which the necessary meridional transfer of angular momentum
takes place within the atmosphere. Is this flow accomplished primarily through
the agency of the so-called mean meridional circulations, or primarily through
horizontal exchange processes ? The nature of our approach to the subject of the
general circulation depends largely upon the answer to this question.

In order to seek enlightenment, recourse must be made to data. One may
try to measure either one or the other of the two processes mentioned. The writer
and his colleagues working with the general circulation project at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have been engaged in studies which aim at measuring the
eddy processes. Thus Widger (1949) made a hemispheric analysis of winds
computed from isobaric maps for the month of January 1946 and obtained sub-
stantial indications of the importance of the eddy processes in the lower and middle
troposphere.

Owing to the fact that isobaric maps for relatively high levels in the atmosphere
are of uncertain reliability and are still difficult to construct, it is a tempting matter
to utilize direct radio wind measurements for the purpose at hand. However,
since such wind data are not available on a hemispheric basis, great care must be
exercised in treating limited amounts of observational material in order to obtain
meaningful results. Specifically it is essential to sample a significant and repre-
sentative sector of longitude. Also, it is necessary to use averages over appreciable
intervals of time to improve reliability, because of the effects of missing reports
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and other factors such as the higher noise level in actual wind data. The last item
has been discussed by Charney (1947). Selectivity in favour of fight winds is
doubtless also a factor, especially in the higher reaches of the soundings. Finally,
unlike wind data secured from isobaric maps, the radio winds are available only
at stations arranged in an irregular array over the weather map, so that some appro-
priate scheme must be devised to approximate the momentum transports across
individual latitude circles.

2.

It is by no means altogether clear how the needed calculations should be
conducted to best advantage. For this reason the writer desires to enlist the advice
of the readers of this Journal.' For purposes of orientation an admittedly rough
and restricted pilot study is presented below to serve as a basis for discussion.
It is probable that a more comprehensive project will be undertaken at a later date
when the best mode of procedure is apparent.

A beginning in the proper direction has been made in an interesting paper
by Priestley (1949), although it appears that a more elaborate plan is required.
His method consists of first computing the time-average value of the product of
the eastward and northward wind components, 4v-; for each individual station at
each selected pressure level. From each of these quantities the contribution due
to the net meridional transport of air at the station and level, namely 5 -, is sub-
tracted, the bars again denoting time averages. The difference Ui- - i! ý is thus
related to the temporal fluctuations of the wind and would be zero under steady
wind conditions. Since standing eddies, i.e. semi-permanent or average features of
the general circulation, contribute to the meridional eddy flux of physical properties,
it is necessary to include their effects also by some modification of the scheme.

We may, on the other hand, use averages both over time and over a suitable
segment of a latitude circle at a given pressure level, and use the bar to denote
such a space-time average. Thus Ulv now gives us a measure of the total momentum
transfer across the segment. A portion of this total may be due to x net flow of
air across the segment, f,. If an entire closed latitude circle were considered, ii
would for practical purposes represent a meridional circulation the effects of which
it is desired to exclude, and therefore iuv - il v would be the needed quantity, For a
large but limited segme.nt - may also include the effects of standing eddies of larger
dimensions than the segment chosen. Under these circumstances the subtraction
of i iý from iii may still eliminate effects of very large standing eddies, but the
process does at least take partial account of the average features. A more detailed
examination of this use of space-time averages has been giyen by White (1950).

3.

In the pilot study all the soundings for the hours 0300Z and 1500Z reported
in the Daily Upper Air Bulletin, U.S. Weather Bureau (1949) at 52 stations during
February 1949 were used. As indicated by Roman numerals on the map in Fig. 1,
the stations were separated into six groups according to approximate 10" latitude

"The pages of the Jouual amt always oqmn for .onvopmdemn c this top.-Evrrost.
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Figure 1. Map showing stations used in study. Roman nurnerals indicate classification according
to approximate latitude belts. International station numbers entered to right of each station.

belts. The space-time average for a given latitude belt and given level was taken
as the sum of all the observed values of a quantity at the several stations in the
belt divided by the number ni of such observations. This is rather crude, since
the available observations are not uniformly distributed in space or in time.

The results are contained in Table I and Fig. 2, which are almost self-explana-
tory. The transports obtained may be looked upon as being given per unit mass
in the vertical and per unit distance zonally, and hence may be integrated vertically
with respect to pressure. These integrals were evaluated from graphs by means
of a planimeter, the limits being from 100 to 1,000 mb. Furthermore, the total
transports of linear momentum so obtained were converted into transports of
angular momentum or a complete latitude circle in each case through the intro-
duction of proper factors involving the earth's radius and the average latitude 4.
Such integrated transports are given in cgs units in the last column of the table.
The diagram in Fig. 2 gives the corresponding profiles showing the vertical dlis-
tribution of these same transports of angular momentum. In effect the values in
the last column of the table are proportional to the integrated areas of these profiles
in the figure.

The writer's colleague Dr. W. K. Widger has made an estimate of the normal
rate at which angular momentum is removed from the atmosphere through surface
effects during February. For the entire polar cap north of 35* this rate appears
to be about 10 x 1(123 cgs units of angular momentum/sec. Upon comparison
of this figure with the integrated transport for Group 11, it is seen that the latter
is about four times larger than the former. Various reasons may be present to
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TABLE 1. AMAxs or rAso wmo souoNoo Km Famuaxy 1949

pr"i D aii a isv- i i Integra
mfb in m eeC' m see, nm se rese' uC

4  
see' gin caig sees

GROUP I * -523N.
100 30 + 4-37 - 2193 -13-39 + 2-20 -15-.39
200 104 +21-21 - 1-76 -37-33 + 18-09 +53-42
300 177 418-20 4- 2-fl +41-3-0 +9133 +49-83
"a 252 4 I-ZD +± 4-31 -44".27 +91-0 -1433 ±+.56 x 10"
700 273 + 3-89 - .3.53 +13-81 +26-68 +12-87
85;0 273 - 0-37 + 2-63 - 0-"7 -F 806 + 9"03

1000 234 - -321 4 0-90 -- 49 - 0-99 + 1-90

GROUP [I =- 350N.
100 36 4-17-94 + 2-58 -+46-29 +46-69 4- 0-40
200 148 +25-21 + 1-42 ±35-80 +85-39 -- 49-59
300 314 +23-29 -4- 0-66 + 13-37 +68-82 +53-45
5w 612 1 17-77 + i-na ±19-19 -49-89 +30M70 +41-5 x 10"
700 720 ±411-09 -+- 1-33 +14-97 +30-11 +15-14

850 693 4 5-18 1- 1-24 + 6-42 +17-31 +10.79
1000 356 + 0-22 + 0.32 + 0-07 + 5-04 + 4-97

GROUP II I = 453N.
100 43 +13-07 - 2-79 -36-47 -29,95 + 6-52
200 125 -20-00 - 0-89 -17-•S + 6-61 +24-41
300 225 +1840 - 1-23 -22-63 - 4-93 + 17-70
300 448 4-16-34 - 2-46 -40-20 -35-18 + 3"02 1 8-4 x 10"
700 596 4 11-35 - 1-23 -13-96 -13-89 + 0-07
850 533 + 6-30 - 0-23 - 1-45 - 0-17 + 1-28

1000 140 + 1-41 - 0-60 - 0-85 - 2-61 - 1-76

GROUP IV = 550N.
100 17 +16-94 + 0.88 +14-91 +11-29 - 3-62
200 89 + 16L18 - 0-44 - 7-12 -46-92 -39-80

300 1535 -f 17.61 + 1-17 +20-60 - 0-92 -21-52
300 Z68 +13-32 -0- 62 - 8-57 - 8-91 - 0-34 -6-2 x 1"0
700 285 + 7-78 + 0.06 + 047 + 3-47 + 5-00
850 289 + 6-51 + 0-37 + 2"41 - 0-90 - 3-31

1000 140 4- 3.16 - 0-66 - 2-09 - 4-71 - 2-62

GROUP V * - 63-N.
100 6 +34-67 0.00 0-00 +34-83 -+54-83
200 9z +12-41 1 2-65 4-43-49 -- 8-08 -35-41
300 135 4 12-62 - 1-73 +21-83 +27-30 + 5-47
500 206 -- 8.48 + 0-34 + 2-88 -10-86 -13-74 -2-0 x 10"
700 228 + 5-0* + 0-77 + 3-87 4 1-78 - 2-09
850 228 - 3-21 + 0-57 4 1-83 - 5-05 - 6-88

100 91 - 7-14 + 0-13 - 0-93 4 4-18 + 5-11

GROUP VI t = 760N.
100 3 4 18-33 - 4-67 -83-60 -112-00 -26-50
200 31 + 6-58 - 0-19 - 1-25 -21-61 -20-36
100 89 - 2-11 - 1"73 4 3-65 +-21-67 - 18-02
"o00 138 - 4-25 - 2-76 + 11-73 426-61 +14-68 -4 0-6 x IOU
700 154 - 1-62 - 1-55 + 2-31 4 10-19 + 7-68
350 151 - 0-84 - 0-45 -+ 0-3-8 + 1-48 -" 1-10

1000 101 - 1-35 - 0-28 + 0-38 - 1-46 - 1-84
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200
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Wfi 63" 5" 45' 35, 251
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Figure 2. Pofiles Of angular momentum trantsport vectors for corrilete latitu~de circles, Transports
are for layers of unit mass in: the vertical, It should be noted that the profiles would be rmuch altered
if elevation were ustd as th~e vertit.al coordinate and ihe transports given for layers of unit geonwtical

thickness.

explain so large a discrepancy, if one were to assume that the computations presented
here are correct.

(1) The North American sector of the northern hemisphere is characterized
by better developed eddies than, let us say, the Eurasian sector and hence
the values obtained are not representative of the hemisphere.

(2) The month of February 1949 is an abnormal February. That departures
from normal as large as this c-.'d exist is easily possible.

(3) The estimates of normal surface torques used is too small.
(4) Angular momenttum is transferred also by meridionat cells. A direct cell

in the troposphere would however, add to to the transport and make
mnat'ters worse.

Of these four possibilities (1) and (3) might be the most plausible, since
examination of hemispheric conditions during February 1949 does not show too

striking abnormalities, and no good reason suggests itself for recourse to (4).
The table and diagram suggest the presence of very strong eddy transports

at the jet-stream level as might perhaps be expected-on general grounds from the
violence of the winds in this region*. If any reliance can be placed upon the results
at the 100 mb level, the sharp drop in the transports (except for Group V) shown
here is most rermarkable. It should be remembered that the effects of selectivity
at this level are most severe, however. Generally speaking the meridional gradients
of the transports are what should be expected from friction and other surface effect~s,
except for the decrease from 25°N. to 35°N.

The most that can be said for the results is that they suggest the presence of
strong eddy transfers of momentum. as proposed by the writer elsewhere (Starr
1948). The need for comprehensive treatment of the subject is apparent.

W NOTE ADDED IN PROOF.-Thw writar's calltague, Dr- H, L. Ku~o, has pon out that anl hyd.,odjmami¢•

to the mean zona wind pmfilwsg& "t pnotoc~e of a tlxff of aa kia• aýr from the krLaqak pertursa
to th M~n WC nWUM•
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COMPUTATIONS OF 711E BALANCE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM

AND THE POLEWARD TRANSPC(lT OF HEAT
by Edward N. Lorenz

A13STRACT

The geostrophic transports of angular momentum
and sensible heat are investigated theoretically. At a
given latitude and a given pressure level, the poleward
geostrophic transport of angular momentum is found to be
proportional to the -1-are of the horizontal mass exchange
across the given latitude, and a suitably defined average
departure of the troughs and ridges at the given pressure
level from a north-south orientation. The poleward
geostrophic transport of heat is found to be proportional
to the square of the horizontal mass exchange, and a suit-
ably defined average departure of the troughs and ridges
at the given latitude from a vertical orientation. The
analytic expressions for the geostrcphic transports of
angular momentum and heat suggest an ideal procedure for
computing the transports from observational data.

The various terms in the equation expressing the
balance of angular momentum are computed from observational
data, for the period I November 1945 through 28 February
1946, for various regions within the northern hemisphere.
From these computations a diagram depicting the angular
momentum balance in the northern hemisphere during this
period is constructed. The computed northward transport of
angular momentum is found to be consistent with the com-
puted torque exerted on the atmosphere by the earth's
surface. at most latitudes. A few modifications of the
computed surface torque are suggested.

Computed values of the northward transport of
sensible heat are presented, for the period I November 1945
through 28 February 1946, across various latitudes in the
northern hemisphere.

PART 1. GEOSTUOPHIIC TRANSPORT OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND HEAT

1. Introduction
Considerable attention is currently being given to the balance of

absolute angular momentum about the earth's axis, and to the balance of total

energy. Because eastward angular momentum is usually removed from the atmosphere
by friction in middle latitudes, where the surface winds tend to be westerly, and

is added to the atmosphere in low latitudes, where the surface winds are easterly,
there must exist in the roean a flow of angular momentum in the atm. ,phere from

low to middle latitudes. The importance of this flow of angular momentum was

noted by Jeffreys (1926). In a somewhat analogous way, a flow of some form of

energy from low to high latitudes in the atmosphere is necessary, because of the

net heating by radiation in low latitudes and cooling by radiation in high lati-

tudes. Various estimates of the incoming and outgoing radiation have been

summarized by 1laurwitz (1041).
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Since there are no pronounced net long-period changes in the distri-

bution of the mass of the atmosphere, any instantaneous local poleward flow of

mass across a given latitude must be counterbalanced by at equal equatorward

flow across this latitude. Since this compensating flow occurs at some other

longitude, some other elevation, or some other time, there are several methods

for resolving any mass flow into several terms. One method consists of re-

solving the instantaneous local mass flow into two types of flow - the longi-

tudinal average flow at the particular elevation and time, and the instantaneous

local departure from this average. Flow of the former type may be said to form

meridionai cells, while flow of the latter type may be said to form horizontal

eddies.

A transport of any quantity, such as angular momentum or energy, may

theoretically be accomplished by either meridional cells or horizontal eddies.

Hlbe relative importance of these types of flow in accomplishing the transport

of angular momentum and energy has recently been given considerable attention.

If sufficiently accurate, representative, and complete data were

available, the total transport of any quantity could be computed. In the ab-
sence of complete upper wind observations, use of the geostrophic wind

approximation naturally suggests itself. The geostrophic wind possesses the

property that any instantaneous local mass flow accomplished by it must be

counterbalanced by a mass flow at sone other longitude, at the same elevation

and the same time. Thus it is impossible to determine the presence of

meridional cells from geostrophic wind observations. It is possible, however,

that the geostrophic wind is an acceptable approximation to the actual wind,

for the purpose of computing the horizontal eddy transport of certain quanti-

ties. Computations of the angular momentum transport, based upon geostrophic

winds, have been made by Widger (1949), while White (1950) has presented

computations of the geostrophic transport of sensible heat, the latter being

one form in which energy may be transported.

It was proposed by Starr (1948) that the positive correlation be-

tween poleward mass flow and eastward velocity in middle latitudes necessary

to yield a poleward transport of eastward angular momentum might be associated

with horizontal streamline patterns in which the trough and ridge lines have a

northeast-southwest rather than a north-south orientation. Exploiting this

idea, Machta (1949) obtained solutions of the vorticity equation for plane

nondivergent motion, in which the trough and ridge lines were not necessarily

oriented north-south, and found a northward transport of linear momentum in

those solutions where the orientation was northeast-southwest. For the

spherical earth, Mintz (1949) founct that under certain not unreasonable assump-

tions the transport of angular momentum must be northward when the troughs and

ridges are oriented northeast-southwest. It. is likely that the troughs and

ridges in the pressure patterns have orientations resembling those in the

streamline patterns, even when at individual points the wind deviates considerably
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from the geostrophic wind. In a somewhat analogous way. the positive correla-

tion between poleward mass flow "id terperature necessary to yield a poleward
flow of sensible heat m.ay be associated with pressure patterns or. a vertical

surface at one latitude in which the troughs and ridges are displaced westward

with elevation instead of being vertical, for such patterns occur when the
warmer air lies east of the troughs and west of the ridges, and hence in the

regiua of polewerd flow.

2. Formulae for geostropbie transport
Although it is cus9tomary to spealk cf the poleward transport of a

quantity at a given level, the transport occurring at exactly one level must

be zero. To obtain a nonvahishing quantity, one ast deal with the transport

occurring within a layer. Anong the layers which may be chosen for study are

layers bounded by two horizontal surfaces and layers bounded by two surfaces
of constant pressure. One may thus consider the transport per unit of eleva-

Lion at a given elevation, or the transport per unit of pressure at a given

pressure. Such quantities as the transport per unit of elevation at a given

pressure are of questionable significa-,ce, however; there is no way in which

the atmosphere may ;-c broken up into a set of layers of ,niform thickness

centered at constant pressure surfaces.

In studying the geostrophic transports of angular momentum and

sensible heat (the latter tranisport will be called simply the transport of

heat), it is convenient, to cdoose for independent variables the time t ,
longitude A , latitude 0 , and pressure 'M . The following dependent

variables and constants then appear:

Z - elevation, 14; - density, 7 - temperature, 4A - eastward velocity,

A = northward velocity, c. - earth's radius, W - angular velocity oi

earth's rotation, . acceleration of gravity, R - gas constant for air,

and CP - specific heat of air at constant pressure.

Expressions will now be developed for the geostrophic transports of

absolute angular mone.nrum and heat. Expressions for the absolute, angtilar

momentum per unit mass and the sensible heat per unit mass appear in table 1

(on page 6). Since th6 flow of mass per unit imne acrosE a unit area of a

constant latitude surface is P•r-, and since the area of a section of this

surface whose horizontal extent is one unit of length and whose vertical

extent is one unit of pressur-. is (•er, the total transports of angular

moaentum and heat, across a latitude per unit time within a layer one pressure-

unit deep are as given in table I. In these expressions a bar over a quantity

denotes the value of the quantity averaged over longitude.
Under the assumptions of geosLrophic mad hydrosý.oiic equi llirlum,
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Table 1. Expressions associsted with the geoatrophic transports of angular
momentalo ani heat.

Absolute Angular
Ouantity Momentum Sensible Heat

Quantity per unit mass, a t op T
at latitude 0 <

*1' '-I

.ranrpor#. of quantity e- cýS14 71 C a
across latitude 4 at
pressure fo , per unit
oi pressure sad per X + AI " l
unit of time

Geoatrophic transport , "
of quantity across lati- IT W CS 4 s:-^~ -1 ts v R
tude 16 at pressure P ,
per unit of pressure and Z z
per unit of time P f• ) P

and T P R P / P . Thus the three partial deriva-
tives of 2 are measures of northward velocity, eastward velocity, and tem-
perature. It will be convenient ta use the symbols Z , a, nd Zp in
place of ;/a•, -a-zfz , and m2/mesince these derivatives appear frequently.

it follows that across a given latitude at a given pressure, per unit

of presfure and per unit of Lime, the geostrophic transports of angular momentum
and heat are as given in the final row of table 1. The expression for the
angular momentum transport contains the latitude explicitly, while the expression
for the heat transport contains both latitude and preýssure explicitly. However,
across one latitude at one pressure, both geostrophic transports are completely
determined by longitudinal averages of products of partial derivatives of :2

i.e., by - ,, and - p . One consequence of this result is that the

time variations of the transports are determined by the time variations of

-2 . and -and In the next two sections the quantities -2.2,6 and

will be investigated in detail.

3. A simple model
It is convenient to consider a simple model first. In this model the

heighL profile along ea-.ch "circle" of constant latitude and pressure is a simple
sine curve containing yA waves. The amplitude and phase angle of these waves

may ,ary with latitude and pressure. The instantaneous field of elevation is
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then described by the exprussion

z )+ As -AIN)

For a given • and F, minimum and maxinmum values of Z occur when

Yx - -.-r/. (2)

where k is any integer. If troughs and ridges are defined as curves composed
of these minimum and maximmn points, the equation for a trough or ridge on a
constant pressure surface is given by (2), with 0 variable and p constant,
while the equation for a trough or ridge on a vertical surface at constant
latitude is given by (2), with p variable and 0 constant. The deviation of
the troughs and ridges from a north-south orientation, expressed in units of
longitude per unit of latitude, is therefore a ./a A positive value of
a t/ indicates a northeast-southwest orientation. The deviation of the

troughs and ridges from a vertical orientation on a surface of constant lati-
tude, expressed in units of longitude per unit of pressure, is . A
positive value of ;E/ap indicates a westward displacement upward. It is
convenient to use the symbols E and Ep in place of Zi9jand E/aP . The
quantities E and Ep will be called the horizontal tilt and the vertical tilt
of the troughs and ridges.

Differentiation of (1) with respect to the coordinates, and integra-
tion over longitude, shows that

;,20 V\/; ,;• A, (3)

- ? A•" (4)

These results follow from the easily established relations
Siv• , 2 •t• , Si,,- "I a. S'A 0 Thus across one

latitude at one pressure, in this simple model, the geostrophic transports of
angular momentum and heat each depend upon the trough and ridge orientation

and one other factor, namely '/;L v%- A"' . Since this facter is always

positive, the signs of the transports are completely determined by the orien-

tation of the troughs and ridges.

The meaning of the other factor is evident from the relation

Thus at one latiLtLde and one elevation, the factor Va Lb. Ax is proportional

to the geostrophic value of ;r7 , which is the variance of Iv- over longit-ade,

and is a measure of the square of the horizontal exchange of mass across the
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latitude. It closely resembles the square of the meridional index, which has

been used (see Willett 1948) as a measure of the mass exchange. In addition,

Sis proportional to the kinetic energy contained in the north-South

motions, which may be called simply the north-south kinetic energy.

Combination of (3) and (4) with (5) shows that

_2>Zý *2 e(6)

1E. r1  (7)

That is, across one latitude at one pressure, in this simple model, the geostro-

phic transport of angular momentum is proportional to the horizontal tilt of the

troughs and ridges, and the square of the mass exchange, while the geostrophic

transport of heat is proportional to the vertical tilt of the troughs and ridges,

and the square of the mass exchange.

4. The general case
In general the height profile along a given *circle" is not a simple

sine curve. It may, however, be expressed as a convergent Fourier series in

X if it is reasonably smooth. The instantaneous field of elevation may then

be described by the expression

CP 4.L'',' OS 'A4-E.~,) 8

For a particular v , the function A, cos N (X will be

called the n"h component field of elevation. In contrast, the field of eleva-

tion described by (8) will be called the complete field of elevation. Equation

(8) expresses the complete field as infinite sum of component fields, Except

for the term 7. . each component field resembles the field of elevation de-

scribed by (1).

The troughs and ridges of the different component fields may have

different orientations. For the W" comonent field, the horizontal tilt is

E" / Do , and the vertical tilt is 2 [E, * . No such simple express-
ions exist for the tilts of the troughs and ridges in the complete field. The
equation for the troughs and ridges is

A j *^ s 'A4~ El%(,) (9)

which has no simple solution analogous to (2) for A in terms of 0 and

Differentiation of (8) with respect to the coordinates, and integra-

tion over longitude, shows that

)12A
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60-• , Y `4 A,. '6 , a2 a i• ,

%., - (12)

These results follow from the relations 5'% W, 1h /a

Sivi, ) U SO iv. vn' = 0 %- tv

Thus across one latitude at one pressure, the geostrophic transports of angular

mmentum and heat depend upon the orientation of the troughs and ridges of each

component field, and the north-south kinetic energy of each component field.

Equation (12) shows that the north-south kinetic energy of the complete field is
the sum of the north-south kinetic energies of the component fields.

The concept of average horizontal and vertical tilts of the troughs

and ridges may now be introduced. The average horizontal tilt will be defined

as the average over all values of V% of the value of , weighted accord-

ing to the value of 'a vYA , i.e., the average over all component fields of

the horizontal tilt of the troughs and ridges of a component field, weighted

according to the north-south kinetic energy of the component field. The average
vertical tilt will be defined analogously. The symbols (Cý and (F), will denote

the average horizontal and vertical tilts so defined; thus

(E) 7(-" '/a AA. V,;/ A (13)

Unlike the symbols E* and E used in studying the simple model, (e7), and (of,
cannot be regarded as partial derivatives of a quantity (L) ; there is no reason

why an)ei~p and CE)3jrlaO should be equal.

From (10), (11). (12). (13), and (14), it follows that

- - (16)

These equations are a generalization of (6) and (7). They show that, across one

latitude at one pressure, the geostropliic transport of angular momentum is pro-

portional to t6e average horizontaJ tilt of the troughs amid ridges, and the square

of the mass exchange, while the geostrophic transport of heat is proportional to

Lhe average vertical tilt of the troughs and ridges, and the square of the mass

exchange.

The preceding conclusions of course depend upon the particular method of

defining the tiverage tilts. One may legitimately question how closely
t-Y averagv ýorizontai til- t defined by (1,3;, resenbies the horizontal tilts of the
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troughs and ridges which satisfy (9) i.e., the troughs and ridges of the com-
plete field as distinguished from the troughs and ridges of the component
fields. It is not easy to answer such a question.

In the first place, since Lhe different trougis aud ridges appearing
on a synoptic map usually have different tilts, these tilts must be averaged
in some way to obtain a quantity which may be compared with (E)ý . Although
it may be obvious in certain cases which troughs and ridges are of major im-
portance, and which are less important, it is not at all obvious how to assign
objectively a numerical weighting factor to each one. In contrast, the weight-
ing factors used in defining CC)# seem to be logically as well as objectively
chosen, since those component fields having the most north-south kinetic energy,

and hence contributing most strongly to the mass exchange, are presumably the
most important ones. Perhaps one should be content to ask whether (E),most lie
between the extreme values of the horizontal tilts of the troughs and ridges of
the complete field.

Examination shows that on purely theoretical grounds such a question
must be answered in the negative, for one may artificially construct ccmplete
fields whose troughs and ridges all have north-south orientations, but where

(E.• is not zero. Such a field is readily obtained by taking a field whose con-
tour lines are simple sine curves, and deforming portions of the contours which
are not too close to the troughs and ridges. But whether complete fields where
(ý_) #does not lie between the extreme tilts of the troughs and ridges are
actually found in the atmosphere, or whether they are purely artificial creations,

is another question. Perhaps an extensive observational study of horizontal tilts
is the only feasible ar.thod of answering it.

No such study has been undertaken here. Perhaps the nearest approach

to such a study was made by Mintz (1949), who measured the horizontal tilts, at

350 N, of all trough and ridge lines appearing on analyzed daily 500 millibar
maps for December 1945. Mintz found positive tilts in over eighty percent of
the cases, and, weighting each trough and ridge equally, found a positive average
horizontal tilt. At the same time, he found a northward transport of angular
momentum acr-.ss 350 N, implying a positive time average of (.) .

It does not seem unreasonable to suppose that (E_) usually resembles
a suitable average value of the tilts in the complete field. In the absence of
an entirely suitable objective method of averaging these tilts, it is possible

that (•.• is the best obtainable measure of an average horizontal tilt of the
troughs and ridges.

Similar remarks apply to a comparison of CE)p with the vertical tilts
of the troughs and ridges of the complete field.

One might argue that (E)# and (C)p are nothing more than the quotients
of quantities already known to be important, namely, the geostrophic transports
of angular mamentum and heat and the north-south kinetic energy. The writer
feels that in view of the interpretation of MO and (C)p as average tilts,
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these quantities are important in their own right, aside from their relation to
the transports. If this is so, a study of the behavior of and (E)1  , in-

cluding a study of their time variations, should be a worthwhile contribution

to the study of the general circulation. Such a study, combined with a study

"of the behavior of the mass exchange, would also amount to an additional method

for studying the transports of angular momentum and heat.

5. An ideal comapuLation procedure
The simple expressions - i Zf and -2,Z, occurring in table I sug-

gest a simple procedure for computing instantaneous geostrophic transports of

anfilar momntu, and beat. In these computations, partial derivatives of 2

are replaced by finite differences. The necessary data consist of values of

at a three-dimensional network of points. These points are the intersections

of specified sets of constant-longitude surfaces, constant-latitude surfaces,

and constant-pressure surfaces.

A portion of a typical network appears in fig. 1. In this example

the constant-longitude and constant-latitude surfaces are each spaced at inter-

vals of five degrees. For reference certain intersections are designated by

capital letters. Such expressions as Z(A) will denote such quantities as the

value of Z at the point designated by A in fig. 1.

¶0

LONGITUOE .

t-ig. 1. A portion of a network of points used in computing the geostrophic transports
of anElat inoaeatw end heat.

The quantity ,v"(A\ (+ - Z(A)• is related to the geostro-
phic value of i" at A , or more precisely to the average geostrophic value

of W bet-ween A- and A', by a factor depending only upon latitude. Similarly,
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the quantity A"(A)IM - Z(A) - Z(B) is related to the average geostrophic
value of mA between A and B by a factor depending only upon latitude, while

the quantity T"(A,C) - Z(A) - 2 (4.) is related to the average temperature
between A and C, by a factor depending upon latitude and pressure. The

symbol -- between two quantities will be used to indicate that the quantities

differ by a factor which is determined by the coordinates j and P . Two
quantities so related may be said to be measures of each other.

A sumnation sign 7- will always denote a sum over all longitudes;
thus, for examp'e,

Z (A) Z (A-) (A*

ZIA) + Z(A*)t z-(A+) +
4 ( A) Z(6 -) - Y. -z 4+ )-Z .7 • (^"A 7- '-

S71A) z (B8 -) -+ Z (A*) z (e) + Z(A^,) -ZB t ) -t

The transport of heat is most conveniently measured within a layer,
across one latitude. The geostrophic transport of heat across latitude 4i

within the layer between pressures p-. and )', may be measured by

-zlýzp(A, C) Eva zA'A + r~ T M(A,C.)3

7 [z(A' z(cA) - z(A') Z (C)]

In an analogous way,

-- _[( 7 A, (13) + z( oA, " Alp13)]

[ ( Z, ,A)A ,-t6)

Unlike - Z (, the quantity - >-- # (A, 9) does not measure a

transport within a layer, but rather the average northward geostrophic transport
of angular momxentum per unit pressure between latitudes 0. and . t+5 at the

single pressure 1 , It may, however, be regarded as a measure of the trans-

port across latitude +. a V.
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It should be noted that the square of the mass exchange across latitude

'A , or the north-south kinetic energy per unit pressure at o , may be

measured by

~ (Ar(A)l
S~ [Z2(A) - 'Z CA -(A'-)3

Thus, without actually calculating A.' at any points of the network,

one may measure -Z, , - 2• •# , and -7IN , each by the difference of

two longitudinal sums of products of heights. Alternatively, each quantity may
be measured by a single longitudinal sum of products of a height with a north-
ward velocity "r' , if the values of Ar are first obtained.

Since the transports of angular m,"rentum across latitudes

c~ ,+5 ~rather that., D'i/ ,
are often desired, the transport across 4,+ , for example, may be measured

by the sum

(A 'CS

One might also use ten-degree rather than five-degree differences in z to

measure AA , say A'AB) Z (A)- 2(o) . In this case

-2 -
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The two methods therefore yield the same result; each actually represents the
transport across latitude .0..+5- by an average transport between 6o and

4. + to Since only the former method also obtains the average transport be-

tween a .nd 0.+!r , the use of five-degree differeaces of z to measure

tk. actually yields more information concerning the transport of angular

maen tun.
Analogous reasoning applies to the possibility of obtaining the

transport of heat at pressure p, by means of an average temperature between

A and .
Since the use of five-degree differences of z to measure AM and T

yields more information then the use of ten-degree differences, it might seem

that additional information could also be obtained by using five-degree dif-

ferences of Z to measure wr , say Nr"{A,A+) - Z(A*) -2(A). But in this

case,

- . 2>*VAAG * 7'EAr"(A)A) + N"'(13, 8*)] [u.LwA 8) +t Ax(J. (3+)]

which is the result obtained when ,- is measured by a ten-degree difference

df Z . Thus no additional information is obtained. An analogous result

occurs when - z .7Zrt(AA *4  CC +) is considered.

The ideal computation procedure is therefore as follows:

One computes all sums of products of heights of the form I z a (AI

zLzA)Z(Az -), I Z (A)Z(W)., M Z (A)2(1'), _ Z(A• ( *), a,,

Z (A) Z (C.) One then takes the differences 2 [Z"(A') - Z (A)Z -)]

!jZA 7-B) Z() ( A ad [Z (A) Z(C*) - Z (Aý C

to reprýsent Zix , - -Z. 7 , and - 714 7ZF . Alternatively, one may

calculate e,' at each point of the network, and then compute all sums of pro-

ducts of the form • 2 (I~r(-, • z (A)-'(3•) and ' 2 (A ' A-' (C)

In no case will any labor at a later time be saved by first calculating m" or

T' at the points of the network. The factors necessary to convert the sturms of
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products into the geostrophic transports of angular momentum and heat may be
tabulated once and for all as functions of latitude and pressure alone.4 T1he latter procedure, involving calculation of the values of tv'
probably requires less labor than any other procedure which could be based upon

the same network of points. Ch the other hand, the sums of products of heights

( T_ Z(A) Z. ( 13 ) , etc.),obtained in the former procedure. may be inter-
eating quantities in their own right. If the former procedure is chosen, it may

be of interest also to obtain the sus of the form 'F Z (A) Z (a), . -z (A) z(c.),
and perhaps certain others. These particular sums actually appear in expressions

measuring the standard deviations of ,- and T . It should be noted that each

swm is part of the numerator of a longitudinal correlation coefficient between

heights. Possibly all sums of the form 'Y Z(A z(x) , where X is any point

near A in the network, are significant features of the general circulation.

It would be interesting to observe how each sum varies with changes of the large-

scale weather pattern.

PART II. THE BALANCE OF ANGJLAR MCOMENTUM

DURING THE WINTER OF 1945-46

1. Computation procedure
The balance of absolute angular momentum in the atmosphere for the

month of January 1946 was studied in detail by Widger (1949). Widger's results

are included in an early report of the General Circulation Project (Report No. 3,

contract W28-099 ac-406).

One of the principal current aims of the General Circulation Project

has been the extension of Widger's study to a longer period of time, namely, the

120-day period I November 1945 through 28 February 1946. The desired computa-
tions have now been completed, and the results are presented here.

Tne writer wishes to emphasize that these results are not primarily

his. nor were they obtained by any one person. Rather, they represent the com-
bined work of persons associated at present or formerly with the General Circu-

lation Project. The basic method for obtaining the res'alts was proposed by
Starr. The procedure for computing most of the quantities is essentially that

developed and used by Widger, while the procedure for computing the mountain

torque is the one developed and used by White (1949). Most of the computations

(excepting January 1946) were performed by the Center of Analysis, M.I.T.,
largely by the use of punched-card machines. The writer's part has consisted

mostly of assembling the computations.

As in the case of Widger's study, all computations explicitly in-
volving the wind have been based upon computed geostrophic winds. As pointed

out in part I, such a procedure automatically omits the effect of meridional

cells. The oinission of meridional cells from the computations is not to be
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regarded as a proposition that meridional cells are unimportant. It merely re-
flects the impossibility of observing meridional cells from the available data.

The consistency or inconsistency of the final results may perhaps be regarded

as a measure of the necessity for assuming the existence of meridional cells to

explain the balance of angular momentum.

It was almost inevitable that dur;-'.g the past two years, while the

computations were being performed, a number of minor modifications should sug-

gest themselves, Some of these modifications have been incorporated into the

present computations. 3this section aims to present a brief buL adequate

description of the computation procedure, together with the principal numerical

results. All deviations from the procedure used by Widger are discussed. fur-

ther details of the procedure are described in Report No, 3, contract W28-099

ac-406.

Me absolute angular momentum contained in a unit mass of atmosphere

may be expressed as

S. M" (17)

where M L ., is the angular momentum due to the earth's

rotation, which has been called w-angular momentum, while the term N " = 4 Los A,

is the angular momentum of the motion relative to the earth's surface, which

has been called relative angular momentum.

From the equation for eastward acceleration and the equation of con-

tinuity it appears that

ýL - : It9 -' + J; V to.L3 M ( (18)
-4

where C is the velocity vector relative to the earth's surface, and D is

the westward acceleration due to friction. If (18) is integrated over a volume

V whose surface is S , there results the equation

) Pm r JdV +4V
b4 V t

(19)

em s~' + ¶/.s -Csý(L-qd

where C., is the component of C normal to S , directed into V . Equation

(19) expresses a balance between the time rate of change of W- and relative

angular momentum contained in V , the transport of L- and relative angular

momentum into V , the total eastward frictional force on V , and the total

eastward pressure gradient force on V .

It is convenient to choose for V a "ring-shaped" region whose bound-

ary S consists of two vertical surfaces at latitude- 0, and #.% , and two

horizontal surfaces at elevations Z, and Z •. In the event that such a
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retg••n interaeetz the earthus surface, however, \/ will he Laken to be that
portion of the volume occupied by atmosphere rather than solid earth. The four

portions of V may conveniently be called the top, the bottom, and the north
and south sides of V . The term *ring-shaped region" will always refer to a
region of this sort.

Evidently the entire atmosphere may be expressed as an infinite sum
of ring-shaped regions, and it may be expressed as a finite sum if Z Z 00 is
allcm-ahle as r-n upper boundary of a region. Lack of worldw-ide data has lit ied
the present study to the portion of the atmosphere north of 200 N and below 7.5
km. This portion has bees divided into 36 ring-shaped regions. It is first
divided into three layers: a lower layer extending from the earth's surface to
1.5 1In, a middle layer from 1.5 to 4.5 kin, and an upper layer from 4.5 to 7.5
kn. Each layer is then divided into twelve ring-shaped regions: one bounded
by 90' N and 750 N, and eleven bounded by latitudes five degrees apart, i.e.,
75' N and 700 N, 700 N and 650 N, ... , 250 N and 200 N. Of course the north-
ernmost region in each layer is actually disc-shaped rather than ring-shaped.

The angular momentum balance has been studied in each region indi-
vidually, for the 120-day period 1 November 1945 through 28 February 1946. The
data consist of individual sea-level pressures and 700- and 500- millibar
heights, extracted from analyzed daily northern hemisphere maps, for each day
of the period, at each five degrees of latitude and longitude, throughout the
portion of the northern hemisphere covered by the analyses. The sea-level and
500.-mb maps were taken from the Northern Hemisphere Historical Weather Map
series (U. S. Air Weather Service 1945-46), while the 700-mb maps were photo-
graphic copies of maps analyzed by the U. S. Air Weather Service and the U. S.
Weather Bureau.

Computed geostrophic winds at sea-level, 700 nib, and 500 mb were as-
sumed to be representative of winds in the lower, middle, and upper layers, for
the purposes of this study.

Since M ' , the vj- angular momentum per unit r as, depends only
upon geographical position, the change and transport of u - angular momentum
are determined by the change and transport of mass. Moreover, because of con-
tinuity, the transport of mass across the boundary of a region must equal the
change of mass within the region. It does not follow, however, that the trans-
port of w- angular momentum across the boundary equals the change of w- angular
momentum within the region, since the ratio of uw- angular momentum to mass
varies with latitude. Thus, the total transport of mass into a small region is
usually the small difference between two relatively large and nearly equal quan-
tities, the inflow and outflow of mass. These usually occur at different lati-
tudes, and must be multiplied by different latitude factors to yield the inflow
and outflow of to- angular momentum, whose difference is the transport of

angular momentum.
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More precisely, since ;)I't is the change of mass per unit volume,
and ePc, is the transport of mass across a unit area, the equation of contin-

uity states Lhat

while the change and transport of t-angular momentum are giver, respectively
by

.1 S

which are in general not equal.

It will be convenient to use the term "cone-shaped region" to de-
scribe a region bounded by two latitudes, the earth's surface, and the top of
the atmosphere. Evidently three ring-shaped regions, one in each layer, to-
gether with a ring-shaped region extending from 7.5 km to the top of the atmos-
phere, combine to form a cone-shaped region. Thus one may refer to the cone-
shaped region which contains a given ring-shaped region.

The mass of a cone-shaped region may be measured approximately by the
sea-level pressure F , i.e.,

the latter integral extending over the bottom of the region. The mass change

during a period may therefore be computed from the sea-level pressure profiles

for the initial and final instants of the period. Table 2 presents the sea-

level pressure profiles for 1 November 1945 and 28 February 1946, and the com-
puted chwiges and transvp-t.s of ---- %nd t - angular moment-im during the period
between these dates.

The ring-shaped regions under study do not extend from sea-level to
infinity, but are bounded by two horizontal surfaces. The mass change in such
a region, and hence the mass transport and the change of W-angular momentum

can be computed from the pressure changes on the top and bottom. It is not

possible, however, to compute the transport of w.- angular momentum from
pressure changes alone, since they do not reveal how much of the mass trans-

port takes place vertically across the top and bottom, where the latitude is

not constant.

Widger introduced the assumption that all the mass transport took

place horizontally. He was then able to compute the horizontal transport of

uj- angular momentum without difficulty. lie pointed out, however, that such

an assumption was not necessarily justified. In the present study no computa-

tions are made for the change and transport of u.-angular momentum, except for

those already presented in table 2.
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Table 2. Computation of the change and tensport of mass and angular momentum.
1 November 1945 - 28 February 1946.

4 2

7 1 1 C6 13 V

65 10 157 M I3 77i 4016 3a 2I untg102a

65 14 157 5377 41 3 221

60 109 155 46 52 468 3 35 13
55 121 14 23 42 510 4 50 Is
so 143 146 3 18 528 2 65 Is

45 171 141 -30 -21 SO? -3 75 10
40 197 139 -58 -74 433 -17 75 0
35 187 148 -39 -81 3S2 -16 71 -4
30 172 153 -19 -55 297 o12 66 -5
25 1•$ 153 -2 -21 276 -5 67 1
20 1143 149 6 4 280 1 1 73 6

*Change between 750 and 900 N

Table 3. C~hange of relative angular momentum, I November 1945 -
28 February 1946.

Change of relative angular momentum between
1 and utS. I unit 1 10"m mC• lO sac"!

S(degrees north)

0 - 1.85 k 1.5 - 4.2 k3 4.5 87.5 k

75 2* O0 00
71 -3 -3 -1
65 -3 -7 -4

60 0 -7 - 855 -2 -3 -7
11 -3 -3 -1
45 -6 -36 - 1
44 -6 5 4
35 5 11 14
30 7 14 17
25 8 22 21
20 1 -21 34

*Change between 750 N and 900 N
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If the period of time under study were 3ufficicntly long, the change

of w-angular momentum could of course be neglected, since there are no appre-

ciable net long-period changes in the distribution of mass. The transport of
w- angular momentum into a ring-shaped region could also be neglected in the

ahsenhe of any net mass inflow at one latitude accompanied by ,at mass outflow
at another latitude, and hence in particular in the absence of mean meridional

cells. Whether or not the change -nd trmspoxtL of w - angular mtmnentum may

properly be neglected in the study of t 120-day period, in comparison with the
remaining terms of (19), will be considered in a later section.

The change of relative angular momentum may be written

0O-o~ C.0s./, 4V

Like the change of w- angular momentum, it can be computed from data for the
initial and final instants of the period. Values of c)tf.)/ 2t , and hence
of the change of relative angular momentum per centimeter of height, can be
computed geostrophically from the sea-level pressure profiles. These values
are then multiplied by 1.5 x 105 cm to obtain changes in the regions in the

lower layer. Values of ;PA/)t , and hence of the change of relative angular

momentum per unit ff pressure, can be computed geostrophically from the height

profiles at 700 mb and 500 mb. These values are multiplied by typical values
of 10 at 700 mb and 500 mb to obtain changes per centimeter of elevation, and
then by 3 x 105 to obtain changes in the regions in the middle and upper lay-

ers. The results appear in table 3.

In the computations for the middle and upper layers, Z('P")/3t has
been replaced by el )"/at , so that density changes have been neglected.
Since the percentage change of density is usually small compared to the per-
centage change of tonal wind speed, such a procedu-- seems justifiable. Of

course, like the change and transport of Lu-angular momentum, the entire

change of relative angular momentum could be neglected if the period under
study were sufficiently long.

The remaining terms in (19) rmst therefore balance each other over a
long period of time, but there is no reason why each individual term should be

small. Indeed, it was the observation that at individual latitudes the fric-
tional drag of the earth's surface on the atmosphere does not drop out in the

long run which led Jeffreys (1926) to consider the importance of the angular

momentum balance. Computation of the remaining terms therefore necessarily
requires data for the entire period under study.

The fourth term in (19) represents the transport of relative angular
momentum into V . If V is a ring-shaped region, this transport consists
of a horizontal transport through the sides and a vertical transport through
the top and bottom. If geostrophic measurements are used, the horizontal

transport into V is simply the difference of the geostrophic transports of
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wigular momentum across the bounding latitudes qf and 4;, . An ideal methcol

for computing this transport was described in part 1. 'In practice the method

must be modified slightly, since the layýers under consideration are hounded by
constant levels rather than constant pressures,and the data for tite lower layer

come from constant level rather than constant pressure maps. Thus, for tie

lower layer -P, pf must be multiplied by /P 1 
, and for the other layers

_.) 7- must be multiplied by p , to obtain quantities which are measures of
the transport within a layer one centimeter thick. Typical monthly normal values

of f were used. Thus, the effect of longitudinal variations of density was

neglected. An auxiliary study, described in an earlier report (final report,

contract W28-099 ac-406), indicates that in middle latituden this effect is not

important.

Aside from these considerations, it must be mentioned that most of the

computations had been performed before the ideal computation procedure was de-

veloped. The procedure actually used, which is the procedure developed by Widger,

differs from the ideal computation procedure in that ten-degree rather than five-
degree differences in Z are used to measure values of A&, . lowever, it yields
identical results; its only disadvantage is that it involves somewhat more labor.

At the time of Widger's measurements, preliminary investigations sug-

gested that the geostrophic method yielded an underestimate of the transport of

relative angular momentima. Widger's figures were therefore multiplied by the

factor 1.5. Subsequent investigations have failed to verify the earlier results.

Therefore, in the present computations, the factor 1.5 has not been included, and

the figures actually represent the geostrophic transport. Values of the horizon-

tal transport of relative angular momentum within the three layers appear in

table 4.

Since the vertical transport of relative angular r..erntui- into V in-

volves the vertical wind speed, it cannot be computed directly from observational
data. It may, however, be obtained from continuity considerations, under suitable

assumptionr..

The fifth term in (19) gives the total eastward torque upon V due to
friction. The value of this torque depends upon how friction is defined. The
wind components referred to as '4 , Ar , and A.- are presumably not the components
of the velocities of individual molecules, but rather are velocities averaged over
certain time intervals or throughout certain volumes. Such an averaging process
conceals the individual molecular motions, and also conceals the eddies whose
periods or sizes are smaller than the time intervals or volumes involved. Such
eddies may then be -'egarded as turbulence, and friction may be regarded as con-

sisting of molecular friction and turbulence.

A consideration of skin friction has lel to the choice of the size of
the eddies to be regarded as turbulence in the present study. A familiar formula

expresses the friction force exerted on the atmosphere by a unit area of the
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Ible 4. Traaspot of relative augplar auoetivo. , Noveohbr i94S
28 February 194G

'T anPort of relative angular &omentum across

latitude 1 . I u"it . 10" go c, sec"S(degrees north) - -

0 - 1.5 km 1.5 - 4.5 km 4.5 - 7?5 km

75 i 2 iO
70 18 -3 9

65 40 -3 -20
60 33 -32 -52
55 14 -52 -75

so -11 31 44
45 10 153 258
40 82 231 440

3S 148 245 558
30 69 208 484
2S 17 175 429

20 0 71 335

Table 5. Friction torque, mountain torque, and surface torque.
1 November 1945 - 28 February 1946

Westward torque upon ats•o•phere between
P and •b-5, 1 unit - 10° S ca" sec"'

• (degrees north) surface torque -

friction mountain friction torque#
torque torque mountain torque

75 -61" -61"

70 -49 - -49

65 -83 -81 -164
60 -116 -206 -322

55 -48 -58 -106
50 282 82 364

45 494 215 705
40 391 328 71S

35 270 72 342
30 114 -145 -31

25 -334 -333 -667
20 -869 -244 -1113

*Torque between 750 N and 900 N.



earth's aurface as Fn~~ = '1 C; (20)

where C is the speed of the surface wind, and X is a dimensionless coefficiert

of skin friction. It seeas desirable to review at this time the basis for this

for-ula.
Fonrula (20) was originally obtained by Stanton (1913) for fluids

flowing through a pipe, and its application to atmospheric flow is due to Taylor
(1916). th-ntr the assumption of steady conditions, Taylor (1915) first derived

the theoretical relations

C/ Cg czos cx. - sv O , (21)

where C). is the speed of the geostrophic wind, c;. is the angle between the
surface wind and the geostrophic wind, H, is the height at which the wind

direction first attains, the geostrophic wind direction, and," is the coeffi-

cient of eddy viscosity. By comparing pilot balloon observations with

geostrophic winds measured from analyzed maps, Dobson (1914) obtained a set of

observations of C-• , C-, oL, and H4, . [obson's results enabled Taylor to
verify (20), and to computem// from (22), for various wind speeds. Later,

Taylor (1916) derived the theoretical relation

F -- p C si•. /A C (23)

from which he computed F . From (20) he then computed X( . He found no ten-

dency for K to increase or decrease with increasing wind speed, and his values,

raaginz frm., 2.2 - 10 to 3.-. % 10 , compared favorably with Stanton's

value of + 1 0's . On the other hand,ij and o• increased significantly with in-

creasing wind speed.

The surface wind of Dobson's observations was actually the wind at
the anemometer level of 30 meters. The observations were made in England over

relatively smooth terrain. The eddies which affected his results thus may have

had diameters of several meters or more, and may have resulted from such ir-
regularities of the earth's surface as vegetation. In the present study, eddies

with diameters of a few meters or less have been regarded as turbulence. With

this choice, there is some basis for using formula (20) in the computations.

If only those eddies with diameters of a few meters or less are re-

garded as turbulence, the wind components .A and Ar should include all larger

eddies, and the horizontal transport of relative angular momentum should include

the transport due to these eddies. The method of computation necessarily omits

the transport due to horizontal eddies which are too small to appear on analyzed
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northern hesishert &*po ft is ivL~ewedd, lwwever, that a.Uzt of the hciyantal
eddiy transprt of angular mowentwa is accumplished by the very large eddieu,
Coraeable if size Wit'.h cyClols, or larger. If thi• a ption ia &rr.•jct,

the omission of the horizontal tran.port due to sninewhat smller eddies is just-

ified. It wou•d appear equally justifiable to omit the horizontal transport due
to eddies regarded as turbulence, i.e., to omit the torque due to friction on

the north and south sides of V . The fifth term in (19) is then limited to a

torque on the top and bottom of V . Only the torque due. to skin friction has

been computed. Ibis torque will be called simply the friction Lorque.

Althouga much of the earth's surface is more than 1.S km above sea
level, it has been assw.aed for simplicity that the friction torque acts only

upon the region- in the loer layer. The magnitude of the skin friction upon a

unit area of the bottom of such a region has been assumed to be XP( a A+r) ,
with X = 3 to"• . This skin friction law has been assumed to hold over ocean

and land; perhaps ocean waves are the irregularities associated with turbulence

over the ocean. The eastward consonent of the skin friction is -X AA(AA'+

so that the fifth term in (19) may be written

the integral extending over the portion of the earth's surface underlying V

By a procedure analogous to the one used in computing the transport

of relative angular momentum, values of -P_(*3÷ coS' " were
computed from the sea-level pressure. values at latitudes 75, 65, 55, 45, 35,

and 250 N. Ten-degree pressure differences were used as measures of r# and

These values, after multiplication by typical values of t'o , are
geostrophic measures of p AA ( &\" + W'ý 'J, and hence of the frictional

torque throughout a ten-degree latitude zone. Under the asswmption that a

typical surface wind speed is six tenths of the geostrophic wind speed, the
geostrophically computed values were multiplied by 0.36. No departure of the
direction of the surface wind from that of the geostrophic wind was assumed.

In Widger's computations, it was assumed that the value of

_ P'p(p . L-.s"xo , computed for a latitude separating two ring-shaped

regions, was representative of both adjacent regions. it is now felt that

such a procedure yielded good values for the sum of the torques acting on the

two regions, but that the apportionment of this sum between the two regions

was not realistic. In particular, the computed torque was always numerically

larger in the farther south of the regions, since the latitude factor in-

creases southward.

It was found that the values of - f' (f~g4 o f')') were very

nearly proportional to the ten-degree pressure differences - , a result

which is not very surprising, since the frictional torque is to a large extent
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a~ Wams.ure of the atrer~kh of tize lcw-leivei guja1 fiow. 1h was therefore felt
thaL realiatic resulta couid be obtained by dividing the wrqxue r.atcd for a

teft-degr"e z.ne into two parts proportioral Wo the value. of - tzlsl_ 3 '#

in the two five-degree zonea. Such a procedure yielded the vaiues of the

frictional torque which ap&ear in table 5.

The final tUerm in (19) ai.t olso nish if V is a ring-shaped region

which does not intersect the earth's surface. If, however, V is intersected

by a mountain range, a difference between the surface pressures on the east

and west sides of the range will result in a torque acting upon V . Stch a

,rque will be called the mountain torque.

The method used to comtpute the mountain torque has been described in

detail by White (1949). It seem sufficient to state here that the method in-
volveS the conastruction of simsplified topographic profiles to represent the

principal mountain ranges, and that the ccmputattions involve vertical inter-

polation and extrapolation from data at sea level and 704) millibars. No alter-

atiors have been made from White's method of computation.

As in the case of the friction torque, the mountain torque was

assumed to act entirely upon the regions in the lower layer. Computed values

of the mountain torque appear with the values of the friction torque in table

5. 'he sum of the friction and mountain torques will be called the surface

torque; this torque also appears in table 5.

2. Diagram of the a&gVlar momentum balance
"The computations presented in tables 2, 3. 4, and 5 make it possible

to construct a picture of the angular momentum balance for the northern heais-

phere. Such a picture is presented in the form of a diagram containing stream-

lines of angular momentum. The basis for such a diagram is described in this

section.

The net change of to- and relative angular momentum within any ring-

shaped region must equal the net flow of angular momentum into the region,

provided that the surface torque is regarded as a flow of angular moimentum

through the earth's surface. The surface torque constitutes the only flow

through the bottom of a region in the lower layer, since no mass flows through

the earth's surface. The outflow thr-ugh the top of such a region can thus be

determined as the net inflow through the bottom and sides, minus the net

cha*nge within the region. Since the flow through the top of a region in the

lower layer is also the flow through the bottom of a region in the middle lay-

er, the same procedure determines the flow through the top of a region in the

middle layer, and then through the top of a region in the uppei layer.

A study of tables 2, 3, 4, and S shows that the change of relative

angular momentua in each region in the lower layer tends to be small compared

with the flow through the bottom or through a side of the region. Thus the

computed vertical flow through the top would not be significantly affected if
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the change of reIatiye at~gar, mL"n,.Lw, were negiecte~i.intrt
that chassgesl of relative Anglilar 11"4Nturn wýuIn repiarns in Lhe a~d~and u~p-

er^ rm he ,egiected ja ,he_ ctatlonz.

The change of w-artgular womentsm ha-% bfeen cmpsated only ifor cone-

shaped regions. T[he change wiLhin a cote-shaped region is evidencly very -%swl

compared to the flirw through the bottom of such a region. if it my be assmd

that the change within a ring-shaped region is not large ca:pared to the change

within the cone-shaped region which contains the ring-shaped region, it should

be proper to neglect chunges of o0-angular womentum in romputing the vertical

flow.

Finally, although the horizontal transport of w-angular momentum

across some latitudes is nmderately large, the differences between the trans-

ports across neighboring latitudes, appearing in the final column of taLle 2,

are small. Transport of .- anguiar moment-n may therefore be neglected in ccro-

puting vertical flow, if it is proper to asstme that the net transport across
the sides of a ring-shaped region is not large compared to the net transport

across the sides of the cone-shaped region which contains the ring-shaped re-

gion. Such an assumption would appear reasonable if mean meridional cells are

absent.

It thus appears that in studying the particular 120-day period chosen,

it is permissible to neglect the three terms in (19) which would automatically

have been negligible if the period had been sufficiently long. Apparently this
result was not obtained simply because of the particular 120-day period selected.
According to table 2, the sea-level pressure profile for 1 November 1945 was

typical of a "high-index" situation, while the profile for 28 February 1946 was

typical of a "low-index" situation. This index change shows that there were

large net redistributions of mass during the period, and suggests that there were

also large redistributions of eastward velocity. It thus seems rather unlikely

that for a 120-day period selected at random, the change and transport of

w-angular momentum and the change of relative angular momentum would greatly

exceed that for the particular period selected.

It might also be mentioned that if the latter half of February had

been omitted from this study, the first three terms of (19) would have been

greatly altered, since the index change during the latter half of February was

nearly as extreme as the net index change during the 120-day period. At the same

time, no major changes in the last three terms of (19) would result from omitting

the latter half of February.

It therefore seems safe to state that if for any 120-day period the

average values of the transport of relative angular momentum and the surface

torque differ greatly from their normal values, the anomaly does not occur simply

because the change and transport of (u-angular momentum and the change of relative

angular momentum during this period are large. Rather, large anomalies in the

transport of relative angular momentum accompany large anomalies in the surface
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torque. Of course, these conclusions do not apply to shorter periods, say,
periods of a week or two.

For the 120-day period under study, the vertical flow of W - angular
momentum through the bottom and top of each region has been computed, the change

aMn transport of w-angular momentum and the change of relative angular momentum
being neglected, The results appear in table 6.

Table 6. Vertical flow of aagular momentum, I November 1945 -

28 Fehtyiay 1946

Upward flow of angular momentum between
(degreea north) 0 and p. 1 unit a 10 as c seec

across acrosa acrosa across
surface 1.5 k" 4.5 ka 7.5 km

75 61 62 64 74
70 49 66 61 60
65 164 186 186 IS?
60 322 315 286 254
55 106 87 67 44
SO -364 -389 -306 -187
45 -709 -688 -566 -352
40 -719 -647 -569 -387
35 -342 -276 -262 -144
30 31 -48 -85 -159
25 667 615 582 527
20 1113 1096 992 898

Table 7. Stream function for flow of angular momentum, I November 1945 -
28 February 1946

Stream function I/ at latitude 0 and
elevation Z. , 1 unit - l0os SaI c012 sec'I

S(degrees north)
Z-a 0 Z-1.5 km 7.- 4.S ke Z 7.S kh

75 -61 -62 -64 -74
70 -110 -128 -125 -134
65 -274 -314 -311 -291
60 -596 -629 -597 -545
55 -702 -716 -664 -589
50 -338 -327 -358 -402
45 371 361 208 -so
40 1090 1008 777 337
35 1432 1284 1039 481
30 1401 1332 1124 640
25 734 717 542 113
20 -379 -379 -450 -785
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Fig. 2. Streamlines of angular momentum for the period I November 1945 through
February 1946. Each line represents a total flow of 200 x 10'" go cm
sec" during the period, or an average flow of approximately 2 x 10's
go el see". Torques exerted on the atmosphere by the earth are
treatea as flow of angular momentum from the earth to the atmosphere.

It is now possible to construct a diagram of the momentum balance of
the northern hemisphere, for the period 1 November 1945 through 28 February 1946,
using the figures in tables 4 and 6. The omission of the changes of angular

montum makes a simple construction process possible, since one can then intro-

duce a *stream function' Y/ , whose isopleths are lines of flow of angular momen-

tum. The stream function at any point simply equals the total flow of angular

momentum across any simple curve connecting this point to the north pole, the

stream function being positive if this flow is downward or southward. At latitude

Sand elevation 2 , ', is most conveniently computed as the flow across a line

extending from the north pole to latitude 0 at sea level, and then from sea level
to elevation Z at latitude 6 . Table 7 contains the computed values of * .

Fig. 2 is the desired diagram of the balance of angular momentum. The
streamlines in fig. 2 are isopleths of V, . Each line represents a flow of 200 x

1°30 gm cm2 sec"> during the 120-day period. Since 120 days - 1.0368 x 107
seconds, each line miy also bc regarded as repcesenting an average flow of 2 x 102'

2 'sm cIm sec"2

It seem desirable to summarize here the principal assumptions which were

made to obtain this picture of the balance of angular momentum. First, and per-

haps most significant, any flow of angular momentum due to mean meridional circu-

lations has been omitted. A rather weak meridional cell could transport large
amounts of o.- angular momentum, although it could yield no appreciable total trans-
port across any latitude. A stronger meridional cell could also transport large
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auimmts of relative angular wwaaantum, and could yield a signiicant total

transport. Thus the inclusion of meridional circulations could greatly alter

the appearance of fig. 2.
Next, quantities which over sufficiently long periods of time must

be unimqortant have been omitted. These quantities include the changes of W -

and relative angular momentum. They also include all horizontal and vertical
flow of w-angular momentum, which in the long run could result only from mean

meridioual circulations.
Finally, the transport of relative angular momentum has been replaced

by what is essentially tht geostrophic transport of geostrophic angular mumentumn.

Of course, other less drastic assumptions were also necessary. These

assumptions were described in the preceding section. Some of them will be dis-
cussed further in the following section.

3. Discussion of the angular mouentum imlanee
It need hardly be mentioned that f.g. 2 cannot be regarded as the final

word concerning the balance of angular momentum, during the winter in the north-
ern hemisphere. In the first place, the length of the period studied was only
120 days. This period seemed to be sufficiently long to eliminate the effect of

the quantities which would disappear in the long run, namely, the changes of WJ-
and relative angular momentum and the transport of w-angular momentum. How-
ever, during a period of 120 days, or presumably even during a period of several

years, large anomalies may be expected to exist in the transport of relative
angular momentum, and in the surface torque. In the second place, certain ap-

proximations entering the computation procedure may affect the diagram as greatly

as any anomalies which may be present. Some of these approximations will be
discussed in this section.

Since fig. 2 consists of iuopleths of the stream function %P all

features of the diagram may be discussed as features of the field of * . At
most points of the diagram the computed value of kP depends upon computations of
the transport of relative angular momentum and the surface torque, but at certain

points some of these computations do not affect the computed value of ý1 -

First, '- must be zero over the north pole at all elevations, and at
the top of the atmosphere at all latitudes, because there can be no flow of angular

momentum across the north pole from one latitude to another, nor across the top of

the atmosphere. The vanishing of 'k at these points is evidently independent of

any computations. An obvious result is that the stream function at any point, say

at latitude p and elevation 7- , equals the total flow, of angular momentum above
the point northward across latitude 0 , and also equals the total flow of angular

momentum north of the point downward across elevation Z .
Next, the computed values of • at the earth's surface are completely

determined by the computations of the surface torque, and do not depend upon the
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transport of relative angular momentum. In addition, they are not affected by
the omission of mean meridional cells. The general features of the momentum
diagram can to a large extent be inferred from the values of ? at the earth's
surface; thus it is important to determine these values as precisely as possible.

According to the computations, at sea level ? is negative between 90°N
and 480 N, with a numerical maximum near 560 N; positive between 480 N and 22° N,
with a maximum near 330 N; and negative south of 220 N. The streamlines leaving

the earth north of 220 N therefore remain in the northern hemisphere, and return

to the earth in middle latitudes, while those leaving the earth south of 220 N
presumably cross the equator and return to the earth in the middle latitudes of

the southern hemisphere, there being nowhere else for them to go. As pointed
out ii the final report, contract W28-099 ac-406, the prevailing westerlies of
the southern hemisphere are much stronger than those of the northern hemisphere

at all seasons of the year, while the southern hemisphere trade winds are no

stronger than those of the northern hemisphere. It is thus probable that the
outflow of angular momentum (from the atmosphere to the earth) in the southern
hemisphere westerly belt is not completely balanced by the inflow in the south-
ern hemisphere easterlies, and must be balanced in part by the inflow in the
northern hemisphere easterlies, the latter inflow evidently being more than
sufficient to balance the outflow in the northern hemisphere westerlies. Never-

theless, it seem surprising that the latitude separating the streamlines which
remain in the northern hemisphere from those which cross the equator should be

as far north as 220 N. It is therefore desirable to examine more closely the
assumptions made in computing the surface torque, to see whether any modifica-

tions are indicated.

The friction torque will be considered first. The assumptions

F= ) e c-2 (formula (20))and e/c., = o.6 were used in these computations.
The studies by Taylor (1915, 1916) which led to formula (20) also showed that

- I should vary from 0.7 for light winds to 0.6 for strong winds, and
Dobson's study (1914) confirmed this conclusion. Thus one modification is sug-

gested. However, it is likely that the computed torques would not have been
greatly altered if the ratio C/ c_ý had been increased some ten or twenty per

cent for the lighter winds.
On the other hand, Taylor's studies were based upon observations taken

at only one latitude. Further exti-nation of Taylor's work suggests the possibil-
ity of a systematic variation of c]_• with latitude. Elimination of F, C)., and

H from equations (20), (21), (22), and (23), which are due to Taylor, yields
the relation

- -(24)
Cos Siv. - k
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It seems reasonable to assume that /A depends upon such features as wind speed,
vertical stability, and the nature of the underlying surface, rather than upon

latitude. If 4/4/ does not depend explicitly upon latitude, tOe right hand

side of (24) is independent of latitude, although it depends upon such quanti-

ties as wind speed. Thus, for a given surface wind speed, the angle o , and

hence , should vary with latitude.
If it is assumed that ¢/ . = ( - si%- O = 0,6

when 50o (approximately the latitude of Dobson's observations),

the relation 5,'ia • S o - S$-- o)"

or equivalently

C_% 0 t- O + • "'ý (25)

is found to hold very closely. Thus m and Q-_ sahow little variation at high

latitudes, but c-4.c. falls off rapidly as the tropics are entered, as is shown

in table 8, which is based upon equations (25) and (21). Although these result:s
depend upon theory, rather than observations at different latitudes, it seems

desirable to assume some sort of variation of c/ce. with latitude in any study

involving tropical regions.

Table 8. Corresponding values of , ,• , and C/c]. , derived theoretically.

S(.4,e4.) go 60 so 40 30 20 10 0

Uk(et. ) 18.4 19.3 20.0 21.0 22.5 24.7 28.6 4:;.0
0. . . 63 0. 61 0. 60 0. 57 0. 54 0. 49 0. 40 0. 00

It is evident that if the values of c¢ra appearing in Table 8,

rather than the constant value C-1 c). = 0.6 , had been used in the computa-
tions, the computed friction torque in the trade wind region would have been

smaller, and the latitude separating the streamlines remaining in the northern

hemisphere from those crossing the equator would have appeared slightly south

of 220 N.
Whatever the effect of a latitudinal variation of C/c.) may actually

be, there is another phenomenon whose effect at most latitudes may be much

greater. The friction torque is supposedly the torque resulting from small-

scale irregularities of the earth's surface, such as ocean waves and vegetation.

The mountain torque represents the torque resulting from only the largest ir-

regularities of the earth's surface, since it was computed on the basis of

pressure values taken from subjectively smoothed analyses of northern hemisphere
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maps, and the major mountain ranges were represented by simplified topographic
profiles. Thus neither the friction nor the mountain torque includes the effect
of irregularities of intermediate size, i.e., hills and small mountains, and
some of the finer details of large mountains.

Table 5 shows that at most latitudes the computed friction and mountain

torques are of approximately the same magnitude. Since both small and large ir-
regularities can give rise to appreciable torques, it seems possible that ir-
regularities of intermediate size can also give rise to an appreciable torque.
Such a torque may conveniently he called the hill torque.

Table 5 also shows that at most latitudes the friction and mountain
torques act in the same direction. It thus seem not unreasonable to propose
the hypothesis that at most latitudes the hill torque acts in the same direction
as the friction and mountain torques, and is of the sme order of magnitud&.

The surface torque, previously described as the sum of the friction and mountain
torques, must now include the hill torque also, provided that the hill torque
really exists.

If this hypothesis ia true it follows that at most latitudes the flow
of angular momentum from the eartli to the atmosphere, whether positive or nega-
tive, must have been underestimatec6 in magnitude in the computations. In the
absence of actual observations of the hill torque, it would be difficult to
state just how large this underestimate might be. It may be justifiable to in-
crease the computed surface torques in middle and high latitudes by a factor of

1.5, or perhaps considerably more.
Under the assumption that the hill torque is roughly proportional to

the friction torque, one might be tempted to include the hill torque in the

computations simply by increasing the value of X( , the coefficient of skin
friction, in formula (20). A more intriguing procedure, however, consists of
retaining the value )X I x io° , and redefining the surface wind speed C. as
the speed above the irregularities giving rise to the hill torque, i.e., above
the hill tops. At this level the wind is supposed to approximate the geostrop-
hic wind. The assumption that CC. z 1.0 rather than 0.5 would more than
double the computed friction torque, and so might perhaps just include the
friction torque and the hill torque. Of course this procedure requires some
refinements, it would be difficult, for example, to justify it in a region de-
void of hills. The procedure also cannot be expected to include the mountain
torque, since, unlike the smaller hills, the major mountains extend to eleva-
tions where the geostrophic wind differs greatly from the sea-level geostrophic
wind.

It seems reasonable to assume that the hill torque is most important
at those latitudes where the earth's surface consists largely of land rather
than ocean. The fraction of the earth's surface consisting of land is high at

latitude 600 N and 500 N, but this fraction decreases rapidly southward from
500 N into the tropics. It may therefore be that, relative to the friction
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torque, the hill torque is larger within the prevailing westerly belt than

within the trade wind belt. Such an assumption would lead to the conclusion

that the latitude separating the streamlines which cross the equator from those

which remain in the northern hemisphere should be farther south than the com-

puted latitude 220 N.

The following modification of the computed stream function at sea

level is therefore suggested: As before, Y is negative between 90 0 N and about

480 N, with a numerical maximum near 560 N, but this numerical maximumi is larger

than before; as before, 9 increases from zero near 480 N to a positive maximuma

near 330 N, but the maximum is larger than before; * then decreases to negative
values at low latitudes, but crosses the zero point considerably south of 220 N,

instead of at 220 N, as previously computed.

It mi-st be emphasized that the proposed hypothesis concerning the hill

torque is a mere speculation; no measurements of the hill torque have been under-

taken. No account has been taken of the possibility that in hilly regions the

wind at the anemometer level is greatly diminished, or altered in direction, in

which case the hill torque might merely replace the friction torque instead of

augmenting it. The writer feels, however, that some sort of hill torque exists,

and feels that the speculations presented here are as reasonable as any other

equally simple speculations which might be proposed.

As mentioned previously, the computed values of ? at sea level to-

gether with the zero values of q.- at the top of the atmosphere, determine to a

large extent the general appearance of the angular momentum diagram. They do

not, of course, determine most of the details, which depend in addition upon

the computed transport of relative angular momentum. 1he high values of ? at

sea level must decrease toward zero with elevation. Although there is no

a priori necessity for this decrease to occur within the troposphere, one might

reasonably expect a significant portion of the decrease to occur within the por-

tion of the diagram covered by observations, i.e., one might expect a significant

portion of the necessary.transport of angular momvntum to occur below 7.5 km. A

test for consistency of the computed transport of relative angular momentum with

the computed surface torque should then consist of determining whether 1'j is in

general numerically smaller at 7.5 km than at sea level.

Table 7 shows that according to this test the computations are con-

sistent with each other; there are only a few latitudes (notably 200 N) where

the magnitude of the stream function fails to decrease with elevation. At 350 N

and 300 N, where ý is largest at sea level, more than half of the necessary de-

crease occurs below 7.5 km.

If the suggested modification of the surface torque is introduced,

while the computed transport of relative angular momentirm is unaltered, consis-

tency still prevails, i.e., • still decreases with elevation at moost latitudes.

Indeed, ? may now decrease even at 200 N. if the zero point. of )i at sea level

is displaced south of 200 N. At 350 N and 300 N, somewhat less than half of the
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decrease of ýp , i.e., somewhat less than half of the transport of relative
angular momentum, may now occur below 7.5 km. This modification is probably
desirable, since there seem to be evidence that large transports of relative

angular momentum my occur in the vicinity of the jet stream, near the tropo-

pause (Starr 1951, Starr and White 1951. Idintz 1951. see also Report no. 5 of
this project.)

It my be concluded that the computed surface torque and the comqMtesd
transport of relative angular momentum combine to form a picture of the angular

momentum balance of the northern hemisphere, which by and large is reasonable.
A few features which seem perhaps unreasonable may be eliminated by introducing

the suggested modification of the surface torque. The presence of the surface
torque necessitates a horizontal tra-uport of angular momentum, and this
necessary transport is closely approximated by the computed horizontal trans-
port of relative angular mofntum, together with the tranaport of relative
angular momentum above the level of computations which can be expected to

accompany the computed transport.

PART III. THE TRANSPORT OF SENSIBLE HEAT
DURING THE WINThR OF 1945-46

In Report no. 3 of this project, values were presented for the north-
ward flow of sensible heat (enthalpy) during the winter of 1945-46. At a some-

what later date the ideal computation procedure described in part I was de-
veloped. Theoretically the ideal procedure and the procedure actually used

should have yielded identical results, but a check revealed occasional large
discrepancies and frequent small ones. It soon became evident that the dis-

crepancies arose from a rounding-off process involved in the former procedure;
in the ideal procedure such rounding off is unnecessary. Since the ideal pro-
cedure is relatively simple to use, it was decided to use it to recompute the
transport of heat. The newly computed values may conveniently be presented at
this tire.

The transport of heat within the layers 1013 mb to 700 mb, and 700 mb
to 500 ab, was computed. The data were the same as those used in computing the
balance of angular momentum. As was the case when the transport of relative

angular momentum was computed, a slight modification of the ideal procedure was
necessary, since the available data included sea-level pressures rather than
1013-mb heights. The simple assumption that a one-millibar difference in sea-
level pressure is equivalent to a 27.5-foot difference in 1013-mb height was

introduced. The value of P at sea level then replaced the value of Z at 1013
mb in the ideal computation procedure, and the factor 27.5 was introduced at the
end of the ccmputations, along with the other necessary conversion factors.
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Such a procedure probably affords a fair estimate of the transport of
heat between 1013 zb and 700 mb, but it does not take into account the tranport

within the layer of variable, and somtimes negative, thickness between sea

level and 1013 mb. As pointed out in Report no. 3, there is som reason for be-

lieving that the omission of this term is not too serious.

Like the previous computations of sensible heat, the present computa-

tions were performed for the most part by the Center of Analysis, M.I.T., by

means of punched-card machines. The computed values are presented in table 9.

In this table, one unit equals 1019 calories. For the four-onth period. one

unit may also be regarded as representing =n averaeW flow of 1012 calories
per second.

Table 9. Transport of sensible heat during the winter of 1945-46

Transport of sensible heat across latitude
within specified layer. I unit - 10'' caloriesLay-er
Nov 1945 Dec 1945 Jan 1946" Feb 1946 Total*

700-500 mb 75 5 6 - 0 11"*
65 24 23 27 is 89
"55 49 59 45 43 196

* 45 44 45 53 37 179
" 35 19 29 28 20 96

1013-700 sb 75 -10 -1 10 -1"1

* 65 38 46 7S s8 217

* 55 116 180 168 165 629
* 45 96 209 130 173 608
* 35 50 97 35 77 259

1013-500 ob 75 -S 5 - 10 1006

"65 62 69 102 73 306
"55 165 239 213 208 825
45 140 254 183 210 787

" 35 69 126 63 97 355

"S days missing
"January missing
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A hemispherical study of the atmospheric angular-
momentum balance

By V. P. STARR "Wd P 1A. WHITE
.ki~mchumsr4t&*s of T=6wkmo.- U.S.A.F. Cxmidbige Reseoich Laborgto,'ies, Mans.

(0,u o m, eid 4 Doober 190o)

A. attempt ie made to determine the m rional eddy transport of angular momentum for the
northern hemishere in the vicinity of 30"N. ltitude from upper-wind ohbervatiom for a period
of six months. Two smewhat different method* of evaluation give eswentially comparable reults
and indicate the presene of ed&y transports which are ample to cocnpensate foe frictiona losses of
angular momentum farthrr north. No indications of the presence of a mean meridional circulation
of the strength and character nede to produce a sensible northward transport of angular momentum
are found.

1. INrroDuCrIoN
In a previous communication the first author of the present paper (Starr 1951)

reported the results of a preliminary study of the eddy transport of angular momen-
tum across various latitude circles, evaluated from upper-wind data over the North
American sector of the northern hemisphere for the month of February 1949. As
was therein pointed out, the subject is of such basic importance for the systematic
investigation of the processes of the general circulation that no effort should be
spared to explore further the mechanisms which may be operative in the atmosphere
to effect the needed transfer of angular momentum. Accordingly, a second provis-
ional investigation of greater scope in certain respects was entered upon and is
presented below.

The pilot study already mentioned is deficient in many important respects.
Although the lack of proper observations is one of the most serious limiting factors
in any endeavour to eliminate these deficiencies, it appears that by concentrating
attention on the zonal belt in the vicinity of 300N. latitude existing data permit
rough extensions in the following directions : (a) Although the network of radio
wind-stations becomes sparse, the inclusion of relatively few pilot-balloon stations
makes it possible to work with a latitude zone completely encircling the earth.
(b) The limitation to a single latitude zone makes possible the evaluation of data
over a much longer period of time without a proportional increase in the labour
involved. It was thus practical to deal with mean conditions over a period of six
months. (c) The consideration of a complete latitude belt renders it possible to
examine -.he data in regard to direct indications concerning the nature of mean
meridional circulations. (d) With relatively large amounts of data it was found
desirable to apply statistical tests of significance to the results. Such tests probably
do not furnish infallible criteria of the soundness of conclusions, but nevertheless
may be considered as supporting evidence in those cases where they are fulfilled.
They may thus be looked upon more as giving necessary rather than sufficient
conditions for acceptance of results.
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The latitude zone in the -vicinity of 30%N. is of special interest for studies of the
angular-momentum balance of the atmosphere. Since this zone is roughly the
dividing line between the surface westerlies to the north and surface easterlies
to the south, the largest meridional transports of angular momentum in the northern
hemisphere should be found here, on the average.

2. OBERVATIONAL MATERIAL

The string of 16 key stations used for the study is listed in Table 1. Since
reports were often missing from the key stations, it was decided that alternative stations
in the vicinity of certain of the key stations should be used in ordez to increase
the amount of observational material. These alternative stations are entered in
italics below the key stations in the table.

TABLE 1. Lrr oF ny srATioNs (•u-moED) AND ALTwRATE sTAToNs (rrALics) uSED IN STUDY

Station Latitude* (N.) Longitude Altitude Type
(ft)

1. Qrendi 35' 50' 14' 27'E- 442 radio wind
2. Bahrein 26 16 50 3s E. I
3. Hyderabad 25 23 68 2z E. 95 pilot balloon

Fort Sandfman 31 21 69 27 F. 46L,
Peshawar 34 01 71 35 E. 1165
Ambala 30 23 76 46 F. 392
Bikaner 280W 73 18 E. 73
J. hdpu1 26 18 73 oi E. 735
Ahmedabad 23 02 72 35 F. 164

4. Dibtugarh 27 28 95s 55 E. 384
TeXPl-1' 26 37 92 47 1. 259
Coach Bihar 26 20 89 27. E is?
AsaMo! 2341 86t 9 E. 413
Gaya 24 45 84 57 . 364
CalCutta 22 32 88 20 E. 20
Gorakhpur 26 45 83 2. E. 253

5. Tokyo 35•33 139 46 F. 37 radio wind
Kagoshima 31 34 130 33 K. is 1.
Izauke 33 33 130 27 E. 20

6. Midway 28 13 177 21 W. o
7. Honolulu 21 20 357 55 W. 15
8. WeatherS, ip(a) 30 00 140 00 W. 0
9. Santa Maria 34 56 12 s W. 238

10. Big Spring 32 14 101 30 W. 2537
El Paso 31 48 106 24 W. 3916

11. NewOrleans 30 00 90 16W. 30
L•ke Chartes 30 13 93 09 W. 32

12. Miami 2S 49 80•17 W. 12
Tampa 27 58 82 32 W. 11

13. Kindley Field 32 2Z 64 40 W. 16
14. Weather Ship (b) 35 00 40 00 W. 0

Weather Ship (c) 34 00 52 00 W. 0
15. Lagens 58 45 27 05 W. 171
16. North Front 36 09 05 21 W 26

Average latitude of key statimux 31•
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Wind reports for the levels 2, 6,10, 14.20,:25.30.35.40.45. and 50 thousand ft
were taken from the data tabulations of the Daily Sena SYmoPti Weather Maps
prepared by the U.S. Weather Bureau, in cooperation with the Army, Navy and Air
Force for the period from 1 Feb. 1949 to 31 July 1949 for the hour 0300 our for each
day. The frequency of available observations at the various levels is given in Table II.

TABLE II. PzcTAGz oF TOrAL OSZVAnOm WmiCM An! AvAu ,nLL v sTATioN AT EAcm LsvE.

Ele'vation in thoulands Of ft
statio 2 6 10 14 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Qzemli 34 3*7 3,2 3-7 3-2 34 4-3 1"5 2-2 1-2 1-6
Bahrein 4-1 4.2 3-6 4-1 3-6 3-5 4-4 0-7 5.4 0-6 7-6
Hyderalvd 8-0 0"0 7.7 O -7.3 4,8 242 0-2 0-0 0-0 0.0
Dihibzvrh 8-0 0-0 6-2 0.0 34 2-2 1.2 0-0 0-0 04 0.0
Tokyo 8-2 8.7 7-. 9-2 8-7 9-9 10-9 13-1 11-4 13-0 10-8
Midway 6-2 349 45 3,1 4.3 3.8 3-S 4-7 3•9 +8 4-7
Honolulu 7-4 8.0 7-0 846 7.8 8-1 8-7 11-0 10-5 12.6 1354
weather Ship (a) 7-1 7-3 fV4 7-4 6-5 6-7 6-7 7-3 6&2 7-1 6-3
Santa Maia 8-2 2-9 •"8 9.5 d.7 9,6 9-9 124 13-3 1I.2 16-3
Big Spring 0G - &9 7-7 -14 8-2 8-8 8-8 9-9 9-9 11.2 10.6
New Orleans 8-0 8-9 7-6 9-0 8-2 8-1 7-8 9-4 8,4 7.8 5.-
Miami 8-3 9-0 7-9 94 8- 9-5 9-7 12-3 31-9 131 11.0
Kindley Field 6.1 6-4 3-6 • ) 3-8 2.8 2-3 1-7 1-0 0.3
Weather Ship (b) 3-8 7-0 6-2 7-4 6 -8 7-2 8-9 -7 7-8 7.6
Lagens 6-1 6-6 5-6 6-5 5-7 5-7 5-6 5-9 4-0 3-6 1.0
North Front 3-0 6-3 3-3 6-4 5-3 6-1 7-1 1.1 3-1 1-2 3.4

Surface winds were excluded from the study, since they can be too easily rendered
unrepresentative by local orographic influences. No attempt was made to correct
or exclude any original data where doubtful even though in some cases such p:-o-
cedures might have improved the results. This course was followed in order to
maintain objectivity in the computations. Each wind observation was resolved
into the eastward component u and northward component v, tabulated in m sec'.
From these quantities the transports of angular momentum were computed by
methods discussed presently.

3. GENERAL CONSmDEXATiONS

The total meridional transport of absolute angular momentum across a latitude
circle may be thought of as the sum of the transport of relative angular momentum
and the transport of angular momentum due to the earth's rotation. Since there
is no net meridional transport of mass in the atmosphere in the long run, the trans.,
ports of angular momentum must be brought about by exchange processes.
Furthermore, since the angular momentum due to the earth's rotation per unit
mass is essentially constant with respect to elevation in the atmosphere at a given
latitude, the net effect of all exchange processes must be negligible as far as this
component is concerned. It therefore follows that we may omit this contribution
and deal only with the transport of relative angular momentum.
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Also, owing to the fact that the distance from the earth's axis varies percentually
only very slightly with elevatin in the atmophere at the given latitude, the transport
of relative angular momentum is given by the transport of relative linear momentum
except for i const•nt factor. For these reasons the transport of relative linear
monentum will be considered first.

The total transport of relative linear nmmtum r across a given complete
latitude circle at a given level over a time interval t, may be expressed as

f ==8 PLv d--d t =- r" f w.4rdt*= - ru-vlL t, 1

where p is the density, po is an appropriate average density, dx is an element of
lincar distance and the square brackets denote a space avernge over the length L
of a complete latitude circle and the bar denotes a time average over the interval te.
In (1) the assumption is made that at a constant level the effects of density variations
may be neglected. The feasibility of making this assumption is considered in a
subsequent section. The quantities u, v may be separated into the mean motion
[u,], [IV] and the deviations from the means u', V so that

,,----[,]+' ; =[,]+ ' (2)

in which the square brackets again denote instantaneous space averages. It follows
that

[IV, = [I,] [IV + [u'v'I (3)

If Eq. (3) is integrated over the given time interval ti, and averaged, one obtaina

ruj =[(U] [V] + [U'~uv 1 (4)

where the bars again denote time averages. In a manner analogous to that used
in writing (2) it is possible to write expressions for [u], [V] of the form

[u] = 1+ +[,U,] ; [V] = - +[]' . (5)

where [us)', [V]' denote deviations of the space means from the space-time averages.

It follows from (1), (4) and (5) that

i 'r - [u,-,,,- = [,,--] n + [,u]r [,v]i + muv (6)

since the quantities [u]', [v]' vanish.
Within the limits set by the assumption concerning the horizontal uniformity

and constancy of the density, Eq. (6) may be given a simple interpretation. Since
[Is] is a measure of the net meridional flow of air during the given time interval, the
first term on the right measures the contribution of the mean meridional circulation
to the momentum transport. This will be called the transport of the first species.
Such net air flow over any extended period generally implies a return flow at some
other level although the effects of net meridional mass shifts are also included in the
transport of this type.

Since [V] is the instantaneous merdional circulation (which may or may not
be compensated for at other levels), it is possible that the temporal fluctuations of Iv]
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are correlated with [u] and thus produce a contribution to the transport. This ray
happen even if [v] is zero, i.e., if the instantaneous meridional circulation is merely
an oscillation producing no net transport of air during the interval t,. This action is
represented by the second term on the right, and may be considered as a certain
type of eddy transport. This will be called the transport of the second species. For
more or less obvious reasons it would be of considerable interest to know whether
this process is of importance in the atmosphere.

Finally, since [u'v'] is dependent on the instantaneous spatial correlation of
u and v along the length of the latitude circle, the last term gives the eddy transport
due to horizontal-exchange processes during the interval t,. This may be named
the transport of the third species.

In order to ascertain the relative importance of the three terms, one may note
that the first, [u] [v], is, at least in principle, obtainable directly from observed
values of u and v. The second [u]' [v]' is obtainable from (4) and (6) being equal
to [u] [vj - [u] H. The third is given by (4) directly as [uv]_- [u] [v]. Thus
the basic quantities to be computed are [u], []. [fu] [v] and [sv-].

4. COMPUTATION OF TRANSPORTS

As an approximation the instantaneous space averages [u], [v], [uv] were taken
to be the arithmetic means of the values for the several stations reporting at a given
level on z given day. Days on which only one station reported an observation
were excluded. The maximum number of observations on a given date at a given
level was sixteen, this being the total number of observation points.

The time means represented by the basic quantities [iu], [v], [u] [v] and [uv]
were then formed by taking the arithmetic means of the daily quantities for the number
n of days for which data were present. The results are tabulated in columns 1
to 9 in Table III.

In order to secure some measure of statistical reliability of the time averages,
confidence limits were calculated and are included for various quantities in the body
of the table. These limits are defined as twice the standard error and indicate
approximately the 95 per cent. confidence level. The formula used is

a7(y) (7)

where o- is the standard error of the mean of any quantity y, a(y) is the sample
standard deviation of y and n is the number of cases in the sample (number
of days).

The space-time means [(u, IV], [isV] represent averages over the number of
days involved in each case of the daily space averages, [u], [v], [Iuv] respectively, as
has already been explained. As such these space-time averages are formed by an
equal weighting of the daily values. Owing to the fact that the daily values [u],
[v], [uv] are based upon a number of observations which may vary from. 2 to 16,
the equal weighting introduces a certain amount of artificiality in the procedure.
It is therefore of interest to compare the results already mentioned with the results
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of another method of estimating the space-time averages which is free from the par-
ticular objction mentioned but which may contain artificialite of a different
nature. The alternative procedure used consists of summing all the individual
observations at a given level for the entire six-month period and dividing this sum
(y the total number of observations N (column 15). The space-time averages
so computed are indicated in Table liI by curly brackets, e.g., {u}. Thus
the quantities in columns 10, 11, 12, are to be compared with columns 2, 3, 4
respectively.

According to Eq. (6) the quantity [uv] - [ui nv gives the sum of the transports
of the second and third species, i.e., the sum of the quantities in columns 7 and 8
in the table. The analogous transport {uv} - {u} {v} evaluated by the alternative
method is given in column 13. It is to be noted that the two methods of evaluating
the space-time averages would become identical in those cases where the number
of individual observations is the same from day to day (a circumstance not present
in the data used).

According to the definitions of the quantities involved, it follows that

{UV}- {U){V) T=r (U ).) .-U. (8)

where i(u, v) is the coefficient of linear correlation between u and v, and a(u), o(v)
denote the standard deviations of these wind components. Eq. (8) may be used
to determine r for the N observations. For the sake of general interest the several
values of r are listed in column 14 of Table III.

Vertical integrals of various quantities weighted by the density are given at
the foot of the table. These were computed as follows: giving the hydrostatic
relation we may write that

p( )dz -- J( )dp . .(9)

where z is height, g is the (constant) acceleration of gravity, p is pressure. The
right-hand side of (9) was evaluated by numerical integration using the standard-
atmosphere pressures corresponding to the several levels used. The effect of this use
of the standard atmosphere is to make p* in Eq. (1) equal to the tandard-
atmosphere density. Following a method due to Priestley (1949) the integrals
obtained give the transports per unit length of the latitude circle from 2,000 ft
to 50,000 ft.

5. DiscussioN OF NumucAL RESULTS

The results obtained contain a number of points which are of first concern
in studies of the general circulation. Among these are the following:

(a) Upon comparison of the transports of the third species given in column 8
of Table III with columns 6 and 7, the figures obtained show about one order of
magnitude difference. Moreover, the figures for the third species are all positive
with confidence limits which in every instance exclude zero by a substantial margin.

*This alternative method is the one used previously in the North Ametican pilot study. In view of the fact that n
the pilot study only a segment of a Latitude cile was saunplsd it was not feasible to make a dutintion betwen the transport
of the second and third soecies.
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The figures for the other two species on the other hand suggest that their contri-
bution is sufficiently small so that the analysis cannot give reliable estimates (or
perhaps even give the-correct sign). It is thus strongly suggested that horizontal-
exchange processes are the dominant mechanism for the poleward transport of
momentum from the easterlies to the westerlies.

(b) The sums of the items in column 7 with those in column 8 are roughly
comparable to column 13 &Lowing that somewhat different computing methods
give essentially the same results. The same applies to columns 5 and 12 except
perhaps. at 50,000 ft. Since the transports of the third species appear to be dominant,
the values in columns 5, 8, 12, 13, should all be comparable, which is roughly the case.

(c) The transports of the third species increase with altitude, showing a prob-
ably spurious irregularity at 40,000 ft, then decrease at 50,000 ft. The general
shape of the profile is similar to that obtained by Starn (1951) from North American
data for 350N. latitude during winter. It is possible that a seasonal vertical shift
in the level of maximum transport exists. In that case the present data approximate
a mean from winter to summer. Individual monthly values are not included, sinc
their reliability was not deemed sufficient to warrant their detailed study. It may
however be noted that of the 66 of such monthly values calculated 64 were positive
in sign, one was zero and one was negative (May, at 50,000 ft).

(d) Although many questions arise, as discussed in a subsequent section,
the figures for [v in column 3 would seem to show that such mean meridional
circulations as may be present are so small that the analysis lacks sufficient statistical
resorivig power to detect them. The values themselves are remarkably small,
being in most cases not statistically different from zero. The possible exceptions
are the smaUll positive values at low levels downward from 20,000 ft where the
necessary condition set by the confidence limits borders on fulfilment but is sur-
passed only at 6,000 ft. For reference later the values of n] calculated for the colder
months, Feb., Mar. and Apr. taken together, become larger and fulfil the confidence
limits (i.e., zero is excluded) for the 6,000, 10,000, and 14,000 ft levels. Further-
more, it is worthy of note that although the analogous quantity {v} given in column
11 generally has still smaller (numerical) values except at 50,000 ft, at lower levels
the values are again consistently positive, being in closer agreement with [v] than
elsewhere.

(e) The vertical integrals at the foot of the table reflect what has been said
concerning the values for the individual levels. Thus the integral for the transport
of the third species in column 8 far overshadows the integrals for the first and
second species in columns 6 and 7, making it about equal to the integral for the total
in column 5. The alternative method gives integrals (columns 12 and 13) which are
comparable to those for the first method. If the value of the integral for column
8 is multiplied by the length of the latitude circle and by the distance from the earth's
axis at 31°N. latitude so as to obtain the transport of angular momentum, one
obtains 26 X 1023 cGs units for this quantity. An estimate for the polar cap north
of 31'N. of the normal average drain of angular momentum due to surface effects
for the six-month period made by Widger (1949) and White (1949) is 15 x 1021 cGs
units. As noted by Starr (1951) these determinations of surface torques probably
represent a substantial underestimate.
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6. aCa.L RM"RKS

The computations outlined above involve many questions as to the validity
of the procedures used. The more important of these are the following.

(a) The location of the observation points might be biased so as to sample
unduly conditions to the east or to the west of troughs (or ridges) in the streamline
patterns. If this effect were marked, the expectation would be that the net meridional
velocities [) and {v) should be large. These quantities on the whole turn out to
be surprisingly small, suggesting a rather random sampling with respect to the
troughs and ridges. The extension of the averaging over changing seasonal patterns
doubtless aids in the achievement of such desired randomness.

(b) The geographic sampling with respect to longitude leaves much to be
desired especially over southern Asia and the Pacific. Little can be done about
this dcfinc-.y since only a few stations are available. ho-wever, the effects of
sparse data become most marked only at the higher levels as shown in Table II.

(c) T1e variations in latitude of the stations introduce an undesirable element.
This is especially true of Honolulu and Lagens. The seriousness of this factor cannot
be immediately appraised except to say that the results should perhaps be looked
upon as an average over a small belt of latitude as well as over longitude and time.

(d) The radio wind soundings are more likely to reach high elevations under
relatively light-wind conditions. This effect is perhaps more marked than is commonly
realized, as pointed out by Lorenz (1950). Evidence of the presence of this
factor is found in that the several values of [u1 are consistently higher than the
corresponding values of {u} except at 2,000 and 6,000 ft. This is to be explained
by noting that evidently those days on which the upper westerlies were strong
gave relatively few soundings penetrating to high levels. In calculating ru] such
days were given the same weighting as other days. On the other hand, in calculating
{u} the individuai soundings were weighted equally, so that the effects of the few
soundings showing abnormally high winds were minimized. The presence of
of this type of selectivity probably brings about an underestimate of the momentum
transports. Probably the slightly smaller transports secured by the second method
are likewise a reftection of this factor.

The use of the two pilot-balloon observing points in southern Asia probably
increases the selectivity effects, since these soundings are even more subject to such
shortcomings.

(e) The values of M] and {v} may not actually represent a mass flux, i.e.,
[pv] and {pv) might be substantially zero even though the former quantities have
non-zero values. This can happen only if p and v are properly correlated. Such
correlations seem to exist actually, although from order-of-magnitude considerations
it would be difficult to interpret the high values of [-J and {(} at the 6,000 ft level
as representing a volume but not a mass transport. On the other hand, these
particular values may be over-estimates since reports from the two pilot-balloon
stations in southern Asia were not available for this level, as indicated in Table
II. That a contribution to (v and {v} might be present from a density correlation
is rendered more plausible by the fact that these velocities were more definitely
positive and larger in magnitude below 20,000 ft during the colder months Feb.,
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Mar. and Apr., as mentioned earlier. It is during these months that differential
advection effects might be expected to be more intense.

(f) As indicated earlier a constant standard-atmosphere density was used
as an approximation in Eq. (1). In order to secure a measure of the error thus
introduced, a limited study was made over the North American sector in the vicinity
of 35° N. latitude at the 20,000 ft level for Feb. 1949. Over this region thermody.
namic soundings were available for each wind observation used so that the eddy
transport could be evaluated both with and without the approximation mentioned,
on otherwise identical data. It was found that the difference amounted to about
one per cent. Further checks at other levels should be made concerning this point.

(g) It may seem paradoxical that although the confidence limits are poorly
satisfied by the items (uvj and tu-[v-] in Table III, they are very well satisfied by the
differences of these quantities [ru'i) in column 8. This can happen only if the daily
values of [ux4 and ' t [l are correlated, whit.1 evidently is the cawe, thug perh-aps
implying a compensation of errors when the difference is taken.

(h) The contributions to the transport due to the residual mass of the atmos-
phere above 50,000 and below 2,000 ft have not been evaluated. Doubtless the
contribution from the layer below 2,000 ft is small on the basis of the fact that the
wind velocities become smaller here. The situation above 50,000 ft needs more
study. With existing data some indications may be obtained up to, let us say,
60,000 ft although a much longer period of time is necessary to secure statistical
reliability. It would nevertheless appear from casual examination of higher-level
data that the eddy transports continue to decrease above the jet-stream level.

(i) The six-month period examined represents conditions during a period
of warming of the northern hemisphere, i.e., conditions from winter to summer.
Some reservation must be made concerning various details as to their representative-
ness for longer periods. It is hoped that a study similar to the present one will
be available at a later date covering a comparable period from summer to winter.

7. MErTOROLOoGCAL IMPLICATIONS
Although the results obtained in this study need to be checked by further

extensive research involving other and longer periods of time as well as a better
network of reporting stations, it is nevertheless very interesting to discuss the import
of the tentative indications obtained upon scientific thought concerning the general
circulation, assuming that there exists a rough correspondence between the true
"facts and the picture of conditions as here derived from observations. On this
understanding the following statements may be made.

In the first place the existence of the strong transports of the third species
reveals a very characteristic and deep-seated feature of the general circulation.
This bears out the contention of Jeffreys (1926) communicated in the pages of this
Journal some twenty-five years earlier and more recently re-examined by Starr (1948),
Bjerknes (1948), Van Mieghem (1949) and Mintz (1949). The contention has already
recived considerable corroboration through the studies of Widger (1949) and also
through the pilot study made by Starr (1951).

Since these transports of the third species appear to be ample in magnitude to
compensate for frictional and other surface losses farther to the north, it is difficult
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to escape the conclusion that ipso f•cto the other modes of angular mfkomnenturn transfer
are of relatively m•ior inmp nce. This is imdicated, as U should be, by the relative
insignificance of the transports involving mean &d ingtantansow hemipqherical

merdioalcircula-tions, is.e. the transports ot the firm and second specres. This
circumsbanc together with the hack of evidence for tho paum.e of a ditrs man
meridional circulation of the order of I m kv-' (which is required) %tnMl treider
untenable certain suggestionrs of Palwtn (1050) &nncarn44 a driving mafhanism
for the germal circulation basma on lari*-rate ve*ntal eetw•| veiiwoin Wi n i. h ntm
"tropical and more polar rmpons

On the other hand thee clrcuwmnsAn *imhul *u"gs d-si ihai" Sna aow
mechanisn of the general circulatin tshr 1 M fid6zw!a.l fin"s m h . thoA& p4 iq 4
by Ranby (1947) or by Run (19-40) im n sifar tw flwt £lwturis qw-t* ýhhqun
or quasi-horizontal nichanr pramnn. as lwtng 16 duuastmoi. ttG is, wo seq~kl
mnce of the zonal weaweleso. 11w. itmnn haw vetsstvna uihnw k:246qnt hnntn
the experimental work of Putat (1048)

As already mentionted t6he f hgtunothwstdl vatahsa.ý 6,0i1 A , " ' OCQ
a voiwn. rather than a ttan transporl It this w, onue it w,4". wc.ot t ;6te p£4ý4ssii
nu&e by Starr (1949, 1931) that tho kirus$k eratlgr hIw~sts. .4 akhe Oineawftewhv 1o

As a general cormnuirt upon th type 4- rnuisrs*dtnju a! i@w*ah1 ;aiqqasetuAhrn
by the present study, it ij sppieoi-ttr tot lscotit gnahi t serif dellotn Oitteslj
of the validity of conclusions based om the tsanuariatin a4 duasi iIn gw•twa•a diffi. sili
to attain. It is rathet through the aasiw ng statui st-up tinu onitletn, int-r nut ni
studies carried through by various investigatrws using udilolwnriet data •tid diffritnt

methods (where permissible) that a certain timlasuoi Ad f•iittotne is ultlt"•ly
established. The writers therefore hnjw_ that tihn dis J tuirn will encouiage Jurtker
work of this genera! nature.
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Note on the seasonal variation of the meridional flux
of angular momentum

By V. P. STARR and R. M. WHITE

Ma}acwusetts Inmoiete of Tfe-hndobv ; U.S.A.F. Cambridge uRnrch Laboratories. Mau.

(Manauvcipt C•,iVed' 9)une 13m)

SVUMMARY

A marked seasonal variaton of the pok-ward angular-nomentum flux for the northern hemisphere
in the viciftity of 30'N. lAtitude is obtaie•d from an analysis of utqer-wind soundings foe it period of
ame year. The argulahrun oanturn flux apoear& to be apout twice as great during the winter as during
tht summe. indicatio;s of a rwan meridional circulation of the strength and character necessary to
pn•kde a substantial fhlx of angular momrentm are lacking. It is suggested that the horizontal eddy

Am angular m anentum across 30'N. latitude is sufficient to account for the drain of this mrnoentum
in middle latitudes.

1. INT~rODUCTIo

In view of the fact that the prevailing westerlies in the middle latitudes of the
northern hemisphere undergo a pronounced variation in strength from winter to
summer at low levels, it follows that the rate of removal of angular momentum through
surface torques within this belt also undergoes seasonal variations. Since the atmosphere
does not store sufficiently large amounts of angular momentum, these variations must
be reflected in corresponding fluctuations in the rate at which angular momentum is
fed into this zonal belt, primarily across the southern boundary of the surface westerlies
in the general vicinity of 30%N. latitude. One may then inquire whether these varia-
tions in the flux of angular momentum are revealed by actual measurements from
upper-wind studies. Successful investigation of this question might serve two purposes
(among other possible uses). In the first place, added information -oncerning the large-
scale processes in the atmosphere might be obtained. In the second place, a reasonable
result of such an endeavour would lend greater support for the validity of the techniques
used to measure the flux involved. The aim of this note is to describe the results of an
attempt to secure measurements of the type discussed.

2. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

On a previous occasion the present writers (Starr and White 1951) reported the
results of an endeavour to meawure the flux of angular momentum across the latitude
circle in the vicinity of 300N. latitude from upper-wind data for the six-month period
from February to July 1949, using a network of 16 observation points encircling the
hemisphere. The present study is based upon an extension of these computations
so as to cover a total period of one year, i.e., February 1949 to January 1950 inclusive.

In order to avoid repetition, only a brief statement will be made here of the methods
used to measure the angular-momentum flux, the reader being referred to the discussion
in the paper already referred to, which is henceforth designated as (A). The necessary
notation used may be summarized as follows :
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iu eastward component of the wind,
v northward component of the wind.

[a] space average of a quantity a over the length of the complete latitude circle.
a' deviation of a quantity a from its space average,[a].
ii time average of a quantity a. Time and space averaging prcesses are not

necessarily commutative.
[x]' deviation of the space average [a] from the space-time average [a].
({l} arithmetic mean of all individual observations of a at a given level during

entire time period considered.
-n number of days for which observations were available at a given level.
N number of individual observations present at a given level during entire time-

period considered.
r coefficient of linear correlation for the N pairs of u and v.

In (A) it was shown that the quantity [u)] which represents the northward trans-
port of linear momentum per unit mass at a given level may be resolved into three com-
ponents, namely :

(i) Transport of the first species, uli[V1._ This component represents the
contribution due to a net meridional mass flux [v] during the entire period at the
level in question. To the extent that a non-zero value of[v] at one level is usually

compensated by values of [v] having an opposite sign at other levels, this com-

ponent depends upon the existence of so-called mean meridional circulations.

(ii) Transport of the second species, [u]' [v]'. This component represents
the contribution from fluctuations in [v] due to its possible correlation with [I]
in time.

(iii) Transport of the third species, [u'v']. This component represents
the contribution due to a correlation between u and v along the length of the
latitude circle. It does not require the presence of net air motions [v] or [v].
Since one basic question involved in the subject relates to the role of mean meri-

dional circulations, it is useful to form the quantity {uv} - {u}{v} which is analogous
to the sum of the transports of the second and third species although the mode of
averaging used is slightly different as explained in (A).

Because of slight changes in the tabulations of the source material and for other
reasons some changes were made in the computation procedures for the second six-
month period following the period used in (A). These are :

(a) For the entire year it was found feasible to add material for the 55,000 ft level,
since a fairly large sample of winds could then be subjected to analysis.

(b) For the 6, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 55 thousand-feet levels supplementary data
as reported for the 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100 millibar levels, respectively, were
added, although preference was given to constant-height data where available.

(c) Three key stations were added to the network, bringing the total number to
19. These are given in Table I.

TABLE I. LIsr Or KEY STATIONS ADDED

Station Latitude (N.) Longitude (E.) Altitude (ft) Type
Farouk 300 08' 31° 24' 223 radio wind
Habbarya 330 22' 430 34" 144

Hong Kong 220 18' 114' 10' - pilot balloon
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Since a large amount of observational material is needed in order to achieve satis-
factory sampling, the data were separated only into summer and winter seasons. Thtus
the six moniths May to October 1949 Inclusive were considered as representative of'
summer conditions, while the six months February, March, April, November and
D~ecember 1 944 together with January 1950) were considered it, forming a coi-rpositc
winter season. The results are given in Tables 11 and IIl which are identical in form
to Table III of (A), These tables give the transports of each of the three species in
columns, 6, 7, and 8 together with various other quantities defined in terms of the symbols
already recapitulated here, and explained more fully in (A)- It might be added that a
numnber of the quantities carry confidence limits which are defined as twice the standard
error.

The means for the entire year are in themselves of considerable interest. These
are give in Table IV which is- similar to Tables 11 and Ill save for the inclusion of
the 55,000 ft level. As might be expected, the yearly values tend to approximate
averages of the summer and winter figures, although it is interesting to observe other
features such as the behaviour of the confidence limits.

In all three tables vertical integrals of several qluanrt."'eS wit!, resp-_ýt to pressure
are given at the foot. It is apparent, as was the case in (A), that the largest transports
are those of the third species. This is true for the integrals as well as for the values
at individual levels. The three curves in Fig. I show the vertical profiles of this com-
ponent for summer, winter and for the entire year. A breakdown of the number of
observations available for the entire year by station and level is given in Table V. The
percentages listed include reports from the key stations together with reports from
alternative stations used in place of the key stations as explained in (A). It is to be- noted
that Table V differs in form from Table 11 in (A)*.

7300

I IO
1' 5 40 0 10 0o 0

Fijgure 1. Vertical profiles of the eddy transport of mnomentum on a linear Pressure skcale showing
the seasonal variations.

Th 'i prcnltagc'. imted in% Table V are- not identical in nwanins to those lited in'rable 11 of (A). Table V givese the pc,-
,"It.gc of totld pomosibic otb.eivations bv statimu at each level., the toWa rowsblc n~umber Of observation% beintg 365 which k, (h,:
number of dabs in a ýe,,r. Table 11 of (A) gives percentages of actually xtccivcd observations fro", Ad ratjion,. At cach level L,
isted in tbolumn 15 of Table III of (A).
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TABLE V. P~cErr~oE OP TOTAL POW8ILE OSVATIONS AT EAtCff LEVEL FOR EAr.,1 SIATION FoR YEAR

Elevation in thousands of ft

Station 2 6 10 14 20 25 3O 35 40 45 50 53

Qrendi 36 53 i.s 30 46 23 30 6 Z6 4 A 8

Bahrein 25 .56 57 21 33 18 so 2 40 1 13 14

Hydermbad 09 U '.1 0 87 63 37 s. 0 1 6

Dibrugarh 8 0 A7 0 32 36 24 ( 0 0 6 6

Tokyo 93 Q3 94 85 93 88 87 73 50 45311 110

Midway 79 71) 72 63 62 49 47 39 33 25 20 15

Honolulu '04 W 94 ' 91 79 8i 69 6,3 47 39 37

Weather Ship (a) A6 82 R3 70 76 65 3,• 44 40 24 21 17

Santa Maria 99 99 99 99 97 93 86 79 73 539 46 35

Big W-in 99 99 99 91 9; 7? 66 66 49 3, .22

New Orleans 99 98 93 93 9) 80 72 64 54 41 25 9

Miami 10 9V 99 99 89 93 81) A1 73 58 42 24

Kindley Field 83 82 76 58 36 39 30 16 10 4 2 2

Weather Ship (b) 73 15 83 82 82 76 72 64 58 39 32 23

Lagen 78 81 79 74 75 65 62 44 37 13 6 7

North Front 51 56 33 53 so 46 53 6 is 5 12 5

Habbaniya 7 35 32 1 30 1 28 0 25 0 0 16

Hong Kong 36 23 16 7 S 1 3 0 2 0 0 0

Farouk 4 33 32 1 28 0 14 0 4 0 0 a1

3. DiscusSiON

Several points of importance may be noted concerning the general results. Among

these are the following :

(a) The transports of the first species are small except possibly at high levels

during winter. In general the impression is given that no well-defined seasonal
variation exists in the figures for individual levels and none exists in the vertical
integrals.

(b) The transports of the second species are also small except possibly at
high levels during winter. None of the values is positive during summer, while
with one minor exception at 20,000 ft none of the values is negative during winter.
The integrals, of course, change in the same sense during the year. It may there-
fore be that this component possesses a seasonal variation although the magnitudes
involved are small.

(c) The transports of the third species are by far the most important. They
are much larger during the winter at every level, making the integral for this season
about twice as large as the integral for summer. These results are also apparent
from Fig. 1. The maximum transport (per unit isobaric layer) occurs at 35,000 ft
during winter and at 40,000 ft during summer.

(d) In general the quantities {uv) - {u} {v} in columns 13 agree quite
well with the sum of the items in columns 7 and 8, as is also true of the corres-
ponding integrals. This shows that somewhat different methods of handling
the data yield comparable results.

(e) The confidence limits for the transports of the third species in columns 8
exclude zero in all instances as was the case in (A). except at 50,000 ft during
summer.

(f) The quantities [v-] and {v} are again generally small in all three tables.

The exact values cannot be taken too literally in view of the confidence limits
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obtained and for other reasons discussed in (A). However, it should again be
tmressed that in studies of the present kind large values for these quantities would

have indicated improper sampling of the hemisphere with respect to troughs
and ridges in the streamline patterns, as the first possibility.

Because of the well-known lack of isotropy of the eddy processes of the
general circulation from longitude to longitude, this problem of aecuring an ade-
quate sampling of the hemisphere cannot be over-emphasized. Even more especially
it is the b•ie noire in any attempt to secure measurements of the net meridional
flow of air at given levels in the atmosphere.

As discussed in (A) there is a tendency for larger positive vaiues of [v] and
{v) to occur at lower levels during winter. The appreciable negative values obtained
at high levels are interesting but selectivity and less satis ory sam-ling at
these levels doubtless are important factors to be considered.

Over long periods of time the net mass flux across any latitude circle must
vanish. In view of this it should be expected that the vertical integrals of [vj and
{v} with respect to pressure should be small. Such integrations were performed
and this condition is fulfilled.

(g) Estimates of the surface frictional torques made by Priestley (1951)
reveal a required yearly mean flux of about 31-7 x 102 COGS units of angular
momentum/sec across latitude 30'N. In the present study the yearly mean eddy
flux of angular momentum in the same units is 30-9 X 1023, in good agreement
with Priestley's estimated requirement. Both of these quantities may however
be underestimates rather than overestimates.
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SHORTER CONTRIBUTIONS 551513.

Schemes for the study of hemispheric exchange processes

By V. P. STARR and R. M. WHITE

Massachuseats Institute of Tedinology; U.S.A.F. Cambridge Reseah Centre, Mass.

(Manucript rec.iwd to1 Nrch 1952., in re-sed form f, May 19•2)

Two alternative existing schemes for the classification of e,..dy-exchange processes are examined It
appea.s that each cherme is adapted to the st~udy of distinct physical questions concerning the atmosphere.
Hemispheric wind data are used to illustrate the inherent differences of the two metbods.

A relatively high positive patial correlation is found between the eastward and northward comnrxients
of the mean vector wind along the latitude circle in the vicinity of 30'N. at the level of the jet stream.

1. COMCPARISON OF TWO SYSTEMS CUIRRENTLY IN USE

In connection with investigations concerning the angular-momentum balance of the"
atmosphere, two schemes have been used in the measurement of the flux of such momentum
across surfaces of constant latitude. One was formulated by Priestley (1949) and the other
by Starr and White (1951, 1952). Although these systems may be, and have in fact been,
applied to the meridional transport of other physical properties, the descriptions which follow
utilize the momentum problem as an example. The symbolism used is that of Starr and White.

A fundamental quantity in the momentum problem is the total amount of relative linear
eastward momentum transferred across a complete latitude circle per unit height at a given
elevation during any given time interval. It was shown (Starr and White 1951) that this
quantity is principally determined by the product [uv] where u and v are the eastward and
northward components of wind velocity, the square brackets denote a space average over
the length L of a complete latitude circle while the bar denotes a time average over any specified
time interval. The space and time averaging operations are commutative.

It was shown (Starr and White 1951, 1952) that this product can be expanded and
expressed as

[,,VJ [-, 1 ,IV] + [•lu IVF +' -". [ (I)

where primes denote departures from the averages. It is also possible to represent this
product by an expansion of the following type

[a- + [ii' [i ;' 4-[,vl('

as shown by Priestley (1949). Both expressions (1) and (2) are equally valid, the difference
being that the order of operations with respect to time and space variables is reversed in
the two cases, with a resulting difference in the physical interpretation of the several terms
in the two expressions.

Thus it is of interest to point out that
(a) The term [uvS of Eq. (1) and [cuv] of Eq. (2) both represent the flu- of linear

momentum across a latitude wall at a given level and over a given time interval, owing to the
commutability of the brackets and the bars.

(b) The terms [u] iv] of Eq. (1) and [u] [I. of Eq. (2) depend upon the non-zero value
of the mean meridional rate of air flow [I-, and [i].

(c) The terms [u) iv]" of Eq. (1) and [u' V-] of Eq. (2) are not equal. The former
represents a contribution to the momentum flux which depends upon the presence of a
temporal correlation between the instantaneous space means [u] and [v] at a given level in
the atmosphere. It may be interpreted as the contribution from an instantaneous meridional
net flow of air whose strength varies in time in a systematic manner with the strength of
the average zonal winds. On the other hand, the latter is a contribution to the flux which is
due to the presence of a spatial correlation between the time means ua and i along a latitude
circle. It is associated with the asymmetry of the troughs, ridges and other features of the
mean streamline pattern.
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(d) The terms futs of Eq. (1) and [7v-,] of Eq. (2) are also nct equal. The cantribution
of the first is due to the presence of an instantaneous spatial correlation between u and v
along a latitude circle. It is dependent upon the asymmetry of the troughs and ridges and
other features of the instantaneous streamline pattern, as suggested earlier by Starr (1948).

On the other hand, the second is due to the presence of a time correlation between the
instantaneou values of u and v at individual points along a latitude circle. It may be aisociated
with the temporal variations of the wind at given stations.

2. AN OWERVATIONAL EXAM• LE

An example of the evaluation of the terms of Eq. (1) was presented by Starr and White
(1952), in which the angular-monmw-tum, flux for a period of one year (Feb. 1949 to Jan. 1950
inclusive) in the vicinity of 311N. latitude was discussed. It was found that the third term
on the right gave by far the largest contribution to the total. Various details of the computations
cannot be repeated here, the reader being referred to the two previous articles by the present
writers which have already been cited. In the present paper the writers have re-evaluated the
same data according to the expansion given by Eq. (2).

In applying the second mode of expansion a quantity such as [i•i] involved equal weighting
of the several stations used. Consequently the results are rather sensitive to the inclusion
of stations with only small amounts of data which may thus be rendered non-representative. Inthe re-evaluation it was therefore considered desirable to eliminate at each level those stations
which reported less than 50 times during the year (see Table V, Starr and White 1952). Table
I shows a comparison between the several terms in the two modes of expansion." The following
points may be noted concerning these results.

TABLE I. CoaAWAIsoN OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TEPhO IN TIM TWO MODES OF EPANsION. LEv•ms
AmOVE iN "f THOUSANDS OF FT. ALL vELocnIEzs AnE IN M SEC'. INTERNAL CONSISTENCY LIMITED
BY SOUNDING-OFF APPNOXIIITIONS. VERTICAL INTEGRALS REPRESENT FLUX OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM

ACROSS ENTIRE LATITUDE CIRCLE

Level Equation (1) Equation (2)
11w A [i r [v [uM/] [ii ] llt [ [TI, ill [iil?

35 -*12 - a + 14 +18 -1 -I1 7 -*-13
50 4 19 -1 4- 4 +25 + 12 -13 + 3 + 22
45 + 39 -- 1 + 5 - 44 +35 -- 14 +12 4 38
40 4 52 + I + 1 +50 + 62 + 7 + 14 + 41

35 -f 51 - 5 + 4 -1 52 + 41 - 9 + 11 +1 39
30 1 42 12 -1 40 4 36 * 2 f-10 +25
25 -"21 -- 0 + 22 -1 20 - I + 4 + 16

20 " 3 tI - I -f 15 1 14 + I + 4 + 9
14 + 12 iI -i t 1 1 10 0 + 1 + 8
10 -1 6 0 0 + 6 -1 6 0 4 f- 5

6 + 4 4- 1 + 3 + 3 0 0 + 3
2 + 3 ) 0 f 3 i 2 0 * 1- 2

Integral f 31.5 - 1.8 1 )-A -+ 30.9 - 2*- - 1-5 + 6.7 + 23-6

(10t cCs unit)

(a) The terms [uv] and tuv] of Eqs. (1) and (2) representing the total flux of angular
momentum are similar at most levels, with better agreement in the lower levels where the
data are more complete. The total integrated fluxes differ only slightly.

(b) The terms [u] [v-] and [U-] [v] of Eqs. (1) and (2) appear to be in fair agreement
at most levels, again being more nearly alike in the lower levels where the data are more
plentiful. The integrated values of these terms are both negative and small when compared
with the total flux.

* Ont may raise a ieitmate question as to Whethet the eaduswn oft the data froem statiom with a small number of observatons
would have ahered the analyus according to E4 (1). A numerical check at 40.000 ft showed no appreciable effect of td-s kilnd.

as thould be eaxpcted from the form of the equation.
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(iOn the other hand, the terms [uVlvyantd [ii' iZ) of Eqs. (1) and (z) differ considerably.
The former varies in sign and is small while the latter is consistently positive and of fair size
except at low levels. When integrated through height the first accounts for only 4 per cent
of the total flux while the second accounts for 22 per cent. Thus while it is pcsable to neglect
the term [i-lv- of Eq. (1) in comparison with the total it is not possible to neglect the term
[ii' V] of Eq. (2) in comparison with the total.

(d) The terps- [u'ni of Eq. (1) and [hiW] of Eq. (2) individually account for the major
portion of the flwx in their respective syseems of expansion. It is quite clear fromn the data
however that the values of the latter are generally smaller. The first when integrated through
I-.cight accounts 1•or 98 per cent of the total poleward flux of angular momentum while the
second accounts for only 82 per cent.

One interesting feature of the second mode of expansion is the possibility of examining
the hemispherical representativeness of the quantity iavi computed at vadaioua stations. T-he
vertical integral of this term was computed for each of the seven stations listed in Table
I1. It might be tempting to ascribe the low value at Santa Maria to selectivity or to general
incompletenessofthedataused. Examinationof the results at individual levels shows, however,
that the anomalous behaviour of the flux nurfifests itself markedly already at elevations where
observations were received with almost perfect regularity. The low values at Honolulu
and perhaps at Miami may be related to the low latitude of these stations.

TABLE It. THEz vEricALLY IrNTzoRArrD VALUES OF THE QUAiTiTY iki"f AT THE STATIONS INDICA.TeD.

VALUES REPRESENT THE FLUX OF ANGULAR MOUMENMUM ACOSS TIM COMPLETE. LATITUDE CIRCLE ASSUMIN-
THAT EACH STATION IS RRPRESENTATIVE OF THE HEWMISPHERE (10" cOs Uows)

Tokyo Midway Honolulu Santa Maria Big Spring Miami Weather Ship (b)
(Atlantic)

+ 57-6 + 17"7 + 21"5 - 00-4 + 44-4 + 16-0 + 26-9

On the whole it is unlikely that the differences shown among the stations are primarily
due to incomplete data or to peculiarities of the particular year studied, although some variation
from year to year should no doubt be expected. It appears therefore that it is necessary to
apply this mode of expansion to a large number of stations well distributed around the entire
latitude circle, if the purpose of the work is to obtain a hemispherically representative sample.

The second term on the right in Eq. (2) involves a spatial correlation between ii and v.
i.e., between the eastward and northward components of the mean vector wind, at the various
stations along the latitude circle. From the definitions given one may therefore write that

[il I -_ -[1-[u] [v] = (i, i)- . (i)•.() .a (3)

where Y (it. {) is the coefficient of linear correlation between as and ii, and a (a), a (iD denote
the standard deviations of these components. Eq (3) may be used to determine r (ti, i) for
the number of stations used in the seacnd mode of expansion. The several values obtained
in this manner are given in Table 111.

TABLE I1l. COEFFICIENTS OF c•ORELATION IN PER CENT BETWEEN U AND V

Elevation in 10' ft 2 b to 14 20 25 30 33 40 45 $0 55

r (Ui 1V) - 3 - 8 + 34 + 20 t 64 4- 50 1 76 i 74 + 75 +65 +26 + $1

No ofStations 16 17 19 14 1t 16 18 11 14 10 9 9

It may be observed that the correlations are highest at the jet-stream levels. This would
suggest that evidence of such behaviour of the mean winds should be found on mean streamline
charts for upper levels, although there exist at least two difficulties which attend the actual
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detection of such properties of mea maps. In the firs place even though the worrelations
are of fait sie, the standard deviationsa (ii) and cr (i)) are not very large, the latter being as
high as 3 m/see only at 40,000 ft. Maps of great accuracy in regard to small details would

wil nia geostrophic departumn- ay be• in thfis connection, so that nua i~Akaric rnaps
may not exhibit this property fully. Finally it would of cors be desirable to check the
results given here on independent data and at other latitudes.

As a sidelight on this rmatter it may be noted that a theoretical study of the standing
perturbations in the westerlies due to an idealized mountain, made by Bolin (1950) seems
to show qualitative evidence of a correlation of the type found in the present discussion, Like-
wise a somewhat similr suady (unpublished) made by our colleague Major P. D. Thompso,
U SA.F,, using an appcoximation to the actual North American mountain complex also
h"ds results having this property.

Mlin, 8. 1950 Tcil. 2. p. 184.
Prins l-.c. Cx. a. i< Qmart. J. R Miet. Som., 75, p. 28.
tArr, V.P. 1948 JMe.M 5, p. 39.

Staff, V. P. and
Whitle, kM 1951 Qa. tJ. R. M.t.S. 77, p, 215.

1952 hid., 73. p. 62.
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Two Years of Momentum Flux Data for 13' N
By V. P. STARR, Masrachusetts Institute of Technology, and R. M. WHITE, U.S.A.F. Cambridge

Research Center, Mas

(Maactipt rceived Deceiber It, 1953)

The aim of this note is to present more Except as indicated, the form of rte accom-
statistics concerning the meridional flux of panying tables and the computational pro-
angular momentum in the tropics similar to cedures used in obtaining them are the same
those already published (STAn and Wmr as the corresponding ones in the paper cited.
1952 a). A further investigation for a period of to which the reader is referred for details not
one additional year has now been completed repeated here. As an experiment the station
for 30 N, in order to verify the previous network for the second year was altered con-
conclusions with independent data. A continu- siderably and enlarged, the added new key
ous two-year period has thus been analysed and stations being listed in Table i. Some former
repr•sents a concluded phase of the investiga- key stations were also dropped, the complete
tion for this latitude. new list being that given in Table .2, wVich

Table i. List of added key statioat (numbered) and their altetnate stations (italics)

Station Latitude (N.) Longitude Altitude (it) Type

I. Port Blair .................. ItX 40' 92' 43'E 262 pilot balloon
Sandolway ................... x8 28 94 21 E 30
Basseit .................... 16 46 94 4 6 E 13
Mina'adon ................ 16 54 96 i t E 92
Tavoy ..................... 14 o6 98 13 E 112
Mergui .................... 12 26 98 36 E 66
Victoria Point .............. 09 58 98 35 E 122 1

Penang .................... 05 18 0oo x6 E 12 I

2. Hilo ....................... 19 44 155 04 W 33 radio wind

3. Vera Cruz ................. 19 12 96 o8 W 1o pilot balloon
Tatubaya .................. . 9 24 99 12 W 7579 &
Mexico City ................ 19 26 99 08 W 7340 a
Cuidad Del Carmer ......... 18 39 91 49 W 5 6
Swan Island ............... 17 24 83 56 W 35 a

4. Albrook Field .............. o8 58 79 33 W 21 radio wind
Plato Magdalena ............ 09 48 74 48 W Igo a

5. Cayenne-Rochambeau ....... 04 50 52 22 W pilot balloon

Teallr VI (1954). 2
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Table 2. Percentage of total poslble observations for second yeAt

Altitude in thousands of feet
Station - - ,-- -

2 1 r_ I 1 1-0 14 20 l 5 3° 35 4° 45 5° 55

Gao ...................... 64 65 62 44 It 0 0 o o 0 0 0
El Fasher ................ 92 93 92 91 84 33 27 14 10 4 1 1
Aden .................... 753 85 73 13 7t 21 64 10 58 3 3 41
Trichinopoly .............. .00 0 0oo 0 88 84 75 7 0 0 0 0
Port Blair ................ 97 86 91 41 52 24 13 2 0 O 0 0
Saigon .................... 89 86 88 76 63 13 5 3 2 I 0 0
Clark Field ............... 97 97 96 92 85 53 46 34 38 29 28 30
Yap ..................... 75 84 78 58 64 43 46 30 32 20 10 8
Harmon Field ............ 88 94 93 78 89 72 86 71 83 65 54 48
Kwajalein ................ 99 0oo 99 98 99 95 98 9o 96 8o 62 57
Johnson Island ............ 75 91 90 70 79 57 63 45 49 31 27 z6
H~o..................... 90 99 99 90 97 84 91 76 8z 57 37 30
Vera Cruz ............... .98 94 89 79 62 10 2 0 0 0 0 0
Albrook Field ............. 82 93 92 77 83 6t 65 47 49 24 6 r
Waller Field .............. zoo zoo zoo 96 97 84 91 77 84 64 47 48
Cayenne-Rocharsbeau ...... 56 52 39 30 23 18 t6 17 14 13 7 4
Dakar ................... 92 91 78 41 3 5 18 28 16 24 12 8 8

shows the frequency distribution of the availa- - o.So In sec- I for the first year'. The quantity
ble observations for the second year alone. Due ([v]) is - 0.21 In sec- 1 for the two years as
to these changes in the stations used, it is not compared with -o.16 m sec- 1 for the first
convenient to present a frequency table for the year, indicating most probably that a slight bias
two years combined, as was done by the in favor of northerly wind components is still
writers in the case of similar studies at 3P° N present in the data. The integrals at the foot
(STAR and WHITE i 9 5 z b). of columns 5 and 6 in Table 3 show that about

It is seen from Table 3 that the main results 11 per cent of the momentum transport is

for the two year period are much the same as accomplished through mean meridional cir-
for the first year alonare publihed previously culations for the two years as compared withfor the first year alone published previously. about 14 per cent for the first year.
Again using parentheses to indicate vertical
averaging with respect to pressure for the

- 1 This last quantity was writter, erroneously as + 0.5o
layer considered, ([u]) turns out to be - 0.35 In seC-' in STARR and WmrE (952 a), although the
m sec -I for the two years as compared with associated discussion there given requires no correction.

REFERENCES

STARRL, V. P., and Wm'rr, R. M., 19s2 a: Meridional flux
of angular momentum in the tropics. Tellus, 4, 2,
118-I25.

- 1952 b: Two years of momentum flux data for 30' N.
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Two Years of Momentumn Flux Data for 3f ' N

By V. P. STARR, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and R. M. WHITE, U.S.A.F. Cambridge Research Center, Mass.

(Manuscript received October 2o, 1952)

At various times during the past two years, It is worthy of note that the vertical averagc
the authors have had occasion to report upon of jvj with resp,.cr to pressure between iooo
the results of an investigation of the angular and xoo mnb is only -1.31 cm sec'.
momentum balance of the atmosphere as
deduced from actual wind measurements dis- Table 1. Percentage of total possible observations
tributed over the northern hemisphere (STARR nt each level for each station.
and WHITE 1951, 1952a, I952b). The nmctcoro- _ t eahlelfoeahttion
logical implications of the results of these Pressure levels in mob.
studies have ben discussed in these papers. A Stations .

further investigation for a period of one 10l0 18501700150013001oo
additional year has now been completed for
310 N, in order to verify the previous conclu- Qrendi .......... .. 20 57 58 52 52 33 18
sions with independent data. A continuous B3ahrein .......... . 22 63 62 61 57 47 2z
two-year period has thus been analysed and Hyderabad ....... .50o 0 94 78 34 o 0
revrescnts a concluded phase of the invcstiga- D•brugarh ....... . So 0 87 46 17 0 0
tion for this latitude. Tokyo ........... .9 9- 9 7 95 85 58 -4

For the second year, computations were Midwvy ........... 81 79 74 66 53 42 21
made at the standard pressure levels. In coin- Hoh, h, ........ 93 88 So 73 60 4f21
bining the data for the first year with those Weather Ship (a) .. 77 84 85 82 71 59 22
of the second the 2, 6, 1o, 20, 30, 40, and 55 Santa Maria ...... .. 99 99 991 9-, 87 74 38
thousand foot levels arc identified with the 94 99 99 94c 76 58 1
1000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100 nib NwOlas...o ) 68 o4
pressure lcvcs respectively. For purposes ot uu ..... 0

record Table I presents thc final array of re- Kinly iel ----- 87 10 80 13 6 ) 2- a-
sults, while Table 11 presents a frequency dis- Weather Ship (b) 85 79 Mr 74 55 40 15
tribution of all available observations tar the gent............ 83 88 87 So 65 41 9
two year period. The form of these tables is North Front.......69 71 68 6j 51 23 7
identical with that of the corresponding ones Habbniva ........ 25 54 52 53 49i 43 29
given by STARR and WHITE (1952a, 1952b), to Hon
which papers the reader is referred for details o Ii
(if notation. Farouk.............. 3-1 51 581 551 3138! 6! z
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Table H. Numerical analysis for the period Feb. 1949 to Jan. 1951 inc. The levels
are given in nob. All velocities are in m sec.-I.

Internal consistency of figures given Is linit•d by rounding-off approximations.

t1I121 314 5661 718
Level (; I F,1 Fuv1 N fu'Iv] k[y flV11

100 + 8.8 ---0.05 ±0.39 - 2.6 ± -t 14 8 0 o 2 +16 -±4

200 +17.6 -0.27 J±- 0.39 -5 ± 9 + 40 + 12 - 5 - -45 ±7

300 +14.5 0.00 _0.24-1-I ±. 5 + 33 ± 7 0 -- 1 +35 ±5
500 -:- 8.7 +-.03 ±0-14 0 2 + 14 ±3 0 I +-14 2

700 + 3.8 -- 0-.oi -o.io 0± 1 + 5± 1 0 0 + 5 1

850 + 1.2 -- 0.23 ±0.12 -- 1 0 + 4- 1 0 + I + 3 1

1000 -. 7 -0.28 ±0.09 + 1 0 + 4±1 0o 0 + 3 1

Integral (1o7 CGS units) + 14-5 - 0.4 - 0.3 -4- 35.1

____ - 10i I 12 I 13 14 15

Level 1"{v] {8 z,} {LV}-- ,,, ji{', r N

1oo 564 + 7.8 + 0.06 + 15 + 14 + 0.14 2123

200 727 + 15.9 -o0.11 + 43 + 4 + 0.19 5351

300 730 + 14.0 -o0.01 + 33 + 34 + 0.19 7793

500 730 + 8.6 - 0.01 + 13 + 13 + o.14 9912

700 730 + 3.9 - 0.02 + 5 + 5 + 0.10 1094L

85° 730 + 1.2 + .14 + 4 + 4 0 o.o9 98o6

1000 730 - 0.7 - 0.30 + 4 + 3 + 0-13 9043

Integral (to7 CGS units) + 14-7 + 14.8 Sum 54969
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Meridional Flux of Angular Momentum in the Tropics

"By V. P. STARR. Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and R. M. WHITE, U.S.A.F. Cambridge Research Center, Mass.

(Manuscript received 26 March t952)

Abstract

The results of an attempt to measure the merudional flux of angular monientuin across the
vicinity of 13* N latitude from actual wind data arc presented. It is found that the avcrage
flux for one year is directed northward but is much smaller than the corresponding flux at
3 t0 N as obtained from a similar hemispheric study made earlier for that latitude. According
to the data the flux at 13' is due mainly to horizontal exchange processes which are most vigorous
at an elevation of about 35,000 feet.

x. Introduction
During the course of an extended program geostrophic wind measurements are of doubtful

of research concerning the angular momentum reliability and are niore difficult to obtain. For
balance of the northern hemisphere, the these reasons, and also because of other con-
writers have reported elsewhere (STARR and siderations, recourse must be made to pro-
WHITE 1951, 1952) the results of flux com- cedures involving the use of actual-wind data
putations from actual-wind data in the sub- in order to throw light upon the problem in
tropics. In the study described m these two this zone. In the present paper an account is
previous papers, henceforth denoted as (A) given of an attempt to duplicate the studies
and (B) respectively, the meridional transports contained in (A) and (B) for a string of upper-
were evaluated from a string of upper-wind wind stations in the vicinity of 13' N, to the
stations encircling the earth in the vicinity of extent that this is possible with existing data.
3 It N latitude for a period of one year. In the Although an endeavor was made in (B) to
region of the subtropics and at more northerly show the seasonal variatien of the flux, no
latitudes the character of the angular momen- corresponding attempt was made for 13' N.
turn balance has also received observational due to the fact that a somewhat smaller total
elucidation from the geostrophic-wind studies amount of data was available in the tropics
of WIDGER (1949) MINTZ (1951), WHITE and and also for other reasons.
COOLEY (1952) and LORENZ (1952), and like- From general physical considerations one is
wise from the actual-wind studies of PRIESTLEY led to certain over-al expectations concerning
(1949, i951a, b), STARR (t95o) and NyrEli;Gand the total meridional flux across the latitude
SCHMACKE (195t). circle inl the vicinity of 13' N. The more

However, much interest is centered in regard important of these are the following. (a) Since
to the character of the transport mechanisms the storage capacity of the atmosphere for
(vertical and meridional) which may be angular momentum is small when a period of
operative in the more tropical regions where the length of one year is considered, the total
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Table I. List of key atations (nurmbertid) and alternate stations (italics)

Station Latitude (N.) Longitude Altitude (fr) Typc

I. G3o .................... . 6* o6' 00'' 0 E 899 pilot balloon
. Y .............. . . 13 31 2 26 E
Zider ................... 13 48 09 00 E 1604 a
.1opli ..................... 14 30 04 12 W 906
Rantak1 ............. .. -2 38 08 01 W 1086
El Fasher. ..................... 13 37 25 20 E 2395
Kassala ................... . 15 28 36 .24 E 1644
El Obeid ................. 13 10 30 14 E 1887
Kos .......... 13 1o 32 40 F 1253
Malakal ................... 09 33 31 39 F 1276 a
IVau .......................... 07 42 28 ot E 1440 a

3. Aden Khormaksar . 12 50 45 01 E radio wind
Aden Schcikh Oithma .... - 12 53 44 58 E 33 pilot balloon
Riyan .................... 14 39 49 23 E 46
Kamaran; 1.tand ............ -- .. 5 20 42 37 E 20

4. Trichinopoly .............. to 49 78 42 E 256
Venigurla ................ 15 55 73 40 E -- I

Aptaadlir ...................... 14 41 77 37 E 1148 a
.Sladroi .................. . 13 04 80 15 E 52 *
.'twg~la ore ................ 12 52 74 51 E 72
Fort Cochin .............. 09 58 76 14 E 10 a

Trivandrum ............... 08 29 76 57 E 200
Nagercoil ................ 08 11 77 26 E 112 a

5. Saigon ....................... 10 49 1o6 39 E 33 0

Mingaladot ................ 16 S6 96 07 E 92 0

Tavoy .................. 14 05 98 12 E 112 *
Victoria Point ................. 9 59 91 35 B 22 *

PC ang ................... 05 i8 100 16 E 13 *
"Touranc .................. 16 02 103 1 1 E 16
Panle..................... 16 33 111 37 E 20 a
srn1 .................... 16 40 103 O0 E 502
Ph11o0 Perlt .............. 1 . 11 33 104 $z E 33

6. Clark Field .............. 15 1o 120 34 E 644 radio wind
Laoag .................... . . 8 11 120 3z E 12 pilot balloon

7. Yap ........................ 09 29 138 08 E 0 radio wind
S. Harmon Field ................. . 31 144 49 E 176 a
V,. Kwajalein ............... oS 43 167 44 E 10 a

tIake Iland .............. 19 1i I66 30 E O
2O. Johnson .................. 146 44 169 31 W 20

Hilo .................... 19 44 I5S 04 W 33 a
II. Tehuantepec .............. 16 20 95 14 W 75 pilot balloon

Vera Cruz ................ 19 12 96 0o W 20
Ciudad del Canr ....... - i 39 91 50 W 5

12. Managua ................ 12 08 b6 12 W 178 radio wind
13. Plato Magdalena .......... 09 48 74 48 W 19o

Albrook Fild .............. 08 58 779 33 W 21 *

Barranquilla .............. . 10 55 74 45 W 39
14. Waller Field .............. . 10 36 61 12 W 0

Sal Juan ................ .18 28 66 07 W 82
15. Dakar .................. 14 40 17 26 W 131

Sr. l 4Anis ................ 16 01 16 30 W 10 pilot balloon
Dakar V"ff .............. 14 41 17 25 W 62 *

Sal....................... 16 44 22 57 W t8o

amount transported into the polar cap north winds near the surface, the northward flux at
of a given latitude should be equal to the 03° N should be smaller (algebraically) than
amount removed by surface torques acting on the flux at 31 N. (c) Whether or riot the
the cap. (b) Since the zone between 133 and flux across 13' N is actually negative (directed
31 N is a region of predominant easterly southward) cannot be determined from general

4-4'01040 Sip.
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considerations except as noted below, since 3. Computation of transports
one may not assume complete synmmetry of In order to avoid repetition, only a brief
the two hemispheres about the equator in this statement is made here of the oet use to
connection. (d) Since at 310 N angular momen- mea s the a ar-momentuhd lux. themeasure the angular-oetnfu.,te
turn is transported strongly northward by the reader desiring more details being referred to
very large diturbances in the upper we-tcrhe (A) and (B). The notation used may be
one might perhaps expect that this ect wou summarized as followst e
not be suppressed completely in a distance so
short as M8° to the south. Table 2. Percentagc of total possible observw-

The degree to which such anticipations as tions at each level for each station

those listed above are not in conflict with the in thauu o fet
numerical findings obtained, constitutes one
rather general criterion for the plausibility of Station -

the results.2 1 0142110114013105

Gao ........ 6 6365946 I.j I o o o o0 0
2. Observational matestal El Fasher.,. 94 9295 87 60 13 •1t 1 8 41 1

Aden ....... 44 54 53 2847 245 23 38 19 15 23
As in the study reported in A) and (B) a Trichinopoly. 99 1 99 0 90 78 73 1 0 o 0 0

string of key stations was used. These 15 Saigon ..... 10o 95 95 75•61 1163 0 0 0 0
stations are listed in table i. Since reports were Clark ....... 84 8683 75 73 52 144 32 3323 16 0yap ........ 30 25 19 12 10 4 21 1[ 1t 0• 0

often missing from the key stations, altemative Harmon Field 77 8S 83 68 80 63 73 6t 68 50 39 28

stations in the vicinity of the key stations were Kwajalei... 92 -95 92 86 93 79 82 63 70o49 38 34
used in order to increase the amount of obser- Johnson ..... 82 88 86 74 83 66 73 58 64 47 34 28

vational material. The alternative stations are Tehuantepec. . 78 75 67 47 27 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Manhgua .... 3 11"11 1 90 6 1 3 1 1 0

entered in italics below the key stations in the ph2o Magda-
table. Although it would have been advanra- kena ....... 74 184 83 70 83 63 65 3047 28 9 0

gcous to use the same period of time as was Waller Field.. 93 9897 869378 88 748- 65 30 37
used for the study at 3PO N, various factors Dakar ....... 65166162 53 55 47130 44 43 3525 20

made this impractical. The average latitude of
the key stations is 13o N. u eastward component of the wind.

Wind reports for the levels 2, 6, 10, 14, 20, v northward component of the wind.
25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 55 thousand feet [,] space average of a quant-ty a over the
were taken from the data tabulations of the length of the complete latitude circle.
Daily Series Synoptic Weather Maps prepared a- deviation of a quantity Y from its space
by the U. S. Weather Bureau, in cooperation average fo].
with the Army, Navy and Air Force for the R time average of a quantity a. Time and
period from i July 1949 to 30 June 1950 for space averaging processes are not neces-
the hour 0300 GMT for each day. For the 6, sarilv commutative.
10, 20, 30, 40, and 5s thousand-foot levels f[I' deviation of the space average j[l from
supplementary data as reported for the 850, the space-time average Ij}.
700, 500, 3o0, 2oo, and ioo millibar li-vels, #a) arithmetic mean of all individual observa-
respectively, were added, although preference tions of a at a given level during entire
was given to constant-height data where tiimc pcriod considered.
available. No attempt was made to correct it number of days for which observations
original data, although in a few cases garbled were available at a given level-
reports were omitted. The frequency of N number of individual observations present
available observations at the various levels is at a given level during entire tinic-p-riod
given in table 2. This table is analogous to table considered.
s in (B) in that it gives the percentages of the r coefficient of linear correlation for the N
total possible observations, i. C., 365. Each pairs of u and t'.
wind observation was resolved into the east-
ward component u and northward component In (A) it was shown that the quantity in PI
v, tabulated in m sec-'. which represents the northward transport of
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linear momentum per unit mass at a given 4- Discuson of numericl resut
level may be resolved into three components,
namely: The appaisal of the numerical results

obtained depends upon a simultaneous con-
(i) Transport of the first species, Jul [vi. sideration of various factors which might limit

This component represents the contribution the accuracy of the measurements of the flux
due to a net meridional nmss flux iv. during and other conputations. By and large these
the entire period at the level in question. To factors are similar to those enumerated in (A)
the extent that a non-zero value of IFP at one and to some extent in (B). although certain
level is usually compensated by values points are worthy of espcial note in view of
having an opposite sign at other levels, this the circumstances of the present study, speci-
component depends upon the existence of u- fically the following:
called mean meridional circulations. (a) There exists a rather serious gap in the

(ii) Transport of the second species, .uj' [v]°, station network extending from Johnson

This component represents the contribution Island eastward to Central America. There
from fluctuations in [v] due to its possible appears to be no source of reports from this
correlation with [ul in time. region which is known to the writers.

(iii) Transport of the third species, [u" vJ]. (b) When the twelve values of (v given
This cransport rfthepr thirdspecoibt in coluwni 3 of table 3 are averaged vertically

Ths component represents the contribution with respect to pressure one obtains the netdue to a correlation between it and v along pc u
nmeridional air flow for the entire layer. This

the length of the latitude circle. It does not quantity turns out to be - o.16 m sec- 1 . Since
require the presence of net air motions tv] it is quite improbable that a return flow exists
or iv]. below 2,000 ft., it would be necessary that an

average northward flow of rather large
Since one basic question involved in the magnitude should exist in the remainder of

subject relates to the role of mean meridional the atmosphere above 55,ooo feet, if this figurerepresents actual conditions. This aper to be
circulations, it is useful to form the quantity ieprobant al montions. isfppears to be
it v- 4 u 4v' which is analogous to the sum improbable. The most likely inference to beo tdrawn is that it represents evidence of a slightspecies although the mode of averaging used lack of randomness of the observations withis slightly different as explained in (A). respect to the troughs and ridges of the stream-

The results are given in table i which is to line patterns, which in turn might be related
be compared with table 4 of (B), both being to the gap in the observational network
of the same basic form. The table gives the mentioned in (a) above. In any event the
transports of each of the thr speie s ~ figure is rather excessive, the corresponding

columns 6. 7, and 8 together with various value at 3 tP N being only + o.o4 ni sec-1 as

other quantities defined in wrrns of thc symbols obtained from data in (B).

already recapitulated here and explained more (c) The total number of individual wind
fully in (A). A number of the quantities carry observations is 27,985 at 130 N as compared
confidence linmts defined as twice the standard with a total of 38,301 at 3 1 N. This is a re-
error indicating approximately the 95 per cent 1lection of a poorer station network and more
confidence level. Vertical integrals of several missing reports. This and other shortcomings
quantities with respect to mass (standard such as the one discussed in (b) might be made
atmosphere pressure) arc given at the foot. less serious by using more than one year of
These figurcs arc to be interpreted as the data.
lhorthward transport of linear momentum per (d) Resort had to be made to the use of
unit !'wth of the latitude circle for the layer relatively more pilot balloon stations than were
from 2 to 55 thousand feet. For comparison used at 3Cf. This fact contributes to a paucity
the corresponding integrals for 31' N as of observations at high levels and may be a
reported ii (13) are also given at the foot of factor contributý.:g to a slight lack of random-
table a. ness discussed in (h).
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(e) The range of latitude of the individual The term on the left is a measure of the
key stations is only 8 degrees which is much transport of the first species integrated vet-
less than for the network at 31W N. tically. The first term on the right represents.a

(f) A large number of alternative Stations portion of this quantity depending on (iv])
was used. This in itself should not .e neces- which as mentioned before may be spurious.
sarily detrimental to the results, except to the Although this "correction" procedure is not
extent that a lack of randomnest might be recommended as a substitute for better obser-
introduced in the data. vational material, it is of interest to note that

(g) Vie confidence limits for the flux fu vP in the present case the correction is of negligible
and the component [w'l are smal, er at 13" magnitude compared to the Last term which
than at 3 1- N, but the values of the quatntitics contains only departures from the vertical
are also smaller so that on the wiole less averages.
confidence is indicated. On the other hand. t4) In the process of calculation, individual
the alternative method of averaging given in monthly averages of iu' vJ were obtained for
colun-s 10--14 of table 3 gives results which the twelve levels used. Of these 144 monthly
compare very well with the first technique, values 98 were positive in sign, whereas at

Generally speaking the data fulfill plausible 3 r* N 138 were positive. There appears to be
expectations such as those mentioned in the a tendency for this quantity to be negative at
introduction. The following points may be ihigh levels as is also s=own in table 3. However,
noted: caution must be used in accepting this feature in

(i) The vertical integral of the flux [u v] view of the large confidence limits associated
may be converted into the total flux of with these data.
angular momentum by multiplying by the (5) The correlation coefficients r for the N
length of the torque arm and dte length of pairs of u and v given in column 14 of table
the latitude circle. The result is + 8.s 0 lo• 3 are smaller than the corresponding ones for
gin cm? sec-, which is considerably smaller 3 1° N except at 2,ooo feet, and actually become
than the corresponding value at 3 1 N, i. e., slightly negative at the highest three levels.
+ 31.5 X io2, The difference represents .'s'en-
tially the rate at which angular momei.--_ is
acquired from the surface, since probably only s Sme meteorological implications
small contributions to the fluxes are made by
the portions of the atmosphere not considered. ka) From time to time various estimates have

(2) The largest contribution to the angular been made of the strength of mean meridional
nionientuni flow across 1 3' N is due to the circulations which would be needed in order
transport bf the third species, the value being to transport the net amount of angular momen-
*•- 5.2 " io _gin cm2 sec• 1 The next largest turn across given latitude circles prescribed by
is due to the second species, the value being mean surface torques, on the assumption that
S2.2 X io0. The smallest is due to the first the entire flux is of the first species. Two
species of transport, i. e., -f- i.2 10 2o. Thus difficulties attend this process. In the first place
about 14 per cent of the total is brought about accurate estimates of the requirements due to
by mean meridional circulations, according to surface torques are difficult to make. In the
the data. second place there is no objective method for

(3) If use is made of parentheses to indicate specifying the functional dependence of [v]
vertical averaging with respect to standard on elevation (pressure). It is of interest to
atmosphere pressure, the quanuty (,Iv1) has a substitute the total flux as measured bv studies
value of -0o.i6 in sec-i as already stated. of the present kind for the surface torque
Similarly ([u]) turns out to be -4- o.so mn sec-i. requirements, and to employ a variational
Since one may write that R I = (-4) + I-R method to specify Ivj as a function of pressure.
with a similar relation involving v in place of In effect one thus seeks the least intense merid-
1, it follows that ional circulation which could bring about the

stated transport T. This procedure was sug-
(I'l IV[) ([H ) dii V (ful' Iv]') gested to the writers by Messrs. E. N. Lorenz
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- a and b being the values at 2,ooo and 5 ,ooo
-,feet respectively. The dependence of [U] on p

isthat given by the data and K is a constant.
"The result is simple to state qualitatively. The
"Jleast square" cell so obtained has the same
shape as the vertical profile of fu], but displaced

S• ,• relative to the origi in order to satisfy the
I .x. • first side condition which stipulates that there

" ~~~~"•'- salbe no n•et transport of air. The amplitude
is of such a magnitude as to satisfy the second

side condition, i. e., to provide the speified
momentum transport.

The profile of [p] so obtained are given
Sby the dashed curves in Fig. I, together with

the actually observed profiles (full curves), at
"•3' and 30 N. The contrast between the two
"sets of curves is obvious and probably cannot
"be ascribed to poor observational material.

. .. .. . .. -,It would of course be possible to impose
i 71 TEO , * - o additional side conditions upon the problem

stipulating, for example, that the mean merid-
Fig. x. Mean meridional circulations in misec at 13' N ional circulation should transport stated
and at 3 0 N as given by data (full curves). Weakest amounts of energy of several forms. How-
mean meridional circulations capable of transporting
total amount of angular momentum given by dashed ever, such added restrictions would not lead

curves, to less vigorous circulations in the least square
sense.

and H. L. Kuo of the Massachusetts Institute (b) According to what has been said under
of Technology. (I) of the previous section about 23 X 1t02

The process takes the form of finding the gm cm sec-1 represents the average rate at
solution of the variational problem which angular momentum is supplied to the

zone between 130 and 310 N by surface
, torques. Recent estimates of such surface

(If fHi2 dp = o torque smade by PRIESTLEY (I9 5xb) from
surface stresses yield a value of abouteIs x io*

subject to the side conditions that gm cma sec-.

The average zonal component of the surface
SI f-) stress for the belt as derived from the present

ij-j dp = o; / ['] dp KT figures is approximately 0.53 dynes cm-2 ,

which is somewhat larger than the estimate
Here standard atmosphere pressuresar e used, used by Priestley.
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FLOW OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AS A PREDICTOR
FOR THE ZONAL WESTERLIES

By Edward N. Lorvsnx

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Manuscript received 10 November 1951)

ABSTRACT

An approximate differential equation is prt-ented, relating the change in speed oi the zonal westerly
winds to the contemporary zonal wind-speed and the meridional flow of absolute angular momentum.
This equation is tested statistically by means of values of the momentum flow and the zonal wind-speed,
computed with the aid of the geostrophic-wind approximation, from pressure and height data extracted
from analyzed northern-hemisphere maps. The momentum flow is found to be positively correlated with
the contemporary zonal wind-speed, and also with the contemporary change of the zonal wind-speed, in
ag ree-nent with the approximate equation. The study suggests that the momentum flow may be a useful
quantity for forecasting the zonal wind-speed. It also implies that an important part of the momentum
flow is accomplished by means of large-wcale horizontal eddies, whose forms are not obscured by the use
of subjectively analyzed maps nor by the geostrophic-wind approximation.

1. Introducton of more than one or two months of data. The present

The strength of the prevailing zonal westerly winds study has used data for the momentum flow at several

in middle latitudes has often been regarded as an index latitudes and elevations over a period of four consecu-

of the state of the general circulation of the atmos- tive months. Less complete data for six additional

phere. Variations in the speed of the zonal westerlies months, collected for the purpose of testing relations

have therefore been the subject of numerous investi- which appeared to be significant during the first four

gations. Another subject which has recently received months, have also been used. Although the results are

much attention is the balance of absolute angular of a preliminary nature, they strongly indicate that

momentum in the atmosphere. Since the speed of the the momentum flow has some prognostic value. At

westerly wind at a specified point in the atmosphere the same time, they show that it is feasible to compute

and the absolute angular momentum per unit mass at the momentum flow on a day-to-day basis from ana-

that point completely determine each other, the two lyzed northern-hemisphere maps.

subjects are closely related.
The functional relation between wind speed and 2. An approximate equation

angular momentum contains a latitude factor; how- The absolute angular momentum contained in a
ever, within a region whose latitudinal extent is small, unit mass of atmosphere is given by the expression
the average westerly wind-speed and the total angu-
lar momentum determine each other fairly closely. M = onrl + ru, (1)
Changes in the total angular momentum within a
region bounded by two latitudes can result only from where w = earth's angular velocity, r = distance from
a meridional flow of angular momentum across the earth's axis and u = eastward component of wind
vertical boundaries, or from a torque exerted by velocity. From the equation for cstward acceleration
the underly:ng surface. The possibility of predicting and the equation of continuity, . follows that
changes in the strength of the zonal westerly winds O(pM)/it + div pMc + Op/O•X + rpD = 0, (2)
on the basis of the meridional flow of angular momen-
tum has therefore suggested itself to several investi- where t = time, X = longitude, p = pressure, p = den-

gators [4; 5; 7]. sity, c = wind-velocity vector and D = westward

A reasonably conclusive test of the prognostic value acceleration due to friction. If (2) is integrated over

of the meridional flow of angular momentum, which the entire volume V lying north of a vertical constant-

for brevity may be called simply the momentum flow, latitude surface S, the result is

requires the u-e of data for a long period of time. The d p
earlier studies [5; 7] were handicapped by the absence - IpMdV + rpD + LP-) dV = fv dS, (3)

SThe research resulting in this paper has been sponsored by dt Jv
the Geophysica Rcsearch Division of the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center. under Contract No. AF 19(122)-153. where v = northward component of wind velocity.
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In (3), the first volume integral represents the total be a denial of (4). It follows as a corollary that corre-
angular momentum contained in V, while the second lations with a time lag between r and U should be
volume integral represents the total torque exerted -ignificantly positive if the time of U follows that of

upon V by the earth's surface, this torque being due T by a suitable interval, but not if the time of U

partly to skin friction and partly to horizontal pres- precedes that of r by a similar interval.
sure-forces exerted by topographic irregularities of the
earth's surface (the mountain torque). The surface 3. Preliminary tests
integral represents the total flow of angular momentum The first statistical tests were performed with the
northward across S. aid of data which had been previously gathered by the

A very simple approximation to (3) is the equation General Circulation Project at the Ma-sachusetts in-

dU/dt + KU = ar. (4) stitute of Technology. The basic data had been
extracted from analyzed northern-hemisphere maps,

where U is the average low-level westerly wind-speed and consisted of individual sea-level pressures, and

in V, -r the total flow of angular momentum northward 700- and 500-mb heights, at each 5 deg of latitude and
across S, and K and a are positive constants which longitude covered by the analyses, for each day of the
depend upon the latitude of S. Equation (4) is only four-month period November 1945-February 1946.
an approximation to (3), for a number of reasons. The sea-level and 500-mb maps were taken from the
First, the total absolute angular momentum within a Northern hemisphere historical weather maps [1 ], while

region depends not only upon the westerly wind- the 700-mb maps were photographic copies of maps
speed, but also upon the total mass within the region; analyzed by the Air Weather Service and -the U. S.

moreover, to obtain a measure of total angular mo- Weather Bureau.
mentum, the westerly wind-speed should not be simply From these basic data, daily values of the mo-

averaged, but should be weighted more strongly at mentum flow across various latitudes were obtained
low latitudes. Second, the low-level westerly wind is according to the procedure developed and described
not a perfect measure of the westerly wind at higher by Widger [L]. Briefly, in the absence of .net mass-
levels; however, Willett [9] has found that the sea- flow across a given latitude circle at a given elevation,
level and upper-level westerly winds are highly corre- the momentum flow is nearly proportional to the

lated. Third, the torque exerted by skin friction is not integral, around the latitude circle, of the product of

exactly proportional to the speed of the low-level the eastward and northward components of the wind.
westerlies, although Widger [7] has shown that a high Pressure or height differences across 10 deg intervals

correlation exists. Fourth, the mountain torque has of latitude and longitude were used to measure these
been neglected; however White [10] has shown that components, according to the geostrophic-wind equa-
the mountain torque and the skin friction torque ace tion. Such differences appear in the formula
correlated in latitude; possibly they tend also to be
correlated in time, although such a relation has not F_ [h(0 - 5, A) - h(i 0 + 5, x)]
yet been established. X/$-I

It is evident that these approximations make (4) X [h(O, X + 5) - h(, A - 5)], (5)
less accurate than (3). On the other hand, (4) is so

simple that it relates the speed of the zonal westerlies where h(4, X) is the 500-mb height at latitude 0 and

to a single additional quantity, the momentum flow. longitude X. Upon multiplication by a suitable factor,
With sufficient observational data, it is easy to subject rT# represents the momentum flow across latitude 0.
(4) to statistical tests. The results of the tests may within a layer near 500 nob. Analogous expressions
be regarded as a measure of the justifiability of the represent the momentum flow within layers near 700
approximations used. mb and sea level. The sum of the flows in these three

Some statistical properties of any quantities U and layers, here denoted by r., was taken to be the total
T satisfying (4) will now be discussed. If the period of momentum flow across latitude 0.
time under study is sufficiently long, the first two Daily values of the average sea-level pressure at
terms in (4) must be uncorrelated, since a contem- various latitudes were also obtained from the basic
porary correlation between U and dU/di would imply data. The average sea-level pressure P# at latitude 0

progressive variations of U2. The sum of two uncorre- was assumed to be the simple arithmetic average
lated quantities must be positively correlated with of the 72 individual pressures at that latitude. The

each quantity, but not perfectly correlated with either, average zonal wind-speeds in various regions were
Significant positive contemporary correlations of - measured geostrophically by linear combinations of
with both U and dU/dt should therefore be present in average pressures.
any observational data which claims to satisfy (4), Since r# was computed from geostrophic-wind ob-

but a nearly perfect correlation between r and either servations, it evidently includes none of the momentum
U or dU/dt is not to be expected and would, in fact, flow due to mean meridional cells, i.e., due to a net
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TABLE 1. Autocorrelations of daily values of pressure and by the writer [2] for correlations between five-day
momentum flow for the season November 1945-

February 1946. Values are in hundredths, mean sea-level pressures during seven winter seasons.
The pattern is interpreted as showing that the prin-

LAC cipal sea-level pressure variations during the season
(d) 87 f0 72 89 87 M 4* resulted from shifts of mass between two zones, one1 87 80 72 89 87 44 48 30
2 74 57 So 76 76 11 23 08 centered near 70°N and one near 40°N. The double
3 64 43 36 70 69 08 18 01 maximum of standard deviation seems to support
4 54 37 21 69 62 14 13 -06_____________________________________ this idea.

to crreltios inthehorionta diectin btwee th zone an rssuregt in the norena zoesterits is mevsudent
flow of mass at individual elevations. Instead, it in- If the strength of the zonal westerlies is measured

cludes only the flow due to horizontal eddies, i.e., due by the difference between a pressure in the southern
to correlations in the horizontal direction between the zone and a pressure in the northern zone, it is evident

eastward and uiorthward wind-components. Further- that strong zonal winds may be identified with a con-
centration of mass in the southern zone. One can,

more, since the wind components used were averages induationso lvin zona. wn d-

over 1O-deg intervals, only the flow due to large-scale indeed, compute correlations involving zonal wind-

horizontal eddies is included, speeds from the standard deviations and correlations

It was anticipated from the beginning that the most in table 2. For example, if Us. = P4& - Ps., the con-

significant results, statistically, might not be those temporary correlations between Un. and Pn, P", PM,

predicted hv (4). It was therefore decided to make a P& and Ps. are found to be -0.71, -0.91, 0.17, 0.86

rather exhaustive stuly involving the momentum flow and 0.64, respectively. The previously mentioned study

r, across each of the four latitudes 35, 45, 55 and 650 N, by the writer [2] suggested that the zonal wind-speed

and the average sea-level pressure P# at each of the Us. was a good index for the major fluctuations of the

six latitudes 25, 35, 45, 55, 65 and 75*N. Daily values general circulation.

of each of these ten quantities were correlated with Correlations of momentum flow with sea-level pres-

values of each other quantity, simultaneously and also sure and wind speed appear in table 3. It is perhaps

with time lags of from one to ten days in each direc- a matter of opinion which of these correlations are

tion, for the "season" November 1945-February 1946. significant, but the following features stand out. With

This procedure yielded a set of 1045 distinct correla- no time lag, and also with pressure following momen-

tion coefficients, including 375 of pressure with pres- tum flow, the momentum flow at each latitude is

sure, 504 of pressure with momentum flow, and 166 correlated positively with Pis and PA, insignificantly

of momentum flow with momentum flow. Because for the most part with P"., and negatively with Pa.

such a procedure necessarily involved much repeti-
tious labor, it seemed feasible to perform much of the TAsLE 3. Correlations of daily values of sea-level pressure and
computing by means of punched-card machines. The zonal wind-speed (heading columns) with momentum flow

(heading rows), for the season November 1945-
punched-card computations were performed by the February 1946. Values are in hundredths.

Statistical Services Section at the Massachusetts Insti- Positive lag indicates that pressure or
wind speed follows momentum flow.tute of Technology.

The most pertinent of these 1045 correlations appear Los
in tables 1, 2 and 3. The outstanding feature of table 1 (das) .PN P" P a Us

is the contrast between the high day-to-day persistence -3 -12 00 09 12 21 06

of the pressures and the low day-to-day persistence of -21 -12 -02 1s 7 271 09
the momentum flows. This feature will appear to be 0 -33 -28 34 36 32 36

fconsiderable s i from the forcasting -43 -36 14 37 36 41
of significance point 2 -41 -37 -07 29 36 38

of view. 3 -32 -31 -07 26 34 32

Table 2 reveals distinct negative correlations be- 4 -31 -31 -10 33 39 36

tween pressures near 70°N and pressures near 40*N. -3 -02 12 13 03 11 -06

The correlation pattern is similar to patterns obtained -2 -10 04 20 11 12 03
-1 -15 -06 15 24 29 16

TABLE 2. Contemporary correlations of daily values of pressure ru 0 -27 -31 13 45 41 42

(heading columns) with pressure (heading rows), and stand- 1 -41 -38 12 46 49 47

ard deviations of pressure, for the season November --39 -37 04 38 47 42

1945-February 1946. Correlation values are in 3 -29 -20 03 28 44 27

hundredths, and standard deviations are in mb. 4 -21 -18 04 32 45 27

-3 02 07 03 00 10 -04
P- P. P P. P' 2 -03 01 07 09 10 04

P16 100 70 -20 -54 -36 -1 -06 -10 10 13 20 13

P" 70 100 06 -57 -50 0 -10 -16 04 22 33 21

P" -20 06 100 41 -01 1 -24 -23 03 27 42 28

11 -54 -57 41 100 65 2 -29 -21 -04 26 38 26

P" -36 -50 -01 65 100 3 -30 -28 -04 22 37 29

Standard deviation 6.6 4.4 2.9 3.5 2.3 4 -23 -22 -02 24 32 26
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and Ps. With pressure preceding momentum flow, the 4. Further tests
conrelations are mostly insignificant. In the light of It is evident, from the preceding section, that zonal
the interpretation of table 2, it appears that above- wind
normal values of momentum flow in middle latitudes thed-speed and momentum flow were related duringteseason studied. Rather than find the best relations
tend to be accompanied and also followed, but not for that season, it seems more desirable to find rela-
preceded, by a concentration of mass in the southern ton wh hond in eac of svral sons.
zone, whence they must also tend to be accompanied The choice of additional seasons was determined by
by increasing mass within the southern zone. Equiva- the readily available data. The basic data in this case

lently, above-normal values of the momentum flow
were made available through the kindness of the U. S.tend to be accompanied by strong zonal westerly Weather Bureau-Massachusetts Institute of Tech-winds, and also by increasing zonal westerly winds, nology Extended Forecasting Project. The data con-

while below-normal values of the momentum flow tend sosted oftindidualrea-leve Pressure a 500-
to b acompniedby eakanddecrasig znalsisted of individual sea-level pressures and 500-rob

to be accompanied by weak and decreasing zonal heights, which had been extracted from analyzed
hes rerlywionds. bnorthern-hemisphere maps, at each 5 deg of latitudeThe correlations between momentum transport and and 10 deg of longitude covered by the analyses, for

wind speed in table 3 therefore have the signs pre- each day of the year 1949. The maps were taken from
dicted by (4). It must be admitted, of course, that the th lat orthern-hemisphere wer-map s re[

averge indsped U bewee 45and65* isnotthe latest northern-hemisphere weather-map series [6]6.
t average wind speed U, between 45 and 65N is not From this year, two "seasons" of three months eachthe same as the average wind speed north of a given wr hsn n ossigo aur.Fbur n

latitude, to which (4) refers. Nevertheless, the theo- were chosen, one consisting of January, February and

retical usefulness of (4) seems to be confirmed. and December.

TABLE 4. Correlations of four-day mean values of momentum flow For these two seasons, only the 500-mb data were
(heading rows) with values of ea-level pressure and zonal

wind-speed on the fifth dzy (heading columns), for used in computing momentum flow. Daily values of
the season November 1945-February 1946. the momentum flow were computed from the formula

Values are in hundredths.
N

p P. F pa pS ft U" ' 7 F_ h(# - 2, A)[h(, + 21, x + 10)

7" -55 -50 -04 46 53 ss h%- ( + 21, X - 10)]. (6)
74 -45 -40 08 so 65 50
ft -43 -38 -03 40 60 44 In (6), the height difference in brackets is a geostrophic

measure of the northward component of the wind, so
that v*' appears to be a sum of products of a height

The magnitudes of the correlations seem perhaps with a wind component, rather than a sum of products

disappointingly small, and appear at first to cast some of wind components, like .th in (5). However, it can
doubt upon the practical value of (4). A closer inspec- be wen thatnnt, lly is a 5sum Hofepr ruct own

tion, however, shows that tables 1 and 3 together be seen that r#' actually is a sum of products of wind

imply the existence of considerably higher correla- components, when it is observed that (6) may be

tions. For example, table 3 shows that U" has a mod- expanded to become

erately high correlation with the value of 7&a at the I

same time, and also with the value of 7s. two days v' = 10 [h( -- 24, X) -- k( + 24, -))
earlier. Table I shows that values of 7m separated by X [k(# - 21. A + 10) - h(. - 2J, X - 10)
two days are almost independent quantities statis- +h(o + 24,1 + 10) - - 24, X - 10)+ h(* + 24,)x + 10) - h(¢ + 24, X -10o)]. (7)
tically, in the sense that the correlation is near zero.
When a quantity, here U-, is correlated with each of In (7), the eastward component of the wind at latitude
two independent quantities, its correlation with some 0 is multiplied by the average of the northward com-
linear combination of these quantities is considerably ponents at latitudes - 2J and 0 + 24.
higher. The correlation can further be increased by Formula (6) is perhaps the simplest possible formula
introducing a third independent quantity, the value for computing geostrophic-momentum flow directly
of 7u four days earlier. It would be possible to coin- from tabulated data. It may easily be altered slightly,
pute the linear combinations which give the highest to be applicable to data tabulated for each 5 deg of
possible correlations, but, to illustrate the point, it longitude rather than each 10 deg. In such a form, it
seems sufficient to exhibit the correlations between has been discussed in detail by the writer [3].
values of momentum flow averaged for four successive From the daily values of momentum flow, a set of
days and )ressure and wind speed on the fifth day. four-day mean values,' overlapping every two days,
The increased magnitude of these correlations, which was constructed. That is, if D is the first day of the
appear in tible 4, over those in table 3 is apparent. 2 Four-day means were chosen for convtinence in computation.
'rhe correlations suggest that (4) may lead. after all, Nearly the same results should be expecte.' from the use of five-

day means, such as those used by the U. S;. Weather Bureau in
to some rules having forec:t:,ting value, extended forecasting.
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season for which momentum flow is measured, and The correlation coefficients in table S are in general
D' is the last day, the first four-day period consists of agreement with (4). The first five items show that, as
D, D + 1, D + 2 and D + 3, the second consists of anticipated, the momentum flow is not highly corre-
D + 2, D + 3, D + 4 and D + 5, etc., and the last lated with the speed of the zonal westerlies if the
consists of 1Y - 3, D' - 2, D' - 1 and D'. westerlies precede the flow, but that there are fairly

Daily values of the average sea-level pressure at high correlations if the westerlies accompany or follow
various latitudes were also obtained for these two the flow. Thus, as shown by the sixth item, the flow
seasons. Four-day mean values were then determined, is positively correlated with the change in the speed
Zonal wind-speeds were again represented by linear of the zonal westerlies.
combinations of pressures. In order that contemporary In the seventh item, U + l(U++ - U__) is merely
and lag correlations during one season might all be a typical linear combination which has a high cor-
based upon the same number of pairs of values, average relation with r for each season. It is not necessarily
sea-level pressures were determined for four additional the combination having the highest correlation for
days at the beginning and also at the end of each any particular season. Since U++ - U_- represents
season. Thus, the first four-day period for pressures an eight-day change, the coefficient I would be in
and wind speeds consists of D - 4, D - 3, D - 2 and agreement with (4) if 1/K = 4 days. These correla-
D - 1, while the last consists of D' + 1, D' + 2, tion coefficients may be regarded as a measure of how
D' +3 and D' +-4. closely the computed values of the two sides of (4)

Similar four-day averages were also determined for actually balance.
the season November 1945-February 1946. As with The eighth item is simply an autocorrelation, which
the other two seasons, only the momentum flow com- measures the persistence of the zonal wind-speed after
puted from the 500-mb maps was used.' four days. In the ninth item, U + jr is a typical

Four-day mean values of momentum flow were then combination of U and T which is well correlated with
correlated with values of pressure and wind speed, U++ for each season.' Evidently each correlation in
simultaneously and also with time lags of two and item 9 is higher than the corresponding one in item 8,
four days in each direction, for each of the three so that U + Jr is a quantity which in each season
seasons. The highest correlations discovered involved leads to a better-than-persistence forecast for the speed
the momentum flow ru.s across latitude 52.5 0N and of the zonal westerlies four days later.
the zonal wind-speed U,, = P" - P6,. The results are It frequently occurs that two meteorological quan-
summarized in table 5. In this table, T denotes the tities are highly correlated during a period of several
four-day mean value of ru.s, while U denotes the four- months simply because they have similar normal
day mean value of Uu,. The symbols U..__, U_, U+ seasonal trends. It might thus appear that some of
and U++ also denote four-day mean values of Uu, the high correlations in table 5 are merely the result
occurring, respectively, four days earlier, two days of seasonal variations, rather than shorter-period irreg-
earlier, two days later and four days later than the ular fluctuations. A standard method for testing such
values of U. Thus, the correlation of r with U is an idea consists of removing the seasonal trend from
contemporary, while those of r with U--, U_, the data.
U+ and U++ are lag correlations. The difference The values of r so far computed are insufficient for
U+, - U__ evidently represents the eight-day change determination of the seasonal trend of 7. On the other
of the four-day mean value of U,,. Thus, the correla- hand, the seasonal trend of U can be determined with
tion between 7 and U++ - U__ may be regarded as moderate precision. "Normal" values of U have been
a contemporary correlation between r and the rate estimated by the writer [2] from monthly normal
of change of U. values, based upon forty years of northern-hemisphere

$Actually, to make use of earlier computations, the quantity maps. These normal values were subtracted from the
v,u a was replaced by a nearly equal quantity, the average of •.. observed values of U for the three seasons under study.
and r14u as computed by (5). It is not believed that any of the
results are noticeably affected by this substitution. The computations summarized in table 5 were then

TABLE 5. Correlations involving four-day mean values of the repeated.
momentum flow across latitude 52.5°N and the sea-level Although some changes were observed for individual

zonal wind-speed between 45* and 65*N.
Values are in hundredths. seasons, the average correlations for the three seasons

of r with U, and with U++ - U--, were virtually
Nov. 45- Jan.-Mar. Oct.-Dec unaltered. It therefore does not appear that the corre-Item Quatie _ 01 lations in table 5 are the result of a relationship

2 , U_ 3.3 27 30 between the seasonal trends of r and U.
3 4 60 so 59 It can hardly be claimed that the results presented
4 v U. 68 62 60
5 • U.* 60 59 40 in table 5 constitute a complete verification of (4).
6(U11 - U__ 41 53 66 Since U and r are dimensionally different, the coefficient j in
7 * U + j(U+' - U__) 72 67 66 SneUndtr t
8 U U+, 64 79 52 U + jr must be dimensional. It is applicable, in this study, when
9 U+jr U.+ 70 82 53 Uu - Pa - Ps, is expressed in tenths of mb, and t, is com-

___puted from (6), with h(#,, ) expressed in hundreds of ft.
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For one thing, it is hard to identify the measured It should be noticed that each of the above claims

quantities U and r in table 5 with the quantities U refers to an important part of the flow of angular

and r in (4), since the average wind-speed between 45 momentum, and not to the entire flow Thus, the very

and 65N is not the same as the average wind-speed same observations which lead to these claims also

north of 52.5*N. It must be admitted that the quan- suggest methods for increasing the numerical values
tities ru., and U6 were chosen for presentation in of the correlation coefficients obtained. Because of the

table 5 because of the resulting high correlations, sparse distribution of observing stations, particularly
Aside from this consideration, the correlations in at certain longitudes, it hardly seems feasible at pres-

item 7 of table 5 are far from perfect. Nevertheless, ent to measure the desired flow of angular momentum

they appear to the writer to be gratifyingly high. It on a daily basis through observed winds, rather than
would be difficult to say exactly how large a correla- geostrophic winds. Neither does it seem feasible to
tion must be under these conditions to be "significant," measure the flow due to small-scale eddies, although
but the stability of the correlations from one season the use of data at every 5 deg rather than every 10 deg

to another, together with their general agreement with of longitude might be desirable. On the other hand,
the theory, makes it seem highly improbable that they it is altogether feasible to measure the large-scale
are merely the result of chance. geostrophic flow at several levels instead of one. Such

a procedure may yield numerically higher correlation

5. Conclusion coefficients. Finally, the low day-to-day persistence of
the flow of angular momentum suggests that, even

"the flow of angular momentum across certain lati- though an important part of the flow can be deduced
tudes is found to be positively correlated with both from obsevations taken once a day, a significant part
contemporary and subsequent values of the zonal may also be lost. Computations of the flow at 12-hr
wind-speed at certain latitudes. The relations appear rather than 24-hr, intervals may well give numerically
to be in general agreement with theory. Considerable higher correlations than those so far obtained.
further research, involving several years of additional Acknowledgments.-The writer wishes to thank the
data, will be required to determine what relations will personnel of the General Circulation Project, the
most likely prove consistently good. When these rela- Weather Bureau-M.I.T. Extended Forecasting Proj-
tions are found, an additional basis for forecasting the ect and the Statistical Services Section at M.I.T. for
speed of the zonal westerly winds will have been assistance. The writer benefited from many discus-
established. sions with Prof. V. P. Starr and Dr. R. M. White.
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A MULTIPLE-INDEX NOTATION FOR DESCRIBING
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT PROCESSES

EDWARD N. LORENZV

Massadwhues Insgjggte af Tehcinv&&g
C4mbidg. Mass.

In a aulebrated paper, Reynolis (1894) used an equation of the form

F -FP+ (1)

to express an arbitrary quantity F as the sum of its mean value F over a given region and its departure F'

from its mean value. Equation (1) leads to the important equation

C - F + P ' (2)

for the mean value of the product of two arbitrary quantities F and G, if variations ofF and e within the

region are neglected.

If mean values of a quantity with respect to each of several independent variables are to be considered,
the notation of Reynolds requires some amplification. It is possible to introduce several symbols, one for
the mean with respect to each variable. Alternatively, it is possible to let the same symbol denote the mean
with respect to any variable, and to let the position of the symbol specify the variable. The notation

described in this note is based upon the latter procedure.

The notation was originally developed for treating meteorological problems involving the total flux of
certain quantities across specified latitudes. It is described as it applies to such problems. It may easily

be modified to apply to other problems.

At a specified latitude, the quantities involved may be regarded as functions of longitude X, time t and
pressure p. To indicate mean values of these quantities, and departures from mean values, it is convenient
to attach triple subscripts to the symbols for the quantities. The first subscript refers to longilude, the
second to time and the third to pressure. A subscript "I' refers to the mean value with respect to tihe

appropriate variable; the subscript "T'2 refers to the departure from the mean value. A subscript "0"
indicates that no averaging has been performed with respect to the particular variable. Since each of the
three subscripts may take on any of three values 0, 1 and 2, an 4&k trary quantit• F determines a set of 27

quantities Fij. Of these quantities, those having not more than one subscript different from "0" are

defined by the equations

Fm -- F (3)

1 I~
Floe = F FdX

= 1 Fdt (4)

FM = i F dp

e The rosearch rekpwted in this paper was sponamred by the Geophy Reeach I)irecutattc AFs Csmbrdge Hecai-h Centei.
under Comtract Nz. AF 19(122).153.



Fm - Few.- Fi,, )
Fou - Fm - fuo "(S

F.,.- Fm- Fm,

The remnainig quantities are defned by the equation

Fit& - ((FM)0•O)*Q,. (6)

In Eq. (4), ti and ts are the limits of the time interval under consideration and pe is a standard pressure nwar

sea level. It is evident that Eq. (6) is also valid when not more than one of the subscripts ij, k is different

from "0".

From Eqs. (5) and (6), it follows that

F.,. - Fj,5 + F,, )
F. i - F its + F in (7)

F1,, - Fij + F.ji

Equations (7) are analogous to Eq. (1). Corresponding equations analogous to Eq. (2), involving two

arbitrary functions F and G, are

(F.#,,iGa)m = (FilaGipt)m + (F~j&G &)u

= js~)1 + (Fj2*G,,u)LM (8)

(FjGmjo)m - (FijtGaji)m + (Fig;in)wi "

Equations (7) and (8) are useful fAr expanding or recombining terms in relations containing the appropriate

quantities.

Repeated application of Eqs. (7) leads to ihe following unique expansion of F as a sum of quantities
not containing the subscript "0":

F- Fua+Fmu+Flz +Fut+Fs2+ Fus+ Fm+Frn Fij,1 . (9)
OA-1

Equation (9) may be regarded as the generalization of Eq. (1) to the case of three independent variables.

The corresponding generalization of Eq. (2) for the mean value of the product of F and G is
I

(FG)m - (FTj&Gsia)m, (10)

which follows from repeated application of Eqs. (8).

It is sometimes convenient to use less complete expansions for F and (Fn) 11 than Eqs. (9) and (10).
Thus Priestley (1949), and also Starr and White (1951), have expanded the total flux r of relative angular
momentum across a given latitude into the sum of three terms. The expansion used by Starr and White is
not identical with that used by Priestley, and the two expansions have subsequently been compared by

Starr and White (1952). Use of the multiple.index notation can further enhance the comparison.

Within the time interval between t, and is, the flux r is given by

I.- M f'~ J. or R'cOoglv
- 2rR' coi #,(h - t-)gS-p*(w) (11)
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where R is the earth's radius, # is the latitude, g is the acceleration of gravity, a and v are the eastward and
northward components of the wind velocity, and the flux between the standard pressure p. and the actual
surface of the earth is omitted. It is possible to expand the flux r into a sum of eight terms according to
Eq. (10). A recombination of some of these terms leads to the less complete expansion

(z=)w - (uuoUe)M + (uisvne)w + (uno)v=0 + (unofuo)i, (12)

which is the most complete expanion in which mean values of u and v with respect to pressure are absent.
A further recemhina'idon of the second and fourth terms on the right of Eq. (12) yields the expantion

(4V)u; - (uiua)h + (uuofol)ju + (Uo0uvz0)m, (13)

which is the expansion used by Priestley (1949). A recombination of the third and fourth terms on the
right of Eq. (12) yields the expansion.

(UV)1 = (uuAVuo)iu + (UiwVOlh)Uz + (uMvoo)ul, (14)

which is the expansion used by Starr and White (1951).
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Harmonic analysis of the mean northern-hemisphere
wind field for the year 1950
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Harmonic analyses of the mean northern-hemisphere wind field for the year 1950 along latitudes 30,
45' and 60* are presented. The seasonal variations of these spectra are investigated and the relative contribu-
tions of the various scales of mean eddies to the meridional transport of angular momentum are calculated

1. IMTrRODUtCTION

By examining the harmonic analysis of the mean-wind map it is possible to obtain valuable
information concerning the nature of the standing eddies in the atmosphere. Of particular
interest in this regard are,

(1) the determination of the wave lengths (or wave numbers) of the dominant eddies which are
present on the mean map as a function of latitude.

(2) the determination of the seasonal variation of the amplitude and phase of the harmonics.
This is of special interest in view of the current controversy regarding thbe relative importance of
the heating and of mountains in giving rise to the standing eddies, and

(3) the determination of the contributions of the various scales of standing eddies to the
meridional transport of angular momentum.

With a view to obtaining insight into these questions, harmonic analyses of the mean
conditions for the year 1950, based on the 500-mb data presented by Buch (1954), have been
performed. As a preliminary to presenting the results we shall briefly set down the basic relation-
ships used in the study.

2. BASIC CONCEpifT

Any regularly-behaving function of longitude, f(A), specified along a given latitude, 0, and
pressure surface, p. may be expressed in terms of a Fourier representation having the form,

f(A) = f -f + IF (n)l s n (A - e (n)) (1)
n-1

where the bracket, defined by

R(1 = ( A . . , (2)

denotes the zonal average, n denotes the wave number around the latitude circle, and IF (n)l and
e (n) are the amplitude and phase angle respectively of the nth harmonic component. These latter
quantities are given explicitly by the relations,

IF (n)I = Jr52 (n) + -F22 (n)]I (3)
and

e(n) = tan-' (4)

0li (n) and 5r2 (n) being the real and imaginary parts of the complex Fourier coefficient,

fTF~i)- -I ~ f(A)e-I ,,dA

Jr- (n) - i1- (n)
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SHORTER CONTRIBUTIONS

In the present study we shall consider the Fourier analysis of the eastwvard component of the
mean wind a, and the northward component of the mean wind V. We shall denote the complex
Fourier coefficients corresponding to these quantities by

U (n) It, (n) - i *2 (n)
and V (n) --#t(n) - i€ (n)
respectively.

The spectral function for the meridional eddy transport of relative angular momentum
across latitudie 0 per unit pressure difference, due to the standing eddies, is given by the relation
(ef., Van Isacker and Van Mieghem (1956))

T(n) = [r a2 C,; 14[I (n) $- (n) + *2 (n) #*- (n)] 1 (6)
g

where a is the radius of the earth andg is the acceleration of gravity.
In performing the harmonic analysis it is, of course, necessary to select a finite number of

harmonics as the basis foi the Fourier representation. In the present case harmonics up to wave
number 12 were computed, based on information at 36 points around the hemisphere.

3. REsm-S

As noted in the introduction, in this study we are concerned with the spectral properties of
the mean 500-mb wind field for the year 1950. In particular, the Fourier resolutions along the
30%, 45* and 60" latitude circles were selected for investigation.

G. 6-

N1.n) MOP~l
4 4.

A r34s6O8 -60*

n nt

¶t

1V.1-f-

66
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0-30, 0-30

0 V 14 58 78 90 45
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Figure i. Armplitude spears, of m-eridionial and zonal componensn of~ the 500-ras men wind for the yea 1930
denoted by JV~N) (first colum) and JU (n)j (second column), respectively. Solid line indicates awUai mean;

dashed line, winter mean; a" dotted line, asruner ~nwa Units are rn/sec.
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The mean-wind maps were constructed by Buch (1954) on the bases of aver-age actual wind
conditions reported at 81 stations in the northern hemisphere. ' Summer' and ' winter * means
were obtained by dividing the year into two 6-month periods; (April-September) and (January-
March, October-December) respectively. The spectra obtained for these sewsons will therefore
not necessarily agree with those obtained from the July and January mean maps to which
reference is usually made (e.g., Scherhag 1948. Sutcliffe 1951).

The amplitude spectra, IVI and IU1, are presented in Fig. 1. It should be noted that these
are discrete• line 'spectra and, as such, have meaning only for the initegral values of wave number.
Continuous lines have been drawn only to aid visually in tracing the variations of the spectra.

The variations of v around the hemisphere, measured in the wave number domain by IV (n)I,
are closely indentified with the waves appearing in the mean streamline field. On the other hand,
the variations of u, measured in the wave-number domrain by IU (n)I, depe.A on the streakiness
in the velocity of the mean zonal current around a latitude circle, associated, for example, with the
meandering of the mean 'jetstreamn.'

The harmonics which are most prominent in the I VI-spectra are those of wave number 1 and
2 at 600; wave number 3, 4 and 5 at 45 0; and wave numbers 1.2 and 6 at 30°. In general, the
variations of U around the latitude circle are most pronounced at 60, being of progressively
smaller amplitude at 45* and 300.

The amplitude spectra for the zonal component of the mean wind, I U (n)l, are shown in the
second column of Fig. 1. It may be seen that most of the variation is concentrated in the longer
waves with a maximum at wave number 1 at all three latitudes. This large amplitude of wave
number I is a reflection of the fact that the mean hemispheric vortex is not symmetrical with
respect to the pole, an occurrence which has been reported in detail by L.&Seur (1954). The
variations of zonal velocity are most pronounced at low latitudes, the reverse of the latitudinal
distribution of IV (n)[. In general, the variation of the zonal component: of the wind around a
latitude circle is more pronounced than the variation of the meridional component, as evidenced
by the higher amplitudes I U (n)j.

The spectral distributions for the winter and summer means are shown by the dashed and
dotted curves respectively. For certain wave-lengths striking seasonal changes in the amplitudes
are revealed. For example, IV (5)1 at 4 = 453 is very small for the summer period whereas its
value is quite high in the winter. Wave number 4 at 4 - 30* shows a similar seasonal change with
the maximum in this case occurring in the summer.

0 30* it -45 to fi0l
E I W • W E W

&I tal 6hb 1 , 6 from it WU WU 50 tidt5

LOUýU)ELONITUE -NG13-D

SAME --- -'---

-7---- 2. Sce-ti rersnai of the.. pra5)Lwve .uc. oapi tevntJan iur

fws fth wrdinl o~aen f eoct. rag-1i" m xte t h intescinofteae
an th waepornn rmamnmnt
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SHORTER CONTRIUTIONS

SIf the amplitude of an hanmonic in the annual mean wind field lies neary mid-way between
the summer and winter values, it is implied that there is littl phase shift of that Fourier component
with the seasons. It may be een that i many ca= this is not true, indicating that appreciable
phase differences between harmonic in the winter and summer streamline patterns actually exist.
In order to investigate this phernom in greater detail the phas angles y (n) were computed for
the four harmonics in the v-field having the greatest amplitude at each latitude- The results are
schematically represented in Fig. 2. The waves shown (drawn to scale) are those for the variations
of the meridional component of the mean velocity, so that a' trough linae' is located at the iater-
section of the absciss and the curve which progresses from a minimum to a maximum. Short
vertical iins have been drawn through this intemcton to Llitte an intpectioa of the seasonal
phase shif. In many cases thes phase shift: amt of the order of a quarter of a wave length, a
notable exception being the high amplitude harmonic, n - 2. at 60"N •v•ch undergoes very
little change in pmition.

In Fig. 3 the spectra of the merdional transport of angular momentum across the three
latitudes studied due to the 'standing' eddies are presented. The net transport at 300 and 45"
is northward with a southward transport oc•urring at 60W. At all latitudes the longer waves are
most active in effecting the transport, wave number I being of particular importance during the
winter at low latitudes.

4. Discussion

The ot servations reported here reveal some of the spectral properties of the mean hemispheric
flow pattern for the year 1950. These properties must be related to the irregalarities in the sirface
of the earth manifested by differences in orography and heating. The relative importance of theme
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two factors has been discussed by several writers (e.g., Charney and Efiassen 1949. Bolin 1950,
Sutcliffe 1951, Smagorinsky 1953, Frenzen 1955) but, as yet, a complete theory by which one can
explain observations of the type described here has not been achieved. In view of the complex
nature of the spectral ditribution of the aean flow and the irregular seasonal variadou of die
harmonics with regard to both amplitude and phase, it is likely that such a theory will involve
both orography and heating in 3 complicated manner.
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ON THE HEMISPHERIC CORRELATIONS OF
VERTICAL AND MERIDIONAL WIND COMPONENTS

by ALFRED C. MOLLA, Jr. (*) & CYRIAQUE .1. LOISEL (

Summsary --- Using the values of vertical velocities computed by JExSEN (1960)
and the values of the meridional component of the wind for the months of January and
April 1958, the covariances of both quantities were evaluated at different levels at var-
ious latitudes. i;hese covariances are tabulated and the terms assoriated with tran-
%ient eddies are compared to the standing eddy terms, the relative magnitudes of both
contributions being finally investigated.

Risumit -- En employant les valeurs du mouvement vertical calculkes par JENSEN
(1960) et lea valeurs des composantes miridionales des vents pour lea mois de Janvier
et Avril 1958, lee covariances des deux quentitia ont Wt evalukes aux difffrents niveaux
dons diffirentes latitudes. Cce covariances sont tabulge. et lea valeurs associies aux
perturbations transientea et stationnaires sont cotsspsrkes afin de donner un speroqu
sur l'importance relative des deux procis.

1. Ingroduction - In recent years the approach to the problem of describing
amnd explaining the geveral circulation of the earth's atmosphere has been one of
examining certain requiremients deduced from the broad dynamic principles gov-
erning atmospheric niotions. These requirements are then looked at in the crit-
ical light of observational fact.

With such a program in view it is necessary that the results of many individual
studies should be systematically amassed for later interpretation. The writers
wisth therefore to make a particular contribution to these efforts, namely one deal-
ing with the correlation of vertical and meridional wind components.

2. Procedure and Results - JENSEN (1960) made an extensive study oftnorthern
hemisphere vertical flux processes in which he introduced a finite difference equation
ror computing the 12-hour time-averaged vertical velocity for a layer between two
isoloaric surfaces using data from a single station. The laborious task of actually
Computing the vertical velocities was performed by the Climatic Center at Ashville
N. C. and fortunately these data, throuigh JENSEN, were. available to) the present
writers. In addition the corresponding horizontal wind comiponsents were also pro-
vided by the Climatic Center.

(0) Curo address. of A. C. MOLLA, Jr. is Headquarters, Air V eather Service. Scott
fir Force Base, Illinois, current address of C. J. LOIREL is the Federal Aviation Agency,
filantic Cityv. New' Jerrse, USA.
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I-iang t liv., data and an analysis dizscussed Iby S-r.xar & Nm-rt (1952), wc
valcuilated the zonal standingc edd.h and the transient eddy convarianees as a function
of 1preASurv ;ay'err around latitude circles. We uvil, not enter into a detailed discus-
$100 ofi tile sltatiitial analyqis:. rather, the reader is referred to STARRI & Waat-r1,..

Briefly, using the niotationl of STARRn & NARI!TF, We Write,:

a timet averagv (if .4 qusantity-
*o~ space average o~ver a latitude ci rcle

a' deviation front the titti average

-x devc~iation of the time average from the( zonal average.

For the fiantitiesA unrder discussioit we may write:

and

(2) 1w tv 1w] [ l' If- + w [W" "]

Combining (1) and (2) %v find:

(3)lwl ulItI +4 1wv v-] 4- [tuV'.

iThe terms of (3) may he intepreted asi follows:

I wv] either is a measure of the northward transport of vertical momeututo.
or is a measure of the upward flux of northward momentum through a given level
and over a given time interval.

[ac] ful is the. mean ineridioral transport effect. This term cannot be vval.
uated Awith suflicient. accuracy to justify including it in our results. In effect we
subtract it fromt both sides of' eq~iation (3).

le.]is the zonal standing eddy contribution to the transfer process.
It is due to the spatial correlation between the time means, tv and valong a lati-

oude circle.

lt']is t he transient edy oitrihutiori. a time correlation between in-
stutatanvous values of' ir and r at individual points along a latitude circle,.

Specifically, the data available to the N~riters were a tabulation of the three,
quantities given bel-owi, for each (if approximately 100 northern hemiisp~here stations
north -)f 20' N. for each of seven pressure lavers, 1000-850, 850-77t)0 700-500, 300-300,
300-200~, 20t11-100t, and ]00-50) mh, for the: months oif January and April 1958.

a) tr monthly averaged vertical motion tin cu sec -. The daily value comp~uted
from the. equationl derived byV J1 NSEN (1960).

1)) t the nionthld averageO northward component of the horizontal wind
itn nms

c.) iv'r' the time covariance between the vertical motion and northward
cool1ponent oit the horizontal wind in cm nt sec- 2 .

A polar stereograp~hic base mnap (scale ap~proximately I :40 million) was used
to plot charts (if the above three quantities- for each mionthi and each pressure laver.
A careful analy sis oft he plotted dat a w.as p~erformied and grid point values were pick-
edI 'uff for each to,, of longitude for latitudes 200 through 501) N and for each 300
of' longitudec for latitudes 6010 thru 8o,)' N. E~quation (2) was used to calculate the
zonal standing eddy contribution. A zonal av'eraging of the the time cov'ariance
grid pioint values ga~ e uts the tranisienit eddy contribution.
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The zonal standing eddy contributions, [w"v"J, are listed in Tables I and 2
for January and April respectively, The maximum January value is 339 cmV2 sec--

found at the 500-300 mb level at 400 N. In comparison the April value of 245 cm2
see-2 although occurring at the same level is shifted north to the 700, latitude cir-
OcL and is tomewhat smaller. We could perhaps anticipate these results by consid-
ering that the maximum winds are usually found in the mid-tropospheric layers
and that a general weakening and northward shift of the strongest winde. to the high
latitudes occurs in the spring. The dotminant contrihution to teh• nat transport
Chines from the transient eddies, the standing eddy effects being 50 per cent smaller

in almost every case. We therefore have evidence that the time varying eddies

play a larger roll in this transport process than do the semipermanent standing eddiee.

TA UL. i - Zonally averaged standing eddy term jw' v- I 1w vi -- [w] I in rmz sec 2 x
x l0 by pressure layer and latitude for January 1958.

Pressure.. .. I "
i layer 2o :to o) M 60 70 80)

10-00-0 . 1.638 1.863 0.3 i7j 0.189 0.326
1000-85o -1 0.S2~ u.:;12 1.638
850-700 0.108 0.340 0.892 -- 0 0.245 - 0.268 -- 0.126

700-.500 -- 0.187 - 0.743 0.087 0.933 0.500 0.3 0.383
500-300 0.558 0.971 3.390' 2'726 1.146 0. 192 - 0.329
300-200 1.836 0.248 1.857 1.318 1 0.598 0.820 -- 0.01611

200-100 -0.876 ' 0.620 0.790 1.014 0.613 0.838 0.052 j'
100-5) -- 0.074 -- 0.361 0.424 0.598 0.745 - 0.298 0.879 i!

TABLE 2 - Zonaaly averaged standing eddy term [w" v" - [w v] -- [w] lvi in cm 2 sec-' x
X 102 by pressure layer and latitude for April 1958.

Pressure I I

layer 20 301 40 50 60 70 80
inmb bi

1 1000-850 - 0.246 o.356 0.599 1.351 0.879 0.541 0.13211
I 850-700 0.299 0.089 0.207 - 0.383 1.084 1.909 0.486 Ii

700-500 0.300 0.244 - 0.247 -0.351 0.758 0.983 0.695
500-300 - 0.262 0.310 0.951 0.070 1,179 2.448 1.646 1!
300-200 0.609 1.129 1.255 1.981 1.025 0.017 0.283
200-100 0.121 0.100 0.234 0.075 0.268 0.123 0.076 11
100-50 -0.061 -- 0.138 - 0.152 0.609 -0.005 I - 0.007 - 0.022

-I I-I _

The values of the transient eddies [w'v'], are listed by month, pressure layer
and latitude in Tables 3 and 4. We find consistent positive values of the covariance
in the layers below 100 mb, in agreement with the well known concepts of rising
northward moving air and subsiding southward moving air.

The reversal of the correlation at the 100-50 mb layer is of particular interest.
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We find negative values in both months for latitudes 2011 through 501 N which
indirectly support the somewhat novel concepts of a northward convergence of
ozone (MA mTIN 1956, NEWELL 1961), and a stratospheric couuntergradient heat
flow (STARR & WAITE 1954).

"TABLrE 3 - Zonally averaged covariance of vertical notion and northward componewnt of the
horizontal wind (transient eddy term) [w' v'], in cm2 sec-2 x 103 by pressure layer and

latitude for January 1958.

if Pressurei• la e 40 ii

layer 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
in nib I

I I II

1000-850 1.093 3.661 .3.500 1.972 0.917 1.500 -- 0.833 I
850-.7W 0 0.857 3.242 3.653 2.472 0.958 1.958 0.042
700-500 0.738 3.538 4.625 3.653 1 .52 2.333 1.33
500-300 2.609 11.917 9.056 3.431 3.167 7.250 1.833
300-200 2.461 6.971 8.444 4.944 4.750 3.500 0.583

200-100 2.400 2.231 1.667 2.583 3.667 1.667j 1.000 1i
!1 100-50 0.353 - 0.972 j - 1.028 -- 1.111 1.417 1.083 7 1.00

TABLE 4 - Zonally averaged covariance qf vertical motion and northward component of the
horizontal wind (transient eddy term) [w' v'], in cm t see-" X 102 by pressure layer and

latitude for .4 pril 0958.

Pressure I
layer 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
in mb i

I 1000-850 0.400 1.833 2.000 - 0.361 1- .4i7 -- 1.083 -- 1 000
850-700 0.739 3.639 4.667 3.417 0.750 0.750 1.000
700-500 1.545 5.679 6.611 4.722 2.333 1.250 -- 0.16711
500-300 2.636 6.250 5.750 3.722 4.917 3.583 0.167
300-200 1.474 8.969 8.833 7.000 3.S83 0.667 0.000
200-100 0.870 1.226 0.083 0.083 0.583 0.500 0.167
1f 100-50 0.158 -- 0.862 --- 0.750 -- 0.056 0.250 0.000 0.000

MARTIN using a small data sample collected over a limited region found subsid-
ence occurring along southerly trajectories with a corresponding increase of ozone.
Our results, iadicating a subsidence with northward moving air, are substantially
in agreement, reaffirming his conclusions. In addition, NEWELL'S independent
studies of the ozone question in this lower stratospheric layer also require negative
correlations. In fact, our 100-50 mb covariance values fit neatly with his finding.

The negative covariances found likewise provide a mechanism essential for
the countergradient flux of sensible heat discussed by STAnE & WHITE. Air mov-
ing northward in the stratosphere is found to descend and, by adiabatic warming,
increases the temperature at a particular level. This effect permits a horizontal
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eddy transport of heat in a sense contrary to what we would normally expect, Coll-
sidering the usual southward gradient of temperature. The negative covariance
between g and r in the lower statosphere thus supports arid, to a degree, explains

the work done 1)1 STARR &' WhI11TE.
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Preliminary Study of Quasi-Horizontal Eddy Fluxes from Meteorological
Rocket Network Data'

REGINALD E. NY-WELL

M himachtijaws !nshlifu of Technodogy

(Manuscript received 24 january 1963)

ABSTRACT

The meridional transport of relative angular mormenturn by transient eddies is computed from the wind
data so far available from the Meteorological Rocket Network for the 2S--60 km region. The transport is
northward in winter and appasently of suficient magnitude to account for the formation of the winter
polar vortex. It is suggested that the eddies arise in response to the differential heating within the region
produced by radiational effects. Zonal available potential energy and its generation are calculated and com-
pared with the kinetic energy. The transformation of eddy kinetic energy to zonal kinetic energy is of the
same order of magnitude as the generation of zonal available potential energy. The importance of eddy
structures as compared with mean meridional motions appe.ars to he similar to the earlier findings for the
troposphere and lower stratosphere. It is concluded that the region from 25--60 km may generate its own
kinetic energy in situ in winter and be essentially energetically independent of the troposphere.

An alternative explanation for the high temperature of the winter polar mesosphere based upon considera-
tions concerning the eddies is put forward.

1. Introduction form of the tilted troughs of middle iatitudes and in the

Students of the earth's planetary circulation will be anticyclones of the subtropical region and was not
simply a characteristic of cyclones. Starr proposed that

aware that there is presently in progress considerable the momentum transports be evaluated from actual
speculation concerning the circulation of the upper wind data and such studies have been in progress at
atmosphere, -pecifically the region from 30 to 100 kmn. Massachusetts Institute of Technology since that time
In some respects the arguments are similar to those under his direction. A mass of observational data has
previously applied to the circulation at lower levels. It been processed which clearly demonstrates the domi-
will be recalled that for a considerable number of years nance of quasi-horizontal eddy motions in both the
the prevailing view was held that the atmospheric heat angular momentum and the heat budgets. [See for
engine-or that portion of it termed the troposphere- example Stprr (1954) for the details of this considerable
satisfied its heat blidget's requirements by convective undertaking. See also Bjerknes and Mintz (1955) for a
overturning in meridional planes, or mean meridional description of work at University of California at Los
motions. Theoretical work by Jeffreys (1926) suggested Angeles on these matters.] This is not to imply that
that the angular momentum budget could not be mean meridional motions do not exist in the tropo-
satisfied by such mean meridional motions as long as sphere; indeed the observations show the existence of a
surface friction were present. The budget could be three cell structure with southward drift in the upper
balanced by quasi-horizontal northeasterly and south- troposphere of middle latitudes (Tucker, 1959; Mura-
westerly streamns of air occurring side by side rather kami, 1960) which is presumed to compensate for the
than one above the other as in the mean meridional frictionally induced northward drift in the region of the
motion scheme. Jeffreys pointed out that such streams surface westerlies. The observed mean meridional
are characteristic of cyclones and that cyclones are motions are in accord with the modern theoretical de-
therefore an integral part of the atmospheric general velopments such as those of Eady (1950), Phillips
scheme and not simply a perturbation on the mean (1954) and Kuo (1956b).
zonal flow which indeed could not exist without them. Starr used observations from the surface up to 100
These ideas were extended by Starr (1948) who showed mb; in 1954 no large data sample was available to extend
that the positive correlation between meridional and the calculations to higher levels. Other workers made
zonal components of the wind required by Jeffreys' some deductions concerning the circulation of the lower
theory was in evidence on most weather maps in the stratosphere from water vapor and ozone distributions.

Observations of these trace substances could apparently
S The investigation was supported principally by the Atomic best be interpreted in terms of a mean meridional circu-

Energy Commission under contract No. AT(30--)2241. lation in the stratosphere, with a northward drift from
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low to middle and high iatitudes (Brewer, 1P4Q; Dtob during our reriod'f each yesr, in order to permit ind

son, 1956). The model has also been extended to account velociti-s and lercqeratures to be measured. Because of
for obcr.vations of radioactive fim:.ion products by the limited coverage it is not poqsibie to estimate the
Stewart; Osmond, Crooks arnd Fisher (1957) and Machta effects of mean motions or standing eddie,. Htowever, it
(1957); a somewhat diflerent mean cell model was also i. legitimate to examine the observations for possible
proposed for this purpose by Libby and Paher (1960). systematic effects of transirnt eddies and to estimate
proposd ed for ths purposen by ribby andePalmere (1960. roughly the magnitudes of any such effects discovered.As discussed by the present writer elsewhere (Newell his is one of theobject of this paper.
1961, 1963a) the distributior.s of ozone and radioactive

4 tracers could be explained equally well on the basis of 2. Procedure and results of wind study
quasi-hor-aonta-l eddy transports in the stratosphere;
furthermore it has proved possible to account for the rhe Meteorological Rocket Network began synoptic
main features of the ozonc (listribution with such a measurements over North America in the fall of 1959.
niodel, as first suggested by Martin (1956). One addition l)ata were made available from the White Sands M issile
to the model, namely that the principal region of strato- Range where the observations for each station are co-
spheric-tropospheric mass exchange occurs in the lected and recorded (Inter-Range Instrumentation
vicinity of the middle latitude baroclinic zone and con- Group 1960, 1961 and 1962). Wind ccmponents and
comitant jet stream (see, e.g., Danielsen, 1960; Staley, temperatures are presented in graphical form against
1960), allows the two main features of the distribution attitude, in feet, with each individual determination
of long-term fission products in the troposphere (the plotted. Values of the wind components were selected
middle latitude maxima and spring maxima) to be from these graphs at 20,000-ft intervals. When the ob-
explained. The information on unique tracers, particu- served components oscillated from one point to the next
larly tungsten 185, can only be interpreted with the a mean line was drawn through the curves on the as-
assumption that eddy-mixing processes are predominant sumption that such oscillations represented tracking
over mean motions in the lower stratosphere. (Feely and errors . When several points defined an oscillation, how-
Spar, 1960; Frien-i el al., 1061). The crucial te9t shnuld ever, it was retained. Observational summaries were
perhaps come from the meteorological wind observa- prepared for each station and tiic cross-sections for
tions. During the past year several of my colleagues each component were constructed, an example of which
working with Professor V. P. Starr have completed appears in Fig. 1. It appears that two general regimes of
portions of a climatological study of the International flow occur in the 100,000-200,000 ft region, the oscil-
Geophysical Year stratospheric data and have found lating westerly regime of winter and the relatively
equatorward motion in the 100-30 mb region over a steady easterly regime of summer. Velocities and the
wide zone in middle !atitudes. The observations again fluctuation amplitudes increase upwards and the fluc-
reveal motions opposite to those expected prior to a tuation amplitudes are larger in winter than in summer.
detailed examination of the meteorological data. It The replacement of the easterly regime by westerlies
should be noted that the data were processed so as to appears to take place first at high altitudes and high
reveal not only the mean meridional motions directly latitudes and then to progress downwards and south-
but also to reveal the mean meridional motion necessary wards, there being a period of about two weeks between
to balance the angular momentum budget of the region. the reversal occurrence at the highest altitudes of the
The former work has been reported by Barnes (1962) northernmost station and at the lowest altitude
and Oort (1%2); the latter by Dickinson (1962). A (100,000 ft) of the southernamost station.
similar mean meridional cell pattern exists for the It was desired to calculate angular momentum trans-
southern hemisphere (Obasi, 1963). ports from the wind data, and this procedure required as

The 3tmosphere in the 30-100 km region has also been large a data sample as possible. All the measurements
supposed to possess a mean meridional cell structure, available were therefore included in either the winter
Kellogg and Schilling (0951) have invoked such a regime or summer regime. The dates of seasonal division
scheme, while Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) and were chosen, after inspection of all the time sections such
flaurwitz (1961) have actually calculated mean meridi- as Fig. 1, as 15 September and 22 April. At some fu.ure
onal motions using various assumptions. The validity date when the number of observations is sufficiently
of these predictions cannot be judged properly until large, a division into four seasons will be attempted. For
substantial data on meteorological motions is available each station and at 20,000-ft intervals between 80,000
for these levels from a global network of stations. it is and 200,000 ft calculations were made of the mean zonal
clear that such a desirable state of affairs will not prevail and meridional wind components (a and P where the
for many years. Nevertheless a small step in this direc- bar denotes a time mean), their standard deviations
tion has been taken by the establishment of the Meteor- a(u) and a(t) and the transient eddy angular momentum
ological Rocket Network (Webb el at., 1961; Joint transport (proportional to u'/ where the primes denote
Scientific Advisory Group, 1961). Attempts are made departures from the means). The winter mean zonal and
to send rockets to heights of 60 km on a synoptic basi- meridional components are shown in Table 1 together
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Fiw. 1. The zonal wind comrponent at White Sands, N. Mex., as measured during 190-1962. tUnil.: ; sec-.

with the standard deviation of the meridional corn- evidence of a systematic tendency for a northward
ponent. Zonal winds increase with height above 80,tX)0 ft transport of momentum at all levels with the smallest
(25 kin) as has been recognized for many years. These values at the bottom of the laver- This immediately
data alone do not delineate the altitude of the high level suggests that the high levei jcL _•treami maN be main-
maximum which seems to be higher still. In a horizontal tamed by quaii-horizontal eddy processes in the Same
plane maxima appear to be in middle latitudes at these general manner as the tropospheric middle-latitude jet
longitudes. The meridional components cannot be inter- stream. Included in Table 3 is the result of combining
preted as "mean rnuridional cclls" because of the limited all the -stations in the 28 -38 deg latitude belt. The co-
longitude coverage. The large meridional values may be variances are larger than those reported by Starr and
evidence of standing eddy components and indeed such White (1954) for the tropospheric jet. The limitation in
standing eddies are in evidence on the charts drawn by longitude must be borne in mind when making such
various authors for the region. Standard deviations of comparisons. An earlier study by Starr (1951) was re-
the meridional component (computed oniy when ten or stricted to North American longitudes and referred to a
more observations were available) appear to increase singie winter month but the covariance values found
steadily with height and, insofar as many of the wind are exceeded by lhe present re.iults. Such iarge north-
profiles were obtained with chaff, it would seeni that ward transports would make a meani northward drift
this increase is not due solely to instrumental problems unnecessary to maintain the westerly jet; on the other
but may well represent a real increase in eddy activity hand if it turns out that an overabundance of zonal
with height. The standard deviations are largest at the momentum is transported by the eddies, then it may
two northernmost stations as is the case also for the lower be necessary to invoke a southward drift.
stratosphere (Murakami, 1962; Newell: 1963b). Table 2 The summer data available so far indicate a very
contains corresponding information for the summer small northward eddy transport in the layer between
regime. Zonal winds, now easterly, and standard devia- 100,000 and 200,000 ft. Eddy activity appears to be
tion values again increase with height but absolute considerably smaller than in the winter. But individual
values are smaller than in the winter, stations show large differences between levels and the

The covariances between the zonal and meridional general lack of pattern suggests that the sampling is
wind components, which are proportional to the hori- not yet adequate for this season.
zontal transport of angular momentum, are shown for It is quite difficult to estimate the importancc of these
winter and summer in Tables 3 and 4, respectively- In systematic eddy processes in the winter regime from the
the i0O,000--200,000 ft layer the v inter values show limited observational material available. The most
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T~iin~z 1. Mr.&n zcna1 and =WezidIon ~joe 94m k4;At NAm a
U nit:' sec-' Number of vhservatinnA (N') in parir-len-eseS

64.ON, 145.7%W 58.8N, 94.3W 38.ON, I1165W 37.SN, 75.5W 34.1N, 119.W
Height Ft. Gret)y, Alaska Ft. Churchill To.opah Range, Nev. Wallops Is., Va. Vt- Mugu_ Cahf-

km kit a o (NI)o ,(g) a V (N) e(0) a e (N) A(V) a 0 (NV) ,() p f (N) av)

61.0 200 41-3 -- 3 (2) +28 1-17 (4) +24 -2 (3) +(,6 +7 (18) 12 +5S -101 14) 19
54.9 180 -ý 25 -l1 111) 16 +37 -2 (17) 15 +23 46 (3) -kM +1W (31) 11 +53 +11 (40) 14
43.8 I01 .19 - 6 (19) 10 +32 -4 (24) 17 +11 0 (2) 4-63 -f21-1 (4)) 10 +-4• 4- X (54)1 ?
-42.7 tI,0 -19 -7 (31) ') -+2i -8 (33) 17 +3g +6 (13) 9 +-4S ,t9 (64) 12 +34 j-2 t,4) 11
3-6.6 120 117 1 (40) 19 +17 -7 (49) 26 -+-12 -- ( 2-7) 7 +36 +-3 (69) 10 +22 +3 (75) 7
30.5 1tW +12 0 (42) 15 +11 -4 (58) 14 4-12 O (28) 6 1-20 + 5 (6.5) 10 -4- +1 (77) S
24.4 80 +-WO -f (41) 8 -+-I1 -3 (62) 12 -1 -2 (23) 4 +8 +2 (51) 4 -2 i( 14) 4
18.3 00 +It +3 (33) 6 +-l -2 (55) 9 +6 -3 (12) 4 +15 0 (43) 7 +8 -1 -,) 4

32.9N, 106.1W 324N, I0-6.-W 30.5N, &t.SW 2N 0.'
Height lHolloman, N. Mex. White Sands, N. Mex. Eglin Field, Fla. Cape Canaveral, Ila.

km kft U C (N) aOs) f, 6 (N) i(s) ii (N) oar) W C (N) a(0)

61.0 2MK) +58 +15 (7) 453 -11 (69) 12 -1-43 0 (11) 8 +58 +3 (8)
54.9 180 +31 4+9 (8) +52 +10 (88) 13 i-51 +5 (12) 8 i-45 +8 (34) 14
48.8 160 +32 0 (12) 13 1-45 -4-1 (89) 12 +56 +8 (14) 10 +31 +9 (4Q) 12
42.7 140 +28 -- 4 (16) 15 +34 +5 (96) 10 +48 +4 (15) 12 +19 +4 (50) ')
36.6 120 +17 -2 (19) 8 +25 +2 (120) 8 437 -3 (14) 5 +13 -l1 (56) 8
30.5 100 +4 -- 2 (18) 4 4-12 +2 (130) 7 +17 +4 (11) 3 +6 +3 (53) 6
24.4 80 +9 -3 (4) +4 +I (133) 4 +± -4 (1) +2 -+ 1 (29) 3
18.3 60 +10 +2 (4) 4-11 1- (115) 7 +14 f-I (11) 2

TAH'L. 2. Mean zonal and meridional components of Rocket Network winds.
Units: rn sec-. Number of observations (N) in parentheses.

Summer (1960-1961)

04.0N, 145.7N 58.8N, 94.3W 38.ON, 116.5W 37.8N, 75.5W 34.lX, 119.1W
Height Ft. Greely, Alaska Ft. Churchill Tonopah Range, Nev. Wallops Is., Va. Pt. Mugu , Calif

km kit ti iC (N) a(v) 6 f (N) N(s) a o (N) a(s) U C .V) a(v) i C (V) tC)

('1.0 200 --S 4-8 () -3 +3 (1) -- 29 +10 (5) -- 4A -4 (Q)
54.9 180 -22 4-13 (4) -41 +-- (1) -19 +3 (14) 7 -27 4-4 (32) 6
48.8 160 -- I11 +9 (4) -25 -4 (2) -17 +-3 (35) 7 -24 4-6 (55) 5
42.7 140 -3 +3 (0) -IQ +1 (5) -17 4-3 (9) -14 +3 (38) 5 -18 0 (64) 5
36.6 120 --3 +2 (I1) 4 -14 0 ,:1,) 7 -5 -2 (23) 4 --9 0 (40) 3 -20 0 (66) 3
30.5 100 -- 3 0 (12) 3 -11 -I (-720) 6 -4 0 (23) 3 -- 6 +1 (44) 3 -10 0 (69) 3

24.4 80 -3 +1 (15) 4 -4 0 (25) 6 -- 7 4-2 (22) 2 -6 +(I 39) 2 -- 10 0 (58) 2
18.3 60 -2 -- 1 (8) +1 -- 2 (24) 5 +1 4-2 (8) 0 0 (36) 5 -1- +2 (,15) 3

32.9N, 106.1W 32.4N, 106.5W 3015N, 86.5W 28.2>, 80.6W
Height Holloman, N. Mex. White Sands, N. Mex Eglin Field, Fla. Cape Canaveral. Fla.

km kit 14 0 (N) a(s) U 0 (N) ((N) i V (,) a(V)

61.0 2(X -- 13 +0 (1) -30 .4-7 (31) 8 (No data received) -20 +7 (31) 16
54.9 10 -26 +6 (4) -33 +5 (55) 9 -31 +6 (32) 8
48.8 1(A -13 +8 (7) -27 +7 (72) 5 -- 34 +4 (43) 9
42.7 140 -13 --4 (0) -20 4-2 (82) 6 -27 +2 (46) 6
3ifi £20 --10 ±2 {10) 3 -36 +1 (104) 4 -19 4-1 (45) 5
305 100 -7 -1-2 10) 3 -- 14 -+1 (113) 4 -18 +1 (44) 3
2-14 80 -13 0 (122) 2 -16 0 (17) 2
1a () W-3 0 (;07) 3 --1 -2 (8)
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J"Ae.".S: i. Covariance f4 rer ji.mnal and Lnia! v-ine coanponents. Winter regine. Units: merefc. set
N-un~er oi ebqrvationg !n pacentheit?;.

Hteight flkft)

2M,00 11 (10 140 120 1 00,0 o60

Ft. Greely, Alaska4 +116 +9-5 +-79 +-113 -12 +8 -2
t4°O'N 1454 V'W (I1) (19) (31) (40) (42) (41) (33)

Ft. Churchifl, Canada -74 +181 -238 -65 438 -4 -20
53°47"N 94'17'W (17) (24) (35) (49) (58) (62) (55)

Tonooah Range., Ncv- +60 4-92 +43 4-13 -11
38N(XYN (16-30"W (3) (27) (28) (23) (12)

Wallops Is., Va. +137 +7(7 +81 +27 +108 +37 +8 -3
37 -0'N 75321'W (18) (31) (50) (64) (60) (01 (51) (43)

Point Mugu, Calif. -4-53 -197 1-139 +96 +66 +7 +17 +4
34'07'N 119'07'W (14) (40) (54) (64) (75) (77) (74) (56)

ll+,ornmarn, N. Mtx. -107 +-79 +108 +11
32'51'N 1060 06'W (12) (16) (19) (18)

White Sands, N. Mex_ +47 +49 +104 +48 -i-63 +45 +22 +37
320 2YN 1060 29'W (69) (88) (89) (96) (120) (130) (133) (115)

Eglin Field, Fla. +13 -48 -43 +94 +23 +35
30•30"N 86 030'W (1) (12) (14) (15) (14) (11)

Capt Canaveral, Hla. +-221 +- 126 -13 + 1 +13 +9 -8
289 14'N 80&36\'W (34) (49) (50) (56) (53) (29) (11)

Weighted average +59 +86 +94 +48 +66 +29 +17 +18
for 281--38, (112) (205) (268) (318) (380) (382) (310) (237)

"lABLF. 4. Covariance of meridional and zonal wind components. Summer regime. Units: neters' 5ec-,
Number of observations in parentheses.

Height (kft)
Station 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60

Ft. Greely, Alaska -16 - 1 +3
64"00'N 1,45'44'W (11) (12) (15)

-t_ Churchill, Canada +-30 +27 +-6 -5
58 047'N 94°17'W (11) (20) (25) (24)

Tonopah Range. Nev. +14 --4 -2
38'00'N 116*30'W (23) (23) (22)

Wallops Is.- Va. +29 -34 -9 -3 +5 +2 -5
37'50'N 75'29'W (14) (35) (38) (40) (44) (39) (36)

Point Mugu, Calif. +14 +43 +16 +11 -1 +2 +2
34'07'N 119'07'W t32) (55) (64) 0(6) '69) (58) (45)

tholloman, N. Mex 0 -14
32=51'N 106°06'W (10) kit))

White Sands, N. Mex. ---6 -7 +2 -13 +2 -10 0 +1
32'23'N 106029'W (31) (55) (72) (82) (104) (113) (122) (107)

Eglin Field, Fla.
30'30'N 86 0 30'W

Cape Canaveral, Fla. - 190 0 0 +18 +3 +2 -3
28' 14'N 80'36'W (11) (32) (43) 46) (45) (44) (17)

Weighted a% crage -95 +43 +6 +2 +5 -4 0 0
for 28°-38° -12) (133) (205) (230) (288) (303) (258) (188)
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straightforward procedure is to apply, in a crude fashion, velocity, or by so-called frictional processes accompany-
the techniques of balance reguirements extensively used ing the vertical shear which would correspond to moo-
in the roposphere to the polar cap north of 35N and tions on a scale too small to be observed by the network.
above 30-km altitude. (Henceforth the discussion will There are presently no methods of estimating the first
proceed in terms of kilometers.) The total content of two possibilities.
relative angular momentum of the region can be found The third possible process, internal friction, may be
from the observed distribution of zonal wind and density described by a law of the form r = -pKazl/Oz where
and the change in the content over a period, for example r is the stress, K thc vertical eddy diffusion coefficient
between summer and winter, can be evaluated and and adlaz the shear of the mean zonal wind. K is one
compared with the flux of relative angular momentum of the enigmas of miodern meteorolegy. An effective K
across the vertical wall formed by 35N latitude. Such a for the polar lower stratosphere has been estimated from
procedure has been followcd; the integration used to the vertical spread of radioactive tungsten by Feety and
estimate the content was carried out over 5 km height Spar (1960) as _--104 cm2 sec-1; this would include all
intervals commencing at 30 km and in 5-degree latitude scales of motion. As reported elsewhere (Newell, 1963b)
increments. The wind cross-sections presented by the climatological variances of the vertical velocity
Batten (1961) were used and density values were taken (appropriate to the large-scale eddies) decrease with
from a paper by Quiroz (1961). The winter polar cap altitude between the levels of 18 and 22 kin; no observa-
content of relative angular momentum, counted positive tions are available for higher altitudes. The variances
for eastward motion, was +8.3X 10"1) gm cm2 sec-' and have been converted to effective K values (Newell,
the summer content was -8.5X1011 gm cm2 sec-'. If 1963b) by an empirical approach based upon the more
the change from summer to winter is assumed to occur extensive knowledge about the troposphere. The effec-
over a three month period, the flux involved is 2.1 X 1014 tive K for the polar lower stratosphere thus found was
gin cm1 sec-2 . The total eddy flux into the volume is also 104 cm 2 sec--' suggesting that the small-scale friction

contributes very little to the total eddy friction in the
2w -region. Even allowing for an increase of both small-scale

R cos4. j pu'4dzd7\, and large-scale K's with height between 25 and 35 kin,
O •0 kin conjunction with the observed increase in horizontal

exchange coefficients, it seems that the largest value of
where X represents longitude, 0 is latitude, R is the K that may be reasonably ascribed to the small-scale
radius of the earth and p is density. The mean values in friction at 35 km is about 5X 10 cm2 sec-. With the
Table 3 were taken to represent the flux at 35N in which mean zonal shear estimated from Table I the totalcasemea thea nortwar estiate into thel poa cap isot.aXl0
case the northward flux into the polar cap is fi.vX 1024 downward flux with this value of K is about 2X 10 'a gm
gmc 2 geater t he eddy flux t edmoet frvm cm2 secT- which is almost two orders of magnitude
times greater than the required flux deduced from smaller than the northward eddy advection. If this
change requirements. Indeed the eddy flux could estimate is borne out by future observations and if the
produce the observed change within about 17 days. The first two processes mentioned also prove inadequate to
lack of a representative sample of data with respect to provide a balanced momentum budget a mean south-
longitude is a serious drawback to such estimates, and ward drift may have to be invoked, in whi'ch case the
will not be remedied until a Rocket Network is operat- additional factor of the earth's angular momentum will
ing on a global basis. have to be considered. As in many other instances it is

If the above estimates are borne out by more exten- possible that the true resolution of the problem will only
sive observations, then a suitable sink must be sought come when vertical velocities can be calculated from a
for the momentum transported northward, as the polar larger and more complete Rocket Network so that such
vortex does not continuously increase its momentum
content throughout the winter. In the troposphere there quantities as [u'w'] and ýeid[wo can properly be calcu-
is a yardstick to gauge such a contingency not available lated (square brackets here denote latitudinal averages).
in the present case, namely that the zonal momentum
transported northwards into the middle-latitude jet 3. Possible origin of the eddy fluxes
stream must be balanced largely by that lost from the By analogy with the troposphere it could be argued
jet through vertical transport and friction at the earth's that the transient eddies that apparently transport con-
surface. The momentum budget of the winter high-level siderable zonal momentum northwards in winter in the
jet may be balanced either by a downward flux by one 30-60 km region do so incidentally in the process of
or more processes or by a mean southward drift within transporting heat energy northwards as the atmosphere
the region. The downward flux could be performed by in this region endeavours to balance its heat budget.
a downward mean motion accompanying the vertical The radiation budget calculations such as those pre-
shear between 30 and 50 kin, or by a systematic flux by sented by Murgatroyd and Goody (1958) or Murga-
large-scale eddies such as might be evidenced by nega- troyd and Singleton (1961) certainly indicate that the
tive values of the covariance u'w" where w is the vertical requirement for such a heat transport exists and that
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without it the polar cap region would get very much An overbar denotes a mean over an isobaric surface.
colder than is actually observed in the winter. Murga- Square brackets denote a mean value around a latitude
troyd and Singleton in fact calculated the hypothetical circle.
mean meridional motions which would be necessary to Although Lorenz applied the equations to the entire
balance the heat budget, although they recognized that atmosphere there appears to be no objection to their

ultimately eddy effects would have to be taken into application to a series of layers. An assumption in their
account- derivation is that the pressure variaticon over an isen-

A detailed specification of the atmosphere above 30 tropic surface is small compared with the average
km is not yet available but it is perha.-ps not too early to pressure. With the present observations the assumption

make a crude estimate of some of the terms in the energy appears to he satisfied at least as well as in the extreme
budget of the high-level jet, Differential cooling in the example selected by Lorenz which applied to the
winter hemisphere, which is indicated by the radiat 'mal 1000-300 mb region. When more detailed observations
calculations, in conjunction with the observed tempera- become available at the higher levels the point may well
ture structure would be expected to generate zonal have to be reconsidered.
available potential energy. It is not presEntly known Cross-sections of zonal wind and temperature from
that such energy generated is transformed Lo eddy the surface to 80 km were constructed for both winter
a,/ailable potential energy and hence to eddy kinetic and summer by Mrs. Dorothy Berry, the author's
energy and ultimately zonal kinetic energy as in the assistant. Such cross-sections are redrawn each year for
troposphere but it is of interest to examine the directions presentation to students taking a course of lectures on
and magnitudes of the transformation quantities. The the upper atmosphere. They are not meant to represent
appropriate equations for the zonal available potential standard atmospheres suitable for engineering use in
energy, for its generation and for the zonal kinetic any sense. The cross-sections are changed as the data
energy, have been presented by.Lorenz (1955). Numeri- accumulate. Temperature data for the lowest 100 mb
cal values appropriate to the atmosphere have been were taken from the work of Peixoto (1960) and zonal
estimated by Lorenz and evaluated on a daily basis for winds for this region from Crutcher (1961). For the
a two week period by Winston and Krueger (1961). The 100-10 nib layer mean values were obtained from my
generation term has been evaluated twice daily for a colleagues on the Planetary Circulations Project who
one month period by Wiin-Nielsen and Brown (1962). are presently engaged in a study of the stratospheric
The studies so far have been essentially confined to the circulation. These data all refer to average values over
troposphere. It was decided to evaluate the three the entire northern hemisphere. Data for the 30-80 km
quantities mentioned for the region above the tropo- region were taken from the rocket grenade results
sphere divided into a series of layers. (Stroud, Nordberg and Walsh, 1956; Stroud, Nordberg,

The appropriate equations in the order above (after Bandeen, Bartman and Titus, 1960; Nordberg and
Lorenz) are: Stroud, 1961) and the rocket network results referred to

earlier. Several sets of high level radiosondes (Arnold
S 1 1 ... and Lowenthal, 1959) and rocket results prior to the

1,=- T]' - dp, (1) establishment of a network (Smith, 1960) were also in-
2 (r.- T ciuded. The point of difference with previous cross-

sections, for example that of Murgatroyd (1957), is that
1r" rD i no results from anomalous sound propagation measure-

-[T]'[Q]'dp, (2) ments were included. For completene&; the zonal wind
Sf,2 (rD-Pl) T~ and temperature cross-sections which resulted for winter

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Obviously they are not
I P1 (3) representative of the global averages, as the majority

K,=~-f [u]2dp, (3) of the observations were collected over North America
2 and over the Pacific.

These crude cross-sections were used to evaluate the
where the symbols are as follows: expressions for (0,, A. and R. with 5-km height incre-

meats between 15 and 30 km and 10-kmi increment-
Ao,=zonal available potential energy above. Height, rather than pressure, was used as a
0= generation of zonal available potential energy vertical coordinate and values at the mid-point of each
g=acceleration of gravity selected layer were taken as representative of the entire
papressure, Ti temperature layer. The calculations covered the region from ION to

Fp=gicp , T= -- Tepau 65N except for the summer where for the layers from

cp=specific heat of air at constant pressure 60 t' 0 kin, the region was 30N to 60N. Diabatic heat-

u-zonal wind component ing values were taken from the work of Murgatroyd and
Q= rate of diabatic heating Singleton. A previous set of values for the higher layers
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as presented by Murgatroyd and Goody was also used slope of isentropic surfaces has been discussed by Eady,for comparison. It is appreciated that Murgatroyd and 1949, 19-%; Kuo, 1956a; and Green, 1960) and would alsoSingleton's values had been adjusted to fit in with other give rise to an apparent northward flux of heat. Ifradiation calcul, tions, notably those by Ohring (1958), attention is fixed on a particular point on an isentropicand to fit in with their meridionat motion ideas but the surface then air parcels reaching the point from thedifferences are comparatively minor. The results are south will be descending and warming adiabatically andshown in Table 5; all 0, values were based on Mlurga- therefore be warmer than the local mean temperature.troyd and Singleton except those in parenthesis whfich These concepts are consistent with the observations ofare based on Murgatroyd. and Goody. Table 6, to be White (1954), Peixoto (1960) and Murakami (1962)considered in conjunction with Table S, shows the tine which showed a counterg, adient heat flux in the lowerperiod nece~sary to produce the computed A, and R. stratosphere, of White and Nolan (1960) and Jensenfrom zero, or to reduce A. to zero, on the basis of t-ie (19601 which showed the conversion of kinetic to po-computed values of 04,. Winter results will be discussed tential energy in the lower stratosphere and of Motllfirst commencing with the lowest laver. and Loisel (1962) which showed that vertical and merid-In the 15-20 kmn layer zonal availab~le potential energy ional components of the motions in the region areis being destroyed by the differential heating at a rapid negatively correlated, The sequence of energy transportrate. At the calculated destruction rate it would be re- and transformation in the 15-20 km layer would thusduced to zero in about six days hence there must be seem to be as follows: energy is advected into the regionadveetion of energy into the region, presumably from from below (whether this advection is in the form of abelow. There are several items of information which systematic transport of kinetic energy or of energy it. thesuggest that kinetic energy is converted to available form of sensible heat has not yet been esutblished frompotential energy, although not necessarily to zonal observations), kinetic energy is converted to availableavailable potential energy, within the region. The author potential energy., and zonal available potential energy is(Newell, 1961) has pointed out that lin~es of equal ozone destroyed by differential heatin',.concentration slope downwards with increasing latitude An additional point of interest is the near-equalityin the 10-55 deg region more steeply than the isentropic of the available potential energy and the kinetic energy.surface~s. Radioa'ctivity measurements also support this Lorenz estimated that the available potential energy ispicture. If the slopes of the isolines of trace substance about ten times larger than the kinetic energy; hisconcentration represent the motion of air particles then estimate refers mainly to the troposphere. Murakarnia little con,ýideration shows that such motion~s would (1962) pointed out that in the lower stratosphere theact to convert kinletic to potential energy in the region two quantities are of the same order of magnitude.(the relationshfip between air particle paths and the The layer 2U-25 kin also requires energy from a source
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TABLE S. Distribution of a,, A., and 9. with height for zone from ION to 65N.

Winter SfV~uma~

Layer 0. 4, A. 0, A, A.
km ergs cM- sec-' ergs cm-• cr5 cmrn ergs cm' sec-3 ergs cmnV er55 cw'-3

155-20 -214,1 104,0X 106 86.3X 10 -227.4 148.3Xlot 18.9X 10o

20-25 -0.4 O.8X14o 6.2X 10# -21.6 9.2X 10% 14.4X 106

25-30 +7.5 1.2XI04 9.2X10' --1.2 0.6XI09 12.5XION

30-40 +10.7 4.OXIO 17.5X10o +0.3 0.3X10' 10.Ox0'0
(+5.4)

40-5o +4.7 1.sxu, 12.8 xlog +0.5 4.1 X W 52.5X WO
(+5.3)

S;0-60 +0.8 O.3X t0' 56.oXIO( +0.8 2.3X 10' 30.9X1O*
(+0.5)

0-70 -1.5 1.7XI0o 19.OXIOS 0.0 0.5X 10' 9.6X 106
(-2.1)

70_S0 -0-4 I.9X10# s.SX to,, +0.2 0.9X×OS 1.9X 1 O
(-0•3)

TszLE 6. Time in days necessary to establish or destroy The numbers presented here, while admittedly some-
A. and R.- what crude, may well be correct as to sign and order of

magnitude. Accepting them as they stand for the
Layer Winter Summer present, it would then appear that there are two essen-

km A. R, A. . tially independent vortices at different levels in winter

15-20 5.6 - 7.5 - with the upper vortex producing sufficient energy in situ

20-25 21.6 - 4.9 - to run itself without communication of energy from
2S-30 1.9 14.4 6.0 - below. Theoretical considerations by Charney and
30-40 4.3 18.9 10.3 413 Drazin (1961) also pointed to the fact that the upper
40-50 3.8 31.9 9.0 115 vortex is mechanically independent of the troposphere.
50-.60 0.4 77.2 3.5 47.160-70 0.4 772 3. There is a region of minimum activity in between the
60-70 1.3 -- --

70-80 S.? - 4.7 9.6 vortices as is evident from an inspection of zonal wind
cross-sections.

Above about 55 km in winter there is found a situa-
other than differential heating and it would seem that tion similar to that above the tropospheric jet, namely
this again may be supplied from below. The layers that energy apparently has to be supplied to balance
between 25 and 60 km all exhibit internal generation of radiational destruction and that the temperature in-
potential energy and, as the lowest two apparently creases northwards. If these conditions are a general
could produce their own observed kinetic energy in 14 accompaniment of the upper portiou, that is the
and 19 days, there is no demonstrated requirement for energy consuming portion, of these large-scale eddy
a further supply. The use of Murgatroyd and Goody's structures then the high temperatures over the pole
values does not change 0, by more than a factor of two. may simply be a reflection of the presence of quasi-
While the zone from 25 to 40 km may be self sustaining horizontal eddies in which kinetic energy is being con-
the two layers above, that is 40--60 kin, appear to need verted to potential energy. From another point of view
considerably longer periods in order that the kinetic the air parcel motions in the upper portions of the eddies
energy can be generated in situ. Certainly it would be (above about 55 kim) are tending to force the isentropic
reasonable to claim that the 50-60 km region receives surfaces in the region to slope downwards from equator
some of its kinetic energy from below. Without con- to pole whereas the radiational effects are working in the
sideration of further energy sources the two layers from opposite direction. The mean isentropic slope actually
60-70 and 70-80 also appear to need advection of represents an equilibrium between the two effects. There
energy, presumably from below, to supply their kinetic are not yet sufficient observations in the region to test
energy. Notice that the available potential energy is whether a countergradient heat flux is present as would
smaller than the kinetic energy for all layers above 20 be predicted by the above scheme. Kellogg (1961) has
km so that a rapid response of the kinetic energy to suggested that the high temperatures in the winter
changes in the differential heating would be expected. polar mesosphere are produced by recombination of
There is no large reservoir of potential energy that can atomic oxygen in a subsiding current and Young and

support the motions, ;uch as exists in the troposphere. Epstein (1962) have presented some further calculations
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which support this contention. If the situation outlined TALr: 7. Distribution of 0,, A. and R. for thrie
here is an approximation to events then atomic oxygen cross-sections along 75WM
recombination need not be invoked. ... -

In order to illustrate that the pattern of potential Layer A., A.
energy destruction in winter in the lower part of the km ergs cn' wc- ergs on- ergS CM72

region is not simply a consequence of the particular October 1957
cross-sections chosen, the calculations of A,, 6'. and R, 15-20 -199 87 X 1O0 23 X 106
were performed for mean monthly cross-sections along 20-25 +3 2.9AX 10 8.3X 106
75W for October and December 1957 and February 25-30 +22 14.5X I0V 14.8X 10'
1958 (U. S. Weather Bureau, 1961). The resquts, shown
in Table 7, exhibit a general pattern of values that is December i957
similar to those found for the winter regime. There is 15-20 -127 92 XIO 99 X10,
destiuction in the 15-20kkm layer throughout the season 20-25 +48 41 X( 10 4? X W0'

25-3R) +48l 106 XtWE 34 X IM
with largest values in February after the change in
temperature structure that had accompanied a so-called February 1958
sudden warming in January. Generation of energy is 15-20 -358 520 X 1' 65 X 10I
largest in the 20-30 km region in December. The magni- 20-25 -36 27 X!0' 2.3X 10'
tudes are somewhat larger than those for the winter 25-30 +6 3.2X 10 4.0X106
regime; this is no doubt due to the selection of 75W -----

which is a longitude along which there is a larger hori-
zontal temperature contrast than is the case for the would take a considerable length of time (see Table 6)
global average. The zonal potential and kinetic energies for the observed kinetic energy to be produced if
are of the same order of magnitude in this region except generated in situ. There are several possible energy
in the month of February when the potential energy sources. The energy may come from below or from the
increases in the 15-20 km layer and the kinetic energy southern hemisphere where the southern winter polar
decreases in the 20-25 km layer, with the result that in vortex may be in operation. Such a possibility can only
both layers the potential energy becomes an order of be examined when this latter vortex has also beenex-
magnitude larger than the kinetic energy. tensively observed.

There has been considerable discussion about the It has been argued above that in the 30 60 km region
nature of the disturbances which are responsible for the in winter differential cooling produces zonal available
energy conversions and momentum transports observed potential energy which is realized in large-scale eddies
in the 15-30 km region in the winter season. Zubyan that transport momentum, and possibly heat energy,
(1959) has discussed the inter-latitudinal exchange of northwards. It would be desirable to calculate the heat
warm and cold air which results from stratospheric differ- flux from observations and compare it w ith the require-
ential heating. Boville, Wilson and Hare (1961) have ments of the radiation budget, but there are not yet
described some of the disturbances in the 15-30 km sufficient observations of temperature in the region. If
region in detail and have evaluated energy conversions events are similar to those in the troposphere the further
from potential to kinetic energy as a function of wave argument could be made that the zonal available po-
number at 25 -nb (--25 km). Their general conclusion tential energy is converted to eddy available potential
is that the disturbances in the polar-night vortex have energy which in turn is converted to eddy kinetic energy
many features in common with the baroclinic waves of and ultimately into the kinetic energy of the mean
the troposphere. Barnes (1962) has also calculated motion. The last item in the chain can be roughly esti-
energy conversions for this region. For the higher regions mated from the wind observations presented above. Its
the existence of large-scale disturbances has been value has been calculated for the troposphere by Starr
stressed in the analyses of Teweles (1961, 1962) and (1953) and is given by the integral
Keegan (1961, 1962), and the synoptic charts presented
by these authors show evidence of northward mo- rr.[ 0 [t]
mentum transports in the appearance of tilted troughs. 2rR2 pIJ cos--- a dodz.
Until this relatively large number of observations from 04O R Cos5
the Rocket Network became available, however, it was
not possible to estimate quantitatively the momentum Division by the area of interest gives the rate of working
transports brought about by the disturbances, of the Reynold's stresses per unit area which may be

In the case of the summer season (Table 5) available compared with the generation of available potential
potential energy is destroyed from 15 to 30 km. There energy. For the present estimates the observed values of
must therefore be considerable advection of energy, u for the 20-60N region were used in conjunction with
presumably from below, into the region. In the 30-60 the weighted average values of u't" as quoted in Table 1.
km region there i; production of available potential Values for the winter regime for the layers 30-40, 40-50
energy by the differential heating but apparently it and 50-60 km are 14.9, 4.1 and 3.8 ergs cm-1 sec-1 ,
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respectively. These are very similar to the generation above 45 km will have to be developed, as is widely
values and this similarity gives further weight to the recognized. Heat transport estimates will then be
argument that the sequence of energy transformations forthcoming.
in high level jet is the same as in the tropspheric jet c) The distribution of trace substances needs to be
except for ground friction effects. If the similarity is measured above 30 km. Water vapor is particularly
verified when more comprehensive observations become important as it has been assumed to have a very low
available then the previous suggestions concerning the concentration in the radiation calculations made so far
smallness of the internal friction will be upheld, for the region, whereas much of the current experi-

mental work indicates relatively high concentrations at
4. Concluding remarks 30 km. If the experimental work is verified, the radiation

calculations will have to be repeated- It would also be
Meteorological Rocket Network measurements have of considerable interest to have available the proper

been used to demonstrate that the layer of the atnos- distributions of ozone and carbon dioxide for the region
phete bt~ween 30 asd 60 km Can run oil its own energy as well as the various radioactive trace materials. Dis-
supply in the winter season without the benefit of energy tributions of the latter may enable the paths of air
advected from below. The disturbances, that apparently motions relative to isentrupes to be traced and will
arise to transfer heat in a direction required by the afford much information on mass transfer compiee
differential cooling, transport relative angular mo- enta-ry to that discussed on momentum and heat

mentum northwards and are thereby responsible for the transfer.

formation of the high level jet stream. The radiation d) Wlne the variations of ozone concentration and

calculations coupled with mean winter cross-sections of water vapor in the 30a60 km region are properly katown

temperature and wind indicate that avwtinale potential as functions of latitude and longitude the radiational
energy is generated in siiu and the winter wind observa- calculations can be extended to include variations of
tions permit calculations which demonstrmte that eddy heating and cooling rates along latitude circles and esti-
kinetic energy is being converted to mean zonal kinetic mates can be made of the possible generation of avail-
energy at about the same rate as the generation. The able potential energy thereby produced.
implication from the available data is thus that the
quasi-horizontal large-scale eddy motions are of prime The radiation calculations apply to the northern
importance in the heat and momentum budgets of the hemisphere for summer and winter. If it can be assumed
region in winter as opposed to the mean meridional as a rough approximation that they represent global
motions previously suggested. The finding is then essen- conditions at a given time then a qualitative picture of
tially the same as the earlier findings for the troposphere the heat budget of the enthe 30-60 km region can be
and lower stratosphere. obtained. In the case where it is winter in the northern

While the large static stability of the 30-60 km hemisphere there is a requirement for a quasi-horizontal
region may well increase the horizontal scale size of any heat flux northwards across the equator if the region is
baroclinic disturbances present it does not appear to energetically independent of the lower atmosphere.
prohibit such disturbances. Simultaneously relative angular momentum must be

There are some rather obvious drawbacks in the transported northwards if the same assumptions of
computations in Sections 2 and 3 due to the small data symmetry are made about the wind structure. Available
samples presently available. Some of these which can be potential energy will be generated by the differential
removed in the near future, as examination of the region heating and cooling. A calculation for the 30-40 km
30-60 km proceeds, are outlined below, region from 65N to 65S based upon interpolated tem-

) Iperatures in the equatorial region gave a zonal potential
a) In order to improve the estimates of [u'sn] and to energy production rate similar to that previously ob-

weigh the contributions of standing eddies and ueti- tained for the winter season. It does not seem profitable
mately mean meridional motions, the Rocket Network to pursue such matters further until global observations

aeeds to be extended around the globe. Careful attention are aibl ten itw e ontes tobal the
to the selection of firing times in such an extended are available; then it will be of interest to apply the

present approach to observations of winds and tempera-
network would enable the tidal components to be tures in the equatorial region to seek evidence of the
properly examined and their interaction with the trans-equatorial transports which are apparently neces-
non-tidal components assessed. All the data should be sary. Finally it should be noted that consideration has
published frequently in an easily accessible form such as not yet been given specifically to the theoretical problem
was dune for Point Mugu, California, by Masterson, of large-scale atmospheric disturbances which span the
Hubert and Carr (1961) and for the North American equator.
stations by the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group. Acknowledgments. I am grateful to Professor V. P.

b) An increased number of reliable temperature ob- Starr for his encouragement and to Mrs. Dorothy Berry
servations are required from the region above 30 krm. for performing the calculations and compiling the
A new economical method of measuring temperature cross-sections.
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Y Poleward Flux of Atmospheric Angular Momentum in the
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(Manuscript received 29 March 1963, in revised form I0 September 1963)

ABSTRACT

Tabulations of daily winds ftom i "GY data were made at eight pressure levels (850, 700, 300, 400, 300
200, 100 and 50 mb) for 121 Southern fernisphere plus 22 Notrthern Hemisphere equatorial stations during
the calendar year 1958, in order to study by seasons the poleward flux and eonvergence of relative angular
momentum.

The overwhelming importance in both seasons of the transports of relative Ltngutar momentum by the
transient eddies is demonstrated. These transports are enough to balance the drain of atmospheric angular
momentum in the belt of surface weterlics. The mean meridional motions and the standing eddies are
ineffective in the fulfilment of the angular rnomentumn balance requirements of this hemisphere. On the
other hand the standing eddies are the main agents in the interhemispheric exchanges of relative angular
momentum. There are insignificant seasonal variations in the vertically intemated horizontal momentum
transport across latitude belts equatorward of 5SW, although there is evidence for marked seasonal vertical
fluctuations of the zones of maximum flux of relative angular momentum.

The sign of the mean surface zonal stress computed from the angular momentum convergence is in good
agreement with the distribution of the surface winds; the magnitude is comparable to that computed by
Prietley (1951), except in the zones of strong surface westerlies.

1. Introduction 700-mb level and to the eastern half of the hemisphere
In recent years much attention has been given to the (1OW to 170W).Ingrecomentyearsu h aattnceof the Nohern given toth A second objective of this paper is to compute theangular momentum balance of the Northern Hemi-

sphere (see, e.g., Widger, 1949; Starr, 1951, 1952; Starr mean frictional stress from angular momentum con-

and White, 1951 ; Buch, 1954; Mintz, 1951; and Tucker, vergence. The stress thus indirectly obtained is com-

1960). The upper wind observations collected in the pared with that of Priestley (1951), which was derived

Southern Hemisphere during the International G - using surface climatological wind observations. Since
puhysicalYearn (ewere gooind tenough ntotiofyl feor the Southern Hemisphere is mainly oceanic, the resultphysical Year (16,Y) were good enough to justify for is expected to be of value in the understanding of the
the first time a study of the poleward flux of relative frictional coupling between the southern ocdans and
angular momentum. The data also enabled us to study fitinalmouplr e t
the mechanisms responsible for these poleward fluxes the atmosphere.
and to estimate the probable interaction between the The following notation will be employed:
two hemispheres. t va o

The first attempt to employ the concept of angular - xdl = = time average of x.
momentum to the general circulation of the Southern - o
Hemisphere was made through use of surface climato- 2r

logical data by Priestley (1951), who computed the -- J xdA ý [x]- zonal average of x.
frictional stresses over all the southern oceans. Other 2T J,
preliminary studies include those of Palm¢n (1955), x -
Berson and Troup (1961), and Gruza (1962). The study x- -x--z=departure from time average,
of Berson and Troup was restricted to the eastern part x*= r x- ofx' t departure from zonal average,
of the Southern Hemisphere, while that of (sruza em- a -- radius of the earth,
ployed geostrophic winds and was limited to only the g~ acceleration due to gavity,

X= longitude,
'Present addre.s: Nigerian Meteorological Services, Lago%, ip= latitude,

Nigeria. P = pressure,
*The research in this article has been sponsored by the

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under Contract po-7 pressure at the ground,
AF 19(6k4)6108. t= time,
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usa cos((A/di) =eastward component of the wind, ® (j.-•,/\.•

w-dp/di= individual pressure change,

12 angular velocity of the earth, I~
TX eastward compfonent of viscous force per unit mass. R

2. Data and their representativeness R W

the IGY for the calendar year 1953. The primary data t @

employed were 0000! wind observations except in cases
where the observations were missing or insufficient. On
such occasions 1200W observations were substituted. In R

addition a few African stations reporting at 06W/, and (Rt'_)_4 a 4 _9•,J.
some South America stosrprting at 18007 were
used. We feel justified ii u-i,•, t,6ervations made Vt
trregular hours for the following reasons: first, there is -,
little diurnal variation of tropospheric winds, except- -. R'
close to the ground, and secondly, the statistical R
methods employed in this study require that the data R R -Z-
be chosen at random. Data based on observations at
regular time intervals are not exactly random samplve FIo. 1. The geograpbical iocation of the stations and the repre-

sentativeness o0 the data. R and W indicate rawin anod pilot
but for a large number of observations they, may be con- balloon (theodolite) stations, resectively.
sidered as such, unless the period of observation coin-
cides with a pýriod in the fluctuations of the wind.

All the winds observed were tabulated for the eight data available from this island during the period 1956-59.
pressure levels. 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 200, 100 and Their computations were made only for the months
50 mb. The winter has been defined to include the December through February. During the analysis of our
months April-September while summer includes the summer data, the values of Berson and Troup were used
months October to December and January to March. as a guide only.

Fig. 1 contains the 143 stations which made wind The region of greatest uncertainty in the present
observations. Those stations which reported rawins are analysis is the Pacific Ocean. Not a single observation
designated by R while those stations using theodolite was available in the sector bounded roughly by the
(pilot balloon) methods are designated by W. Of these equator and latitude 60S, and by longitudes 90W and
stations, 22 are actually not southern hemispheric 140W. During the summer months, the pilot balloen
stations but are situated slightly north of the equator. observations obtained on Cruise VII of the ship
They were included in order to obtain a better analysis Carnegie were used as a guide in the analysis of zi and b
in the equatorial regions. The present data made our for the regions bounded by latitudes 10S and 20S and
analysis more complete than any other similar hemi- longitudes 100W and 172W. During the summer
sphetic study, and we are thus able to say something months, whaling ships report surface synoptic observa-
about the seasonal interchange of relative angular tions from oceanic regions of the Southern Hemisphere.
momentum between the two hemispheres. If we assume Techniques have been devised to construct the 500-mb
that a station's observations are representative over an height patterns from the surface circulation pattern
area of a circle ot radius 300 n mi, then throughout the plus the 1000-mb heights (see, for example, Schmitt
Southern Hemisphere all the continents are well repre. 1953; Taljaard and Van Loon, 1960), However it is our
sented except for the interior of Brazil. intention in this study to avoid the use of geostrophic

We received data from only two South Atlantic winds, and little advantage was gained from use of sur-
Ocean stations, viz., station 68-906 (Gough Island), and face observation;.
station 82-400 (Fernando Noronha). Unfortunately Aside from the scatter of geographical location of the
data from stations 83--650 (Ilha da Trinidad) and 61-901 olbserving stations, there is the question of the repre-
(St. Helena Island) were not available during the analy- sentativeness of the observed winds. In general, pilot
sis. On the other hand, the Indian Ocean had good balloon observations are less representative than radio
coverage. Both Malagasy and nearby Vacoas provided winds. Pilot balloon observations made under conditions
good coverage. However data from 96-996 (Cocos Island) of cloudiness and/or strong winds are usually terminated
were not available during the analysis. Berson and Troup at low levels. The longer runs are made when the winds
(1961) studied the angular momentum balance in the are light and the sky relatively clear. Therefore the
equatorial trough zone of the eastern hemisphere and data from the pilot balloon observing stations are
they tabulated the values of il, i, and u';' from all the usually biased in favor of light winds and fair weather.
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In addition, pilot balloon observntions usually do not the winter the percentage of reports drops off markedly
extend above the 300Wmb level. Fortunately, in regions at 50 mb, especially over the Antarctic continunt. This
where the circulations are intense, radio wind equipment is attributed in part to the large percentage of balloon
was used. Most of the rawin stations have fairly com- bursts due to the extremely cold stratosphere. The tem-
plete sets of data at least up to 100 nab where in winter perature of the Antarctic stratosphere occasionally
.L0stat"Mand in su1er66stat epo|-rted morethan drops to -- 0C at night (AiE, Astanpenko and Ropar,
one half of the possible 183 or 182 observations. During 1959).

3. Equations

The steady state absolute angular momentum balance for a polar cap of the spherical earth can be written in
the form

2aag- cos,'V j dp+2ag-' cos:9 i ri]dp
0Jo io j,.

SO- f f

.1 ,~ J,,L )I _ 10 J,,

By taking averages over longitude the equation becomes

2)riwrl coseof [f~p+2wao~g- cos~o fO C-udp

~2jr f [ cosjpd~dr+2Va~g- [S cos;',pd~p. (2)

Since in the long run, there is no net mass shift, we We shall not be able to measure the separate effects
can write of the pressure differential and frictional torques inde-

Pa pendently from wind observations but their combined
J []dp -0. (3) effects will be determined when we consider the angular

momentum convergence in Section 7 of this paper.

Over the six month's period used, this term is not zero,
due to the difficulty in the measurement of [9], and so 4. Flux of relative angular momentum

the constraint of equation (3) is used by defining at The term
each level the quantity [i0]",

w e]- I [F] H "1  (4) 21ra 2g-I coseJ [ujdp
wvhere J

1 f , can be written in the form

and 2ra 2g-" cosýV0 ([u'v]+[a*•*J+[s]]")dp.

S =0( The term [u'v'] represents a contribution to the mo-
mentum flux which depends upon the presence of a

This correction then allows us to use the values of [EI'" time correlation between the instantaneous values of u
at each level as a corrected estimate of [P]. and v at individual points along a latitude circle. This is

The torque equation (2) then states that for the polar associated with the temporal variations of the wind at a
cap, the relative angular momentum flux through the given station, and will be referred to as flux due to
latitudinal wall is balanced by pressure differentials transient eddies. The term [n*P,*] represents a contribu-
across mountain barriers and frictional torques exerted tion to the momentum flux which is due to the presence
at the ground surface of the polar cap. of a spatial correlation between the time means a and D
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along a latitude circle. It is associated with the asym- of relative angular momentum, while positive values

metry of the seasonal mean streamline pattern, and is indicate equatorward transport of relative angular

referred to as flux due to standing eddies. The term momentum. The table indicates that negative values

Ca]jj]" represents a contribution to the momentum predominate in the region between SS and 50S. The

flux due to a net meridional mass flux [f]" during the maximum values are found between 305 and 35S at

entire period at a given level. This component depends 300 mb. Between 55S and a0S Cquatorward fluxes are

on the existence nf n,,an mrridional circulations. predominant. The maximum flux is found in the layer
Y*-400 mb between 60S and 70S.

A) WINTER When the vertical integral is evaluated and the units
expressed in gm cm7 se-•, it is found, as shown by the

1. Transienl eddi4s. The zonally averaged values of full curve of Fig. 2, that the maximum poleward flux of

the relative momentum transport by the transient relative angular momentum by the transient eddis is

eddies are shown in Table 1. A negative value of the at 325 and the maximum equatorward transport is at

covariance represents a poleward (south pole) transport (AS. The correspondintg magnitudes are respectively

TABLE 1. Zonally averaged values of the transient eddy transport of momentum u'-7-'] in winter 1958. Units are in iml-cc

Relative angular

Lat. Pressure level in millibars *Vertical momentum flux

(CS) 50 100 200 300 400 5.0 700 850 integral (1026 gm cm2sc')

80 -0.39 -0.03 12.61 18.72 9.75 8.58 2.33 - +56.47 +0.44

75 0.05 0.72 15.92 30.44 24.31 13.92 8.83 - + 100.97 +1.76

70 2.31 5.08 17.22 34.36 28.08 14.64 14.08 8.83 +121.24 +3.70

65 1.17 7.39 14.14 25.11 26.14 12.17 11.58 7.36 +126.89 +5.89

60 0.64 6.36 6.94 11.42 14.69 5.69 5.89 4.56 +67.40 +4.38

55 0.97 3.17 -3.78 - 1.44 2.50 1.78 1.56 2.14 +10.60 +0.90

50 1.43 -0.44 -16.06 -14.00 -10.08 -2.72 -2.92 -0.31 -49.27 -5.29

45 1.06 -4.22 -22.75 -23.94 -19.83 -7.47 -6.72 -2.83 -98.22 -12.76

40 0.72 -7.44 -29.92 -34.61 -25.86 -10.92 -7.72 -5.36 -137.38 -20.94

35 0.25 -7.61 -34.36 -44.03 -30.44 -13.17 -7.08 -4.25 - 156.06 -27.23

30 -0.81 -7.08 -31.58 -39.92 -27.00 -13.25 -6.78 -4.33 -145.89 -28.42

25 -0.94 -5.00 -25.31 -29.33 -22.39 -11.14 -6.39 -3.97 -118.31 -25.24

20 -0.36 -1.78 -15.78 -20.05 -13.61 -8.42 -5.39 -4.47 -83.16 -19.08

15 -1.28 0.53 --7.31 -11.75 -8.44 -5.22 -4.22 -4.42 -53.22 -12.90

10 -0.89 2.17 -1.28 -5.11 -5.81 -2.14 -1.92 -4.17 -27.19 -6.85

5 -1.14 2.42 3.42 -0.22 -3.08 -0.50 -0.47 -2.81 -6.31 -1.63

0 -1.78 2.00 6.67 2.89 -0.78 0.81 -0.08 -1.19 +7.36 +1,91

* The entries in the column "vertical integral" in Tables 1-6 are equal to the weighted sum of the columns to the left. The weights

were 50 mb, 0.75; 100 rob, 0.75; 200 rob, 1.0; 300 rob, 1.0; 400 rob, 1.0; 500 nob, 1.5; 700 mb, 1.75; and 850 rob, 2.25. In latitudes

65S-70S, where po•,8.50 rob, the 850-mb weight was 0.75. In latitudes 75S and 80S, where poG,.700 nib, the 850-nib weight was zero

and the 700-rob weight was 1.0.

TABLE 2. Zonally averaged value of the standing eddy transport of momentum [tOv*] in winter 1958. Units are in n12 see'.

Relative angular

Lat. Pressure level in millibars *Vertical m:Omentum flux

(aS) 50 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral (100 gm cm, sec'a)

80 2.48 0.97 -0.43 1.51 - 1.29 -2.80 -5.24 - -7.06 -0.55

75 3.98 3.40 -0.16 -0.94 -2.80 -4.38 -6.50 - -11.44 -2.00

70 5.64 3.82 1-13 -0.71 -2.73 -3.48 -4.66 -5.41 -13.99 -4.27

65 4.65 2.80 2.18 -0.24 -1.77 -1.29 - 1.70 - 1.97 --3.66 - 1.70

60 1.56 1.83 1.41 -0.74 -1.09 0.23 -0.83 0.79 2.81 1.82

55 -0.39 -0.39 -1.19 -0.13 -0.47 0.19 -0.95 0.97 -1.56 -1.35

50 1.48 0.16 0.71 1.22 1.08 1.30 0.03 1.13 8.78 9.44

45 3.04 0.45 0.81 0.26 2.27 1.12 0.25 0.83 9.93 12.84

40 2.47 0.26 -1.61 -0.48 0.24 0.81 -0.16 -0.05 1.03 1.57

35 0.70 0.31 -2.55 -0.92 -1.36 0.04 -0.04 -0.11 -4.80 -8.40

30 -0.04 0.86 -0.11 -0.76 -1.22 0.06 1.38 0.37 1.86 3.64

25 -0.23 1.70 1.35 0.03 -0.18 -0.11 0.82 0.32 4.30 9.20

20 -0.23 1.81 -0.51 0.10 -0.02 -0.58 -0.73 -0.50 -2.51 -5.78

15 0.02 1.52 -0.40 0 -0.22 -0.47 -0.89 -0.57 -3.01 -7.33

10 -0.12 0.95 1.82 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.39 -2.43 -1.98 -5.01

5 0,03 0.46 1.35 0.04 0.09 0.39 1.15 0.39 5.31 13.75

0 -0.00 1.08 1.23 0.03 -0.07 0.18 0.34 0.02 2.83 7.38

"See Table I for details.
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28.8X 101& gra cm' sec-2 and 6X 102 graera sec-2 It is mum flux of 1.40X X011 gm cm' sec-' is muchs mailer
noted that there is a small flow of relative angular than the maximum due to the transient eddies
momentum across the equator into the Northern (28.8X10" gm cm' sec-'). This important result is to
Hemisphere. be compared with the results obtained by Starr and

2. Standing addies. The transport of relative angular White (1954) and the yearly results of Buch (1954) for
momentum by these eddies was obtained through the the Northern Hemisphere. Their results indicate that in
use of the uncorrected values of [0] in equation (4) middle latitudes, the standing eddies transport (pole-
such that ward) as much as 20 per cent of the maximum flux of

relative angular momentum transported by the tran-
and sient eddies.

g* - . 3. Mean mm.idiowai molion. The exact contribution
of this term in the relative angular momentum transport

The zonally averaged values of the standing eddy flux is quite uncertain. This is because of the difficulty in
[gi*e] is shown in Table 2. Unlike the transent eddies, the measurement of the mean meridional motion. How-
there is no systematic arrangement of the signs of the ever, the values of [0]" in accordance with equation (4)
standing eddy transport of relative angular momentum. have been used in the computation of the mean meridio-
Since this table, except the last column, shows linear nal flux of zonal momentum across various latitude
momentum transports rather than angular momentum circles as shown in Table 3. Because of the uncertainties
transport, one has to multiply each value by cos' in inherent in the tabulated values, no detailed discussion
order to compare the relative angular momentum trans- of this table will be made. The last column of the table
port across each latitude circle. If one takes this factor shows the vertically integrated total flux across various
into consideration, then the largest equatorward fluxes latitude circles. The fluxes are poleward in the regions
are found in the upper troposphere of the equatorial and 50S to 80S and from the equator to 19S. Equatorward
tropical regions. Other large equatorward fluxes are fluxes are observed between 20S and 45S. These fluxes
observed at the 50-mb level in the latitude belt 60S to are in an opposite sense to the fluxes due to the transient
70S. The largest poleward fluxes are observed at the eddies. The maximum poleward fluxes are observed
200-mb level in the belt 35S-40S. The standing eddies between 55S and 60S while the maximum equatorward
in the Antarctic troposphere transport relative angular fluxes are observed between 25S and 30S.
momentum poleward, while in the lower stratosphere Again the dashed curve of Fig. 2 shows the flux due to
they transport the relative angular momentum equator- the mean meridional circulation. This curve shows a
ward. The last column of the table shows that the total maximum equatorward flux of 5.3X 10U gm cm2 sec-2 at
relative angular momentum fluxes across the higher about 27S.
latitudes are poleward. This is opposite to the direction
of the flux due to the transient eddies. Between latitudes B) SUmMER
10S and 20S, the transport by these eddies is poleward,
as is the flux due to the transient eddies. I. Transient eddies. The zonally averaged values of

The dotted curve of Fig. 2 shows these total fluxes by the relative momentum transport by the transient eddies
the standing eddies as a function of latitude. The maxi- is shown in Table 4. The table shows that poleward

fluxes occur almost at all levels between the equator and

3C2
-2 -

4*

at---

85 so M M 65 60 55 50 4S 40 35 30 95 0 15 SO 5 0 &S I0 75 70 65 *0 55 5O 45-5 * 30 5(.

Fro. 2. Vertically integrated mean relative angular momentum FIG. 3. Vertically integrated mean relative angular momentum
flux across various latitudes in winter 1958. The full curve is flux flux across various latitudes in summer 1958. The full curve is
due to the transient eddies, the dashed curve due to mean merid- flux due to the transient eddies, the dashed curve is due to mean
ional motion and the dotted curve is due to the standing eddies, meridional motion and the dotted curve is due to the standing
Units are in I0" gm cms sec-S. eddies. Units are in 10" gm cmO sec-2.
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TABLE 3. Zonally averaged values of the mean meridional tranptt of momentum [iJ[03" in winter 1938. Units are in mi sec-*.

Relative angular
Lat. Pressure level in millibars 'Vertical momentum flux
(OS) 50 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral (10" gm cm2 soc')

80 2.90 -0.78 I.14 -0.85 -1.51 -0.48 0.03 - -0.32 -0.03
75 0.79 -1.91 3.44 -1.48 -0.05 -0.84 0.17 -- -0.02 0
70 -7.06 -2.48 2.56 0.11 -0.57 -2,73 0.63 -1.68 -9.31 -2.83
65 -7.90 -7.90 -1.17 2.81 -1,14 -4.97 170 0.24 -15.65 -7.28
60 -12.85 -18.40 -7.51 -2.06 -6.33 -5.67 2.79 2.75 -36.77 -23.90
55 -10.79 -19.08 -9.78 -2.36 -7.88 -1.47 3.86 3.68 - -25.33
50 -7.48 -10.85 -6.31 -2.89 -5,56 3.49 2.06 1.96 -15.26 -16.40
46 -4.12 -4-16 -1.98 5.07 -1.45 4.98 0.46 0.86 5.64 7.34
40 -0.37 -1.54 1.95 7.27 3.69 4.13 -1.97 -2.67 8.22 12.54
35 1.64 -0.23 6.77 12.08 2.93 2.44 -2.90 -1.92 17.10 29.86
30 -0.75 -1.51 13.81 14.55 2.09 1.86 -2.45 -0.48 26.18 51.05
25 -0.45 -2.61 12.46 11.56 0.82 2.06 --1.37 -0.02 23,19 49.53
20 0.40 -1.91 0.64 2.83 -0.24 0.91 -0.11 -0.04 3.18 7.30
15 0.83 -2.32 -3.73 -0.90 -0.26 -0.47 -0.15 -1.68 -- 10.76 -26.11
10 0.75 -1.05 -2.26 -0.79 -0.03 0.77 -0.62 -3.72 -11.60 -29.26
5 -0.54 0 0.96 1.79 -0.53 1.47 -1.42 -2.59 -4.29 -11.07
0 -1.58 0.47 3.77 3.28 -2.00 0.85 -1.27 -1.36 0.21 0.55

TABLE 4. Zonally averaged values of the transient eddy transport of momentum Cu'v'] in summer 1958. Units are in nit sec1 .

Relative angular
Lat. Pressure level in millibars *Vertical momentum flux
(OS) 50 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral (10" gro cm' sec-c)

80 -0.22 0.08 8.33 12.92 1.78 4.81 7.64 - 43.51 0.34
75 -1.25 2.22 11.81 20.17 11.81 9.75 10.39 - 77.32 1.35
70 -2.69 3.64 8.94 16.25 15.08 11.25 9.08 7.00 89.50 2.73
65 -3.19 1.61 0.58 3.28 9.31 5.36 4.91 6.08 42.30 1.97
60 -3.89 -2.72 -10.01 -9.39 0.27 -2.28 -0.97 3.11 -22.21 -1.45
55 -4.97 -7.47 -21.M -20.03 -8.67 -8.56 -6.11 -2.44 -8855 -7.59
so -4.97 -10.58 -33.80 -30.19 -16.27 -11.94 -10.13 -9.39 -148.69 -16.01
45 -3.56 -11.38 -42.08 -38.14 -21.69 -12.42 -11.61 -12.56 -180.32 -23.51
40 -2.91 -9.81 -45.50 -40.72 -22.38 -11.83 -- I0.36 -10.42 -177.46 -27.15
35 -2.33 -10.86 -46.56 -36.19 -20.06 -12.00 -10.03 -6.14 -162.06 -28.36
30 -0.72 -13.83 -39.83 -27.17 -17.97 -11.81 -9.44 -3.75 -138.36 -27.05
25 -0.11 -14.92 -28.06 -18.31 -14.61 -11.61 -7.72 -3.39 -110.80 -23.73
20 0.17 -12.36 -15.69 -10.28 -8.53 -10.94 -5.89 -4.25 -79.92 -18.40
15 0.14 -7.86 -6.22 -3.47 -4.89 -9.00 -4.31 -4.94 -52.52 -12.78
10 -0.47 -4.69 -0.83 0.97 -2.22 -5.36 -2.31 -4.94 -29.14 -7.37
5 -2.92 -3.86 -1.69 1.86 -0.81 -2.28 -0.56 -2.11 -14.87 -3.85
0 -2.17 -3.00 -3.58 i.67 0.56 0 0.47 0 -4.41 -1.15

TABLE S. Zonally averaged values of the standing eddy transport of momentum [ta*#* in summer 1958. Units are in ml sec-.

Relative angular
Lat. Pressure level in millibars *Vertical momentum flux
('S) 50 100 200 0 400 500 700 850 integral (10" gm cma secO)

80 2.61 1.02 -2.45 -7.30 -5.87 -6.42 -3.77 - -26.29 -2.08
75 0,80 0.18 -3.39 -5.59 -6.76 -6.22 -4.46 - -28.79 -5.01
70 2.05 0.62 -2.46 -3.06 -5.51 -6.64 -4.14 0.02 -25.84 -7.93
65 4.17 1.00 -0.24 -0.23 -3.13 -6.62 -3.79 -1.01 -- 17.04 -7.93
60 2.09 0.01 0.21 -0.51 -0.43 -6.45 -1.15 0.31 -10.14 -6.59
55 -1.00 0.38 0.35 0.40 1.26 -2.87 -0.18 0.03 -3.01 -2.60
50 -2.47 1.02 1.25 2.76 2.71 0.43 0.16 -0.41 5.65 6.07
45 -1.46 1.75 4.31 6.02 2.80 3.43 0.86 -0.64 18.56 24.17
40 -0.90 1.79 5.05 5.42 1.64 2.93 1.11 -0.35 18.34 28.03
35 -0.87 0.84 1.57 2.27 0.25 1.92 1.12 -0.43 7.94 13.90
30 -0.40 1.17 -1.35 -2.03 -1.13 0,72 1.63 0.06 1.40 2.73
25 0.19 0.94 -4.46 -3.43 -2.56 -0.49 0.46 0.17 -9.09 -17.88
20 -0.17 -0.72 -2.63 -2.80 -2.79 -0.69 -0.39 0.19 -10.17 -23.42
15 -0,82 -1.21 -2.18 -2.59 -2.25 -0.71 -1.15 -0.06 -11.74 -28.56
10 -1.06 -0.73 -3.10 -1.61 -0.55 -0.17 -0.74 -0.46 -9.17 -23.19
5 -0.37 0.44 -6.18 -1.88 0.85 -0.13 -0.12 -1.09 -10.01 -25.91
0 0.30 -1.22 -8.45 -1.93 1.39 0.12 -0.20 -2.39 -15.23 -39.72

See Table I for details.
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60S. Between 65S and WOS equatorward fluxes are ob-
served at all levels except at 50 mb. The maximum rela- 8 W ,)
tive angular momentum fluxes due to these eddies are ni7- '-

found between 30S and 35S at 200 mb. The maximum ,
equatorward flux of relative angular momentum is found I£
at 300 mb at latitude 75S. W_

The full curve of Fig. 3 shows the profile of the 0
vertically integrated total flux of relative angular ,
momentum due to the trans;at eddies in the summer.
The maximum poleward flux (28.4X 10 s gm cm' sec-2) 74 /
is centered at 35S. The maximum equatorward flux - .
(3X10"1 gm cm1 sec-1) is observed at 68S. At the L'"rd M;

equator, there is an influx of 1.2X 1Ou gm cm2 sec-2 Fic. 4. Seasonal variation of relative angular momentum trans-
from the Northern Hemisphere. port (poleward) by the transient eddies. The curves indicate

winter transport minus summer transport. the unit are in 2.6X 10n12. Standing eddies. Table 5 shows the zonally aver- gm cm' sec' mrb-'.
aged values of relative zonal momentum flux due to the
standing eddies in the summer. Poleward fluxes pre-
dominate between the equator and 30S. The maximum at all levels in the tropical regions are very small (less
poleward flux of relative angular momentum due to than 1 i 2 sec-2).
these eddies is observed at the equator at the 200-mb The dashed curve of Fig. 3 shows the profile of the
level, vertically integrated flux of relative angular momentum

The vertically integrated total flux of relative angular due to the mean meridional motion. The curve shows a
momentum due to the standing eddies is shown by the maximum poleward flux (0.9X I022 gm cm2 sec-3) at
dotted curve of Fig. 3. The curve shows that the maxi- 17.5S. The maximum equatorward flux (4X 1025 gm cm 2

mum poleward flux (4X 10' gma cm2 sec-2) is observed sec-') is observed at 32.5S. This latitude corresponds
at the equator. Between the equator and 30S and be- approximately to the latitude where the maximum
tween 55S and 80S the fluxes are poleward, while be- transient eddy poleward flux of relative angular mo-
tween 30S and 55S the fluxes are equatorward. The mentum is observed.
maxximum equatorward flux is less than 3X 1026 gmn
cm' se'-. 5. Seasonal variation of relative angular momentum

3. Mean meridional motion. Table 6 shows the zonally transport
averaged values of the relative zonal momentum flux
due to mean meridional motion. Poleward fluxes pre- Fig. 4 shows the seasonal variation of relative angular
dominate in the regions where direct cells are observed, momentum transport due to the transient eddies. The
Equatorward fluxes are predominant in regions occupied curves were obtained by subtracting the summer trans-
by the indirect cell of the middle latitudes. The fluxes ports at each grid point of the p--p plane from the

TABLa 6. Zonally averaged values of the mean meridional transport of momentum [t2]J[V" in summer 1958. Units are in m' sec-.

Relative angular
Lat. Pressure level in millibars *Vertical momentum flux(0S) 50 100 200 300 400 5o0 700 850 integral (10 gm cms secl)

80 -3.22 -2.57 -0.79 -0.01 -0.04 0.08 -0.11 - -5.17 -0.41
75 -3.96 -2.95 -1.55 -0.30 0.54 0.62 -0,24 - -5.80 -1.01
70 -2.95 -0.94 -- 1.74 -0.08 0.40 -0.03 0.01 -2.10 -5.94 -1.81
65 0.41 4.99 -1.44 1.41 -0.16 -0.96 -0.38 -0.42 1.44 0.67
60 2.16 9.10 2.20 4.17 -0.12 -4.10 -0.16 -0.30 7.59 4.93
55 2.87 10.79 9.42 9.37 1.97 -7.85 2.38 -3.28 16.02 13.71
50 2.23 11.86 16.13 14.54 3.21 -10.35 2.81 -6.84 18.45 19.83
45 0.99 10.40 17.81 15.52 4.80 -8.87 0.28 -6.42 19.41 25.25
40 0.35 11.47 15.88 13.07 3.67 -2.21 -2.79 -5.02 21.99 33.56
35 -0.11 12.89 8.66 13.56 3.11 -2.65 -2.72 -1.91 21.88 38.20
30 -0.74 8.81 5.00 12.53 1.52 -1.28 -2.15 -0.44 18.43 35.94
25 -2.17 4.82 4.52 6.82 0.94 0.25 -0.77 0.24 13.84 29.56
20 -2.65 1.65 -1.14 1.20 -0.43 -0.07 -0.09 0.03 -1.32 -3.03
15 -1.07 0.55 -1.10 -0.33 -0.81 -0.13 -0.13 0.06 -2.92 -7.09
10 0.40 0.18 0 -0.08 -0.20 0 -0.28 0 -0.34 -0.86
5 1.10 -0.07 0.66 -0.09 0 0.29 -0,40 -0.18 0.67 173
0 0.07 -0.10 0.92 -0.01 -0.10 0.42 -0.07 0.21 1.77 4.60

See Tahle I fnr details.
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winter transports. The regions of maximum variability Other regions of notable seasonal variations are found
are observed in the upper troposphere and lower strato- between 45S and 65S.
sphere of the latitude belt 15S to 60S. In both seasons,
as shown by Tables I and 4, the transient eddy relative 6. Hemispheric variation of relative angular
angular momentum fluxes are poleward (except very momentum flux
near latitude 60S). We conclude that in this region of
maximum variability, positive values of Fig. 4 represent The yearly mean values of the momentum flux are
regions where the summer poleward fluxes exceed the still being proces-ed, but it is assumed that the winter
winter poleward fluxes (and vice versa for negative and summer averages of the fluxes will give a representa-

values), tive idea of the yearly flux, It is unfortunate that no

The largest seasonal variations are observed in the published seasonal studies are available for the entire

troposphere and lower stratosphere in the region 450 mb Northern Hemisphere. For this reason our comparison

to 50 mb from latitude 60S to the equator. The maxi- will be based on yearly fluxes, using the 1950 data

mum negative values are observed at 300 mb between presented by Buch (1954) for the Northern Hemisphere.

latitudes 30S and 20S. The maximum positive values of Fig. 5 shows the annual ipoleward flux of relative

about the same magnitude is observed at 200 mb be- angular momentum by the transient eddies in the

tween latitudes 47.5S and 35S. Hence a marked vertical Southern Hemisphere. Large poleward fluxes are ob-

fluctuation (200 mb to 300 mb) of the region of mnaxi- served in a deep layer of the troposphere at the latitudemum flux of relative angular momentum from season belts 20S to 50S. The largest fluxes are observed between

to season is indicated. A latitudinal shift is also observed, the 200- and 300-mb layers in the latitude belt 30. to
The latitude and levels where the maximum fluxes occur 35S. South of 60S the fluxes are everywhere equatorward.Thie.l6tshows the fluxes duertotthemtransieftueddiescin
are higher in the summer than in the winter. A second Fig. 6 shows the fluxes due to the transient eddies in

zone of maximum fluxes of relative angular momentum the Northern Hemisphere. Large poleward fluxes are

is observed in the lower stratosphere in the latitude observed in a shallower and narrower layer than in the

belt 27.5S to 17.5S. Fig. 10 also shows the seasonal Southern Hemisphere. The largest fluxes are observed

variations as a function of pressure and latitude. The
figure shows that the seasonal variation at 30S is more4
pronounced in the vertical shifts of zones of maximum 2004 0

fluxes while at 55S the seasonal variation is more 00

pronounced, with little vertical displacements.
From the solid curves of Figs. 2 and 3, the seasonal .

variations of the vertically integrated total fluxes of •
relative angular momentum due to the transient eddies ,

can be inferred. The peaks of the poleward fluxes during
the winter and summer are at 32S and 35S, respectively. -- .40

There is a difference of 0.4X 1026 gm cm 2 sec-72 in the 0 -

amplitudes. The peaks of the equatorward fluxes in the
same seasons are at 64S and 68S, respectively. The FiG. S. Poleward flux of relative angular momentum due to the
difference in the amplitudes is 3.OX 101 gm cm 2 sec-2 . transient eddies for the year 1958. The curves are obtained by
The summer curve is much broader than the winter taking the winter and summer mean. The units are in 2.6X 10t
curve. The two curves show that the major seasonal gm cmi sec-. mb-.
variations occur between 35S and 70S. The largest
variation of about 10.8X 1021 gm cm 2 sec- 2 is observed
at 47S. A variation of 3.OX 1025 gm cm 2 sec-' is observed 10 0

at the equator. too
The dotted curves of the figures show the vertically 3M.

integrated standing eddy fluxes. Unlike the transient
eddies, there is no well organized distribution of the i
standing eddy flux of relative angular momentum in 1
the winter. The largest variation of 4.7X 10 gm cm2 4

sec-1 is observed at the equator. The seasonal variations
are greatest between the equator and 5S. In other lati- 7o

tudes the variations are less than 2X 1021 gm crn2 sec-2. ow 0

The dashed curves of the figures show the vertically £1 0 W ,0 0

integrated transport of relative angular momentum by FiG. 6. Poleward flux of relrxive angular momentum due to the
the mean meridional motion. The largest seasonal varia- transient eddies for the year 1950. The curves are obtained by

tion (less than 3X 10" gm cm' sec-2) is observed at OS. using Buch's data. The units are in 2.6X 100 gm cm' sec- mb-1.
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.. at the 200-mb level in the latitude belt 20N to 30N. The
r--.maximum flux at this level is about 70 per cent of the
maximum flux in the Southern Hemisphere. PolewardSY "of 60 deg the equatorward fluxes appear to be larger in

If III,' the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern
Hemisphere.

Fig. 7 shows the vertically integrated fluxes due to the
transient eddies in the two hemispheres. The curves
,show that the maximum poleward transient eddy flux
is at 24N (25.4XIMt gin cm sec-2 ) in the Northern
Hemisphere, while in the Southern Hemisphere, this

i ," .• i , b ,o i• flux s 28.5X 10f gm cm2 sec- at 32S. The maximum5

equatiorward flux in the Southern Hemisphere (4.5X 102

Fie.. 7. Vertically integrated mean relative awgular momentum g91 cme sec-') is at 66S, while in the Northern Hemi-
Aux across va•ioultitudes by thetrarkt eddies- The- fPI curve sphere, this flux is 0.5 X I0` gm cm2 sec- - at 6SN. The
is the summer and winter mean for the Southern Hemisphere in
1958, The dashed curve is the result obtained by Buch for the curves show that the largest differences are obsrved
Northern Hemisphere 1950. Units are in I02* gm cmO sec-". between latitudes 30 and 50 deg, and between 60 and

80 deg.
Fig. 8 shows the standing eddy fluxes. (Note the

expanded vertical scale.) The solid curve is for the
Southern Hemisphere and the dashed curve for the

/, 'Northern Hemisphere. The maximum poleward flux in
the Southern Hemisphere is 1.8X 1026 gmn cm2 sec' at

- " , 15S, while in the Northern Hemisphere a poleward
/\flux of 6X 1026 gmncm2 sec-2 is observed at 29N. In the

I ~ ] Southern Hemisphere the standing eddies transport
relative angular momentum equatorward over a broad
region (between 53S and 28S), while in the Northern

1' Hemisphere, there are no regions of significant equator-ii _ward transports.
SS 0 W. Go 51 so * " XE5toMFig. 9 shows the flux of relative angular momentum

t.A~t~t•due to mean meridional motion. The maximum pole-
FiG. 8. Vertically integrated mean relative angular momentum ward flux of ma 8X 10o gm cm secm 2 is at 14S. A smaller

flux across various latitudes by the standing eddies. The full curve

is the summer and winter mean for the Southern Hemisphere in maximum of 0.9X 10 gm cm2 sec-' is at 60S. In the
1958. The dashed curve is the result obtained by Buch for the Northern Hemisphere a maximum poleward flux of
Northern Hemisphere 1950. Units are in 102s gm cm2 sec-2. LOX 10's gm, cm sec-' is suggested at ION, a smaller one

of O.4×X 1o gm cmt sec-2 is at about 60N. The maximum
equatorward flux in the Southern Hemisphere is
4.4X 1025 gm cm2 sec-2 at 29S. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere this maximum is about L.OX0 l01 at 20N. Owing

S.to the uncertainties hi the measurement of the mean
meridional motions, it is safer to assume that the curves

t _ of Fig. 7 which represent the transient eddy fluxes are
I-more representative for their respective hemispheres.

Another distinction between the two hemispheres is
indicated by the curves of Fig. 10. The curves show the
vertical profiles of the transient eddy transport of
momentum on a linear pressure scale showing the sea-
sonal variations. At 30S, the maximum poleward flux
(41 nil sec-2 ) during the winter is at 270 iob. During the

2 .,, summer this maximum decreased by 1 rat sec-' and is
displaced vertically to the 220-mb level. The variation

FIG. 9. Vertically integrated mean relative angular momentum d t
flux across various latitudes by the mean meridional motion, below the 500-mb level remains small. The maximum
The full curve is the summer and winter mean for the Southern variation (12 0n2 sec-') is observed at the 300-mb level.
Hemisphere in 1958. The dashed curve is the result obtained by This result is compared with the profiles presented by
Buch for the Northern Hemisphere 1950. Units are in 10P g arn
cm' sec-1 . Starr and White (1952) for the Northern Hemisphere at
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FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of the eddy transport of momentum on a linear pressure scale showing the
sea•sonal variations. The full curves are for winter and the dashed curves for summer 1958. The curves
for 31 N were taken from Starr and White (1952).

latitude 3 IN. Their summer includes the months of May If one now introduces the approximate relation
to October 1949 and their winter includes the six months
February-April 1949, November-December 1949 and
January 1' 0. Their profiles show that during the winter
there is a maximum flux of 63 m2 sec--2 at 230 mb. The
maximum flux in the surmmer is 43 m2 sec-2 found at one obtains, after integration with respect to pressure,
200 mb. The largest variation is about 23 M2 sec- 2 at and use of the boundary conditions w=0 and IL,=0at
230 mb. Large variations exist down to 700 mb. Since p= 0, the equation
the largest variations in any latitude of the Southern
Hemisphere are found at about 55S, the profile for this [Lur] cose,
latitude is included in Fig. 10. It is observed that the r -- gii I - Cdp P--"],.J-
maximum flux in the winter is 4 m0 sec- 2 at 230 mb. In J Pa al a o ao
the summer this flux is 25 m2 sec-2 at 250 mb. In general, =
the fluxes are larger in the summer than in the winter,
the reverse of what is observed at 31N. The maximum Since we are dealing with mean conditions for a season,
variation at 55S is 21 mn2 sec--2 at 250 mb. Though this where [4] is the zonally aveiaged time mean of u, it
value appears to be the largest zonal momentum varia- follows that [a]/8 at=0, approximately. If we further
tion in the whole hemisphere, when one thinks in terms assume that the zonally averaged correlation between u
of relative angular momentum, the value is actually and w, at the ground (PG) is very small then we can
small. neglect the term [uuiJ., 0 . Near mountain ranges this

assumption may not be valid strictly, but probably no
7. Computation of the mean surface stress from large error is involved. We are thus left with the con-

the relative angular momentum flux vergence equation

The zonal equation of motion can be written in the " f __
form (ag cose9)-•J•] ([s'v']+ [W*i*]+[-•][i]") cosj'dp

ft a~v aWV_ Co7' ai~w-
-+ + --- fr= - +
01 a cosi,0X a cose-P0a ap a cos•SX In the evaluation of the integrand, we shall ueglect the

effect of the mean meridional circulations. It is felt that
If we take zonal averages, we obtain their omission will n3t lead to too serious errors.

The computed mean surface stress in the winter is
o[fi] a[iicos2 C O [ aciwshown in Fig. 11. The solid curve is the stress computed

+ ] + 8 ]f[P] = [•] from the convergence of the relative angular momentum
at a:cos'P6o ap due to both transient and standing eddies. The dashed-
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dot curve is the stress computed from the convergence appears to be numerically too small in the region 45S
due to the transient eddies. The dashed curve is the to 605. From studies conducted by Wilson (1960), using
value obtained by Priestley (195 1) for July using surface all the reported values of the drag coefficient from 47
climatological wind data over the Southern Hemisphere different authorities, it is found that the value of this
oceans, coefficient for light winds (less than 20 mph) is 1.49

The solid curve shows that between 32.SS and 64S, +0.83X10-', while for strong winds (greater than 20
[C] is negative. (Attention must be given here to the mph) the value is 2.37=-0.56 X 10-'. Priestley employed
sign convention implied by the equations written the value 1.30X10-l for his computations throughout
above.) There is a numerical maximum of 1.2 dynes the hemisphere. The present data show that at the
cm-s at about 44S. The belt of the 850-mb level 850-mb level the maximum westerlies (24 mph) can be
westerlies in winter (Obasi, 1963) extends from about groupMl into the category of strong winds. It is probable
24S to 66S. The maximum value of the surface westerlies that Priestley has used a too small value of the drag
is suggested to be at 45S. From considerations of the coefficient in the region between 45S and 60, where
850-mb level westerlies in winter, it appears that the there is most disagreement. His curve agrees quite well
belt of surface westerlies is in good agreement with the in the latitude belts north of 45S except between 10S
frictional stress exerted by the atmosphere on earth. and ISS.
Between the equator and 32.5S, the values of Cf.] are Fig. 12 shows the frictional stress as a function of
positive. A maximum of 0.54 dyne cm-2 is observed at latitude in the summer. The solid curve is for all eddies,
9S. The 850-mb level winds indicate that easterlies exist the dashed-dot curve is for transient eddies. The dashed
in these regions and that the maximum is at 10S. Again curve is the value obtained by Priestley for all Southern
a good agreement is thus obtained. Beyond 64S positive Oceans in January using surface climatological data.
values of [C,] are observed. At the 850-mb level, easter- The solid curve shows that between 32S and 69S
lies are again observed from about 66S to the coast of ['f,] is negative. A numerical maximum of 1.5 dynes
the Antarctic. cm-' is found at about 54S. Obasi (1963) has shown that

The dashed curve from Priestley (1951) is the aver- at 850-mb level, westerlies are observed between 26S and
age of the surface stress over all the oceans in the 64S. The maximum westerlies are found at about 47S.
Southern Hemisphere in July. Aside from the uncer- These distributions are in good agreement with the
tainties in the drag coefficients, his values did not in- computed stress. Between the equator and 32S and
dude the stress over the land surfaces and the torque poleward of 69S the values of C'.] are positive. A
due to pressure differentials over the mountains of the maximum of 0.48 dyne cm-2 is observed at 16S. The
Southern Hemisphere. For these reasons care must be 850-mb level winds indicate that easterlies exist in these
exercised in the comparison of his curve with those regions and that the maximum is at 15S. In the polar
obtained from momentum convergence studies. Making regions surface easterlies are observed poleward of 64S.
allowance for these effects, his mean surface stress Priestley's curve is in good agreement with the solid

and dashed-dot curves equatorward of SOS. Poleward
of this latitude his values appear to be too small.

I Is
0I

'S ,,
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Fic. 1I. The mean zonal stress of the atmosphere on the earth. Fic. 12. The mean zonal stress of the atmosphere on the earth.
The solid and dashed-dotted curves are computed from the con- The solid and dashed-dotted curves are computed from thevergence of the total eddy and transient eddy flux of relative convergence of the total eddy and transient eddy flux of relative
angular momentum, respectively, for the winter 1958. The dashed angular momentum, respectively, for the summer 1958. The
curve is the mean stress estimated directly from the surface winds dashed curve is the mean stress estimated directly from the surface
over all southern oceans in July by Priestley. Units are in 10-I winds over all southern oceans in January by Priestley. Units are
dyne cm-2. in 10-1 dyne cm'.
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8. Summary North of 70S, the zonally averaged mean frictional

The studies reported in this paper have demonstrated stress is everywhere less than 2 dynes cmr. This result

the overwhelming importance of the transport of relative has an important application to the dynamics of the

angular momentum by the transient eddies in both Antarctic Circumpolar Current, In their model of this

seasons of the Southern Hemisphere. The results show current, Munk and Palminn (1951) used a mean zonally

that they transport enough relative angular momentum averaged frictional stress of 2 dynes Terr between

from the belt of surface easterlies to the belt of surface latitudes 55S and 65S (Drake Passage). The present

westerlies to balance the drain of atmospheric angular study indicates that a mean of 1 dyne cm-2 is more

momentum in the latter belt. In the winter the maxi- appropriate. It is probable that this lower value of

mum transient-eddy poleward transport of relative frictional stress will affect their conclusions with resectto the insufficiency of the lateral frictional stress in
angular momentum is observed at 32S. while the maxi- the balancing of the wind stress.

mum equatorward transport is observed at 64S. In the The zonally averaged mean stress distribution is

summer these maxima are observed, respectively, at 35S eTed 5o aeraged mean s srio
and 68S. In both seasons the maximum poleward trams- exected to be of value in studyng dte mean baric
port is observed to be less than 30 X gminm sec-:. slopes and other oceanographic parameters for all the

The fluxes of relative angular momentum due to the southernoeans. Since this hemisphere is mainly
oceanic, it is of interest to examine more closely themean meridional motions are observed to be opposite to mechanisms for the upward transport of momentum

those of the transient eddies in the belt of maximum m the upward to of mo mentum
poleward flux (30S-35S). The maximum flux due to the from the tropical oceans to the atmosphere and the
mean meridional motions in both seasons is less than corresponding downward transport in the midlatitude

6Xl102 gmi cm sec- oceans through which the atmospheric momentum may
The standing eddy transport of relative angular be, at least in part, passed to the solid earth.

momentum is insignificant in winter in all latitude belts, To appreciate more fully the importance of the tran-
but sient eddies in the maintenance of the normally observedthe stratosphere. circulation of the Southern Hemisphere, the following

In the summer the standing eddies play the important additional computations were made. The integrated
Inth smerth sadig dde payth mprtn summer and winter mean relative angular momentum

role in the interhemispheric exchanges of relative angu- of the atmosphere over the polar cap of the Southern

lar momentum. However their transports are opposite hem osphere o ver the 3oS ca of t Southern
to those of the transient eddies poleward of 30S. The Hemisphere south of latitude 35S is 6.36 x 10gm gocm2

maxium lux f rlatie agula moentu bythe sec-'. The flux of relative angular momentum throughmaximum flux of relative angular momentum by the the latitudinal wall of 35S is about 2.9XI0-2 gm cm,
standing eddies is observed in the summer at the equator sec-2 It follows that if no relative angular momentum

a ise owere transported across this wall by the transient eddies,
There are insignificant seasonal variations, of the and if the values of the frictional and mountain torques

integrated relative angular momentum flux equator- were to remain constant in spite of decreasing zonal
ward of 50S. However, there is evidence for a marked momentum, then the atmosphere over the polar cap
vertical displacement of the zones of maximum trans- south of latitude 35S will lose all its relative angular
ports from 300 mb in winter to 200 mb in summer. The mumentum in about 25 days.
Northern Hemisphere study of Starr and White (1952) Acknowkdgment. The author is grateful to Professor
shows a marked seasonal variation in the momentum V. P. Starr and I)r. A. Barnes for advice. Acknowledg-
flux across 31N but there is, on the other hand, less met is made to Miss R. Birtwell and Mrs. B. Goodwin
vertical fluctuation of the maximum from season to for writing and running computer programs. Thanks
seasgon. are also due to Miss Isabel Kole for the drafting of theThe vertically integrated summer and winter means figures.
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On the Vertical Transport of Angular

Momentum in the Atmosphere

By PETu-R A. GILUMAN)

Summary - The possible modes of vertical transport of angular momentum in the atmo-
sphere are considered. Momentum balance calculaticos for both hemispheres show the possi-
bility of countergradient transport by vertical eddies in the region of the mid-latitude jet. As
a consequence, it is pointed out that the transport of momentum downward from the region
of maximum westerlies would have to be accomplished by the mean meridional motions, through
the action of 'Coriolis torques'. The same mechanism may account for a large part of the up-
ward transpor, in the tropics. The very approximate nature of the calculations must, however,
be borne clearly in mind.

1. Irlroduclion

It is a generally accepted fact that the momentum of the westerlies is
maintained against ground friction by the large scale horizontal eddy transports
from the latitudes of surface easterlics (cf. STARR [412)). However, how this momen-
tum is transported verticaLly from the surface in low and very high latitudes, and
from the level of maximum westerlies to the ground in middle latitudes is not quan-
titatively understood. There can be but two agents: one, the mean meridional
circulations; the other, the vertical eddies. Molecular friction, above the earth-air
interface, is of negligible importance.

The vertical eddies include motions of widely varying time and space scales,
from a few seconds to several days, and from a few centimeters to a few thousand
kilometers. There is no reason to assume that all these turbulent motions behave in
the same way as regards momentum transport. Those small enough and of short
enough duration presumably act to transport momentum down the momentum
gradient (the inertial sub range). The large scale vertical eddies, that is, rising and
sinking motions associated with wave cyclones and anticyclones, and even larger
scale waves, may very well transport momentum up the gradient. As an example,
upward motions to the east of troughs in the 500 mb map are located on the aver-
age in the presence of stronger westerlies then are the accompanying sinking motions

1) Department of Meteorology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.,
U.SA.

1) Numbers in brackets refer to References, page 166.

11 PAGEOPH 67 (1564/l)
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west of the trough, and therefore would in the mean transport momentum upward
toward the level of maximum westerlies. It is not clear, then, what the net effect of
all scales of vertical eddies would be.

The mean meridional motion cart transport relative momentum vertically in
two ways. First, through direct correlation of the vertical component with the mean
zonal wind; and second, through the action of Coriolis iorces on the horizontal
meridional motion. In the latter case, the vertical transport is obtained by the
addition, due to the Coriolis forces, of westerly angular momentum at one level, and
easterly angular momentum at another, as continuity requires a return flow. In
non-rotating coordinates, the mechanisms above represent in sum the vertical
advection of absolute angular momentum.

"If all but one of the elements in the momentum balance are known, the reniamn,
ing one may be inferred for balance to be maintained. In practice, only the horizontal
eddy transports and the mean zonal wind itself can be measured with reasonable
accuracy. The horizontal meridional motions are known only to within a factor of
2 or 3 from direct measurements. The mean vertical motions can not, of course, be
measured at all directly, and if they are inferred via continuity from the horizontal
motions, they inherit their uncertainty. Recently, an attempt has been made by
STARR and DICKINSON [5] to evaluate the vertical eddy transport for two periods
of one month, using 'adiabatic' vertical motions (cf. JENSEN [2]). The results were
inconclusive, however, and the monthly averages were probably too short for
significance.

Despite all of these difficulties, it may be possible to get some indication of the
direction in which the vertical eddies as a whole are transporting momentum, by
using the best obtainable estimates for the other quantities. In this regard, calcu-
lations were made for both the northern and southern hemispheres, using data of
Buce 111 for the former, and recent data of OBAasI [3] for the latter. Some of
OBASI'S values were corrected by him and it is these that are used here. It seemed
appropriate to calculate the vertical transports due to all scales of eddies in terms
of an empirical eddy viscosity. Then positive values of the viscosity could indicate
a transport in the direction of the gradient, while negative values would indicate
countergradient transport.

2. Malhematical formuation and resltis

We may somewhat crudely represent the mean wind stress on a horizontal sur-
face in the zonal direction by the expression

[v ge,-np •(1)

where L is density, g gravity, v the kinematic eddy viscosity, u the zonal wind,
p the pressure and r the wind stress. The bar. (-), indicates a time average, and the
brackets. T( )], a zonal average. Now the frictional stress in the pressure coordinate
system is related to the friction force per unit mass, (X-, by the expression

Ix 6P(2)
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which, using (1), becomes

1x] - + 2 Ve g20]"

Here v has been assumed not a function of pressure. Now

!p -•- 1 (j -)L

where R is the gas constant for air, T is the temperature, and h is the vertical space
coordinate. Letting

B I+ d)3•

rxj = tg"( t ýt t I + - pj - - ,/ . (4)

If we take bTbh- 6.5' K km-' in the troposphere (taken here to be below
200 mb) and 6'/16h -- 0 in the stratosphere, B then has the values 0.83 and 1.0,
respectively-

Now the time and zonally averaged steady state zonal equation of motion may
be written as

Z-1 - 1-0 --G"+[ =0, (5)

where Z is the absolute vorticity

(Z (a coso)-t a 1U] cos#)

v the meridional wind, &o w-ý dp/dt, and GH the horizontal eddy convergence of nio-
mentum. That is

G, - (a cos*)-' • (u j'] + fU* 7.,*])cos24.

where a is the radius of the earth, ý> the latitude, and where a prime, ('). indicates
a deviation from a time average and a star, (*), a deviation from a zonal average.
Then, writing (4) as v= -- R- and solving (4) for v, we obtain, finally,

Z[.. - [-w] (6)

The numerical values obtained from (6) were not considered to be significant due
to the errors mentioned earlier, so that only the signs are presented Figures I and 2.
Figure 1 gives results for the southern hemisphere, using data of O0ASI i 31. Figure 2
is for the northern hemisphere, using data of 1-ucn [11. In both cases, !w' was found
from the directly measured [V-] via continuity.
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Mbe striking feature of Figure I and 2" is that each contains large areas of all
negative eddy viscosity. Furthermore, the mid-latitude jet stream is in all cases
well within thie negative regions, indicating that near the jet the net effect of verti-
cal eddies of all scales is to transport momentum into the jet. The signs are generally
positive at lower levels (particularly 775 mb), seca most clearly for the southern
hemisphere summer, and the northern hemisphere year.

Now the miost reliable signs obtained from (5) comne when both numerator and
denominator have their largest values. This occurs primarily in, the regions of the
negative values. It Is possible that with better data, there will be fewer negative
signi, but there is no reason to expect that all the signs will become positive. There-
fore. to the degree that these crude calculations may' be trusted, the usual assump-
tion in numerical models of a Positive eddy viscosity, if it is used to represent

Winier
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Figure I
Signs of the vertical eddy viscosity for the southern hemisphere, winter and s~immer seasons,
obtained from data of QOASI [3]. X denotes the approximate position at the mid-latitude jet

stream
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Figure 2
Signs of the vertical eddy viscosity for the northern hemisphere year 1950, from data of

Bucil [1]. X denotes the approximate position of the mid-latitude jet stream

eddies including scales large enough to give some counter gradient transport
contributions, may be open to question.

Finally, since the net effects of all the possible mechanisms for vertical transport
of momentum must be to carry momentum downward from the level of maximum
westerlies to the ground, this transport must be effected in the regions of negative
eddy viscosity in some manner by the mean meridional circulation. In the region
between the equatorial direct cell and the mid-latitude indirect cell, the vertical
component of the circulation, [si], through the term [w--] a[U][bp, will give transport
in the correct sense (see e.g. (5)). This term is, however, generally smaller than the
term Z[i,], which, in the region of the indirect mid-latitude cell, represents effec-
tively the extraction at high levels, and the injection at low levels, of easterly
angular momentum due to the 'Coriolis torques'. Since the surface stress changes
sign in the vicinity of 30 N or S, which is also the approximate dividing line between
the equatorial Hadley cell and the mid-latitude Ferrel cell, this Coriolis torque
mechanism may be the major one effecting the downward transport. Below a cer-
tain level, the vertical eddies would also work in the same direction, and probably
would predominate in the surface layer. In the tropics, this same Coriolis torque
mechanism may also effect a large part of the upward transport of angular momen-
tum, though its role is less clear from the results presented.

3. Concluding Remarks

It should be stressed again that the above calculations are to be considered very
approximate in nature. What are needed are time average values of the mean
motion and the eddies for, say, 5 years, rather than one year or season. Such an
extensive study is underway at M.I.T. in conjunction with the Travelers Research
Center. When the statistics are compiled, the relative roles in the vertical transport
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of momentum of the mean meridional circulation and the vertical eddies may be-
come much dearer.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATIONS

SOME ASPECTrS OF THE DYNAMICS OF CYCLONES

VICTOR P. STARR'
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Cembrdge, Mass.

ABSTRACT

Th angular momentum equation for a cyclonic disturbance is examined. It is found that the increase
of this momentum in a given region during the onset of am extratropical cyclone is due mainly to a flux of
such momentum into the region from the environment. A synoptic example is included.

V
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most primitive attributes of a cyclonic disturbance in the atmosphere is the fact that dir

particles involved in it possess angular momentum relative to the earth about a vertical axis located in the

vicinity of (but not necessarily exactly at) the center. At a given instant, one may consider the volume

integral of this angular momentum within a circular cylinder whose axis is thus specified, extending from the

earth's surface to some appropriately high elevation above which only a negligible fraction of mass is present.

Although serious questions may arise in the case of shallow and weak cyclones, there can be no doubt that

stronger systems are sufficiently intense to impart a n-san rotation to the entire atmosphere, and hence
this integral would, in a sense, constitute a measure of the disturbance, if the radius of the cylinder is chosen

properly. Having selected the region, we may consider its walls to he fixed in space relative to the earth

during the prior onset and subsequent disappearance of the cyclone, assuming that the latter is a transient

phenomenon. A fundamental problem of meteorology may be formulated by asking how the rise and fall

in the total relative angular momentum within this region of space ie to he accounted for.

Although a truly complete solution is far beyond our present state of knowledge, there are several

specific questions of a less comprehensive nature to which theory and modern observational material might

yield some answers:

(a) Is the relative angular momentum which appears during the onset generated within the region or

is it communicated to the region by a flux across the boundary from the environment?

(b) Is the later disappearance likewise due to a net destruction within the region or is it due to a net

outward flux aeross the boundary?

(C) Is it feasible to measure the flux across the boundary or the generation, whatever the algebraic

signs of these effects may be?

In short, the questions posed above are whether the relative angular momentum, as it has been defined,

obeys a source-free equation of continuity' and whether it is possible to demonstrate the fulfillment of this

equation in the atmosphere by actual measurement. Notwithstanding the fact that these considerations

alone are not sufficient for a complete solution, it is difficult for the present writer to see how basic under.

standing may be achieved and recognized as such unless this subject receives close scrutiny.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to arrive as simply as possible at the crux of the matter it suffices to consider the surface of

the earth to be a plane and to use a cylindrical polar coordinate system (r, 0, z) in which r is outward radial

distance, 0 is azimuth counted positive counterclockwise from East and x is elevation. With sufficient

accuracy the equation of motion for the tangential direction may be written in the form,

pA (rt.) - prc,s --- ,

where Cr and C, are the tangential and radial (inward) components of wind velocity, P is density, p pressure,

A the Coriolis parameter and t time. The continuity equation for mass,
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at + V-P,•= 0, (2)

where c is the (three-dimensional) vector wind, ma% be used to rewrite Eq. (1) in the form

(prcr) - V prcr + Arc, - (3)at a0

A volume integral ma% now be taken over the cylindrical region assumed. and written

dfprcr- f Prcr dso + RfPere, ds + p)rc, dv. (4)

Ilere v is the volume of the cylinder whose radius is R, so is the area of the (plane) bottom, w is the vertical
upward component of vefowitv and s is the area of the lateral wall.

By definition, the left -hand member of Eq. (4) istle time rate of change of the total relative angular

Mrementtum within the cy linder. The first two integrals on the right measure the flux of such momentum

across the horizontal bottom and the vertical wall, respectively. The last integral may be looked upon as
a source term, since it cannot be reduced to a transport across the walls. In a sense Eq. (4) is an equation
of continuity for the type of angular momentum here considered. It is apparent that it is not source free,
since a contribution may be obtained from the last term in addition to that from the transfer terms.

If it is supposed that the plane bottom so is located a few feet from the earth's surface, the flux across
it may be identified with the effect of the surface wind stress. During the onset of cyclonic conditions it
would not, of course, be possible to ascribe the increase in angular momentum within the cylinder to this

effect, since it represents a drain.

On the assumption that the Coriolis parameter X is uniform in space, the last term may be rewritten

as follows:

fSprc, d- ff)f (5)

Since g -- ap!iaz on hydrostatic principles, it follows from Eq. (2) that, for all values of r,

ffc rr dzdo=I r !ff* &d (6)

where g is the (spatially uniform) acceleration of gravity and po is surface pressure. Upon substitution,

Eq. (5) now gives a multiple integral of the form

x fU r r ' po d9 dr . (7)

r, being a running variable. In view of the fact that during the onset of a cyclone the surface pressure
normally decreases, an expression of the form of Eq. (7) would be negative. Therefore, the effect repre-

sented by it cannot be used for explaining an increase of total angular momentum within the cylinder.

On the other hand, one may suppose that the Coriolis parameter is not spatially uniform, but instead
increases linearly with latitude so that X = X, + 1y. X0 being the value at the center and y being northward
distance, i.e.. r sin 9. The effect of the variable part of X. namely, t1y. maa be examined as follows. Again
from the last term of Eq. (4),
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Fig. I. ImuAwric contour map for 500 =&%b fr 1 January 1949 at 1600 GMT showing the cylinder used Tbe eoutointervta1
is 200 ft. The map projection is Lambert contnarma conkc with standard parallel at 30' and 60* N.

#5fpy7C. dv = if rfain 9 f c~r dz de] dr. (8)

The quantityi set off b'v brackets in Eq. (8) is the radial mawe inflow across an elementary sector at a given

radius. Ina order to achieve a finite positive value for the entire integral, this inflow should be positively
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correlated with ine . Normally, however. during the onset of cylonic couditions (in the northern hemi-
sphere) southerly winds prevail in the cyliner, implying ar inlow from the south over the locations where
sin * < 0 and an outfow where sin 0 > 0. It is thus suggested that. even though the Coriolis parameter
is taken as variable, the source term of Eq. (4) is not suitable in order to account for an increae in the total

relative angular momentwu under the assuamed circumstances. This leaves the second term on the right

of Eq. (4) a the only remainikg possibility.

"1Ue second term on the right of Eq. (4) has the nature of a Reynolds stress effect, since the net Bow
of mass across the lateral wall is not large. It is similar to the eddy stress term -,hich appears in the equa-

tion for the hemispheric balance of angular momentum discused by various authors. (See Starr and White

(1951) and the references given there.) It may he resolved into several physically distinct components as

in the case of the general circulation problem just cited, although some simplification of the scheme seems

to be desirable. Thus, an averaging prooess with respect to the circumference of the cylinder may he intro-

dnaced and denoted by square brackets so that

S- Lac' + (P4,.)', (9)

where the prime denotes a departure from the corresponding average. An equation similar to Eq. (9) may

be written for er. The lateral streus term may then he subdivided into two parts, namely,

,R'if [r] []J dx + PW 'J7 . (',(pcY)' 4 (10)

In view of the fact that tac ] measures the mass convergence, the first part measures the effect of this
factor. The second part is dependent upon the correlation between cr and ps, along the eircumference of

the cylinder at individual levels in the atmosphere. Positive values of this quantity are therdore associated

with certain characteristic horisona streamline patterns which lead to the necessary correlation. One

such pattern of fow is illumstrated in Fig. 1.

3. OBSERVATIONAL EXAMPLE

Any adequate test of Eq. (4) involving the use of neteorelogical data is a rather formidable under-

taking, and in certain respects a serous question exists as to whether sufficiently extensive and accurate

direct wind measurments are available for this purpose. One may nevertheless expect that some very
genera evidence of the validity of the conclusions drawn from the equation should not be completely absent.

Accordingly, an example has been calculated, although its shortcomings are all too evident.

The issue involves to a large extent a means of measuring the second term on the right of Eq. (4). as

already stated. Similar tasks in the case of the angular momentum balance of the general circulation have

been treated, not without success, through the use of geoetrophic winds notably by Widger (1949) and by

Mints (1951). Encouraged by these efforts. as an experiment the writer has used similar methods for the

purpose at hand, mindful, however, that appreciable differences may exist between the two cases.

In the first place, it is to be noted that the use of geostrophic winds reduces the last tem in Eq. (4)

to sero, directly as it stands. Apparently there is then no simple way to measure its effect from such winds.
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As far as the second term on the right is concerned, it may be seen from Eq. (8) that only its second part
can probably be determined, since the first part involves Locij which measures convergence - a quantity
not suited for evaluation geostrophically.

A synoptic situation was selected which was characterized by the subsequent formation of an extremely
intense cyclone, namely, that of 18 January 1949 over the central United States. A cylinder 6.5* latitude
in radius centered at 37.5* N, 95* W was used. The wind components C- and C, were determined at 16
points along the circumference, taking the latitude variations into account in the geostrophic formula.
This wap done at the 850o-mb, 700-mb, 500-mb, 300-mb, and 100-mb levels for which analyzed synoptic
charts drawn previously for other purposes by my colleague R. Reed were available. From these compo-

nents. the second term in Eq. (4) was computed for the range from 850 to 100 mb. The value obtained
was about 6 X 10" gm cm swe-, in the cyclonic sense. The maximum effect per unit isobaric layer was
obtained from the 300-mrb level, with much smaller contributions from the levels above and below. The
value of [lccj at 500-mb approximated the vertical average with respect to pressure quite well. A portion
of the synoptie chart for 500 ib is shown in Fig. 1. At the time therm was a somewhat weak but rapidly
developing closed circulation at the ground, centered more or less below the cylinder.

In order to secure an easily grasped appraisal of the efficacy of the torque measured, one might ask
how intense a solid rotation could it produce in one hour if acting alone on the cylinder considered. The
answer may he stated in terms of the change in linear peripheral velocity of the solid rotation, namely,
about 5 m se- 1 .

4. DISCUSSION

A number of points concerning the material presented are worthy of note. Among these are the
following:

(a) The basic physical principle involved in Eq. (4) is a mechanical one depending upon the inertial
properties of matter and the conservation of mass. As such, the integral requirement stated by it should
be fulfilled, regardless of such factors as the presence or absence of nonadiabatic processes or of internal
vertical motions, etc. This does not mean that factors such as these do not influence air motions. Rather,
we have deliberately selected an equation in which they do not appear exlicidy, and in doing so w,' have
gained certain obvious advantages and lost others.

(b) In order to gai- an appreciation of magnitudes in actual cases, it is necessary to secure relative
orders of magnitude of the terms of Eqs. (7) and (8) as compared with the second term on the right of

Eq. (4). Plausible estimates of them for the case studied suggest that they are at least one order of
magnitude smaller.

(c) Likewise plausible estimates suggest that, for the situation studied, the surface frictional torque
on the cylinder was probably between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than the eddy torque obtained.

(d) On the supposition that the estimates made are roughly correct, it is to be inferred that at the time
the observations were made the eddy torque was acting virtually unopposed. It is difficult to imagine
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that this situation could endure for any appreciable length of time. because the resulting circulations would

soon become too intense to be reasonable. A check at 500 mb 12 hours later showed that the eddy torque
for the tame cylinder had decreased to a negligible value. Meanwhile, the cyclone at the ground underwent
a development of almost cxplosive violence, and its center moved rapidly northward to a position a little

beyond the circumference of the cylinder. The extremely rapid changes in the flow pattern aloft as well as
the surface, although interesting in themselves, detract somewhat from the utility of the situation as a model
case, since the tendency of the angular momentum cannot be extrapolated for a 12-hour period. Apparently
there was a positive change in this quantity for the fixed cylinder, but only a relatively moderate one.

(e) Equation (4) does not in itself distinguish between the effect of mere translation of existing systems
and the effect of true development. Also, it should, with proper interpretations, be equally applicable to
anticyclovic systems as well as to tropical cyclones, but these uses may involve additional difficulties for

various reasons.

(f) Going beyond the specific information contained in Eq. (4). it is natural to speculate further con-
cerning the physical processes that transpire during the actual development of an extratropical cyclone.
Such speculation must perforce be rather vague and general, but by such means some grains of truth may
be captured which through further insight can later be rendered more precise and specific. It may be ob-
served that the particular equation dealt with for the cylinder does not stipulate anything concerning the
vertical redistribution of angular momentum, once it has appeared in this space. If it is assumed that the

increase is indeed mainly due to the horizontal eddy processes which are most intense at upper levels and
quite negligible near the surface (as was the case in the example), then a question arises as to the manner
in which a strong closed circulation develops near the surface.

On synoptic grounds, it would be difficult to escape from the concept that intense cyclonic circulations
at low levels are associated with low-level convergence which implies upper-level divergence. This is essen-
tially a classical view. On the basis of the present arguments, however, the primary action is the tendency
of the eddy torques to establish cyclonic circulations aloft. Such a tendency cannot be immediately succes-
ful because, to put the matter crudely, the new mid-air cyclone would tend to fill up from below (and perhaps
from above also). In other words, the palpable result of the tendency of the eddy torques to establish an
upper circulation would be upward vertical motion from below. Since the latter must be arrested at the
surface, the vertical stretching involved would then lead to low-level convergence and development of a
surface cyclone. Hydrodynamic models could perhaps be calculated to illustrate a portion of this chain
of events.

Two points concerning the picture envisaged above remain to be considered. First, the requisite
convergence of angular momentum aloft due to eddy processes implies a positive correlation between cr
and pc,, i.e., certain favorable kinematic properties of the flow pattern aloft are required. It is probable
that this initial condition necessitates the existence of suitable kinds of trough and ridge formations aloft
at the very outset. Second, these favorable formations are perhaps the consequence of the solenoidal

modifications of the upper flow throughout a large portion of the troposphere.

(g) No prognostic uses of the material discussed are contemplated here. It is felt that the mere explo-
ration of what does happen in cyclonic areas from the present viewpoint is a sufficiently difficult task for

the immediate future.
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5. CRITICAL REMARKS

A numbe: of qhortcomings and approzima •as ex"t in the mazteial as outlined, which, aidlough not

ciucial, deserve specific mention. The more important of these are the following.

(a) Strictly speaking, the earth's surface should not be approxiated by a plane. A better approxima-
tion is, of course, a spherical surface, in which case it is more appropriate to deal with a conical region in the

place of the cylinder.

(b) The equation of motion could be writtre more exactly, especially so as to include molecular viscosity,

or a separation of the scaics ol eddies could be introduced so as to provide a small-scale eddy -viscosity effect.

(c) It has been tacitly assumed that the ground surface is free of orographic irregularities. Actually if

a mountainous terrain is present the bo2tom of the cylinder nted not be level, so that the pressure term in

Eq. (3) does not drop ont upon taking the volume integral. In that case a mountain-pressure torque term
appears in Eq. (4). Such a mountain torque term is probably of much significance in the study of lee pres-

sure troughs and the like, as was suggested by the writer s colleague, E. N. Lorenz.

(d) Some readers may regard the consideration of angular momentum about a fixed vertical as being

somewhat awkward for analytical purposes, and would prefer vorticity concepts. Such an alternative
approach is indeed possible, although certain interpretations involved arc then altered. In terms of Carte-

sian coordinates x,y and z, in which the corresponding eastward, northward and upward velocity components

Pre u, v and w, respectively, one would then deal with the vorticity about the vertical of the momentum,

as has been used by Lorenz (1950) and by Kuo (1951). F~rom the two equations of motion for the horizontal
under the same assumptions as before, with the aid of the (general) mass continuity equation, it is simple

to derive the following equation in which the pressure is again eliminated

((Pv) -- (pu),), = (WU- - Tro.. - ("Vi).. + (W")V- (x0V + POVOWO) - (XP - POUOWO)V. (11)

Here the subscripts x. y and t denote partial differentiation and the bars indicate vertical integrals with
respect to z throughout the atmosphere. Subscript zeros signify surface values. The equation gives the

rate of change of the vertically integrated momentum vo-ticitv for a column in terms of the several terms
on the right-hand side. Like Eq. (4) it expresses a purely mechanical principle and is independent of various

thermodynamic and other factors.

The reader will no doubt observe that, if a closed system of equations capable of solution in the mathe-

matical sense is desired, additional equations must be used with Eq. (11). Thus, although by use of this

single equation it is theoretically possible to obtain an instantaneous tendency of the integrated vorticity

by evaluating the right-hand side from observations, additional information would be needed in order to

iterate the process for successive time steps. In substance at least, such an iterative procedure has been

devised by the writer's colleague, P. D. Thompson (1952). The advantage of his treatment is that the
problem is reduced to a two-dimensional one in space, without sacrifice of solenoidal effects or of the effects

of vertical motion.

(e) Not much has been said relative to the disappearance of cyclonic angular momentum from a given
regiin after the passage of a disturbance. Qualitatively, the eddy effect seems then to operate in the

reverse sense. Due to the fact that at this stage surface friction may he substantial, the decay need not be
brought about entirely by the other terms.
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(f) A little mre should be said oncerning the first term in Eq. (10) which is not given by geostrophic
winds. Actually a positive contribution of a given level to this integral consists of a transfer of mass abvady
posaeuus a mean relative circulation into the cylinder by convergence. Moreover, Sine ther exists a
siu not nia" outflow rather than inIw, different levels tend to produce opposing effects. On the woke,
it is not likely that the net contribution is of much importance.
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DISPLACEMENT AND INTENSIFICATION ASSOCIATED WITH
VARIATIONS OF LOCAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM

EDWARD N. LORENZ*

Mosodu~est Insdiae Of Tecdo/ody
Cambrid~eý Mfass.

ABSTRACT

The rate of change of the total angular momentum within a cylinder about an arbitrary vertical axis

results largely from the horisontal transport of angular momentum across the vertical boundary of the
cylinder. This transport may be resolved into the transport due to the mean wind. i.e., the wind averaged
vertically with respect to pressure. and the departure of the total transport from the transport due to the

mean wind. The case is presented for regarding such a resolution as a resolution into displacement

and intensication.

"T7U rasereb reported in this paper was sponsored by the Gephyseie Research Directormt AF Cambridge Research Center.
under Gmaut No. AF 19(122).15&
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Even a casual inspection of a typical sequence of weather maps reveals the presence of certain outstand-

ing features of the weather pattern, such as cyclones and anticyclones, whose identities are usually preserved
from one map to the next. A closer stu.ly shows that even though certain features of one map may at times
appear virtually unaltered on the foliowing map, aside from a change in geographical location, at other times
these features may undergo marked variations in intensity. It is not surprising, therefore, that variations
of the state of the atmosphere have often been regarded as consisting partly of displacement of the prominent
features, and partly of intensification of these features.

In order to study quantitatively the variations of the state of the atmosphere, and their resolutions into
displacement and intensification, one must first choose some quantity or some set of quantities as a measure
of the existing state of the atmosphere. The way in which rarticular variations will be resolved will depend
upon what quantity is chosen. By far the moat commonly used quantity would seem to be pressure, in

view of the almost universal use of sea-level pressure maps in synoptic forecasting. In numexous studies,
however, vorticity rather than pressure has been used as the basic quantity.

Recently, Starr (1953) (see pp. 9-25) has used the relative angular momentum about an arbitrary
vertical axis, integrated throughout a circular cylinder about this axis, as a measure of the state of the
atmosphere in the region of the cylinder. Such angular momentum may be called local angular momentum,
to distinguish it from the more widely studied angular momentum about the earth's axis. It is the purpose
of this paper to examine a method of resolving the theoretical rate of change of local angular momentum into
displacement and intensification, and to compare this resolution with the resolutions which occur when more
familiar quantities are used as measures of the state of the atmosphere.

A natural choice for a basic quantity is pressure, since many meteorologists are accustomed to think in
terms of pressure, identifying particular weather phenomena with the pressure patterns which accompany
them. Particularly at sea lek.el, pressure can be measured with a high degree of accuracy. It is therefore

possible to resolve observed pressure changes into displacement and intensification, using some method such
as the one used by Austin and Shapiro (1951), where the pressure change which would have occurred at a
point, if a nearby pressure system had moved without changing its shape, is assumed to consist of displace-
ment, and the remainder of the actual pressure change is assumed to consist of intensification. An alternative
method of resolution, suggested by Austin (19S2), is based upon the behavior of isallobaric centers rather

than isobaric centers. It is evident that these methods do not yield identical resolutions, since changes in
the form of isobaric centers do not imply similar changes in the form of isallobaric centers.

Pressure possesses the disadvantage, however, that the value of the theoretical expression for its rate of
change cannot readily he computed from observational data. To resolve the theoretical rate of change into a
computable displacement and a computable intensification is clearly out of the question.

Recently vorticity has been widely used as a measure of the state of the atmosphere. The mean

vorticity, i.e., the vorticity of the mean wind, i.e., of the wind vector averaged vertically with respect to

pressure, is especially suitable. As a first approximation, its theoretical rate of change is given by the mean

horizontal advection of vorticity, i.e., by the advection computed at individual levels and then averaged

vertically. The mean vorticity and the mean advection of vorticity may both be determined fairly accurately

from observational data, if the geostrophic approximation is used for purposes of computing. A knowledge of

these quantities appears to give considerable information concerning the accompanying weather phenmena.

Thus it is that the mean vorticity has served as a basic quantity in many of the recent methods of numerical

weather prediction (see Charney (1949) and Thompson (1952)).
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Since the mean advection of vorticity is a quadratic function of the wind field, it is not determined by

the mean wind. As an approximation, however, one may replace the mean advection of vorticity by the
advection of the mean vorticity by the mean wind. This procedure yields a simplified form of the barotropic
vorticity equaticn. This equatikm has the wl-known property that it cawwt lead to the appearance of new

values of mean vortieity, hut can merely redistribute the existing values, and so, frmm the point of view of
vortieity, cannot lead to in tion (aee Charney, Fj~rtoft and Yon Neumann (1950)). There is

available, therefore, & natural method of resolving the theoretical rate of change of vorticity into displacement

and intensification: the advection of mean vorticity by the mean wind represents displacement, and the

excess of the mean advection of vorticity over this quantity represents intensification.

Although this method of resolution may seem to he the most natural, other methods are possible. A

egenerl form of the barotvpi vorticity equation occurs when the wind e is a to vary with

elevation, while the wind direction remains fixed. This equation again leads to an advection of mean
-orticity, but by a wind somewhat stronger than the mean wind (Charney (1949)), and therefore cannot lead

Sto intensifiction in the seame of introducing new values of mean vorticity. It might. therefore, he more

logical to let the intensification be represented by the departure of the mean advection of vorticity from the
a edvecti of vorticity by a wind which equals the mean wind, multiplied by a suitable function of elevation.

It should be noted that the alternative methods of resolution just described differ not only from each

other, but also from the methods which arise when pressure rather than vorticity is used as the basic quantity.

It can hardly be expected that advection of vorticity will preserve the strengths of maxima and minima in
the pressure field. Numerous other methods of resolution could presumably be justified also. There is

probably no one "beat" method; at most. there may he best methods of resolution for particular problems.

In the previously mentioned paper, Starr (1953) showed that at the onset of an extratropical cyclone,

the increase of local angular momentum within a cylinder must result from the horizontal flow of already.

existing local angular momentum acros the vertical boundary of the cylinder. In the present paper, this

flow will be taken as a first approximation to the change of total local angular momentum. Both the local

angular momentum and the flow of local angular momentum can be determined fairly accurately from

observational data if the geostrophic approximation is used for purposes of computing.

Like the mean vorticity, the total local angular momentum is determined by the mean wind. Like the

mean advection of vorticity. the total transport of local angular momentum is a quadratic function of the

wind field, and so is not determined by the mean wind. It may, however, be resolved into the transport

due to the mean wind, and the departure of the total transport from the transport due to the mean wind. In

this paper the case will be presented for regarding such a resolution as a resolution into displacement and

intensification.

In the following paragraphs, it will he assumed that the portion of the earth's surface under consideration

may be approximated by a plane. In this plane, polar coordinates (r, $) may be introduced. Ifvariations

of the surface pressure p. are neglected, the total local angular momentum M within a cylinder of radius R

whose vertuic ai passes through the origin is given by

and the horizontal flow r of local angular momentum across the vertical boundary of the cylinder is given by

a f (2)
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In these expressions g is the acelerhtion of gravity, ex and cr are the radial (inward) and tangential (count.r-
clockwise) components of the wind velocity e, and a bar denotes a vertical average throughout the atmos-
phere with respect to pressure. The first approximation to the rate of cbasle of Af is

am t (3)
at

The well-known rule that the average value of a ploduct equals the product of the average vahmes plus
the average value of the product of tde departures from average may now be applied. The approximatiom
(3) then becomes

am P V f Wc ;7.4  (4)

where a prime denotes a departure from the kind of average denoted by a bar. It is the first and second
terms on the right side of approximation (4) which are claimed to represent displacement and inteassfica.
tion, respectively.

The justification for this claim depends on the relation between local angular momentum and vorticity.
The vorticity r is given by

if&,a + vcr\

If the mean wind is assumed to be nondivergent, an assumption which is equivalent to neglecting variations
of po, and if variations of the Coriolis parameter are neglected, the approximate relation

~ -----W (6)

may be obtained, expressing the rate of change of mean vorticity f as the mean advection of vorticity. This
expression may be rewritten a__-- _;-.VT -•-cr7 (7)

at

According to the previous discussion, the first and second tenm on the right of approximation (7) may he
regarded as displacement and intensification, respectively.

The relation between M and f will now be established. If

C(rj) - .d dr, (8)

it follows from Eq. (5) that

C(rl) - f.-cr(r, O)ri A. (9)

Equations (8) and (9) merely express the familiar relktion between circulation and vorticity. Comparison
of Eq. (9) with Eq. (1) shows that

M - p..]' rxC(ri) dr1 , (10)

whence from Eq. (8),

M frf, f iJdiJ dr Jr.
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A change in the order of integration reduces Eq. (11) to the simpler exp•esion

M Jf J" 1 (RI -- rs)jr d# dr. (12)

Thus M is proportional to a weighted average value of i over the circle of radius RL the weighting factor

being greatest at the center, and falling off to zero at the boundary.

It follows that etact changes of M are determined by exact changes of the distribution of F. The

approximate rate of change of M consistent with the approximate rate of change of f associated with dia.
phaemt. as given by the frst term on the right oi (7). wi now be determined.

Since (7) is based upon the ass•mption that the mean wind e is nonidivergent, this same assumption
Smay be used to introduce a stream finction C, such that ; - J,, and r - r-k#, where the subscripts r and 0

denote partia differentiation. Then

T - - r-(),+ r-%. (13)
The appomate value of af/a associated with di•p*aement may be written

S-, ,+ 0). (14)

The value of aC/de consistent with Eq. (8) and approximation (14) is

OC~r1) 4'(r 0) Al (5

and the value of I/N consistent with Eq. (10) and approximation (15) is

Evidently the right side of (16) is identical with the first term on the right of (4). It Mows that

the approximate value of aM/*t, as defined by (16) or by the first term on the right of (4), is equal to the
value which would result if the value of BC/8s at every point within the circle were equal to the value amoo.
elated with displacement, as defined by (14) or by the first term on the right of (7). If this definition of dis-
placement is accepted. the first term on the right of (4) -most also represent displacement. The remainder
of the ar tion (4), i.e, the second term on the right, then represents inteiftio.

Thus, there is available a natural method for resolving the rate of change of local angular momentum
into displacement and intensification. Needless to say, it is not the only possible method.

It is generally accepted that atmospheric motion tends to conserve absolute vorticity rather than
relative vorticity. Hence a more accurate approximation than (6) or (7) is

_C-Vr- CM,(17)

where A is the Coriolis parameter. If (17) is accepted in place of (6), the corresponding approximation (3)
or (4) must also be modified by terms involving A. These terms are discussed by Starr (1953). It is signifi.
cant that these terms, and also the last term in (17), are linear functions of the mean wind field, since X does

not vary with elevation. Hence they may be combined with the terms previously regarded as representing
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dwp6lament, to represent displactumt in the enme of leading to no new values of absolute vortlcity. The
term in (4) and (7) representing t i ti are therefor unaltered by the addition of terms involving X
to (4) and (7).

Te tam ia (4) represeAung intenific4at, and involving '- takes aon a sampe form if it a assuied
that the wind, but not the wind shear, varies with elevation. In this can, if the geostrophic approximation
is used for purposes of computing, cz' and cr' my be regarded as components of the thermal wind. The
term in question may then be regarded as the transport of the angular momentum of the thermal wind by
the thermal wind. Its value is related to the configuration of the isotherms in the &ame way that the value
of the term representing displacement is related to the mean streamlines. The reasoning leading to this
conclusion is analogous to the reasoning which leads to the conlusion that the term in (7) repmesting
intnification may be regarded as the advection of the vosticity of the thermal wind by the thermal wind
(see Charney, Fj~rtaft and von Neumann (1950) and Fjbrtoft (1951)).

In discussing local angular momentum, Starr (1953) suggested choosing the axis of the cylinder near
the center of a cyclone. It is possible to extend thi" procedure, and consider the total local angular momen-
tum in each of many cylinders. Then M becomes a function of the coordinates of the center of the cylinder.

To express this function analytically, it is mo"t convenient to introduce rectangular coordinates (z, y),
and to let (zy) and (xy) be the components of; in the directions of the z- andy- axes. Then,

M~x~y) ff z -Z);(Xi'y') - (y - Y);(X',y)Jdx dy', (

where A (x, y) represents the area of the circle of radius R centered at (x, y). An interesting question which
now arises is whether maxima and minima of M(xy) are preserved under changes associated with displace-

mont, as defined by the first term on the right of Eq. (4). Evidently this question must be answered in the
negative. According to Eq. (12), the field or %. al angular momentum may he regarded as a smoothed field
of vorticity. Even if no new values of f occur, more extreme smoothed-values may oocur if high ar low
values of j become more closely packed together. Such a situation might arise if the aUmplitudes of long
wavelengths in the field of f increase at the expense of the amplitudes of short wavelengths. Nevertheless,
it would seem that very pronounced changes in the maxima and minima in the field of M, and hence in the

smoothed field of F. could result only from changes in the maxima and minima in the unamoothed field of I,
and would hence be associated with intensification.

Finally, one may ask whether M(z, y) is really a good measure of the state of the atmosphere, and, in
particular, whether large values of M imply strong cyclonic activity. An indication that this is so comes
from Eq. (12), which expresses M as a smoothed vorticity, and which may be written, symbolically,

M( ,y) - Jff l (R2 -J )jA (19)

A(".)

where r represents distance brom (xy). An additional indication comes from the expression for M as a
stream function deficit, i.e., a deficit of the average stream function over an area below the average stream
function over the boundary of the area, namely,

M(, y) 2A E-- S- A (20)
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whome S(xy) is the cirumference of the circle whose area isA(x,y). Equation (20) follows from Eq. (19)
when •is expressed in termu of #. Anufther equation relating M and #, namely,

M +y) (- + Wf(O -r8)#dA (21)

a e " l fom Eq. (19).

SThe a rnative EqL (19), (20) and (21) for M in term s of f and 0 suggest that conversely the ieldds, of
and # may be detrmined by the field of M, together with suitable boundary conditions. If this is so. it
might even be pomsb to set up a eystem of mo1nerical forecasting with M rather then • tea basic quwtaty.
In any case, it is stronly suggested that both the ield of U and individual values of U are indicative

masorts of the state of the amospbcre.
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ABSTRACT

Angular momenturm relative to a fixed vertical axis is used as a measure of rotational flow on the scale of
cydones and anticyclones. An exact equation derived by Starr for the time rate of change of this nomentum
is expressed in an approximate form, and a long-period observational study is made in two regions to deter-
mine the validity and prognostic implications of the retulting relatim.ship.

It is found that the fluctuations of angular momentum can be accounted for primarily by a single effect -

the horizontal transport of momentum across the boundaries of the regions. Moreover, a sufficient lag rela-
tionship is found to exist -so that the transport serves as a predictor of the 12-hour change of momentum.

1. Introduction large-scale horizontal eddies in the atmosphere. The
Although an exact solution of the general equations objectivw of the study are (1) to determine, by means

governing the "meteorological behavior" of the atmos- of an e asive day-to-day empirical test, the degree

phere remains beyond the scope of even the most to which the observed fluctuations of local angular

powerful techniques of mathematical analysis, useful momentum in the two regions can be accounted for by

information about the atmosphere can still be obtained the horizontal transport of local momentum across the

by formulating and solving less general, though non- surrounding walls, and (2) to explore the possibility

trivial, problems. In this connection, one may cite the that a sufficient lag relationship exists so that this

successful application of the principle of conservation transport may be used as a predictor of the local

of angular momentum, on a global basis, in studies of momentum in the regions.

the dynamics of the general circulation (see, for ex-
ample, Lorenz [2], Mintz and Kao [4], and Starr and 2. The local angular momentum tendency equation,
White [8]). exact and approximate

Recently, a relationship has been derived by Starr Referred to a cylindrical polar coordinate system
[7] which extends the application of the angular- (r, 0, z), the equation derived by Starr for the time
momentum principle to large-scale rotational systems rate of change of local angular momentum within a
whose axes of rotation do not necessarily coincide with cylindrical volume, V, extending through the depth of
the axis of the earth (e.g., cyclones and anticyclones). the atmosphere, may be written in the form
Starr uses angular momentum relative to a fixed
verticalaxis as a measure of cyclonic activity within a afvrcrdV = R pc•adS V- fL dV
circular cylinder about this axis. On the basis of the- at J, iS V 0V
oretical considerations and an observational case study
of a cyclone, he suggests that the increazse of locaPV ficdV+ fr D dV, (I)
momentum within the cylindrical volume is attribut- .v v
able primarily to the horizontal flux of this momentum where S is the vertical surface and R the radius of the
from the environment.from the environment. s yvolume, Cr and cy are the tangential (positive counter-

In the present study, local angular momentum is clockwise) and radial (positive inward) components of
taken as a measure of the state of rotation in two large the wind velocity, respectively, p is density, p pressure,
cylindrical volumes - one located over the central fthe wind parametie, D is dential cp onent

United States and the other over the North Atlantic f the Coriolis parameter, D tie tangential compone. t
Ocean. As shown in fig. 1, the dimensions of these o i eqfational e thas and t is time.
cylinders are such that they capture the effects of the

momentum within the cylinder may vary as a result
'The research reported in this article has been sponsored by of the horizontal transport of such momentum across

search Geo s Research Directorate. Air Force Cambridge Re- the walls of the cylinder and as a result. of torques due
2After Lorenz L31, angular momentum relative to axes other to pressure gradient, Coriolis and frictional forces.

than that of the earth will hereafter be called Lanl angular
momentum. As noted by Starr [7], the pressure-torque term,
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I (ap/eV) d V, vanishes identically unless topographi- It was considered desirable to study a longer series
Jr of data with smaller time intervals between successive
cal irregularities are present within the cylinder. In values. Although additional data at high levels were
this study we are concerned with cylindrical volumes lacking, sufficiently long series of 500-mb data were
whose underlying surfaces (the North Atlantic Ouean available at 12-hr intervals. Accordingly, time series
and the central plains of the United States) are rela- of momentum andmomentum transport, estimated by
tively flat, thereby excluding any cons;deration of the use of 500-mb data alone (henceforth denoted by

"mountain torque" effects. K and T), were computed in addition to the afore-
While friction is known to be of considerable impor- mentioned series, for both the United States and

tance in the general circulation, its influence on North Atlantic cylinders. It should be noted that, to
vertically-integrated cyclonic-scale circulations, at the extent that the wind at the 500-mb lel approxi-
least for short periods of time, is probably not very mates the vertically-averaged wind, the use of M
great. and r in place of M ;-n(! v reflects the difference be-

Furthermore, as noted by Starr [7], the Coriolis tween an as-4umed barotropic model and the true
effect represented by the third term on the right is baroclinic atmos.:,ere. This follows from the fact that
probably not of primary importance in producing the departure of the transport of mean momentum by
:hanges of local momentum. Ih& mean wind (proportional t6 ,N) from the mean trans-

On the basis of these consideratins, oa.e might port of momentum (proportioaal to r) is directly at-
venture thL guess thtt the most importatit singlc con- tributable to the baroclinicity of the atmosphere. In
:ribuition to the growth and decay of rotational mo- general, however, the 500-mb wind is not exactly equal
tion in a regiut free of mountain barriers comes from to the vertical mean wind. Hence, the use of M and r
the horizontal transport of local angular momentum, in place of M and v in (2) contains, in addition to the
as represented by the first term on the right-hand side assumption of barotropy, the implicit assumption that
of (1). Accordingly, as a first approximation, (1) may the effects of the Coriolis term and the vertical con-
be written in the form vergence of momentum are negligible at the 500-mb

aM/at = •, (2) level. The ultimate justification for the use of 500-mb
data alone is the extent to which the relationship

where M prcr dV, and = Rpcrcs dS. OAfl/l = r is observed to apply in the atmosphere.
f, For the United States cylinder, M and 7 were corn-

The remainder of this article is devoted to a study puted at 12-hr intervals from 500-mb streamline and
of the validity and prognostic implications of this ap- isotach charts for March and April 1952 (122 cases).
proximate momentum-tendency equation by means of Observed winds, supplemented by gradient winds in
correlation and spectral analysis of observational data. regions of sparse data, served as the basis for the

analyses of these charts. The observed winds were
3. Data and computational procedure derived from radiosonde, rawin and pilot-balloon

Estimates of M and r for the North Atlantic reports, while the gradient winds were computed from
cylinder were computed geostrophically with use of 500-mb charts extracted from the Massachuqetts
data at the surface and at the 700-, 500-, 300- and Institute of Technology official map series.
100-mb levels, at 24-hr intervals, for January and For the North Atlantic cylinder, Al and 7 were com-
February 1949 (a total of 59 cases). These estimates puted geostrophically at 12-hr intervals for January
will-be denoted by 1* and T*. to April 1949 (239 cases). The data used in obtaining

the estimates of the momentum and momentum trans-
a kL port for this region were derived from the following2

sources:

1. 24-hr sea-level and 500-mb maps from the northern-hemi- s
ot sphere historical map series, January to April 1949;
4 2. 100 GCT 500-mb maps of the La Guardia Field, Inter- t

national Aviation Forecast Unit, January to April 1949;
"3. 12-hr 700-mb maps of the Extended Forecasting Section,

U. S. Weather Bureau, January to April 1949: and
4. 24-hr 300- and 100-mb map. prepared by the University of fl

California General Circulation Project, January to February 5
"1949. 51J •_ Computational procedure.-M- and r" were com-

FitG. 1. Top view o cylindrical volumes selcted for • puted by numerical integration, with use of the values V

observational study. of the local momentum and local momentum transport
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at each of the five levels. As defined above, M and 7- TABLE 1. Corrieations of time-integrated value of r withsimultaneous change of M over 24-hr inaterval,
were computed from 500-mb data only. A pilot study
indicated that a 12-point grid network at each level u.s. I.AU.

along the circumference of the cylinder provided ade- +0,78 +0,70
quate resolving power for these measurements. Number of pairs: 121 238

The formula for the computation of the momentum
transport per unit pressure difference at a given pres- difference computations from the resulting charts.
sure level, p, may be written in terms of the product, The higher correlation obtained for the United States
c-cR, at each of the grid points, in the form cylinder may, in fact, be a reflection of the greater

12 naccuracy of observed wind information based on a
(E ( ) (3) rather extensive network of reporting stations.

6 g As noted by Panofsky [5], there is no fully accept-

where g is the acceleration of gravity, able way of demonstrating the "significance" of cor-
The formula for the momentum per unit pressure relations of the type presented here. The fact that the

difference at level p may be written in the form correlations in table I are based on many pairs of data

and are founded on a physical basis is good reason for
(2•r/g) 1rcrJ dr, (4) believing that they are not merely accidental.MP fOne might expect even hbgher correlations when

where [( ) r- ( d8. Strictly speaking, it is values of momentum and momentum transport based
w [on data at several levels of the atmosphere are used.

necessary to know the value of [cr] along each of As noted earlier, such "vertically integrated" data
several concentric rings to evaluate this integral, were available for the North Atlantic region for 59
With sufficient accuracy, however, it can be assumed cases at 24-hr intervals only. In the absence of the
that [cr] is uniform in the radial direction. This as- middle (12-hr) information, the reliability of the
sumption is especially valid if the peripheral value of estimates of the time integral r* is reduced consider-
[Cr] is chosen as the representative radially-constant ably. Consequently, the correlation between r*o, .,- and
value, since this quantity is weighted most heavily in (AM*)D__:, turns out to be rather low (+0.54), but,
the integral (4). Accordingly, the formula for the corn- when this correlation is compared with that obtained
putation of M(p) becomes by extracting the corresponding 59 pairs of data from

the previously discussed series of 238 pairs based on
M(p)-' (cr),l • (5) 500-mb information alone, the vertically-integrated

8g "I P model shows an improvement as expected (see table
2)1. Although the "significance" of this improvement

4.orrion yss is open to question, one may $peculate, on the basis of

Integration of the simple differential equation (2) the result, that if 12-hr values of M* and r* were
over the time interval t4 to tf leads to an expression of available the simple derivative relationship (2) might
the form be verified to an even higher degree than is indicated

(e X,•i. = •, by the correlations presented in table 1.

where (A :m f - Mj, and the bar denotes the Prediction.-Correlations between the instantane-

time integral. Correlations between (A1)o..2 4 and f ous value of r and the subsequent change of M over 12
(where ithechangeal.C orr enations antheein traton of hr are presented in the first row of table 3. These cor-
(where the change of momentum and the intoeration of relations give evidence that To is of value as a predictor
th permomentud tra arepresente n taklen oHerthe s 0 of the 12-hr change of local momentum, accounting
24-hr period) are presented in table I. Here of t for 30 to 40 per cent of the variance of (AM) 0o_.
represents an estimate of m obtained by use of three The prediction question may be looked upon from a
successive values of T, the middle (12-hr) value being slightly different viewpoint. The correlations presented

weighted by a factor of two in accordance with the

trapezoidal rule. 3 The importance of the additional 12-hr information is clearly
demonstrated by the following consideration: when r ,* is re-

Although not perfect, these correlations demonstrate placed by r-i I, in the first line of table 2, the correlation with

the high degree to which the simple relationship (2) is (AMh 2)o for the same 58 pairs is raised to +0.70.

fulfilled in the atmosphere, even when data at the TABLE 2. Correlations using 500-mb data, compared with thuse
500-mb level only are used to estimate M and v. It using corresponding vertically-integrated data.
should be noted that, even if (2) governed the variables =
exactly, a perfect correlation would be impossible by f.. vs. (Am": +0.29
virtue of random errors in the raw wind and pressure ,77 vs. (aM*)o-.": +0.54

data, in the analyses of these data, and in the finite- Niumtwr of pairm:
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in the second row of table 3 show that. approximately complex cross-spectram for two variables such as
60 per cent of the variance of M,2 can be accounted for M(t) and -r(l) can be defined. This cross-spectrum
by MO, that is, by persistence. 'The usefulness of mo- measures the power common to both series.
mentum transport as a predictor of future values of By comparing the spectra computed from observed
momentum may be measured by the extent to which data with those which would be expected in theory if
ro can account for the remaining variance of Mu. In (2) were valid over the entire frequency range, one can
this connection, correlations between 1,2 and the best obtain a measure of the extent to which the cornpo-
possible linear combination of M2o and ru were corn- nents of momentum and momentum transport in
puted; these are presented in the third row of table 3. different portions of the frequency scale satisfy (2).
A comparison of these correlations with the persistence This application of spectral analysis is somewhat
correlations shows that the momentum-transport in- different from previous applications in meteorology,
formation accounts for 40 per cent of the remaining in which the method has been used to determine a rep-
variance, indicating that To is indeed a useful param- resentative picture of the scales of eddies which are
eter in the prediction of MI . important in turbulence (see, for example, Taylor [9],

While predictions of the type presented here might iand Panofsky and McCormick [6]). In the present
not be superior to those prepared by forecasters using study, the spectra are not obtained primarily for the
empirical procedures, there is some intrinsic value in purpose of discovering the dominant fluctuations in
being able to attribute future changes in atmospheric the data, but rather as a means for testing (2) in the
flow to recognizable dynamical processes in the atmos- frequency domain.
phere. This has, in fact, already been a major achieve- Tkeory.--Weiner [12] has shown that the variance
inent of the barotropic numerical-forecasting exp-ri- spectrum 4,1f(w), of a given function f(t), may be ex-
ments, in which vorticity rather than local angular pressed as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
momentum ha& served as the primary physical param- function in the form
eter. The connection between the vorticity and I -W
momentum approaches has been discussed in detail Pff(W) M - j $(t) cos wt de, (6)

by Lorenz [3].
where the autocorrelation function, Oji(e), is given by

S. Spectral analysis I . T

The time variations of the momentum and nao- 0"f (c) = lim - f f() f(I + E) dt. (7)
menturn transport may be considered to consist of a

sunerposition of harmonic fluctuations of many differ- In these equations, f may represent any variable, for
ent scales or frequencies. It is of interest to determine example, M or r (where the symbols f, M and r now
the extent to which these harmonic components in- refer to deviations from mean values); c represents
dividually satisfy (2). For example, it is conceivable time lag, and 4; is frequency.
that a physical effect, slich as friction, influences one Similarly, the cross-spectrum for A! and r is defined
scale of motion more than another. This would lead to by the relationship
systematic shortcomings in the verification of (2) for
the affected frequency bands. The technique of spectral 4" U (W) = j lr-' f 5A, (e) e- ' de, (8)
analysis, which has been developed in comparatively aFor auxiliary mnatterial pertaining to the theory of spectral

recent years, is well suited for a study of phenomena of analvsis•, the reader is referred to Wadsworth et al [I1)I or

this type. This technique is based largely on a theorem Lee 0i].
by W" ner [12], which demonstrates that a variance
spectrum of a "random" time series can be defined and
computed. The variance spectrum is a graph showing
the contribution of each small band of harmonics to
the tocal variance (or power) of a given series, and, as
suc-h, often provides the clearest char;icterization of
t he set ies.

In additioi to the spectrum of a single variable, a 4 (MME LAG)

".I A.E 3. 12-hr prediction corrclaticvs.

U.S. N. AtI.

To vs. (aM)o_ :: +0.66 + 0. 54
.,is.s Mf1: +0.78 +0.79
(A To +- BY") is. It,:: +0.88 +-0.87
Nurnblr of paLrs: 121 238 Fio. 2. Idealized cross-correlation function for two variables,

f! and r, which satisfy d.lf/lt .
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where the cross-correlation function, 0,..L (, is given by the correlation coefficient, computed at discrete lags

I1 r from zero to 4-40 half-days, was used to approximate
'M(0) •- lia - r Q) M(i .+ c) di. (9) the auto- and cross-correlation functions. The evalu-

r-. 2T _r ation of the integrals defining the spectral functions

The cross-spectrum is composed of both a real and was carried out numerically by the trapezoidal rule;
imaginary component (sometimes called the cospec- the formulae for this numerical integration are

trum and quadrature spectrum, respectively). These Af 0
components will hereafter be denoted by Rej4-,_, 4

)ji(w) -[off(0) + 2 -0, (") cosaw,,.
and lm lt,4 1, respectively. 2w

By introduction of (2) into the definitions of the + 0" (40) cos 40 w.], (12)
auto- and cross-correlation functions [(7) and (9)1, Ad
the following relations are obtained: Re [M(,(,) = - [Om (-40) cos (-40,o)

41r

and + 2 i *r(e) cos .e + 0,m (4 0) cos 40 w,], (13)

*vM(f) =-- [EOMM(()]/O . (10 ab) and

Since ouw is by definition an even function, 0,u I m 1 ,, m (w.)I 4 M(-40) sin (-40w.)
should, in consequence of (10b), be an odd function

as pictured in fig. 2. + 2 T_ -,m(,) sin we J- 4),.t(4CI) sin 40 w.], (i4)
Further, by introducing (10) into the definitions of 2n-.(

the power spectra, (6) and (8), one obtains
where discrete values of frequency [w. = nr!(40);

1 m{14". W) I= W 4'm M (,a), n = 0, 1, 2 ..... 40] are used, and A# is the unit

w() W Im{ M(c')}, M time interval of one half-day.
and To reduce errors due to the truncation of the correla-

Re{lM(,a)) = 0. (11 a,b,c) tion functions at a given lag, Tukey and Hamming
[10] recommend a smoothing process, known as

These relationships must be satisfied by the data if (2) '"hanning." The smoothed spectra, 4'(e), obtained
is truly valid. The observed departures from this be- from the values (V ) by the formula
havior, if such exist, may serve as a measure of the + 2,(,,) + 05)
extent to which the hypothesized relationship (2) is
not fulfilled by components of M and r in different were computed in the present study. It is recognized
frequency bands. that, while this smoothing process reduces the

Data and computational pyocedure.-The data for "smearing" effct resulting from the use of a finite
the United States cylinder were chosen for the applica- amount of data, it does so at the expense of resolution
tion of the spectral analysis. The standard formnila for in all frequency band&

S1.:: > -A. AUTOCOhRELATION. ýMfWlTNJ M

. £UTOCORRELATION-0MIEiNTUU
TRANSPORT

-0.5 +LAG (DAYS)

#: . C. .ROSS- COAtRtLATIO5
i 0 5 hIMONENTUM-WMO ErNTUsj TRANSPORT

-20 -15 -s1'5I2
C s LAG (OAY5)

FIG. 3. Correlation functions for Uomtd State% data. (4 denotes normahed correlation functions )
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4- A. POWER DENSITY SPECTRUiM

4 MOMEMTfta

3 LA- 

OWElRDUE 
T:ANPO

I/s 1/4 3/ 1/2 S/A 3/4 T;6

FWEOIUENCY (OA"'

5S C. CROSS POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM

MOMENTUM- MOMrNTLM TRANSPORT

3-

REAMCENTUMN

FR!O$*NCARY MAY'

-2

FIG. 4. Pow-densit spectra for United Stat5s data.

The spectra.-The correlition functions and spectra region duringthe particular time interval studied. It
are pictured in figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The auto- is worthy of note that al the spectra have maxima in
and cross-correlation curves appear to be consistent these same frequency bands. This is in accordance
wkth (10). It may be noticed, for example, that #,,u with the fact that there is a significant relationship
is essentially an odd fnnction, in good agreement with between M(t) and r(t).
fig. 2. Let us now examine the spectra in connection with

The spectrum of momentum, shown in fig. 4a, indi- (11). The imaginary component of the cross-spectrum,
cates that there is considerable variance in frequencies computed from the spectrum of M by means of (1la),
ranging from 1/4 to 1/5 day-', and from 1/8 to 1/10 is compared in fig. 5 with that computed directly from
day-'. These frequencies characterize the scales of the equation which defines Imf$,,m}. In addition, the
transient disturbances which were dominant in the "theoretical" spectrum of r, computed from the

THEORETICAL'

o I I 4-

141 I/4 3/9 1/2 5A 5/I 7/S I
FREOUENCY (DAY')

FIG. S. "Theoretical" and olserved imaginary nwa-power density spectrum.
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4-.

0

a.t i / . ./ •

I/e 1/4 3A lt, s ^ 7//S

FR£OUMCY W•Y•')

FiG. 6. "Theoretical" and observed power-density spectrum for momentum transport.

imaginary component of the cross-spectrum by means values in the frequency bands in which the crows-
of (01 h), is pictured in fig. 6 along with that com- power is large. There is no clear indication, however,
puted directly from (6). The real part of the cross- that the deviations from w/2 at one end of the fre-
spectrum, which according to (1Ic) should be zero quency scale are selectively greater than those at the
everywhere, is shown in fig. 4c. other end. This suggests that the dynamnis governing

Although there are differences in amplitude, there is the entire frequency range pictured are substantially
good agreement in the distribution of power as a func- the same.
tion of frequency between the "theoretical" and The tendency for the values of the phase lag to be
"observed" spectra shown in figs. S and 6. Fig. 4c somewhat greater than r/2 is directly related to the
points to a deviation of the data from (2), however, fact that the real part of the cross-spectrum is not
since the real part of the cross-spectrum contains everywhere zero. If, for example, there were no power
noticeable power in certain frequency bands. The in Re{l,Ad (which would be the case if OM were
implications of this departure will be discussed below. perfecdy odd), it folows from (16) that the phase

Phase considerations.-It is of interest to examine angles would be exacay r/2. The nature of this de-
the phase differences between the harmonic compo- parture suggests that a more appropriate governing
nents in Mand those of the same frequency in r. These equation might be
phase differences, 6(co), may be obtained as the argu- dM/dt - kM T (17)
ment of the cross-spectrum by the formula

Im {•,,o(W)f (where k is a small positive constant); for, if this
a8(w) = arctan (16) equation is satisfied, the phase differences between

Re I Cm (wo) harmonics in M and those of the same frequency in r

(see Wadsworth et aJ [El]). For the frequency bands must be greater than r/2 by an amount which depends
in which (2) is satisfied, 0 should take on the value on k. It should be noted that the departures which lead
,r/2. to the term -kM are small and may be peculiar to the

The observed phase differences are plotted in fig. 7. particular series tested. Furthermore, there is no obvi-
The values at the high and low ends of the spectrum ous physical connection between this term and any of
are extremely sensitive to error, since both components the factors which were neglected in the study. For
of the cross-power are very nearly zero in these regions these reasons, caution should be exercised in general-
(fig. 4c). For this reason, they are not entered on the izing this result.
graph. While the validity of the term -kM may be

The phase differences are seen to lie in the general questionable as a general result, the gross characteris-
vicinity of r/2, although they tend toward higher tics of figs. 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate that the simple

expression (2) is the dominant relh.tionship governing
160. the data over the entire frequency range studied.

6. Some remarks on the role of friction
, 12Studies of the angular-momentum balance in con-

so.- -... nection with the general circulation have clearly
4 demonstrated the important influence of surface fric-

tion on global-scale motions. In section 2, we have
speculated that friction plays a considerably less im-
portant role in cyclonic-scale circulations of the type-

___________,___ _ considered in thi-i article. To obtain more concrete
rni1u4mcy 31Uyl evidence concerning the efficacy of friction, an effort

FIG. 7. Phase-angle difference between individual harmonics was made to test whether the incorporation of the
M(i) and those of same frequency in v(.). friction term in (1) helps to account for any of the
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variance of the momentum change not otherwise ac- mentum is of value as a predictor of the 12-hr change
counted for by the momentum transport. The simplest of local momentum in the regions.
assumption regarding surface friction was made, Ackxowtedgments.-The writers wish to express their
namely, that it is proportional to the surface wind. gratitude to Prof. V. P. Starr and Dr. E. N. Lorenz,
With use of geostrophic wind data for the United whose encouragement and many helpful suggestions
States region, it was found that the correlation between were an inspiring influence throughout the study.
(&AA)s.- and the best possible linear combination of Thanks are extended also to Dr. A. Fleisher for reading
Ii , as with surface friction shows practically no im- the manuscript critically, ahd to Messrs. A. Faller and
provement over the correlations between (&M)s-., 4  E. Kessler, to the personnel of the General Circulation
and f& It ,, alone (table 1). This is evidence that, in a Project, and to Mrs. R. Pfeffer for their invaluable
statistical sense at least, surface friction has little in- assistance at various stages of the study.
fluence on the short-period changes of the vertically- The writers are grateful also to Mr. Louis Harman-
integrated, cyclonic-scale motions. tas, Meteorologist-in-Charge of the La Guardia Field

It might be noted that in studies of the prediction of airport station of the U. S. Weather Bureau; to the
the zonal index with use of angular momentum about U. S. Weather Bureau - Massachusetts Institute of
the earth's axis as a parameter (Lorenz [2]; Mintz Technology Extended Forecasting Project; and to the
and Kao (14]), improvement in forecasting was ob- University of California at Los Angeles General Circu-
tained by incorporating friction even though this lation Project, for making available many of the maps
friction was taken proportional to the upper-level used in the study.
(500-mb) wind rather than the surface wind. The
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NOTES

Note on Simple Assumptions Regarding the Baroclinic Structure

of the Atmosphere

By BARRY SALTZMAN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

(Mxstnscript received November xr, t954)

i. Background atmosphere. He has shown, also, that it is

In a series of recent articles (STARR 1953, possible to make a distinction between dis-
LORENZ 19S3, PFEPPR and SALTZMAN 19S4) placement and intensification processes by

'local' angular momentum has been used as a resolving the local momentum transport, *,
basic physical parameter in the study of into barotropic and baroclinic components,
atmospheric flow. In che last of these references similar to the conventional resolution of the

the following approximate dynamical equa- vorticity advection. In more concrete terms we

tion was shown to be valid for regions of the may wnte,
atmosphere free of mountain barriers; _,,

dM -r R21 CT-CftdO (W

where t is time, M is the total angular mo- or,
mentum within An arbitrarily-located, %erti"- PO
caily-oriented, fixed cylindrical volume ex- T - dO +L0 R' .C4C,'dO, (3 )
tending through the depth of the atmosphere, g 0 3

measured relative to the axis of the volume,
and r is the horizontal transport of this 'local' where po is the surface pressure (assumed
momentum across the fictitious walls of the uniform), g is the acceleration of gravity, R is
volume. the radius of the cylindrical volume, CT and

Lorez (1953) has shown that local mo- CR are the tangential (positive counter-clock-
mentum, M, represents a space-weighted wise) and radial (positive inward) components
average of the vorticity in a given region of the of the wind velocity respectively, 0 is the polar

T. ... rcoordinate, the bar denotes a vertical averageSThe research reported in this paper has been sport- throughout the atmosphtre with resp--ct to
sored by the Geophysics Research Directorate, Air Force tresaean the atmosp ete w repatuto
Carnbridgc Research Center, under Contract No. AF pressure, and the primes denote a departure
19(604)-loo.0 from this average. In (3) the first integral

Teilus VII (1955), 3
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represents the barotropic component of T, the daily baroclinic contributions. It would be
while the second integral gives the barodink hoped that the baroclinic term computed on
contribution resulting from the vertical varia- the basis of the assumed vertical variation of

. tion of the horizontal wind field, the wind compares favorably with these values.
It is the purpose of this note to report some As it turns out, however, the correlation coeffi-

observed short-cominugs of the evaluation of dent between these two quantities for the two-
the barodinic term of (3) by means of an month period is disappointingly small (+.2o)
assumption regarding the vertical variation of and the root mean square deviation is of
the wind, as compared with a "three-dimen- precisely the same magnitude as the barodinic
sional" evaluation of the baroclinic contribu- term itself. It is recognized that these results
tion by means of data at five levels of the may, in part, be attributed to inaccuracies in
atmosphere. These results may have some the estimation of the barotropic term usingbearing on numerical prediction attempts 5oo mb data. It is most likely, however, that
which aim to capture the effects of barocinicity the results are mainly a consequence of the
by similar assumptions. crudeness of the representation of the vertical

variation of the momentum transport through

z. Proecdwe the use of the assumed wind profile.
One may further inquire as to whether there

In the previous study (Pmr•m and SALTz- is an improvement in the verification of the
MAN, 1954) the integral (2) was evaluated dynamical rlatiomhip (t) as a result of using
directly on a daily basis, using geostrophic the values of r based on data at five levels of
winds, for the two-month period January- the atmosphere rather than the values based on
February, 1949, for a cylindrical volume the assumed wind profile. Verification of (i)
located over the North Atlantic Ocean. Data may be measured by the correlation coefficient
at the surface and the 7w0, 500, 300, and o00 between the change of local momentum over
mb levels were employed. The 300, and 100 24 hours and the time-integrated momentum
mb charts were kindly loaned by the U.C.L.A. transport over the same period. As noted in
General Circulation Project and are believed reference 2, estimates of this time-integrated
to be one of the best series of maps available momentum transport over a4 hours, obtained
at these levels. In addition, the barotropic part by summing the values of r at the beginning
of (3) was evaluated for the same region and and end of the period, are far less satisfactory
period, with 500 mb taken as the level of the than those obtained when the intermediate
mean wind. (12-hourly) information is incorporated. Un-

As an extension of this study it was decided to fortunately, in the present case only 24-hourly
test whether sufficiently accurate estimates of data were available at upper levels for the
T could be obtained by'using an assumed wind "three-dimensional" measurement of the mo-
profile to measure the baroclinic term of (3)- menturn transport and, for comparison pur-
Specifically, it was assumed that the tangential poses, it was necessary to use 24-hourly data
and radial components of the wind vary line- in the case of the barotropic and za1/r-
arly with pressure, the rate of variation (or dimensional" quantities also. Consequently,
thermal wind per unit pressure difference) in the correlation coefficients presented in Table i
the troposphere being determined by the 7oo are all rather low and can be taken only as a
-300 mb thickness in accordance with the very crude indication of the true relative
geostrophic principle. Although it does not differences in the verification of the three
affect the results apprecably, for greater realism models'. Subject to this reservation, these
the wind was assumed to decreise above the coefficients suggest that the improvement ob-
zoo mb level in a simple linear fashion. These tained over the barotropic model by the
are similar to the assumptions used in the so-
called a2/rdimensional numerical prediction I When ia-hourly information is included in estimates
models. 24

By subtracting the barotropic component of C rdi the + . z9 correlation coefficient for the

from the "three-diimensional" momentum d
transport it is possible to obtain a measure of barotropic case becomes + .70 (see reference i).

Tellus V11 (1953). 3
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"2 1j/CfMimmional" model is small compared These findings are, of course, of a limited
with the improvement obtained when baro- nature and cannot be regarded as a conclusive
clinic effects are taken into account in a more test of the "z /'1 dimensional" assumption.
elborate manner by means of multi-level Strictly speaking, the results apply to a model
computations. which has angular momentum rather than

vorticiry as the pinmw P physical parameter.
Table t. Correlation coefficents between the tm The results may Of some general interest,intog•rate =upor of local momentumn hoee,"ittte ugs osbed

mam Over & 2-hour apeo u g data ficultics in obtaining significant improvement
at 34-hour intervaLt. Number of pairs: so. over barotropic numerical forecasting proce-

barotroi& .................... + .29 dures by incorporating simple assumptions
"2 %-dimensional" barocinic.... 4 .32 regarding the barocinic structure of the
",,3-dimensional" baroclinic..... + -54 atmosphere.

As would be expected, it is observed that
the greatest improvement over the barotropic Acknowledgements
verification occurs on specific days when the The author wishes to express his apprecia-
baroclinic component of the local momentum tion to Professor V. P. Starr for his constant
transport is large. On these same days it is encouragement; to Fil. Lic. G. Arnason for
often found that the baroclinic term computed reading the note critically; and, particularly,
by means of the assumption fails to give an to Mr. R. L. Pfeffer for his helpful suggestions
adquate measure of this baroclinicity. and stimulating discussions.
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CONCERNING THE MECHANICS OF HURRICANES
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ABSTRACT

The balance of angular momentum in the mature hurricane is examined quantitatively. It is found
that the cyclonic angular momentum which ultimately appears in the hurricane is first introduced into
the atmosphere within the circulation around each of the neighboring high-pressure cells. From here it is
transferred into the cyclonic core of the hurricane through the agency of "horizontal-eddy" processes, which
are characterized by mass exchanges in horiwsaW planes. Such mass exchanges are identified with the oo-
called "Rossby regime" of convection. Within the cyclonic core of the hurricane, the angular momentum is
transported inward through the agency of "vertical-eddy" processes, which are characterized by mass
exchanges in wtiict planes passing through the axis of rotation of the hurricane. Such mass exchanges are
identified with the "Hadley regime". The hurricane thus possesses characteristics of two distinctly different
regimes of convection.

1. Introduction in the model experiments under conditions of high

When a fluid contained in a rotating cylindrical ration and weak heating.

vessel is heated differentially in an axially sym in Although the model analogue may not be as goodvessl i heteddiferetialy i anaxillysym inthe case of other rotating systems in the atmosphere,

metrical fashion, and allowed to reach a state in which such ase hurricane and the atroia hyre,
the tatstial popetie of he otin ar qusi-such as the hurricane and the extratropical cyclotte,

the statistical properties of the motion are quasi- it may still be possible on the basis of similar studies
steady, it is observed that one portion of the fluid

generally rotates faster, and another portion slower, to identify these systems with specific convective
than the vessel. In the slower-moving portion the regimes of ,the rotating model experiments, the dy-
vesselttendsstoldrag the fluidr-malong aodence toe namics which can be studied under controlled condi-vessel tends to drag the fluid along, and hence to

transfer angular momentum to it. In the faster moving tions. It is the purpose of the present article to make

portion the vessel tends to retard the fluid, and hence a beginning in this direction in the case of the hurri-

to remove angular momentum from it. In the quasi- cane through an examination of the way in which the

steady state there must, therefore, be a transport of motions of the atmosphere are organized to transfer

angular momentum from the slower to the faster- angular momentum between the mature hurricane

moving portion in order to maintain this state of and its surroundings.

affairs. It has been found, largely as a result of the 2. W s of the mature hurricane and angular
theoretical work of Kuo (1953; 1954; 1955; 1956a; momentum considerations
1956b) and Lorenz (1954), and the experimental
results of Fultz (1953) and Hide (1953), that for For the purposes of the present discussion we shall
different rates of rotation and intensities of heating, take as a frame of reference a system of spherical
different physical processes accomplish the required coordinates (r, A&, 8) with origin at the center of the
transport of angular momentum. That this result has earth, where r is linear distance from the origin
important implications in regard to the dynamics of measured along a vertical axis which coincides ap-
rotating systems in the earth's atmosphere has al- proximately with the axis of rotation of a hurricane,
ready been demonstrated in the case of the global A0 is angular distance from this axis and 0 is azimuth

wind circulation. Investigations of the balance of measured positive in the counterclockwise sense. As

angtilar momentum about the earth's polar axis and shown in fig. 1, a constant value of A0 defines a

the balance of energy on a hemispheric scale (see for conical wall. In the fig., a is the radius of the earth,
R m= r sin 40 is linear distance from the axis," S is

exhaple s tar a he 1954, an r f the aa measured along the conical wall and r e is the
have shown that the general circulation of the atmos- latitude of the axis. The following definitions will also
phere resembles the convective regime which develops be of use in the present study: [Q] m (1i2i)fQdS,

'Present affiliation: Geophysics Research Directorate. Q =s (I/P.) PQdP; Q' m Q - [Q] and QY' = Q -
'This material was presented at the Cambridge Seminar of

the American Meteorological Society on 7 November 1955 (see 'Since the atmosphere is extremely shallow, R is sensibly
Metter, i9S5), and as Scientific Report No. 4 of the M.i.T. Gen- constant with altitude within ihe -•.nusphere .snd 1Ay bLWe kel
eral CircLiation Project, May 1956. equal to a sin A# for practical purposes.
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Poae where P is pressure (employed in place of r as the
vertical coordinate), p. is surface pressure and Q may
be any quantity. The square brackets and bar thus
denote averages with respect to 9 and P along the
conical wall, and the single and double primes denote
deviations from these averages, respectively. Cr and

CN will be taken as the horizontal components of the
S r wind velocity tangent (positive counterclockwise) and

normal (positive inward) to the conical walls A0
- constant.
Figs. 2 and 3, based on composite wind charts

prepared by Jordan (1952) and Hughes (1952), give
the spacial distribution of [C.,v] and [Cr], respectively,
in the mature hurricane. Fig. 2 shows that the azi-

-" , muthally-averaged normal velocity is directed inward
throughout most of the troposphere, and outward at

EqUator higher levels. Between the primary maximum of inflow
near sea level and the secondary maximum around

FiG. 1. Schematic picture of coordinate system and 18,000 ft there is a layer of minimum inflow. Accord-
conical wall A0 constant, ing to Simpson (1954), the moisture distribution in

44%
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FiG. 2. Distribution of ECN] in the mature hurricane, based on the composite wind charts of Jordan and Hughes. 1 unit I mn
sec-1. Shading denotes negative values (i.e., outflow).
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the hurricane displays a similar character, in that it 3. Transport of angular momentum
consists of alternating layers of cloud and dry air. We next investigate the way in which the motions

Fig. 3 shows that an extensive body of air undergoes of the atmosphere are organized to transport angular
cyclonic rotation about a vertical axis located in the of et um a tosph e organi Te fu of angular
vicinity of the eye of the hurricane. Both the intensity momentum into the hurricane. The flux of asgularand he adia exent f ttis otaionmomentum ac~ross a iixed conical wall such as thatand the radial extent of this rotation are greatest shown in fig. I may be expressed in the form,

near sea level and diminish with height.' With this
type of wind structure a comparatively large surface 2rkP.
area of the cyclonic wind core o( the hurricane is JapMCdS =

exposed to frictional effects at the lower surface. As a
.emit, the earth must exert a large clockwise torque
on the atmosphere, and there must be a fairly intense X {[MI[Ci,] + [M]"E]CN" + EM'C~v'], (1)
flux of angular momentum from the atmosphere into where M is the absolute angular momentum per unit
the earth within the limits of the sea-level cyclonic mass about the axis of the cone, p is density, and g is
winds. An estimate of this drain based on Hughes' the acceleration of gravity. In (1) it is tacitly assumed
data for W000 ft indicates that it is sufficient to reduce that the density variation along the wall at each level
the cyclonic angular momentum of the hurricane to is negligible.
zero within 48 hr. The first term on the right represents the contribu-

It is probably safe to say that there is no progressive tion due to a net mass flux across the wall, while the
transfer of angular momentum from the atmosphere last two terms represent contributions associated with
into the earth. Since there is a frictional loss of mass exchanges between the volume and the surround-
angular momentum within the cyclonic core, there ings. Except in those rare instances when the total
must, therefore, be a supply at some other place, absolue angular momentum of the atmosphere within
time, or both. This can take place only where the the conical volume is negative, the first term is always
surface winds possess an anticyclonic component about of the wrong sign to account for the observed behavior
the hurricane axis. Synoptic evidence suggests that the of the atmosphere. For example, it gives a positive
required anticyclonic component is to be found in contribution when mass accumulates within the
those portions of the neighboring high pressure cells volume. Observations show, however, that "filling"
which lie farthest from the hurricane, as shown sche- is accompanied by a decrease in the intensity of
matically in fig. 4. At such great distances the magni- cyclonic rotation. Furthermore, plausible estimates,
tude of the surface wind velocity does not have to be based on the magnitude of surface pressure changes,
very great in order to bring about the necessary indicate that this term is at least one order of magni-
transfer of angular momentum into the atmosphere. tude smaller than the others.' Thus, significant net

To complete the cycle, angular momentum must be transports of angular momentum a-e accomplished
carried from the region in which it is introduced into only through the agency of processes which involve
the atmosphere to the cyclonic core of the hurricane, mass exchanges with the surroundings.
where it is removed through surface friction. For the The second term depends on the covariance of [M]
average mature hurricane the mean angular momen- and [Cv] in the vmertical direction. It will give a positive
turn flux into the cyclonic core should be roughly contribution wben there is a net mass inflow at those
equal to the mean rate of removal of angular momen- levels at which the azimuthal-mean angular momen-
tum by surface friction. turn is large, and outflow at those levels at which it is

It should be remarked that not all of the angular small. This process will hereafter be called the
momentum which is introduced into the atmosphere "vertical-eddy" transport. The term "eddy," as used
within the anticyclonic circulations must be carried here, is not meant to imply the size of the circulation.
into the hurricane. Undoubtedly, a portion is trans- Any circulation, no matter how large, which affects
ported into the surrounding atmosphere. The fact an exchange of mass will be regarded as an eddy.

that such exchanges with the environment do take The last term depends on the covariance of M and

place makes it invalid to treat the hurricane as a Cv in the horizontal direction along the conical wall.

closed system. It will give a positive contribution when, at each level,
the angular momentum is greater at inflow points

"Another feature of the flow pattern which, however, is not than it is at outflow points. This terni will be called
revealed in fig. 3, since it represents a departure of the wind field tihe "horizontal-eddy" transport.
from axial symmetry, is the fact that the tangential component
of the wind is systematically greater to the right of the path of
motion of the hurricane (looking downstream) than to the left. & The form of thi- term is such, however, that when it is evalu-
It is shown elsewhere (Pfeffer, 1957) that this feature plays an ated from wind data it may assume large spurious values due• to
important role in the motion of the hurricane, the inadequacies of the data.
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The absolute aAigular momentum per unit mass equally-spaced grid points along each of the walls at
may be resolved into the sum of two components, one 1000 ft, and at 8 equally-spaced points along each of
associatcd with the motion of the atmosphere rela~ie the walls at the higher levels. In the evaluation of the
to the surfac*: of the earth, Ma m RCr, and the other vertical averages, the data at 1000, 4000, 7000,
associated with the rotation of the atmosphere with 10,000, 18,000, 30,000, 40,000 and 45,000 ft were con-
the earth; M. E .R"w sin 00, where w is the angular sidered to apply over the pressure intervals 1000 to
velocity of the earth. Large transports of M. may be 920, 920 to 825, 825 to 740, 740 to 600, 600 to 400,
effected at individual levels by vertical-e#didy processes, 400 to 250, 250 to 175 and 175 to 125 mb, respectively.
and at individual points at a given elevation by hori- Since the 1000-ft data do not extend to a distance of
zontal-eddy processes. But, these must be compen- 60 lat from the hurricane center, the contribution at
sated by oppositely directed transports at other levels this level to the vertical-eddy transport of angular
and points, sirxce 16, is sensibly constant along the momentum acrn-s A4 = 60 was e-timated from
conical wall. Consequently, no significant nat trans- extrapolated values of ECr] and [CN] taken from figs.
ports of M. take place through mass exchange proc- 2 and 3. Furthermore, since the term [C'rC'.y] cannot
esses. Accordingly, (1) may be rewritten in the form, be estimi.ted by such extrapolations, the contribution

of the lowest layer was omitted in the computation of
S-TRP. t_•J + Q- ' the horizontal-eddy transport acros 1 = 60. It is

JPMCNd - 'LTJLNJ + L Z ' felt that this omission is not serious.

In order to determine the extent to which the
As noted by Starr (1953), the last term in this expres- estimated angular momentum transport satisfies the
sion is related to cer dn asymmetries in the horizontal frictional requirements, measures of the rate at which
streamline pattern. angular momentum is removed by friction were com-

puted from the formula,
4. Data and computational procedure

If a dense network of simultaneous wind observa- pRDdV - 2rpoKf R[iC[ Cr]oad(A40), (3)
tions in individual hurricanes were available, it would
be a simple matter to evaluate the integrals in (2) where D is the tangential component of the viscous
and thereby to determine what role each of the eddy force per unit mass, I CI is the wind speed, K is the
processes plays in the hurricane mechanism. Present skin friction coefficient and the subscript zero refers
day data coverage at upper levels in hurricanes is, to the values measured at 1000 ft. The value
however, inadequate for such purposes. As a result, K - 0.0015, chosen by Hughes as a representative
we shall have to rely on the composite wind charts of value for the friction coefficient at 1000 ft, was used
Jordan and Hughes as the source of data for the in the present study; pe was taken as 1.1903 X 10-
present quantitative study. Since these charts are in gm cm7- and the integral .foe*R•1[ CI Cr]oa d(A4) was
the nature of ensemble averages of the velocity field evaluated by means of the trapezoidal rule using
taken over a large number of hurricanes they cannot, values of [I Cj CrJo measured at A# = 0.5', 10, 1.5', 2',
however, be expected to contain all of the information 30, 40 and 50; at A0 - 6* the extrapolated value of
that might be present on synoptic charts which are [Cr,62 was used in place of C I C ]o.
based on simultaneous wind observations. In particu-
lar, features which may be common to all hurricanes,
but which do not have a preferred location within the 5. Results
hurricane, tend to become obscured due to the The results of the present computations are pre-
averaging. This limitation in the data should be kept sented in table 1. Comparison of the values in the
in mind when interpreting the results of the present last two columns shows that, within the limits of
study.

The composite wind charts were used to evaluate TABLE 1. Estimates of the angular momentum transport and
the horizontal and vertical-eddy transports of angular frictional drain based on the composite wind charts.
momentum across the vertical walls A&i = 20, 30, 40, 1 unit - 10u gm cms sec-2.

50 and 60. No attempt was made to adjust the data
for mass continuity since it was felt desirable to make eddy eddy eddy Frictional

the observational study as objective as possible. In U tUmDot UPMO transPCort drAi

this connection, it should be noted that the measured 20 ý 3.2 + 3.5 + 3.7 + 3.1
3. +0.8 + 6.9 + 7.7 + 6.8

value of each of the eddy terms is not sensitive to 40 +2.9 +10.1 +13.1 +11.6
scontinuity. The horizontal averages 5 +3.7 +10.3 +14.1 +17.6

violations in mass +6.9 + 9.0 +15.8 +23.9

were computed as linear means of the values at 12 _
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accuracy of the measurements, the present estimates where the subscript, s, signifies that the quantity is

of the angular momentum transport satisfy the measured at sea level. liere t-- 2R'CCrJ].,CN], rep.
estimated frictional requirements. Owing to the un- resents that fraction of the sea-Ilvel transport which
certainties involved in the measurement of friction, is associated with a net muss flux at that level, and
this agreement does not, however, rule out the possi- t' - 2,rR'[Cr'CN']. represents the sea-level contribu-
bility that features which do not show up on the tion to the horizontal-eddy transport. The integral,
composite wind charts also transport significant v can be resolved further into the sum of three corn-
amounts of angular momentum. Such transports may, ponents, namely
in fact, account for the larger discrepancies at A0- =5°
and A# = 6°. r, - 2,rR'[Cr]."[CNJ].", rIi 2,RCJ[C.

Turning to the first two columns we find that at and
small values of A# the total transport of angular ,-, 21rR([Cr]- I [Cr],")[CN].
momentum is accomplished almost entirely by vertical
eddies. This is in agreement with generally accepted ri measures the sea-level contribution to the vertical-
ideas concerning the hurricane mechanism. With in- eddy transport; r2 measures that portion of the sea-
creasing distance from the center of the hurricane, level transport which is compensated at other levels
however, the horizontal-eddy transport takes on due to an oppositely directed mass flux at taose ýcvels;
greater and greater relative importance. This process and T3 measures the contribution to the sea-level
continues to increase in magnitude out to the limit of transport due to an accumulation of mass in the
the data, whereas the vertical-eddy transport appears volume.
to reach a peak somewhere in the range 4V < A# < 5* In order to determine tie relative importance of
and then decrease. At A# = 60 the difference in vertical and horizontal-eddy processes at sea level we
magnitude between the two -ddy processes is no should compare the magnitude of ri with V'. With
longer very great. Thus, horizontal eddies, which the use of data at a single level, however, only v and
transport only small amounts of angular momentum v' can be evaluated, whereas ri, r2 and 7, cannot. In
into the hurricane at small values of A0, seem to play practice, therefore, we must find an alternate method
a significant role in the transport process at greater of obtaining the desired information. One such method
distances from the hurricane center. consists in reducing the relationship between T7 and v

to a more direct one, and then comparing the latter
6 Hurricane Connie, 1955 with V'. This may be accomplished with the aid of the

following considerations:
kthe writer has examined data from several recent In the first place, it may be noted that the integral

hurricanes in an effort to find more direct evidence r is negligible in comparison with ri and Tg, since it I
relating to the relative importance of the two eddy depends on a net mass flux into the volume. This
processes at various distances from the center of the component could, however, give an erroneous con-
hurricane. Although wind observations at upper levels tribu:on to r if incomplete or inaccurate data are
in individual hurricanes are Zoo few to permit their used i t evaluat if ince data coverage in hurricane
use in quantitative studies, sea-level data coverage Is Connie was quite good, however, we shall assume that
sometimes adequate for such purposes. This was the the errors are small, and regard the measured value of c
case in hurricane Connie on 9 August, 195S, at 1830
GCT. It was decided, therefore, to utilize these data According to fig. 3, the distribution of oCr] in the
to investigate further into the nature of the angular accoring ig 3, the dsributin o Cr] in tmature hurricane is such that r'Cr']." and fCr'] (andt
momentum transport in the hurricane. therefore Tr and T2) are of the same sign within a q

The transport of angular momentum per unit mass substantial distance from the center of the hurricane.
at a single level, say sea level, may be expressed in the Thus, tamust be of the same sen as r and greater in
form, magnitude than it. This relationship will enable us to

C, gain information about the comparison between rI i
d 2wR2[CrJ,[CN, and v' by comparing, instead, r and r'. The latter p

+ 2rRV[Cr'Cv'], = r + r', (4) comparison is made in table 2. On the basis of the

TABLF. 2. Comparison of 9 and 5' in hurricane Connie. I unit - 101" cm' sec--.

P• 3 4* 7@ so•e 8 9. i0*

- 1.5 - 1.8 - 2.2 + 6.3 + 6.6 +10.0 +15.9 +20.1 +47.7
+22.6 +38.1 +40.2 +31.6 +32.3 +29.9 +27.4 +28.0 +20.3 in
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results the following statements may be made: i.
Within a few hundred kilometers from the center of the
hurricane, a! sea Level, vertiwal.-eddy processes are of the
catre-a sign to account for '1W? ift ward iransport of C/ ",
angular momentum, whereas horizontal-eddy processes //
are of the wrong sign. 2. Beyond a certain point, the
horizontal-eddy processes increase consistently with
distance from the hurricane center, and finally become
the primary agency for the inward flux of angular
monmentum.

The distances over which the above statements
apply are evidently greater in the case of the sea-level
quantities in table 2 than they are in the case of the
vertically integrated quantities in table 1. This is
consistent with the fact that cyclonic winds at sea-
level extend over a greater distance than does the
vertically integrated cyclonic core of the hurricane.

Fig. 5, which shows the surface streamline chart for
hurricane Connie, reveals the synoptic features which
are responsible for the observed horizontal and
vertical-eddy transports of angular momentum. In
this figure the circle represents the intersection of the Fit. 4. Idealized picture showing the hurricane vortex and

iiassociated high-pressure cells. The tangential component of the
vertical wall A0= 12' with the ground. Within motion around circuit, C, is in the anticyclonic sense.
about 80 lat from the center the hurricane is charac-
terized by an extensive cyclonic circulation with a net the angular momentum cycle. In order to see how
radial inward component of motion near the surface. these fit together let us trace the course of the-angular
This inward spiraling air constitutes the lower branch momentum transfer in the mature hurricane with the
of the vertical-eddy circulation. In the region sur- aid of the various figures and tables presented in the
rounding this circulation, the character of the flow is previous sections. In the first place we may note that
very different, however. Here the exchange of mass the frictional transfer of cyclonic angular momentum
between the hurricane and its surroundings takes from the earth into the atmosphere takes place in the
place predominantly in the horizontal plane. The outer branches of the circulation around each of the
main synoptic features which effect this exchange in large-scale high-pressure cells which border the hurri-
th, pre-,.t, case ac- two 1- -- anticvclones-one large- e higpsure cells w ic borerthe onri
cei;_., I, the vicinity of Portland, Maine and the
other in the component about the axis of the hurricane (fig. 4).
cyclonic cell located near Chattanooga, Tennessee. A certain portion of the angular momentum which is

cyclniccel loatednea Chttaooga Tenesee.received by the atmosphere in these regions must be
The significant characteristic of these anticyclonic rcie yteam-peei hs ein utb
Thcsignificatont cthaaeirientaticof wthrese t ntcyon-c transported into the hurricane in order to maintain the
circulations is their orientation with respect to con- rotation against frictional dissipation. The rest must
centric circles about the center of the hurricane. As a
result of the "tilt" of these systems, mass which enters
the hurricane at sea level carries with it a greater
quantity oangular momentum mass
which leaves the hurricane at the same level. It can be
seen, for example, that air entering the circle from the
east and southeast possesses a cyclonic component
about the hurricane axis, while air leaving in the west
possesses an anticyclonic component about the axis.
In this way cyclonic angular momentum is transported
into the circle.

7. Discussion

The results of the present .nvestigation serve to
FIG. 5. -Sea-level streamlines: hurricane "Connie,"

indicate the niature of some of the important links in 1830 GCT 9 August 1955.
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be carrit•d at.lV into the surrounding .ttmosphere. which devceops at a givei, rate of rotatiolt seems to
Focusing "ttention on that portion which serves to depend on the magnitude of the heating gradient rather
maintain the hurricane circulation, we find that it is than on the way in which the heating is controlled.
transported from the source region into the cyclonic
core primarily through the agency of horizontal-eddy 8. Concluding remarks
processes (tables 1 and 2). This transport is associated
with certain asymmetries in the flow around each of From time to time theoretical models will be
the neighboring high-pressure cells (fig. 5). The supply proposed which attempt to explain the mechanism of
of angular mom-!ntum which is accumulated in this the hurricane in terms of cause and effect. It will be
way is then transported closer to the center of the necessary to find some criterion by which to judge the
hurricane by a verticai-eddy circulation which operates validity of the conclusions reached on the basis of
within the cyclonic core. This circulation maintains such models. Regardless of any other considerations
,:be high wind speeds immediately surrounding the eye it may be stated that if the model satisfies the princi-
of the hurricane, pies of conservation of mass, momentum and energy

As an additional consideration it should be remarked in the same way that the atmosphere does then it con-
that, in order to satisfy the frictional requirements, the stitutes a valid explanatiao of the behavior of the
angular momentum transport must increase with atmosphere. Thus, the burden of proof rests on studies
distance from the center of the hurricane within the in which an effort is made to determine, quantitatively,
cyclonic core, and decrease with distance from the the physical processes which take place in the atn'os-
center within the anticyclonic belt. The maximum phere. The present investigation represents an attempt
transport is, therefore, found somewhere between in this direction. Owing to the limitations of the data
these two regions. it must, however, be regarded as merely a first look at

The significance of the present results can best be the hurricane problem. It is hoped that more accurate
appreciated when viewed in the light of the recent and complete data will soon become available so that
theoretical and experimental work dealing with ro- additional investigations of the angular momentum
tating fluids (see for example Kuo, 1956b, and Fultz, and energy budgets can be undertaken, for it is only
1953). The reader will recall that the type of process after large quantitites of data have been processed,
which accomplishes the required transports of angular and the results interpreted properly, that firm con-
momentum and energy in the rotating model experi- clusions concerning the hurricane mechanism can be
ments depends on the rate of rotation of the vessel reached.
and on the intensity of the radial heating gradient. Acknowkdgmengs.-The writer wishes to express his
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ABSTRACT

The flux of angular momentum in rotating model experiments, in which relative motions (in water) are
generated by differential heating, is investigated observationally. For appreciable rates of rotation a close
similarity is obtained with the atmosphere at the jet.stream level, not only in regard to the appearance of the
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1. INTRODUCHION

The aim of this discussion is, to describe a study of the flux of angular momentum io an experimental

model of fluid flow, involving a rotating system in which the relative motions are generated by differential

heating. Tse experiments were performed by R. R. Long at the hydrodynamics iaboratorv of the University

of Chicago. Inasmuch as a complete account of the technical aspoects of the experiments has been presented

elsewhere by Long (195ta) and Fultz (1951), only a brief general statement is made here concerning the

form of the model jued. In addition to the deacriptive results outlined in the reference already given and

partly repeated below, it sermed desirab!e to investigate the radial transport of angular momentum in the

flows obtained by the same methods a,3 were used by Starr and White (1951) for the analogous purpose in

the atmosphere, in order to observe such %imilarities or diffetences as might be revealed in the two instances.

2. THE MODEL

The apparatus consisted of a circular vessel (actually a dishpan) mounted on a rotating table so that a

given angular velocity could be maintained during the course of each experiment. The vessel was heated by

means of an electrical resistance coil located underneath it and forming a flat annular ring, whose outside

diameter was equal to that of the vessel and whose inside diameter was somewhat smaller. The vessel was

filled with water to a given depth and rotated until solid rotation was established before the heating was

begun. The motion at the free surface was followed by means of a tracer consisting of aluminmt powder

sprinkled upon the water.

In order to observe the motions of the fluid relative to the rotating pan directly. the experiments were

viewed, and also photographed, with the aid of a rotoscope, Long (1951b). When properly adjusted, this

piece of equipment enables the observer to eliminate the basic rotation from the image seen. Thus the pan

itself appears in the image with zero rotation, and the tracer indicates only the relative motions.

Streak phoLographL of the relative motion were obtained at the rate of approximately one per revolution

by using one-half second time exposures. A strong flash of illumination at the end of each time exposure

was used to indicate the direction of the motion given by the streaks.

The pan was 15 cm in radius and was filled to a depth of 2 cm ir all of the experiments. The tempera-

ture difference between the rim and the center was recorded continuously during the course of each experiment.

In all, 108 usable photographs were obtained. In all cases the sense of rotation was counterclockwise when

viewed from above, thus being analogous to that of the atmosphere in the northern hemisphere. For

reasons of simplicity, meteorological and geographical terms will be used in the descriptions which follow.

3. QUALITATIVE RESULTS

It has been pointed out by Long (1951), that two characteristic circulation regimes are observed which

depend on the rate of rotation of the dishpan. The streamline patterns obtained in the cases of high rotation

exhibit a striking resemblance to the corresponding atmospheric flow patterns at the jet-stream level, as

shown by appropriate northern hemisphere isobaric charts (see Fig. 18). The most notable characteristic
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Fig. 18. A high*ratation (4.81 rpm) atresk-flash pnotogrupb of fluid motion* induced in a rotating cylinder heated at the
perimeter. The flow pat Icint bear resemoblance to tlxwe found in free oawnoophere.
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Fig. 19. A low.rotation (2.92 rpm) mtreai-flatt'. photograph of fluid motionsi induced in a rotating cylinder heatedl at tle perhrn-
ater. The How pattern is more aiyrnmetriaia thin in Fig. 18.
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sowlv ea•tia,-d in ge'neral. The Way'e maraber aei rzio of amph-tud to wa, -Engh Wenr Abuk the a

n8sin thankt*~Phrnr rawe. Oinnaluliv thr ioops in the jet tEnd iýo pinch off and fotmn clust-d cyootc

and antic clohic vcnters which persist for )ome time. The zonal maioion in frorm west to east, on the avertge.,

from the pole to the equator (610i, ahtholih strongest In the middle latitudes,

The circulation in the high rotation rase is strongly influenc-ed b- vat. ing the rotation and the intern

of heating. The particular choice of about 4 rpm for the given amount of heating was not accidental.

effonrt was made to choose a condition similar to that at high levels in the middle and high latitudes of f

northern hnenisphere. Two ':ritcria were used to obtain this simidarity. The first involved an equality

nodel and prototype of -he n•- isd•mneonal number R -= C °fL.% where U is a representative relative velo-i.

L is a representative length, and f is the Coriolis parameter. This nomber is the ratio of inertia force

Coriolis force, and its equalitys is a necessarý hut not a sufficient condition that two rotating fluid systems
dynamically similar. In this application U was taken to be a representative velocit4 in the jet stream and

was the radius of the pan (distance from pole to equator on the earth).

There was some difficulty in deciding the best value of rotation for the experiment. A prelimina
choice indicated a rotation of 5 rpm for the cylinder. The second criterion was then employed, namel
that the westerly jet have a mean position at about 10 cm from the center and that the general appearan

of the motion be similar to that in the high troposphere. If it is permissible to associate this circle with t)

30* latitude circle on the earth, the jet would then occupy a similar position in model and prototype. i

5 rpm it was found that the jet remained too close. to the edge of the pan. The rotation was then decreasw

to about 4 rpm, and from qualitative visual observation it appeared that the jet was at the proper positio

After the numerical computations were completed. however, it was found that the latitude of the mean j:

was still farther south than anticipated. Further experimentation with a rotation raze below 4 rpm woui

therefore be desirable.

It is of considerable interest to investigate the value of R at this rotation. The velocity in the jet wi

then close to 0.75 cm sec-',f was 0.8(sec-, and L was 15 cm. The ratio R was therefore 0.06 for the mode

If the corresponding atmospheric quantities are taken as U = 6 X 1I0 cm see-', f - 10-', and L - h

X 6.4 X 10', the two values of R become nearly equal. The two uncertain quantities in the atmospher

calculation, U and f, are nevertheless both very reasonable. The implication is that the two criteria &i

not independent and that kinematic similarity in the flow pattern is a consequence of similarity in tt

characteristic ratio R.

In the cases of low rotation the flow patterns again show the presence of mean westerlies from the pot

to the equator (see Fig. 19). However, the jet stream it now replaced by a broad maximum at somewib,

less than one half the distance from the pole to the rim, and there is little evidence of the large meanderint

to be seen, although some lack of radial symmetry about the pole is usually present. At the time of th,

writing, only a single sequence of 6 pictures was available for study. Any conclusions based upon such

small sample would certainly be questionable. Therefore, the remainder of the discussion will be confine

to the high rotation case.

4. QUANTITATIVE DATA

For purposes of securing quantitative data for use in calculating the transfers of angular momentum,

grid of six latitude circles and sixteen longitude lines was fixed relative to the pan and reproduced on adl if
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photographs. Tihe latitude circles were taken at the six radii 21/, 5, 7•4, 10, 12% and 133 cm, thus corre-
sponding in a sense to 75°, 60°, 450, 30°, 15 and 7.5° latitude on the earth. The intersections of this grid then
provided 88 systematically located "'stations" at which the "wind" measurements were made (only 8 longi-

tudes were used at the 234-cm circle). The wind direction was measured from the streaks in the vicinity of
each station and recorded in terms of 36 compass points. Likewise the speed was measured from the length
of the streaks and the duration (automatically recorded) of the time-exposures. The speeds were recorded

to the nearest hundredth of a centimeter per second. Because of the uneven distribution of the tracer, it
was at times impossible to make measurements, but the data were almost perfect in this regard as compared

with similar atmospheric actual wind observations. The material was tabulated by "days" and grouped

according to the six latitudes for each experiment.

S. COMPUTATION OF TRANSPORTS

The computation of the transports of angular momentum follow along the plan used by Starr and White
(1951, 1952). Since these methods and the considerations on which they are based have already been
expounded on previous occasions, it is assumed that readers who desire a detailed exposition will refer to the
papers in question. It may nevertheless not be out of place to state that in the scheme u and v denote the

eastward and northward components of wind velocity, the square brackets denote instantaneous space
averages along the length of a complete latitude circle, bars indicate time averages and primes are used for

departures from the averages. Curly brackets signify arithmetic means over the total number N of observa-

tions at a given latitude during the course of an experiment or group of experiments. The coefficient of
linear correlation between N pairs of u and v is denoted by r, and the number of photographs from an experi.
ment or group of experiments is given by n.

The total transport of linear eastward relative momentum, per unit length of the latitude circle and per

unit mass in the vertical [u-j, is expressible is the sum of the three terms lulvi, Iul'lv]' and jU-j called the

transports of the first, second and third species, respectively, These three quantities have distinct physical

meanings useful for the present purpose. They are discussed further below and also in the references already
given. The total transport may al•,b be calculated differently, as a check, in the form Iu vi. In this form

it may be resolved into the two terms lulil, and fu v} - fuljrJ. The first is analogous to the transport

of the first species and the second is analogous to the sum of the transports of the remaining two species.
This equivalence becomes necessarily, exact when no individual wind reports are missing.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In view of the fact that it is desired to compare the results with the corresponding atmospheric findings,

the form of Table 4 is basically similar to Table 3 given by Starr and White (1951) and also to Tables 2, 3

and 4 given by the s.arne authors (1952). The main differences are in the velocity units, the inclusion of

five latitudes in the place of one and the beparation by individual experiments. The laboratory results are

also necessarily for the free surface only.

For the sake of added information, the rates of rotation and the average temperature differences between

the rim and the center are given for all the experiments. Since a more or less steady regime of motion was
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not established until the lapse of some time after heating was begun, the actual taking of photographs -as
therefore likewise delayed for several minutes. The time interval between the instant wb-In heatir- -.as
begun and when the first photograph was taken is given as the "starting time" for each exj ý ,.•l.

After protracted periods of time the surface of the fluid becomes contaminated and the increase in surface
tension interferes with the free motion of the tracer particles. This happens quite suddenly and is easily
recognized in the photographs. In order to obtain a long period average, the individual experiments were
combined at the bottom of the tables. This introduces some minor questions in regard to the transports
of the second species which involve a temporal correlation between Jul and [vj, but since the experiments show
a good degree of reproducibility this procedure probably is otherwise free from serious objection. Confidence
limits of the time means of the various quantities defined as twice the standard error are given for these
combined totals.

7. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

Many features of the results are apparnt immediately from an inspection of Table 4. The more
important of these are the following.

(a) There is a tendency for the quantities fvJ and Iv) to he negative implying, from continuity considera-
tions, a slight net northward return flow at lower levels.

(b) There is, except for a few instances in individual experiments, a net flow of relative linear momentum
r79 toward the north at all latitudes. This is due mainly to the transport of the third species, i.e., ji'v'i.
Since the transport of the second species is almost zero, this contrast is reflected also in the values of lu v1
- I-i (VI.

(c) Aside from considerations of absolute magnitude of the velocities, comparison with the numerical
results for the atmosphere at latitude 300 N, as obtained in the references quoted, reveals striking similarities.
Thus the data at the radius of 10 cm show: (1) a relatively strong positive correlation between u and v,
(2) a strong northward total flux of momentum and (3) a predominance of the transport of the third species
in this poleward momentum flux. All four of these characteristics are shown also by the atmospheric data
at the jet-etream level.

(d) The individual experiments give results that are essentially the same, showing that a necessary
condition for the experiments has been achieved, namely, reproducibility.

8. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Assuming that the numerical findings reflect the actual physical behavior of the upper strata of the fluid,

the following suggestions appear to be conveyed by them.

(a) When the rotation is high, the convection does not follow a simple scheme, but instead a circulation
regime ensues characterized by quasi.horizontal exchanges represented by the large.scale meanderings of the
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jet stream. This reflects an important characteristic of rotating fluids. If the relative velocities are small

compared to the basic rotations, i.e., if R is small, the motion tends to be two-dimensional When R becomes

large, however, as in the low rotation case, vertical motions may increase. These tendencies have been

investigated theoretically and experimentally by Proudman (1916) and Taylor (1923).

(b) In both high and low rotation cases, westerlies develop at the top. With low rotation these seem

to be dependent upon the Coriolis forces associated with the net poleward mass flux. In the high rotation

case they are probably due to Re)nolds stresses associated with the quasi-horizontal exchanges, and not so

aimply related to thc Coriolia forces.

(c) Since it would be impossible for mean westerlies to prevail throughout the fluid in a quasi-steady

regime, it therefore follows that there should be eaterlies at some latitudes next to the bottom or at the

rim at lower levels.

(d) The first two experiments with high rotation show transports of angular momentum southward

across the 5-cm circle, although the combined average does not show this feature. P. :s intermstng on this

account to speculate whether polar easterlies may at times be present at the bottom near the pole, but no

definite conclusions can be reached from the data in this regard.

9. CRITICAL REMARKS

It is a matter of interest to examine the computational procedures used with the view of determining

their validity in certain respects, and to note various comparisons which may be made with the corresponding

applications of them to the atmospheric case. One may note the following items.

(a) The general smallness of [vJ and Jv} indicate that probably conditions to the rear and in front of

troughs (or ridges) were sampled in rather random fashion, as in the atmospheric calculations.

(b) Although the irregular spacing and location of stations is a critical problem in the atmosphere, no

such difficulty arises in the experimental case. One may use a much more detailed grid, the main limitation

being the labor involved.

(c) Whereas wind soundings are selective in favor of light wind conditions in the atmosphere, this factor

is absent in the experiments. It is true, nevertheless, that some "reports" were missing in the laboratory

experiments as already explained, but it is most unlikely that this situation is associated with selective effects

(at some latitudes the data were actually complete for certain individual experiments).

(d) The upper surface of the water is a special level at which there is a large density discontinuity, and

at which surface tension phenomena are present. It may be that these factors are of some importance in

influencing the motions. More experimentation involving such modifications as the measurement of

velocities slightly below the surface are ne-ded in order to throw light upon these questions.

(e) Because of the fact that the data sutfer less from missing reports than for the atmospheric case. various

quantities calculated may exhibit serial correlation in time so that the confidence limits computed are too

small. The quantities [v], [u v], [ul[v), [u' V] give correlations at one lag for the 10-:!m circle of -- 0.11, +0.10,

-0.09 and +0.23, respectively, showing that there may be some tendency for persistence, but not enough

to warrant more elaborate computation of the limits.
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10. GENERAL COMMENTS

Several broad topics arise naturally from the subject dealt with in this paper. Two of these are espe-
cially worthy of note. For years the question as to whether or not laboratory experiments could be devised
which would duplicate in some measure the large-scale processes of the atmosphere has been discussed by
meteorologists. Many have evinced varying degrees of despair concerning such possibilities because of the
numerous difficulties in reproducing natural conditions. Others have nevertheless proceeded in the hope

that similarity in certain features could be achieved, and consequently there is a growing literature on the sub-
ject. The studies here described form a continuation of these developments.

The reader can easily supply almost any number of items of dissimilarity between opr experiments and

the atmospheric processes. This, however, does not rule out the possibility that certain important elements

of the basic dynamic mechanism of the general circulation have been captured in the experiments. The
general appearance and behavior of the flow patterns. together with the numerical results concerning the flow

of angular momentum for the two systems, constitute prima facie evidence of similarity in these respects.

although much more must be learned from further experimentation, principally as to the field of motion

in the strata of the fluiH- beneath the upper surface.* Furthermore, one can, at the present moment, merely

raise the question as to whether more experimentation might not reveal similarities with respect to smaller

synoptic features, such as occluding cyclones with axes tilted westward in the vertical and anticyclones of

the cold and warm type, etc.d Moreover, such additional exploration is not attended by difficulties that

are beyond the scope of a well-equipped physical laboratory, so that additional information is to be expected

without undue delay. It will be of considerable interest, therefore, to see to what added extent the large-
scale atmospheric phenomena can be studied, so to speak, in vitro and to note whether our understanding
of the natural processes is thereby enhanced.

As mentioned previously, the results for high rotation suggest that in this regime the mean relative
zonal motions are maintained by eddy processes. In this role the eddy processes must then act in a sense
contrary to that of genuine viscosity, for genuine viscosity can only tend to produce rotation of the fluid as
a solid. It is therefore quite inappropriate to use the concept of a virtual viscosity in order to describe these
eddy processes, unless one is prepared to admit the existence of a negative virtual viscosity in certain portions
of the system, Kuo (1951). These considerations point to a source of danger in many customarN methods
of dealing with the large-scale eddy processes in the atmosphere. This could lead to much needless confusion,
if the basic assumption involved is not first subjected to sufficiently close scrutiny.

As in the atmosphere one may define a system of equipotential surfaces within the fluid used in the experiments. In the
direction normal to these surfaces (very nesWJy in the vertical) the counterpart of the thermal wind relationship should be present.
A preliminary check as to orders of magnitude suggests that the temperature difference from the rim to the center is accom-
panied by the proper inmrease of the mean zonal westerlies from zero at the bottom to the observed values at the free surface
in the jet stream.

t Since writing this paper, Dr. Fultz has been able to reproduce such systems.
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ABSTRACT

in the pre1Oent pa."O the pnoitition oi kinuii u'argy in the dynam,pl-re ic , examined from a hiodros
dynarniial puint of view. Tfhe results,, indicate that the intensiu of the pdieary minatnc of horiecitrtal kion.lh s
energy at any point in the atmclspher is equal Ro th e 'odds wnaltiplied by i he horizontal divergence of th io
volas ity. Regions um horizeontal vew-ic y co evergenbe mopdwdr as hy rinynl ,inkk for kineti cenergy, inn
addition to frictional eff'ec5. It i.• found that kinetic energt i ay le htansfert, d thre un t io and
through work dos e by pressure horces. It appears thaoidivertginkv a gev'vclonc are oi prioears wiport; kicnt

in~~~~~ ~~~ rvdgknr- n'y he- Venf-ral cirv'ula;:0.

a. Introduction "On the dynamical theory of Incompressible vtscus

SFIluidsand thie determination of hecriterion." Whereas
Onreaes to the mas annebhrn in whe sichtermal etro Reynclc~ds was concerned only with the dissipationt of

ogyrelte tothemanerin hih terml nergy kinetie -Ivergy, his treatmnent Must be modified in
received by the atmosphere through short-wave soilar odrt niaeas h rcs hc rae iei
radiation becomnes in part transformedl into kineticoretonvsgalohepcsswihracikntc
energy of motion relative to the rotating earth, enlergy. For this reason hisassumption of incompressi-
Plausible estimates show that the fraction of the total bilitv will be abandoned. Also, our restriction to the

study of the kinetic energy of horizontal motions
energy so transformed is very small, but must never- i
theless be sufficient to account for all air motions, in

are not actually in the nature of at proximations.
the absence of any other significant energy sources. re

Since the kinetic energy of organized motions is con-
tinually degraded and ultimately dissipated by turhu-
lence and viscosity, the process of kinetic energy Let it be supposed that a mass of gas is conlined in
production must be a continuous one with, probably, a chamber with a plane bottom and vertical walls,
certain fluctuations about a mean rate when the whole under the action of gravity which we assumne to be
atmosphere is considered. The purpose of this paper acting vertically downward. If the chamber is of
is to examine this production process from a hydro- sufficiently great height, it is not necessary that it
dynamical point of view. have a top. Likewise, the gas need not be an ideal one,

Changes in the kinetic energy of a particle or system since no use will be made of an equation of state.
of particles can result only from the action of me- Coriolis forces will, for the present, be omitted. Let it
chanical forces, and hence the rate of kinetic-energy be supposed further that the gas is in some state of
production can be discussed in terms of the joint motion induced by differential heating and cooling.
action of such forces and the kinematics of existing If we take x, y, z to be a cartesian coordinate system
motions. In this light it is not essential to inquire how with the positive z-axis vertical, we may write the
systems of such forces and such motions in the at- equations of motion for the horizonia! directions in
mosphere are related to the thermodynamical proc- thie form
esses which are ultimately responsible for their exist- du 1 ap
ence. In order to demonstrate the particular point in -_...- + FJ,
question as simply as possible we shall first consider di P ax (1)
an example of fluid motion under somewhat artificial dv 1 ap
circumstances, but still having theoretical interest. + -y

In view of the fact that the kinetic energy of vertical di P 3y

motions in the atmosphere is very small compared Here u, v are the velocity components in the directions
with the kinetic energy of the large-scale horizontal x, y; p is the density; p the pressure; t time; and
motions, we shall consider only the latter. F., F, are the components of the viscous forces in the

The approach used is one suggested by the beautiful x, y dirt ctions. Generally speaking, the motions in the
classic paper of Osborne Reynolds (1895) entitled chamb(r might be turbuleht. If we wish to regard the
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dependent variables in equations (1) as representing a. An advection of new fluid having kinetic energy
mean values free of the turbulence components, we across the boundary. This is represented by the term
shall assume that the only change necessary is to
include eddy-stress effects in the quantities F., F, A f EV.dS.
after the manner of Reynolds. More will be said con-
cerning this point later. This is then one mode of redistribution of kinetic

The kinetic-energy equation corresponding to the energy.
system (1) is b. The performance of work by pressure forces at

the boundary in virtue of the displacements due to the
8 V+, B VA'P__OV- horizontal velocity components. This is represented

at 2 ax 2 oy 2 by the term

+ Ptu--- L _d. (2) w= --ff ,(dx-udy)dz.
+ a2 2 Oax ay

This is a second mode of redistribution of kinetic
We use the symbol d to represent the rate at which the energy.
tvrbulence and viscosity are decreasing the kinetic c. A production of kinetic energy within the volume
energy per unit volume, and V42 - u' + 0. It is itself. This is represented by the term
possible to rewrite (2) in the following form:

OE aOEu aEv OEW S= ffi p + dx dy dz.
+-J + -O + -- x ay

01 Ox ay as(p (/ , which contains the primary source of kinetic energy.
-Pu +t -Fp 4. +-a d, (3) d. The action of frictional forces. This effect would
a -x By Ox By ordinarily consist of a dissipation and is represented

where use has been made of the continuity equation y the term

Op apu Opu Ddwop + -_• + -._ + - . 0, (4)
of Ox Oy Os If the limits of integration include all of the fluid

which in any case must be true, and where E - Jp V,2 in the fixed chamber, it is clear that the surface in-

is the horizontal kinetic energy per unit volume. The tegrals must vanish, so that in a mechanically closed

quantity represented by the last three terms on the system (5) reduces to
left-hand side of (3) is the divergence of the (three- aT
dimensional) kinetic energy transport vector EV. The - = S - D. (6)

quantity in the first parentheses on the right is the at

divergence of the horizontal vector pVh. If equation Since for such a system the frictional effect would

(3) is integrated over an arbitrary volume, both of ordinarily lead to dissipation, it follows that S must be

these quantities may be represented as surface inte- positive if the kinetic energy r is to remain constant

grals with the aid of the divergence theorem. Thus, if or increase. If a more or less constant amount of
the limits are fi::ed, we may write kinetic energy is to be present, the dissipation must

be balanced by a corresponding positive average rate

fffEdxdydz of production.
The production S may be looked upon as the integral

"of the contributions from the various horizontal

=f EV. dS - ffp(v dX - u dy)dz layers of fluid present and written as

S=f[/Of (u O+ ') dxdyds (7)+f f p -+ dx dydz af fax
In view of the fact that the surface integral

- f f f ddxdydz. (5) au O)

where V. is taken to be the inward component of B ayI
0

velocity at the boundary, and dS is a surface element. must vanish if the horizontal velocity is zero across the a
Equation (5) may now be given the following inter- fixed walls, it follows that a given horizontal stratum b

pretation. The total horizontal kinetic energy (7r) in a of fluid cannot give a positive contribution to S unless d

fixed region may be changing in consequence of' larger values of the pressure p are associated with 01
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areas of horizontal divergence than are associated with The manipulation of the remaining term on the left
areas of convergence. Thus areas of horizo-ntai di- side may now 6e carried out with the aid of the con-
vergence represent primary kinetic energy sources tinuity cquation much as before, since this operation
while areas of convergence represent sinks for kinetic is independent of the specific coordinate system used,
energy. Furthermore, in a mechanically closed system so that we may write
of the kind here considered it is impossible to have
source regions for kinetic energy without at the same - + divs EV - divz pVA + p div? V* - d. (10)
time having sinks of a hydrodynamic nature, entirely at
independent of frictional effects. A volume integral of (10) may now be taken and writ-

3. Equations for the atmosphere ten in the form

Be-fore embarking upon a discussion of the mecteoro- 0 f d E V. dS Cf p(vidx - u~dy.)dr
logical implications of the material presented above, it - f d f j,
is desirable to develop the concepts involved in more r
gencral terms, so as to render it possible to perform +J p div. K dr -- j ddr, (11.)

intcgratons over the entire mass of the atmosphere.
To a sufficiently close degree of approximation the where dT is a volume and dS a surface element. Equa-

shape of the geopotential surfaces may be considered tion 01) is physically identical with (5) and has,
as spherical so that we may make use of spherical therefore, the same interpretation. In symbolic form
polar coordinates in which r is the radius, 0 is latitude, we may write
and X is longitude. By analogy with the cartesian aT
case we may then write the equations of motion for the .-- - A + W + S - D, (12)
horizontal directions (see Brunt, 1939) in the form at

du uv uw which states that the rate of increase of horizontal
411 tan € + + 2t(w cos $ - v sin ) kinetic energy for a fixed volume is equal to the net

I r • rate of advection of such kinetic energy into the re-
Sp+ F", gion, plus the rate at which work is being done by the

P ax surroundings on the fluid in the region through hori-

dv 2 (8) zontal motions, plus the production of kinetic energy
+ -- tan i + - + 21lu sin in the volume, minus the frictional dissipation. For a

d r r system which is mechanically closed A and W again

I ap vanish. This is therefore true when the entire atmos-
- i- + FI-, phere is considered. In this case the surface integral

'~ ~'of the horizontal divergence over each closed geo-
where u, v, w are the linear velocity components in the potential surface must vanish as in the case of the

northward, eastward, and upward directions, re- chamber previously considered.

spectively, and x, y are measures of linear distance

eastward and northward, respectively; fR is the angular 4
velocity of the earth. The analogous energy equation
in this case may be written as Although it is possible to form other energy in-

d V,, V"2  tegrals for fluid motion, as pointed out in standard
P - + P - w + 2pluw cos 0 texts on hydrodynamics,' the particular merit of the

di2 r ap, aprocedure followed above is that the expression for

.+ tan 0 production of kinetic energy assumes a form which is
Ox Oy r of interest in meteorological problems. The implications

a- t of equation (12) may be stated in brief as follows:
+p P +-- -tan~ - d. (9)

S/ax + y r a. The intensity cf the primary source of horizontal

Making use of the observational fact that the last kinetic energy at a given point in the atmosphere is

two terms on the left-hand side of (9) are of a very given by the product of the pressure into the diver-
small order of magnitude, these terms will be dropped.' gence of the horizontal velocity.

I In reality the•e terms represent a conversion of kinetic energy b. Positive primary sources must always occur in
of horizontal motions into kinetic energy. of ertical motons, combination with negative sources or sinks inde-
and as such do not involve a production of kinetic energy. Indeed n
by methods similar to those used in this paper one can investigate pendent of frictional effects, when the entire at-
separately the kinetic energy of motions in each of the three mosphere is considered.
directions, namely, zonal, meridional and vertical. In that case
other conversion terms of a similar nature ari-e I See, for example. Bjerknes d .•i. (19 13).
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c. In addition to tile action of the sources and fric- producing systems and it is possible that it may change
tional effects, the horizontal kinetic energy in a fixed sign. Thus, for example, if only tihe average zonal
region not embracing the entire atmosphere may circulation of the atmosphere be considered as the
change due to ad-'ection of kinetic energy across the true mean motion so that the cyclones, anticyclones
boundary and due to the redistribution of kinetic and other nonzonal motions appear as turbulence,
energy through the boundary by work done by pres- there is no clear a priori reason for assuming that the
sure forces and horizontal velocity components at the term D represents a dissipation.
boundary. Finally, it is interesting to compare the results ob-

From the standpoint of the general circulation it tained here with those of Margules (1905) in his classic

would appear that the sources of kinetic energy are to tpaper, "On the energy of storms." Very broadly speak-

be found in the regions of horizontal divergence. ing the two approa.-heq deal with essentially the same

The net contribution from a given level results from process. We have sia.ply enlarged the "chamber"
"the fact thataributiof deromgvene generlly oures ts fm containing the gas used by Margules so as to includethe fact that areas of coivergence generally occur at a the whole atmosphere. Furthermore, whereas Mar-
different pressure thani (0 the arcas of convergence.guecoserdaicetpoeswhveepcd

Thus at lower levels it is common for horizontal di- gules considered a discrete process, we have replaced
it by a continuous one and restricted our attention to

convergence takes place in cyclonic areas, the n the production, redistribution, and dissipation of
crgesultbeinge pitakes p e in yctdonic hareasfienet kinetic energy of horizontal motions only. Also, we
result being positive. We as yet do not have sufficient have recognized that under these circumstances tihe

observational mat( rial concerning the distribution of presrecognized th e hese circ snces the

divergence at higher levels, but the fact that the pres- pressure multiplied by the horzontal divergence is the

sure decreases with elevation would seem to indicate measure of the rate at which other forms of energy

that !he importance of the higher levels rapidly (Ii- such as potential and internal energy are being con-
verted into kinetic energy.3 When the divergence is

minishes. Generally speaking, it would thus appear negative the sense of this conversion process is re-
that the energy sources for the general circulation are versed. It should be noted that this result is inde-
to be found principally in the subtropical high-pressure pendent of the physical nature of the "working sub-
cells, the migratory polar anticyclones and the sub- stance," which might indeed be partly liquid (or even
siding cap of cold air over the polar regions. From solid), with the gaseous anl liquid components under-
these primary centers the kinetic energy is continually going changes of phase. The result therefore auto-
transferred to the cyclonic areas with convergence matically embraces the consequence of all condensa-
which act as sinks in addition to the action of friction.One igh as whyit s tat f th diergn 'tion phenomena insofar as they cointribute to the

One might ask why it is that if the diverging horizontal kinetic energy.
anticyclones act as primary sources of kinetic energy,
tihe)y are not the scenes of major activity. Actually, REFERENCES
however, tihe generation process cannot be present Bjerknes, V., J. Bjerknes, [I. Solberg, and T. Bergeron, 1933:
in such systems without the simultaneous operation I'hysikalische llydrodynamik. Berlin, J. Springer, 797 pp.
of the transfer processes. If divergence exists in an Brunt, D., 1939: Physical and dynamical nieteorology, 2 ed.,
anticy-ione, the peripheral outward motion results in Cambridge Univ. P'ress, 428 pp.
a rapid outward flow of kinetic energy through work Marguics, M., 1905: Ober (lie Energie der Starrme. Jakrb. (Ank.,

1903) Zentralanst. f. Meteor. Geodyn., Wien. (English
(lone by pressure forces and through advection. translation in "The mechanics of the earth's atmosphere.

We have made the tacit assumption in the develop- A collection of translations by Cleveland Abbe." Smithson.
ment given above that the "frictional" term D leads misc. Coll., 51, no. 4, 533-595. 1910.)
to a dissipation of kinetic energy. If only molecular Reynolds. 0., 1895: On the dynamical theory of incompressible
viscosity and small-scale turbulent viscosity are in- viscous fluids and the determination of the criterion.

Phil. Trans. roy. Soc. London (A), 186, 123-164. (Re
cluded in this term the assumption is undoubtedly printed in: 0. Reynolds. Papers on mechanical and physical
valid. Hlowever, if relatively large-scale eddies and subjects, 2. 535-577. Cambridge Univ Press, 1901.)
other large features of the atmospheric motions are 'it is worthy of note that the present treatment gives no
included in the form of a gross turbulence as distin- information as to whether the bulk of the kinetic energy generated
guished from the remaining mean motion, it is ap- in the atmosphere represents a conversion from geopotentialenergy or whether it represents a conversion directly from in-
parent that the quantity D may then embrace energy- ternal heat energy.
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Transport of kinetic energy in the atmosphere
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In the issue of the JOURNAL for October 1948 there of magnitude than the contribution of the term pf
apl)eared an article entitled "On the production of except possibly at very high levels. The final fcrin
kinetic energy in the atmosphere." written under my depends also upon the feasibility of applying the ic,-,al
.iuthorship. Since that time it has occurred to me that equation of state to the atmosphere. If these simpli-
certain principles set forth in the paper are capable of fications are accepted, the following observations nia,,
further elaboration leading to a better insight concern- be made.
ing the nature of the general circulation ind its relation The last integral is proportional to the advectiou 4
to the so-called secondary circulations, internal hcat energy northward, and hence is in dl

It was pointed out in the article mentioned that a probability positive. This would indicate that th,.,
tran•fer of kinetic energy of horizontal motions across is normally a poleward flow o" kinetic energy acr>,•
the lIKundar. of a region which is not mechanically middle latitudes from the tropics and subtropics whi, hi
closed may lIe brought about lby advection of existing apparently serve as important source regions for sit, Ih
kinetic energy and through the work (lone by pressure energy. Since this flow must cease as the polar regi,-it,
forces in virtue of the components of horizontal ve- are approached, it follows that the cyclone belts i,,
loI-ity across the boundary. Thus, if one considers a middle and polar latitudes serve as dissipative mech.,-
symmetrical polar cap extending from the north pole nisms for this kinetic energy through fricticn and
to Arnie middle latitude , and embracing the entire through the horizontal convergence present in thet.
verti. al extent of the atmosphere, the expression for It is a matter of common synoptic experience tViat
the transfer of kinetic energy across the vertical an extratropical cyclone is more apt to intensify. if
soutlern boundary at the latitude 0 is there isa relatively large contrast in the heat advectitn

R PTvds, on its eastern and western sides. According to llief (1p '%1t + p')ds f Pvods = - present discussion it is not essential that the incre,,.'
m of kinetic energy in such cases be produced in sita

where ds is an element of area, R/m is the gas constant through conversion from other forms of energy. I h.e
for air. and T is the absolute temperature, while the intensification may be brought about through the sii-
other symbols have the same significance as previ- creased local poleward transport of kinetic enei gy
ously. The approximate equality of the first two inte- from the general source region in lower latitudes, is
grals is based upor. the fact that the advection of measured by the large net local heat transport pd.'-
kinetic energy in the atmosphere is of a smaller order ward.
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APPLICATIONS OF ENERGY PRINCIPLES TO THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

By VICTOR P. STARR

MAcwihuwtts lnInitute of Techno/og

INTRODUCTION of the study of one individual form of energy. In the

Theoretical hydrodynamics and termodynamis last section the total energy balance is re-examined- It

furnish the basic equations of energy which in the end is of course true, as has already been stated, that it is

must describe the energy transfoations which take also possible to study the global balthce of othier in-

place in the atmosphere. These equations in themselves dividual forms of energy such as geopotential and in-

are not capable of furnishing a suffivient rational ex- ternal heat energy. A beginning in this direction has
plation of the causes of atmosphric , been made by Van Mieghem 1101.

nevertheless provide a guide to systematic exploration GLOBAL BALANCE OP KINETIC ENERGY
for purposes of finding empirically important facts con-

cerning the behavior of the atmosphere. Thus their General Considerations. One of the basic problems
utility is much enhanced if consideration is given to in the science of meteorology relates to the manner in
observational data. which thermal energy received by the atmosphere

The most important problem which confronts us in through short-wave solar radiation becomes in part
such an effort is therefore not one of merely stating the transformed into kinetic energy of motion relative to
several pertinent equations in a formaly complete man- the rotating earth. Plausible estimates show that the
ner, but rather one of discussing atmcspheric processes fraction of the total energy so transformed is very
as given by observations in terms of thew relationships, small, but must nevertheless be sufficient to account
To this end the principles involved must be moulded for all air motions, in the absence of any other signifi-
and recast in such a form as to permit the desired appli- cant energy sources. Since the kinetic energy of orga-
cations to be made. In this procedure the failure to give nized motions is continually degraded and ultimately
proper cognizance to the special circumstances charac- dissipated by turbulence and viscosity, the process of
teristic of the atmospheric processes dealt with can kinetic energy production must be a continuous one
only lead to endless complications and needless con- with, probably, certain fluctuations about a mean rate
fusion. when the whole atmosphere is considered. The purpose

Much of what has been written concerning this sub- of this discussion is to examine this production process
ject has been deficient in two respects. In the first place, from a hydrodynamical point of view.
investigators have been prone to lump together various Changes in the kinetic energy of a particle or system
diverse forms of energy, thereby losing the advantages of particles can result only from the action of mechani-
to be gained from the fact that each form of energy is cal forces, and hence the rate of kinetic-energy produc-
produced from and converted to other forms in its own tion can be discussed in terms of the joint action of
characteristic fashion, permitting individual study. such forces and the kinematics of existing motions. In
Likewise for each form there exist specific modes of this light it is not essential to inquire how systems of
transfer and redistribution. Unless these specific char- such forces and such motions in the atmosphere are re-
acteristics are subject to scrutiny in detail, only very lated to the thermodynamical processes which are ulti-
broad generalizations can be reached. Even here, how- mately responsible for their existence. In order to dem-
ever, the implications of the balance of total energy for onstrate the particular point in question as simply as
the globe have not yet been studied in sufficient detail possible we shall first consider an example of fluid me-
as will be discussed later. tion under circumstances which are somewhat artificial,

In the second place, the modes of energy transfer but which still have theoretical interest. In view of the
within the atmosphere are so effective that no feature fact that the kinetic energy of vertical motions in the
such as a cyclone can be treated independently without atmosphere is very small compared with the kinetic
due allowance for exchanges of energy between it and energy of the large-scle horizontal motions we shall
the remaining atmosphere. It is therefore inappropriate consider only the latter.
to treat such a feature as in any sense a closed system. The approach used is one suggested by the beautiful
Modern trends are beginning to give proper cognizance classic paper of Osborne Reynolds [6] entitled "On the
to this circumstance, although much of the too Dynamical Theory of Incompressible Viscous Fluids
restricted point of view permeates meteorological and the Determination of the Criterion." Since Reyn-
thought. olds was concerned only with the dissipation of kinetic

In the present discourse only certain phases of the energy, his treatment must be modified in order to
subject are discussed by way of illustrating a general envisage also the process which creates kinetic energy.
approach. Thus the discussion which follows treats For this reason his assumption of incompressibility will
only the global balance of kinetic energy as an example be abandoned. Also, our restriction to the study of the



APPLICATIONS OF ENERGY PRINCIPLES

kinetic energy of horizontal motions introduces certain left-hand side of (3) is the divergence of the (three-
changes, although these changes are not actually in the dimensional) kinetic energy transport vector EV. The
nature of approximations, quantity in the first parenthesis on the right is the di-

Study of a Simple System. Let it be supposed that a vergence of the horizontal vector pVA. If equation (3)
mass of gas is confined in a chamber with a. plane bot- is integrated over an arbitrary volume, both of these
tom and vertical walls, under the action ot gravity quantities may ie represented as surface integrals with
which we assume to be acting vertically downward. If the aid of the divergence theorem. Thus, if the limits
the chamber is of sufficiently great height, it is not are fixed, we may write
nec•essary that it have a top. Likewise, the gas need
not be an ideal one, since for the time being no use E.fff d• dy dz
will be made of an equation of state, Coriolis forces al' -
will, for the present, be omitted. Let. it be supposed
further that the gais in somestate of motoninduced EV. dS - p(vdx - u dy) dg
by differential heating and cooling. (5)

If we take x, y, and z to be a Cartesian coordinate +fff I u Ov\
system with the positive z-axis vertical, we may write + NjP k- +adxdy dz
the equations of motion for the horizontal directions in
the form - fff d d dy d,

d=-t - x +- , where V. is taken to be the inward component of veloc-

(1) ity at the boundary, and dS is a surface element.
_ + F,. Equation (5) may now be given the following inter-

dt P Fy pretation. The total horizontal kinetic energy (T) in a
Here u and v are the velocity components in the direc- fixed region may be changing in consequence of:
tions x and y; p is the density; p the pressure; t time; 1. An advection of new fluid having kinetic energy
and F, and F, are the components of the viscous forces across the boundary. This is represented by the term
in the x and y directions. Generally speaking, the mo- A f EV,. dS. This is then one mode of rmliaihWo
tions in the chamber might be turbulent. If we wish to
regard the dependent variables in equations (1) as rep- of kinetic energy.
resenting mean values free of the turbulence compo- 2. The performance of work by pressure forces at
nents, we shall assume that the only change necessary is the boundary in virtue of the displacements due to the
to include eddy-stress effects in the quantities F., F, horizontal velocity components. This is represented by
after the mannerof Reynolds. More will be said con- the term W -ff p(v dx - u d ) dz.Thisisasee-
cerning this point later.

The kinetic-energy equation corresponding to the ond mode of redistribution of kinetic energy.
system (1) is 3. A production of kinetic energy within the volume

2 itself. This is represented by the term

+ 2T 5j (2) s - fff pL + ) dy dr,

+ pw = - U -+v -- d. which contains the primary source of kinetic energy.+ 2 a)4. The action of frictional forces. This effect would

We use the symbol d to represent the rate at which ordinarily consist of a dissipation and is represented by
the turbulence and viscosity are decreasing the kinetic [[[
energy per unit volume, and VA =uW + t0. It is possi- the ternl D jj d dx dy dz.
ble to rewrite (2) in the following form: If the limits of integration include all of the fluid in
aE aEu OEv 8Kw the fixed chamber, it is clear that the surface integrals

+-- -- must vanish, so that in a medAanically dosed system (5)

+" -u +-- i+ 0 + p( a" (3) reduces to
m . -d, S - D. ()at

where use has been made of the continuity equation Since for such a system the frictional effect would ordi-

+p + +Pv + PW narily lead to dissipation, it follows that S must be
ai ax Ely az positive if the total horizontal kinetic energy K is to

remain constant or increase. If a more or less constant
which in any case must be true, and where E - • VA amount of kinetic energy is to be present, the dissipa-
is the horizontal kinetic energy per unit volume. The tion must be balanced by a corresponding positive
quantity represented by the last three terms on the average rate of production.
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THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

The production S may be looked upon as the integral If we make use of the observational fact that the last
of the contributions from the various horizontal layers two terms on the left-hand side of (9) are of a very
of fluid present and written as small order of magnitude, these terms will be dropped.'

,\~l The manipulation of the remaining term on the left
S -J [J "-+ + dz dy] dL (7) side may now be carried out with the aid of the con.

8_x 8 P/tinuity equation much as before, since this operation is

In view of the fact that the surface integral independent of the specific coordinate system used, so

ff (LU +u f that we may write-+ - dxd
j - + diva EV - -div 2 pVA + p divs VA - d. (10)

must vanish if the horizontal velocity is zero across .a
the fixed walls, it follows that a given horizontal stratum A volume integral of (10) may now be taken and written
of fluid cannot give a positive contribution to S unless in the form
larger values of the pressure p are associated with areas
of horizontal divergence than are associated with areas 'a fE d, - f EV. de - ff p(vdx -u dy)dr
of convergence. Thus areas of horiaonW divergence Of
represent primary kinetic energy sources, while arease(11)
of convergence represent sinks for kinetic energy. + f p div, V% d,. - J d dr,
Furthermore, in a mechanically closed system of the
kind here considered it is impossible to have source where dr is a volume and d8 a surface element. Equa-
regions for kinetic energy without at the same time tion (11) is physically identical with (5) and has, there-
having sinks of a hydrodynamic nature, entirely inde- fore, the same interpretation. In symbolic form we
pendent of frictional effects. may write

Equations for the Atmosphere. Before embarking
upon a discussion of the meteorological implications of A + W + S - D, (12)
the material presented above, it is desirable to develop at
the concepts involved in more general terms, so as to which states that the rate of increase of horizontal
render it possible to perform integrations over the entire kinetic energy for a fixed volume is equal to the net
mass of the atmosphere. rate of advection of such kinetic energy into the region,

To a sufficiently close degree of approximation the plus the rate at which work is being done by the sur-
shape of thc gcopotential surfaces may be considered roundings on the fluid in the region through horizontal
as spherical so that we may make use of spherical polar motions, plus the production of kinetic energy in the
coordinates in which r is the radius, o is latitude, and volume, minus the frictional dissipation. For a system
X is longitude. By analogy with the Cartesian case we which is mechanically closed, A and W again vanish.
may then write the equations of motion for the hori- This is therefore true when the entire atmosphere is
zontal directions (see Brunt [2]) in the form considered. In this case the surface integral of the hori-

du u tan +zontal divergence over each closed geopotential surface
-_ tan#-- + 21(w cos - v sin 0) must vanish as in the case of the chamber previously

d r r considered.
I ap Although it is possible to form other energy integrals

f - p -- + '., for fluid motion, as pointed out in standard texts on
(8) hydrodynamics (e.g., [11), the particular merit of the

-d -+ tan #4 + - + 2flu sin 4 procedure followed above is that the expression for
d _ r r production of kinetic energy assumes a form which is

of interest in meteorological problems. The implies-
- + FP tions of equation (12) may be stated in brief as follows:

p Oy 1. The intensity of the primary source of horizontal

where u, v, and w are the linear velocity components kinetic energy at a given point in the atmosphere is
in the eastward, northward, and upward directions, given by the product of the pressure and the divergence
respectively; x and y are measures of linear distance of the horizontal velocity.
eastward and northward, respectively; and Q is the 2. Positive primary sources must always occur in
angular velocity of the earth. The analogous energy combination with negative sources or sinks independ-
equation in this case may be written as

d V2 V' 1. In reality these terms represent a conversion of kinetic
p + p - w + 2piluw cos.0 energy of horizontal motions into kinetic energy of vertical

r motions, and as such do not involve a production of kinetic

Opt " + r tanP energy. Indeed, by methods similar to those used in this paper

k.= -- - 7 tan one can investigate separately the kinetic energy of motions
in each of the three directions, namely, sonal, meridional, and

"+ p + " - tan. -- d. vertical. In that cae other conversion terms of a similar nature

\OX ap r /anse.
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eat of frictional effects, when the entire atmosphere is tude than the contribution of the term pv except poe-
considered. sibly at very high levels. The final form depends also

3. In addition to the action of the sources and upon the feasibility of applying the ideal equation of
frictional effects, the horizontal kinetic energy in a state to the atmosphere. If these simplifications are
fixed region not embracing the entire atmosphere may accepted, the following observations may be made.
change due to advection of kinetic energy across the The last integral is proportional to the advection
botmdary and due to the redistribution of kinetic energy of internal heat energy northward, and hence is in all
through the boundary by work done by pressure forces probability positive. This would ludioate that there is
and horizntal velocity components at the boundary, normally a poleward flow of kinetic energy across middle

From the standpoint of the general circulation it latitudes from the tropics and subtropics which ap-
would appear that the sources of kinetic energy are to parently serve as important eource regions for such
be found in the regions of horizontal divergence. The energy. Since this flow must cease as the polar regions
net contribution from a given level results from the are approached, it follows that the cyclone belts in
fact that ares of divergence generally occur at a middle and polar latitades serve as dissipative mecha-
different pressure than do the areas of convergence. nisms for this kinetic energy through friction and
Thus at lower levels it is common for horizontal di- through the horizontal convergence present in them.
vergence to be present in anticyclonic areas while con- It is a matter of common synoptic experience that
vergence takes place in cyclonic areau, the net result an extratropical cyclone is more apt to intensify if
being positive. We do not as yet have sufficient obser- there is a relatively large contrast in the heat advection
vational material concerning the distribution of di- on its eastern and western sides. According to the
vergence at higher levels, but the fact that the pressure present discussion, it is not essential that the increase
decreases with elevation would seem to indicate that of kinetic energy in such cases be produced in situ
the importance of the higher levels rapidly diminishes, through conversion from other forms of energy. T•he
Generally speaking, it would thus appear that the intensification may be brought about through the in-
energy sources for the general circulation are to be creased local poleward transport of kinetic energy
found principally in the subtropical high-pressure cells, from the general sourc" region in lower latitudes, as
the migratory polar anticyclones, and the subsiding measured by the large net local heat transport pole-
cap of cold air over the polar regions. From these ward.
primary centers the kinetic energy is continually trans- We have made the tacit assumption in the develop-
ferred to the cyclonic areas with convergence which ment given above that the "frictional" term D leads
act as sinks in addition to the action of friction. to a dissipation of kinetic energy. If only molecular

One might ask why it is that if the diverging anti- viscosity and small-scale turbulent viscosity are in-
cyclones act as primary sources of kinetic energy, they eluded in this term, the assumption is undoubtedly
are not i[he scenes of major activity. Actually, however, valid. However, if relatively large-scale eddies and
the generation process cannot be present in such systems other large features of the atmospheric motions are
without the simultaneous operation of the transfer pro- included in the form of a gross turbulence as distin-
censes. If divergence exists in an anticyclone, the periph- guished from the remaining mean motion, it is appaxent
eral outward motion results in a rapid outward flow of that the quantity D may then embrace energy-produc-
kinetic energy through work done by pressure forces ing systems and it is possible that it may change sign.
and through advection. Thus, for example, if only the average zonal circulation

It was pointed out that a transfer of kinetic energy of the atmosphere be considered as the true mean ino-
of horizontal motions across the boundary of a region tion so that the cyclones, anticyclones, and other non-
which is not mechanically closed may be brought about zonal motions appear as turbulence, there is no clear
by adveetion of existing kinetic energy and through a priori reason for assuming that the term D represents
the work done by pressure forces in virtue of the corn- a dissipation.
ponents of horizontal velocity across the boundary. Finally, it is interesting to compare the results ob-
Thus, if one considers a symmetrical polar cap extend- tained here with those of Margules [5] in his classic
ing from the north pole to some middle latitude ' and paper, "On the Energy of Storms." Very broadly speak-
embracing the entire vertical extent of the atmosphere, ing, the two approaches deal with esentially the same
the expression for the transfer of kinetic energy across process. We have simply enlarged the "chamber" con-
the vertical southern boundary at the latitude 4, is taining the gas used by Margules so as to include the

R f f whole atmosphere. Furthermore, whereas Margules con-J (AJppVIv + pv) ds f pv ds ] pIv dz, (13) sidered a discrete process, we have replaced it by a

continuous one ar,d restricted our attention to the
where ds is an element of area, R/m is the gas constant produ•,ion, redistribution, and dissipation of kinetic
for air, and T is the absolute temperature, while the energy of horizontal motions only. Also, we have recog-
other symbols have the same significance as previously. nized that under these circumstances the presume multi-
The approximate equality of the first two integrals plied by the horizoniai divergence is the measure of the
is based upon the fact that the advection of kinetic rate at which other forms of energy such as potential
energy in the atmosphere is of a smaller order of magni- and internal energy are being converted into kinetic
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THE GENEIAL CIRCULATION

energy2 When the divergence is negative the sense of yields the corresponding equation of energy which may
this conversion process is reversed. It should be noted be written after alight rearrangement az
that this particular result is independent of the physical d ý
nature of the "working substance," which might indeed p._- .pVc - V'pc - V-p4' + $Vdp - & (18)
be partly liquid (or even solid), with the gaseous and dt 2
liquid ckimponents undergoing changes of phase. The In (18), c is the magnitude of c, and d c F is the rate
result therefore automatically embraces the conse at which work is done by the fluid against frictional
quence of all condensation phenoniena insofar as they forces per unit volume. Assuming that the geopotential
contribute to the horizontal kinetic energy. 4 is constant with time at a fixed point with respect to

the earth (this is true except for such things as the
GLOBAL BAWANCE OF TOTAL ~INERGY small tide-producing disturbances), we may write, with

Bsic Equations. Thus far we have found it con- the aid of the continuity eftuation in the form
venient to deal with the kinetic energy problem alone,
since this quantity can be. changed only by mechanical + v.,c 0, (191
forces, and hence may be studied separately in terms -t
of the systems of such forces considered as given by that
observational data. However the problems connected
with the total global energy balance must in the end *V-jc - (pC). (20)
be of significance in the further understanding of at-
mospheric and oceanic circulations. For this reason Using (18) and (20), we can now rewrite (16) in the
we shall now attempt to formulate certain relationships form
involved in this more general subject.

Proceeding along more classical lines, let us consider dq + 0 d d (U +
the statement of the general physical energy equation dd dt U 2!
written in the form (21)

p~t+p•)p+p. (p (14)

PdU ++ a dU p dp1
cit dt a W P_ it- Since with the aid of (19) it follows that

Here pdqdt is the rate of external heat addition per d ( + V.p(
unit volume, U is the total internal energy per unit Pat- + -, )
mass, c: u I/p is the specific volume, j. is the rate of

generation of heat by friction per unit volume, while we finally have the equation
the other symbols have already been defined. With the dq a e )
aid of the continuity equation P + 1, - d pU + P +

d+pVc , (15)(22)J+ V =0 +V- pU+P + A+ P).

where c is the total vector particle velocity, we may
write that The various considertions which have entered into

the formulation of equation (22) are true for sny fluid
dq -- (16) medium without significant approximation. We may

P + 1P P-a + P (1 therefore apply the equation to the entire fluid enve-
lope of the earth or portion of it, making no distinctionWe next proceed to evaluate the last. term in (16) from between the atmosphere and the hydrosphere. We can

the dynamical equation of motion written in vectorial thus integrate it over an equatorial belt between lati-
form as follows: tudes -- and +0 and include all bodies of water such

dc as the oceans, rivers, lakes, etc. Considering again the
pT = -Vp - pV4 - 2p X c - F, (17) average conditions so that local time variations disap-i pear we have, with the aid of the divergence theorem,

where 4, is geopotential energy per unit mass, Q is the that
constant angular velocity of the earth's rotation, and F f' (Epq
is the vectorial retarding force per unit volume due to H _ P + ' - d) dr
friction. (23)

The scalar product of (17) with the particle velocity =f (U + p + A4 + 4 ds,

2. It is worthy of note that the present treatment gives no
information as to whether the bulk of the kinetic energy gen- where dr is a volume element. Equation (23) has of
erated in the atutoaphere represeuna a convetion from geo- course a very simple interpretation and could have
potential energy or whether it represents a conversion directly indeed been written directly from general considerm-
from internal heat energy. tions. If we include under friction only the effects of
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molecular viscosity or of small-seale disturbances which directed toward the poles. A reasonable estimate of this
can produce no significant tangential stresses at the contribution would appear to be about ten per cent of
bundaries -4) and +0, the contribution of the term H. Denoting this fraction by h, let us next tarn our
d in the integral on the left-hand side may be assumed attention to the state of affairs within the atmosphere.
to represent the mean rate of dissipation of kinetic It has been previoualy pointed out that the advection
energy into heat within the equatorial belt and there- of existing kinetic energy p1/2 meridionally is very
fore cancels the contribution of the term #. It follows small, relatively speaking. We are therefore again juati-
therefore that H is the total net rate of heating of the fled in omitting it. The internal energy U may be
air in the belt. Equation (23) simply states that this considered as being the sum of the internal heat energy
net incoming energy is transferred meridionally in the and the latent heat of water vapor. Since there is
form of (1) internal energy pU per unit volume, (2) assumed to be practically no net meridional tuass trana-
kinetic energy of exifting motions p/2, and (3) poteni- port in the atinosphere, it will suffice to assme that
tial energy p4,, as well as (4) through work done by the internal heat energy is given by cT, r. being the
pressure forces p. We sludl refer to these four items as mean specific heat at constant volume. It thus follows
adveetive modes of energy transfer. that U ;e c.T + eL, wheree is the specific humidity and

It is here assumed that there is no advection of energy L is the latent heat of condensation, assumed to be
through the surface of the lithosphere. This is essen- constant.' The term involving the work done by pres
tilly correct except for processes such as volcanism sure forces may again be transformed acording to the
aud seismlogical phenomena, but these are deemed to ideal equation of state, and finally combined with the
be too unimportant for the present considerations. internal heat-energy term using the relation between
Also it is assumed that there is no advection of energy the specific heats of a gas. In the end (23) may be
t'irough the top of the atmosphere, which therefore written in the form
Leglects the effect of interchange of molecules with
astronomical space and of the mass accretions of me- H - h + f (c, T + .L + - )pv. da, (24)
teonc origin. The quantity H, representing the net
heat &ý;n within the equatorial belt by processes other
than advection, may be very closely identified with whore c, the specific heat at constant pressure, is
the net heut received through exchange of radiation assumed to have a constant mean value.
with the e,traterrestrial environment. This identifica- The contribution of the term involving the latent
tion neglects such processes as conduction of heat from heat may be estimated from the mean excess of evapors-
the interior of the earth, which is of appreciable im- tion over precipitation in the equatorial belt. Using
portance only locally in connection with voleanism, and data of this kind given by Conrad [31, the writer has
it also n.glectz heat liberated (or consumed) by net estimated that the magnitude of this effect is about
progressive chemical changes such as oxidation or pho- one-half of H for an equatorial belt extending. to -i-40P
tosynthesis processes. Net beat gain throug exchange latitude. Let us denote this quantity by L.
of radiation with othL." portions of the earth is likewise The remaining terms may be examined as follows
neglected. All the various corrections mentioned are If we write
however in all probability insignificant.

If we take H to be the net gain of heat through ex- V. = pv. + IPr., (25)
change of radiation with space, various necessarily
crude estimates of this quantity have been prepared. where pW,. is the average of ps. along the entire length
A convenient arrangement of one set of such estimates of a closed latitude circle and I{pv, is the deviation from
has been presented by Bjerknes [1]. As is well known, this average, it is clear that the identioal vanishing of
the estimates give positive values of H for all choices pV- implies absence of closed mean meridional circula-
of ±- between the equator and the poles with a maxi- tions, while its presence is required for the existence of
mum for about # - =1=45* latitude. It therefore follows such circulations. Here we neglect all topographic in-
that there must be an advective transport of energy equalities of the earth's surface. In view of the fact that
poleward by the combination of terms indicated in (23), 4' is constant along a latitude circle at any given eleva-
with a maximum at -0 = +450 latitude in the mean. tion and that 1•1 is sero, it follows thmt (24) may be

It is apparent that the important problem posed by rewritten in the form
the global energy balance concerns itself with the par-
tition of the poleward energy transport among the H - h + I + f %Frpv.} do
several terms in the integrand of the right-hand member (26)
of equation (23). f + .)W d

Discussion. Unfortunately our observational infor- + (cT
rnr.tion concerning the problem posed by the global
cnergy balance is very sketchy and incomplete. We 3. The latent heat as ordinarily discussed in the sum of the
shall nevertheless endeavor to discuss such aspects of change in specific internal energy plus the work done in the
it as are possible with existing knowledge. In the first expansion during evaporation. Strictly speaking, we are here
place, the contribution of the hydrosphere to the trans- concerned only with the first quantity, although the difference
fer integral is probably small (see Sverdrup [91), but is not great enough to be of much significance.



THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

where the lat integral now represent the ooutributoa amomutat of orroboration by the obeervationd studi
of mean meridional circlations of the Hadiley type to of Widget [Ill.
the poleward energy flux. The general views expressed in the present paper

It should be remarked that, in a stable atmosphere, a indicate that atmospheric meridional circulations like-
meridional cell of the so-called direct type produces a wise may not be essential for thc global energy balance.
poleward flow of energy, while one of the indirect type Much more could be mid if a more satisfactory ap-
produces a flow in the opposite sense. This can easily prisal were available for the magnitudes of the terms
be shown from the form of the last integral in (26). appearing in equation (26), since the values given an

Very preliminary estimates by the writer of the value useful only for purposes of orientation. Further work
of the third term on the right-hand sde, made from in this direction is currently in progress at the Mas-.
geostrophic wind data for individual Northern Hlemi- esachusetts Institute of Technology.
sphere maps for various lvels seem to suggest that this
contributitn is saomewhere in the vicinity of one-half of REFERENCES
H at 40fN latitude. All in all it would thus appear that 1. Bwasuss, V., and others, Physikalische Itfdrodynamik.
the contribution of the mean meridional circulations B3erlin, J. Springer, 1933.
is small or even negative in middle latitudes, although 2. BRUNT, D., Physical and Jftnamical Meteorology, 2nd ed.
very little reliance can be placed on the figures given Cambridge, University Press, 1939.

or on the value of H obtained from the data given by 3. CONRA. V., "Die klimatologischen Elemente und ibre
Brknea. Suffice it to say that in all cases reasonable Ablhngigkeit von terrestrischen Elnftlssen." Handbu-ck

de. Klimalologis, W. JK6PPN und R. GmaEn, Hsgbr,.
orders of magnitude are obtained, which in itself is Bd. I, Tail B. Berlin, Gebr. Borntrager, 1936. (See pp.
somewhat encouraging. 3o0-362)

Concluding Remarks Most classical models for the 4. HAoD.ny, G., '"Conceruing the Cause of the General Trade-
general circulation of the atmosphere have followed Winds." Phil. Trans. roy. Soc. London, 39:58 (173&-36).
along the lines originally proposed by Hadley {4] in that Reprinted in "The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere.
they assume the existence of large convectively driven A Collection of Translations by Cleveland Abb6,"
closed circulations in meridional planes, at least in the 3rd Collection. Smithson. misc. Colt-, Vol. 51, No. 4

average conditions. The development of the mean zonal (1910).

motions is then ascribed to the effect 3f the earth's 5. M maxuLas, M., "t0ber die Energie der Sttrme." Jb.
ZentAnat. Mcetor. Wien, Anh. (1903). Reprinted in

rotation on these primary circulations. In such a scheme "The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere. A Collection
the meridional circulations are a necessary mechanism of Translations by Cleveland Abbd." 3rd Collection.
in the production of kinetic energy. Also, according to smithoa. misc. Coll., Vol. 61, No. 4 (1910).
this model the necessary meridional transport of angular 6. Rzrsouws, 0., "On the Dynamical Theory of Incompres-
momentum could be achieved if the poleward branches sible Viscous Fluids and the Determination of the
of the circulations carry more angular momentum than Criterion." Phil. Trans. roy. Soc. Lond~m, (A) 188:123-
the mturning ones at other levels. 164 (1895). Reprinted in 0. Rzvrows, Papers an Me-

For a number of reasons modem meteorologists have chanical and Physical Subjects, Vol. II. Cambridge,

come to view models of the Hadley type with skepti- University Press, 1901. (See pp. 535-677)
7. Rossny, C.-G., "On the Nature of the General Circulationcism. A discussion of the basis for this current sketi- of the Lower Atmosphere" in The Atmospheres of ath

cigm has been recently given by Romby [7]. The writer Eart and Planets, G. P. Kuipica, ed., pp. 16-48. Chicago,
rather inclines to the view that, although some mean University of Chicago Press, 1949.
meridional circulations in all probability do exist, their 8. STaia, V. P., "An Essay on the General Circulation of the
role in the energy balance and in the horisontal trans- Earth's Atmosphere." J. Meteor., 5:39-43 (1948).
port of angular momentum, at least in middle latitudes, 9. SVzaRDUP, H. U., JOHNSON, M. W., and FLEMIo, R. II.,
may be overshadowed by the characteristics of other The Oeans. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1942.

types of motion. Thus, follewing an original suggestion 10. VAN Mixzzau, J., "Production et redistribution de la
quantitd de mouvement et de l'Puergie cin6tique dam

by Jeffreys, the writer has pointed out elsewhere [8] l'atmosphbre. Application i Is circulation atmospherique
that the transport of angular momentum could be gdnarale." J. sci. Mai&,r., 1I53-67 (1949).
achieved through the observed properties of horizontal 11. WiDona, W. K., j., "A Study of the Flow of Angular Mo-
motions. This contention has since received a certain mentum in the Atmosphere." J. Meitor.,6:291-299(1949)
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(Reprinted)

ON THE ENERGY BALANCE OF THE ATMOWPHERE

Robert M. White

Abtgrat- -The net radiative energy surplus or deficit of the atmosphere in middle
and high latitudes is inferred from a consideration of energy transport processes in the
atmosphere. It is shown that the results are consistent with estimates made through
direct consideration of the radiative processes, thus providing an independent check up-
on them.

Lntroduction--Information concerning the radiation balance of the atmosphere may be obtained
indirectly through procedures which do not involve measurement af the radiative processes them-
selvy. %cd determinations provide an independent estimate of the net P"ltift efnery serpius
or deficit within given regions of the atmosphere. The orders of magnitude of the radiative sur-
plus or deficit derived in this manner for the mid-latitude and polar regions are shown to agree
favorably with other measurements of this quantity which are available from direct consideration
of the radiative processes.

The formUlation of the 2roblem--The problem may be described in the following manner. In
the Earth's atmosphere, a poleward flux of total energy in all forms is necessitated by the unequal
net heating of equatorial and polar regions in the presence of a mean hemispherical temperature
distribution which remains relatively constant over long periods of time. Let us consider the en-
tire volume of the atmosphere which is contained between two latitudes forming the equatorial
belt between +# a, d -0. Over long time periods the sole source of energy for this region of the
atmosphere is the solar energy which it receives from space by radiation. It is generally agreed
that conduction of heat energy through the Earth's crust is unimportant for the present problem.
A given amount of energy is also lost from this volume of the atmosphere by long-wave radiative
processes. The difference between the amount of short-wave radiative energy which is received
and the outgoing long- wave radiation results in a surplus for the equatorial belt of the atmosphere
extending from approximately +45°N to -45*S. Poleward of these latitudes it is generally con-
sidered that there exists a net radiative energy deficit.

It is probable that the energy storage within the atmosphere, oceans, or solid earth, over
time periods of the length which are considered here is quite small since there appears to be no
progressive change of the temperature of the atmosphere, oceans, or solid earth during such
periods. Some energy storage within the earth-atmosphere system may be possible during periods
of increase or decrease of the polar ice caps. However, this effect should be quite Sfr all since the
time periods being considered ai e much shorter than the time between marked changes in the ex-
tent of the ice cap. It is necessary, therefore, that the radiative energy surplus be transported
out of equatorial regions into the regions of radiative energy deficit.

STARR [1951J has studied this problem recently and has formulated it in a convenient manner
as follows

H = h /(Cp T + Lw +I + c2/2)pVds .................. (1)

where H is the net rate of extertal heat addition to the volume of air pluz aydrosphere which in
this case may be identified with the net effective radiation, h is the energy flux within the hydro-
sphere, C is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, T is the temperature, w is the specific
humidity,'L is the latent heat of water vapor which may be considered constant in this instance, 0
is the potential energy per unit mass of air, p is the density, c is the total vector particle velocity,
V is the meridional component of velocity considered positive when the wind is from the south, and
ds is an element of the conical surface erected at latitudes +# and the integration is to be performed
over the entire surface. This equation can be inferred directly from general considerations. How-
ever, the reader is referred to STARR [19511 for a better development of this equation from the
general physical energy equation and the equations of motion. The interpretation of this equation
is quite simple. It states that the total flux of energy which must be directed from equator to pole
may be considered to be comprised of a flux of (a) sensible heat (/ CPTpVds), (b) latent energy of
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water vapor (f LwpVds), (c) kinetic energy (f (pc 2 /3) Vds), (d) potential enera (/4pVds),

and (*) a contribution due to the poleward transport ol energy by the oceans 4k). Thus it becomes
theoretically possible to arrive at estimates of the net radiative energy surplus within given lati-
tude belts in the atmosphere by measuring the terms on the right-hand side of (1). This method
of approach has not been feasible until very recent years in view of our inability to measure the
terms on a hemisphrical basis with suficient accuracy. However, with an expanded network of
observing stations it has now become possible to wake a preliminary attempt at measuring them.

A very real q-uestion arises when attempts are made to measure the meridional flux of en-

ergy in its various forms. This question stems from the nature of one's approach to the mode of
operation of the general circulation. I it is supposed that the energy exchanges of the atmosphere
are accomplished by the large-scale horizontal eddy motions, such as those associated with eddies
the Siu of cyclones and anticyciones, then It becomes feasible to measure the magnttudes of the
terms in (1) from hemispherical maps of standard meteorological quantities. If, on the other haind,
it is supposed that the principal mode of energy exchange Is accomplished through a process which
in the main depends upon the existence of sigaificant meridional -e1s operating in meridional
planes so that the energy exchange process Is essentially a vertical mass exchange process, then
the problem becomes one of infinite complexity and difficult to compute from currently available
data because of our inability to measure the magnitude of such cells. In the case of the energy-
exchange process it is felt that the large-scale horizontal eddy exchange processes are the dom-
inant ones. In what follows tais assumption will be made.

The energy transort within 1th o.eans- -A certain amount of the total energy transport is
accomplished by the currents of the oceans. In meteorology it is generally assumed that the
transport of energy by ocean currents as internal energy of the water is quite small. SVERDRUP
[19421 points out that this question has never been thoroughly examined principally because of
lack of data. However, he agrees that when dealing with aVerages for the entire Zarth this as-
sumption ts essentially correct. In localized areas, however, Sverdrup points out that the con-
tribution of the ocean currents to the total energy transport may be as large as ten per cent of
the total transport. These regions are thought to occur principally in middle latitudes where the
principal north-south branches of the ocean currents are found. He also points out that in the
southern oceans the north-south circulations and the corresponding temperature contrasts be-
Iween currents flowing meridionally are very small. In view of this it seems that no great error
will be introduced if the tranuport of energy by ocean currents is neglected in what follows, since
great accuracy in the overall picture cannot in any case be expected.

The _trNMrt of exiLting kinetic energy--It is generally accepted [STARR. 1949] and it can
be shown observationally, as has been done by the author in an unpublished doctoral thesis, that
the transfer of existing kinetic energy is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the tnerid-
lonal transfer of energy as sensible heat and may be safely neglected in comparison with it.

The nftenjial-enerM transmort--Since we have under consideration only horizontal eddy ex-
change processes it is obvious that there can be no transport of energy in this form since the geo-
potential if constant at any given clevation.

We thus arrive at the result that probahly the energy-exchange processes in the atmosphere
may be considered to be largely comprised of a transport of sensible heat and a transport of
latent energy. This is fortunate since it is possible to arrive at estimates of the hemispherical
transport of these quantities.

The latent-energy transprt--The latent-energy transport may be evaluated in several ways.
One approach is to use the observed moisture and wind data which are available from radiosonde
and radio wind observations. The horizontal eddy transport of latent energy may then be obtained
from such data. PRIESTLEY [1949] has suggested a method for utilizing such data and computed
the latent energy transport for one station, Larkhlll, Eogland, for a period of two years. Using a
method similar to Priestley's, WHITE [1951a] has obtained a measure of the latent-energy trans-
port for one summer month and one winter month for a large number of stations extending from
the tropics to the poles over the North American sector of the hemisphere. Although it is possible
to use these rough estimates of the latent-energy transport obtained in this fashion, they suffer the
serious drawback that they have been obtained from very restricted regions of the hemisphere for
short time periods.

A second approach and one which is favored in this case is the computation of the long-term
mean transport of latent energy from hemispherical evaporation and precipitation data. Over long
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periods of time it may be assumed that there is no net change In the moisture of the atmosphere.
U, therefore, there exists an excess of evaporation over precipitation within a given latlttde belt
in the atmosphere, there must exist over long time periods a transport of moisture and hence of
latent energy out of the region, On the other hand, when the precipitation exceeds the evapora-
tion, there must exist a transport of moisture into this latitude belt. Use of this %odirect method
of determining the flux of Latent energy-into given regions of the atmosphere does not asaum. that
the transport of latent energy is accomplished solely by horizontal processes.

The knowledge of th. net rate of evaporation from the land surfaces is extremely uncertain.
However, it Is possible to arrive at some estimates of the difference between precipitation and
evaporation over large areas by a consideration of the amount of water discharged by the rivers
into the oceans. Over a long period of time the difference between the precipitation and evapora-
tion must equal the amount of water which is discharged into the oceans by the rivers. Such a
treatment is valid only when long time periods are considered because a knowledge of the storage
capacity of the ground is necessary and must be taken into account over short time periods. Such
river-discharge data are available over wide areas of the land surface of the hemisphere. WUST
[19221 has made use of them in computinr the difference between the precipitation and evaporation
over land surfaces.

Wust has also made estimates of the difference between the evaporation and precipitation
over the ocean areas of the hemisphere. He used widely scattered pan observations of evapora-
tion over the oceans and the precipitation data available from island stations. Since the evapora-
tion data from the oceans are more reliable than over the land areas it is felt that such estimates
represent a fairly good first approximation to actual conditions.

CONRAD [19361 has extended Wust's data to include the entire surface of the Earth and has
estimated the latitudinal distribution of the net evaporation. Over long periods of time we may
consider that there is no progressive change in the moisture content of the atmosphere although
it is realized that over geological epochs there is some evidence of such changes.

From continuity considerations, by treating first the regions around the pole, it is possible to
obtain a measure of the transport of moisture which must exist into the various latitude belts of
the atmosphere. The values of these transports are given in Table 1. Rt is the opinion of Wust
that hie estimates are correetto within 15 pct.

Table 1--The observed Mridional transport of latent
energy and sensible heat

jzatitude Latent energy Senhble beat Latent energy +
neeh r I sensible beat

(cal/see) x 1012 (cal/sec) X 1012 (cal/aec) x 1012
75 +30 +14 443
65 +99 +329 +428
55 +224 +834 +1058
45 +397 +793 +1189
35 +425 +355 +780

Note: Internal consistency subject to rounding off errors. Positive
signs Indicate a poleward transport.

The t[NMprt of sensible heat--Estimates of the horizontal eddy flux of sensible heat can be
made (with considerable effort) directly from northern hemisphere weather charts of pressure
and pressure-height contours. The transport of sensible heat across a complete latitude circle
at a given elevation can be written as

SCp TpVdx ........................... (2)

where the integration is to be performed completely around the latitude circle and dx is an ele-
ment of longitudinal distance. Because of tho lack of direct wind observations over most of the
hemisphere it becomes necessary to use a geostrophic measure of the wind given by the relation

V8 = (i/pf) P( ..x ......................... (3)

where f is the coriolis parameter and p is the pressure. A reliable measure of the temperature
may be obtained if it is realized that the mean virtual temperature of any column of air is directly
proportional to the height difference between two constant pressure surfaces. The product of the
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mean geostrophic wind for a given layer and the mean virtual temperature may be formed at a
large number of evenly distributed points around a given latitude and the integral (2) may be
evaluated by finite difference methods. Such computations were carried out by WHITE [1951b]
for the four winter months, November 1945 - February 1946, on a daily basis for every ten de-
grees of latitude extending from 35°N to 756N. The geostrophic transport of sensible heat was
computed up to the 500-mb surface in two layers: Surface to 700 rub, and 700 mb to 500 mb.
For details of these computations the reader is referred to the investigation mentioned previously.

By virtue of the fact that a geostrophic measure of the wind was used, transports of sensible
heat which are accomplished by mean meridional cells are automatically eliminated since

- pVg dx = z (1/f) (Op/;x) dx = 0 .................... (4)

Use of the values of the geostrophic transport of sensible heat computed by White in conjunc-
tion with estimates of the normal latent-energy transport requires a certain amount of justifica-
tion. In the first place, the estimates of the latent-energy transport evaluated from evaporation
and precipitation data have been made on a yearly normal basis. The geostrophic transport of
sensible heat was computed for four months of one winter season. In addition, the question may
legitimately be raised as to the nature of the difference between the geostrophic and the actual
eddy transports.

Studies of the eddy sensible heat transport over North America [WHITE, 1951b] have shown
that there is good agreement (within 20 pet in the mean) between the eddy sensible heat flux com-
puted geostrophically and that obtained from observed winds. The other question which must be
answered is of a more serious nature. How closely does the eddy sensible heat transport com-
puted up to 50M mb for the winter season represent the mean yearly transport through the entire
atmosphere?

It appears that the transport computed up to 500 mb is smaller than the total eddy transport
of sensible heat through the entire atmosphere since the transport of sensible heat above 500 mb
has been neglected. On the other hand, there Is a compensating factor in that the transport of
sensible heat during the winter is greater than it is during the summer and hence use of the
transports based upon winter data alone as a typical yearly value will be considerably in over-
estimate.

Studies of the extent to which these two factors actually cancel [WHITE, 1951aj, based upon in-
vestigations of the eddy sensible heat transport over regions of North America in which observed
wind and temperature data were used, show that the transports of sensible heat up to 5G zrb rep-
resent approximnately 't0 pct of the total across a given latitude circle up to 100 mb. On the other
hand, the winter-time rate of transport computed up to WOC mb is approximately 45 pct greater
than the mean rate of transport.

In view of these results it seems permissible to use the geostrophic eddy sensible heat
transport computed up to 500 mb for one winter season as a first approximation to a typical year-
ly mean transport. It must be remembered that the determination of a reliable normal for the
magnitude of this term will require the analysis of many years of complete northern hemisphere
data up to very high levels. Since the purpose at hand is merely to demonstrate the feasibility of
this method of attack upon the radiation problem and to arrive at orders of magnitude, the use of
these values is sufficient.

The mean winter geostrophic eddy sensible heat transport below 50C mb based upon the four
winter months of data is presented in Table I together with the sum of the transport of energy as
latent energy and sensible heat.

With the data of Table 1 it is possible to determine the net radiative energy surplus or deficit
within given latitude belts in the atmosphere and to compare them with similar estimates which
have been made by considering the radiative processes. The procedure is quite simple. We find
that 43 units (cal/sec x 1012) are transported across latitude 75°N. The region of the atmosphere
bounded on the south by this latitude must therefore radiate an amount of energy equal to this
amount back to space in excess of that which it receives from space, otherwise there would be a
progressive increase In the temperature of the atmosphere in this region. We n-ay proceed in a
similar fashion to the latitude belt 65°N - 75'N. Here we find 428 units transported in from the
south, 43 units transported out to the north, and hence a surplus of 385 units of energy trans-
ported into this region. This amount must therefore represent the excess long-wave radiation by
the atmosphere over the short-wave radiation which it receives from space. We may thus arrive
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42 35 630 12 409

43 428 1058 1189 780

90*N 7511N 65ON 55*N 45*N 356N

Fig, I--Schematic diagram of the radiation balance deduced from
observed energy transports; units in 1012 X cal/sec; direction of
arrows indicates direction of flux; internal consistency subject
to rounding-off of errors

Table 2--ARadiative energy surplus or deficit within various latitude belts as determined
from radiative processes by various investigators and from" observed atmospheric
ene tr rts in this study

Latitude north Alreh Hogho 4sWht
"Flrom I To I AIrct ogtn aie ht

0 (cal/sec) x 1012 (cal/sec) x 1012 (cal/sec) X 1012 (cal/sec) x 1012
75 90 -126 -319 -222 - 43
65 75 -173 -392 -298 -385
55 65 -182 -405 -284 -630
45 55 -130 -322 -202 -132
35 45 - 3 -129 + 29 +409
Note: Pcsitive signs indicate a net surplus; negative signs a net deficit.

at an energy continuity diagram such as depicted in Figure 1. Here the amount of net radiative
unbalance for each latitude belt is represented by the vertical arrows at the top of the diagram
and the horizontal transport within the atmosphere by the horizontal arrows.

Comparison of results--It is of interest to compare the results of the computations desc1.*ed
above with those of other investigators who have attacked this problem through a consider%,Lion of
the radiative processes. Since the energy-transport data were available only for middle and polar
latitudes, the discussion will be confined to these regions. Of the many investigations into this
problem three have been selected for comparison, that of Albrecht and BJERKNEF 1933, p.
6651 and two of a more recent nature, that of Houghton (talk given at Cambridge Rsnwinar of the
American Meteorological Society, 1946) and that of Gabites (doctoral thesis, Maisachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, 1950). The results of Houghton's investigation should be considered as only
preliminary in nature, as he is currently preparing a revised estimate. The values of the net
radiative energy surplus or deficit reduced to the same units for the same regions which were
used in this study are presented in Table 2, along with the results of the present investigation.

It is seen that the orders of magnitude of all these, investigations are comparable, the more
recent investigations agreeing more closely with the results of the present study. It is evident
that the results of the present study give consistently higher values both for the net radiative
deficit and the net radiative surplus except within the region between 75'N and the pole. This In-
dicates that the intensity of the energy transport processes and the convergence of the energy
transports are found to be more intense in the current study than would be indicated by the mea-
surements based upon the radiative processes. Rt is also suggested that the region of net radiaive
heating in the atmosphere extends farther poleward than would be indicated by a consideration of
the radiative processes. Nevertheless, it is quite gratifying, considering the crudity of the data
which have been used to find that the estimates of the radiation balance deduced from radiative
processes are fairly consistent with observations of the energy transport processes within the
atmosphere. It appears that further studies of the energy transport processes might yield more
reliable information which would provide an independent check upon the radiation balance as de-
duced from radiative processes. The desirability of further investigction is clearly indicated.
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The meridional eddy flux of energy

By ROBERT M. WHITE
Masachudwtts Institute, of Tevhnology*

(Manuicript m€ivc-J 10 August 19.0, in revisLed forn 21 Noveininr 19.o)

An investigation of a large number of upper-a.ir soundings over regions of North America shows
that the eddy transport of sensible heat is poleward in the mid-latitude troposphere, reversing and
becoming equatorward in the stratosphere. The eddy transport of sensible heat reaches its maximum
in middle latitudes, decreasing both poleward and equatorward. It is shown wherein these results
differ from those recently presented by Priestley. The transport of sensible heat has a high seasonal
variation, being much stmonger in winter than in summer. There are indications that at very low lati-
tudes the eddy sensible-heat transport is directed equatorward.

The eddy transport of latent energy isdescribcd by means of the same soundings and is found
to be poleward throughout middle and high latitudes with a maximum at the ground and decreuing
with altitude. The principal seasonal variation in the transport of latent energy appears to be the
northward shift of the mid-latitude maximum from winter to summer. This maximum is not very
pronounced, the transport in both seasons being relatively constant through middle latitudes.

I. INTRODUCTIoN

A description of the character of the meridional flux of energy in the atmosphere
is recognized to be of fundamental importance for a better understanding of the
mode of operation of the general circulation. That a description of so basic a pro-
cess in the atmosphere has not been clearly established can be attributed directly
to the lack of observational material on a hemispherical basis, and to the tremendous
task of reducing whatever data are available to comprehensible form. A method for
the evaluation of certain components of the meridional energy flux has recently
been reported by Priestley (1949). A study of the meridional flux of energy using
a method similar to Priestley's but considerably more extensive in space, is described
below.

2. SCOPE

To place the scope of this investigation in perspective it is necessary to con-
sider the general continuity requirements of the global energy balance. Because
there exists a difference between the net heating of the atmosphere in equatorial
and polar regions, there must exist in the atmosphere a transport of energy directed
meridionally from low to high latitudes. Starr (1949) has shown and indeed it
may be inferred from general considerations that the total poleward energy flux may
be closely approximated by an expression of the form

T* (cpT -+ q1 + @)pvdxdz . . . (1
Z=0

This ntinw as ai & •- • Mie th,-uh pponrt e•nded by the GCeephyuiml Restach Du*mte of the
U.S.A.F. cbdd Rewch Laboratoris.



MERIDLONAL EDDY FLUX OF ENERGY

where cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, T is the temperature, q is
the specific humidity, I is the latent heat of water vapour, 0 is the potential energy
per unit mass, p is the density, v is the meridional component of velocity con-
sidered positive when the wind is from the south, dx is an element of longitudinal
distance and dz an element of vertical distance. The integration is to be performed
over the entire vertical extent of the atmosphere and completely around the latitude
circle. Eq. (1) has the simple interpretation that the poleward flux of energy is
accomplished mainly as a flux of (a) sensible heat, (b) latent energy of water vapour,
and (c) potential energy.

One way in which the texms in Eq. (1) may be further examined is as follows.
We may write that

pv= [Pv] + (pv)'

where [pv) is the average of pv along the entire length of a closed latitude circle

and (pv)' is the deviation from this average. It is clear that the identical vanishing
of [pv] implies the abserice of meridional circulations, while its failure to vanish

implies the existence of such circulations. Here we neglect all topographic in-
equalities of the earth's surface. Since 0 is constant along a latitude circle at any
given elevation and [(pv)'] is zero, Eq. (1) may be rewritten as

T*_ff (c,,T+ ql)(pv)'dxdz +±f f~ (cpT± qi + 0) [Pv] dxdz . . (2)
z=O ~z--O

where the last integral now represents the contribution of mean meridional cir-
culations of the Hadley type to the poleward energy-flux. The first integral in
the right hand member of Eq. (2) represents the contribution of horizontal eddy-
processes to the poleward energy-flux. It is the magnitude of these processes which
can be estimated with available radio observations of wind, temperature and moisture
content.

3. PROCFDURE

Following Priestley we may write that the total meridional flux of any quantity
across a complete circle of latitude is given very closely by,

4dx pFvdz (3)

where F is the amount of the quantity per unit mass of the atmosphere. The inte-
gration is to be performed through the entire vertical extent of the atmosphere, and
around a complete latitude circle. For practical purposes, it is more convenient
to write this integral as

x f2" Fvdp (4)

where use has been made of the hydrostatic equation, and where po is the sea level
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pressure. Because observations around a w.omplete circle of latitude are not available,
it is impossible to compute this transport observationally. However, we may obtain
highly useful information by considering the flux over a limited portion of the circle,
which i. given for a unit distng along a latitude circle by

I f PFvdp (5)9 0
In expression (5) the sea level pressure Po is not constant. However, Po varies by
only a small fraction of its absolute magnitude. In addition, in the computation
of such a term over a large sample, p,, may be considered as a constant if there is
little correlation between Fv and po. We shall assume that the quantities used in
the following analysis, the temperature and the mixing ratio multiplied by the
meridional component of the velocity, are uncorrelated with the sea level pressure.
Therefore, we shall treat Po as a constant in what follows.

In the following analysis it will be necessary to make use of both space and time
means and deviations from these means. For convenience in notation, a bar is used
to denote a titte mean, a bracket a space mean. Primes denote deviations from the
means and the subscripts x and t are used to denote the nature of the deviation.

Thus we may write F = F + Ft' or F = [F] + F,' where F is the actual value

of the quantity, Ft' is the deviation from the time mean and F,' is the deviation
from the space mean. In a similar fashion we may define a mean of F in both space

and time as P] -
The mean meridional flux of F over both space and time, [v-F] is given by

which is derived by taking the mean of the product v H[] + v't and F [ +

F't,. The mean flux of F is then composed of two terms of distinct physical signi-

ficance. Following Priestley's terminology, let us call [v] [F] the advective flux.

This is the flux of the quantity F at any given level in the atmosphere which is

associated with a non-zero mean rate of flow [v] at the level in question. The second

term [FvF't] is the mean eddy flux and depends upon the existence of a correla-

tion between v and F at any given level.
It can be shown that the mean eddy flux may be further analysed into two terms

of different physical significance. This is easily done by adding to and subtracting

from the left hand side of the Eq. (6) the term [v F[, After slight rearrangement it

can be seen that

[V 'XF t.] = [ý;t~] ± [V~" X 7

in which the terms on the right hand side have the following meanings:

(a) [v't -Ft] represents the space mean of the local eddy flux. This is the

average over space of the eddy flux at individual stations due to the
correlation in time of v and F.

_9,27
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(b) [v.F, represents the standing eddy flux. This is the flux due to the

correlation in space between the time means of F and v over a given period
of time. In other words, this is the portion of the flux due to the semi-
permanent features of the atmosphere.

Ideally, if we wished to compute the total northward eddy flux for a given
period from actual wind-data, we should desire stations located around a complete
circle of latitude. The more closely we could approximate a continuous distribu-
tion of stations, the more accurately we could obtain the eddy transport across that
latitude circle. We could then compute the total eddy flux once or twice daily,
and obtain the mean flux for any given period. In the absence of such a distri-
bution of observing stations the existing correlation between v and F may be approxi-
mated by the use of a large number of stations distributed over a limited portion
of the latitude circle. Because of the nature of the available data, all of the com-
putations which follow have been made with reference to constant pressure surfaces.

In the case of the transport of sensible heat, F = cpT. The mean eddy flux
of sensible heat is then given by

5 f" ([VI] - [] [i])dp . .(8)

The mean eddy flux of latent heat may be written similarly as

I fp ( v-q [VJ[ý])dp(9)g •
where I is the latent heat of water vapour per unit mass taken as 600 cal gm-1, and
q is the specific humidity.

In his interesting paper, " Heat transport and zonal stress between lati-
tudes," Priestley (1949) selected a single station, Larkhill, England, and performed
such computations over a period of two years. However, since he used only a single
station, he was able to evaluate only the local eddy flux term.

He found that "the eddy flow of sensible heat at some levels is from regions
of low towards regions of higher mean temperature and that the eddy fluxes of
heat in sensible and latent forms are approximately equal." These conclusions must
be modified however when the standing eddy flux of these quantities is also con-
sidered.

In order to include a measure of the standing eddy flux it is necessary to take
into account some of the semi-permanent features of the general circulation. The
investigation was extended to include subtropical and polar regions so as to be able
to determine the variation of such eddy transports with latitude. The region of
North America and the adjacent regions of the Atlantic Ocean were chosen for
study. In order to eliminate any bias toward cloudy or clear weather only stations
which take radiosonde and radio wind observations were selected*.

The months of February and August 1949 were selected for study. The upper-
air data were taken from the Daily upper air bulletin published by the U.S. Weather

The observing statios were distrbutd as follows : South of W0N. - 6 ; 30' to 40'N. - 16 ; 40' to 50°N. - 4
50" to 60'N. - 6 ; 60" to 70'N. - 6 ; 70' to 801N. - 4.
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Bureau. The data were broken down into three groups - (a) Feb. 0300 GmL(, 1949,
(b) Feb. 1500 oGMr, 1949, (c) Aug. 1500 casT, 1949. Only those soundings which
reached a height of 300 mb were used in the computations. It was felt that such a
restriction would enable more accurate comparison of low-level and high-level
transports".

The data were recorded at each station at each of the standard pressure levels:
1000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100 mb. The products vT and vq were formed
for each level and each time category for each latitudk belt.

Thn VT} [I~ [F4 [J [q] were computed by a simple averagingpres.Th

subtractions [vTJ - [viJ [t] and [V~qj -- [_j [qJ were performed for each level,

time category, and latitude belt. These were then converted into the mean flux in cal
sec-' per mb of pressure difference in the vertical per cm of longitude. Because of
the unrepresentativeness of observations taken near the surface (due to radiation
and local topographic effects) the values of the transports of energy obtained for
the 1000 mb surface were not used. Instead, in the integrations through height
which were made in order to obtain the mean total eddy transport throughout the
atmosphere, it was assumed that the transports at 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, and 100
mb were representative of the transports between the surface and 800 mb, 800 and
600 mb, 600 and 400 mb, 400 and 250 mb, 250 and 150 mb and 150 and 50 nib,
respectively. It was assumed that the transports above 50 mb could be neglected.

The results of this investigation are presented in the form of a series of diagrams
and tables. A short discussion of the nature of these data is necessary for proper
interpretation. The data may be considered to be of two types, (a) the eddy trans-
ports of either sensible heat or latent energy or a combination of both at given
levels and latitudes, and (b) the total eddy transports of sensible heat or latent
energy or a combination of both, by which is meant the value of the transport after
integration through height. It must be remembered that the results presented are
valid only for regions of North America and only for the specific times for which
they were computed.

Tables I and II present the total eddy transports of the two energy forms, by
which is meant the values of the eddy transports after integration through height,
across various latitude circles. This was done under the assumption that these
transports are representative of the transports around a complete circle of latitude.
The values of these total transports are given in units of 1011 cal sec-' across a
complete circle of latitude.

' Such a restriction undoubtedly has some effect upon the magnitudes of the enerly transpOrts because of the sewle-
tivity of radio wind observations. Dr. E. N. Lorenz (1950) has found in an investiation into this selectivity, a pronounced
tendency for radio wind observations to be biased according to the wind speed. In periods of stroeg winds there isa decided
tendency for balloons to be blown out of range or below the angle specified in observing manumas below which obsera-
tions are considered unreliable and hence not reported. The effect of such a bias is to minimize the magnitude of the energy
transports. Hen,•• the magnitudes of the energy trasmport reported herei may lean in the direction of under-estunattion
rather than over-estimation.

t Such a simple averag process would be entirely legitimate were the selected stations evenly sp•aed along latitude
circles. However, the st•etam are irregularly spted, and hence such an averging Process introduced a bias beuse each
station is weighted equally. The results therefore may be biased in favour of the character of the eddy transport in thos
regions where the stations are more ckloy spaced. In order to comet this bias, Proper -eihting facoros would hae to
be irntroduced. However, since the stations am iregularly oaced in both latitude and longitlie, it is not clear how a p.oper
wetighting procedure could be devised.
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Figure 1. Tramsxort of sensible hea computed from 6oundings for August 1949, 1500 ow-r.
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Figure 2. Trwsprt of sensible heat computed from soundings for February 1949,
0300 Gm" + 1500 oan-.
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Figure 3. Transport of sensible heat computed from soundings for February 1949,
1500 30 + August 150 500 r.

*- Ltitude

Figs. 1 -3. The mean eddy transport of sensible heat in the atmosphere over regior ý of North 'Amrerica.
Isolines represent the eddy transport in units of cali'sec x 10' per degree of Ion, t dee mb pres~s r
difference in t.he vertical. Solid isolines indicate a northward transport ; dashed isolines a southward
transport. The isoline of zero transr-ort is represented by dots. The height of the mean tropopause

for the cases examined is indicated by open dots.
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Figure 4. Latent-energy transport computed up to SW0mb from soundings for August 1949, 500 GMX.
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Figure 5. Latent-energy transport computed up to 500 rb from soundings for February 1949,
0300 cmT + 1500 ::T,
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Figure 6. Transport of energy as the sum of the latent energy and sensible heat computed from
soundings for February 1949, 1500 crm + August 1949, 1500 Gmrr.

*- Latitude

Figs. 4-6. The mean eddy latent-energy transport and the mean eddy transport of the sum of the
latent energy and sensible heat in the atmosphere over regions of North America. Isolines represent
eddy energy transport in units of cal/sec x 10' per degree of longitude per mb pressure difference in
the vertical. Solid isolines indicate a northward transport ; dashed lines a southward transport. The

isoline of zero transport is represented by dots.
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The eddy energy transports are presented in the form of diagrars of Isolines
of transport in Figs. 1-6. These diagrams, drawn in a coordinate system in which
the vertical coordinate is the pressure on a linear scale, and in which the isolines of
transport are in cal acc-1 per mb pressure difference in the vertical per degree
of longitude at the given pressure levels. These diagrams have the advantage that
the eddy energy transports are presented as a function of the atmospheric mass.
To prevent erroneous interpretations of such diagams, a single sample diagram
Fig. 7, is presented in which the vertical coordinate is geometrical height on a linear
scale, and the isolineh of transport are in cal sec' per cm of height per degree of
longitude at specific geometric heights.

4. INTEzPRETATioN or RULTS

The pictures of the eddy energy transports computed from actual wind data
over regions of North America, as outlined above, reveal many interesting features
(see Figs. 1, 2, and 3).

The sensible-heat transport during February 1949, which has been taken as
typical of a winter season, is northward within the troposphere everywhere north
of 25aN., and southward in the stratosphere in mid-latitudes. This is well brought
out in Fig. 2 where the height of the mean tropopause for February 1949 based upon
temperature observation- has been sketched in. It can be seen that there is remark-
able agreement between the tropopause position and the level of reversal of the
direction of the eddy transport of sensible heat.

A noticeable feature of the eddy transport of sensible heat during this month
is the location of the latitude of maximum transport at 550N. One may not draw
the conclusion that this represents the winter mean latitude of maximum transport
because of the limited amount of data treated.

At the latitude of maximum intensity, the transport per mb of pressure difference
reaches its maximum at some level above the ground, in this case at 500 mb. In the
regions south of the latitude of maximum transport, the eddy transport per mb of
pressure difference is at a maximum in the lowest layers of the atmosphere.

Some mention should be made about the indications of a southward eddy
transport of sensible heat in the middle troposphere near 25'N. However, it should
be remembered that at such low latitudes only a small section of the latitude circle
has been sampled and the standing eddy-flux term may not be adequately represented
in the data from a limited region south of the United States.

During August 1949 (see Fig. 1) the same characteristics evident during the
winter season are again present. The transports are northward but much weaker
through most of the mid-latitude troposphere, reversing in the stratosphere. Again
the coincidence of the tropopause with the level of the reversal of the transport
direction may be noted. The latitude of maximum transport is at 55'N. with the
level of maximum intensity again located at the 500 mb level. In lower middle-
latitudes the transport is greatest near the ground. At low latitudes there is marked
difference from winter to summer, in that the region of southward transport of
sensible heat extends farther to th; north.

With the present data the closest approximation to a picture of a typical yearly
mean may be computed by combining the eddy transport for August, 1500 GMT
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and February, 1500 orur, Fig. 3. The characteristics of such a mean picture are
again :

(a) Northward eddy flux of sensible heat in the troposphere.
(b) Latitude of maximum transport at 55%N.
(c) Level of maximum transport at 500 mb.
(d) Southward transport in the stratosphere.
(e) Sqouthward transport at lowest latitudes.
In our discussion to this point, the eddy transports of sensible heat have been

referred to constant pressure levels and discussed in terms of an eddy transport per
mb of pressure difference. Though this method of description has many advantages
in that it permits easy association of such transports within given masses of the
atmosphere, it is of interest to relate such transports to a more readily pictured
geometrical coordinate system with the transports given per unit height. It is, of
course, obvious that such a conversion to a geometrical coordinate system will
greatly emphasize the transports at the lower geometrical levels at the expense
of the transports at the higher geometrical levels.

To accomplish this transformation, the eddy transport of sensible heat at each
level was assigned to the geometric height above sea level as given by the NAcA
standard atmosphere. Although it is realized that the elevation of an isobaric
surface can in no way be considered constant, the transformation is of sufficient
accuracy to depict the desired features. In converting the eddy transports of sen-
sible heat per nab of pressure difference in the vertical into the eddy transport per
unit height, the mean temperature at each pressure level was used.

The diagram of the eddy transport of sensible heat in the new coordinate
system for August 1949, 1500 GIT plus February 1949, 1500 oTrr is shown in Fig. 7.
This may be compared with Fig. 3 in which the same data are presented in the
former coordinate system. The major difference between the two figures is the

1:

is

0- ..

Figure 7. The mean eddy transport of sensible heat in the atmosphee over regions of North Anmria
for Auguat 1949, 1500 am and February 1949, 1500 mr described by means of isolines of transport
in a geometrical coordinate system with latitude and elevation as the coordinates. The eddy transport
is in units of 10 cal/sec per degree of longitude per unit height. Solid isolines indicate a northward
transport, dashed isolines a southward transport. The isoline of zero transport is indicated by dots.

The preponderance of the eddy transport in the lowest layers of the troposphere is emphasized.
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concentration of the eddy transport of sensible heat in the lowest geometrical levels
of the atmosphere in Fig. 7. The strong maximum of transport per mb of pressure
difference at the 500 mb surface in Fig. 3 is considerably reduced in magnitude
relative to the transports at lower layers in Fig. 7.

The eddy transport of latent-heat has a maximum in the lowest layers and de-
creases with height at all latitudes. During the winter season, as typified by the
February data (see Fig. 5), the latent-heat transport has a slight double maximum
at 35' and 55%N. and in the lowest layers. The reality of this double maximum as
a mean hemispherical condition is questioned and is probably attributable to the
location of the selected stations. During the summer, as typified by the August
data (see Fig. 4), the maximum is to the north and in the lowest layers. An interesting
feature is the southward flow in the very low latitudes.

In the final analysis, the sum of the transports of latent energy and sensible
heat must be of fundamental significance for the global energy balance. The typical
yearly-mean picture of the transport of the sum of these energy quantities, as com-
puted from the 1500 Gor" data for February and August 1949, appears in Fig. 6.
The major characteristics may be stated as follows:

(a) Latitude of maximum eddy flux - 55'N.
(b) Level of maximum eddy flux at latitude of maximum eddy flux - 500 mb.
(c) Northward transport in mid-latitude troposphere.
(d) Southward transport in mid-latitude stratosphere.
(e) Southward transport in low-latitude troposphere.
(f) Decrease of transport with height in lower mid-latitudes.

The eddy transports of the various forms of energy may be integrated through
height, under the assumption that such transports computed for regions of North
America are representative of the transport across a complete circle of latitude. The
latitude of maximum eddy transport of sensible heat during both winter and summer,
as typified by the North American observed wind data, Table I, occurs at 55'N.

TABLE 1. The total transport of (a) sensible heat and (b) latent heat, integrated vertically to the top
of the atmosphere. transformed into the total transport across a latitude circle under the assumption
that the data for North America are representative for the entire hemisphere. Values given for various

latitudes and times of year. Units in cal/sec x 10". F = Feb., A = Aug.

(a) Sensible heat
Lat. *N. F0300 F1500 A1500 F0300 + F1500 F1500 + Aisoo

25 + 390•3 - 3303.1 -47-2 - 1452-9 -677,1
35 +4 4875-7 -f 43034 +- 134'5 + 4378A9 + 2230-4
45 4 38856 -t 5590-6 -- 3140-) 1 4738-8 4704.9

55 + 21756-1 + 10452-7 + 4051-0 + 16192-6 + 7352-C,
65 + 3300-6 + $ 50-4 4 1967-2 + 5191-7 + 3941".,

75 + 743-6 + 1048-3 + 1033.2 4 667-2 + 1039.5

(b) Latent heat
25 +1 074-3 + 1764.2 - 2337,7 + 1401'2 -290-4
35 +3 332-' + 2381,3 +'- 1095-5 ' 2853-6 + 1745-0
45 + 1450-0 + 1318-8 + 1630-1 + 13844 + 1477-3

55 + 2825-9 + 2097-6 + 1534-3 + 2464-0 + 181S-3

65 . - 388'1 + 919.4 + 1024-1 + 757-1 + 8687

75 + 145.6 + 16'6 + 1354-1 + 108-2 - 634-4
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The average of the data for February 1949 and August 1949 reveals what may be
considered an approximationw to of the yearly mean wotal eddy ttansport of sensible
heat. There exists a maximum transport across 55°N. with a marked and
continuous divergence of the transport south of 55"N. and a marked and continuous
convergence of the transport north of this latitude.

The total eddy transport of latent heat, Table I, differs slightly from winter
to summer. During the winter time the total eddy transport of latent heat exhibits
the double maximum at latitudes 35* and 55'N. and the transport decreases sharply
to the north of 65*N. Contrasted with these conditions, the total eddy transport
during the summer has a slight single maximum at 45°N. but is relatively constant
between 35'N. and 75°N. Although the transport in the surnmer time is generally
smaller in middle latitudes than in the same region during the winter, it is much
larger at higher latitudes. An additional feature is the southward transport of latent
heat across 25%N. in the summer time as contrasted with a winter-time northward
transport across the same latitude.

When one combines the transport of energy in latent form and as sensible
heat from the data for February and August 1949 a picture of the total eddy energy-
transport as the sum of these energy forms is obtained. These figures should

approximate the terms J(cpT + ql(pv)'dxdz of Eq. (2). This combined total

transport, Table II, last column, shows a maximum at 55*N. decreasing both south
and north of this latitude. A southward transport exists across 25°N.

TABLE 11. The total eddy transport of sensible + latent heat, integrated vertically to the top of
the atmosphere, transformed into the total transport across a latitude circle under the assmption
that the data for North America are representative for the entire hemisphere. Values given for various

latitudes and times of year. Units in cal/sec X 10". F = Feb., A = Aug.

Lat. ON. F0300 F1500 A1500 F0300 + Fi500 F1500 + A1500
25 + 1473-8 - 1540-9 - 2384.9 - 51-7 -1 987-5
33 + 820&-2 + 6W84-7 + 1230.0 + 743Z-5 + 3975-4
45 + 5335.6 + 6909-4 + 47601 + 6122. + 6182.2
55 + 24582-0 + 12550-3 4- 55853 + 18656.6 + 9170-3

65 + 3888-7 + 6014-. + 29913 + 5948-8 + 4710o1
75 + 889'2 + 1064-9 + 2387-3 + 77-4 + 1673.9

In a rough manner it is possible to make a comparison of the magnitudes of
the total eddy transport of energy as the sum of sensible and latent heat with pub-
lished values for the total energy transport required by the radiation balance
indicating that horizontal eddy-transport mechanisms accomplish a major portion
of the required energy transport. Preliminary hemispherical determinations of
long-term means of all the quantities entering into the global energy-balance and
the significance of the eddy-energy flux in the total scheme have been completed
by the author and will be reported in a forthcoming paper. However, in view of
the fact that only a small portion of the hemisphere has been sampled for a short
time-period in the investigation reported here, the magnitudes should not be con-
sidered as approaching true means. On the other hand, considerable weight must
be attached to the information which such data give us regarding the variation of
the eddy-transport processes in both time and space.
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It is of great interest to determine what portion of the eddy transport of sensible
beat is accomplished in the lower half of the atmosphere below 500 mrb. It is also
of interest to determine the difference in the magnitude of the transport of sensible
heat at ; j-ious latitudes from summer to winter. The analysis was carried out for
the mid-latitude regions 35'N. to 650N. The percentages of the total transport
occurring b-elow 500 mb based upon the data for February 1949 (0300 GmT +
1500 OMT) are js P31lowr :

35*N. 45*N. 55°N. 65°N.
62 88 68 73

it can be seen that there is a slight variation in the percentages but not greater
than might be exlw.cted from the nature of the data.

In romparing the rate of transport during the winter with the mean yearly
transpor., it is found that the ratio of the transport as given by the February data
to the mean transport as given by the February and August. data is :

35'N. 45°N. 55'N. 65'N.
1.93 1.19 1-42 1-34

It was also possible with the data at hand to show more ciearly the relative
magnitudes of the local eddy flux of sensible heat and the standing eddy flux.
For this purpose a selectiov. of five sttions along latitude 45'N. was made. These
included Spokane, Wash. ; Tatoosh, Wash.; Bismark. N.D. ; Int. Falis. Minn.;
and Caribou, Maine.

The local eddy flux was computed for February 1949 for each of these stations
in a manner similar to Priestley's. The standing eddy flux was then obtained from
a consideration of the space correlation of the time means for each of these stations.
The mean local eddy flux and the standing eddy flux for these stations are given
in Table III. It can be seen that both terms are of the same order of magnitude.

TABLE Ill. A comparison of the magnitude of the mean local eddy flux and standing eddy flux
of sensible heat at the various levels in the atmosphere over regions of the United States at latitude
45°N. Units in *A X m/sec per cm of longitude for a vertical distance equal to one mb of pressure

difference.

mb Mean local eddy flux Standing eddy flux
i50 + 10o02 + 14-41

700 + 10.2) + 743
500 + 11-39 +2-52
300 -1 1.19 -1-25
200 -12-08 -12.96
IUD 4- 1-34 -0.27
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The Meridional Flux of Sensible Heat over the Northern

Hemisphere

By ROBERT M. WHITE, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories1

(Manuscript received 21 November i95o)

Abstract

The meridional eddy flux of sensible heat is examined by means of finite diifexcnce
integration methods from northern hemisphere charts for the winter z945-46. The eddy
sensible heat flux is shown to occur principally in the lowest layers of the atmosphere
"sod to decrease with elevation. The magnitude of the eddy se-tsible heat transports are
compared with the total poleward energy flux required by the radiation balance, and are
shown to comprise a very large fraction of this flux.

Introduction

The difference in the net heating of equator- flux of energy may be accomplished essentially
ial and polar latitudes necessitates a meridional as (a) an energy flux within the oceans, (b) a
transport of total energy directed from flux of sensible heat, (c) a flux of latent heat.
eqaatorial to polar regions. This t-ansport may (d) and a flux of potential energy. The term
be expressed t; a high degrce of accuracy as fscPrevds results from the combination of

S ++the flux of internal energy of dry air and the
flux of kinetic energy transferred as work

where h is the contribution to the poleward done by the pressure forces. These two energy
energy flux by the hydrosphere, c, is the forms are always transferred in the constant
specific heat <f air at constant pressure, v is ratio cIR where R is the gas constant for
the temperature, q is the specific humidity, dry air and c, is the specific heat of air at
I is the latent heat of water vapor, 0 is the constant volume. The transporc of kinetic
geopotential energy per unit mass, L is the energy accomplished by the flow of existing
density, v is the northward componcnt of the kinetic energy has been neglected because
wind velocity and ds is an eleme.st of the of its smaller order of magnitude (see STAiR
conical surface above a given iatitude. The 1949).
integration is to be performed over the The partition of the polcward energy flux
entire conical surface. Equation (i) may be among the various terms in equation (1) is a
written down directly from considerations problem of great importance for a better
of the conservation of energy. It may also understanding of the mode of operation of the
be derived from the general physical energy general circulation. The magnitude and varia-
equation and the equations of motion as tiort of the flux of sensible heat across various
shown by SrARR and collaborators (1949). latitudes u p on a hemispherical basis will be

Equation (r) simply states that the poleward examined below.

I This investigation was made possible through Computation procedure
support extended by the Geopbysical Research Direc-
torate of the U.S.A.F. Cambridge Research Labora- Because of the lack of adequate observed
tories. A.M.C., under Contract No AF ,,z-22-,55 wind data upon a hemispherical basis it
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becomes necessary to compute the meridional Estimates were made of the geostrophic
flux of sensible heat using geostrophic winds, eddy transport of sensible heat based upon
Use of such a measure of the wind velocity to complete northern hemisphere data by finite
calculate this term introduces modifications difference integration methods. The data
into its meaning which arc not without which were used extended only up to 5oo
advantages, mb and were available in a mixed coordinate

The integrated flux of sensible heat across a system. The surface data were available at the
ltitude circle at a given geometrical level geometric height z r o, whereas the upper
in the atmosphere is given by the expression air data were available along constant pressure

surfaces.
T= Or 6cPv) dx (2) The computation procedure is greatlysmlfied if the eddy flux term whichdpes

where dx is an element of distance longitudi- sIMled if the seddyflu ter wh depens

nally and the integration is performed around asnre and (o) ic r alcatio betd along constant
a complete circle of htitude. If we place pressure suraaces. The assumption which is

7 + T (3 introduced by this procedure is that the
correlation between the temperature and the

e --= "V + (,V)' (4) geostrophic mass flux along a constant level
can be approximated by the correlation be-

where the primes denote deviations of the tween the temperature and the geostrophic wind
quantities from the mean around the latitude along some corresponding pressure surface.
circle at the given level, and take the product It is probable that the rdy flux comsuted
of e"uations (3) and (4), then equation (2) from constant pressure charts resemble osely
may be written as a similar flux calculated from constant level

charts. For purposes of this investigation this
TE = c, 0 FPdx + c, r'(p ,)'dx (5) condition is assumed to hold. In any case we

may state that the eddy flux of sensible heat
in which each of the terms has a distinct which has been calculated is that given by
physical significance. The first term in the computations based upon constant pressure
right hand member of equation (5) is the surfaces.
portion of the flux of sensible heat due to The data which are available for computa-
the non-zero value of VP7 at the given lkvel, tional purposes are in the form of the sea level
i.e., the portion transported by virtue of a pressure distribution, and the height distribu-
mass flux at the level and hence accomplished tions of the 7oo and 50o mb surfaces. In view of
by mean meridional cells of the Hadley type. this it becomes more convenient to use the

The second term in equation (s) is that por- approximation that
tion of the flux due to the corre•ktion between
r and (ev) along the latitude circle. As such it Z-Z, v.
represents the transport of sensible heat by f 0 tc r e v, dx dz - cp-g ffo -r . dx dp (6)

large scale horizontal eddy processes associated Z -0 S00mb

with eddies of the size of migratory cyclones where z - o is sea level, z1 is equal to some
and anticyciones of middle latitudes. constant height at approximately the 5oo mb

If the terms in equation (5) are computed level, p. is taken as the sea level pressure and
geostrophically, the first term must vanish the clement ds has been approximated by
and the only portion of the flux which does dx dz where dx is an element of distance
not vanish is that par: due to the correlation longitudially and dz is an element of distance
between the temperature and the meridional in the vertical. Substituting the geostrophic
component of rie geostrophic wind. The relation for v, we find
qtu.-stion arises immediately as to the nature
of the difference between the geostrophic Pe " dz d

eddy transport and the actual eddy transport. cp/gf s , dxdp = c/f'fov dxdp (7)

This point will be discussed in greater detail soomb X

in a later part of this paper. where f is the coriolis parameter.
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Since temperature observations arc not 700 rob, and 70o mb to S0o rib. The mean
available within these layers over a wide geostrophic wind for each layer defined as
network of stations it is necessary to substitute tie mean of the geostrophic wind at the top
the mean virtual temperature of the layer and at the bottom of the layer in question was
in question for the actual temperature. Because used. The product of the meanx virtual tern-
the magnitude of the eddy transport across perature and the geostrophic wind was formed
any given latitude circle depends not on the at 7Z evenly spaced points at each circle of
absolute value of the temperature but upon latitude and then the integration, of equation
the correlation between the wind direction (7) was accomplished by summing the 72
and the temperature and the variance of these products so derived for each latitude circle
quantitics when integrated around a latitude and each laver for each day. The computa-
circle, this substitution probably introduces tions of thc eddy transport of seinible heat
only a slight error, the mean virtual temper- were carried out by the General Circulation
ature and the actual mean temperature of the Project, M.I.T. partly by hand and partly
layer being very highly correlated, and the by punch card methods.
variance of the mean virtual temperature being The question may legitimately be raised as
about equal to the variawce of the actual to die nature of die difference between the
mear, temperature. eddy transport of sensible heat by actual winds

The sea level pressure was reduced to the versus that by geostrophic winds. These eddy
height above sea level of the Toi 3 mb surface, transports were compared over regions of
assumitc' the NACA standard atmosphere. North America, where sufficient observed
This recduction introduces a slight error into upper wind data are available. Data for the
the calculations. We may write that the eddy months of January 1949 and December 1948
transport of sensible heat cvaluaied up to were selected over regions of the United
5oo nmb is composed of three terms as follows: States between latitudes 43' N and 50s N.

Wherever possible, rawimonde stations were
i" 7oz -, odxdpa 4 adx dp +. selected to prevent bias toward fair weather

f if -d p+f 95f r-syopi
f 500ib dx - 0mb dx synoptic patterns. The study was carried out

only at 7oo nib. The sources of the data wereP° ,?z "1
zzb dX as follows:

o -3-db odpx (a) 700 mb actuawl winds and temperatures
sthe mean virtual temperature were gathered from the United States Weather

where to the iean lir.a T itegpration Bureau Daily Upper Air Bulleti.L'
appropriate to the given p layer. The integration
of the first two terms with respect to pressure (b) 700 nib geostrophic winds were compu-

in the vertical is between two constant pressure ted from Daily United States Weather Bureau
surfaces and hence presents no problem in 700 mb charts, The ratio
evaluation. The third term however has a
variable upper limit of integration because TV-, _ Z_ _= _, _

the sea level pressure is not constant along a ý-_- - -• Tv.-'

latitude circle. It seems highly probable that
the transport given by the third term is no was examined. Here v is the tem.erature in
larger than the transport between two constant PC

surace searaed y a amuntdegree centigrade, v, is the geostrophic wind
pressure surfaces separated by an an.ount e i, is the observed wind velocity.
equal to the average pressure difference be- The bars denote means with respect to time
tween sea level and iO13 mb., i.e., by perhaps and space, and the primes denote deviations
30 mb, so that the third term is perhaps a
tenth as large as the second. We may state I The stations selected for this study wesve: Bis-
then that in all probability the errors introduced mark N.D. 764; Buffalo, N.Y. sag; Caribou, Me.

by the conversion of the surface pressure to 71s: Glasgow, Mont. 758; International Falls. Minn.

the height of the 1013 mb surface are minor 747; Lander, Wyo. 576; Rapid City, S.D. 66a; St.
Cloud, Minn. 644: Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. 735; SpO--

in nature. The eddy transport Of sensible kane. Wash. 785: Tatoosh, Wash. 798; Great Fails,

heat was computed for the layers, o013 to Mont. 775.
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Table I

The mean geo~trophc eddy transport of sensible heat a scros various latitude* for the winter season
1945-46 for layers a•d periods specitBd. Units in cab sc-I x io+12

Month Layer Lat. 75- N 65- N 3ss N 4s' N 350 N

S1013-700.mb 0 10.o 4- 47.o + 447,1 + 371.0 + 193.9

Nov. x945 700-5 oomb + 17.9 + 91.2 + 189.9 + 168,3 + 74-3
"1 ox3-3•Go mb - 20.2 + 238.2 + 636.9 + 539.3 + z68.z

I ot3-700 mb - 2.4 + 17-.9 + 670.7 + 781.9 1 + 361.-
DIc. 1945 700-SOO tub + 23.3 + $4.1 + 221,5 + 168.6 + 107.6

3013-500 mab + 20.9 + 257.0 + 892.3 + 950.$ + 468.8

1023-700 mb + 335.4 + 745.8 + 58o.i + 177.0

Jan. 1946 700--500 mb + 120.8 + 198.7 + 232.7 + 122.5
1013-500 mb + 487.1 + 941.7 + 812.7 + 279.2

1013-700 mb + 41.1 + 269.4 + 683.7 + 713.0 + 320.0
Feb. 1946 700-500 mb + 1.r + 60.2 + 178.3 4- 153.7 + 841.7

1013-500 Mb + 42.1 + 329.6 + 86Ma: + 866.8 + 404.1

1ox3-70o mb - 0.7 + 226.4 + 63.,S + 612.3 + 26.2

Mean 700-500 mb + 14.5 + 88.4 + 197.6 + 179,4 + 96.6
1013-500 mb + 13-7 + 328.7 + 834.2 + 79z.6 + 354.6

from the mieans of these quantities in both Remlts
time and space. The quantities TV 2 ' and n"' The mean monthly values of the geostrophic
are proportional to the mean eddy flux of transport of sensible heat across various hti-
sensible heat over the limited length of the rude circles are presented in Table 1. One
latitude circle. TVv and TV4 are proportional feature which is apparent is the concentration
to the total flux of sensible heat including of the eddy transport of sensible heat in the
the flux due to the correlations between T layer between 1013 and 70o mb. Approx-
and v and the flux due to a non-zero imately 70 per cent of the eddy transport of
v • ii ; and T v represent the component of sensible heat which is accomplished below
the flux due to the non-zero v over the 50oo nb takes place in the lowest layer. This
limited length of the latitude circle and that is in contrast to the horizontal meridional
component which we wish to subtract out. eddy transport of angular momentum which

The data were examined separately by appears to be at a maximum in the high
months and also as a single sample. The total tropospheric layers (see STmR and WwrrE
number of cases was 472. The value of this 1951).
ratio for the entire sample was o.82. Thus in It should be pointed out that because of
this sample, the eddy transport by actual the irregularities of the earth's surface, and
winds is about zo per cent greater toward because artificially reduced sea level pressures
the north than the transport by geostrophic were used, the eddy flux of sensible heat
winds. For the individual months, this ratio between 1013 and 700 mb includes a fictitious
was essentially constant, being 0.83 during component. This component is probably
December 1948, and o.79 during January largest in the latitudes of the Himalaya moun-
1949. These results indicate that the gco- tan where the mountain barriers are oriented
strophic eddy trarqport of sensible heat is a in an east-west direction and extend to great
good measure of the observed eddy transport heights. It is not possible with the data at
of sensible heat. hand to determine the magnitude of this
3--112420
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fictitious component but it is felt to be of a comparable maximum (94I.7X×o'2 cah
minor importance in view of the small portion sec-j which is displaced to a much higher
of the latitude circle which is covered by such latitude at $5* N. February x946 which is a
mountain ranges. more normal month as regards the sealevel

In all months the eddy transport of sensible zonal westerles has a less intense maximum
heat rcvcls a maximum somewhere in middle (866.8X10' CalS sm -') loatc at 450N.
latitudes, decreasing both poleward and equa- In February however the value of the transport
torward. The location and intensity of the across s5° N is almost equal to it in magnitude
mvaximum eddy transport of sensible heat (86z.1 x 1011 cals s-c-) indic.atig that the
between 1o0 3 and 500 mb varies from month maximum may lie somewhere between 45* N
to month. it hi of interest to compare the mean and 55' N.
monthly eddy transport with the character it is of interest also to compare the actual
of the mean monthly northern hemisphere magnitudes of the mean eddy transport of
pressure distribution, Table II. However in sensible heat between 1013 and 5o0 mb for
view of the small number of months of data the four months which have beon investigawd
which have been examined, the results can with estimates of the total energy transport
only be considered as suggestive. Several which is required by the radiation balac
"factors must be taken into account in any of the earth and atmosphere. Such estimates
attempt at such a comparison. The seasonal are crude and -vary within wide limits.
trend to stronger poleward transports from The requircd yearly normal poleward total
early to late winter must be considered. Thus energy transport based upon the radiatiom
the transport for November is somewhat data of ALBRECHT (1931) and another such
smaller than those of other months.. pryeiminary estimate based upon data given

As regards the three mid-winter months it by G ssrrs (x9so) differ quite substantially
appears that December 1945 which possesses but may be used as indicating possible limits
the lowest sea-level zonal westerly index also of the required total energy transport. These
possesses the most intense maximum (95o.s x data are given in Table Mi. Comparison with
10o2 cals sec-i) which occurs at the relatively Table I where the mean geostrophic eddy
low latitude of 45' N. transport of sensible heat for the four months

November x945 to February 1946 is given

Table 11 may be made.

The man momthly menidional se-e4vrl pemss Table IM
profies for the months as indicated- Units in mb

____________________The yeary mtinmal total poleward ewy£h
Month NOV. T94 Doc ig I 1946 Feb a9 acoss various latitudes required by the sadiadois

Month Nv. S J• b balance. to n,-ntain the temperatswe dilfaferae
betwe polar and equatorial rpioem bed upm

Lat. (a) radiation data according to Mbsacht and (bW
800 N 1019.2 1022.3 1018.9 1026.9 according to Gablitas. Units in cals ai•-'x
750 N 1014.8 10s9.8 1014.1 1021.2
70* N 1013.8 1019.7 1012.0 1016.9 Lat. (8) (b)
65* N 1013.7 1020.1 1010.8 1013.5
600 N 1013.0 1018.7 1010A1 1011.3
55s N 1013.9 10o6.6 1011.7 1011.0 30J N + 630 + 903
so* N io06.8 1014.1 1015., 1013.9 400 N + 66o + 1,044
450 N 1018.7 1013.7 1018.8 1015.7 50s N + 564 + 917
400 N 3018.9 1014.4 1o0o.6 1oi7.8 6WO N + 399 + 670
350 N zoi8.5 o06.8 102o1. 1018.7 70o N + 299 + 364
300 N 1017.5 1018.1 1020.6 1019.1 80o N + 53 + 105
350 N 1o06.2 1018.o 1019.2 1011.4 90- N 0 0
3o° N 1014.4 1o06.t 1o06.8 1o16.7
15° N 1013.0 1013.4 1014.0 1013.7 Although rigid comparison of these two

_, N ,010.0 1011.o01 , .s 1011. 2 sets of figures is ruled out, because the eddy
transports given ib -ble I have been computed

On the other hand January x946 has an abnor- for only one wiuntr seas•m and only up to
mally high sea-level zonal westerly index with 5oo mb, and the transports in Table Ml are
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Table IV
The mean monthly divergensce of the eddy transport of sensible heat for the four months of the
winter 1945-46 as indcated, in the layer from the uarfice to S00 sub within selected latitude belts.

Unit in cabi Itc-' X 1o+'1

MonthLat. Belt
o31h45- N 45-55F N 55-65- N 1 65-7 N

Nov ............ + .. 7.2 + 97.6 - 398.7 - 25.4 + 20.2
DeI ............ + 41,7 - 58.1 635-3 - 6.z -- 20.9
Jan ............. "+ 53-.15 + 119.0 - 454.6 - 487-1 -- (6'-90 N)
Feb ............. + 462.7 -- 4-7 532-5 - 87.5 4-1
Mean, .......... + 438 + 4.6 0 5-3 " 3 5.1 - 13.7

yearly normals, some information about the may be examined. The magnitude of the
efficiency of the eddy transport processes divergence of the eddy transport of sensble
relative to other modes of meridional energy heat is proportional to the generation of kinetic
flux may be obtained because of the following energy, to the extent that horizonta I eddy
considerations. The mean geostrophic eddy transport processes comprise the principal
flux of sensible heat for the winter of 1945-46 mode of transport in the atmosphere. The
has been computed up to 500 mb and if used mean monthly divergence of the transport of
as a typical yearly value will be considerably sensible heat by latitude belts is given in. Table
in underestimate because of the neglect of the IV. The divergence of the transport of sensible
transport above 5oo mb, but on the other heat is represented by the difference between
hand will be considerably in overestimate the rate of inflow of sensible heat into a given
because only the winter season has been region and the rate of outflow from the same
sampled. The extent to which these two region. When a divergence of this transport
factors tend to cancel will determine the exists, i.e., when there is more going out of a
appropriateness of the use of these mean given latitude belt than is coming in, then there
geostrophic eddy transports of sensible heat must exist a generation of kinetic energy
in conjunction with the total energy transport within this belt. On the other hand a con-
which has been estimated on a yearly normal vergence of the transport of sensible heat
basis. I signifies a disappearance of kinetic energy.

It appears then from comparisons of Tables According to the present supposition it
I and III that eddy sensible heat transport may be inferred from an examinatiorn of
processes account for a major portion of the Table IV that in all months there exists a
required total energy flux. region of dissipation in more northerly lati-

The relation between the mean monthly tudcs. This systematic arrangement of the
pressure profiles and the distribution of the regions of kinetic energy generation and
divergence of the transport of sensible heat dissipation agrees with recent suggestions

made by STARa and colloborators (1949)
1 The extent to which the factors mentioned above that a primary source of kinetic energy for

actually do cancel was studied for regions of North the atmosphere lies in the subtropics.
America from rawin and rason observations which
reach to great heights. It was found that in middle
latitudes approximately 70 per cent of the total eddy A-o de t
transport of sensible heat takes place below soo mb. Acknowledeet:
On the other hand a measure of the wintertime rate
of transport in middle latitudes was approximately The author would like to acknowledge the
41 per cent greater than a measure of the yearly mean assistance of Prof. W. K. Widger, Jr., Cornell
rate of transport. This study suggested that the geo- University and Dr. E. N. Lorenz for their
strophic eddy transport of sensible heat computed dur- m
ing the winter months and only up to Soo mb may
be a good approximation to the yearly mean. For subject and aid in performing the computa-
further details of this study see Wusira (t9so). tions.
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A Note on the Kinetic Energy Balance of the Zonal
Wind Systems

By H. L KUO. Massachuem Institute of Technology

(Manuscript received as July 1950)

Broadly speaking. there arc two processes that dou _ d(puvcos3O) d(euw)
may produce the needed transport of angular --T acos' 0do z '
mmtnnrn from the zones of surface easterlies to

dtm of surface westerlies. One is a large-scale d(p + euu)
me convective procesu with ascmding motions a cos 0 dA
i lowesr atiuades and descending motions in higher
latitudes. The other is the large-scale eddy motions. where 0 is latitude, A longitude, z elevation, f the
Akbough some types of mean meridional circula- coriolis parameter, a earth's radius, L density, p
tiara might be able to account for the necessary pressure and t time. The effect of the vertical corn-
rmuaporm the existence of such circulations is hard ponent of the deflecting force is small and is neglect-

to mabli observah analy. On the other hand. the ed. This equation may be multiplied by the mean
atwcstiptions conducted at the Massachusetts in- zonal velocity U and integrated over the volume V
smite of Technology and at the University of bounded by two complete latitude circles and over
0uAwaia lure dernonstrated that the eddy process the entire colarmn of air in the vertical. For this
no only produces enough angular momentuin particular problem the efi ct of the vzriation of
smd but also produces sffcient transfer of
en~gy to amixtin the uosphere in radiational density along latitude circles and with time is small
elshilriulb This 5ugge that the general circula- 1 t f; deU A x /d s. It flows t
tin isa maintained mnly by the lage-scale eddy at dl

b, evore any dcfrnite omdmion is drawn. - 2 Xa, )

OW mmu also investigate the rdeative eiccy of "o L 4
d t proses as regards the kine rgy a (e- , dWd
halanm of the me zonal Bow. For this purpose +i cos 0 Co dOdz
cxh veocity component may be decomposed into a dz
zoman value. defined as the average along a latitude r-- a
cmi.. anmd a denation from this mean so that f 7 cos- + dV+

-;+,W'. V- ;+ , w -Z+w'. wlhee a. +

v. W are reopecivdly die eastward. northward and tr--
r components, and u', se, ," amhe ,eddy + (f + cos0 ) 7;]d

Component, I spheil coordinat. s the zorna

miomntum equation may be written + f u. d s•d + f ( d)0 os.
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where E f - i, d - V is the to kin ergy loss. This is given by the first two terms containing
Q energy QU-7V- and F"&- i the last member of the equation.

of the mean zonal motion, ) is the mean zonal These terzms as they stand include the effects of
current in angular measure ds, and itioare the area small scale eddies as well as oflargesale. hisprob-
elements of the lateral walls and bottom repec- able that the small scale eddies lead to dissipation
tivcly. v, is inward meridional velocity and the so thAt only large eddies need be considered.
limitns of integration are as stated. This equation is of To estimate the order of maniuide of the first
basic importance for the study of the general circula- term arising from the large eddies, we may make we
tion. It is the write's desire to call atention to the of'the values of ýijv' obtained by STAn (xzgsx)
integral requirement which it expresses. It may be over the Americanrticotinent. Although tue= values
noted that this equation is similar to the Reymold's may not be very representative for the hemisphere,
energy equation for the mean motion. except for the the order of magnitude and the trend of th menid-
term involvingf due to earth's rotation. However, it -W dZiSUi b .uati are probably corrm in Star's
is derived without the aumptions of incompressible dat the meidiol shear of the zonal Wind, al/ao
motion and the vanishing of the velocities along the varies very little with height above 7oo 00 b, tr-
boundaries. The presure force does not appear i= fore one may compute this rate of conversion by
"this equation. According to this equation, the kinetic using the integrated values of the angular momen-
energy of the mecan zonal flow can change not only tm tra-nfcr'r - a 2x a cosa 0 f e-uv'dz (actually
by the presence of mean meridional circulations,as r -e, but upto too mb level), and take the mriuional wind

s re shear at the 5oo mb level as the mean wind shear.also by a convemwsu of the eddy kftic emnVer u Such values are given in table 1.th,,of'ea zomi fiou. This rate of conversion ts
got by the odflowTs uraw of the ey Integrating from .25 N to 7o0 N, the result is that

and u;'w" into the horizontal and vertical shears f TaA i nluda - 12 Xzo101 gmcmsec-i. There
of the mean zonal wind- Because the vertical vdc- is also a net nia af about zoox rzot tunits through

ity w generally difers from zero at the level where ie latitude walls. A zero value of? ataround zor N
surface wind is measured, we also retained the l is suggested by an as yet unfinished study. Integra-
termwhere the sucrpt z=odenoes surface -v-lues. ton from gO N to 7om N gives a total of about
This term may be interpreted as representing the 200 X 109 gM cmn secr . Each of nerse coMPaUo-
dissipation of the kinetic energy of mean zonal fl ions gives an average rate of conversion of about

through ground friction. The dissipation of mean 10-4 watts per cmz.
zonal kinetic energy direcdy through molecular As for dte second term, we still lack any reliable
"viscosity in the free atmosphere is too small and determinations. However, since almost all the large
is neglected. The equation obtained may also be disturbanccs in middle latitudes hare their a=•
looked upon as a continuity equation expressing ined toward west with increasing elevation (one
the balance of mean zonal kinetic energy for the reason for this inclination is the thermal asymmetry).
atmosphere. Thus the volume integrals can be the correlation W'" is mostly negative in middle
looked upon as sources (or siaks) and the surface latides. This conclusion has been confirmed by a
integrals as net inward transports of this energy few indirect computations by WM'm (1954). In
across the boundaries. low latintdes the correlation u'w' is probably

To tie extent that dam are available it is possible positive. Since X'/dz is either negative or small
to examine whether the eddy process can provmie there, the total contributmi of the scond tren
sufficient kinetic energy to account for the fritional from the large eddies is probably negative. Thus this

Tahle i
Valn" of V In units of 19,5 gm CM' see- aMd of -J1.0 in 10-s mecI

Lat. (deg. N) To0 2. 3.5° 45' 55* 630 760

r (a) + 56.0 + 41-S + 8.40 -6.ao -a.oo + 0.60
a1aIo + 0.63 + 1.2 + 0.57 + 0.17 -0.23 -a.io -- a.o
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term may be combined with the last term and the so that a virtual coefficient of viscosity K can be
p--t-s of the first term arising from small eddies defined such that Cul'" - Kpdaljdy, where y
and looked upon as constituting the total dissipation is in the direction of increasing ii. However, this is
through skin and turbulent friction, not necessarily truc for large_-scale eddies. When

According to BauNT (194i) and others, the rate the flow is stable inti the disturbances are sustained
of dissipation of the total kinetix energy in the sur- by some other processes, the reverse may happen
face layer and in the free atmosphere is about s x 10-4 and the disturbances may add their momentunm
wats per cvw. Sinc less tan one-third t of th-ial
total dissipation can be attributed to the loss of enr
the kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow, and and doi/dl cited above show that this is really

since the use of long period averages of 7v and the case for the large-suale disturbances in the at-
.mosphere. This is not only true for momentum,

dId/, gives an underestimation, it seems that the but also true for other properties. Thus even when
rate of conivertion obtained is of the right order the absolute vorticity of an element of air is nearly
of magnitude and is sufficient to account for the conserved during its motion, it does not necessarily
frictional loss. follow that vorticity will be transported in the

This seems to suggest that the eddy process in the direction of the gradient; rather the reverse is what
atmosphere is a self consistent and selt sufficient should be expected when the flow is relatively
mechanism in maintaining the zonal wind systems. stable for horizontal disturbances. Only when the
One or two consequences of the energy equation flow is quite unstable so that disturbances develop at
may be noted. Although this equation itself does the expense of the mean flow and a thorough mixing
not depend upon the scale of the motion, as already is produced, the momentum and vorticiry will be
mentioned, the properties of the eddy stresses may be transported along the gradient. One must not
quite different for the small scale turbulent motions therefore use the concept of virtual viscosity in
and for the large-scale disturbances. In the ordinary discussing the effect of the large-scale eddy motions
turbulence regime, the momentum flux is generally in the atmosphere (unless the possibility of a nega-
in the direction of the gradient of the mean velocity tive viscosity coefficient is admitted).
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LARGE-SCALE ATMOSPHERIC EXCI|ANGE PROCESSES AS DIFFUSION PHENOMENA

By Robert M. White

Air Force Cambridge Research Laioratories

and Glenn ff. Jung

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Manuscript received I I May 1951)

Introduction.-Consideration of the large-scale proc- gross-austausch coefficient for a grid of points c ,-
esses of the atmosphere as gross-turbulence phenomena the northern hemisphere, by considering the chara, tt.r
was first introduced into the literature by Defant [I]. of the local fluctuations of the surface wind; the du ,i,-
Hiis paper stimulated considerable research into meth- tion of the fluctuations was used to determine ..
ods of characterizing the nature of the general circu- mixing length. More recently, to determine the me, 4-
lation from this point of view. Any analogy between ional sensible-heat flux, Elliot and Smith [2] m Iv
turbulent motions and the large-scale motions of the use of this method. Lettau [3] has presented vabn,,
atmosphere must necessarily be crude; nevertheless, of the mean local austausch coefficient by latituui,..-,
as a working hypothesis, this concept has proven of for the entire northern hemisphere for several peri k,
interest in certain phases of meteorology, and consid- Values of the mean meridional gross-austausch cot,4,
erable effort has been expended in attempting to define cient, for the polar year 1932-33 as computed 'v

the turbulent characteristics of the system. Lettau, are given in table 1.
In such investigations, it has been customary to The gross-austausch coefficient has also been ct t-

treat the large-scale exchange processes by analogy puted from considerations of the intensity of !.
with small-scale diffusion. It is thus supposed that a meridional mass exchange. By this method, a m, fi
parcel of air, moving from one environment to another, austausch coefficient for each latitude is deri- d
maintains the characteristics of its original environ- directly. This type of determination of the gr'
ment while moving a distance called the "mixing austausch coefficient has been used largely to char
length," whereupon it mixes completely with its new terize the intensity of the general circulation,
surroundings. Thus, the diffusion of certain properties determination of the mean coefficient of large-sc
of the fluid may be characterized by use of a diffusion mixing for a given synoptic chart. In this meth.
coefficient. In such a scheme, the flux of any quantity the mixing length is determined by noting the aver.
is necessarily directed opposite to the gradient of the number of disturbances along a latitude circle a I,
quantity. then determining the average length of the distt -

Many investigations have sought to determine the ances. The results of such an investigation by Wag. r
large-scale diffusion or gross-austausch coefficient as [5], for March 1931, are also shown in table 1.
a measure of the intensity of the large-scale exchange It is now becoming possible to measure the vari. -,

processes and, hence, as a measure of the intensity of exchange processes directly. It is of considerable int -

the general circulation. This gross-austausch coeffi- est to investigate the nature of the gross-austau, 1
cient has sometimes been assumed to be fairly constant coefficient with such exchange data, because of 1.
and equally applicable to the flux of momentum, light which can thus be thrown on the validity of i w
sensible heat and other quantities. save for the use of gross-austausch concept.
an appropriate dimensional constant. For the most
part, these determinations were made directly from TABLE I. Magnitudes of mean gross-austausch coefficient

(101 g cm-1 ae-') by latitude according to
observed wind fluctuations, according to the formula Lettau [3] and Wagner (5].
which is used in studies of small-scale turbulence.

Lettau [3] determined the magnitude of the local Latitude (de N)
30 40 so 0 0 70

'Mr. Jung's work was sponsored by the Geophysical Research Lettau - 6.2 8.2 7.0 6.8
Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories Wagner 5.9 6.5 7.0 6.2 5.0
under Contract No. AF 19(122)-153.
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Large-scale erckange _! sensibi uieat.-The validity grid of 72 points, evenly spaced around a latitude
of the application of the diffusion analogy to the circle. It was not possible to evaluate (2) above the
large-scale exchange of sensible heat in the atmosphere 500-mb level, because of lack of data. The meridional
can be tested in the following way. The flux of sensible temperature gradient which enters into (1) is easily
heat, per unit area of surface erected at a given determined from the daily hemispherical meridional
latitude in the atmosphere, is given, by analogy with pressure profiles.
the diffusion concepts, as The resulting data consist of 120 instantaneous

S- cAR1 aTao, ()values of the sensible heat flux spaced 24 hr apart
S /,( as evaluated by (2), and 120 values of the meridional

where c, is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, gradient of the mean virtual temperature in the layer
A, the gross-austausch coefficient, R the radius of the 1013-500 mb, at the four latitudes. In all cases, the
earth, and T the mean temperature at latitude #. temperature gradients were measured over a distance

The mean horizontal flux of sensible heat per unit of 10 deg lat, extending S deg lat on each side of the
area and unit time may be determined directly in latitude circle involved. With these data, the values
another manner, since the flux is given also by of A, for each of the layers and latitudes may be de-

termined by equating (1) to (2).
S = cL.-'1 pT dr, (2) Resuls.-The mean values of A, are given in table 2,

J for the 4-month period in the layer 1013-500 mb for
where p is the density, v the meridional velocity, L, the varying modes of time averaging, together with the
length of the latitude circle, dx an element of west- ratio of the standard deviation to the mean A,, which
east distance, and the integration is performed around is sometimes called the coefficient of variation V.
a complete latitude circle. Thus, we have at our dis- V may be used as a crude measure of the variability
posal a means of examining the variability of A, and, of A#; it is zero when the coefficient is constant and
thereby, of testing this application of the diffusion unity when the standard deviation is as large as the

concept to the flux of sensible heat. mean.

One of the basic assumptions underlying (1) is that The austausch coefficients shown in table 2 have
there exists no net mass flux through the surface across the same order of magnitude as those computed by
which the flux of sensible heat is to be determined, previous investigators (table 1) from considerations of
On the other hand, (2) includes a component of the the mass flux, but are somewhat smaller. The lati-
flow of sensible heat due to a net mass flux across the tudinal variation agrees well with that found by other

surface. However, this component is eliminated if use investigators, the coefficient reaching its maximum
is made of the geostrophic approximation to evaluate value in the vicinity of 55"N. indicating this region
this integral, since, at a given level in the atmosphere, as the zone of most intense mixing in the atmosphere.

The values of A, were found to be consistently smaller
f"dx = ff_-iapax dx = 0, (3) in the upper layer that in the lower one (data not

Pd. (/)shown).

where t, is the geostrophic wind, f the Coriolis param- The dependence of V on latitude and mode of time
etere, p the preossroph, wand ,f the ig rationis peormed averaging gives considerable information concerningeter, p tha pressure, and the integration is performed the constancy of A,. The coefficient of variation of the
around a complete latitude circle.2

The geostrophic evaluation of (2) was undertaken daily values is extremely large, exceeding 0.50 in allby White g6] for four winter months, November take cases, indicating that a very high degree of variabilityFbry 194te[6. forfomr dilyer synopticch as fov r 0300 exists in the daily values. One may conclude that theFebruary 1946, from daily synoptic charts for 0300

GCT. Finite-difference integration methods were used. TABLE 2. Mean meridional grouaustausch coefficients (101 g
The geostrophic wind was evaluated from charts of cm-1 sec-1) and coefficients of variation at various latitudes,
the no:thern hemisphere at four latitudes, extending for layer between 1013 and 500 mb, for four-month

period November 1945-February 1946. for
from 35 to 65°N. It was found convenient to make various modes of time averaging.
use of the mean virtual temperature and to evaluate
(2) by layers. The flux of sensible heat in the layers Latitude (des N)

1013-700 and 700-500 mb was evaluated by use of a -s 4s ss 6_

Daily values A,: 1.04 3.03 6.56 4.82'Thus, if the temperature is expressed as T - !(#) + T', V: 0.8. 0.50 0.69 1.52
where T' is a deviation from the mean value for the latitude
circle, the geoetrophic flux of sensible heat, according to (2), be- 3-day means A,: 1.03 2.96 6.13 4.17
comes 0.39 0.31 0.49 0.91

6-day means A,: 1.04 2.94 5.92 3.92-fpe.T dx fP' (Op/x)(? + 7") dx - 0 + f,,.T d.. V: 0.33 0.28 0.35 0.76
For actual winds, on the other hand, 12-day means A,: 1.03 2.93 5.74 3.58

V: 0.18 0.26 0.22 0.60
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le diffusion concept applied , the large-scale features TABLE 3. Coefficient of linear correlation betweien geostrophic
sensible-heat flux and temperature gradient at various lati-

of the atmosphere is com,,•etely invalid over short tudes, for layer between 1013 and 500 imb. for the
time periods whose length is of the order of one day. four-month period November 194S--February

1946, for various modes of time averaging.There appears to be a systematic increase in V with ---

latitude, suggesting that the diffusion concept becomes Ltatude (des N)

even less applicable as higher latitudes are approached. 35 ,s 55 6s

This is true for all modes of time averaging. Daily values 0.12 -0.18 -0.09 -0.233-day nman 0.17 -0.11 -0.26 -0.45
The dependence of A# on the mode of time aver- 6.day mean 0.10 -0.08 -0.24 -0.66

aging is rather interesting, but not entirely unexpected. 12-day mean 0.20 -0.05 -0.37 -0.43
There is a systematic decrease in A• as longer time
periods are considered. When the austausch coeffi- There is little statistical significance in the correla-

cients are derived on the basis of averaging over a tion coefficients, except perhaps at 65°N for 3-day and
le period of 12 days, V begins to approach a level which 6-day means, where the correlations reach. the I per

would indicate a very small degree of variability except cent significance level. The data suggest that increased
at 65°N. This suggests that the diffusion concept, at sensible-heat transports do not necessarily occur with
least insofar as the variability of the austausch coeffi- increased temperature gradients; if anything, the con-

cient is concerned, begins to be valid as longer time trary is true in high middle latitudes. These results
periods (of the order of several weeks) are considered. agree with those of Rossby and Willett [4]; they find
It should be pointed out, however, that the very that it is during periods of high zonal index (and little

meridional mixing) that the greatest temperature gra-v.process of averaging any series of data will tend to dients are found.

Sreduce the variability of the resulting series. It is suggested that the sensible heat flux over short

An important feature of the diffusion concept, which periods may, to a large degree, be controlled by physi-
is verified by the data, is that the sensible heat flux cal characteristics of the general circulation other than
is almost always directed from high to low tempera- the meridional temperature gradient.

tures. Only eight of the 480 daily cases at the four
latitudes considered reveal a sensible heat Pux in the REFERENCES

of opposite direction. As the time averaging proceeds to 1. Defant, A., 1921: Die Zirkulation der Atmosphare in ý.en

longer periods, the flux is invariably opposite to the Gemaissigten Breiten der Erde. Geograf. Ann., 3, 209-266.
er gradient. 2. Elliott, R. D., and T. B. Smith, 1949: A study of the effects

n A closer analysis of the reiationship between the of large blocking highs on the general circulation in the

A~ cohnorthern hemisphere westerlies. J. Metor., 6, 67-85.flux and the gradient is possible. According to the 3. Lettau, H., 1939: Almosphdriscke Turbudenz. Leipzig, Akad.
diffusion ,:oncept, there should exist a relation between Verlagsges., p. 251.

er the two such that, all other things being equal, there 4 Rossby, C.-G., and H. C. Willett, 1948: The circulation of

Sis an increase in the sensible heat flux when there is the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Science,
108, 643-652.

an increase in the temperature gradient. A measure of s. Wagner, A., 1938: Zur Bentimmung der Intensitat der allge-
the relationship of this kind may be found in use of the meinen Zirkulation. Ann,. Hydrog. mar. Meteor., 66, 161.
coefficient of line~ar correlation between these quan- 6. White, R. M., 1950: The meridional eddy Oux of energy in
tities. The contemporaneous correlation coefficients the northern hemisphere. Gtweral cirýuoa~ion project, Rep.
ll ieo. 3, Contract No. A F 19(122)-153, Cambridge, Mass.

ty between the gradient and the flux are given in table 3. Inst. Tech.
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NOTE ON THE MERIDIONAL TRANSPORT OF ENERGY

BY THE OCEANS,

By

GLENN H. JUNG

Massacusew lnaai• of Technolgy, Cambridge, MassacAsUs

ABSTRACT
The role of the oceans in providing poleward energy flux within the earth's fluid

envelope is re-examined in regard to effective transport mechanisms. A hypothetical
model near 30 degrees north latitude is found to produce. a si&eable poleward energy
transport when effects of closed vertical circulations operating in meridional planes
are considered. Available data for the Atlantic do not, conflict with this result. It
bi suggested that the importance of such meridional circulations should not be disre-
garded in computations of the global energy balance.

INTRODUCTION

As is well known, in polar regions there is a net radiation of energy
into space from the earth an'd from its fluid envelope, the oceans and
atmor.phere. In tropical regions these receive a net excess of solar
radiation. However, temperatures show neither a corresponding pro-
gressive cooling in the polar cap nor a progressive warming in the more
tropical regions. There must exist, therefore, a poleward transport
of energy through the earth's fluid envelope in order to maintain the ob-
served temperature equilibrium, since conduction through the earth
proper is of negligible importance.

From qualitative considerations the poleward energy flux through
the oceans has been assumed small compared with the transport
through the atmosphere (see von Bezold, 1906; Bjerknes, 1933).
Sverdrup (1942) made a quantitative estimate for ocean energy trans-
ported by the Gulf Stream System in the North Atlantic Ocean. This
estimate gives a small percentage of the radiation requirements, sug-
gesting that ocean currents transport no more than 10% of the total
poleward energy flux. It is to be noted that this estimate, necessarily
did not include energy transported by means other than the standing
horizontal eddy ccmprised of the Gul: St ream System and associated
teturn currents.

* The research .,esulting in this wcrk hsa lb.n sponsored by the Gcophyics It-

search _Division of the Air Force ('C.nbridge Research Center under contract No.
AF i9-122-153.

I FresenD. address: Department of Oceanography. "e.\a.s A. and M. Colhxeý,.,
College Station, Texas.

Rfprint from zEi.4s FOUNI). JOb IgN .jiiAL.',.
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10t iis cun.ider Lirst some possible energy transport mechanisms
within Ohw ovean which may be important. As Sverdrup has noted,
st:inding horizontal eddies provide one such mechanism. In addition,
it is eenceivable that closed vertical mean circulations in meridional
planecs noght transport large amounts of energy, even though the
avern.gc v'locities involved are extremely small.

S Sim-e it would seem improper to neglect this second possibility a
priori, some estimate of the possible order of magnitude of the trans-
port produi.ed by it should be made. Furthermore, if this result is
signiri"cant, then the actual presence of mean meridional circu!ations
should be investigated from oceanographic data in so far as this is
possible. It is hoped that the material which follows may serve as a
beginnimg in the tudy of these two questions.

HYPOTHIETICAL VERTICAL CIRCULATION

Let us consider the energy transported by a simple closed vertical
circulation that operates within a hypothetical model. The model
used is illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in B of Fig. 1, a northward
velocity of about 0.51 cm sec-' is ascumed to be present from the sur-
face to a depth of 950 m. Mass continuity then gives a southward
flow of about 0.14 cm sec-' in the layer below 950 m which extends to
an assumed bottom depth of 4,250 m.

Ileasonable values of the vertical distribution for tempermture (T),
salinity (S), and density (p), as given by Fuglister (1947), were em-
ployed in the hypothetical model. Thewc values am for approximately
30 degrees north latitude. The tetaperature dietribution is given in
C of Fig. 1. The width of the maodel (extent of ocean in the west-east
direction) was chosen tos be 5,000 kmn, i. e., :orapprable to the width of
the Atlantic at 30 degrees north latitde.

Within the earth's fluid envelope, the tnhth energy flux across a
latitude wall can be represented by the fe~lowing expression used by
Starr (1951)1:

F = f, (P + pe, T + pgz + pC'/2)v, dA. (1)

P is pressure and T is temperature. Applied only to the ocean, 7 is
% ertical distance counted upward, p is the density, and c. is the specific
heat of the ocean water. C is the ocean current speed and v. is the
northward comnponeat of velocity. dA represents an element of Area
of the latitude wall within thv ocean.

The '"rin containing P may be regarded wi the rate at which pressure
lorccs do wo,-k across the boundary surface. It iz reasonable to assune
that the terra containing T iR a close approximation to the internrl
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H~w.1 ypothetiml model of a ciceed vertical circulatlon in a merldional plane.
A. Sehenitlc rOPremnlatIMn B. Awz~med vlocloy distrihUtion Used for Comoutation&
C. Tampemature distribution In viclaltY Of 30 degree. north latitudte In the North Atlantic
0oen, after Fugllatar (1947).

energy transport. The terms containing Z and 0/2 repreaent trans-
ports of potential, and kinetic energy, respectively.

Under conditions of hydrostatic equili-brium the term in (1) in-
volving pressure nearly enaeels; the term involving potential energy,
so that the sum. gives a negligible contribution. This cancellation
would become exazt. in the case of uniform density.

Using any reasonable assmaled values for the magnitude of C, it can
be shown easily that Iv- advection of kinetic energy is several orders
of magnitude smaller thLan the ' ransport of internal energy.

The tran~spwrt c~' internal energy thus determines the order of
magnitude of tite toaW energy flux across the latitude wall. For the
model, this transpart.3- of the order of 3 x 10"1 gm-cal see-'. In order
to include zhe effects of all oceans in the northern hemisphere, this
figure should be multiplied by a factor of 3.

The iesult is I the same order of magnitude as the total poleward
ena~gy transport required by radiation data for the entirt~ fluid enve-

lp.The latter figure is about 1011 Sm-cal sec-1 at 30 degrees north
latitude. according to estimates dliscussed below. It appears extremely
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important, therefore, to determine whether or not such net meridional
cireuhti ions do actually exist within the oceans. If so, their effect
cannot be neglected in any complete study of the energy balance of
the globe.

COMPUTATIONS FROM ACTUAL DATA
From the mod A discussed, it is evident that measurements of ve-

locity entering iato ocean energy flux computations of the present
type must be extremely accurate. Moreover, direct ocean velocity
measurements are not suflfiiently plentiful for this purpose. How-
ever, it is possible that new methods for measuring velocities, such as
the one developed by von Arx (1950), may ultimately provide a solu-
tion to this problem after a large enough volume of data has been
obtained.

It is interesting to note that a vertical meridional cell within an
ocean differs essentially from a corresponding cell in the atmosphere.
The latter must be nongeostrophic in order to effect a net meridional
mass transfer at a given level, and thus it represents a motion in which
the Coriolis forces are not balanced by pressure forces. In the ocean,
on the other hand, due to the presence of continental barriers, this is
not necessarily true. A net meridional transfer at a given level in an
ocean may be associated with motion in which pressure forces balance
Coriolis forces.

With appropriate reservations about possible motions other than
those given by dynamic velocity measurements, we may use data
compiled by Riley (1951) for the North Atlantic Ocean. At present
these data represent the most comprehensive estimation of ocean
volume transport available and results derived from them are at least
of some interest.

The distribution with depth of the average meridional velocities so
obtained across 27 degrees north latitude is shown in Fig. 2. Since
Riley points out that his estimates do not account for Gulf Stream
transport adequately, additional data from Sv(rdrup, et al. (1942)
were obtained for this region and are incorporated into the averages
shown in Fig. 2'.

This velocity distribution gives a small net mass flow northward
across the latitude section of the Atlantic Ocean. It is possible that
a compensating outflow occurs on the opposite side of the hemisphere.
Such an outflow would have to take place through the narrow and
shallow Pering Strait into the Pacific Ocean with a velocity of about
100 cm sec-'. However, such large ocean current vtlocities are im-

3 The velocity at 4,000 m estimated from Itiley's data agrees reasonably well with
preliminary results of a carrbon 14 d:.t ing technique reported by Kulp (1951).
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probable in this region. In the event that such a mass outflow actu-
ally does exist, negative heat transport across 27 degrees north latitude
in the Pacific Ocean must occur. This would bring about a cancella-
tion of the heat energy transported northward by the net mass flow
in the Atlantic Ocean, when the hemisphere as a whole is considered.
Thus, whether or not this effect is real, it is perhaps best to eliminate
it. This may be accomplished by one of several procedures.

The velocity profile may be shifted so that no net mass flux occurs.
This may be accomplished by moving the profile a small amount in
the negative velocity direction. As an alternate method, the ragged
upper portion of the velocity profile may be appropriately smoothed,
i. e., as shown in Fig. 2.

Each of these procedures was used together with an average sounding
of ocean 3graphic variables from the METEoR Atlas (Wist and Defant,
1936) to obtain estimates of internal energy transport by meridional
cells within the Atlantic Ocean. The METEOR sounding, representing
averages over the entire Atlantic section, is quite similar to the
Fuglister sounding used in the hypothetical model derived from a small
region of the Atlantic Ocean. The Fuglister temperature curve is
about 4' C warmer than the METEOR curve at 500 m depth, the level
of the greatest difference between the two.

The estimate of the magnitude of the internal energy transported is
about 3 X 101 gm-cal see-' in each of these cases. This value is
almost the same as that obtained from the hypothetical model dis-
cussed above.

COMMENTS
Baur and Phillips (I 35) gave radiation values which can be used to

obtain net radiation excess or deficit values for the earth averaged over
latitude belts for the northern hemisphere (see Haurwitz and Austin,
1944:18). From thesp, estimates may be made of the energy required
for poleward transport in order to maintain the observed temperature
equilibrium. The amount required for transport by the entire fluid
envelope across 30 degrees north latitude is approximately 10"1 gin-
ca! sec-'.

In this latitude, oceans occupy approximately three times the hori-
zontal extent assumed in our hypothetical model or occupied by the
Atlantic Ocepn. Assuming that the results may be considered typical
of all oceans in the norihern hemisphere, the hypothetical model ocean
could account for 9 X 10"1 gm-cal sec-', while from actual data the
oceans could account for 9 - 10 X IG14 gm-cal sec-'. Of course these
results depend upon dynamic velocity measurements, and therefore
they must be treated with caution.
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However, if such small vertical meridional ceM6 in the ocean are
capable of transporting energy in the amounts estimated here, then

this possibility should not be neglected in energy balance relationships

of the fluid envelope.
According to Wexler (1944), the atmospheric layer from the surface

to 10,000 feet gains a maximum of heat energy in the region off the
New England coast in the vicinity of 48 degrees north latitude for the

month of February. This is located in , region of net radiation deficit
(see Baur and Phillips' data), and hence such heating must depend on

sources other than radiation. Wexler propo.ss that these sources
may be adiabatic heating from subsideitce in polar air masses over

Canada as well as heat conducted upward from the ocean surface.
The present estimates indicate that the ocean could indeed act tw such

a heat source for the atmosphere within this region, giving up the large

amounts of energy transported across latitudes farther south.
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Note Concerning the Nature of the Large-Scale Eddies in the
Atmosphere

By VICTOR P. STARR, Masachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

(Manuscript received August 10, 1953)

Abstract

The rate of generation of kinetic energy of mean zonal motions by the large-scale horizontal
Pddics in the atmosphere is computed from three independent sets of hemispheric wind data.
The results are larger than certin analogous dissipation estimates would require. Meteorological

implications of the material arm discussed.

General diseu4ion effect of genuine lateral friction alone on such

The aim of this brief article is to discuss a flow might be. Quite obviously the effect of
further, with the aid of new additional data, such viscosity would be to retard the zones of
some essential properties of the large-scale most rapid rotation and to increase the angular
horizontal eddies in the atmosphere, which are velocity of the less rapidly rotating ones, so
involved in their relation to the mean zonal as to cause the whole to assume a more nearly
motions present. The articular physical uniform angular velocity. That is to say,
principle to be reviewed has been treated lateral friction would cause a flow of angular
previously mainly by my colleague Dr. H. L. momentum northward and I'so southward
Kuo (i950, 1951 a, 1953) both theoretically away from the zone of most rapid rotation.
and observationally, although it appears that One may inquire next as to whether the
certain additional remarks and graphic illustra- large-scale eddies in the atmosphere act upon
tions might be of value, since some residual the mean zonal motions in a manner analogous
misunderstandings seen to be prevalent, to friction and hence may be regarded as

The mean zonal motions (i. e., averaged merely giving rise to an cddy viscosity. This
with respect to longitude) of the atmosphere is outstandi-igly not the case, for according to
may be pictured as comprising a large vortex any compilation of data at all adequate for the
about the polar axis in which the angular purpose (and there are a number of such
velocity is a function of elevation, latitude and independent ones now available) there exists a
time. As an example the solid curve in (a) of strong northward eddy transport of angular
the figure gives the distribution with latitude momentum to the south of the jet of westerlies
of this angular velocity relative to the earth, (N. H.) aod therefore afortiori to the south of
averaged also with respect to pressure in the the zone of maximum angular velocity, on
vertical from i5o to 9oo mb and with respect the average. This is exactly contrary to a
to time over the six-month period January to frictional effect and would be compatible only
June 1950 inclusive (N. H.). Most of what is with a negative virtual viscosity coefficient, if
to be said concerning this profile can be made it were desirable even to use such terminology.
to apply equally to an instantaneous profile at The mere existence of this state of affairs is in
sonic given level. One may now ask what the itself most remarkable and by tio means to be

Tellu , V (1953). A
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lightly dismisse.d, for regardless of further ently, the net influence on this total kinetic
considerations it is a manifestaton of a funda- energy is to increase it, if the (positive) action
mental process which requres explauation to the south predominates and to decrease it
ultimately. The associated angular momentum if conditions are the reverse. The rate of
transport by eddies is given by che dashed line production may be written as
in (a) of Fig. 1. 2] )

cos Cos )

if small approximations such as the horizontal
uniformity of density ate allowed in the

20- definiion of meazs zon(al kinetic energy. The
notation is that of STAvR andWmTr (195r.
i952), u, P, being eastward and northward

15" wind components. C density, r earth's radius,
0 latitude, z elevation, the square brackets

(a) denoting averaging along complete latitude
/0 circles, and the primes indicating deviations

10- - -from such averages. This expression may
I either be set up directly from a consideration

5 of the work done by net forces due to the eddy
\ Istresses on elementary rings of air, or it may/ \ be obtained by writing the proper form of

0 X the balance equation for zonal kinetic energy
40i beobane b riig heproerfrmo

20 0- as done, for example, by Kuo (I95i a).

Latitude Data and computations

'-'I/ Among the available data for investigating
expression (I) the following may be listed.

(.) The first six months of the year 195o
akeady referred to. These data are based upon
(daly actual wind observations similar to
those of Starr and White in the references

21 already given, for Latitudes 13°, 3[1, 42', 55',
and 7o' N. The integrand of (i) evaluated
from the six-month averages of [uj and Iu''

0 .is given for the 3oo and zoo-mb levels by the
dashed and dotted lines respectively in (b) of
the figure. The full line results using
the vertical nressure averages of wind and

Fig. j. Relative angular velocity in xO-7 sec-- as function eddy transport (i.e., corresponding to the
of latitude given by full curve in (a). Total angular curves given in (a) already discussed). Since
momentum transport by eddies in xo1s c.g.s. units i b ven a (rean d y dicussued Sne
given by dashed curve in (a). Production of zonal kinetic In (b) the area under each curve measures the
energy using mean wind and total transport (full curve), production of zonal kinetic energy, it is to
using 300 mb wind and transport (dashed curve) and be noted that in each case this area is positive
using 2oo mb wind and transport (dotted curve) shown a wide margin.

in (b) in ierms of arbitrary units. b() The second six months of the year 1950.

These data are exactly analogous to those for
Kinetic energy coniderations the first six months and were treated in the

It is convenient and instructive to study same way. The integrands (not shown) were
these effects of the eddies upon the kinetic again positive without question, i.e., do not
energy of the mean zonal niotions. Considering represent small differences between large
the northern hemisphere as acting independ- quantities.
Tellus V (1953). 4
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(3) One month of data (Jan. 1949) published we may enumerate certain important inifrences
by Mr-nz (19 s). These represent geostrophic which may be drawn from the general char-
evaluations obtained by punched card methods. acter of the results, if tlies latter are correct in
As in the case of the curves (b), here also there main outline, as seems most probable. These
is no ambiguity as to the sign of the areas are:
beneath the curves (not shown) in all three I. The large disturbances in the atmosphere
instances, produce kinetic energy of mcan zonal motions,

Using the vertically averaged winds and and not the reverse as has been with few
transportý the data (i) give 4.2 × 1020 ergs per exceptions generally supposed in the past.
second for the production over dte hemisphere, z. Since the magnitudes of this generation
The data (2) give 4.6 x so-1 units. Data (3) are of tile order of the estimated dissipation,
give i.5 x io2 units. These magnitudes are to and could reaenerate the motions involved in
be compared with appropriately defined and about two weeks, it may be stated that any
properly estimated measures of the dissipation. theory for the general circulation of the
When the vertical averages are used one deals atmosphere which omits this effect is crucially
essentially with the kinetic energy of the mean deficient, lacking an essential correspondence
rotation of the atmosphere, andihe dissipation to reality, however interesting it may other-
becomes merely the work done against the wise be.
zonal component of ground stresses in virtue 3. Through the years there has been current
of this mean relative rotation, save for minor in meteorology an assortment of general
other effects. Further discussion of this subject circulation theories which do not prcsuppose
is given by STAmR and Win-rE (1953). The this action of the eddies. The singular sterility
zonal ground stresses may be obtained in the and lack of promise which have characterized
form of empirical climatological estimates as these can perhaps be ascribed largely to the
given by PiUFsrwT. (i9s5), for example. The shortcoming under discussion.
stresses deduced from the angular momentum 4. It is increasingly clear that a valid formal
balance considerations for the particular period theory of the generaf circulation showing flow
in question as calculated for example by the incoming radiational energy supply results
MINTZ (ig95i) would not give an independent in the observed motions (rather than others)
check for the present purpose. Use of Priestley's will probably be evolved only slowly because
stresses with the data (i) gives 3.6 X i1o2 units of its inherent comnplexity.
for the hemisphere. The data (2) give 1.9 X m1°2 The problem of the mean zonal motions and

units, while data (3) give 4.0 x 10
2 0 Units. the largc-scale disturbances is one and in-

If the angular velciry curve in (a) of the separable, because of the now demonstrated
figure is assumed to be .-epresentative of the interdependence of these circulations; hence
entire depth of the atmosphere, we may there exists a natural and direct connection to
compute from it the corresponding kinetic such other modern developments as those in
energy of mean rotation for the northern cyclone theory and similar topics, which latter
hemisphere, which turns out to be about will first have to be not only better understood
6.8 x i026 ergs. Upon appeal tei the figure but also fitted into the more general picture.
given for the mean rate of production from For the time being it may be necessary to
data (i), it is seen that this amount is normally content oneself with the tlihoretical examina-
generated in about i9 days. The corresponding tion of only portions or phases of the total
period for data (2) is iz days and for data (3) process. Indeed much of what now may
it is 17 days. Presumably if the production appear as composed of separate and distinct
wern suddenly to cease while the dissipation subjects in theoretical meteorology must
were to maintain its normal rate, the motions ultimately form a coordinated and harmonious
of the air here involved would be abolished in whole, displayirg in true light the proper Lnd
about two weeks. natural relationships among these parts.

5. The theoretical efforts of my esteemed
Discussion of results friend Dr. H. L. Kuo may be mentioned

Relegating certain further technical matters specfically as an eizmpie of what has just
and qualifying' remarks to the next section, been said (see Kuo, ,95o, 1951 b, 1953). These

Tellua V (1953). 4
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studies ,irc diuccicd toward the elucidat~ion of Critique and further computatious
the transformation of eddy kinetic energy into During the course of the work performed a
mean zonal kinetic energy through the number of added questions and matters of
application of the vorticity equation. This thoroughecss were examined and trcate.d ill
procedure may be interpreted also as an effort much greater detail than can he fully entered
to apply tile general principles, if not the into for; thc pulrposC of this note. SomeC critical
specific techniques, used in what is now called statements and results of corresponding checks
numerical forccasting to the problem of the in some instances max' nevertheless be made
gencral circulation. It is to be noted that in for purpose of better orientation.
this connection, and also fr-om the gcncral I. The usc of vertical averages for the zonal
results stated in this paper, the seat of the wind profile is a rather siecializcd device
kinetic energy processes is placed in the which introduces valuable simplifications, but
cyclonic and anticyclonic systeims in,- the gtneral interest 3till demands that the results
atmosphere, which directly or indirectly re comrnpared with what would be obtained
account for the continued replenishment of tile from calculations at individual levels which are
eddy kinetic energy. then integrated vertically as a final step. Such

6. It may with profit be again contemplated altcrnative figures were calculated giving for
that the positive nature of the production data (1) 3.9 x 1020, for data (2) 5.5 x io"2, and
process as measured from data is not contingent for data (3) 9.8 x io*-• erg see-'.
upon the attainment of some petty accuracy, 2. A second check carried out was to cal-
but is at once fixed by very gross aspects of culate the production using a vertically
the zonal-wind and angular momentum trans- integrated zonal-wind profile but applying the
port profiles. hFile end result could, in fact, technique to the instantaneous daily conditions,
hardly be otherwise if the maximum north- the long term mean being then formed by
ward angular momentum transport is found in averaging the daily figures for the production.
the vicinity of the mean latitude of the jet By this procedure an opporttmi"y is also
stream. afforded to compute confidence limits defined

7. Most of the so-to-speak simple thlorics as twice the standard error of the mean of the
of the general circulation start from the ass amp- daily values, indicating toughly the 95 per
tion that the mean zonal motions are main- cent confidence range. The data (1) were
tained by mean meridional circulations. From subjected to such a treatment, although at the
time to time thinking men have expressed time this work was done the observations for
dissatisfaction with such a framework to 7o0 N latitude had as yet not been tabulated
various degrees, e. g., JzEREvs (1926), RossBv and hence were not included. The figure
(1947, 1949), although the direct measurement obtained was (4.5 ± i.o) y 1020 erg sec-'.
of the mean meridional circulations cannot be 3. A still further elaboration consists of the
earned out with great enough confidence for use of the analysis by levels, not with the long
a direct refutation which would be reliable. period averages, but with instantaneous daily
Once, however, very extensive independent data. The long term mean may then again be"
compilations of data consistently point to the formed by averaging the daily production
existence of a sufficiently potent alternative, it figures. The data (i) with the 7o0 N latitude
is quite unscientific to concentrate merely on circle omitted were used also for this pur-
the older approach. The writer's opinion in pose. The figure which resulted was 9.8 x io02
this regard does not exclude the possibility erg see--'.
that sufficiently extensive observational studies 4. In the computations it was arbitrarily
may show that mean meridional circulations assumed that [u] and Ju'v'I are zero at the
perform certain other important functions, or equator. What the exact values of the momen-
even modify to some extent the eddy-produced tumn transport are at the equator is not known,
zonal flows. In any case it would be hlighly but the use of more proper negative values of
improper not to give recognition to those Il] would tend to increase the anticyclonic
indications and suggestions deriving most wind shear immediately to the north where
clearly and unambiguously from purely objec- the transport is positive and hence would
t.vc data as already expounded. probably increase the production.
Tell,ss V (1953). 4
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S. Selectivity in the availability of wind would necessarily vanish for the entire atmos-
observationa iavorii-g lower speeds probably phere).
leads to an underestimate of the production. 7. The surface zonal stresses given by
It is to be noted that the integrand o expression Priestley are according to most proper inter-
(i) involves a triple product of quantities in pretation values for the oceans. Doubtless the
the nar-e of wind velocity components, extensive land masses present in the northern
hence underestimates of the latter could hemisphere give rise to larger such stresses as
produce a larger percentual underestimnate here suggested by the angular momnr, tum con-
than in such quantities as, for example, the vergence study of MiNTz (1951), thus helping
kinetic energy itself. to bridge the great disparity found here be-

6. It shoula be most carefully observed that tween the eddy production and the dissipation
if the effect of the eddy processes on the mean of the energy of mean rotation.
zonal kinetic energy is studied for a narrower 8. The expression (i) is actually nothing
belt of latitude, terms representing the merid- more than the spherical polar form of the
ional transport of this energy across the corresponding term in the familiar theory of
bounding latitudes should be considered, and OSBORN REY-NOLDS (i895) concerning the
".he mere adjustment of the limits of integration nature of eddy processes. A review of this
in (1) does not provide for this requirement. material is given also by LAMB (1932) in his
In the case of the whole hemisphere it is textbook on hydrodynamics. Indications of the
doubtful, however, that such a transport importance of' the process here measured by
across the equator is anything more than a expression (j) have been obtained also by
slight correction, which is here neglected (and B1.clcADAR (195o) andby VAN MtEGIIM-(1953).
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The Counter-Gradient Flux of Sensible Heat in the Lower
Stratosphere

Bly ROBERT Nt. WHIITE, (Gophysics itesearch I)irectoratc, AFCRC, ARDC, Mass.

(Mantiurit rcici•vd Deccenbcr 4. 1953)

Introduction respect to the transfer of scnsible heat. Sufficient
data are now at hand to show that similar

Several recent investigations, Kut (i0 i), counter-gradient sensible hear flows do occur
VAN MEItIIEM (1953), STARIR (19j53) and a
ARAKAWA (1953), have been coiccrrned with stematic basis.
examining the physical procecms which account
for the maintenanice of the kinett icnerv (f Data
zonal motion in the atmosphere. These stuldic t
have pointed up the important role played by In connection with a more extensive study
the large scale horizontal eddies. The futmida- (if the atmospheric energy balance, computa-
mental point made by all these investigators tions of the large scale horizontal eddy flux of
centrs on the existence within the free sensible heat were undertaken. Except for a
atmosphcre of a systematic organizationi of the constant factor, the large scale meridional
large scale eddy momentum exchange pro- horizontal cddy flux of sensible heat is measured
cesses in such a manner that momentum flows by the term 1v' 'I', where die brackets re-
from regions of low to regions of high mo,- present a mean with respect to longitude, the
mlenttnn. The reflection of this condition is bar a mean with respect to time, the primes
most prominent equatorward of the jet stream represent deviations from the longitudinal
where for example observational studies of means, v is the northward component of the
STARR and WHITE (195z) show that the flux wind velocity, and T the absolute temperature.
of mnomentunm by the large scale horizontal The cvaluation of this term at various latitudes
eddy processes is poleward into thleet. STARR and at the standard pressure levels in the
(1953) and ARAKAWA (1953) have actually atmosphere. was made using observed wind
evaluated the work done by such large scale and radiosonde observations available in the
eddy stresses and indicate that the rate of data compilations of the Northern Hemisphere
gencration of kinetic energy of zonal motion Historical Weather Map Series, prepared by
"vy such processes seems to be sstmicient to the U. S. Weather Bureau, in cooperation
"naiantain the westerlies of middle and high with the Army, Navy and Air Force, for the
latitudes. It is of interest, therefore, to inquire full year 195o0 The procedure was similar in
whether similar conditions prevail in the many respects to that used in connection with
atmosphere with regard to the transfer of other investigations of the angular momentum
atmospheric properties and in particular with balance reported by STARR and WHITE (1951),
Tellui VI (1954). 2
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Table 1. Numerical analyis of sensible heat flux data for the entire year 1950. Temperature in degrees
abaolute. velocities in m %-c- I and N is the total number of obftrvations. The .9g % confidence

intervals defined as twice the standard error of thb time means is also given.

Levd _ o_ ' N 51_ N_ 425'N 5' NLvl 1 -1 ~l1:~jsy~ ~' ~ V7'j ~ N V'T'l

100 225 +5.4:f2.9 288 220 +5.6 ±t2-7 763 215 +4.8 ±3.8 546- + 2 • - 2.531
200 221 +1-41-04o 919] :220 +5.2 ±4-0 16ou 1 219 +8.3 +4.5 1684 2181 +7.4 2.7 2859j
300 22:1 +0.03.2 1.30-. 2-R5 + -15 +it2.7 2361 2•31 + 3.0±3.3 Z46_1 2361 + 3 .n ,.X •,•.3
500 244 +5.2 ±31 20471 2491 +8.S4 2.4 3295 2J6 +1.9±1.9 3625 262 + 1.5 f.1 5181
700 251 + 9-2 ±2. 22661 5t'41 + U27 2.0 ~35149 472 +6_6 X-3 4319 278 + 2.3 ±0.9j 57561

1000 2671 +7.6 172.3 2576 1 + +I1.8i 7.7 2207t 284| +.5-•- '24941 2921 + .2-9 +0-7 145071

in which strings of stations in the vicinity of Meteorological implications
certain latitudes were selected from -which a. The existence of conditions illustrated by
observations were collected. A complete listing these data, and similar ones indicated by
of these stations together with the frequency STARR (1953) point up the fact that meteorolo-
distribution of the observations will be forth- gists should recognize not only the possible
coming in a paper soon to be published by existence of these counter-gradient eddy
Starr and White. transfer processes but also the actual prevalencc

For purposes at hand it is sufficient to present of such conditions in certain reglons of the
the relevant data in Table I, where the mean atmosphere.
temperature, magnitude of the eddy transfer b. The flux of sensible heat from cold to
of sensible heat, and total number ofobserva- warm regions on the scale of the general
tions entering the evaluations, are shown. circulation at and above the jet-stream-
From this table it will be noticed that through- tropopause level indicates that the eddy
out the troposphere, at all latitudes up to the processes are acting to build up rather than
ZOO mb level the eddy-flux of sensible heat is dissipate the existing temperature gradient.
poleward from regions of high to regions of c. Certain fundamental questions concerning
low temperature as might normally be ex- the location of the height of the tropopause,
pected. At and above this level the reverse is and the height of the jet are inseparable from
true. There is an eddy flux of sensible heat from the questions concerning the reversed merid-
the cold tropical lower stratosphere poleward ional temperature gradient in the lower strato-
to the warmn polar regions at these levels. Thiis sphere. Hence a process such as that indicated
condition was also recognized by PRIESTLEY by these data which obviously acts to build up
(1949) and MINTZ (195s) from data compila- this reversed gradient may be of considerable
tions which were restricted in space or time. importance.
The 95 % confidence limits of the time means d.Since the full significance of these ob-
of the eddy-transfer term are also indicated and servational findings is not clear, the data are
in almost all cases exclude zero, indicating that presented primarily in tie hope that they will
at least a necessary statistical condition is encourage other interested investigators to
satisfied by these data. consider the implications of such conditions.

Tellus VI (1954). 2
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Commentaries Concening Research on the General Circulation

By V. P. STARR, Massachusetts Institute of Teclrnology, Cambridge, Mass,

(Manu-cript received February 2-. 1914)

Abstract
Several phases of research significant for the general circulation are reviewed briefiy. The

effect of rotation oa convective regimes is discus-.d. An exatnple is given showing that alean
meridional circulations are not essential for the releas of potential energy.

During the past several years the present Furthermore, this link in th.- -peration of the
writer has been conducting observational general circulation as depicted by the data is
studies on an extensive scale with the aim of so dissimilar to the picture given by most
securing measures of various quantities chosen classical schemes which ascribe the drive for
on the basis of their direct dynamic significance the mean zonal motions to the Coriolis force
for the primary mechanism of the general on net meridional flow of air at individual
circulation.' An outcome of central importance levels, that no really successful manipulation
which emerges from this work is that the of language or logic can identify them as
required meridional transports of angular mo- being, after all, one and the same. We are
mentum in the atmosphere are due primarily thus confronted by a state of affairs which,
to horizontal eddy exchange processes, together although not comp'letely unsuspected before,
with the closely allied conicept that the kinetic is relatively novel in character and hence
energy of the mean zonal motions is main- intriguing-and in many ways puzzling. We
tained against friction to a large extent by a must, however, be on the qui vive in our
transference of kinetic energy from the large- thinking in order to eliminate such difficulties
scale horizontal eddy kinetic energy to those as are merely apparent and not real, and free
mean motions. ourselves of incorrect prepossessions.

This action of the eddies is so marked and In order to show that this behavior of the
unambiguous that probably no amount of atmosphere is not unique we may call attention
additional data, if properly bra•ught to bear to recent developments of paramount irn-
upon the question, would controvert it.2  portance for the resolution of the general

It would now app at that the l range circulation problem, ini the field of expcri-
originally involved in formulating this protrnctg d prLa mental hydrodynamics due principally to the
gram has already borne suffihctitt f not on ginal work of D. Fultz and R. Long at
justify it, but also to suggest rather forcefully the dc- the University of Chicago. The particula'r
sirability of placing such activities on a firmer footing experiments in question involve the generation
than has hitherto been possible. Such steps have been of flow patterns in a rotating shallow cylin-
advocated before by the writer elsewhere (see ST~aRR inf
195s). on the basis of preliminary results. drical vessel of water rest rom differential

S See Appendix. heating, which tunder specified circumstances
Tellas VI (1934). 3
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assume forum similar with respect to a variety dimensional number P involing (among odier
of detai to those comprising the atmospheric param-eters) the rate of rotation and the axis-

gevneral circulation (see Furs-z 1952). Some of to,-rim density cont-rast, is thle governing
,s work has rcently been repeated by A. quantity whjie discriminates between the two

Faller at the Massachuctts Institute of Tech- regimes and assumr.es a critical value P, at the
nology. turn-over pornt. The actual experiments stein

For the purposes of this diussion (anid, it to fit in with the theoretical value of P, in
should be added, in this writer's opinion) the a very satisfactory manner. Preliminary esti-
outstanding new concept made av2ilable mates of an analogous parameter for the
through these experiments i that rhc other- atmoisphcre irdAiata the p.reencc 0ix utin,-
wise simple and familiar regime of convective takable high rotation conditions.
motiorns is profoundly altered as soon as the To summarize the situation, it appears that
rate of rotation exceeds a definite value the effect of rotation, if it he rapid enough. is
dctermnined by external parameters such as the to inhibit large scale convection as ordinanily
intensity of the differential heating. The more conceived, and to substitute for it a process
intense the hear ing, the higher becomes thdis which produces the neessary radial transect or
critical rate of rotation. For slow rotation, heat and of certain other properties through
below the limiting rate, the convection pro- the agency of quasi-horizontal eddy motions
ceeds in an axially symmetric mainer with of which cyclones. anticyclones and their
zonal motions developing in much dte same attendant upper troughý and ridges are the
fashion as presupposed in the classic explana- prime example.
hons of the general circulatior. In this case In discussing these matters with other
the mean meridional circulations are quite meteorologists the writer has noted frequent
aFparcnt. For rotations higher than die critical skepticism. These reactions seem to imply that
one similarity to the atmosphere is obtained any scheme which does not contain s -me form
as to the following properties (among others): of the classic convective motions as a starting
(a) The mean meridional circulations are no point is in a general sense too uninatural to be
longer obvious except perhaps in the form of valid. although it is usually not easy to proceed
weak renmants as boundary layer phenomena. further in order to discover wherein precisely
(b) Horizontal exchange processes appear to de alleged difficulty lies. It turns out, however,
be dominant in the meridional transport of that theds amtudes spring mainly from a belief,
momentuir and no doubt other properties as whether articulate or not, that mean meridional
well (see STARR and LoNG 1953). The eddies circuhtions of the toroidal type are indispen-
involved are again "waves in the westerlies' sable for the utilization of the potential energy
as in the atmosphere. (' The motions appear inherent in the equator-to-pole temperature
to be quasi-geosuophic except in the boundary gradient in the atmosphere. It is to be sure first
layers. (d) Some evidence of structures within necessary to define terms more accurately, but
the fluid having the characteristics of occluding speaking generally this claim is but a delusion,
cyclones with attendant frontal phenomena has which in actuality the atmosphere circumvents
been noted. without any real difficulty.

To the statement of these experimental In oraer to exhibit the nature of the fallacy
findings one should add here a remark con- involved, it suffices to treat a very simple case
cerning some theoretical analyses suggested by m the dishpan. Let it be supposed that in the
them. The symmetrical one is of course the initial state there are two fluids of differing
more tractable of the two regimes to study density separated by a vertical discontinuity
thus, and here the subject has received atten- concentric with the rim as shown in cross
tnon notably from T. V. DAVMS (195z). Still section in (a) of the figure and by the inner
more recently, through the inclusion of the circle in (b) which is a view seen from the
effects of heat advection, H. L. Kuo (1953, top. It is of course clear that if one of the fluids,
1954) has been able to state a necessary con- say the inner one, is denser the system possesses
dition for the existence of an axialUy symmetric a certain available potential energy, and the
Hadley type convection in this so-called dish- question now is whether some or perhaps all of
pan experiment. It turns out that a non- it can be released without resorting to mean
"It ilus Vi (19541). 3
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and givenl depth so that the third relators
coMnttutes the stipulation of no mean Merl-
dional circulations.

The amnswer is rather obvious. The total
displacemcnts may be divided into two stages
so that in the first the vertical velocity w
everywhere vanishes and HvJ is therefore
identically zero because of the coitinuity
reauirement. The vertical discontinuitv may(it) th~ereforc be deformed by purely cwo-dimenl-

sional motion into the lobed form shown.In the second stagec vertical motions arc sup--
posed to rake place in such a way as to release
potential energy but still so as to make Ivi zero,
say by having v so o, and allowing each lobe
to diverge 2onally near the bottom and con-
verge zonally near the top (i.e., by having a

downward eddy transport of mass).
With a little thought it becomes evident

that the simplified model used here may he
generalized to include much more complicated
initial states involving continuous density
distributions of various types, and that the
separate stages of motion may be suitably com-
bined. Also one could wýithout difficulty
modify the motions so as to liberate potential
energy even in spice of a reverse mean merid-
ional circulation, if the downward eddy
transport of mass is vigorous enough.

The oudtincs of the analogous processes in
the actual atmosphere are easily recognized on
synoptic charts and are very basic meteo-
rological phenomena, appealing as such even
to a casual observer) They are embodied in

C• ) the large-scale outbreaks of cu!d and warm air

Fig. x, Diagrams showing a possible rearrangement of so typical of weather conditions over a wide
two fluids in a cylindrical vessel, prior to the release of ranige of latitude. Viewed fron. the present

potential energy. standpoint these facts suggest anew the im-
portance of such endeavors as those of Rossnv
(1949) and PHILLIPS (1949) to study the

meridional circulations, or whether this is mechanism for the release of potential energy
precluded through some topological con- by the sinking of cold air domes.
straint of the continuity principle or other - -

kinematic consideration. it is here assumed that I We here make the tacit (but probably correct)
assumption that the release of geopotential energy is

• a[j necessary for the manntainance of the general circulation.
L)•O; V ---0; I] =--0Since the total geopotential energy of tCc atmosphere

must on hydrostatic principles bear a fixed ratio to its

during the readjustment. In these relations e i total internal heat energy, and futhermore since the surn
d is maintained at a inore or less fixed value when radia-

density, C is the vector velocity, v is the inward tional and other effects are included, it becomaes a

radial component of velocity, t is time and the philosophical problem of considerable complexity to
ascertain whether the generation of kinetic energy takes

square brackets denote zonal space averagig place more directly froit one of the forms of cncrgy
completely around the pan at a given radius mentioned rather than the other.

Tellus VI (1934), 3
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Appendix

A-, poinird .,ut by %iTkaf (tt.s5) fhe- tratsfer of kiito plite. Thre cotributiorr of the cenergy trar5fer 'tuoy thw
energy Itron the cdtcli to the mecan Zonal ototont is a cadics IS ieetl large to all0W ior this (Ste SrTA21
dcqcl-s:.a-cd process intense cuogh to genecratce ins . short 195 and AxsrXAWA ).Also one wray note; that it is
pcriod (it time ant Amount of -such energy asý is normnally the (indirect) fcll in middie latitudes which is mnost
pr cent - event accrding tocin snurnments which are effective for the present pruoilrm, because ;an equally
probably underestairates. of ist true potency. The in- intense ont at low latitudes iý rendered much less potent
rquiring reader osay neCVClthecss pr opoe that in spite of due to the smalaness. o! the Coriolis paralseter! whIleI
the fact th2t it is difficult to secure accurate mseasuremients neater to the pole the lenigth of latitude circles and hence
of the mea2i n mridional1 Cirulations in the atmosvihere the aniount of air involved becames small. A net de-
dut: to theit srnallne'n%, as an experiment a direct caicula- 5tructiou of kinetic energy of nican Zonal motions by
tiun sbould be matae of their effisac y in geoerating oscars oscars meridiconal circulationsi wou~ld- iimply as suggested
.0o1al kinetic Vnergy through the action of the Curiouls by 'SiAkNry (rossj). that thc-se latter are merely seconidarv
force, using the best data at hand. Formally this can, be effects, or perhaps associated with surface friction as
donec with) the sid of the comlpilations of actual wind diteoLssd by F!otiN i9- 3 for cfeamiple.

a fti orsl th-e ralende year of '950 gsvenl by SfAast It ia doubtful whether the technique of subtract-ing out
and WHIn (1954) and used in the reference given above, the over ail nean velocities across latitude walli really
I-lowever, a!i bat been stated frequently by these authors, eliminlates all the unwholeometi consequences of any
much 4,left to be desited in ý ti- .use of the data-, 2"aasib thjppreciable ti." im the seusse -A "alptlisg ofl conditionsi
calculations made here can indeed be viewe-d as an to the cast of troughs undully, as probably was the case
experiment only. at ý,5 and 700 N. in the forward portionis of troughs at

The hemispheric wind statistics were compiled from high latitudes there usually is found ais increase with

dailY data for 13'. 3 15 , 42'. 5S
0 

and 70;0 N latitude for eleVation in the troposphere of the northward coin-
levels froni looo to too nsb. Tire first consideration I- ponenrts of the wind- Mere subtraction of the over all
that due most probably to a biat'in the selection of the mean velocity still leaves an abnoarmally large sampling
station network so as to favor unduly conditions either of this vertkral shear in the data, which then inassifests
to the front of troughs on the one hand, or of iridges on itself as a spuriously stong direct mecan mecridional cel-l
the other, small net mean velocities were obtained across at a northertly location. The positive contributions shown
the several latitude walls. These, its order, were - 22., itn ther table north of 55 N mnay owe their origin s
- 03, - 57, + 37 and 4 64 cin scc

t (velocities taken part to such an artificially initroduced circumistance,
positive northward). Only the last two are really serious InI the computations made above, only the effect of
in regard to tmagnitude and would imply a mecan risirng the Coriolis term its generating kinetic energy of mean
moution in the polar regiohts at practically all levels in the msotiorns was evaluated. This term, however, oiccurs its
troposphere and into the stratosphere, if taken literally. enbtainwt teswihlkws ersn en
In view of this situation, thms meats values of the issrid- through which the nmean uscridional circulations cait
iorial velocities were subtracted out fronm the data at contribute to the generation of this kinetic energy. For
all latrudes irs an effort to nisiimizie spurious effects. All d

mean sneridirsnal circulations Were taken to be zero at example the term [e w] Jul jz [n] alsos enters the problems

the equator. (wee Ktuo i9$t)- Here w is rtme vertical component of
The effect of the CornLis forces aSsoc.iated With the velocity and z is height. This quantity could be evaluated

nucas siseridional circurlations its producing kinetic energy from the data already used, although the work was not
of mean zonal mnotiotns is an anmount 12f Jul PI per unit actually done. Sinces it- the troposphere the term normally
Vol"nme (see, e.g., 9 uo i95 1). liert t is density, f the takes the algebraic sign of the Vertical motion, and since
Coriolis paramnete, is the ea-stward and tv the northward tlsis inunurs is apt to be downward in the latitudes of
componenst of wind velocity; br~ackets signtify 2011a1 the strongest vertical shear in the westerlies, it is quite
averages and bars titme averages. The (volonse1) integrals possible that the tortal effect is negative.
of this quantity by latitude belts and also for the whole Many findings will no doubt be reported in the course
northern hemiisphe're (up to zoo mb) are given in the of time relative! to direct evidences of mean mneridional
table below in units of 1o" ergs per second. circulations, Whsat has beets said here makes it evident

No mecasures of statistical significance were calculated that such claims must slot only be scrutinized carefully
for these figures. although this could have been donte, as to their reliability, but also it is essential that their
let us say by computing the daily results and then finding imuportansce for maintaining the meams zosnal motions be
the Standard error of the meats. It was not deemed properly assesed from a sufficiently realistic viewpoint.
worth the while to do this. For we have reached such a stage in the development

Although it is true that not much reliance can be of our subject, that the halcyon, free-wheeling days when
placed upon the particular outcome here obtained, it investigators could propound mean nteridional cells ins
should he carefully observed that there exists no valid a rough and ready trsalnnr to explain each feature of
reason which would necessarily exclude the possibility of the meats zonal wind distribtitions, are irretrievably
such a nsmall negvative valor of the integral for the hensi-. behind us.

Table r. Volume integral up to the ioo nstb level of quantity Q -f jul (&I in lost erg sec-t .

[at. Belt 1 3-31* Pt-42' 4---5S
5  

55--7-' 7(1--9-' k1em1isphere

Integral + 0.01 -0.35 ~--3,55 -1- 2.61 + 2.ý6g +t.6 j -- ao

'lclhus VI (1954), 3
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Available Potential Energy and the Maintenance of the General

Circulation

by EDWARD N. LORENZ, Ma sachusctts institutc of Technology", Cambridge, Mass., USA

(Manuscript reeived Aug. 25 1954)

Abstract

The available potential energy of the atmosphere may be defined as the diflerctic between
the total potential energy and the minimum total potential energy which could result front
any adiabatic redistribution of mass. It vanishes if the density stratification is horizontal and
statically stable everywhere, and is positive otherwise. It is measured approximatcly by a
weighted vertical average of the horizontal variance of temperature. In magnitude it is generally
about ten tinses the total kinetic energy, but less than one per cent of the total potential energy.

Under adiabatic flow th- sum of the available potential energy and the kinetic energy is
conserved, but large increases in availalble potential energy are 11sually accompanied by increases
in kinetic energy, and therefore involve nonadiabatic effects.

Available potential energy may be partitioned into zonal and eddy energy by an analysis
of variance of the temperature field. The zonal form may be converted into the eddy form by
an eddy-transport of sensible heat toward colder latitudes, while each form may he converted
into the corresponding form of kinetic energy. The general circulation is characterized by a
conversion of zonal available potential energy, which is generated by low-latitude heating and
high-latitude cooling, to eddy available potential energy, to eddy kinetic energy, to zonal
kinetic energy.

t. The concept of available potential energy kinetic enerqy of the whole atmosphere

The strengths of the cyclones, anticyclones, would then t-e potential energy and internal
and other sysvems which form the weather energy.
pattern are often measured in terms of the In general the motion of the atmosphere
kinetic energy which they possess. Intensifying is not adiabatic. The only nonadiabatic process
and weakening systems are then regarded which directly alters kinetic energy is friction,
as those which are gaining or losing kinetic which ordinarily generates internal energy
energy. When such gains or losses occur, while it destroys kinetic energy, but which
the source or sink of kinetic energy is a matter may also, under suitable circumstances, change
of importance, atmospheric kinetic energy into the kinetic

,the total energy and potential energy of ocean currents and
Under adiabatic motion, wotl enain ocean waves. The remaining nonadiabatic

of tie whole atmosphere would remain processes, including the release of latent
constant. The onhv sources or sinks for the energy, alter only the internal energy directly

enryHence the only sources for the kinetic energy

The research resulting in this work has been sponsored of the whole atmospher he a eatmospheric
by the Geophysics Research Directorate of the Air atmointernalergyowhil
Force Cambridge Research Center, under Contract No. potential energy and internal energy, while
AF x9 (6o4)-tooo. the environment may also act as a sink.
Tellus VII (1955), 2
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It iS casilv shown (cf. 11ArkW-,194z 1) mum. This niaximnum gain of kinetic elergy
that the potential and intcrnal energies within a equals the maximum amount of total potential
colunm extending to the top of the atmosphere energy available for conversion into kinetic
bear a constant ratio to each other, to the energy under any adiabatic redistribution of
extent that hydrostatic equilibrium prevails, mass, and as such may be called the available
Hence, net gains of kinetic energy occur in poewniat enegy.
general at the expense of both potential and Available potential energy in this sense can
internal cnergy, in this same ratio. It is there- be defined only for a fixed m•iass of atmosphere
fore convenient to treat notential and intcrnal which becomes redistributed within a fixed
energy as if they were a sw'gle form of energy- region. The storms with which Margules was
The sum of the potential and internal energy primarily concerned do not consist of fixed
has been called total potential eltrgy by Margutes masses within fixed regions, nor do any other
('903- systems having the approximate size ofEvidently the total potential energy is not a storms. It is perhaps for this reason that availa-
good measure of tke amount of energy bhe Potential energy has not become a more
available for conversion into kinetic energy familiar quantity.
under adiabatic flow. Some simple cases wiU I - is in considering the general circulation
serve to illustrate this point. Consider first that we deal with a i~xed mass within a fixed
an atmosphere whose density stratification is egion-the whole atmosphere. It is thus pos-
everywherc horizontal. In this case, although riondfie whe ataosphee pteis thsros
total potential energy is plentiful, none at of thee whole atmosphere potental energy

all s aailbleforconerson nto ineic f de woleatmsph-reas the differenceall is available for conversion into kinetic between the total potential energy of the whole
energy. Next suppose that a horizontally atmosphere and the total potential ener y
stratified atmosphere becomes heated in a which would exis if the mass were redistrib-
restricted region. This hearing adds total uted uwuder cone.rvation of potential tens-
potential energy to the system, and also peraur onservation tal s et i-

disturbs the stratification, thus creating hori- perature to yield a horizontal stable stratifica-

zontal pressure forces which may convert Thp as

total potential energy into kinetic energy. The available potential energy so defined
But next su pose that a horizontally stratified possesses these important properties:
atmosphere comes cooled rather than heated. (i) The sum of the available potential
The cooling removes total potential energy energy and the kinetic energy is conserved
from the system, but it still disturbs the under adiabatic flow.
stratification, thus creating horizontal pressure (2) The available potential energy is com-
forces which may convert total potential pletely determined by the distribution of mass.
energy into kinetic energy. Evidently removal (3) The available potential energy is zero
of energy is sometimes as effective as addition if the stratification is horizontal and statically
of energy in making more energy available, stable.

We therefore desire a quantity which It seems fairly obvious that the available
measures the energy available for conversion potential energy so defined is the only quan-
into kinetic energy under adiabatic flow. tity possessing these properties, although a
A quantity of this sort was discussed by rigorous proof would be somewhat involved.
MAlGULES (1903) in his famous paper con- Moreover, it possesses the further property:
cerning the energy of storms. Margules (4) The available potential energy is posi-
considered a closed system possessing a certain tive if the stratification is not both horizontal
distribution of mass. Under adiabatic flow, and statically stable.
the mass may become redistributed, with an it follows from property (i) that available
accompanying change in total potential energy, potential energy is the only source for kinetic
and an equal and opposite change in kinetic
energy. It the stratification becomes horizontal I This quantity is called available kinetic energy by
and statically stable, the total potential energy Marguls, since it represents an amount of kinetic energy

reaches its minimum possible value, and the attainable. From the point of view of this discussion
the term available potential energy is preferable, since it

gain of kinetic energy thus reaches its maxi- represents a part of the existing total potential energy.
"Ir:,' Vii (i-5). 2
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energy. On the other hand, it is not the only If the particles for which 9 -- 8 09 form a
sink. When friction, destroys kinetic energy continuous surface which intersects every
it creates interial energy, but in doing so it vertical column exactly once, P(49) is the
increases the minimum total potential energy average pressure on the isentropic surface
as well as the existing total potential energy e = (41, with respect to the area of d.e hori-
Thus the loss of kinetic energy exceeds the zontal projection of this surface. Equation (t)
gain of available potential energy. also defines the average pressure over isen-

There is no assurance in any individual tropic surfaces which intersect the ground, or
case that all the available potential energy which lie entirely "under round", if along
will be converted into kinetic energy. For each vertical we definep(&) = Pa if & < o",
example, if the flow is purely zonal, and where (3 is the value of 6 at the earth's surface.
the mass and momentum distributions arc in To express the minimum total potential
dynamically stable equilibrium, no kinetic energy in terms of the invariant (8) it is
energy at all can be realized. It might- seem sufficient to express the total potential energy
desirable to redefine available potential energy, in terms of p(&). The potential and internal
so that, in particular, it will be zero in the energies per unit mass are gz and cT, re-
above example. But the available potential spectively. Since, as mentioned previously, the
energy so defined would depend upon both potential and internal energies P and I of a
the mass and momentum distributions. if it vertical column above a unit area bear the
is desired to define available potential energy ratio P/I - (c, - 4) 1c., and since an element of
as a quanuty determined by the mass distzi- mass per unit area is g-1 dp,
bution, the definition already introduced must P.
be retained. P + I -c'g-'f Tdp (2)

a. Analytic expressions and approximations 0

8 : potential temperature Upon substituting T= (9*p;.1;, where p*=

p : pressure ,ooo mb, and integrating by parts, we

T : temperature find that
z elevation P+ I= (r +(3)
v : horizontal velocity vector
g : acceleration of gravity 0

c,, c,: specific heats of air at constant The minimum total potential energy which
volume and constant pressure can result from adiabatic rearrangement occurs

R : gas constant for air, equal to when p = everywhere, and is obtained by
c,--cp setting p = p in (3). Thus the average available:

Sratio of specific heats, cIc•,, ap- potential energy per unit area of the earth's
proximately 71/ surface is

X ratio R/c,, equal to 1-l/A, ap-
proximately 2/7 A = (r +- x)-1'g1~ p (ipi+ )e

• 0

Under adiabatic flow, the statistical distri-

bution of 0 is conserved. More prccisely, if where the bar over p1 +' again denotes an
g (81)dO is the probability that a unit mass average over an isentropic surface.
of atmosphere selected at random has a value Since p is always positive and i + x > r,
of 9 between 9, and 691 + de, the probability it is readily shown that p-- - kx+ > o
function g(e) is conserved. If unless p •. The precise magnitude of "A,

particularly as compared to the average total
P(A) = ifg (9) potential energy per unit area, , is less

obvious. Expansion in a power series will aid
where ýa is the average value of the pressure pe the comparison. Thus, if p ý P + p', it
at the earth's surface, regarded as horizontal, follows from the binomial theorem, applied
ý(8) is also conserved under adiabatic flow. to pl +ft, that
TUl VII (1955), 2
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00 Thus

(I + x)-2 C g-1 P; p +.d.0 xcpg-1p; 8"P-4-M)

ru(x +uXj7i
(I--" +' +( + X)

3! + ... ] de From the hydrostatic equation, it follows
that

The ratio of Ato P+ i is a suitable mean vaiu, d-Idp -= 49P-i(rd-I')Fi1 (9)

of the quantity enclosed in square brackets. where r - dT/,kz is the lapse rate of tern-
The power series (5) must converge if perature and r4 ---c;' is the dry-adiabatic

p' <j everywere, but the rapidity with which apse rate. Since 0;/0 T IT,
it converges depends upon typical values of
p•. The distribution of p' is in general far T' (Ifromn normal sinte tropospheric isentropic A G ) P- (Io
surfaes tend toe nearly liorfizontal in the(o

tropics, so thatP, is close to its maximum Expression (io) is suitable for estimating
value over about half the area of the earth. the ratio Ai(P+I). This ratio evidently equals
Suppose that on a particular isentropic surface
p = i,ooo mb over half the area, and C sutable average value of -,(.-IF)-T'zT-2.2

decreases linearly from r,ooo mb to 300 mb The maximum values of (Fr-F') -1 and prob-
over the remaining half. In this P ably also of f-2 occur in the troposphere.
- 82 S mb, p'"/p2 -o.o75, and PI"fS -3 t - 2

0.019. The ratio of the second to e first If r - - rd and T'2 = (150)2 are taken as
term in the power series is therefore--o.o6, 3
so that even in this rather extreme case, the typical values,
power series is well represented by its leading A/(P + i) -. i/2,oo
term.

Therefore, approximately Hence less than one per cent of the total
potential energy is generally available for

Co • conversion into kinetic energy.

A- C~g-1P-.f1+ .dig (6)
P 3. Available potential energy and kinetic

energ

and A depends upon the variance of pressure It is a familiar observation that the total
over the isentropic surfaces. potential energy of the atmosphere greatly

This variance is closely related to the variance exceeds the kinetic energy. In considering the

of potential temperature on an isobaric possible release of kinetic energy, however,

surface, which in turn resembles the variance of we should compare the kinetic energy with

temperature on an isobaric or horizontal the available potential energy.

- and f are the average values of The average kinetic energy per unit area
surface. If o a ioari sfe andrage and of of the earth's surface is approximately9 and T on a isobaric surface, and 9' and T'

are the departures of 9 and T from & and T, k
the function e (p) is not completely deter- - 1 jod(
mined by the function ý (e), but approxi- o

marely p - i (T) (p)), so that In this expression we have neglected hori-
zontal variations of p.. From (2) it follows

p' = P(e -oW) -P(9) 01.-0' Ide (7) that
TcIlus VII (1955), 2
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where
( C - v Rg1f 'Twdp- fV-zJP (17)

where c - ART is the square of the speed 0 0

of sound. If we assume that a typical average and
wind speed is 1/. of the speed of sound, _)

which Pies between 300 1r sec-' and 350 m G -g--fP4(Jrd-r)-1T-iT'Q'4psee-1, we find that
0

K/(P + I)- i1/2000 The latter integral in (17) is obtained from
the former though the hydrostatic equation

If we also assume that our result and the equation of continuity.
Likewise, frgm the equation of rontinuity

Al(P 11) - i/0oo and the equations of horizontal motion

is typical, we find that dv/dt + (v- v)v + dv/ldp =

K/A .s., x/Io -z2'. v-gV z + F ('9)

Evidendy, if kinetic energy is rot sCleased, where Q2 is the vector angular velocity of
it is not because a supply of available potential the earth, and F is the horizontal force of
energy is lacking. friction, per unit mass, we find that

Let us see next how K and A vary. From
the equation of continuity dK,/t = C - D (2o)

where
v - v + dt/dp - o

where oj = - dpldt is the individual pressure D gifV Fdp
change, determined in the free atmosphere 0
primarily by the vertical speed, and the
thermodynamic equation Under adiabatic frictionless flow the gene-

ration G and the dissipation D vanish, so that
de/dr+v. -9+ d9/dp=tc;'OT-'Q ('4) the sum of i and K is conserved.

where Q is the rate of addition of heat, per We have seen that the available potential
unereQass, we find o o energy depends upon the departure of the
unit mass, we find that stratification from horizontal. If the

- - wind were exactly geostrophic everywhere,
302/dO,-it ew_ O lOdp -2- dl" + the kinetic energy f the whole atmosphere

21 would be zero if and only if the available
+ C;'eT-'O'Q' (5) potential energy were zero. Since the actual

wind tends to be nearly geostrophic throughout
The second term on the right of (is) involves much of the atmosphere, it still follows that
the space average of the product of three the kinetic energy is generally small or large
q uantities, each of which is itself a departure according to whether the available potential
from a space average. Such "triple correlations" energy is small or large. Large increases in
are often negligible. In this case the term available potential energy and kinetic energy
arises because another triple correlation, namely should in general accompany each other.
the term involving ji in (s), has been omitted We have seen, however, that under adia-
in deriving expressions (6), (8),and (io) for batic flow increases in available potential
A from (s). If we neglect the term involving energy and decreases in kinetic energy must

find, since accompany each other. It follows that when
,c / T'IT, t both forms of energy increase together, non..

diA/dt -- C + G (16) adiabatic effects are involved. Likewise, since
Tell VI1 (195). 2
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K is usually about one tenth of A, any in- energy and eddy kinetic energy, and which re-
crease in A by more than about ten percent Present the kinetic energies of the two types
must involve nonadiabatic processes. Such of motion. The maintenence of each type of
processes are certainly responsie for the kinetic energy is then considered. In addition
large increase in - from summer to winter, t other forms of energy, each type of kinetic

which is accompanied by a proportionately energy is a possible source or sink for the
lw othrtype.Slarge increase in K. This situation, which This partitioning of kinetic energy is cssen-

involves a decrease in + 7, has been discussed -ally an an-Ayss of variance of the wind
Iby SPAR (1949). field, acid is possible because, a!.idc from thc

We may ask at this point whether any contribution of the average wind, kinetic
appreciable changes in the ratio KIA are energy is the sum of the variances of the
possible under adiabatic flow, if the winds wind components. A similar analysis of
remain nearly geostrophic. That such changes variance of the temperature field is possible.arv possible irr be seen from th: approxi- To the extent that available potential energy

mate expressions is measured by the variance of temperature,
ethei analysis partitions the available potential

- I K-gR_ ]•,(PaP) -T-i. energy into two rype., one due to the variance
0 of zonally averaged temperature, and one
o due to the variance of temperature within

pl(dz'ldp)ldp (2z) latitude circles. These types may be called
zonal available potential energy andeddy avail-

f ( )able potential energy. In addition to other
a 9.1'f dp (23) forms of energy, each type of available poten-

8 tial energy may be a source or a sink for the
obtained from (io) and (ir) by substituting other type.
the hydrostatic and geostrophic relations, Analytic expressions for Az and A-, the
f being the Coriolis parameter. Both A and K zonal and eddy available potential energies,
depend upon the distribution of z' throughout and Kz and K-, the zonal and eddy kinetic
the atmosphere, but, for a given variance of z', energies, per unit area, may be obtained from
K is larger the more the fluctuations of z' expressions (ii) and (i2) for A and K by
in the horizontal, while A is larger the more replacing T and V by their zonal averages,
the fluctuations of 2' in the vertical. If the or their departures from their zonal averages.
vertical variance spectrum. of z' is relatively rhus
constant, the ratio K/A will be larger when -

shorter wave lengths predominate in the 2 - I(I T2dp
horizontal variance spectrum of z'. It is 0
thus possible for K and A to vary under 1
adiabatic quasi-geostrophic flow. A familiar -f(
hypothetical example is the increase of kinetic -
energy which accompanies the exponential (24)
growth of short-wave pertubations super-
posed upon an unstable zonal current. kz I-1d

4. Zond and eddy enegy
An apoach to the general circulation F

which currently found much favor K= __ gIfg- idp
consists of resolving the field of motion into 2 0
the mean zonal motion and the eddies super-
posed upon it. This resolution partitions the Here square brackets denote an average with
kinetic energy of the whole atmosphere into respect to longitude, at constant latitude and
two types, which may be called zonal kintic constant pressure, while an asterisk denotes

TtUus VII (1953). 2
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a departure from ain average denoted by F

square brackets. CZ -g-, dr) -d
The time derivatives of these quantities

may by applying suitable averaging processes
to the continuity equation (13), the therino-g
dyllamic equation (4), and die equations of CL gJ I'd (d- -I') -T- T* Q* dp
motion (19). Thus, if we allow the same sort o
of approximations which we used in the (27)

expressions for dA/dt and dK/idt, DE -g-1 ftDE = g -1 tvl ;j~ dp
dAg/rdt cC= - GA + GZ

dAcIdt - (CL + Q4 + GE _,.

dk 7 'd/t CZ-CK- Dz D, =g_9fV*-F* dp

where In (26), u and v arc the eastward and northward
F.- components of V, 0 is latitude, and ,lidy is
SR[the derivative with respect to distance north-if w ThRg-a d-T eatlv fm fdp = award.. The alternative forms for Cz and CE

are analogous to the alternative forms (17)
for C.

fiv Z dp In equations (zs) we observe that each of
- ]the quantities CZ, CE, C.ý4, and CK occurs

twice, with opposite signs. It is then tempting
to say, for example, that CK represents the

E - Rg-fP-1 *w* dp rate of conversion from zonal to eddy kinetic-fenergy, and to draw analogous conclusions
about the other "C's", i.e., to interpret the

S__C's as energy transformation functions, as
-v Z*dp described by MILLER (1950). We must note,

Jo therefore, that the C's are not uniquely
defined by the time derivatives of the various

R d d) forms of energy, since, for example, if all
CA= - Z (IV,*!+ I T*w*]' the C's were altered by the additions of the

g T dpI (26) same quantity, equations (2S) would still be
-o valid. To justify the interpretation of the

/ ' I \ )C's as conversions from one form of energy
-OITjdp to another, we must examine the physicalprocesses which they describe. The necessity

P, for considering physical processes when inter-
1 f ( preting energy equations has recently been

-g J,{ + emphasized by LETTAu (1954).
o We note first the quantities Gz and G.,

d\ /- [u' which may be called the zonal eneration and
+ [8*,01 ) Cos jdp the eddy generation, represent Ze generation

-d ~ (or destruction) of available potential energy

PI 5 by nonadiabatic processes, and do not involve
-gdx[ d f(v*Sj -sn [ t conversion from one form of atmospheric

dy energy to another. Similarly, the quantities
Dz and DE, which may be called the zonal

+ [V** ( [v] dp dissipation and the eddy dissipation, represent
dp\ the dissipation of kinetic energy by friction,

Tellus VII (1955), 2
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and do not involve conversions of energy, latitude, and ucclerations dut to horizontal
Here we have regarded friction as involving a displacements by eddies, enter the equivalent
simultaneous destruction of kinetic energy expressions for CL, but not CZ. CA, not Car.
and generation of potential energy, rather They therefore affect Ag ad K, by atering
thana process of conversion from kinetic to the variance of temperature and wind within
potential energy, since very little available latitude circles, but they do not affect Az, Kz,
potential energy is generated by frictional nor the sum Au 4- KF.
eating. It follows that CA, Cx, Cz, and CE are
it follows that the sum of the C's in the energy transformation functorn, which involve

change of any one form of energy must equa respectively only availble potential energy,
the sum of the conversions to that form of only kinetic energy, only zonal forms of
energy from all other forms. energy, and only eddy fom's of energy.Wc next note that the C's all involve The I eeny trasformation function Cxe has
horizontal or vertical transports of morner- appeared frcqurntly in recent works. it is a
turn or sensible heat. These transports may be modification of an expression derived by
resolved into separate modes of transport; Rr'Nuuss (6894) in conmection with trt-
for example, the vertical transport of sensible bulent fow- It hag been presented in nearly
heat, represented by [Ta], may be resolved the same formr. by VAN MMxHEM (1952),
into a transport by meridional circulations, while the first integral in expression (as) for
an eddy-tranport whose value per unit area CK, which is the dominating term, has been
is independent of latitude, and an eddy- discussed by Kuo (1951) and STMA (1953).
transit, whose value vanishes when averaged The energy transformation function CA
over-latitude. Each of these modes of transport bears nearly the same relation to temperature
enters only one of the terms in the relation which CK bears to wind. It depends upon the

Toil - VlT] w] + [ 7*,o~i + [ w]' (z81 transport of sensible heat along the gradient
of temperature in much the same way in
which Cic depends upon the transport of

Let us agree to regard the separate modes of angular momentum along the gradient of
transport as separate physical processes, angular velocity.

We then observe te following situation: The two possible remaining energy trans-
Horizontal eddy-transports of sensible heat, formation functions-the conversions from
and vertical eddy-transports whose values Az to KE and from AE to Kz, do not enter
vanish when averaged over latitude, enter equations (25). Moreover, if we regard the
the expression for C4 , but not Cx, Cz, nor CE. separate modes of transport as separate physical
They therefore affect Az and AE by altering processes, there is no process which affects
the analysis of variance of temperature, but both Az, and K,, or both As and Kz.
they do not affect Kz, KE, nor the sum These remaining energy transformation func-
Az + AE. tions therefore vanish identically.

Eddy-transport of momentum enter the It must be remembered that this conclusion
expression for CK, but not CA, Cz, nor CE. depends upon our regarding the separate
They therefore affect K_ and KE by altering modes of transport as separate physical
the analysis of variance of wind, but they processes. Without the distinction between
de not affect Az, AE, nor the sum Kz + KE. the two modes of eddy transport, it would

Transports of sensible heat by meridional be impossible to say whether or not a direct
circulations, and accelerations cue to hori- conversion of zonal available potential energy
zontal displacements by meridional circula- to eddy kinetic c aergy is possible, although
tions, enter the equivalent expressions for CZ, conversion from any form of available
but not CE, CA, nor CK. They therefore affect potential energy to eddy kinetic energy,
Az and Kz by altering the variance of zonally which involves nonvanishing values of T*,
averaged temperature and wind, but they do would still require the presence of eddy
not affect AE, K,, nor the sum AZ + KZ. available potential energy. The distinction

Vertical eddy-transports of sensible heat between the modes of eddy-transport is
whose valCe per unit area is independent of probably as logical, if not as familiar, as the

Ttus VII (1953). 2
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distinction between eddy transport and trans- cnergy by molecular friction is probably very
ort by meridional circulations. Without the sma•l. Te principal "frict1onal" dissipation

tar distinction none of the energy trans- of tona1 kinetic energy is instead due to sina l l -
frrna~m functions involving zonaf or eddy scae turbulent eddies, and it is pricipally the
availble potential energy could be defined, kinetic energy of these eddies which is dissi-

pated by molecular friction. It is therefore not
S. The niinuSwAmfe of the C11227 of t6 correct to say that dic eddies on the whole

genetarl crlation supply kinetic energy to the zonal flow,
The zonal winds and the superposed eddy if all scales of edIi are included.

moctios are not idcetical with the meridiona=l Instead, we mctr nAke a distinction between
presumre gradient and the superposed pressure arge-scale eddies, which, roughly speaking.
perturbations, since the former are features are the eddies large enough to appear on syn-
of the d.stri6ution of rnomentur,. which optic weather maps, and the remaining small-

^"^ •rgy, and the latter are s etit#i-s. It is then correct to say that
Cures of the distribution of nmss, which the large-scale eddies supply enough kinetic

possesses available potential energy. It is energy to the zacrts 1 flow to maintain it against
therefore a legitimate problem to study the dissipative effects of small-scale eddies- This
exchanges of kinetic energy between the important feature of the general circulation
zonal winds and the eddies, without consider- would be obscured if eddies of all scales were
ing similar exchanges of available potential included in a single category.
energy. Again, if only molecular friction and con-

Nevertheless the zonal winds are often duction were considered, the skin friction
identified withthe meridional pressure grAdient, and surface heating would have nearly in-
and cyclonic and anticyclonic circulations are finite values, per unit mass, throughout
often identified with the low and high pressure nearly infinitesimal depths. The generation
systems which almost always accompany and dissipation functions Gz and Dz would
them Indeed the wind systems could not then depend largely upon the usually unmeas-
long maintain their identities without the ured temperatures and winds in a'thin layer
accompanying pressure systems, and vice next to the grouand. This difficulty is over-
versa. It may therefore be possible to achieve overcome if eddy vitcosity and conductivity
a better understanding of the genera] cir- replace molecular viscosity and conductivity,
culation by regarding exchanges of kinetic so that the skin friction and surface heating
energy and exchanges of available potential have moderate values throughout moderate
energy as features of a single problem. depths. Let us gree, therefore, to regard

The conversion CK of zonal to eddy kinetic only the large-scale eddies as eddies, and to
energy depends primarily upon the transport include the small-scale eddies in a category
of angulai momentum horizontallv and ver- with molecular motions.
tically by eddies along the gradient'of angular The conversion C4 of zonal to eddy available
velocity. Recent computations by STARS (1953), potential energy depends primarily upon the
based upon wind observations over the transport of sensible heat horizontally and

northern hemisphere (see STARR and Wmn vertically across the gradient of temperature
1954) confirm the earlier suspicions of some r. The studies of STm and Wmnrr (1954)
meteorologists that the horizontal transport confirm the generally accepted idea that
is predominandy against the gradient of the horizontal transport is with the temperature
angular velocity, and yield the approximate gradient, and computations based upon the
vaue-ia x lotg ergs per second for the integral results of this study yield the approximate
of Cx over the norern hemisphere, so that value 2oo x io26 ergs per second for the integral
the eddies appear to supply sufficient kinetic of CA over the northern hemisphere, so that
energy to the zonal flow to maintain it agaih.st CA is about twenty times as large as C,-.
frictional dissipation. It follows that if the zonal winds and the

At this point we must become more specific meridional pressure gradient are regarded as
and state just what sort of dissipation we are separate manifestations of the same zonal
considering. The dissipation of zonal kinetic pattern, and if the wind and pressure variations
Tellus VII (1953). 2
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within latitude circles are regarded as separate celbs. A value of -- ; x ioW eigs per second
manifestations of the same eddies, it is not for the integral of CZ ever the northern
possible to say that the eddies maintain the hemisphere has been estimated by STARK
zonal circulation. All that can be said is that (1954) from the data available. The negative
the zonal pressure field maintains the eddy sign occurs because the middle-latitude indi-
pressure variations, but the eddy motion rect cell occupies the zone of maximum
maintains the zonal motion. temperature gradient.

To tuderstand the maintenance of the energy Wc are thus led to the following picture
of the general circulation, it is therefore not of the maintenance of the energy of the
sufficient to know the exchange of energy general circulation: The net heating of the
between the zvoal circulation and the eddies. atinospheic by its envirounselt in low lari-
A knowledge of all the energy transformation tudes and the net cooling in high latitudes
functions and the generation and dissipation result in a continual generation of zonal
hlcuoos is required. availabLe poiential enetgy. Virtually all of this

The presence of net heating in low latitudes energy is converted into eddy available potential
and net cooling in high latitudes is a familiar energy by the eddies. Some of this energy
feature of the gemeral circulation; it leads to may be dissipated through heating of the
a generally positive value of jTj '{Q', so colder portions of the eddies and cooling of
that the n generation is positiand the warmer portions; the remainder is con-

indeed seems to represent the primary source verted into eddy kinetic energy by sinking of

of the energy of the general circulation, the colder portions of the eddies and rising
Crude estimates of GZ, based upon radiation- of the warner portions. Some of this energy
balance fqures of Albrecht (See HAURW1TZ is dissipated by friction; the remainder is
1941), ands neglecting the release of latent converted into zonal kinetic energy by the
energy, yield the approximate figure Gz = eddies. Most of this energy is dissipated by
2en x iozo ergs per second so that e z and CA friction; a small residual is converted into
are about equal. zonal available potential energy again by anindirect meridional circulation.

Less obvious is the sign of the eddy gene- In eonctusion, let us see how our picture
ration GE, which depends upon T*Q*, and of the energy transformation compares with
hence upon the correlation between tern- earlier descriptions of the general circulation.
perature and heating within latitude circles. Certainly it bears little resemblance to any
Presumably it is negative, in view of the theory which attributes the conversion of
probable warming of cold air masses and potential into kinetic energy to a general
cooling of warm air masses in middle latitudes, rising motion in low latitudes and sinking
but the possible preference of warm longitudes in high latitudes. However, discussions of
for the release of latent energy may suppress some of the alternative processes which we
this negative value, have described have been appearing with

The dissipation functions Dz and DE may increasing frequency in recent meteorological
safely be regarded as positive. We have just literature.
seen that CK is negative, while CA is positive. The idea that eddy kinetic energy is the
It follows by continuity that CE must be immediate source of zonal kinetic energy is
positive, since it represents the only remaining closely related to the idea expressed by Rossav
source for eddy kinetic energy. This positive (1947, 1949) that large-scale mixing processes
value must be associated with sinking of (eddies) may account for' the distribution of
colder air and rising of warmer air at the zonal winds. EADY (195o) has described the
same latitude. Hemispheric data for the direct inequality of the mean zonal angular velocity
compu anion of CE are unfortunately not as a result of turbulence (eddies). Computa-
available. tions of a positive rate of conversion of eddy

The sign of Cz cannot be inferred by into zonal kinetic energy, based upon wind
continuity, but the magnitude seems to be observations, have been presented by Kuo
small, in view of the failure of hemispheric (t95i) and STARR (1953).
wind observations to reveal strong meridional An idealized quantitative model in which

Tel1w VII (1955). 2
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the inotions associated with waves in the eddy available potential energy May therefore
westerlies (eddies) are responsible for the be regarded as a third important energy
generation of kinetic energy has been presented transformation onl the scale of the general
by MINTZ (194-7). The importane of sinking circulation.
cold air masses arid rising warma air masses
was Pointed ont by Rossby ([9.49). VAN
MjEcnHEM (1952) describes the conversion of R EF EREN C ES
potential energy into .eddy kinetic energy as ny Tio;Tecu fthgn-r)crulin
one of the two most important energy trails.- E ~ .Tzs:Tc as ftegnr islt
formations on the scale of thle general circula- ~ teiiopee 2m w o' ls rc

non01, the other being the conversion of eddy J-iAURW~Ii-Z IB., 11347 Dynamni, Afewrolhcy. New York,
into zonal kinetic energy. Mc(5taw-Hill flonk Co., 36.j pp.

The uimportance oý' a poleward eddy- Koo, H. L., igji: A note onthe kinetic energy balance
- of the ze-Fai wind syvernmi, 7dluS. 3, 205-207.

transport of sensible hea-, *in Conjunction With, LET-cAL. II.. iq4: Notts on th:- transtorn2iaon of
the excess of radiational heating ill low mechanical energy from :ind to rddying motion,
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On Conversions between Potential and Kinetic Energy in the
Atmosphere

By ROBERT M. WHITE, Air Force Cambridge Research Center, and
BARRY SALTZMAN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Manuscript received February i,. z956)

From a cowidetriion of the large-scale horizontal variations of individual pressure change
and Soo nib temcrtn awre in a mid-latitude sector of the Northern Hemisphere, computations
are made of the iequijcd mean conversion of potential energy into the kinetic energy of the
horizontal wind systems. The order of magnitude of the estimate obtained is in agreement
with that obtained by Brunt from considerations of the frictional dissipation of kinetic energy.
In addition, the role of organized overturnings ik investigated. It is indicated that overturnings
in east-west vertical planes associated with the large-scale disturbances arc of primary importance
in effecting the release of potential energy.

r. introduction to the difficulties in computing the field of

In recent years increasing attention has been vertical motion, or divergence, on whuich such

given to basic questions relating to the manner measurements critically depend.

in which the energy provided by solar heating It is the purpose oz this article to present

is utilized in maintaining the large-scale some observational estimates of the conversion

atmospheric wind systems. In this connection process based on data recently computed by

it has been convenient to think in terms of a means of a two-parameter model of atmos-

"cycle" which traces the transformation and pheric flow, for a grid network covering a
flow of energy in the atmosphere. In such an portion of the North American continent.

energy cycle, conversions between the po-
tential. internal, and kinetic forms play a vital 2. The nature of the conve'sion proces
role. Aspects of this conversion process have In accordance with the ideas originally
been discussed by many authors including expressed by MARGULES (1903) and recently
EADY (1949), CHA.NEY (1951), FJoTroFr extended by LORENZ (1954), one may conceive
(I95 I), VAN MIEGHEM (1952, 1955), Kuo of the primary effect of solar heating as being
(1954), LORENZ (1954), PMLLIPS (1954, 1955), the creation of horizontal temperature differ-
PISFAROTY (1954), and STARR (1954). ences which represent an "available" potential

Although the stages of the energy cycle cnergy in the atmosphere. Through the action
which involve the partition of available of vertical motions, under conditions closely
potential energy and kinetic energy into eddy approximating hydrostatic equilibrium, this
and zonal components have been measured by available potential energy is rceased and con-
direct observations (see, for example, STARR verted largely into the kinetic energy of the
and WmiE, 1954), little quantitative obser., horizontal wind (see Kuo, 1954).
vational Aidence has been obtained thus far In order to obtain a mathematical expression
concerning the conversion between potential which represents this energy conversion process
and kinetic energy. This has been largely due we may proceed as follows. Taking the
Tellus VIII (1956). 3
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pressure, p, as the vertical coordinate and using horizontal wind can vary as a result of a fric-
the hydrostatic equation we may write the tional dissipation and an effect depending on
equation of motion for the horizontal wind in the product of v) and the specific volume
the form, throughout the mass of the fluid.

That this latter effect actually represents a
dv -- v conversion of potential and internal energy" "d x fk x v yF () be demonstrated as follows. The first law

where v is the horizontal vector wind, f is the thermodynamics may be written in the fonn,

Coriolis paraineter, k is the unit vector in the dO. dT
vertical, O =gz is the geopotential of an 7 - (7)
isobaric surface, v is the two-dimensional del-
operator in a pressure surface and F is the where e is the specific heat at constant pressure,
vector frictional force per unit mass. If we T is temperature, and dQ/dt is the rate of heat
scalar-muli ly this equation by v, and expand addition per unit mass (including the generation
the total derivative, we obtain the energy of heat by friction). With the use of (4), this
equation for the horizontal motions in the equation becomes
form, dT d ++

dk k c•- +v cTv+TcpTwo

-- +v-vk+w---= -v.¶h,6-D, (2) ~+~ 8
dt dk p Integrating this equation over the entire

where k=v2 /a is the kinetic energy of hori- atmosphere and rec.aling that for a vertical

zontal motion p tmass, D = v -F is thle column of the atmosphere in hydrostatic
rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy equilibrium c~g-'jTdp is equal to the sum
per unit mass, and to=dpjdt. With the use of 0
the hydrostatic equation, of the potential and internal energy of the

column,' we find that the expression for the
do time-rate of change of total potential and
dp (3) internal energy, f (0 + I)dmn, takes the form,

where a = l/L is the specific volume, and the Q
continuity equation, ( + 1)drn J odtn + din. (9)

M M M

" -- The appearance of f t= din with opposite
sign in both equations (6) and (9) indicates

we may rewrite equation (2) in the form, that this term represents a conversion between

A d potential and kinetic energy, a loss in one
b-•+ v - (k+0)v+-(k+0)co= -co,--D. representing a gain in the other.

By virtue of the strong relation between o
(5) and the vertical motion it is clear that the

Finally, if this equation is integrated over the effect represented by this term is associated

entire mass of the atmosphere, M, we obtain, with the process of rising of warm air masses
and sinking of cold air masses, which has been

d f o f connected with the conversion process since
kdUn - Joedm - Ddm, (6) the time of Margules.

.%f M Since over a long period of time there is no
observed change in the total kinetic energy of

where din - - dx dy dp (x is distance eastward I Owing to the fact that in a hydrostatic atmosphere
and y is distance northward). the potential energy in a given column bears a fixed

This equation states that for the entire mass ratio to the internal energy, we shall henceforth include
of the atmosphere the kinetic energy of the both of these forms under "potential" energy.

"rellus VIII (1956). 3
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the horizontal wind, it follows from equation P.
(6) that the conversion integral, - fd,,, where ()-ip xof ( )dp, ,,R7J-V' dd
must be positive in the mean to balance the (e -potential temperature), and J(Z, h) is the
frictional dissipation. From another point of two-dimensional Jacobian of the 5oo mb
view, it has been noted by EADY ('949), height, Z, and die thickness between i,ooo
PMXUiS (1954), and Kuo (1954) that the and 5oo nob. h. x. which is a measure of the
vertical transport or heat (of which this static stability through the depth of the arnios-
integral is a close measure) should, in the long- phere, was estimated from a set of observational
time mean, be positive, in order to maintain data for the period r-1-oJanuary, 1953.
the observed stable stratification against radia- The values of the tendency, A computed
tional losses in the upper levels the atmos- the the teneny equati compte
phere. the thermal vorticity equation for the

It may be noted also, that by comparing the initial time t =0, and the corresponding values
long-.tine averages of equations (6) and71 , of J(Z, h) were used to evaluate & at a network

the w nof 204 grid points covering a large part of thetheat a iown requal theat rate of frictionl North American sector. In the solution of theheat addition equals the mean rate of frictional temlvrct qaini sncsayt

dissipation is obtained. thermal vorficity equation it is necessary to
specify the thickness tendency along the
boundaries of the region. This was approxi-

3. Memarenmnt of the conversion term mated by assuming that the tendency at the

An evaluation of tbc conversion term initial time is proportional to the known
requires a knowledge of the spatial distribution 24-hoar thickness change centered on time
of no over the entire atmosphere. Although it - 0.

is impossible at present to obtain such extensive Since these numerical computations provide
data, computations of (o for limited regions of vertically-averaqed values of no only, it is not
the atmosphere now being made in connection possible in thbe present study to consider the
with numerical weather rediction experi- multi-level effects of the horizontal variations
ments are becoming available. The reliability of o. Synoptic evidence suggests, however,
and coverage of these new computations are that the general mid-tropospheric variations
in many respects superior to those provided of a are of considerable importance in the
by other methods. It seems desirable therefore conversion process. Accordingly, as a simple
to make use of such data for the present assumption the horizontal variations of a were
problem, estimated by measurin the field of temperature

In the process of carrying out a series of along the 5oo nib surface. It is recognized that
numerical forecasting experiments for each such an estimate does not necessarily give a
day of January 1953, values of the vertically- representative measure of effects in the upper
averaged individual pressure change were levels of the atmosphere where the horizontal
computed by the joint Geophysics Research field of a tends to be somewhat out-of-phase
Directorate-Air Weather Service numerical with that in the troposphere.
weather prediction project (THoMpsoN and The Soo mb temperature fields and the
GATES, 1956). These computations were based corresponding c-fields were analyzed on
upon a simple 2-parameter, quasi-geostrophic, separate charts, from which the values of
baroclinic model developed by TnoMPsoN temperature and ,; were extracted at every s
(1953). The ra. 'its of these computations were degree latitude-longitude intersection over the
kindly made available to the authors for the area between latitudes 35* N to 6o0 N and
present study. longitudes 7o' W to izo° W. An example of

More specifically, the vertically-averaged the type of distribution of jo and temperature
individual pressure change, 6, was computed which was found is shown in Fig. I.
by means of the adiabatic energy equation in It is reasonable to expect that, in the mean,
the form, the conditions in the area sampled in this study

A are similar in their essential features to other
noX= -( F- +gJ(Z, h)1 (o) middle-latitude areas of the hemisphere. The

dt f geographical extent of this area is sufficiently
"Tellus VIII (1956). 3
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k;42~

- 1.

II

+

+/ +

Fig. 1. Map for t6 January 1953. The values of u. converted to estimates of the vertical velocity (cm sec)
by the formula w •Q-- g-I ;. are represented by the solid line& The dashed lines represent the Soo mb

isotherms in degrees Centigrade.

large so that it always includes at least one We may write the time mean of the space
synoptic-scale disturbance with associated tern- average of the product )o*a*, in the form,
perature and ci-fields. {[w**}, where the brackets, brace and bar

In view of the approximations outlined represent averages with respect to x, y and t
above and the limited geographical area respectively. This quantity may be further
treated, the computations based on these data resolved into components representing the
can be taken only as a rough measure of the contributions due to vertical overtunings in
actual conversion process. x-p "planes", overturnings in the y-p

"plane", and the time variations of the space
4. Anmlysh of te data averaged individual pressure change and

As outlined in the preceding section, esti- specific volume. Such a resolution is ac-
mates of the horizontal variation of the indi- complished by the following expansion,
vidual pressure change and specific volume
were obtained in this study. We henceforth [o*•*]}- { [* = {[•'1"[ *]"} +
denote these estimates by ou*(x, y) (=6) and _______ _______ [al")_

a*(x, y) (-~ 5oo nib temperature) respectively. +{[*'*'1} + {tw*fl'"{[-*]}", (i1)
Tellus VIII (1936). 3
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where the single, double and triple primes s- Results
denote deviations from the x-, y-- and t-means
respectively. Each of the terms u equaton (ij) were

It can be shown that, in the long-time mean, computed from the data, and their values are
the integral of to over the entire mass of the given in table x.
atmosphere must vanish. Hence, the second If we consider that the mass of a columnu of
term, on the left, which involves { ]}, is the atmosphere of unit cross-sectional area is
identically zero if the entire atmosphere is approximately ro• gin, then an estimate of the
considered. Since only a limited region of the net rate of energy conversion for the entire
atnosphere is trcated'in the present study this depth of the atmosphere may be obtained
term can have a significant non-zero value. It irom the fist colunili. In accorance With the
is desireabie, therefore, to take as a more remarks of section 2, this quantity also repre-
reoresentative measure of the hemisplwric con- sents an estimate of the mean rate of frictional
version process the left-hand side of equation dissipation of kinetic energy per unit area. In

0 1) rather than { [t l I alone. If the vertical the present case the value obtained is 5.o x io3

motions associated with the large-scale sertic ergs czn-' 2 sec-, representing about two per
featuresions miateditudes the lage sesynoptic cent of the effective solar radiation. Considering
features in raid-latitudes are the important oni the approximations made in this study, this
in effecting the required conversion," and s eif estimate agrees well with that obtained by
the region sampled is somewhat erersentative BwuN-r (i94i) from other considerations. This
of other regions of the hemisphere, one would result lends some sup ort to the assumption
expect this quantity to be negative in accord- implicit in this study that the gross-scale
ance with the theory of section 2. horizontal tropospheric variations of w and 0

The first term on the right-hand side of (i i) in mid-latitudes are of primary importance in
represents the contribution resulting from the the conversion process.
correlation of Iw*] and [o*] in the north-south
direction, associated with overturnins in e As previously noted, the total energy con-
y- p 'plane". The second term on the right version is brought about by various kinds of
depends on the correlation between w* and a* organized atmospheric circulations. The pro-
along a latitude circle and results from over- cesses represented by the second and third

s in x -columns of table r are those associated withturnings in xt-p ip ancs. The tibird term vertical overturnings in north-south and east-de pends on th e tim e corre latio n betw een the W e t V ri a "p n s " e p c iv l . O th
space averages of o* and a*. west vertical planes respectively. On the

More meaningful interpretations of these basis of these data it appears that ln middle
expressions can be made in terms of the energy latitudes the x - p overturnings consistently act
cycle of the general circulation couceived b' to increase the kinetic energy, with y -p over-LoRENz (1954). In accordance with his scheme, turnings acting in the opposite sense. Thus, in
y-p overturnings are associated with transfor- terms of the Lorenz energy cycle, the over-
rations between mean zonal kinetic energy turnings result in the conversion of eddy
and the "zonal available potential energy", available potential energy into the kinetic
while the x-p overturnin gs represent a energy of the large scale atmospheric disturb-transformation between eddy kinetic energy ances while the y -p overturnings give risetransformdyavaionalepotenial ekneticr', to an increase in the zonal available potentialand "eddy available potentia energy". energy at the expense of the zonal kinetic

I It is possible that phenomena of a smaller scale than energy.
the grid network used in this study, such as cumulus
convection, may be of wome importance in the global A more detailed description of the x -- p
conversion process, overturning process is given in Fig. 2 where

Table i. Rate of conversion between potential and kinetic energy based on data for 2-31 January,
1953. A minus sign indicates a conversion from potential to kinetic energy. Units in ergs gM-1 3Cn-'.

{ {[*-*]- lo*} {[*] {lwo*l"'lz*"} T[,,*'Y'1}{[ la*l}'{•i""

- o -2. --- 6.20

Teltus V11 (1956). 3
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4, wind is maintained primarily by a transfer of
kinetic energy from the disturbances through
the action of horizontal eddy stresses (e.g. Kuo

,- The energy conversion associated with the
term in the fourth column of table i, which

,• [ 7depends on the time variations of the space
11 I / J' means of e,* and o*, appears to be negligibly

-/ small.

6. Conrlajions
60 55 50 45 40 35

LrI•DE From a consideration of synoptic-scAl
horizontal variations in a middle-latitude sectorFig'. a. Latimudiu4a variation of the mean rate of con- of the atmosphere, amn estimate of: the required

verion of eddy available energy into eddy kinetic o eanonv erso of i otentiato kitcetic re d
mean conversion ofpotential tokntcenergyenergy a 1 measured1-bys[c *3 *'o. in unitX of erg. has been obtained which appears to be of the

correct order of magnitude.
The empirical study has suggested that this

total conversion is accomplished mainly by
the latitudinal variation of the mean rate of overturnings in east-west vertical planes, in
conversion by-this process is shown. It can be general agreement with the proposals of
seen that kinetic energy conversion from eddy STAR" (1954) and the descriptions of the energy
available potential energy due to this process cycle of the general circulation proposed by
is most intense in the vicinity of 5o' N. Inter- LORENZ (1954) and PHILIPs (1955).
estingly, this is also the region where the As noted earlier, it is recognized that, due
norizontal poleward flux of sensible heat, to the limitations in data, the results of this
wvich is a measure of the generation of eddy study can only be taken as a rough measure
avaiable potential energv, is a maximum (see, of the true global conversion process. When
for example, STARR an4 WIUrE, 1954). sufficient data become available it would,

The negative contribution of the y - p over- accordingly, be desirable to extend computa-
turnings result largely from the existence of tions of the type presented here to the entire
an indirect mean meridional circulation over hemisphere on a multi-level basis.
the latitudinal belt which has been sampled in
this study. It should be noted that observational A owledgements
evidence provided by STARR and W IrTE (1954), Auwn
MINTZ and LANG (1955) and PAL.MEN (1955) The authors wish to thank Drs. P. D.
suggest the existence of weak direct mcridional Thompson and L. W. Gates and Mr. L.
circulations in tropical and polar regions. Such Berkofsky of the joint Geophysics Research
circulations convert zonal available potential Directorate-Air Weather Service numerical
energy into zonal kinetic energy, tending weather prediction project for permission to
therefore to counteract the negative contri- use their computations of the fil d of individual
bution from the middle-latitude indirect cell. pressure change. We would also like to
One would not expect this effect to be appreci- acknowledge the considerable aid given by
able, however, since observations have already Miss F. Seaver who supervised the computa-
revealed that the kinetic energy of the zonal tions.
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EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE ENERGETICS OF THE LARGER SCALES OF
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE IN THE DOMAIN OF WAVE NUMBER

By Barry Saltsmant

Masachusetts Institute of Technology'
(Original manuscript received 3 August 1956; revised manu.script received 22 May 1957)

ABSTRACT

By considering the Fourier analysis of the pLanetary field of motion in the atmosphere, it is possible to.
define "scales" of motion and to write equations which govern the behavior of these separate scales of
motion. Specifically, equations for thu rate of change of the kinetic and available potential energy if a
disturbance &f a given wave number are presented. Such equations, which include the effects of the gen-
emation and release of potential energy, friction, and the transfer of energy among the various scales of
eddies and the mean flow, can serve as a basis for studying the day-to-day variations of the spectral dis-
tribution of kinetic energy and for computing the "'teady-state" atmospheric energy cycle in the dvmain
of wave number, with the use of daily hemispheric data.

1. Introduction Most of the classical treatments of turbulence [see.
Sutton (1953)] have been concerned primarily withIt is conventional in considering the planetary the- latter case, and consequently are not generally

atmospheric flow to think in terms of a mean motion applicable to the larger-scale meteorological turbu-
obtained by averaging the flow along latitude circles, lence which tends to be of the direct type. Past
and an irregularly-varying eddy or disturbed motion attempts to make such an application have, ac-

which represents a turbulent departure from this mean cordingly, resulted in many paradoxical inconsist-

condition, hi the atmosphere, the turbulence elements encies, exemplified by the requirement for an' imagi-
which comprise this eddy motion vary in scale over a nary mixing-length. In recent years, however, the
wide spectrum, ranging from the minute fluctuations essential energetical differences between the two
recorded by sensitive micrometeorological instruments regimes of turbulence have been recognized more
to the very large-scale irregularities in the flow ob- widely, and several writers have suggested a more
served on hemispheric synoptic charts. The propriety general viewpoint in which the existence of both types
of considering the larger-scale eddies as turbulence is considered (e.g., Blackadar, 1950; Kuo, 1951; Starr,
elements was first recognized by Defant (1921). 1953; Lettau, 1954; and fiutchings, 1955). The pur-

By considering the physical processes which bring pose of this article is to present equations for the study
about the eddy motion, it is possible to distinguish of the statistical and dynamical properties of the
between two basic regimes of turbulence which occur larger-scale atmospheric turbulence from this broader
in the atmosphere. In particular, we may distinguish viewpoint, with special regard for the energy-flow
between a DI R ECT turbulence in which kinetic characteristics in the domain of wave number.
energy of the eddy motion is maintained primarily by A customary approach to the study of turbulent
a direct conversion from other forms of energy, and fluid motion is to consider the stabili.y2 properties of
an INDIRECT turbulence in which the eddy motion the disturbances in the flow; accordingly, much atten-
arises as a result of a transfer of kinetic energy from tion has been given recently to the examination of the
the laminar-type motions associated with a larger stability characteristics of the larger-scale atmospheric
scale of flow. As an example of direct turbulence, we disturbances. These studies have depended largely on
may cite the cyclone-scale disturbances in mid- idealizations of the flow, usually based on the method
latitudes which grow largely at the expense of poten- of small perturbations proposed originally by Helm-
tial energy due to baroclinic instability. The fric- holtz (1888). In this connection we may cite, as ex-
tionally-induced, gusty wind variations near the amples, studies by Charney (1947), Eady (1949),
ground surface, which represent the degradation of the Fjbrtoft (1950), Kuo (1949; 1951 ; 1952; 1953), Phillips
energy of the larger-scale global motions, are an ex- (1951), and Thompson (1953). The "stability" of
ample of the indirect type. flows initially containing finite disturbances has been

treated by Fjbrtoft (1950; 1951), Starr (1950), Platz-
SThis research has been supported by the Geophysics Research

Directorate, Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Air Research ' The term "stability" is used here in its broadest sense, being
and Development Command, under Contract AF19(604)-1000. applied to disturbances of large as well as small amplitude.
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man (1952), Kuo (1953), and Lorenz (1953). The 2. Fundamental equations
flows dealt with an these latter studies were con- In this article we shall make use of the fact that, to
strained by simple boundary and i'nitial conditionsstraned bysimpl. e boundmicay l conditionships suchast a high degree of accuracy, the atmosphere is in a state
and simplified dynamical relationships such as the of hydrostatic equilibrium, so that we may take the

In the well-knowr formulation of the problem from pressure, p, as the vertical coordinate. Thus, if we

the energy standpoint by Reynolds (1894), the basis neglect the Coriolis-force terms involving the vertical
is rovdedforstuyin, n cmplte enealiy, hecomponent of the wind, we may express the equationsis provided for studying, in complete generality, the of motion in spherical coordinates as follows:

stability properties of the large, finite disturbances

which are observed in any turbulent fluid. A serious Oa au
drawback of ihis approach, however, is the fact that -t -p
no information is given as to the behavior of the g CS
separate scales of eddies, as distinct from the growth V -(f+uah X, (1)
and decay of total eddy kinetic energy. aI a cos # aX

In this article, methods similar to those used in the ay Op
modern statistical theory of turbulence based on j- +-Vvv + W'#-
Fourier analysis [see, for example, Batchelor (1953)] at
are used to extend the Reynolds formulation of the - + u tf as -', (2)
turbulence problem into the domain of scale. Such an (f a a 04'
approach makes it possible to investigate the ener- and
getics of the atmospheric disturbances directly from 0 - g az/Op - a. (3)
daily observational data. Whereas, for reasons of In these equations, X is longitude: # latitude; u and
mathematical expediency, most past studies have
treated either the "barotropic problem" in which the V are the eastward and northward components of theflow has a horizontal shear or the "baroclinjc problem" wind, respectively; V = ui + vj (i and j are the unit
inwhichtheflow has a horizont al shear , ortc prolemt vectors in the eastward and northward directions,in which the flow has a vertical shear, the present
formulation includes both effects simultaneously. [Re- respectively) is the two-dimensional vector wind in a
cently Pocinki (1955) and Phillips (1956) have made pressure surface; w - dp/dt, V - i(a cos 4o)-'O/alcenty Pcini (155)andPhilips(196) hve ade + ja-' 0/84'; a is the radius of the earth; z the height
first attempts to unify the barotropic and baroclinic of an isobaric surface; a a i/p is specific volume; X
problems, the former with the framework of the per- and i are the eastward and northward components,
turbation method and the latter using numerical are the fricina forcmper ents;interaton echnque.:]respectively, of the frictional force per unit mass;
integration techniques.] f - 201 sin # is the Coriolis parameter; and I is time.

Specifically, it is possible to derive from the funda In this (A, #, p, 1) coordinate system the continuity
mental equations a relation for the time rate of change equation takes the following simple form:
of the kinetic energy of a disturbance of any given
wave number as a function of the latitudinal spectra Ow/Op - - V. JV
of several meteorological quantities. This equation. / 1 P u 1 a v tan # 4
contains terms representing the transfer of energy -cos X +4 a / (4)
among the various-wavelength disturbances and the
mean flow, and terms representing the conversions The thermodynamical energy equation may be
from potential and internal energy. In accordance written in the form,
with the common usage, one would speak of a given- h = C, dT/dt - wa, (5)
wavelength disturbance as being barotropically un-
stable if its kinetic energy is increasing at the expense where h is the rate of heat addition per unit mass
of the kinetic energy of the mean flow and of other (including the generation of heat by friction), C, the
disturbances, and baroclinically unstable if it tends to specific heat at constant pressureand Tistemperature.
grow at the expense of potential and internal energy. For completeness, we have also the equation of state,
The evaluation of such an equation over a sufficiently RT/p, (6)
long period of time provides a basis for determining
the "steady-state" cycle of energy conversion and in which R is the gas constant.
transfer in the domain of scale. The relationships (1) to (6) constitute the system

The development of this equation is presented in of equations which we shall use throughout this
section 5. As a preliminary, the basic equations to be article. In addition, we shall hereafter consider the
used in this study, a review of the more conventional earth's surface to be perfectly spherical. As a result of
equations for zonal and total eddy kinetic energy, and this simplification of the lower boundary, it will, of
a review of the basic concepts of Fourier analy.is are course, be impossible to describe the direct effects of
presented in the following three sections. orography on the energetics of the atmosphere.
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3. Conventional equations for total, mean and eddy U2 + -, (13)
kinetic energy +Vt 0 + V,2, (14)

If we multiply (1) and (2) by u and v, respectively,
we obtain the mechanical energy equations for the and
"horizontal" wind components in the forn i = ½(u + +) ± •(ur + v)

0 _)• Fv U) _ (us) =½V•n+V'--). (1$)

a--t 2 2 Op -2- In these relations, the primes denote deviations from
f autano) gu OZ the zonal mean so that, for example, u + u. We

+uv f+ .... uX, (7) shall now present equations for the time rate of change
of these separate components of k.

and If we multiply (1) and (2) by a and 0, respectively,
V2 V. 2 apply the continuity equation (3), and average theOt 2 -- resulting equations along a latitude circle, we obtain

the relations
Iutan 0 gV 83

--f, +a CIO (8) a - COS a
at a Cos d -p

It may he seen that the effect represented by the
term uvUf + (u tan 0)/a3 is to transfer kinetic energy + f + ta 4 - t• (16)

between the zonal and meridional components of the ( a
wind. By adding (7) and (8), this term is eliminated, and
yielding the following relation for the rate of change
of the total kinetic energy of the "horizontal" wind, = 0 cos 4) -p2i

k= (u2 + v2): Ot a = c - V os P VW O
at 2a Cos 0 3, ap

ak/Ot - V.Vk - w k/ap - gV-V: - V.F, (9) L - (17)
- + V:- 'I.(7)

whereF =Xi+ Yj. a a 0f
Equations (7), (8) and (9) may be averaged with

respect to longitude to give the following relations: These equations may be expanded further to read

"T V - V- 42 dat'2 2

+ .tan4 ! + 2

UV ai

an

+I WVk CO 0u a t f

9 • __ + UVv --

U - -- X, (12) a ao c + 'apa Cos axO

w eth , d-fV ( ) 2( -/).P2 and
,o-tan e g CISaa (a ve a g.t ~~ ~ ~ -- uV fu- -v---v-Y, (11) = 1 0 cs

Thand e a ag ao a a cos 0 00 2
Aa-- + _t•_ + ;7-I a + V _'__

-Vk -•.V----(19, (12))at apap 2a4 0 p

- tan 0 (f tan )
where the bar, defined by ()=(1/2r)fPT ( )ari, de- -- u'U' 0 -- - f+ -

notes the zonal average.aa
The kinetic energy" averaged around a latitude P 0

circle may be further resolved into components repre- a do0
senting the kinetic energy of the zonally averaged
(mean) wind and the mean eddy kinetic energy, Adding (1S) and (19), we obtain for the rate ofchange
according to the equations of the kinetic energy of the zonally-averaged flow,
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vs) r Po2 la -TV Co where d' = V'.F' is the rate of frictional dissipation
" a cos, k2 0 u V t-jcos( of the eddy flow.

If we integrate (20) and (23) over a closed mass of
+- - - fluid (e.g., the entire atmosphere), neglecting the

ap /T generally small effects of variations of surface pressure,

- tan_ + ;_; 1 CI we obtain

a aO a fV2

- + W a- dm
a a¢ ct O 2

00~u Co- p [_ý
aD fatL a cos ) aOd

a o) tan 0t2 00 1
;P- u'u' D + u t W f + ýý ' ]dm

where 1 = (,a. + 0P) is the rate of frictional Op Op
dissipation of the mean flow. 0 &2

Equations for the rate of change of the mean eddy a-Jg dm-ddm, (24)
kinetic energy may be obtained. by subtracting (18) and
and (19) from (10) and (11), respectively, in accord- a V'/
ance with the relations (13), (14) and (15). The result- 2 dm
ing equations may be expressed in the form . 2( )a ) ] ..

-- 2 v--cos46 + -- W=, 1 doa acos 0 VV a a4_2 a cos 0 do 2 ap 2i

Co a)_ - uu'-tan + u' '-ý + vP'w dm
WVcos_; ( U a )p api

a 0€ cos 0 OIp
tan( ) - gf g V'-vz' dm- fm dm, (25),

+ f' a + a )
where dm= g-1a2 cos o dX do dp, and M indicates that

tan • tan 0 -7 the integration is over the whole atmosphere.
a a Adding (24) and (25), we obtain

u/_ - u'X', (21) - k dm = - gV-vzdm - V.Fdm, (26)
a Cos 0 axatf f

- • -which could have been written directly from (12) with4-)- v - o + - 2 I the use of the continuity equation.
at 2 coso0 2 ap 2 The appearance of the first integral in (24) with

I ap - opposite sign in (25) indicates that this term measures
-- vV'-• - •'a'• -the transfer of energy between the mean flow and

a 80 ap eddy flow. It depends on the product of the so-called

_ i f a a tan ",TV; Reynolds eddy stresses and the shear of the mean
a a velocity throughout the fluid.

(22) The second integrals of (24) and (25) represent
SV'Y', (22) conversions between potential energy and the kinetic

and a 84• energy of the mean and eddy components of the flow,
respectively. This may be demonstrated by consider-

a Vt2  [ 1 0 T' a V ing the thermodynamical energy equation (5). Using
--- - v -cos • + - w the continuity equation (4) and the hydrostatic equa-

at a cos 4, 0O 2 OP 2 tion (3), and integrating over M, we obtain [see White

_coso 0 ( .. . .2 - 1 .- 1 and Saltzman (1956)]
a O4€ cos .*" aO 04

a ao os aao, C ,T dm = adm+f hdmSOft -0 - tan 0 t Jm

-UV - - VV ± uUV i0__
Op ap a f f ,,

- g Y"'Vz' ---d-, (23) M
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where fm CTdm is the total potential and internal of waves around the latitude circle. The functions f(X)
energy of the atmosphere. (Under hydrostatic condi- and F(n) to be considered here are listed in table 1.
tions, the potential energy bears a fixed ratio to the
internal energy, so that we may henceforth speak of T.BLE 1. Fourier transform pairs considered in this study,
"potential" energy alone.) If, now, we apply the bar
operator to (27), we obtain f W h X y

F(f,) : U V Q A B H P Q

Af cTim fg V. Vs dm 4- f dm F n : ~ A H

The quantity F(n) is the representation of f(X) in

g -- dm the domain of wave number and is c;.Iled the spectral
a ao function of f. The set of equations, (29) and (30), is

often referred to as a Fourier transform pair.

+ fg V"Wr*kdin + f A dm. (28) Using (29) and (30), we may write the Fourier
m m transform pairs for the derivatives of f(X, ,P, t).

Specifically, we have
From this equation it may be seen that the second

integrals in (24) and (25), taken together, represent the Of *
conversion between total kinetic energy and total - - F_ in F(n) e'1, (31)
potential energy; taken separately, they represent
the conversions between "zonal available potential and
energy" and the kinetic energy of the mean flow, and
between "eddy available potential energy" and the I) 2r Of

[in WJ -8-in dX; (32)
kinetic energy of the eddy flow, respectively, according
to the terminology introduced by Lorenz (1955).

The last terms in (24) and (25) measure the rate of and

frictional dissipation of the kinetic energy of the mean Of
and eddy flows, respectively. E = • Fj(n) ei'l, (33)

The equations discussed in this section are well ..

known and essentially date back to the classical paper and
of Reynolds (1894) [see, also, Van Mieghem (1952)
and Arakawa (1953)]. In accordance with the intro- ( =j (n --- e-'",, (34)
ductory remarks, in the following sections we shall use 2r Jf at
the methods of Fourier analysis to define scales of
eddies, and 'we shall derive energy equations corre- where t may be 4., P or t, and the use of subscript de-
sponding to (24) and (25) which govern the behavior notes a partial differentiation (i.e., Fk(n) = aF(n)/Oa).
of these individual scales of motion. We now consider the product of two functions, f( )

and g(X), whose spectral functions defined by (30) are
4 F(n) and G(n), respectively. For these functions, we

4. Basic concepts from the theory of Fourier analysis may write
may write

Any real, single-valued function f(X), which is piece-
wise differentiable in the interval (0, 21r), may be 1 Ef2 W ()]" d
written in terms of a Fourier representation, 21 J

f() -- , F(n) eil, (29) 2-r () a )I

where the complex coefficients, F(n), are given by If we assume that g(X) is uniformly convergent, so
that the order of summation and integration may be

F(n) - •I f(X) e-=• dx. (30) interchanged, (35) can be written in the form
F~~~n) ~ U-x g()a-nx)N (0

For the purposes of this discussion, we shall consider I 2 [ dX

the Fourier representation of meteorological quantities
specified along a given latitude circle. Thus, in (29) = G(m) f(X) ")' dX, (36)
and (30), X is taken as longitude, and n is the number 2w f21
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or, finally, The hydrostatic equation (3) takes the form

U(X) ) dX A,(n) .= - (Rlgp) B(n). (42)

- 1 G(m) F(n -i m). (37) The continuity equation (4) takes the form

This expression, which gives the spectral function fl,(n) - a F _ U(n)
for the produci of two variables, is often called the a cos )

multiplication theorem. As a special case, we may obtain 1 tan 0 1
Parseval's theorem by setting n = 0 in (37): + - V,(n) - V(n) . (43)'fa a]

f (X) g(X) A - G(m) F(-in). (38)
2 Finally, the thermodynamical energy equation (5)

If, further, f - g, we have takes the form

f- IF(m)1'. (39) -1B(n) IT .B( ) U(n -)at a cos 4$

In (39), use has been made of the fact that F(-m)
is the complex conjugate of F(m), which implies that + - B#(in) V(n - m) + B,(nm) Q (n - m)
F(m) F(--m) = IF(m) I . a

It may be noted, also, from (30) that F(0) = f. R ]+
- -EB(i)fl(n - m)+ - .q(n). (44)

5. Equations In the domain of wave number C,f P C,

Transformation offundamental equations.-With use Equations (40) to (44) represent a closed system of
of the relations presented above, we may now trans-
form, the basic equations (1) to (5) from the space equations governing the five dependent variables U,

domain to the domain of wave number. These trans- V, 9, A and B as functions of n, #, p and t, provided

formations are effected explicitly by multiplying the that the heating distribution H(n) is specified. Al-
basic equations by (2r)-'e"'i, integrating around a though this aspect will not be treated here, it is worth
latitude circle, and applying (29) to (34) and (37). noting that such a system of equations can serve as

Thus, the equations of motions for the horizontal the basis for a hemispheric numerical prediction
components of the wind take the form (see table 1) scheme.

a - * F irn Mechanical energy equation.-We shall now derive
- U(n) = - [a U(m) U(n -in) the equations for the rate of change of kinetic energy
at a cos of disturbances of given scale. We may conceive of a

I
+ - U,(m) V(n - m) + UP(m) g(n - m) disturbance of a scale proportional to 1/n as the har-

a monic component of the complete flow whose wave

tan 1 number is n, wave number zero corresponding to the.
t - U(m) V(n - m mean flow

gi AFrom the Parseval theorem (39), we may writegni

and - a , co (n) +fV(n) -- P(n), (40)1j2V-a cos¢ 0 t-1 t 2,d =, V
and -f -X -+ K(n), (45)

- V(1) = [ m V(m) U(n -mi)
0- .. a cos where
1

"+ - Vo(m) V(n - m) + V,(m) 12(n - in) K(n) = I U(n)l +I V(n) ' (46)
a
tan 4•

"+ -t U(m) U(n -in) is the spectral function for the zonally-averaged eddy
a kinetic energy per unit mass.

S -( By multiplying (40) and (41) by U(-n) and
-- A(n) - fU(n) - Q(n). (41) V(-n), respectively, and applying (43), we obtain
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the following expressions for the rate of change of the separate components of K(n):

d[U(n) 2 [U(-n) V(n) + U(n) V(-n)]O -( ) )(
-a- 0 Cos -

+ LU(-n) U(n) + U(n) U(-n)j3ii(tan 0)/a - , - - LU(m)B'(-n) U(n - m)
a aCos 0

1

- U(n) U(- n - M)] + --- LU(-n) ! U(M) V(,t - tn) cos 01,
a cos 0

+ U(n) {U(m) V(- n - m) cos 1.•] + [U(-n) {U(m) 11(n - m)

tan 4,
+ U(n) { U(m) U(- n -- m)),] - V(m)[U(-n) U(n - m) ± U(n) U(- n - m)3

a

a Z-[A(n) U(-n) - A(-n) U(n)]+± f + .ian ') [U(-n) V(n) + U(n) V(--n)Ja cios 0 a

a- [U(-n) P(n) + U(n) P(-n)], (47)
and

-V[(n) V(-n) V(n) + V(n) V(-n)] - [V(-n)1fl(n) + V(n) U(-n)] ff/clp
at~ a 04

• -" V(n) [V(-n) U(n - m,) - v(n) U(- n - m)]"7" a cos 0

1
+ [ V(--n) I V(m) V(n - m) cos 4)}, + V(n) [ V(m) V(- n - m) cos )#,]

a cos 0
+ [V(--n) {V(m) •2(n -- m)},, + V(n) { V(m) f•(- nt -- el,

tan '0
+ a U(m)[V(-n) U(n - m) + V(n) U(- x - m)]

9 f tan
- -aEA#(n) V(-n) + A,(-n) V(n)]- + + - / [U(n) V(.-n) + U(-n) V(n)]

- EV(-tt) Q(n) + V(n) Q(-n)J- (48)

The desired equation for the rate of change of the total kinetic energy of a given wave number may now

be obtained by using (46) and integrating over the entire mass of the atmosphere. In this integration, we

neglect the terms which arise as a result of variations of surface pressure, as was done in the derivation of
(24). Thus, we finally obtain

Cos 4 a fAfK(m) dm - + 4'..(n) -__
a 04) cos 1 a 0a4

0b ,0 tan o -
+ 0,.(n) - + C,,.W(n) -- - $,, (n) _ --- ]dm

op ap a

+ f X{U(m)[ '',,,,(m, n) + - n(m n) + *.4(m, n) (M n)
.,,•a cos a a

+ V(M) n- 4',,(m, n,) + ! (m + (i, ) + - in) dm
a os ' a a

-- [ - .(n) + - .( dm -- f (..xn) + 4-.,.r(n)] din, (49)
Ia cos o a
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where' divergent case. a change in the kinetic energy of one
( -F(n)0(-n) + F(-n) G(n)], (50) scale of motion is accompanied by changes in the

kinetic energy of disturbances of both smaller and
and larger scale.

*'n(m, n) - [F(n - rn) G(-n) With the use of the hydrostatic equation (42) and

+ F(- x - m) G(n)]. (51) the continuity equation (43), we may write the thrd
integral in the successive forms

As a special case, we may obtain the expression for I
the time rate of change of the kinetic energy of the C g [ .- •(n) + d(n) dm
mean flow -by noting that P-V K(O). Thus, setting f. a cos 0
n = 0 in (49) and using the conitinuity equation (43), -
we obtain = J g 4,,,j(n) dir

"fr m fX t(nc"cos2(u -tTn) din. (53)
N 2 a ao cos 0

I ac ac If we regard the process represented by (53) as phys-
S(n) --+ically distinct for each wave number, we mdiy, intoan accordance with the discussion at the end of section 3,av tan 0•

+ ( --- -- (n) D -- dm regard this integral as a measure of the conversion
( p a between eddy available potential energy and the eddy
.kinetic energy of the individual wave components

-- g d-d - £adm. (52) which comprise the flow. In the following part of this

a a fV section, the available potential energy equation apply-

Equations (49) and (52) represent the transforms of ing in the wave-number domain is presented, and it

(25) and (24) in the wave-number "space." The terms may be verified that (53) appears with opposite sign

of these equations may be interpreted as follows, in this equation. Qualitatively, the last integral of

The terms in the first integral on the right-hand side (53) demonstrates that the baroclinic growth of a

of (49) depend on the products of the shear of the disturbance of a given wave number depends on the

mean flow and the transport of momentum by the degree to which the variations in the vertical motion

separate scales of eddies. It seems plausible to regard of that wave number are in phase with the variations

this transport of momentum by an individual eddy of temperature.

scale as a separate physical process, which is distinct The last integral in each of (49) and (52) represents

from the transport of momentum by other eddy scales the frictional dissipation of the different scales of dis-

and distinct from the physical processes represented turbances and of the mean flow, respectively.

by quadratic functions of the spectra appearing it) the Atwilable potential energy equation.--Following the

second integral. These latter functions all involve more procedures introduced by Lorenz (1955) and Phillips

than one scale of disturbance and can best be de- (1956), we may use the first law of thermodynamics

scribed as representing an "interaction" process. to derive equations for the rate of change of the total,

On this basis, we may regard the first integral as a zonal and eddy potential energy available for conver-

"transformation function" measuring the transfer of sion into kinetic energy. These equations take the

energy between the individual scales of disturbances following form,. respectively, differing only in minor

and the mean flow; and we may regard the second respects from those derived by Lorenz (1955):

integral, which vanishes when summed over all wave
numbers, as a measure of the transfer of energy, due -- ' dm
to non-linear interaction, between a disturbance of a al . 2

given wave number and disturbances of all other wave f - wT dm + f;;T*h* dm, (54)
numbers. Sonic insight into the behavior of these Jm(P

terms has recently been given by Fj6rtoft (1953), who a f CP7 T-21
demonstrated that, for the two-dimensional non- 01 T--2 - dm

'It may be verified from (38) that 2 *j,(n) f'g'. Accord- I R di

ingly, the general expression for the spectrum of the meridional
transpo.t of aiI5 phyial quantity -(e.g- moielum, aa-,ibke r Cn
heat, water vapXor) is given by 'p,~(n). The evaluation of such + 3 v'T'
spectra from hemispheric data will demonstrate the relative im- a aqa
portance of the variouss .ales of eddiets in ettecting the horizontal
transport prtK'tsseb in the geteral circulation. Computations of dO (55)
this tvpe have recently been performed by Van Isacker and Van -- din, (
Mieghem (1956) and Kubota and lida (1955). ap
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and tential energy of a given wavelength and eddy kinetic

a f energy of the same wavelength.

__•t -T"dm The third integral measures the generation of eddy

R available potential energy of a given wavelength

R'T'da + f yT'h dm through differential heating.

*IMP IV The final integral represents the transfer of eddy
.OP available potential energy among its separate scales

. vI" - due to the rearrangement of the temperature field
a CI O arising from the non-linear interaction of the wind and

pv.. ]s d11 (6 temperature eddies.
+ 'y-- )din, (56) For completeness, we may write down the trans-

form of the zonal available potential energy equation
where the brackets denote a cosine-weighted average (53) in the form
with respect to 0, ( ) - I( )I + ( )"; the wavy bar
is defined by (- - - the asterisk denotes a devia- - f( Ct 21
tion from this average, ( ) = • + ( )*; = RiC,; 01 2 2

0 = potential temperature; and r r c,- ( aT

"y= - R/P~'÷ (oa/op)-1. _ a o

Applying the same procedure used to obtain (49) + 11d{n.(n),, - d
from the equations of motion to the thermodynamical is IP di
energy equation (44), we may obtain an equation ef R
describing the variations of the separate scales of eddy -,P dm+ "y din. (58)
available potential energy. This equation, which is

the Fourier transform of (56), may be written in the Discussion.-The equations presented in this section
following form, with use of the notation defined by govern the behavior of the finite disturbances which
(50) and (51): are observed in the atmosphere. Through the measure-

iment of the terms of (49) and (57) from observational
jIC•, B (n) 21 dm data, many aspects of the cycle of energy transforma-

tion involving these disturbances can be examined
Cf r,, T( quantitatively. At this point it is of interest to specu-

C Mf 0, ) late, on the basis of our present meteorological in-
telligence, about the nature of such a cycle.

+ 4 Pr*,(n)"- dm In accordance with the ideas expressed by Lorenz

(1955), the radiational heating tends to create a "zonal
R Lavailable potential energy" which is transformed into

"+ fm _P,4rA(n) dm + f .(n) dm "eddy available potential energy" largely through the
horizontal transport of heat by the existing eddies.

"£ f [ 1 By means of the baroclinic processes represented by
+ j Cii I B (in) - '(I, 11) (53), it appears that cyclone-scale disturbances of" a cos intermediate wave numbers (e.g., wave numbers seven

1 to ten) grow at the expense of this available potential
+- a,,(i, n)+ *ierp(m, n) energy. It is known from studies of the angular

R momentum transport in the atmosphere [see, for
+ -i'ar(m, )] din. (57) examples, Kuo (1951), Starr (1953), and Starr and

White (1954)] that the eddies tend to transfer their

The integral fm C,- IB (n)0 dm is the spectral energy to the mean flow; and, in particular, synoptic
function for eddy available potential energy. evidence indicates that it is the largest eddies located

The first integral on the right measures the contri- at about 30 deg lat which are responsible for this
bution from zonal available potential energy to the transfer of energy to the mean flow. This has been
growth of eddy available potential energy of a given supported quantitatively by a case study by Kao
scale. It may be seen that these terms depend essen- (1954) and a more recent study by Van Isacker and
tially on the spectrum of the eddy transport of Van Mieghem (1956). Thus, one might expect that
sensible heat. energy is being fed from the intermediate wavelengths

The second integral, which has an equal and oppo- not only to smaller eddies but also to the longer wave-
site counterpart in the kinetic energy equation (49), lengths which correspond in part to the so-called
measures the conversion between eddy available po- "semi-permanent" centers. (It is recognized that the
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orography is also of importance in maintaining the and
stationary long waves.) In connection with the intro- V(n) -gni A (n). (60)

ductory remarks, the verification of such a picture fa cos 4,
from observations would demonstrate that the large-
scale atmospheric disturbances behave in a different Cormns in ofo (n)t-With the use of the adiabatic
manner from the supposed behavior of smaller-scale
turbulence. For this latter case, according to the possible to obtain an estimate of 11(n) for the mid-

currently accepted theory of Kolmogoroff (1941), the troposphere which may be used in evaluating the

mean flow feeds its energy stepwise down the scale of important baroclinic term (53).

disturbances until, finally, the energy is The adiabatic energy equation may be written in

by viscosity. the form

I r 6T

6. Si ritAtions T
The computations required to evaluate the integrals (p C, )

in (49) and (57) from observational data are of an Assuming that the stability factor,
extremely laborious nature, and it is only with the
advent of high-speed computing facilities that such [(0T/Op) - (a/C,)] - f,
computations have become practicable. Even with
these high-speed machines, it is desirable to make can be assigned some horizontally uniform value, we
certain simplifications to make the computational may apply equations (30) to (34) and (37) to obtain
problem more tractable. the transform

Use of a discrete number of harmonics.-First, it is, 1 {B0
of course, necessary to replace the summations over 0 ( B(n)
infinity by finite sums. In view of the limitations in the

data coverage over the hemisphere, it seems desirable + )im
at present to use 36 points at 10 deg long intervals E,- B. a cos -

around a latitude circle as the basis for the Fourier 1
expansions. In this case, one could not compute more + - B0(n - m) V(M , (62)
than about twelve wave numbers with accuracy. It a
would appear, however, that enough of the variance or, in terms of "thickness,"
of the hemispheric chart would be captured by this
limited number of waves to make it feasible to use this a(u) _g I (n)
approximation for the present problem. As one possi.c ae ) at
bility, one could assume that all wave numbers larger k •
than twelve act according to the Kolmogoroff theory
and are included as frictional effects. + $m A,(m) U(n - m)

Use of geostrophic winds.-Direct wind observations ,. a cos 0
for the hemisphere are not available in sufficient 1
quantities to compute the spectra of the wind field +- A#.(n - m) V(m) (63)
directly. Observations of the angular momentum a
transport [i.e., Mintz (1951), and ,Widger (1949)] It may be seen thAt, to compute Q(n) at a given
have already revealed, however, that horizontal varia- instant in time, it is necessary to evaluate OB(n)/Ot,
tions in the general circulation are gross enough so or alternately &A,(n)/Ot, at that time. This may be
that geostrophic winds are suitable for computations accomplished by solving the so-called "thermal vor-
of the type required to measure the terms in the first ticity" equation used in simple baroclinic models of
two integrals in (49) except those involving D. It is not the atmosphere.
permissible to use geostrophic winds to evaluate the Remarks concerning fzictional effects.-Most of the
third integral in (49), since this term would vanish frictional dissipation takes place near the ground
identically under this assumption. When geostrophic surface, below the level of the atmosphere where the
winds are used, the spectra for u and v may be obtained kinetic energy is primarily located. In this connection,
from the spectral function for the contour height by it is pertinent to note that the effects measured by the
means of the relations terms involving ,l in the first integral on the right side

g of (49) probably act in the sense of true eddy viscosity

U(n) A A(n), (59) (see Kuo, 1951), and, as such, it may be possible to
fa include them in the friction term along with the efects
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of the small-scale disturbances. A direct calculation of -, 1951b: Dynamical aspects of the general circulation and

these combined dissipative effects from observationaI the stability of 4onal flow. TeltSJ, 3, 268-284,
da 1952: Three diJensional disturbances in a baroclinic zonal

data is extremely difficult, and, therefore, it is prob- current. J. Meteor., 9, 260-278.
ably best to estimate them as a residual of computing , 1953a. The stability properties and structure of disturb-

the other terms in the energy equation. ances in a baroclinic atmosphere. J. Meteor., 10, 235-243,
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SOME HEMISPHERIC SPECTRAL STATISTICS

By Barry Saltzman

Massachusetts Institute of Technology'

(Manuscript received 18 October 1957)

ABSTRACT

The results of computations of the spectrum of the eddy kinetic energy, tl asngular" momentun transport,
and the trnsfer of kinetic energy between the eddies and the mean motion, for the month of Ja.Lnury 1949,
are presented. The cakAlations are based on geostrophic winds measured at the 500-mb level, Of greatest
interest is the finding that, for the month, disturbances of wave-number three were of bingular importance
a* a source of the energy of the mean zonal motion.

1. IntoduUtion of e-,iuntber it is necessary to compute from a long

The achievement of an "understanding" of the record of daily observations (at least of the order of a

behavior of so complicated a physical system as the year) the integrals which appear in these equations

atmosphere depends to a large extent on satisfying representing, respectively, the transfer of energy

an innate desire to reduce the system to a chain or among the various scales of eddies and the mean flow,

cycle of events involving smaller parts which still the conversions between potential and kinetic energy,

retain a physical identity. The bases for the construc- gtioneration of ki ntic ene rgy.

tion of this kind of sequence are the so-called canserva- With the advent of the moder high-speed cor-

lion principles which express the fundamental laws in

such a manner that they place constraints on certain puter the execution of such a computational task has

integral properties of the system (mass, momentum, come within the realm of possibility, although it

and energy). In the case of the general circulation it would require a very large effort in terms of both

has been convenient to consider a breakdown into the human and financial resources. It seems desirable,

two Reynolds components, the eddy and mean flow, accordingly, to make a less ambitious start by in-
and, indeed, a knowledge of the role of these corn- vestigating the spectral properties of those dynami-

ponents in the momentum and energy cycles has calmy-signiticant quanttiies which are at present most
proved to be the rallying point for a mechanistic amenable to calculation. To this end, the presntdescipton f th beavir ofthesysempaper describes the results of computations for the
description of the behavior of the system. 31 day period, January 1949, of the mean kiretic

It is recognized, however, that the eddy component, 31 day pera and 1949, o rt sea for
in itself, is a very complicated part of the general energy spectra and momentum transport spectra for
circulation, which implies that a description of the three latitude circles (27.5 deg N, 47.5 deg N, and

mechanism of the planetary flow will remain incom- 67.5 deg N) and, of most interest from the energetical

plete as long as this eddy component is not subdivided point of view, the mean spectrum of the transfer of

into still smaller parts whose respective roles in satis- energy between various scales of eddies and the mean

fying the conservation requirements are determined, motion due to horizontal processes. These computa-

In this connection, the wave-like character of the tions are based solely on geostrophic winds measured

disturbances in the atmosphere suggests the use of at the 500 mb level, which to some extent are repre-
Fourier analysis as a natural method for distinguishing sentative of general conditions in the mid-troposi :here.
Fou nifereanalysis asa almes" hof edies From a mathe- Thus, no attempt is made here to compute the
between different "scales" of eddies. Fro m am - transfer of energy among the individual wave coin-
matical point of view such a resolution seems par- ponents due to non-linear interaction or to compute
ticularl" desirable since the orthogonality property the conversions between available potential energy
of sinusoidal functions permits one to write energy
equations for these separate components in a rela- and the kinetic energy of the various wave coi-
tively straightforward manner. A presentation of ponents, both of which are of crucial importaece in
equations of this type has been given by the writer establishing a complete energy cycle.
(1957). In order to obtain a description of the "steady- 2. Forulae
state" cycle of energy transformation in this domain

As a preliminary we shall present briefly the mathe-
This reýear, h has been sponsored by the Geophysics Research matical expressions for the quantities cornMute(l in

Virect•r:ite of the Air Force Cambridge Re-earch Centi'r untder
Contract No. AF 19604)4-000. this study.
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Any regularly behaving function of longitude, f(x), The spectral function for the transfer of energy
which is specified along a given latitude 0. and pres- between the mean motion and the eddy motion due to
sure surface p, may be expressed in terms of a Fourier the action of horizontal Reynolds stresses on the
expansion of the form, zonal current is given (see Saltzman, 1957) by the

Z expression,
f W Y_ W, P (1) , .P ,,2/ a W (

where the complex coefficients, F(n) are given by,

F r2) which satisfies the relation,S...! (FW ,d (2)

(is wave number, i 2). From this Fourier g Cos -
transform pair it is easy to demonstrate that for two
functions, say f(X) and g(X), having the complex M*(n) (9)
Fourier coefficients F(n) and G(n), respectively, the
following theorem of Parseval applies: (Po surface pressure).- 1 .2W In the present: study geostrophic winds were used to

fg - j fgdX estimate K(n), Jm((n) and M*(n). at the 500-mb level.
fw (3) These estimates were obtained from the complex

spectra of the contour height at this level, denoted by
F(n)G(-- ). A (n), with the use of the relationships,

If we let U(n) and V(n) represent the complex U(n) = (10)

spectral functions for the zonal and meridional corn- fa OA
ponents of the wind (u and v, respectively) we may and
use (3) to write the following expression for the i- g
zonally-averaged eddy kinetic energy per unit mass: V(n) C oA(n), (i1)

u"f + c/2 .

- E K (n), (4) where f = 20 sin 0 is the Coriolis parameter.
2 Harmonics up to wave number 12 were computed,

where based on information at 36 points around a latitude
circle.K (n) = I U (n) 12 + I v(n) 12 (5)

is the spectral function for the zonally-averaged kinetic 3. Kinetic energy spectra
energy per unit mass, I UV'and I V12 being the spectral The means of the daily kinetic energy spectra for
function s for the kinetic energy of the individual January 1949, computed at three latitudes, are pre-
components. sented in fig. 1. It should be noted that these and all

Similarly, from (3) we may write for the meridional subsequent spectra are discrete "line-spectra" and,
eddy transport of angular momentum across latitude hence, have meaning only for the integral values of
0, per unit pressure difference per unit time, the wave-number. To aid visually in tracing the fluctua-
expression, tions of the spectra, however, lines have been drawn

2wal cos __ between points on the diagram.
U'V' = JMn), (6) In summary of this figure we may note several

where salient features. Notably, the spectra reveal a tendency
for the variations of the zonal wind around a latitude

.lu(n) =(2rac coOs2  circle to be of longer wave-length than the variations
g of the meridional velocity component. In particular,

X[U(n)V(- n) + U(- n)V(n)] (7) wave-numbers 1 to 3 in the zonal kinetic energy are
dominant at all three latitudes. The maximum meridi-

is the spectral function for the eddy momentum trans- onal kinetic energy resides in wave-number 6 at
port (a = radius of earth, g = acceleration of gravity). 27.5 deg N, shifting to a double maximum at wave-
Expressions similar to (7) have been presented by numbers 6 and 3 at 47.5 deg N. At 67.5 deg N the
Lorenz (1951), Kao (1954), Kubota and lida (1955) variations of meridional kinetic energy are of lower
and Van Isacker and Van Meighem (1956). wave-number, with maxima at xs 2 and 3.
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TA=t.r 1. Standard deviations ol spectral functions in units tA correiiponding figures (Ik).

Waw-v"abe~r (Wl t 2 3 4 3 6 7 a 9 10 11 12

675 1.07 0.79 0.89 0.25 0.24 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04
.r( Ul") 47.5 1.91 1.05 1.01 0.54 0.55 0.43 0.24 0.11 0.19 0.10 0.13 0.09

27.5 1.24 0.78 0.75 0.56 0.35 0.48 0.44 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.15 0.11

67.5 0.13 0.95 0.97 0.81 0.42 0.32 0.28 0.24 0.13 0.10 0.07 0.03
#(0 V11) 47.5 0.10 0.45 0.95 0.85 0.64 1.28 0.71 0.35 0.46 0.27 0.25 0.14

27.5 0.02 0.05 0.18 0.26 0.68 1.19 0.70 0.20 0.30 0.39 0.20 0.24

67.5 2.70 5,32 3.86 2.49 1.31 0.85 0.65 0.62 0.32 0.26 0.22 0.14
V(JX) 47.5 5.36 11.73 18.06 11.37 9.53 11.28 6.90 4.01 3.96 3.43 2.42 2.07

27.5 3.41 4.41 8.54 7.46 12.55 16.72 13.79 5.81 5.01 7.02 4.05 4.73

1.64 2.63 2.98 1.14 1.78 2.32 1.68 0.81 0.72 1.16 0.57 0.44

The greatest "spread" of energy over the various of this asymmetry of the polar vortex have been
wave numbers occurs at 47.5 deg N. This result is not studied in detail by La Seur (1954).
surprising in view of the fact that the mid-latitudes Kinetic energy spectra for the meridional corn-
are the seat of the transient cyclones which display ponent of the wind have been computed by other in-

great variations in size and intensity depending on the vestigators (e.g., Charney (1951), White and Cooley

stage of development. The low and high latitudes, (1956)). In particular, White and Cooley present a

on the other hand, are generally the locations of the graph of the 500-mb values of [ V(n) I for January

more regular "semi-permanent" centers. 1950 at 45 deg N which may be compared with the
In the zonal kinetic energy spectra there is a striking 47.5 deg N values shown in fig. 1. The general char-

occurrence of energy in wave-number 1 which indicates acters of the two spectra are similar except that the
that the zonal current tends to be more intense on one White and Cooley results for 1950 show maxima at
side of the hemisphere than the other. Related aspects n = 4 and 7 whereas the present 1949 study shows

maxima at n = 3 and 6. This is illustrative of the
type of variability which may be expected in a monthly
mean spectrum from one year to another.

z.. •-.-. a •.I•.•v,• #". S.75In order to measure the departure of the daily
' , .- ' "/ ~ spectral distributions from the mean condition shown

- "-.--.. 2 ,in the figure, standard deviations were computed and
- =-are tabulated in table 1.

2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 tz 4. Momentum transport spectra

3- AIn addition to the kinetic energy, which depends

i 0-4x*k on the square of the magnitudes of the individual
- wind components, there is another important quad-

ratic function of the wind which depends on the
" ., "-. cross-product of the wind components-the momentum

____"__ ----- _transport. In particular, the cross-product of u and vS•.- •" "* "•" :''A•"'- • •is a measure of the northward transport of angular

1 2 3 4 5 7 S 9 ' a 12 momentum relative to the earth's axis, and, in the

3.. wave-number domain, the cross-spectrum of u and v,
with the appropriate weighting factor given in (7),

2- A 025 is the measure of the contribution of the individual\ ,scales of eddies to this transport at a particular
,•, ,^-,\ ~latitude.

.-- In fig. 2 the mean of the daily values of JM(n) for
"0" January, 1949, again computed at 27.5 deg N, 47.5S2 : 4 5 6 7 a 9) 10 1 2

""3NW* deg N and 67.5 deg N, are presented.

Fjr. 1. Mean spectra of the 500-mb geostrophic kinetic energy It may be seen that the net transport is northward

uer unit mass for the 31-dy period. January 1949. Latitudes from at 27.5 deg N
bottom to top are 27.5 deg N, 47.5 deg N and 67.5 de N. IU *
denoted by solid line, 11712 by dashed line, K - + I F12 2

by dotted line. Corresponding standard deviations are given in (. Jm,(n) = 35.7 X 10• gm cm 2 sec-1 mb-1)
table 1. R-I
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with the major contributions coming from wave especially for the intermediate wave numbers. The
numbers three and five. peak mean values of Jm(n) at n ý 3 (27.5 deg N and

At 47.5 deg N the net mea-i Lransfer of momentum 47.5 deg N) seem to be significantly different from
is still of almost the same magnitude, northward zero however, whereas the significance of the maxima
(35.8 X 101 gin cm2 sec-2 mb-1), a figure which is at n • 5 (27.5 deg N) and n = 2 (67.5 deg N) are
probably higher than normal for this latitude. Dis- in question.
turbances of wave-numbe•-r three are clearly the im-
portant agents for effecting this transport. 5. Estimate of the energy transer between the indi-

A small net northward transport occurs at 67.5 vidual eddy scales and the mean flow
deg N (0.49 X 102 gm cm' sec-2 rnb-mV) despite a
relatively strong mean southward transport by dis- From (8) it may be seen that an evaluation of

turbances of wave-number two. M* (n) delpends on computations of the product o! the

These result' indicate that, for the month, varia- spectrum of the momentum transport and the shear of

tionsof wave-number three in the zonal and meridional the relative angular velocity, measured throughout

components of the wind tended to be in phase over a the depth of the atmosphere, for latitudes ranging

broad latitude band; an effect which undoubtedly between the two poles or, if it is assumed that the

reflects the existence of a "tilt" in the large-scale hemisphere can be treated as a "closed" system, be-

semipermanent pressure systems (see Starr, 1948). tween the equator and the pole. (Only for a closed

Another probable consequence of this tilting of dis- system can M* be taken as a measure of the transfer

turbances of wave-number three is the coincident of energy between the eddies and the mean flow.)

occurrence of high zonal kinetic energy at n = 3 and In this study, however, we have measured the inte-

high meridional kinetic energy at n = 6 (see fig. 1). grand of (8) only at 500 mb in the hope that the results

The standard deviations corresponding to the for this level are somewhat representative of condi-

values plotted in fig. 2 are presented in table 1. It is tions throughout the depth of the atmosphere. In

indicated that the variability about the mean is large, addition, due to inadequacies of data coverage and
the inapplicability of the geostrophic assumption at
low latitudes, we can compute only the contribution to

*7*the complete integral from a limited latitude band in

. ---- the Northern Hemisphere. If the latitude band is
''' ,, ,_, sufficiently wide, however, it may be expected that

the character of the energy transfers implied by this

measured contribution will not be significantly altered
T 2 by the contribution from the remaining portion of the

fluid. In the present case the integral, M*, is measured
over a latitude belt ranging from 20 deg N to 75 deg N

',2 (62 per cent of the surface of the hemisphere), the
,- integrand being computed at every 5 deg of latitude.

The neglect of the contribution from below 20 deg N
] probably leads to an underestimate of the overall

2 transfer of energy from the eddies to the mean flow
0 c for the hemisphere since both the shear of the mean
-2, -L ., .J

2 3 4 5 1 7 S 9 I 12

FI.2. Men(aury14)secr fte 0-bgosrpi

09
Z _______--- _______I_________I____I____.________ __ ---.

1 2 3 4 5 E. 7 a 9 10 U 12
WAVE NUMBER a S * s a * ~ ' ' '

FIG. 2. Mecan U anuary 1949) spectra of the 500-mb geostrophic
meridional eddy transport of angular momentum, im, across FtG. 3. Mean contribution to the energy transfer spectrum.
latitudes 27.5 deg N, 47.5 (leg N and 67.5 deg N, per unit pressure V*soo, from the region between 20 deg N and 75 deg N for the
difference and per unit time. A positive sign indicates a north- 31 dy period, January 1949. A positive sign indicates a transfer ,.f
ward transport. Corresponding standard deviations are given kinetic energy from the disturbance to the mean motion. Cuýrre-
in table 1. sputding standard deviations are given in table 1.
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flow and the eddy momentum transport tend to be It is of interest, finally, to note that these particular
positive, though of diminished magnitude in the latter observations are in qualitative agreement with Kuo's
case, below this latitude (see Starr and White, 1954). (1953) theoretical results regarding the barotropic
The contribution of the region above 75 deg N is stability properties of large amplitude disturbances.
probably of minor importance. According to these theoretical results, disturbances of

The results of the computations are shown in fig. 3. all wave lengths are generally damped except under
This graph gives the mean spectral distribution of conditions of a sharply developed jet-like horizontal
AMoo* for the month studied, computed with the mean profile, in which case a disturbance of roughly
above-mentioned restrictions. A positive sign indicates intermediate wave length is most likely to become un-
that the transfer of kinetic energy is directed from the stable and amplify. It may be remarked that the
disturbance to dhe mean motion. results of the linear barotropic studies (Kuo; 1949,

It is pertinent to note, first, that the total transfer 1951) also indicate similar stability properties for
of energy due to horizontal processes, obtained by small amplitude disturbances.
summing Maoo*(n) over all twelve wave-numbers in
accordance with (9), is in the positive sense (from the
eddies to the mean flow), the magnitude being
6.86 X I0" ergs per second if this 500 mb computation Charney. J. G., 1951: Dynamic forecasting by numerical process.

is extended to apply to a 1000-mb depth. In this Compendium Meteor., Boston, Amer. meteor. Soc.,

respect the month is representative of the condition 470ý82.
Kao, S. K., 1954: An aualysis of the longitudinal spectrum of large-which prevails in the long-time mea as reported by scale atmospheric motion. Final Rpt,, Contract No.

Starr (1953). AF 19(122)-365, Johns Hopkins University, 235-244.

The most striking feature of the spectral distribu- Kubota, S., and M. lida, 1955: Transfer of angular momentum in

tion is the prominent role played by disturbances of the atmosphere. Pap. in Meteor. and Grophys., Japan, 5,
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On the Maintenance of the Large-Scale Quasi-Permanent
Disturbances in the Atmosphere

By BARRY SALTZMAN, Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyI

(Manuscript received January 7, i9gs; revised version March 5, 1959)

Abstract

It is proposed that large-scale quasi-permanent flow systems are maintaived against
dissipative effects by a transfer of kinetic energy from smaller, cyclone-scale, disturbances
which have baroclinic energy sources, the processes involved being non-linear and harotropic.
To illustrate how such processes can operate, an example is given based on an idealized
flow consisting of a limited number of double-Fourier components.

x. Introduction In viewing the persistence of flow patterns
In Fig. I a 500 mb synoptic map for a region of this type over long time intervals (see, e.g.,

covering the North American Continent and monthly mean maps presented by LAma,, et
the North. Atlantic Ocean is presented. The al, 1958) one is led to pose the following ques-
most prominent features of this map-namely, tion: How is the kinetic energy of these large-
the large cyclonic area to the north sloping scale systems maintained in the face of a steady
from northwest to southeast and the large, drain of their energy through viscous effects
more diffuse, anticyclonic area to the south and through transfer to the zonal current?
sloping from northeast to southwest-are There are two possible answers to this question:
typical of the quasi-steady winter conditions Either the kinetic energy of the large disturb-
observed in this region. The largest scale ances is supplied by a direct conversion of
systems shown on this map correspond roughly potential and internal energy (i.e., by risings
to disturbances of wave number three around of warm air and sinkings of cold air on this
the hemisphere and are so oriented that they large scale) or the kinetic energy is supplied by
transfer their kinetic energy to the zonally- transfer from disturbances of other scales which
averaged mean current which has its maximum themselves grow at the expense of potential
velocity somewhere between the two main and internal energy (e.g., from the smaller
pressure centers. As such, these large systems transient cyclone waves which tend to develop
constitute a representative example of those in the baroclinic zone south of die large quasi-
disturbances which, in the winter average, arc stationary cyclonic vortex, such as the shorter
most effective in maintaining the mean zonal wave length disturbances clearly evident in
current (see SALTZMAN 1957, 1958; SALTZMAN Fig. I).
and FujsHtti i96o). If, as presently indicated in studies by REE

This research has been sponsored by the Geophysics and TANx (1956), and W amrr and SALTZMAN
Research Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Re- (1956), for example, the indirect circulations
search Center under Contract No. AF 19(604)-2242. in mid-latitudes, whose upward branches are
Teltus Xl (1959). 4
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via

fig. x. Contour map of the 5oo mb prc~ssurr surface for 7Jan. 1957.

represented by rising motion in the large cold where x and y are Cartesian coordinates point-
vortices to the north and whose downward ing eastward and northward respectively-, t is
branches are represented by sinking motion time, ip is a stream function proportional to
in the large warm highs to the south, are the contour height of a pressure surface,
predominant over direct circulations on this VI-----2/dx2 + d2 Idy, and P is the derivative
scale, then one is forced to conclude that the with respect to ,y of the C~oriolis parameter.
largo-scale features such as those shown in Fig. Following procedures, similiar to those em-
I are, in fact, steadily damped rather than am- ployed by KtAMai DE FiMT~ (1948), GAm.8O, ct al
plified by direct conversion processes. in this (1955), WMlPE.RMANN (1956) andLogrEz (1957),
event the maintenance of the kinetic energy of we express v over a fundamental region whose
these features must rest entirely on the transfer dimensions in x and y are K and L, respectively,
processes mentioned above as the second alter- in terms of a double Fourier expansion of the
native. In any event, however, it will be of form
interest to illustrate the operation of this transfer o
process,--by nature, a non-linear process--with V(x' Y. t) = P (r, n, t) ei(k--• f J-, (2)

a simple theoretical case. it is to this end that ,, - -00 n- ... ,
the present discussion is directed. where k - z.t/K, I - z.,tL, m and n denote

the wave number in the x and y directions
;z. Governing equations repciely, and the complex Fourier coef-We assume that the transfer p eic ts, (M, n, t),

portant for the maintenance of She large-scale
disturbances are, as in the case of the mnainte- K (rn, n, t)
nance of the zonal westerlies, of an essentially I t fVrr ,• t)e-ikx+.m~x 3horizontal character and are governed by the kL 0o•x y, t)e-ikx÷h)xy

barotropic vorticity equation. For simplicity,
we shall apply th~is equation to a plane-rather To simplify the boundary conditions we take
than a spherical surface, in which case the equa- Vp to be periodic of wave lengthis K and L in x
tion takes the form and y, respectively.

BT multiplying both sides of (i) by (KL)-ld x2 V , d VV + , ,d V 2 V - fdtP ( x[i) ny]inerdnoethe ftmda-
-jti f dx dy_ dy~ + -- ,xc•- • (T) mental region, and 'applying 63) we obtain the

Tellus XI (1959). 4
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transformed vorticity equation governing the d np
Fourier coefficients of the stream function. This t K(m, n) = Id £ £ (p~k" +q'lt) (mq- np)
equation has the form

[P(-mc,-n,)W•('3q)V', -p, n-q) -

Id
dl m n) P(,,, n) W(p, 1) W(- m, - p .- n, - ) ()

Sk
2 Z - By means of this last relation we are now

( 2k• + )P_ - - -I able to calculate the instantaneous barotropic en-

[(mq -np) (Pzk2 + 4,I,) W(p, q) ~P(rn _P. q) - mogy traser due to the non-linea interactions
among the Fourier components which com-
prise a field of flow in the fundamental region.

. m P(m, n) (4) It may be verified from (6) and (8) that the
(m2P• + n•/*) total kinetic energy is conserved (i.e., dE/dt =-)

The total kinetic energy integrated over the as is implicit in the barotropic system treated.

fundamental region
K 'L 3. An example

xL 'ff [', 2]+- .-(,y)2]• d~d (5) In this section we shaU discuss the energetical
[( dxd, 5) properties of a simple flow system having the

0 0 general features o the actua case shown 'in
Fig. x. This flow system will be composed of

may be expanded in terms of a Fourier spec- a few selected double Fourier components,
trum of the form grouped to represent, respectively, the mean

c 00 zonal current, the long-wave disturbance, and
ZE = E Z - K(m, n) (6) the smaller-scale disturbance. We shall see that

M--c n -- o 2  in such a system kinetic energy is transferred
00 from the small-scale disturbance (which may

= X K(o, n) + be viewed as baroclinically-generated) to the
n Ilong-wave component and, simultaneously,

from the long-wave component to the mean
-• {K(n,•,o + onal current.

,) For this example we take the fundamental
region to be a square so that I= k. The stream

4 Z [K(m, n) + K(m, - n)]) fction, jp, is taken to be of the form
nl-1

e (xyt) = Z(y, 1) + L(x, y, t) + S(x, y, f) (9)where K(m, n)=- (k'm2 + 12n) j WI(m, n,)t1. The

first term on the right of (7) gives the kinetic where
energy of the mean zonal wind, while the term Z(y, t) = A(t) sin ky (so)
in curled brackets represents the spectral func-
tion for the mean disturbance kinetic energy rcpresents the zonal current (wave number
superimposed on the mean zonal field. For zero in x),
the purpose of this study we are interested in
obtaining an equation for the rate of change of
kinetic energy of a given douLle Fourier cor- + C + C(t) sin kX (Ix)
ponent as a function of the transfer of kinetic
energy to or from the other double Fourier represents the long-wave component (wave
components which comprise the complete nruber one in x), and
stream field. Such an equation is obtained by
multiplying both sides of (4) by W(- m,- n) S(x, y, t) = D(O) cos k(zx -y) +
and using the fact that T(-a,-b) is the
complex conjugate of PI(a, b). Thus we find, + E(t) cos 3kx (12)
Tellus X1 (1959). 4
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represents the short-wave component (a com-T
bination of wave numbers two and three in x). Li1  /r , x/.
H-ere A - Im 97(0, 1), B= - Re V'(i, i) 2ReV T - L1
.(i, - ), C - zm!'(i, o), D - 2Re P(2, - )

and E = Re V'(3, o). The dynamicalpprts /of a systen con iLngoof hW-n /
already been studied in some detail by LoRE~z /I I /

(1957). 0/-J-
The components Z, L, and S are shown in 0 / ii H

igures 2, 3, and 4 with the following, values
of the Fo•urir coefficients:.t -

A=+3.oo L/ '\ o
B =-0.75
C -r.5o (13) -
D + +.o0 Fig. 4. Stream function pattern, S. representing the small-
E = + 1.00 scale disturbances: S(x, y) = cos k (a x- y) + cos 3 kx.

-in Fig. 5 the sum of Z and L, representing a
----- -- composite of the largest scales of motion, is

!K

L

H

Fig 2. Stream function pattern, Z. representing the
zonal motion: Z(y) 3.00 sin ky.

Fig. s. Composite stream function pattern, (Z + L),
"" "representing the largest scales of flow.

\ \ ,\ \

*, shown. In Fig. 6 the complete stream field,•' \ \ " °X " , ; (Z + L+S), obtained by superimposing the

H / small-scale disturbance field, S, on (Z + L), is

/ /shown. This stream field has many of the
Scharacteristics of the actual case shown in Fig.
/r, the most obvious differences being the inten-

" .- /sity of the large high pressure region and the
strength of the easterlies.

The kinetic energy in each of these compo-
nents is

Fig. 3. Stream function pattern. L, representing the EZ= .25 k2A2 (14)
large-scale disturbances: L(x. y) --. 75 [,os k (x + L). ()

+ cOs k (x - Y)1- s0osill kx. EL = .25 k'(4B2 + C) (15)
"I'dlus Xl (1959). 4
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\, .. ý;7ý; S L-
L ?401 Is1224 4

,Z 17 k ?O
4

/ 4-1700 
4

Fig. 6. Composite stream function partern, (Z + L 4 S),
representing the complete field of flow. Fig. 7. Kinitic energy flow diagram for the example

treated. Numbers within circles indicate the instantaneous
rate of energy loss or gain due to the bzrotropic transfer.

Es - .2 k'(sD' + 92)6)

and, given the values listed in (i3), Ez ý ponent, S, to the larger scale component L,
= 2.25 kt, EL - 1-14 k2, a•nd h$ - 3.50 k". and to a lesser degree, from the component L

By applying (8) we obtain the followig to the mean zonal component Z (see Fig. 7).y folo g If we take K- iol cm (corresponding to the
expressions for the rate of change of EZ, EL dimensions of a comparable region of the
and Es: atmosphere) and let the units of W be xo"

d = cmrisec (corresponding to a maximum mean
STLZ (17) zonal westerly velocity of i9 misec at y = K/2),

the energy transfers are of sufficient strength
di =- TZto regenerate the existing kinetic energy of L
d - TLZ-+ TSL (i8) in six days and that of Z in four days. These

figures are of the order required by estimates
d - of atmospheric frictional dissipation. Thus we
YtEs E - TSL (19) have constructed one example in which the

where energy of the larger synoptic features is being
TLz =.5 k4ABC (20) maintained against dissipative effects by a

transfer of energy from the smaller scale
measures the transfer of kinetic energy between features. The latter may be presumed to grow
the long wave and the mean zonal motion barocinically and hence have an independent
(i.e. , between L and Z), and energy source.

It will be recalled (see cq. 12) that S(x, y)
TSL 3 3.00 kOBDE (zi) consists of two double-Fourier components,

one of wave numbers (,z - i) and the other of
measures the transfer between the short and wave numbers (3, o). In agreement with the
long waves (i.e., between S and L). For this results of FJORTOFr (1953), the loss of energy
system there can be no kinetic energy exchange by the component, (2, - I), is balanced by a
between the short waves and the mean flow, small gain of energy by the shortest wave-
(i.e., Tsz = o). With the numbers given in length component, (3, o), and a larger gain of
(13) these energy transfer functions nave the energy by te long-wave component, L(x, y),
values TLZ = + 1.70 k' and TSL = + 2.24 k4, the net effect being the transfer from S to L
implying an instantaneous kinetic energy flow described above. It may be remarked, also,
simultaneously from the smallest scale corn- that kinetic energy of disturbances of higher
Telldi XI (1959). 4
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wave numbers than are included initially in 4. Fu-thw• remarks
our example would tend to be generated as a) The view concerning the role of the smaller
second-ordir effects. Since we have been con- scale disturbances expressed here undoubtedly
cerned here with the problem of the main- has certain connections with the experience of
tenance of quasi-steady features we have re- synoptic forecasters who regard the large
stricted attention only to the first order trans- features, particularly the largc cold vortex to
fers. If potential energy conversions are not the north, as a sort of 'graveyard' for the
adequate to maintain the large-.scale disturb- smaller scale disturbances. The process of en-
ances directly, these first-order transfers must, ergy transfer from the smaller to larger waves
in te long-time average, be predominantly is probably related to the familiar 'occlusion'
of the sign illustrated here. On spdcific days, process.
however, first-order energy transfers of oppo- b) According to this discussion, the large
site sign (i.e., transfers from the larger to scale features of the mean pressure map (i.e.,
smaller scale components) may also occur and of the average of the ensemble of many maps
perhaps are of great actual importance in the of the type shown in Fig. i) are decisively
sudden deepening of individual intermediate- influenced by transient smaller scale phenom-
scale waves observed on weather charts. An ena which arc entirely absent from mean nmaps.
example of this reverse transfer may be obtain- If this view is correct, it is suggested that a
ed simply by changing the sign of either B, linear, steady-state, theory will not be corn-
D or E. Clearly, many other examples illus- pletely adequate in explaining the large-scale
trating transfers in either direction may be mean features. It would appear that a primary
constructed using different Fourier compo- influence of land-sea thermal differences is to
nents. It has been our purpose here to demon- create favored areas for the baroclinic devel-
strate at least one case which has the energetical opment of small-scale disturbances which, in
properties mentioned in the introductory dis- turn, damp by non-linear barotropic processes.
cussion, and, at the same time, is somewhat to maintain the larger systems. The discussion
realistic in its correspondence with observed by SUTCLIFra (r95 1) is of pertinence in this
phenomena. connection.

In connection with the above remarks it is c) Computations from actual atmospheric
pertinent to note that for our case the sign of data of the energy transfers occurring in the
the kinetic energy transfer between S and L, wave number domain can be performed feas-
or between S and (L + Z), is independent of ibly with the use of the high speed computer.
the phase of the small-scale disturbances along Such computations, based on equations pre-
the diagonal from northwest to southeast in sented by the writer (1957), are now under
Fig. 4. Thus the small-scale disturbances will way at M.I.T.
continue to feed energy into the larger features
at the same rate even if the highs and lows in Acknowledgement
Fig. 4 were interchanged, as might result from The writer wishes to express his thanks to
the motions of the small systems relative to Professor V. P. Starr for his interest in this
the larger ones. work.

Tellus XI (i959), 4
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A Preliminary Study of the Potential to Kinetic Energy
Conversion Process in the Stratosphere

By ROBERT M. WHITE1 and GEORGE F. NOLAN
Massachusers Istitute of Technology Cambridge, Massachusetts

(M~Anaacipt recivcA Septembere 19, 1959)

Abstraa

The potential to kinscx energy conve'sion proest in the lower sratosphere asocizted
with the vertical exchange of warm and cold air is evaluated using adiabas•ally derived
vertical velocirm for the North American region for a five-day period. Preliminazy results
suggese the pomiiibry that oa the average the kinetic energy of struospheric motions may
not result from a conversion of potential energy within the ratosphere by this process.
The further implication is that stratospheric motioas are maintained by the motions in the
adjaceut layers of the atmosphere.

x. lntroduction rate of change of the kinetic energy of the hori-

A fundamental question about stratospheric zontl wind and the total potenifti and internal
motions refers to the manner of the maintenance energy of the entire mass of the atmosphere as
of their kinetic energy. It seems clear that the follows:
kinetic energy of the motions of the troposphere (d)
is maintained by the conversion from available -j..d.w JDds (
potential energy as described and vcrifiec by M A
many investigators, most recently by LoaNmz
(1955) and WmTE and SALrZMAN (1956). and + (a)
that this proccss is associated with the rising dtf " + 1)dM - f M+ , ()
of warm and sinking of cold air. On the other M Mr
hand, it has not been established that a similar
Frocess operates in the stratosphere. This where dm is the element of mass and the inte-
preliminary study represents an attempt to gration is carned out over the entire mniss of
evaluate from observations the nature of this the atmosphere, k is the kinetic energy of the
potential to kinetic conversion process in the su
stratosphere. horizontal wind, the individual

a. procedue rate of change of pressure, at is the specific
volume, D is the rate of frictional dissi-

Following Wt-TE and SALTM•AN (1956) we pation of kinetic energy, 0 is the geopotcential,
may write the equations expressing the time d iQ

_____- TheTrvelrs nsuane Cmpay. I is the internal energy, andt is the net race of
I Prr-snt address: The Travelers Insurance Company,

Hartford. Coan- heat addition. The appearance of the integral
Telhu, X11 (M9O). 2
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fwadm with opposite signs in both equations ted and an analysis of thc covarsiace of wa was
M ~~ performed ina maroaer entirely vulogrow torepresents the o t i ta p sof WarirandSALr1AUN(1'956).FoDowingenergy conmucson m the a¢nmxph which " hi r rsl e a rt:9

familialy associated with the vertical exchange thi potde we y.
ofwarm and Coldaxir. ~}( p1

The critical problem in evaluating t•is inte-
gral lies in the detatnination of which is + Wa-)+ IPF (4)
losely related to the field of vertical velocity.

In this investigation. w was evaluated by the Where the xiugle, double and triple Plimts de-
adiabtic daftnow&vated out fromi east-wms.n ~su&* -at, and

dT time averages respectively, the brackets indicate
, + v vT aan average in the east-won direction, the braces

CO - T ct (3) an average in the north-south direction and theh a s a n av e r g i n =t*e
TP - 4C, TbfThe ktsidofaqution (4) is a more reprc-

where T is the temperature, v is thse ho . mtative measure of t&e integrand avenge ina

wind vector on an isobaric surface, and C0 is the le side mus anish w thend averagm is
the specific heat at consmtnt Pressure. takev over the retire hemisphere and will gsve

The finite difference form of equation ( t) aken tosp heo n-reovhemifsh ndwmsitral dwas evaluated from constant pressure chart ac iet o5UOWn-zr ifotac d
wasevaluated from b onstantpres= ch as iaf out because of the limited area treated. The first
200, i00, 5o and 25 nib over the region of term on the right is a measure of the conversion
North America dending from 3o* to 6ThN process due to overturmings in the north-south
carefully analyzed for other purposhs by e direction, the second is a measure of the process
carefull aenalyzed fo r othe r A ospu' by _ Mr. due to ovcrturnings in the east-west direction.S. MuencL a of the Atmospheric Cirlations The last term is associated with temporal pul-
Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge Reeac sations of the space average values of w and Y_
Center, and kindly provided us by ". W.
Hering and Mr. S. Mu;nchforthisinve. .aion. 3. pima
The aviable data consisted of Seven 200, Toa,
and 5o mb and six 25 mb charts covering the 7he&t values of or obtainsd are reasonablet
period 28 January to 3 February, 1957, a period Vhm transformed by mean of the hydrostatic
of intense stratospheric warming as descied by equation to equivalet vertical velocities, tie
CRG and HIaMN (x9S9). The wind velocities standard deviation is 0.86 cm sec-1 at zoo mb
were evaluated geostrophically and the tempera- and Y.15 cm sec- at Somb. A typical example
tutes hydrostatically. Contour height values of the disiot of the vertical velocity in
were abstracted at a grid system of 273 Points relation to the temperature and contour height
spaced 2.- degrees apart and the s's were ob- fields at o mb is sown in Fig. i for z9 Jana-
rained at a grid system of 6o points spaced S ary, 1957.
degrees apart. The time derivatives were ap- The numerical values of the potential to "i-
proximcd by finite differences over a4 hour netic energy conversion processes are shown in
intervals. The computation yielded fields of the Table r.
24-hour average values ofm and a for theys Table . Tbe rate of coaversin berween por•e-
oo--5o Mb aid 100--25 mb which were taken tia and kineic anergy. A miam siga IndIcstse a

to be representative of these fields at the 0oo and econveron from potential to kinetdic emy. Unit,
50 Inb levels. In erg gem' s-e.

Using the values of w and a thus derived it II S t
was p ble t s ethe integrand for this ____}___region of Z he hesper for the short period of _-[-- -a}{][]'!{ 3}C•"{[]"
time as indicated, and for the layers of the
atmosphere at approximately the height of the 50tab 7-1 -0. 1 7.3] 0,1
zoo and .jo mb levels. Average values of the -

integrand wa, over space and rime were compu- 100Tb- 5 -0.3 1 -0.4 0.2

Tedl XII (1960). 2
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POTEN11AL TO KINETIC ENERGY CONVERSION IN THEl STRATOSPHERE
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ROBERT M. WHITE AND GEORGE F. NOLAN" • • •_l•'•xJ o•on a hemispherical basis and over longer periods

of time then the implications seem far-.reaching.
If the kinetic energy of the stratospheric moo-
tions is not maintained by conversion from
potential energy within the stratosphere by the
processes associated with the vertical exchange
of warm and cold air then it must be main-
amined by boundary interactions with the adja-
cent layers above and below. Such processes
involve the vertical transport of existing kinetic,energy through the top and bottom boundaries
of the layer as pointid out by STrAa (195j)

. and other boundary processes associated with
variations in the height of the bounding

too.* pressure surfaces. Should general verification
of these concepts be obtained, one possible

91 "implication would be that stratospheric motions
3w..t must to a large ewtent vary in response to
.j tropospheric c&-ues, and that the explanation

ig. 2. The latitudinal vriot nof the potentalo kineti for many observed characteristics of the stratos-
MFig. C.Th ltits d nl aiain ofOM the T O C4 - t enti 0W to kiUS p hie re, such as the size an d m otion of circulation

in units of ergs gm- I se-. Also shown is the lasitadirw systems and the seasonal acd ltitudinal listii-
variationt of t- nl;ita tropopautg~ feight as a function of bution of ozone, may very well lie in a better

pressure. understanding of the linkages between the
stratosphere and troposphere.

there is any systematic difference in the sense of
the conversion process as one proceeds from 4. Citical Remarks
troposphere to stratosphere. The latitudinal As in all such limited investigations care must
variation of this term at both ioo and 5o mb be exercised in generalization before confir-
together with a plot of the mean tropopause mation on the basis of more extensive data.
height is shown i Fig. 2. This particular study suffers from the following

It can be seen that the sign of the conversion deficiencies:
process changes at approximately that latitude a. The results are based on a sample of data
(43'N) where the mean tropopause crosses the from a small area of the hemisphere and for
too mb level, being from kinetic to potential a very short period of time.
to the north and from potential to kinetic to the b. The period of time studied was one of ab-
south of this latitude. This observational feature normal high level temperature changes, and
agrees with the concept of a reversal of the the results may not be typical of more nor-
potential to kinetic energy conversion process mal conditions.

-1m troposphere to stratosphere.. c. The vertical velocity computations on which
If these observational findings are fuither the results fundamentally depend are based

substantiated by more extensive investigations upon the adiabatic assumption.
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Further Statistics Concerning the Gcneral Circulation
By VICTOR P. STARR

Massachusctts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts'

(Manuscript received March 31, x959)

During the past few years it has become Ktro (1959) purports to show that, just as is
increasingly clear that the newer outlook upon the case for the circumpolar vortex, certain
the fundamental processes of the general circu- other large circulation systems may not release
lation continues to flourish and prosper. It convectively their solenoidal cnergy. They
bids fair to become the essential starting point presumably can be maintained in te atmosý-
for all rational discussion of the large motions phere only through the action of still smaller
of the atmosphere, as iidecd it must if its eddies which do have associated baroclinic
principal ideas are correct. This stage has been releases of energy in them. A general inter-

ached not without much debate about logi- pretation of all these developments has been
cal matters, much effort to reinstate older given by STARR (1959).
schemes through secondary adjustments, and Let us return to the larger problem, however.
much examination of evidence. Also, any The writer (STARR, 1948) has long ago pointed
number of theoretical solutions, most of which out that the processes of gathering statistics
lend support to die new views, have been concerning the new view of the general circula-

advanced to illustrate die workings of the tion would require much time and effort. We

general circulation. arc still thus occupied, but since the results

It likewise is worth our whic to note that are quite gratifying, these labors arc not so

the trends of thought which have led us to much of a burden as one might suppose

what seems a more just view of this large judgiing merely from the amount of time and

subject do not find their entire application drudgery which is entailed. On the other

here, but have shown relevance also for smaller hand, such work must be done, if we are to
structures present in synoptic flow patterns, build solidly, because no other source of in-str u t u r s p e s e t i sy n p ti fl w p t t e n s . fo r m -a t io n c .a n b e c q u iv a le n t t o it (Se e S T AR R•
Here again consideration of the flow of too- formain can beqa l ts.
mcntum and the associated transfer of kinetic 1958 in this re

energy from one scale of motion to another One activity which has its aim in this
seems to be a primary concept in the rational general directior is the work of SALTZMAN

investigation of the behavior of synoptic (1957, 1958). This consists of a plan to study

systems. This is shown in a recent papcr by the transfers of kinetic energy from the

SALTZMAN (t959). Another recent paper by eddies to the mean zonal motions b\y use of
the techniqu tiof spectral analvsis, in order toexamine Ltc role played in' this action b%

This research has been supported by the Geophysics eddies corresponding to various wave inm-
Research [)irectoritc, Air Force Cambridge Research
(:entcr. Air Research and Development Command, bers around the hemispherc. In addition.
undcr Cointract AF 19 (604)--2242. the process of convective kinctic cnergy release
Tellm X1 (1959). 4
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through vertical motions may also be brought The confidence limits arc twice the standard
within the ambit of the scheme. Aside from error of the mean. The 700 N latitude data
the partial results already presented earlier, were included for 195t in all studies.
new findings in this area, obtained from the (2) The use of a vertically-averaged momen-
analysis of a complete year of gcostrophic turn transport and a vertically-averagcd shear
data are now being reported by SALTZMAN and (on a daily basis) in evaluating (i) resulted
FinsiiR (1959). Still more extensive results in a value of (4.84±.7) x xcs* erg sec"I for
are expected at a later date. the year. All individual monthly values were

Since they serve as an interesting comparison again positive. This is comparable to the value
to the Saltzman and Fleisher statistics, the (4.5 xT.o) x tos erg see -I reported previously
writer wishes to make available the outcome in paragraph (2) under "Critique, etc.", for
of computations from actual wind data for an the first ha f o 950.
additional year, similar in an over-all fashion (3) When one resorts to computations based
to those published several years ago (STARR, upon mean profiles for the year averaged ver-
1953) for the year 195o. The new findings are tically as well as with respect to time (corn-
for the calendar year 195 T--the same period parable to those shown in Fig. I of the previous
as was used by SALTZMAN and FmsIER. study), one gets the value of 4.6 x Wo0° erg

The 1950 study concerned itself with the sec-1. This is in good agreement with the value
evaluation of an integral over the atmosphere Of 4.4 x io01 erg sec-1 calculated for the entire
in the northern hemisphere of the form year of 1950.

/ _co-U] (4) Use of the 5oo-mb data alone for the
Ixr [u''] La V dOZ 4 d z (1) momentum transport and shear, assuming

J \ / these to be representative of the average for

it, v being the eastward and northward wind the atmosphcre (on a daily basis) resulted in
components, t density, r earth's radius, 0 lati- the quantity (6.2 :. T) x 1010 erg sec- 1 for
tude, z elcvation, the square brackets denoting the year (all monthly values positive). A figure
averages along complete latitude circles, and to be compared with this, based upon 5oo-mb
the primes indicating deviations from such gcostrophic data, was obtained by SALTZMAN

averages. Since the integrand contains, in and F'LImsiER, also for the year 195i. Their
proper form, the product of the eddy stress figure is (3.8 ±1:1.2) x W0 erg see-1 with all
into the meridional shear of angular velocity months positive. It is tempting to assume that
of the mean flow, (j) gives the instantaneous the lower figurc for the geostrophic calcula-
rate of conversion of eddy kinetic energy tions is mainly a result of a smoothing process
into mean flow kinetic energy through the in the drawing of maps of the contours from
action of the horizontal wind. In ahnost all which gridpoint data were read.
details the procedures used for the 1951 study It must not be lost sight of, that the present
are a duplication of those for the 195o study calculations are subject to all the strictures and
(to which the reader is referred). The chief qualifications enumerated in the discussion of
diffierences are due to the somewhat better tie previous study. Such features as the prob-
quality and quantity of the 1951 data. so that able underestimation of the total effects
it seemed desirable to make use of compila- computed here, due to selectivity favoring
tions for the too- and 1,ooo-mb levels which more frequent observation of lighter winds at
were omitted previousv. The following are higher levels, is as true for the present data as
the results. for the previous compilations. Added to these.

(i) The expression above was evaluated on a it should be borne in mind that individual
daily basis. The average of these 365 values ycars may vary greatly one from another in
was (5.81 i.o) x 1010 erg sec-. All individual regard to the properties here studied. Shorter
monthly values were positive. Since these cal- periods may of course show even more
culations were made by levels and by days, striking differences.
this figure is comparable to that obtained in The data compiled for the ycar 1951 afiforded
the previous study in paragraph (3) under an opportunity to repeat aniother calculation
*Critique and further computations-, for the which the writer had the privilege tocommuni-
first half of i95o, nanmely 9.H x vo" erg sec'. cate some years ago in the pages of this

Tellus X1 (19S9). 4
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FURTHER STATISTICS CONCERNING THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

journal, again using an assemblage of statistics here for both years show a net dcstruction
for the calendar year 1950 (see STARR 1954). of kinetic cnergy of mean zonal motions.
These two studies pertain to the measurement Since the kinetic energy stored in the meatin
from actual wind data of thc efficacy in the meridional circulations themselves is always
atmosphere of the classical mechanism for the extremely small, and since the mean zonal
maintenance of the kinetic energy of the motions are sensibly geostrophic, the negative
mean zonal motions. As explained in the value of the figures given above for the
former paper such efforts are aflticted with hemisphere possess the implication that the
great difficulties, but since a new set of extreme- mean meridional circulations convert kinetic
1) extensive and in many ways better observa- energy back into potential and internal. This
tions offered another independent occasion to has bcen commented upon, for example, by
execute the computation, the resulting figures LORFNZ (1955).
are given herewith. Excluding the figure quoted from Saltzman

For our present purpose it is needed to and Fleisher's stu.dy, the amount of data on
evaluate the effect of the mean meridional cir- which the results given for I95O and 1951 are
culations in producing kinetic energy of the based is enormous. About a quarter million
mean zonal motions through the action of winds were processed-a task which has rc-
Coriolis forces. This action is given by quircd the sustained efforts of a crew of skilled

S(2 computers for several years. In view of the
fact that much of the labor in this type of

per unit volume of air. Here p is densityfthe study consists in the tabulating of the initial
Coriolis parameter, u the eastward an v the observations, not much is gained through
northward component of velocity, while the the use ol electronic calculators, unless the
brackets denote zonal averages and bars time input can be secured in a form already recorded
averages. The reader is directed to the former on magnetic tape. Fortunately this is the case
paper for added details. The volume integrals for the International Geophysical Year obser-
by latitude belts and for the hemisphere are vations which are now being processed So as
given in the accompanying table together to obtain further information from data which
with a reproduction of the corresponding no doubt are significantly better than either
numbers for 195o. The figures for the hemisp-- those for I95o or 195 1.

TABLE z.

Volume integral for the atmosphere from I ooo to zoo mb of the
quantity LJf[uj [ej In Irts erg see-'.

Lat. Belt 0-13 3 .- ,31 31.4--2. -55-.. 55-70 70,W.,,o --emisphe.re

Int. 1')50 J+00 -- 0.35 3-55 i.6.j +-4 2. (A -4- t.76 -- 29
Int. p # -- 0.27 1 -0.00 4,79 -3-.)3 . + 3.61 + T.6 -- 3-141
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SHORTER CONTRIBUTION

Spectrum of Kinetic Energy Transfer due to Large-Scalc
Horizontal Reynolds Stresses

By BARRY SALTZMAN and AARON FLEISHER, Massachusctt institute cf Technology,

(Manuscript received April 6, 1959)

All wh1irls do irade their velocity-but,
The biggest whirl exacts its cut.

We have made estimates of thc integr:iJ, mb and were based on a fiftecn wa'se-number
Fourier resolutioni along every five degtces of

Mon) 2,a fCFU(n p, ( - n, q.,p + latitude from i5 deg N to 8o deg N ot contour--g- p - P heights spaced every ten degrees of longitude.

d To estimate the contribution from the un-
S - )sampled portions of dhe hemisphere wedos assumed that the inzegf and iades to zero line-[ d'( ý. d'p) arly fron 2,2. deg N to io deg N, and from

cos 9 72.5 deeg N to the pole. We hope this extra-
polation is conservative.

which measures the raze of transfer of kinetic The results are shown in the figure and
energv between die mean zonal flow and
the harmonic components of the eddy flow. 2

Only the action of the horizontal Reynolds
stresses on the zonal current is considered.
u is the wave number around latitude Circ!es; -E
• is the latitude; p is the pressurc; U and V are . ..
the complex Fourier coefficients respectively - . ,
of the zonal and meridional compone•,ts of ' ,
the wind; w is he mcean zonal wind; ais the radius .
of the carth; g is the acceleration of gravity; -
and the integration spans .h entire arm"s)-
phcre. Further details are contained in t-vo .. - h-- t---- --
papers bly B. SALTZMANa (1957, 1958). * '

T-e c.rtinatcs were made for each day tuf Fig. t. Average values of MA(n) for the entire ,,ac 5951.
the year i95] using geostrophic winds a 50K) ,fcr the winter half-;ear (Januaiy-March, October-

December) and for the summer half-year (Apfii-Scp-
I This ,:tearch ha, been 5ponsored by the Ccophysius tember). A positive value signifies a tranafei of kinetic

Research Directorate. Air Force Carnbridg,ý Research ent-gy from disturbances of wavc, number n to the
Center, under Corzrrjý:t No_ AF-9(6o4 )2242_ mean zonal curren.

Tei!US AI (i96,3). S
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Table r. Standard deviations of the daily values of M(n) from the averages shown in fig. i. in
units of" f-) o- ersp see-' nob-'. The last colmn gives the standard deviation

of the net daily transfer.

W ave 5 15 0 1 1numbr 2 3 1 1 6 1 8 4 7o I 1 9 13 14 15 ,MN)

Winter .. 1.54 2.59 12.76 1.90 2.20 2.41 1.63 1.47 .91 .79 .48 .47 .34 .33 .34 9.10

Summer . .73 :22 .I .52 1.08 , .o 2 .99 .03 .92 .62 .45 .4x .34 .,4 .30 .23 3.66

Arnual .. ,.26 2.03 2.3J1 155 ,1.72 t.87 1.37 1.23 .78 .65 ..45 .41 .29 .32 .29 6.9Q

the accorpanying table. These placc in average is 5.8 x 1o02 crgs sec-l and the sum-
perspective the spectrum obtained for the mer average is r.8 x 1o"2 ergs sec-', which

Xiiigle month, January 1949, previously re- arc smaller but still of the same order as
ported (SALTZMAN, 1958). obtained by V. P. STARR (1939) for the same

The net transfer, i.e., the sum over the year using observed winds (see, also, STARR
fifteen wave numbers, is directed from the 1953).
eddies to the zonal flow. If we take this Soo-nib We are indebted to the people of the Corn-
estimate to be representative of the entire putation Center at the Massachusetts Institute
depth of the atmosphere then the annual of Technology for machine time and for
average is 3.R x 1o02 ergs sec-'. the winter rumning our program.
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The Exchange of Kinetic Energy between Larger Scales
of A mospheric Motion

By BARRY SALTZMAN aod AARON FLEISHER,' Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Man•soript received March 2z, 196o)

Abstrac

,he rate of transfe: of kinetic energy between the different scales of eddies .;' the Soo mb
geostroDl'ic wind has bec-n meamured for each day of 1951. In the mean, there is a net transfer
from internediate (cyclone) scales to both longer and shorter scales.

The rate, per unit area and per unit pressure from eddies of wave number n to eddies of
diffcrence, at which kinetic energy is transferred alr other wave numbers is (SALTZMAN 1957)

L* (n) L' (n) + L' (n) (T)

P. X/2R no

L" (n)= -- f in m U(n-rn)- U(n)U (fn -rA
2gp- j f Y la cos ýv

a -nitj m- -00

-+ V(m) Iv( - n) U(n -. m) - V(n)U( - n - .,)]}

+ Wu(-n)[U(m) V(n-rn) cosý#I+ U(n)LU(m) V(-n-m ) cos•]I
a cos

+ V(-. n) 1V(,) V(1n-,) cosoJ1 + V(") [V(M)V(- n-rn) Cos

ta { V (w) [U(-n) U(n. - ) + U(n) U( -n -m)]
a

- U(m) IV( - n) U(n - m) + V(n) U( -n - rn)1}} cos #odp

- - .. I..f f -{ n( -. [U(n)Q(n - m)-p+ U(n)fU .n),Q(-n- m)]f YI

a -nit m--00
*0

+ v(- .) fVc.,)Q•(, - in)], -• v(n) [v(rn)o( -- i - r!!

cos do#dp
Now with the Departmeat of City and R,.gional Plar-ung, Mass. Inst. of Technokcgy.

"relblIa "1 (,06M. 4
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THE EXCHANGE OF KINETIC ENERGY

Z= longitude

4- = latitude

p / pressure

t -time

m, n = wave number around a latitude circle

u (A', p, t) - (a cos 40) JAId - zonal wind component

v (A. 4,. p, t) = a de/dt = meridional wind component

Mi (A. 4,, P, t) ipdt = individual pressure change

F (x) = (a2 n)f x (A, 0,p, t)e - i"-dA Fourier transform of x

U (n, 0, p, t) =F (u)

V (n,4,,p, t) = F(v)

(n,,, ,p, r)=•F(w)

po= pressure at the earth's surface

a radius of the earth

g acceleriation of gravity,

(x)4 = dx/dý.

only the fifteen wave numbers. Transfers due

Since .L*(n)ot (n) to non-geostrophic components and transfers'I-IP P

the rate at which the existing kinetic energy between the wave group n r to x5 and shorter
is being redistributed among all the scales waves are considered to be separate processes
of atmospheric eddies, this process being in- and are not treated here.
dependent of other processes which can alter Our data are the 5oo mb northern hemi-
the total eddy kinetic energy--Le. mansfers to sphere charts for every day of i95i. Contour
or from the zonal motion (n = o). viscous heights are given at every tcn degrees of
dissipation, and conversions to or from poten- longitude and every five degrees of latitude
tial and internal energy, from x 5 N to 8o'N. These are the data from

We are concernem now w& estitatg which we obtained the spectrum of the rate
L'(n), the contribution to L*(n) from inter- of transfer of kinetic energy between the
actions of the horizontal winds, for the mwlies zonal current and the eddies (SALTZMAN and
represented on hemispheric charts. --e this F StrmsnR, 1960).
purpose we apply the _eostrophic appreozima- We assume that events at 500 mb are rep-
ticon. We do not think these z•hara justify a resentative of the vertical average, at least
resolution in more than z5 wa-e nszlin and in regard to sign.
therefore take all scales -f motion smaller Our finite difference scheme limits the inte-
than wave number 15 to be zero. We 664 gration to the region between 22.50 N and
the result of this approximation L(n). Then, 7Z.5' N. For these new boundaries,

I IS 2n cos r V (,;'2+ W'2)] 1 -1-
.2L(n)=o ( I) L(n) _, ,

which is to say that L(n) measures the geostro- (brackets denote a zonal average and primes
phic redistribution of kinetic energy among th,- deviation therefrom). However, if our
T-ellu X[1 (,96O), 4

2-0-4a8i, Sep.
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results are to be representative of the globe it is - - - -

necessary that (2) be satisfied, which means
that the net eddy transport of eddy kinetic
e~nergy into this region must be zero. We
have measured this and found it quite small. +,0at-.5,
In place of a sufficient condition we assume [4J
that the region we treat is large enough to , (it -*be)
represent the interactions over the globe. Vig x. Estimate of the mean rate of kinetic energy ex-

The itegral 'involves a summation of triple chnge• betweea long waves (n-I to s), cycon- wave
products of Fourier components--efectively a (##-6 to ,o) and shorter waves (s-zt to is). based on
triple correlation. The variability Of the daily 5oo mb geostrophic measurements for the year
atmosphere and the quality of the data hardlv x9s. Units are to"4 ergs see-' cm-* mb-.

encourages such an enterprise. It should be
expected, therefore, that only a long-time - -

mean will have a variance safficiently small to
be worth quoting. We presen the annual mean
and, in computing its error, take half of the
3 6 5 days to be independent. To obtain addi- +5 -225 ÷41
tional smoothing, we consider three groups of
wave numbers: 'long' waves i z n z 5, 'cyc- (.11,on- to.Io or •:,i,;
lone' waves 6 z n ; io, 'short' waves x i R n :z_
; 15, and we denote the transfer function 64

for these groups by Li, i = 1, 2, 3, respectively;
i.e.,

-149

L X= LL(n) I.. V2O

Fig. 2. Estimate of the me-an rate of kinetic energy ex-
change between the zonal current (n-o), long waves

L2 = E L (n) (n..- to 5), cyclone waves (n-6 to io) and shorter waves
n-9 (n- zi i to xs), based on daily 5o0 mb geostrophic meas-

urements foz the year 195i. Units are zo- ergssec-e16 cm-3 mb-IL.

L3 = X £L(n) mb.

The loss in resolution is appreciable, but phys- L,= +124±8i

ically less than might be supposed since the La = - 145 ± 96
same wave number at different latitudes cor- -= + 71 54

responds to diffeient physical scales, and

-Li= + 5o±56
Results i-s a a,

We define from which we conclude that 1: and T3 are

x = annual average of x significantly positive, L, is significantly nega-
tive, and as required, EEý is not significantly

i- 1, t, 1a
a (x) = (k - •)I = standard deviation of x different from zero. In physical terms. there is,

2U(X) in the mean, a net transfer of kinetic energy
--- - error of 1 from the 'cyclone' band (n z- 6 to to) to the
V' 82 long-wave band (n - i to S) and to the short-

wave band (n=11 to 15). FjoorTrr (1953)
The mean values obtained and their errors, has demonstrated the possibility of transfers

in o-S ergs sec-I cm- 2 mb--, are of this kind, and SALTZMNs (1959) has con-

TeIlus X1I (1960L. 4
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structcd a model which displa these energy the eddics. This is our estimate of the mean
flow characteristics. geostrophic energy flow in the domain n

To estimate the numerical magnitude of = o to 15. Estimates of the release of potential
t-s c asmand internal energy in this donuia are given-• ~ ~~~~~this effect: we assume that X• is entirely mn b ATMNadFm • (99 n ~ u

the nature of a computational noise which Nmrst-N (zq9). There are no direct measure-
affects each of the three wave-groums caually, ments of the transfer of kinetic energy, between
Thus, we susbtract 1/3 XL1 from L1 , Lg and L , these scales of disturbances and scales of wave

i number larger than is.
to achieve the balance required by (a). The We are iAdebteA to the people of the Com-
results are pictured in Fi.gt x. An arrow in- putation Center of the Massachusetts Institute
dicates a net loss or gain to or from the other of Technology for time on the IBM 704 and
two wave groups. for runming our program This research has

In Figure 2 we display the results shown in been sponsored by the Geophysics Research
Figure x combined with those presentod by Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Re-
SArLrzmAN and Fi~msn (x96o) for the inter- search Center under Contract No. AF i9(6o4)-
actions between the mean zonal current and zza4.
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The Modes of Release of Available Potential Energy
in the Atmosphere

BAR"Y SALTZMAN AND AAn0x FLEISHIa

Department of Meteorology
Massachuaetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Ma&%ahusetts

Abstract. We have obtained the space spectra of the fields of vertical motion and tempera-
ture in the free atmosphere for February 19W9, and have estimated from these the conversions
between available potential energy and kinetic energy as a. function of wave number.

Int'oduction. Given the daily hemispheric complex Fourier coefficient for
fields of the thickness between 850 and 500 mb the temperature
and the individual pressure change at 600 nib,
we have calculated the following quantities: 12(n,0, p, 0) (2r)
(i) the available potential energy as a function f•-

of wave number around latitude circles; (ii) the w(X• , , p, t)A-'c dg\
rate of conversion between potential and kinetic
energy showing the effects of the mean meridional = complex Fourier coefficient for w
circulations and the eddy circulations of dif- 2V
ferent scales. XIl (210) f[ x dX

The basic energy equations in which these
quantities appear and discussions of their zonal average of z
significance for the general circulation are given
by Lorenz [19&i], Whike and Salsma&n [1956], x' 1 x - [z]
and Salumn [1957, 19581. deviation from the sonal average

Formulas and data. We shall use these
symbols: f =i

A =----longitude -o s
OS = latitude= meridional average of x between
P -pressu latitudes 0, and 0,
t = time
n = wave number around a latitude circle X" Xz - 1x
V = surface spherical gradient operator on

an isobaric surface cae deviation from the meridional average
W = dp/de = individual pressure change 114

o = vertical velocity
v = horizontal wind vector = area average over a constant pressure
T = temperature (deg Abs) surface
p = density

S= the acceleration of gravity x* z -- {[z]J
Cp = specific heat at constant pressure deviation from the area average
R = gas constant

B(n, 4,, p, t) = (2r)-' x r- z di

"T(XO, p, t)e'- " = time average ( - length of record)
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lit' where

deviation from the time average -T

( ( 2is the rate of conversion from eddy available

standard deviation potential energy to eddy kinetic energy,

=I (fI[TJ - A If[) lap)

The total available potential energy per unit P9

area per unit pressure difference is [Lor[en, 1955; is the rate of conversion from zonal available
Saluzman, 19571 potential energy to zonal kinetic energy, and

P = {T*'] C = -AT
2g pg

Pz + PC C, is identically zero, since

where 1111 = f [V-vl} dp

Pj f[VPvJ dI 0."
2g In practice, we can measure these quantities

over only a limited region of the globe (in ouris the zo'nal available potential energy cstebl ewe 0Nad8 0 ) fcawe, the belt between 20°N and 80°N). If,
and however, the region is large enough to capture

Up- 2most of the significant scales of variations of
I' = 2g IT'11 w and T (as we believe is the case here) we can

have confidence that the values obtained for

is the total eddy available potential energy. The C, and Cz are fairly representative of what
contribution to the total eddy available potential would be obtained if the entire pressure surface
energy from temperature variations of wave were sampled. On the other hand, I[w] I and
number n is hence C. need not vanish for such a limited

region because of systematic variations of w

(P(n)-- CAP IIB(' ) 1} with latitude. Such a non-zero value of Cc,
9 however valid for the particular region, cannot,

which satisfies a priori, be correct for the entire pressure surface.
For these reasons we take as our estimate of

P, -C the measured value (Cs + Cz), which we
denote by CE sT. We shall take up the question
of representativeness again.

We call (P(n) the 'spectral function' for eddy The quantity Cz can be expanded in terms of
available potential energy. a spectral function measuring the rate of

The total rate of conversion from available conversion from eddy available potential energy
potential energy to kinetic energy per unit area of a given wave number to eddy kinetic energy
and per unit pressure difference is [Lorenz, 19551 of disturbances of the same wave number

[Salzmnan, 19571. This spectral function is

P9 8(n) -R j1'()B(-r) + ?(- n)B(n)!

The average is to be taken over a closed pressure Pg

Burface (i.e., 4,i = -- w/2, 0, = r/2) and can be which satisfies
expressed as a sum of subaverages in the manner,

C-- C3+ Cz + Co2-
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TABLE 1. Mean values and standard deviations of the zonally aveaged individual paire cimse
G- (0), in 10-' g em-1 oe-', and of the xosly averaged temperature IT2 - B(O).

in deg Abe, both an a fumotion of ititude, for February 1959 (Fl. 1)

80 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20

[oil -344 +43 -325 -781 -403 -3W0 +425 +782 + -65+643 W +204 -300 -406
S(•) 1167 957 795 1032 809 1276 845 t18 785 718 460 397 348

iTj 244.01 245.59 247.13 2M8.2 250.2= 252.19 254.62 257.71 251.61 2M,.74 259.n. 273.37 276.88
S(•) 1.68 1.02 1.04 106 1.03 1.06 1.06 0.73 0.58 0.15 0.23 0.42 0.5

The functions P, C, and their components which corresponds roughly to the normal value
were evaluated for the month of February 1959. of l I T[ o1p at the midtroposphere.
The data comprised the 850- to &00-mb thickness The w field and Whe available potentkal energy.
in centimeters, denoted here by h, and the 600-mb (a) The w field: The mean values and
individaal pressure change w in g cm-I sec-, standard deviations of [w] are given in Table 1
computed from the two-parameter, quaai- and Figure 1 s a function of latitude (a sine
geostrophic, adiabatic, frictionless model of the scale is used in all graphs having latitude as
Joint Numerical Weather Prediction Unit. We are the abscissa). This is a representation of the
indebted to the JNWP Unit for these data and monthly mean zonally averaged meridional
to Mr. B. Lewis and Mr. V. Murino of the circulation. Two large cells in low through middle
Extended Forecast Section of the U. S. Weather latitudes and the suggestion of a third cell in
Bureau for the computer program that inter- high latitudes are visible. The maximum vertical
polates these quantities from the JNWP grid to velocity of these cells, computed from the
intersections at every 5V of longitude and 10' of approximate formula to - (p)-i ca = - 1.3w,
latitude from 20°N to 80°N. The computations is about 0.1 cm wec-'. This pattern resembles
began with a Fourier analysis of h and to in 15 the picture of the mean meridional circulation
wave numbers around latitude circles, first suggested by FrreJ [18561 and later modihfied

The fields of both w and the mean temperature by Ro•sb [1941]. Since heat sources and friction
equivalent to h were taken to apply in the are not included in the computation of W, the
vicinity of 600 nob. The hydrostatic approxima- meridional cells obtained can only be the result
tion to the equivalent temperature is of imbalances caused by meridional eddy trans.

T 0.64 X 10-3h ports of heat and momentum. Howevw,, iI the
direct forcing effects of the sonally averaged

We have set 7 equal to 10-2 deg Aba-, heat sources and friction were included, the

100"

765

"so -tao

*25-

-

_0-

5 ~250 am

520

86;h ;0 65 0 55 ;0 4,5 40 315 3 0 2 .5 2 10

LATITUDE

Fig. 1. Mean values of [w] (solid curve) and of IT] (dashed curve) for February 195N. See Table 1.
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TABLE 2. Mean vwusi &ad standard deviations of the Amplitude septram of the individual
pamra cbange 2 1 U•s) L in "-' g CM'- .ee-, and of the tomperature 2 1 B(n) 1, in dog,

awound the three latitude circle, 30, 50, and 70-N, for February 1959 (Fig. 2 and 4)

Wave Number, n

S1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1i 12 13 14 15

70 1861 1761 2189 1140 20=4 1702 1322 1208 89 732 528 372 371 248 167
2 i"n) U 1526 19W8 1689 2038 1502 2660 W 5 2692 2674 2198 1951 1606 1549 1413

30 1163 1653 2098 1837 2613 2721 2588 2334 260 2490 2113 2248 169 I1840 1998
70 M 1069 976 1190 8"6 962 847 791 648 2 308 235 202 147 97
W(*) 50 88W 919 982 1264 1041 1112 1381 18M 1315 188 1109 958 783 983 752
30 662 924 968 848 1286 1112 1403 921 1218 1388 966 1201 984 1067 888
70 4.Oa 6.21 1.78 1.45 1.22 0.78 0.49 0.39 0.33 0.22 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.05

21B(n)I 50 3.60 8.10 4.62 2.37 2.16 1.77 1.18 1.25 0.88 0.63 0.59 0.49 0.42 0.34 0.34
30 2.88 2.25 1.71 1.53 1.04 1.59 1.07 0.95 0.69 0.67 0.48 0.43 0.29 0.37 0.26
70 2.02 2.34 1.07 0.61 0.70 0.36 0.25 0.22 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03

S(:k) 50 1.90 1.21 1.63 1.25 0.84 1.07 0.53 0.73 0.32 0.36 0.30 0.26 0.16 0.21 0.17
30 0.92 1.08 0.73 0.53 0.53 0.65 0.41 0.39 0.33 0.39 0.23 0.22 0.15 0.20 0.13

results probably would not be changed very spectrum of w around three latitude circles
much [Philhipe, 1954, 1956; Kuo, 19561. 30, 50, and 70°N, and their standard deviations

The area under the curve in Figure I is pro- were computed and are listed in Table 2. A

portional to If-]}, which we said should be zero graphical representation is shown in Figure 2.
for a closed pressure surface. Our value of f[-1"I Please observe that this and all subsequent
is slightly positive (+.0098 g cmn- seo-) indi- spectra are line spectra. It is notable that in
cating a net mean sinking motion for the region middle and low latitudes the contribution of
of roughly 0.01 cm sec-k. It would appear from the high wave numbers to the total zonal vari-
Figure 1, however, that the systematic negative ability of co is quite large. The mean zonal
values which are likely to be found in tropical variance 1w 12 around all the latitude circles
regions below 20*N would bring { closer to studied is given in Table 3 and Figure 3.
ero. (b) The available potential energy: The mean
To obtain some idea of the eddy variations values and standard deviations of the zonally

of the w field the monthly mean amplitude averaged temperature around latitude circles
are listed in Table 1. The graph of these data is
shown in Figure 1. The monthly mean amplitude
spectrum of T around three latitude circles,

S.4 30, 50, and 70*N, and their standard deviations
are listed in Table 2, and a graphical representa-

i Z1 2 • 5 6 7 a 1 'O4• • vt t

'*AVL NUPAE(5

Fig. 2. Mean amplitude spectrum of the indi-

vidual pressure change, 210(n)j, at the three lati- Fig. 3. Mean variance of the individual prea-
tudes, 30, 50, and 70'N, for February 1959. See sure change around latitude circlesl 1w"], for Feb-
Table 2. ruary 199M See Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Mean values and standard deviations of [wJ in 10- lgs units, [T)j in dege, and (•.T'
in 10- g ea-' seem- deg, as a function of latitude, for February 1959 (Figs 3, 5, and 8)

0 80 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20

fw,'ni 128 140 178 252 264 392 450 615 &3 563 449 344 237
L (=) 144 78 U3 158 226 188 199 275 258 170 157 115 87

IT1l 16,8 27.0 37.5 47.0 52.4 55.6 61.3 40.3 26.9 18.9 15.0 9.7 4.1
S(::) 10.2 13.5 14.1 16.9 13.3 9.1 8,3 8.6 6.2 4.6 4.1 3,6 1.6
Ij'T'] -599 -530 -572 -700 -746 -- iiOG -854 -nl56 -1105 -6M -337 -45 -41
S(:k) 995 482 706 457 W40 687 648 5U8 576 418 291 210 167

available potential energy. We find that the
Smean total available potential energy is about

5 timeb as great as the total kinetic energy
70- measured for the sme region of the northern

-3o- hemisphere [of. Lore=r, 1955]. The largest con-
tribution to Pit comes from variations of the

"-" temperature in middle to high latitudes (Fig. 5).
"-~ -..-* •The ergy •conmerons. The mean values of

o ... .... -" -" ---- the conversion integrals 1z, Cs, C(n), and Czar
AVE NUMBER and their standard deviations are listed in

Fig. 4. Mean amplitude speetr=m of the ter- Table 5. Figure 7 is a graph of the spectral

perature, 2W'1, at the three latitudes, 30, 50, function C(n), showing the modes of release of
and 700N, for February 1959. See Table 2. eddy available potential energy. We have

tion is shown in Figure 4. The maximum zonal eo

variability occurs at the longer wavelengths and
at higher latitudes. The latitude dependence of
the zonal variability is more clearly evident in
Table 3 and in Figure 5. which gives the
meridional profile of [T"2]. I

The monthly mean values of P, Ps, Ps, and
6P(n) and their standard deviations are given o I
in Table 4. Figure 6 is a graph of the mean
spectral function 6P(n). The largest store of
available potential energy resides in the zonal -K-.
component Ps; the longer wavelengths (especially L,7TUD

wave number 2, which is the scale of the major Fig. 5. Mean variance of temperature around lati-
continents and oceans) contain most of the eddy tude circles [[T1, for February 195I .See Table 3.

TABLE 4. Mean values and standard deviations of the total, zonal, and eddy available potential
energy and of the spectral function for eddy available potential energy, in units of

10 ergs cmn- mb-1, for February 1959 (Fig. 6)

P P, P, - it& (P(ti)
6903 5280 1623

* (r) 402 333 151

a 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
ý(n) 331 622 269 113 82 87 35 36 17 12 7 6 4 3 2

(:) 104 208 99 74 46 57 15 21 10 8 4 3 2 1 1
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TABLE 5. Mean values and smadard doviatlon, of the rate of couverrion from available potential
erergy to kineti.c *ear , in units of 10-9 erp w-ec ow-2 mb!-', for February 1q59 (Fig. 7)

CZC, C . n) CV8T

-198 +2878 +2682
- (A) 567 715 ..

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
•'(n) +210 +355 +181 +297 +317 +50W +2ii +300 +184 +140 +42 +36 +16 +20 +10

u (+) 189 240 254 280 280 426 280 294 172 164 78 68 39 50 27

defined these quantities so that a positive value j
eigiifles a conversion from potentid to kine ic
energy.

In accordance with the remarks made above, J1
we take (Cz + Cg), given in the last column of /
Table 5, as the estimate of the net rate of con-.
version. This value is 2.682 erga see-, cm-2 mb-',
which agrees in order of magnitude with estimates
of the rate of frictional dissipation made, for '_
example, by Brunt E19411. (The net conversion 0 Q 1 A 15

rate, in the long-time average, must be equal WAvE NUOBER

to the net rate of dissipation; see, for example, Fig- 7. Mean spectral function for rate of con-
White and Saltrman 11956].) Almost all of this version from eddy available potential energy to

net conversion is due to the release of eddy eddy kinetic energy for February 1959. See Table 5.

available potential energy (+2.878 ergs sec-
cm-2 mb-9), the conversion of zonal available The value of Cz that results from this mean
potential energy being an order of magnitude field is +0.294 ergs see- cm- 2 mb-V, which is
smaller and of opposite sign. (-0.196 ergs still 1 order of magnitude less than C,. This
see• cm- mb-1). We recog'ize that these suggests that, over the whole hemisphere, it is
measurements do not properly weight the primarily the large-scale eddy motions, rather
processes in low latitudes. To estimate the effect than the zonally averaged motions, which grow
of this omission. we have assigned to [!] a constant directly at the expense of the available potential
value (12.9 X 10-s g cm- seew-) from 200N to energy [cf. Starr, 1954].
the equator, which makes 1'(]} = 0, and have These results are substantially the same as
extended the mean temperature profile linearly those obtained I- White and Saltzmnan 119561
to the equator with the slope observed at 200 N. using data from . nore restricted region (the

sector of the North American continent between
-] •latitudes 35'N and 60'N and between longitudes
I'! 70*W and 120*W). Their values for ,z and C,

"were larger but of the same sign as obtained here,
/ (--2000 X 10-9 and +6800 X 10-1 erga sew-

CM-2e mb-1, respectively). The larger value of
o\(Xs is probably due to two factors: (1) compared

2 with other sectors of the hemisphere, the North
American sector is particularly active in the

01 -baroclinic development of eddies and (2) the

7 1 6, 2 7 •,• , •,,, data coverage for this particular sector is much
WAVE NUA•LR better than for the hemisphere as a. whole,

Fig- 6- Mean spectral function for eddy available permitting the use of 5" grid spacing in longitude
potential energy for February 1959. See Table 4. and giving a more accumee.tr r'resentation of the
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smaller-scale cyclogenetic processes which prob-
ably coutribute to the over-all conversion rate. ./ !
The larger negative value of Ox is a consequence \
of the fact that the region is located entirely "
within middle latitude8 where the Ferrel cell -
predominates, and hence includes little of the g o!- -

positive cuergy-releasing effects of the Hadley " I
cell.-- U - - . . '

Although our coverage is much more extensive L ..

than was tihe case in the 3tudy by Wrhite and Fig. 8. Mean covariaace between the individ-
Saltzman, it is still deficient in the sense that ual preaure chauge and the temperature around

latitude circles, -[WT"], for February 1959. See
the region is not 'closed,' as is evident from the Table 3.
non-zero value of f, [Zw17. The im plo extrapolation
described above indicates that if latitudes down eddies of all scales grows at the expense of
to the equator were sampled Cz would become available potential energy. Eddies of wave
positive, owing to the fuller inclusion of the number 6 are most active, in general agreement
direct Hadley cell, but would remain small. The with the linear theory of baroclinic instability
decrease of the eddy correlation between w and which predicts a maximum growth rate for
T toward lower latitudes (Fig. 8) shows that waves of roughly intermediate scale. The maxi-
0, is slightly over-estimated on this account. murm conversion occurs from scales which store
Hlowever, the value of (e, may, on another comparatively little available potential energy
account, be somewhat underestimated as a (Fig. 6). In the long run the total store of avail-
result of the failure to include as detailed a able potential energy must be maintained through
representation of smaller-scale phenomena as generation by diabatic processes. It is of interest
was done in the study by White and SalatZran to know the modes of this generation and the
[1956]. It is also possible that positive contri- manner in which the available energy is ex-
butions could be made by scales of variations changed among the modes. The expressions
which are even smaller than those considered for these proceses have been discussed by
in either study (cumulus convection, for ex- Sazmn [19571.
ample). The marked decrease in (1(n) beyond wave

We emphasize that our measurements apply number 10 may be due in part to lack of detail
only to a single level in the mid-troposphere. in the analysis of hemispheric charts. Concerning
If these measurements are to be. a fair estimate the long-wave end of the spectrum, Mr. A.
ef th, rate of "- nver .; . th'b entire atmo'- Wbi,-pi a-en hla.. iourmed u that, when the
vhure, we must assume that the events occurring diabatic component of the w field is considered,
at all other level., weighted by mass and inte- a large reduction or even a reversal in the sign
grated, would give very much the same result of 0(n) probably occurs. If this is the ease, these
that we obtain by taking the 600-mb level to long waves must, on the average, obtain energy
represent the entire atmosphere. We think we from the scales of motion which do have potential
can assume that this is so. However, the dif- energy sources (for example, wave numbers
ferences at other levels are of interest. In the 5 to 10) in order to overcome their losses through
stratosphere there is some indication of a reversal friction and by tranifer to the zonal current
in the correlation between w and T which gives [Saltzman and Fleisher, 19601. A discussion of the
rise to a small negative value of 0j; [White and nonlinear processes whereby such an energy
Nolan, 19601. At lower levels, on the other hand, transfer can occur was given by Saltm=an 119591.
the observed convergence into warm lows and It is of interest to note the comparatively
divergence from cold highs may be reflected in small standard deviation of the daily values of
a higher correlation between w and T than is C, from the monthly mean (Table 5). This is a
found in the mid-troposphere. reflection of the fact that the release of potential

The spectral resolution of 0Yz is shown in energy by the eddy circulations is a rather
Figure 7. For this month the kinetic energy of steady process, contrary to the often expressed
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belief tl.st this release is a more-or-les sporadic RZl-TzJ"Ex

event after which the atmosphere 'coasta' Brunt, D., Physiad and Dy.namical Metecyoiogy,
barotropically for a comparatively long period. Cambridge Univ. Prea, London, 1941.

As it appears from these computations, some Ferrel, W, Fssay on the winds and ocean currentjs

part of the atmosphere is continuously involved Nashville 1. Med. and Surg, 11, 287401, 375-
389, 188.

in overturnings which release energy at a fairly Kuo, H.-L, Forced and free meridional circuka-
stay rate. tions in the atmosphere, j. MeI0orol., 13, M6l-

The computations reported here for the single 5m, 1956.

month of February 1959 probably reveal most Lorenz, E. N., Available potential energy and the

of the essential features of the l e Lmaintenance of the general circulation, Tellug,7, 157-187, 1955.
winter hemispheric fields of w and T and of the Phillips, N., Energy trsformations and meridi-
conversion process. However, in order to establish anal circulations amoeiated with simple haro-
greater signilicance for these statistics and to clinic waves in a two-level, quasi-geostrophic

determine the seasonal variationp, we plan to modei, Tellus, 6, 273-286, 1954.
consider a longer record of data. It seems that Phillips, N, The general circulation of the atmos-

phere: a numerical experiment, Quart. J. Ray.
most of the limitations of this study (the Mteorol. Soc., 82, 123-164, 19,.
adiabatic method of computing w, the incomplete Romeby, C.-G., The scientific basis of modern mete-

sampling in the horizontal and the vertical, the orology, Climate and Man: Yearbook of Agri,-

exclusion of smaller-scale variations) will not culture, U. S. Govt. Printing Off, Washington,

be substantially removed in the very near future. D. C., 38-55, 1941.
Saltzman, B., Equations governing the energetics

of the larger scales of atmospheric turbulence in
the domain of wave numbar, J. MeteoroL, 14,
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Research Directorate, Air Force Cambridge Re- mosphere, Teilus, 8, 357-363, 1956.
search Cinter, under Contract No. AF 19(604)-
4958. (Manuscript received December 28, 199.)
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Questioxis Concerning the Energy of Stratospheric Motions'

Bv

V. P. Starr

Summnary. In this article the theoretical conclusion is reachedi that the
vertical transport of kinetic energy in the atmosphere front one horizontal
layer to another is effected solely by an area integral over the int~ernal bound-
ary, of the kinetic energy per unit -volumre multiplied by the vertical velocity.
SpeCu1lations are made as to whether the kinetic energy in stratospheric levels
is maintained against, friction through such a vertical transport from other
levels, or whether the needed supply is derived fromn convective sources in 8itu.

Zusaanmentassutig. Auf (3rund theoreti'scher Cberlegungen wird der:Schflufi
gezogen. dail der Vei-tikalt~ransport kinetiseher Energie in der Atrnoxsphare
von ciner horizontalen sehicht zit ir. - andere?, einzig durch cin Fl~chen-
iiu~egrai tiber die Gren-sftcihe bestimnic wird. dessen-.Integrand das Produkt
atis kinetiacher Energie pro V'olutriinbeit ized der Vertikalgeschw indigkeit
ist. Eb werden lberleglungen angestelit. ob die kinetisehoe Energie in
Stratosphiirenschichten gegenubei: der Reibung durch Oinen solehen X'ertikal-
transport atifrechterhalten werdeni k-ann odler oh der ben~ttigte Nachschubl
von konvek-tiven Quellen in (ler Schicht selbst fstarrit..

Rksumf. So fondant stir d&6 consid~rations tbhdoriqiies. l'aiateur arrive Ai
Ia conclusion que le transport vertical &6norgie eindtiqUe dans l'atmospbere,
(l'une costche horizontale h tine autre, est uniquement d~ferrninde par tine
int6grale de surface dtendue hi ]a surface limite et dont l'intdgrande est i6gale
au prodluit dle 1'6nergie ein.~tique par unitd de volumne par Ia vitess verticale.
11 discute Is question de savoir si 1'6nergie cindtique d'une cetache strato-
sphoriqne. en i-aiison du frottement, est maintentie par un tel transport ver-
tical on si l'tinergie d'entrctien provient de sotirces convectives de I& couiche
elle-Me-me.

IThe research reported in this paper has been made possible through
the support of the Geophysics Research Directorate of the U. S. Air Forco
uinder contract AF 19(604)-5223.

Arch. Met. (Geoph. Bloki. A. B3d. 12. It. I
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"V. 1'. STA IL :

1. Introduetion

Meteorologists, when writirig abo,,at the phenoniena of the ýstratosphere
are often wont to speculate concerning such things a-s the energy :ources
for the motions in the higher regions of the atmoslphere. These ponde ings
are usually, and perhaps under-4 adably, rat her vague and diIluLse---what
with the lack of proper observational information and of a suitahle
theoretical fraamework within Ahich observations might give expression
.c significant over-all physic,'t! faetf But more and no-e sounding-

reachirg high altitudes are now being made on a routine basis, and it
seems to me that the formulation of precise questions, grounded in the
most reliable principles of physics, is the primary business of the research
worker in this field who wishes eventually to se-!ure some degree of
rational understanding. The principles of physics might be such statements
as those of the conservation of mass, of renmentum and of energy, etc.
'rhe problem requiring resourcefulness is to formulate them in such a
fashion as to make possible the observattional study of the manner of
their fulfilment, and to arrive thereby at sovie nontrivial physical con-
clusions pertaining to the real atmosphere, The eventual accumulation
of such deductions should then lead, ideally at least, to the synthesis of
quantitative models of various types (see, e. g., STARR [2]). What follows
is an attempt to take one simple step along such a road.

2. Physical and Mathematical Cionsiderations

We shall begin by considering the entire atmosphere as being divided
into two horizontal layers by a closed constant level surface located at
some appropriate fixed geodynamie height above sca level. Assuming
that this constant elevation is plausibly chosen, we may for the purpose
of our discussion name the entire upper region the "stratosphere," and
the lower one the "troposphere." We realize, of course, that certain
libertie are thus takon with standard terminology, aithough it may later
prove that something less drastic is also amenable to precise treatment.

A number of years ago the writer had occasion to discuss the mechanical
energy equation for the horizontal components of motion in the atmos

phere (S'raRR [t]). Let us write this equation for the stratosphere in
the form

-•ijP .. f V. - --- ds + Pdiv '.dv -- D (t)

Here u, v are the eastward and northward comnpnentz of particle velocity,
p is density, p pressure, t time, d-. a volume element, ds an element of
surft!ýi, of the volume taken, V. the inward normal component of particle

velocity across the boundary surface, Vh is the horizontal wind vector
and D is the total rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy in the
volume. The genesis of eq. (1) from the equations of motion for the
horizontal directions and the general continuity equation is rather obvious
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and xvill not be repetated here. It tontains4 the statement 1'(r our problemn
that the aniosunt of kinetic enerov of horizontal nionfls in the stratosphere
11a.1N chlange dleft hand side) aq a rvesult of adxvedtion of such enlergy across,-
the boundaries of the stratospherew (first termi oni right), Or a~s a result
of' ources of kinetiv. energy in the volumec of the -stratos;phere (second
terni), or as a result of -work dt tne ago~inst lri-titon (thiod terin).

In the long termo average the total kinetic energy in the stratosphere
neither increases nor decreases. except for pos~sible minute effects which
reflect a changing climatlic r~ginc. On the ether hand the diasipation
must continuou.ly be degrading the energy of stratospheric motions.
Hence if' A denotes the adveetion of' kinetic energy into the stratosphere
Mid S denotes the source termn we mav'it-write that for the long term mean

D - A-il S(2)

that i.4. tIe d-issipation nmust he niade yowd cithier by an, ad-rection e/jerf
or by a ge'neration of kinetic eaer~qy in situ. Our entire conception of thle
operation of the stratospheric circulation depends crucially upon the
vluld:tation of how, this equatiin or sonie equivalrut of it, is =t'Alldl in
actuality.

I~et. us examine first, the advective effect A for the stratosphere.
The upper surface miay be eliminated because only negligible amounts
of kinetic energy are exchanged with outer space. (mieteors and the like).
This leaves only' the horizontal internal boundary to be reckoned with.
It follows; therefore that A maky be written as follows,

fu--V 2

A f 22 Pwda (3)

where dca is anl element of area of the internal boundary and w is the
upward component of particle velocity. in'the average we may, with a
high degree of precision, write that

f pwd --r0 (4)

from continuity considerations. Comparison o~f (4) with (3) now leads
us to the purely mathematical conclusion that if A i-s to be non- zero,
then there miust exist a correlation between (IZ2 , -. 2) '19 on the one hand
anid pa, onl the other. Thus if A were to be positive, p w would have to
be. positive by and large over those regions where (_u2 + V2)/12 is relatively
large.

It is to be specifically stressed h.. this point that, due to the physical
circumstances at. any constant level in the atmosphere, the exchange
of kinetic energy in the vertical takes place through the simple action
specified by eq. (3), without any other significant transport mechanism.

The second term on the right side of eq. (1) which was designated
as 8 in eq. (2) has been discussed previously by thle writer in the reference
given and also in other connections. It is a volume integral which may
be written with sufficient accuracy for our problem in the form
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S f Pjj div VA it a] dZ()

in which do is again ant element of horizontal area and dz is an element,
of vertical distance. Since we knowi that

f di v V 4do a(6)

we niay retason alAout the eqs. (5) and (6) in the satne mainner asq ie did
in- regard to (3) and (4). We -f that. in order for 8S to have a non-zero
value the pressure and the divergence should, at least at some level bMe
correlated in a spacewise sense.

Irn our problem the value of the expression (5) for 8 is difficult to
estimate fromn general information or from data, uiile&s perhaps its form
is first. changed in order to eliminate. the necessity of measuring the hori-
zontal divergence. Let us try to do this. We mayuý first write that

f pdiv Vhd a f V k - Ap d,7 (7)

since the terms formally representing the difference bet weena these ex-
pressions integrate to zero for our region- We now define

dp O p -J(s
+±Vh -Vt P -4- P

,.%hereupon it is seen that

S wd-, d f p d~-, -f W V d. (9)

The second integral on the right vanishes since the long term average
of the pressure is nearly constant. So also does the third integral which,

(nhydr-itatic principles, is nothing more than the rate of change of the
t-tal pote2.Lial energy of the air in the region (or essentially its total
vertical momentumn multiplied by the acceleration of gravity).

Only the first term now remains. By use of the thermodyvnamic co-
ordinate p inL the place of the geometrical vertical coordinate ?r, hydro-
statically, we have

cod pff.,: a p 0

Ini (10) a is the specific volumne, po is the pressure at the internal boundary
and do here again stands for an element of horizontal area but now
following a given pressure surface. The last term is the same quantity
as has heen used, for example, by WHITE and SALTZMAN 1-5] to measure
the generation of kinetic energy in the troposphere.

For a given closed isobaric surface in the stratosphere it may be,
!shown that

" ( cudo - .
(1

This follows directly through an integration of the continuity equation
in the form
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where the divcrgence Lof the wind is measured along an isobarie surface.
Fromn considerations which have recurred previounly in this diseumion,
a eovnpanom of the inner integral of the last term in (10) with eq. (11)
shoush that a given closcd iwobaric surface in the stratosphere can make,
a non-zero contribution to S.ý if and owiy if there exists a spacewise eur.
relation of t and a over the area of the iw)baric surface. The fact that
& few isabaric surfaces are not closed. but interset the baze of the stratOs-
phere probably does not interfere much with this moder of thinking
about the significance of the w a integral.

We observe that a correlation of .3 with w as here discussed is a con-
venicent means for the specification of a basic convective process. Thus
if the negative values of w• are predominantly associated with large values
of a, there exiats a positive generation of kinetic energy. This presumably
would signify a preponderance of rising motions of warmer air and a Cor-
responding sinking of equal masses of colder air. It appears that for
this Fbrm of S there is present some chance of a successful observational
assesnoent of the energy produoing action in the stratosphere.

3. Discussion of Conditions in the Real Atmosphere

I must eonfess that at least at present, adequate stratospheric mea-
surements of either A or of S are not at my disposal. Some small begin-
nings in this direction are, however, being made. WuIn and NoLS.N [41
have been interested in measuring 8, while certain other workers have,
at my suggestion, become interested in appraising the observational pos-
sibilities of measuring A.

In a gt-i-ral wsise the classics! view has been that at least the lower
stratosphere is a passive region wherein an,, tendency toward direct con-
vective action is suppressed by the large hydrostatic stability present.
If this is a dominant characteristic, then S should be zero or negative
making the portion of the atmosphere above, let us say, 16 km a region
of forced motion an the average. Such a view is strengthened by the cir-
cumstance that there exists a countergradient northward flow of heat at
these levels (see, e. g., WHITrE (43),

If the notion of an inert, passive stratophere corn .ponds to real
fact, then we are at once brought to the concept that the continuance
of motions in that region is to be explained by a vertical transport from
other convectively more active layers above or below, through the action
of a process represented by an integral like A. In that case although
it cannot be gainsaid that still higher layers might contain sources of
kinetic energy which could be transported downward, still the first con-
sideration might be given to the hypothesis that the needed supply
originates in the troposphere and is fed upward acros levels such as
16 km or thereabouts.
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4. Some General Comments

Due to the pivotal nature of the nmatter- dealt with in the preceding
discussions, several additional sidelights are not without justification.
The following ones present the CIVe4t ts, the writer.

(a) Although our data still leave miuch to be desired, the time is
coming shortly, if indeed it is not alreadvy here. when the evaluation of
processes such a& those dealt with in this paper htould be givenL a high
priority in meteorological re.earch endeavors. Even though finally con-
elusive results may riot appear immerndiately from such efforts, the partial
insights gained would still be of no small importance, and should en-
courage thinking of an adequate scope and suitable perspective. We have
seen somewhat comparable sequences of events during the past decade
or two concerning other matters pertaining to the mechanics of the
general circulation.

(b) In the manipulations the frictional term D is simply the work
done by the fluid against frictional stresses arising from the viscosity of
the fluid. No particular mathematical form for this action is assumed
here, nor is any assumption made concerning the disposal of the energy
involved-it may either remain in the fluid in the form of heat, po)tential
energy etc., or it may he communicated to contiguous fluid masses by
the frictional action itself. An example of the latter eflect is the frictional
transmission of kinetic energy from the lower atmosphere to the oceans
which therefore gain energy thereby. This can of course happen only
because the sea surface moves in response to the surface stresses which
can therefore perform work upon the water.

It is an open question whether a similar action might not take place
at the top of the troposphere. so that the stratosphere is dragged around
by friction in the same manner as the oceans. Much here depends on
what we might conceive as comprizing friction. If we limit the term to
mean only molecular viscosity, then the drag due to it is no doubt much
too small to cause concern and all other actions would be included in A.
More usually meteorologists include as friction all rather small scale eddy
effects such as those found in the so-called friction layer near the ground.
With such a convention the frictional drag across levels such as 16 km
would probably still be quite small, on the average. Any action from
eddies of appreciable size would again be included in A.

The interpretation of the entire quantity A as a sort of gross friction
is not very helpful, if for no other reason simply because we do not know
even the sign of the viscosity coefficient which would be involved. Besides,
we desire to know the details of the vertical velocity distribution and of
its correlation with the kinetic energy.

(c) The primary convective actions in the troposphere take place at
appreciable elevations above the earth's surface. In any event they do
not take place in their entirety within the confines of the friction layer.
Yet it is true that a disproportionately large fraction of the total dis-
aipation of kinetic (nergy does take place in this bottom layer. It there-
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f~rn* lla t hat anl inteirral of t he form .1 acting, avrooi iti'leratf - a
iolo wVitlin and above- the friction layer mlust rf~cple'f-lt anl ext rimul v

imiportant link in I he total wvorlkIngq cif the, ;,iernd rin unattiol Mhe ad-
6,4sabilit ,, of thle detailed study of' this anticipated ph onnerion is main-
ft s. t -Plans are being made c-urrently to investigate it froni data.

(d) It ilay' be nlotedl that the material treated is primal ily of a mechani-
cainat ccNo- equtiot n offstalke hasi been used, and hence I hv (-lmclusisn

are riot dependent upon any such particular equation for the atmosphere
w -beassumejd.

w, Eq. (I) requires., no asupinin regard t4; the Jnnctweo or ah-
s-ence of hvdrostatic balance, although the further manipulationis of' S do
idepend upon, this condit ion beinlg present. Likewise the validity of eq. (1)
is in no waxv contititnit upon the miallness oif the vertical velocities in
the atmiosphere, although this latter is generally the case.

(f) As was stated inl the discussion (if' 19148 by the writer, transports
ofl kinetic energy horizontally ac-ross, let us say, vertical boundaries
within the atmosphere may be effected through the work done by pres-

-ue forces invru.fnra vlcty components. Such a termn arisies

in addition to the advective term in suha ease.
Such a pressure- work term is absent in our equations for the trains-

port of kinetic. energy across horizontal surfaces. A pertinent consideration
in this connection is that in our present ease the pressure-work term would
he capable of' transferring kinetic energy of vertical motion only Eveni
for this certain departure~s fromi hydrostatic balance would enter. This,
explains its absence from our discussions in this paper which deals with
i lie kinetic energy of* horizontal motions only.

(g) It must be realized. however, that wheni the foregoing analysis1
isi performed in pressure coordinates instead of geometric onies, the
simplicity and directness of the results are to somne degree lost. Thus
ail additional boundary term involving the product. ca and the geo-
potential appears. In view of' this fact one may question the adequacy
of the approximation made when a constant pressure surface is arbi-
trarily substituted4 for the constant level bottomn boundary.
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The Meridional Eddy Transport of Kinetic Energy at 5oo Mb

By BARRY SALTZMAN. ROBERT M.. GOTTUSO ad AARON FLElSH.ER2,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Manuscript recciv'-d March 6, wi6t)

The meridional transport of kinetic energy x, ' x - Mx., T, can be resolved into compo-
across latitude j& per unit time and per unit nents as follows:
pressure difference is given by Tk = Tl . + TkI + 71 (2)

- Cos- 0 [ U2 + V\ ra coo ! l t + [V'I
Tk,(#, . 9V y J=. -.0 +IV]

g ~g-
where u is the zonal wind speed, v is the mend- z._a cos
ional wind speed, a is the radius of the earth, "/ r = - [u] [u,,V1
g is the acceleration of gravity and the brackets g
denote an average with respect to longitude, z-ra cos /U' 2 + v' 2

(cf., STARR 1948, and KAo i954). If we let g L Z

'Ag

t5 0 25 s0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 5 30
LATITUOE

Fig. I. Average rate of poleward eddy transport of kinetic energy at 500 sub. The so-
lid line denotes (7k, + Tt, ) and th. dashed line "T'. the difference being Tk1. W.

S, and A denote the winter, summer, and annual averages,respectively.

Now at Wright Air Development Division. Wright 2 Department of City and Regional Planning.
Patterson Air korce Base.
Tellus XIII (1961). 2
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Table i. Average rate of northward eddy transport of kinetic energy at 50o mb. A bar denotes the average
and S (x) - Ž.(- - •) ' M the error of the average. M is the number of independent data, which we
have taken to be half the number of days, N. Units are io's ergs see 'nib- 1. Graphical representation

is given In Figure I.

1751 22.1 27.51 .32.5 37.5 42-5 47-5 515~ .57-5 62-5j 67-51 72-51 77-5

(T, ( 7 16ol 3331 605 66& 684 635 14 63 3141 481 401 -10 -7

3 78 103 043 9268 608 1~ 33 -7
Ssurnmnef 84) 22 SQ 01 9 218 3041 3341 307 32112471 163 49 - 37

annual ....... 3 v5~324 0 168'7 163 1 Z 11168f 52 321

Winter ........ 59 10 147 390 287 300 307 286 3 200 616 86 52

summer ..... 30 321 40 7; 961 115 22 • 54 130 100 71 58 38

annual. - - 7 39 841 60 294 358 305 243 54 -16 -27
T7 2  witer.........7 -58 -34 51 142 299 493 503 374 ¶33 41 - 18 - IS

2ummer .... 36 9 27 26 23 96 6 238. 53 67 -13 -35

annual ...... 27 31 42 81 103 iz6 130 140 129 93 55 4° 28

S Tk) winter ...... 44 54 .= , 5 96 03 24 5 0 1~ 6 9 6 4
summer ..... 30 31 25 42 62 88 A9 119 113 S8 61 42 33

Since [v] carmot be estimated reliably with averages for the entire ITear, the winter half-

existing wind data it is not feasible to measure year (November to April) and the summer half-
Tk.. f7i• and T. can be measured with some year (May to October). The average meridio-
confidence using gcostro hic winds. The results nal convergence of kinetic energy, Ck = dTkl/s,
of such mecasuremen;tsbased onl hemispheric is given in Table z and Figure z.
5oo mb data for each day of 195 1, are summa- Since Ti is a cubic function of the wind we
rized in Table i and Figure j in the form of should expect that measurements at 0oo mb,

iiN
0 -4

A71
I_.. J I I ! _. I . I. •

•S 20 2530 A 5 40 45 50 55 60 65 75 7 0

LATITUDE

Fig. 2. Average convergencey of kinetic energy at 0oo rob. The solid line denotes
(•/, + (%.) and the dashed line C•, the diftcrence being C,,. W, S, and A dc-

note the winter, summer, and annual averages, respectively.
Tellus XlII (1961). 2
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Table 2. Average knerldional convergence of kinetic energy. Ce- GIT!drk. Units are so'S ergi sec

b"ib deg. lat - 1. Graphical representation is given in Figure 2.

20 2i 5 1 301 35 401 45 5o1 55 16 65 7- 75

annual.... -17 -35 -54 -13 "3 + +34 +.3 0  1 +3 -2. +oI + 4
( t"4A)wmnt I......... 7 -6 -84 -181 i t15 +72 r-45 +501 t211 +1314

Summ•r ... - 7 - 6- -255 71 -5 - - 3 +15 - 17 a2 3 p 71 +5

annual* ...... + 6 -1 - 9 -15 - 27 - 1 i t1 +32 +is L4 f 2

winter ........ . -5 - 17 - 8 -31 -39 2 1 26 +48 4 19 + 12 0

summer ....... -4 - 2 0 +1 -131 -24 - 5 4•17 +-171 - 61 +4

where the wind speeds arc somewhat less than the interactions between the eddies, as illeas-
at ic- stream levels, underestimate the average ured by "., The reverse iV truc ill higher lati-
over the entire depth of the atmosphere This tudes.
is in agreement with the results reported by The largest transpurts occur betweCn 30o N
MINTZ (1955), PISHAROTY (1955) and PALMf.N, and 500 N, leading to an average convergence
Rtiun. and VUORFLA (1958), who discuss multi- of kinetic energy ilto the polar cap north of
level gostrophic computations of (Tk, + LTd) 40 N of the order of to" ergs scc- mb-'. This
for a four month period, is the same as the order of the eddy generation

The transports of kinetic energy can be of kinetic energy within the cap measured by
viewed as manifestations of the non-linear proc- 0-90.
esses whereby energy is exchanged between f .a cosi [co,, d4 (to = dp/d,, and r,
harmonic components of the flow (cf., SALTZ- f g

MAN and FLEISHER i96o). In lower latitudes 0 - 40'
transports involving interactions between the specific volune: see WHITE and SALTZMAN
mean zonal current and the eddies, as measured 1956, SALTZMAN and FLUasn•ER 1959, and WoN-
by TA., are more effective than those involving NimlsmN 1959).
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Energy Transformation and Vertical Flux
Processes over the Northern Hemisphere'

CLAYWN E. JENSEN

Air For"e J"Udieu of TechWoog
Wrigle-rae' Air Force BRam, Ohio

AbetracL. Three integrals in the mechanical ene-gy equation have been statistically evaluated
as a function of a broad division of eddies in the atmosphere over the northern hemisphere for
January and April 1958. The integral of the product of the instantaneous pressure change and the
specific volume exhibits two significant positive (potential to kinetic energy) modes, one in the
boundary region from 1000 to 850 millibars nad the other in the middle troposphere from 700 to
500 milhibars. The integral values of the product of the instantaneous preure change and the
potential energy are about an order of magnitude larger than the values computed for the integral
mresenting the t"ansport of kinetic energy. The three integral values were introduced into the
mechanical energy equation and the residual was taken, ideally at least, to represent the dis-
pation rate for the hor:iontal kinetic energy within various regioms of the atmosphere up to 50
millibare. These dissipation rates compare favorably with the appropriate estimates by Brunt.

Intraducton. As was first suggested by the transient eddies. In addition we have eval.
Maogules [19M], the significant action in the uated certain vertical flux processes involving
transformation process which produces kinetic potential and kinetic eneny for regions of the
energy in the atmosphere appears to be the atmosphere bounded by closed pressure surfaces.
simultaneous rising of warm air and sinking of These measures of the vertical flux of energy
cold air. One might suspect that the more have been introduced into the energy balance
vigorous energy transformation processes take equation along with or as part of the values for
place in the lower and middle troposphere where the energy transformation process for the region
barocinicity is more pronounced and where in question. Any residual may be taken, ideally
kinetic energy is produced at the expense of at least, as an approximation to the magnitude
potential energy. In the upper troposphere and of the dissipative action within the same region.
lower stratosphere there is some e-idence [White The mechanical energy equation. To obtain
and Nolan, 19591 of a reversal of this proem; the mathematical expression which represents
i.e., kinetic energy is transformed into potential the balance equation for mechanical energy, we
and internal energy. Studies such as the one follow a technique introduced by Starr [1951]
just cited and others by White and Siof na with z, y, z, t coordinates and later adapted
[195%], Salinan and F•eisher [1959], and Wiin- by Phillips [19541 to the z, y, p, A coordinate
Nielsen [15] have had the limitations of a system. The horizontal vector equation of motion
small spatial sample and/or the use of values in per unit maw, with hydrostatic equilibrium
the vertical motion term for only one surface assumed and pressure used as the vertical
or for only one layer. coordinate, is

In this paper we have evaluated the magnitude
of the energy transformation processes on a dV XV+V. +F - (1)
hemispheric basis am a function of height and dt
also as a function of a rather broad division of where V is the horizontal wind vector, f in the
eddies, i.e., the au-ca standing eddies and horizontal component of the Coriolis force, k is

1Thi reaearch was performed at the Mama- the unit vertical vector, 0 - gz is the geopoten-
chusetts Institute of Technology in partial fulfill. tial of an isobaric surface, V, is the horiontal
ment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy. The author's current address i 'del' operator along a constant puware srface,
Headquarters 3rd Weather Wing, Offutt Air Force and P is the horisontal friction fore.
Ban, Nebraska. I1 we take the scalar product of (1) and V
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mid expand the total derivative, letting V'/2 = K the scalar product of the horizontal wind and
be the horizontal kinetic energy, ip = ,-4 the gradient of pressure in the x, Yp z, ot oordinate
be the potential energy, and V.P - D be the system, this interrol may be transformed into
rate of dissipatien of kinetic en.rgy, all per the z, V, p, I coordinate system an follows:
unit mase, we obtain

- + V-V, K +
f dOp

+ V. V, ÷ + D = 0 (2) jj Ru4,1 - ( d,),]- j

If the hydrostatic equation in the form

a +(3) +jj d, dy (7)

where a•- I/p is the specifc volume, and the where the integration is taken between two closed
continuity equation presree surfaces.

Thus, we define the following processes which
8w/Op + V, V - 0 (4) are represented ir (6):

where w = dp/dt are used (w is the instantaneous rr
pressure change representing vertical motionJJ [(c4.- (wD)'] d-dy
in the coordinate aystem where pressure replaces
height as the vertical axis), we may write (2), dir
the mechanical energy equation for horizontal -[ - 4p
motion, &s = transformation proem
aK- + V,(____ +r dxat + V. P ff [(wK). - (wK),2 -

+ + +a + D = 0 (5) = transport process

Integrating (5) over the mas of the atmoe- ff D 4 . dy = didiptop process
pliere between closed constant pressure surfaces, N 0
we obtain where, of course, the sum of the three proceses

[ rrrmake up the observed chage in the horizontal
K !'P dx dy kinetic energy of the portion of the atmosphere

g being sampled between two closed pressure stur-

xff l faces. It is noteworthy that the integral involving±the boundary values of cA represents in essencea

transport of potential energy, and yet it more

* ff [Lw4 dy rigor1ously belongs with the energy transormna-
9 tion proesse and is a consequenoe of the slope of

S dp preure surfaces relative to constant heights.
+ 1 d -d dy The wlical ,notoa equation. In the present

g study an attempt is made to examine the integral
rrr d of wa as well as the integrals of w4' and cm

+ 4D- d. dey 0 (6) horizontally over the northern hemisphere north
of 20N and vertically by pressure increments

where the subscripts u and I refer to dis upper within the layer froa, 1000 to 50 mb.
(1000-mb) and lower (50-mb) boundary values, The crucial measurement is the one involving
respectively, the instantaneous presure change or the vertical

Using the definition of the 'source' of kinetic motion term, w. If we expand the total derivative
energy given by Starr [19511 as the integral of of temperature with respect to time in the
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equation which expresee the first law of thermo- Steail" analia. Computation of the verti-
dynamics for our Waosphere, and .unme cal motion by means of (9) permits examination
adiabatic cham , we obtain of the vai&Uiity of this quantity itselt and also

W~ a~la + V- I8. T of its statistical interrelationships with param-
()eteraduchas a fanxasafunctionof specified

pg g/c, + 'T!az layer up to the top of the atmosphere. Seven
where T is the aniture end c, ia tU specific layers were electead for thi study, namely,
heat at constant preuire. 1000-850, 850-700, 70&-5W, -00-=00, 300-200,

It is hnterestng to note that the leftAhad side 200-1mO, and 100•.50 mb. Th vertical-motion
of (8) is the weil-known apprxi•aste fxpmremif dsta eomp ,ted by (8) and the associat-d 12-hour
for the vertical veldcity, to [see CAny, 19M8, mean temperatures were tabulated by 12-hour
for example]. The expression on the right-hand periods for the months of January and April
side of (8) waa evaluated for several preure 1958 and for apprnoitmately 100 stations located
layers from actual upper-air data taken every north of 20*N. The mean temperature was used
12 hours at approximately 100 sations over the in lieu of the specfic volume in the actual
nortem hemisphere for the monthz of January evaluation of that portion of the tzansformation
and April 1958. All the indvidK ul tomponents procest represented by the integral of War.
of the right-hand side of (8) except one are In the statistical treatment of the integrals
readily determined from available .onetant-pres- containing w4 E,4, and wK, we follow closely the
sure data. The one exception in the term V .VT, technique first applied to hemispheric data by
which represents the mean temperature saveo- Starr ard Whime [1952R and adopt the bar nota-
tion within the layer. The evaluation of this term tion for the time average of a quantlty between
was accomplished in a manner somewhat aimilar specified limits, the brcket for the sonal a ,erage,
to the technique first presented by PaaWky and the brace for the meridional average.
119441. Further, the notation of a single prime denotes

The final expresion submitted in the finite- the eddy or turbulent fluctaeio of the quantity
difference form for machine computational par- about its time average, a double prime the
poses and deaigned to give the 12-hour time- deviation about it. zonal aversge, and a triple
averaged vertical velocity (with equivaence to prime the deviation about ite meridional average.
w noted) for a specified isobaric layer and for a Inasmuch as we do not integrate over the
Bpecified station, using the data from that station entire atmosphere nor do we peritaps take a
only, is as follows: long enough sample in time, it in po~b for

T-,- + T,) (ýT + T,) + --a

171jVsV~ + Viva1 er j R i+Ti7 e+( T N±' ..

-0 + 1[Ta TZ L + Tsa- T1 (90(l0

where the •u4bcriptsI and 2 refer to the higher the mean-motion term, such as to1)lU['},
and the lower prere surfaces, repectively, Aar have questionable ncesero valum, which, how-
i the change in wind direction i degrees of the ever, we cannot hope to measure separately.
comnpm computed a the wind direction at the Thus, to get a more representative value of the
lower prur• surface mim the wind direetion total eontrihution from the individual trans-
at the higher premre surface neasured positive formation and transport integras we subtract
cloekwis from north, Mis the thicknes between the poisibly spurious mean-motion term from
the two presmsur surfaces and w is the wind seed. both sides of the eddy correlation equations,
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TAIBLIE I. Mean Vertical Motion in Centimeters per Second by
Prasue Layer and by Latitude for January 1958

Latitude
Prmarw

Layer, mb 20. 30; 40- 50' 60. 70' 80s

1000D450 0.281 0.728 1.301 1.3W2 0.678 0.567 0.347
880-700 -0.036 -0.128 0.317 0.711 0.469 0.186 0,011
700-500 -0.067 -0.214 0.125 0.00j 0.06I -0.206 0. 1L$
5U0-300 0.060 -0.061 0.008 0.411 0.197 -0.253 -0.044
300-200 -0.531 0.403 0033 0.194 -0.117 -0.642 -0.306
200-100 -0.036 0.006 -0.061 -0.061 -0.106 -0.039 -0.081
100-50 0.007 -0.017 0.031 0.014 0.039 0.206 -0.139

with the result (shown only for the case of , 1 (([1C])J -IIU])(l(I)J
andInthat _ p I I Q I

lI~~,T1If Udt[J K dy (13)
+ {""' + 11"{'" 1 0(l)

The following equivakenes are noted relative to It in weon from (10) that the integrals of w1r,
the mechanical energy equation (6), and we now iA, and ow can each be resolved into contri-
introduce the vertical integration with respect butions from three eddy proceese. namely, the
to pressure as denoted by the pentheses a d transient eddies, the standing eddies (sonal), and
further ssume that lower (W0-mb) boundary the standing eddies (meridional).
values vanish In the integrals of wO and &al: V*Wcal motion and nemperature resuUe. The

- - January latitudinal averages of the vertical
-" 1([;+-T)I - 1 Qw])) I(lI1)I motion, in centimeters per second, for each of

PD the presure layers are listed In Table 1, and the
corresponding values for April are listed in

=+1 a di (11) Table 2.
The January and April mean values of tern-

S - Iperature in degrees Kelvin u a function of
prsure layer and latitude are listed in Tables3 and 4.ff F'qur I shows the January soual averages of

4 -f- .0• dlt (12) the atmospheric vertical mc s•a• a a function

TABLE 2. Mean Vertical Motion in Centimeters per Second by
Presur Layer and by Latitude for April 18

Latitude
Prenure

lAyer, mb 20- 30- 40- 80' 0' 70s sO.

1000.8&0 0.182' 0.225 0.614 0.861 1.133 0.639 0.060
880-700 -0.063 0.175 0.517 0.678 0.697 0.428 0.128
700-400 0.102 0.117 0.042 0.131 0.161 -0.022 -0.011
600-0 3.003 -0.311 -0.722 -0.320 0.631 -0.064 -0.281
300-200 0.222 0.W8 -0.256 0,372 0.375 0.475 0.811
•00-100 -0.05 -0.063 -0.072 0.018 -0.010 0.014 -0.103
100-80 -0.041 02.6 0.094 0.0 00.4 0.007 0.012
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TABLE 3. Mon Temperature in Degrees Kelvin by Prrmure

lAyer and Latitude for January 1958

Latitude
?reu -

Layer, mb W0. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70* 80s

1000-850 288.8 282.2 272.6 264.7 268.4 251.9 247.6
850-700 283.0 276.1 288.6 252.4 266.8 251.0 247.9
700-ý5w 2730 285.6 257.8 251.6 244.6 242.6 240.3
800-300 250.9 244 7 238.3 232.7 228.3 2`24.8 223.8
300-200 2,. 3 224.8 221.3 218.0 216.3 212.8 210.9
200-100 207.8 212.0 216.8 218 9 214.- 212.9 212.0
100--50 204.0 20. 7 215.8 218&6 217.5 215.0 213.4

of latitude anid ass a function of the follouing baroclinic waves in his two-level, quasi-geo-
layers: 1000-50, 850-50, 700-60, and M0-850 mb, strophic model are. accompanied by a weak
Figure 2 is the comparable presentation for April. meridional circulation pattern, similar to the
Both figres also have the zonal average of observational evidence of Fiues 1 and 2 but
temperature for the layer from 1000 to 50 mb with a somewhat reduced maximum vertical
plotted as a function of latitude. In general, the motion of about 0.05 cm/sec.
combined effects of the vertical motion and In the long-time mean, the area under each of
temperature curves in Figures 1 and 2 tend to the vertical-motion turves in Figures 1 and 2
support the historical feature of a strong indirect ahould be zero when closed pressure surfaces over
meridional cell in mid-latitudes with the sugges- the whole hemisphere are considered. The actual
tion of less interne direct cells to the north and values of the integrals are listed in Table 5.
to the south. The indirect cell, or one with risng The integrated values of the vertical motion
cold air and sinking warm air, appears to be given in Table 5 decrease in algebraic magnitude
quite striking and gives credence to ideas pre- as the lower layers of the atmosphere ar con-
sented by Feed 11856] and subsequently modified secutively eliminated from the computationm. In
by Rosoby 119413. The peak value of the cellular fact, the values for April paws through the null
motion of approximately 0.3 cm/sec for the layer point. A seor value for the integral appears to
from 700 to 50 mb compares reasonably well occur for a lower boundary of about 700 mb
with the peak value of about 0.1 cm/sec found when tbe combined January and April data
for the month of February 1959 by Szllhsw 4ad (Table 5) are considered. This auggesta the
FiU er [IM591 who used vertical-motion data influence in the lower atmosphere of two effects
obtained by the numerical weather prediction which were neglected in the computations. First,
method. Phillps 119541 found that the simple the nonadiabatic effects would have to act in

TABLE 4. Mean Temperature in Degrees Kelvin by Presmure
Layer and by Latitude for April 1958

Latitude
Premsure

Layer, mb 20' 30' 40- 50. 60. 70" 80g

1000--850 291.5 285.9 279 3 273.3 287-5 257.1 248.5
8W8-700 286.7 281.4 2743 287.3 261.4 254.2 248.8
700-500 274.5 269.3 202.5 2.666 250.0 243.9 238.9
100-300 252.6 247.3 241.4 2365 231.6 226.5 228.5
300-200 228.8 224.7 222.3 220.7 219.7 2.3 =25.3
200-100 208.4 210.6 214.8 219.1 221 7 223.6 224.8
100-50 205.2 210.7 216.2 220.0 222.0 .223.0 221.6
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VERTICAL MOTION
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Fg .Mean wdd vriealmtion and wean teiaperiiture as a function of latitudM mand preaure lay"r
for January 1988.

the vem of a net cooling irk order to influaeem wind 'with height implies warm-air advection
the computed vertical velocities in the upward from the thermal wind relation. Thi late
or positive seme For the lowar layers of the relation. man applied in ervaluating the tem-
stmospheme at least this would seem to rule perature advection term in (9), but actual rather
out the neglect of the rionadiabaitic effect. as than geostropliic winds were used; thus there is
bmig the dominant canse of the seemingly large a strong pommbility that nongeostraphic efects
pDsitve vables of vertical motion. The second produced a systematic positive error to th
influence Involves the 10on1geastrophia effects Computations of Vertical motion for the layer
within the friction layer which may be defined from 1000 to &50 nib. Some of this effect, Un-
as the portion of the atmosphere below 800 doubtedly extends into the next higher layer
meters. Within this layer, the wind veer. with (850 to 700 nih) since theme is an indiction mn
height approximately in accordance with the Tables I and 2 that the vertical motion for tide
Eknmam [190] spiral where the angle, between layer is perhasps too great on the positive aide.
the actua wind at anoemotneteir level azid the In general, Table 5 shows that the layer from
geostrophic wind at the top of the friction layer 700 to 50 mb is fairly repreisentativ, of quasi-
is about 20- [Taylor, 1916]. The veering of the geesftrohie condition. in the free atmosphere

when the integrated values of vertical motion
TABLE 5. Intograted Values of the Vertca for both January &and April are considered.
Motion in Cieridmetara per Second by Prmrre Eiwgy kraswahcmoii due to weocmi mob~an and

layer between 20IN and 80N for kisperatr. ovaiae. The energy transfornia-
January and April 1958 tiou rates dut to the transient eddies and to the

Presser layer, nib anuary April standing eddies (sxial) shown in (10) have been
________________________ added, and the result. appear in tabular form in

100040bl +0 6+ and as a function of preaure-height in
1000-60 +0 .1020 +0-30 Fgr 3. The curves for January and. April show
700-80 +0.0149 -0.0016 the saro two positive modes, the lower one in
500-80 +ooot5 -0.0518 the boundary region from 100 to 850 nib and

the other in the mid-tropospheric region from
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Fig 2. Mesa vertkal motioz and mwes temperature PA a functiou of latitude and pramure Layer
for April 1958.

700 to 500 rob. Tie lower and morm predominant formation processes take'plaw in a very effective,
mode in the boundary region is questionable oani!ed mamw. The ,,rve for April gradually
because of previoatly dmussed nongeoetrophic turns negative at about 200 mb and rammun so
and nonadiabatic effects. On the other hand, above that surface. ThIe curve for January
this could be a rmealsi phenor~nexon and a oscillates between negative and positive values
reflection of observed low-level convergene and above 400 mb and finally turns to negative values
divergence. The prominent positive mode in the above 100 mrb.
mid-tropoephee region centered at about 600 Seaeian aend Ftle&he 119591 obtained a value
mb is quitesignificant and not wholly unxpected. of 2.682 erga/cm' sec mb for the total or net
There seems to be little doubt that this is a rate of eucrgv trnsforrastion for the month of
region in the atmosphebre where energy trans- February 1959. They used thicknem data for

TABLE 6. Eergy Traimfornation Rates De to the Tný t Eddies and to the Standing
Eddies (Zonal) Lited as a Function of Pressure LAyer for January and April 1958

(0 nits are erp*/em' see rob. Positive values srgniiy a transformatlon from potential to kinetic enrgly.)

January April

Standing Standing
Pressure Transient Eddies Transi Eddies

lAyer, mb Eddies (zonal) Total Eddies (Ional) Total

100&-850 3.068 5.905 8.973 0.616 5.u5 6.4811
856-700 2.338 1.739 4.077 2.410 1.202 3.612
700GrZO 3-495 3 .31 7.026 1.953 2.238 4.191
500-300 1 057 3,233 4.290 2.146 0.219 2.365
300-200 -1 392 1.057 -0.335 1.450 -0.950 0.500
200-100 -0.246 1.624 1.378 -0.594 -0 273 -0.867
100-W0 -0.422 -0.406 - .827 -0.144 -0.625 -0.769
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of the earth. If this is the case, the roles played
by the integrals of w4, and "i in (6) are probably

nothing more than those involving somae internal
wlJustanenta which are required in response to
the ezergy tranformiatin function represented
by the integral of wt.

It appears worthwhile, however, in considera-
tion of the energy balance equation, to investigate

Ithe magditudu of the flux of kinetic energy a.
well as that of the flux of potential energy. The
former is treated in detail in a later section, and,oaf"• we are indebted to ~brr is OVA0] llor the vitluee

in Table 7 as a function of pressure layer and
eddy proem for January 1958.

---- The contribution from the transient eddies in
--- - -- - • Table 7 is negative up to 300 mb and becomes

Fig. 3- Energy transformation rates due to the positive within the layers from 300 to 200 mb
combined effect of the transient eddies and the and 100 to 50 mb. This suggests that rising
standing eddies (ronal) tie a function of presure- motion is masociated with troughs and sinking
height for the layer from 1W00 to 50 nib for January motion with ridges in the troposphere, whereas
1958 (solid rurve) arnd April 1958 (dashed curve), the reversal of the sign of the flux above 300 nib

suggesgt an opposite-phsee relationship in certain
the layer from 850 to 500 mb to obtain the field layers of the stratosphere, with ascending motion
of temperature with- values of w computed at in ridges and descending motion in troughs. This
600 mb obtained from the Joint Numerical phase shift has been previously noted for the
Weather Prediction Unit two-pwaeter, quasi- upper stratosphere by Kochandki [10541 and by
geostrophic, adiabatic, frietionless model. Values Austin and Krawiiz [1956].
of the transformation rates between 850 and 5M0 Energy transport dim to verticl nwton and
mb for January (Table 6), integrated and corm- kinetic energy ce-ariance. This transport process
bined with the tropospheric contribution of is represented by (13). A cursory examination of
- 1.488 ergs/cm sewe mb for the remaining stand- the hemispheric distribution of the covariance
ing eddies (meridional), would yield a net between vertical motion and horizontal kinetic
tra&normation rate of 4.274 ergs/om' see rob, energy shows that, in general, and for both
which is somewhat larger than the corresponding months, there is a net upward flux of kinetic
one obtained by Saltzman and Fleisher.

Energy fotýio due Mo (tca molwn andi TABLE 7. Vertical Flux of Potential Energy as a
potentW aleergy covariance. From (8) and (7) it Function of Prneure Layer and Eddy
is shown that the integral of wa plus the integral Procem for January 1958
of wt jointly represent the energy transformation (Units are erp/cmn sec. Positive values signify
process. The integral of w4 is evaluated, how- an upward flux of potential energy.)

ever, as a boundary value of the flux of potential
energy through some arbitrary pressure surface Standing Standing
with un of ergs/m c. raient Eddies Eddies

Since the integrals of wt and cm in (6) both Layer, rb Eddies (sonal) (mendional)
entail boundary values, it would appear reahon- 1000-&5 -322.5 -2749.5 -137.4
able to dispense with both integral by specifying 8507(0 -1263 2 -207.3 -2158.0
boundary conditions such that both integrals 7o0o-5x) -241 3 +1049.4 -1673.1
vanish. This seems to be not too uurealistic, 00-.300 -465.2 4747.2 -576.9
since w-40 at the outer limits of the atmosphere 300-200 +756.2 +2170-9 +205.6

and since it is dificult to visualiHze a flux of 200-10a -102.8 +.38.3 4108.0

kinetic or potential energy through the surface 10050 +107 9 -48-0 -78 2
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TABLE 8. Vertical Trsnsport of Kinetic Energy Due to the Three Eddy ProNrwes Integrated with
Rlespect to Longitude and Listed as a Function of Premure Layer for January and April 1958

(Units we erp/cn' sea. Positive values signify an upward transport of horisontal kinetic energy.)

January April

Standing Standing Standing Standing
11~nure TiraufierA Fdj, Edd Transiiet Eddli Eddiee

Layer, mb Eddies (zonal) (meridional) Eddies (ional) (merdional)

1000-&W0 306.43 80.37 70-79 219.79 15-.18 23.26
8&W-700 159.35 -22 .3 34.40 220.9W 91.52 45.67
700-500 18.40 -158 08 5.12 71.84 9 20 -6.72

,00-5,00 147.06 -37.37 46.71 .59.95 78.15 19.71

energy due to the transient eddies for the layers evaluated for various presre layers. The sum
1000-850, 850-700, and 700-500 rob. This seems of these integral values should balance, ideally
contradictory to intuitive reasoning, which would at least, the dissipation of horizontal kinetic
lead one to suspect that the flux of kinetic energy energy within the region of tie atmosphere being
should be directed downward in order to balance sampled. In this analyas, the contributions due
the dissipation of kinetic energy in the boundary to the standing eddies (meridional) will be
region. By the same token, however, one might omitted, since these values are not considered
also reason that there should be an upward flux to be as stable as the contributions computed for
of kinetic energy in order to help maintain the the two other eddy processes. Using Tables 6, 7,
strong westerlies against dissipative action. It and 8 for data for the integral values of wa, &4,
haa been shown by Starr and White [19511, for and cm, respectvely, we have computed energy
example, that angular momentum is transported dissipation rates for selected layers of the
poleward mainly by the transient eddies and that atmosphere for January 1958 (Table 9). For the
this flux of momentum also help. to maintain the layers which extend to 60 mb the flux of energy
westerlies. Both the vertical transportation of acrows that prsure su"face is neglected. This
kinetic energy and the poleward transportation appears to be justified by the small nes flux of
of angular momentum are directed against the potential energy shown in Table 7 fur the layer
gradient of a wind velocity. The significance of a from 100 to 50 mb. In addition, the flux of kinetic
net nositive value of the covariance between energy is probably negligible at high levels; for
vertical motion and horizontal kinetic energy is example, the kinetic energy flux has been corn-
that rising motion must occur predominantly in puted by Hansrols and Lambert 11980! to be
regions of maximum wind velocity. In the approximately 10 ergs/cmw sec for the layer from
synoptic sense, this means that on the average 200 to 100 mb for April 1958. It is also assumed
there must be stronger winds to the lee of (Table 9) that the transports of potential energy
troughs where rising motion is normally evident, and kinetic energy vanish at 1000 nob, which is
The vertical transport of kinetic energy due to taken to be the surface value of pressure at
the three eddy processes is hown in Table 8. Z.•- 0. Furthermore, the flux of kinetic energy

Energy belalne resul•s. From a scale factor is neglected above 500 nob, and this seems
analysis the values obtained for the integral of jus'ified since it is an order of magnitude smaller
wt should be about an order of magnitude larger than the flux of potentil energy.
than the values for w, or approximately equal A separation of data in Table 9 in made in
to the ratio of the Coriolis parameter to the order to distinguish between the dissipation rates
relative vorticity. This appears to be borne out computed, in general, for rather deep layers, each
fairly well, as can readily be verified by corn- extending to 50 mb, versus the rates computed
paring Tables 7 and 8. for rather shallow layers with depths of from

The integrals in the mechanical energy equa- 50 to 75 rob.
tion (6) representing energy transformation and Brunt [19413 estimated the energy dissipation
vertical flux processes have been individually rate to be approximately -3000 erp/cmt sec in
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TA13LL 9. EaeF VUWp"-ia Raw wlt the tropopSUDee respetively, Both theme regions
Certainl Atmospheric Laye for JnMuary are characterised by wind maxima, although the

1958 (o e-gc see) owerevel jet is certainly not as pronounced as

the more familiar upper-level jet. Further, both
E 0D theme regions contain turbulent eddies of the type

LAyer (,). K). p often referred to as clear air turbulence. It is
Mb , -(*M -(WK)N Rate. entirely posible that these eddies are of such

scale that they were not detected in the data
1000-50 +4283.6 0 0 -4283.6 used in this study and further that thes eddies
9 5 +3610.7 -3072.0 +388 -92&5 act to produce an amount of kinetic energy
850-50 +2937.7 -2271.3 +261.7 -921 sufficient to change the sign of the dissipation
77b-60 +2631.9 -1470.5 +136.5 -1297.9 7. 9 egy a eqtion.
700-8 +2326.1 -662.4 -1.6 -1662.1
600-40 +162.s +8081 -139.7 -2291.9 Coduewns The energy-transformation
500--SO +920.9 +59&.1 -1518.0 process represented by the integral of wa in the
400-ZO +401.9 +282.0 -M-.9 mechanical energy equation (6) ex"hbits two
300-W +t2,9 +654.8 -717 significant positive (potential to kinetic energy)
250-W +79.6 +1027.1 -1106.7

0- +9.4 +631. -727.7 modes, on- in the bounday region from 1000 to
150-50 +T.5 +236.5 -23.0 850 mb and one in the middle troposphere from
100-60 -41.4 +147.7 -108. 700 to S00 mb. It is probably not too surprising

to find that one of the regions of more intense1000•28 +872.9 +302.0 -388.8 -338.1
92&-85 +672.9 -800.7 +126.1 +2.7 energy-trsanformnaton activity is dlome to the
r•7"-5 +306. -800_.8 +125.2 +39&8 commonly observed region of nondivergenoe at

775-700 +305.8 -08.1 A-134.9 +367.4 600 rob. The occurrence of very intense energy
700-600 +702.6 -1470.5 +138.1 +62M98 tranormationa within the boundary region is
60-h5O0 +702.6 ±213.0 -139.7 -775.9 questionable in view of certain nongeostrophic
500-400 +429.0 +313.1 -742.1
400-300 +429.0 -372.6 -5.4 and nonadiabatic effects which probably in-
300-250 -16. -372.5 +M,3 fluenced the computat4ons of vertical motion in
250-200 -16.8 +396S -379.0 this region. It is conceivable, however, that the
200-150 +78&9 +395.8 -474.7 computed rates of energy transformation are not150--100 +88.9 +87.8 -- 158.7
100-50 -41.4 +147.7 -1-06. spurious for this boundary regon, anoe the rates100___0_-41.4 ___147.7 _ -10_.3 of energy dissipation increase rather sharply in

layers close to the ground. Reference is made to
the work of Davidso and LeUu [1967, for

the layer from the ground up to about 1 kin, example.
and this compares favorably with the value of The evidence for meridional oell activity
-3358.1 ergslcm see in Table 9 for the layer appear. quite striking and conforms in general
from 1000 to 925 rob. Brunt further estimated with the usual arrangement of an intense mid-
the energy dissipation rate to be approximately latitude indirect cell with direct cells to the
-2000 erg/cm' sec in the atmosphere above north and to the south. The northward phame
1 kin, with a total disipation rate of about shift of the cells from January to April seems to
- 5000 ergs/cm, sec. This latter estimate would be consistent with synoptic evidence of the
correspond to the valu; of -- 4283.6 erg•/cm, sec northward displacement of the barolinie storm
(Table 9) computed for the layer from 1000 to tracks and the nemipermanent preum systems
50 mb. from winter to munmer. Grantig the existence

The curious feature in Table 9 is the appear- of the indirect mid-latitude cell, the inclusion of
ance of a group of positive values of the dieipa- the implied nonadishatie effects would have
tion rate within the four shallow presure layers resulted in an intenmification of the cellular
located between 925 and 600 nib. Also, ther is motion.
one additional positive value in the layer from The flux of potential energy has been deter-
300 to 250 rob. The locations of these positive mined to be about an order of magnitude larger
dissipation rates sugest that on the average than the transport of kinetic energy, and this is
they occur just above the friction layer and near in agreement with an analysis of these two
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processes in which appropriate scale fctora were to" in set. On the other hand, one ould
used. perform the same type of study as the preet

As them is no net change in the kinetic energy one, but for several additional months, and then
of the atmosphere over & long period of tive, test the significance of the acquired set of
values corresponding to the integrals of o, u4, monthly mean values of the covAriane.
and i were introduced into the mechanical I
energy equatio (6). andd the resduas taMken M. White for his suggestion of the tonpic o this
torepresetthdisipation rate for th horizont report and fot hbi initial gudan. Much appreci-
kinetic energy. hi was done for various regions ation is due Profemor Victor P. Starr for his ueve-
of the atmosphere. TbM resulting values agree -ding encounra ent and i na s e advice
very well with other independent estjntes, being throughout the 14 months devoted to this study.

Basic meteorological data were machimijaroo.
abo~ut -- 300 er ms sac in the friction layer eased in an expert manner by the staff of the Air
and about - 1000 ear/cm5 sec above the friction Weather Service Climatic Center, and thee proe.
layer. There ame certain shallow layers in the eased data formed the foundation for this study. In
atmosphere, located just above the friction layer particular, I wish to acknowledge the cooperation

aso near thetropopuse, where the disipa- of Lt. Col. George W. Moxon, the Director of the

tion rates am computed to be positive. This I am also indebted to the n of the M.I.T.
indicates that the energy-tranaformation process, Computation Center for providing IBM 704 com-
as neasured, is not producing the required puter time and other aINW e in the Initial phase
amount of kinetic energy for a proper atmos- of thin study.

Considerable support In the form of card punch-
pheric energy balance, and thus the dissipative ing machine programming and IBM 650 computer
action must unrealitically produce rather than Ume were provided by the computer branch of the
destroy kinetic energy. It is more likely, of Geophysics Research Directorate at L G. Hanscom
course, that the dissipative action in small in Field. I appreciste the efforts of Mm. Janet Dwyer,
thes regions and that there are other eddies, Milo D QuinJ, Mr. Dan C a Chanoln Mr.Milton Joes and Airman Carl Collins
not discerned by the methods of this study, Finally, t am due Dr. Norman Phillips,
which tend to make up the deficit of kinetic Dr. Barry Saltzman, Dr. Ralph Shapiro, Major
energy in the energy balance. There is the sug- David Eddlenan, Lt. David Robto., and Mr.
gestion that eddies representing clear sir turbu- P'lif Frank for th- cooperation and advice dur-
lnee, for example, re of the type of procem ing various phase of this study.

which has not been detected in the present Rlynaueum
analyi.

This study has been based upon data from two AuIstin, J. M., and L Krawlts, 50-mllibar patterns
and their relatioshilp to tropospheric chanses,specific months (January and April 19M), and J. Meura., IS, 152-159, I5

it in not necessarily a representative rumple in Brunk D. Phaica sand Dyxscal Mdwrogy,
time. Further, the portion of the atmosphere Cambridg Univ. Press, London, 1941.
that sa mpled covere only the northern Chare, J. G., Ontesatleof atosheicmotionsi

S Goofts. Publuiatra , Naske VidassAkeLhemisphere horizontally between W- and 80- Oslo, 17(2), 194&
and vertically between 1000 to 50 mb, which is Davidon, B., and H. H. Lettau, Kzploriaq At At-
not nemmarily a representative sample in space. moeprs', Fi"s Mi&e, vol. 1, Porgao Pres,
Th only data that were tested for Oignificance New York, 376 pp., 1957.
were thes et of tation values of LT for a few Ekmia,V.W..NA Mag.Nahav.,40(1),Ig(12,

Ferrel, W., Emay on the winds and ocoan currenta,
pressure layers. The 95 per cent confidence No&Wffk i. of Medicine and Surgery, 11, 287-
factor of 2o/V"N was used. The sets of data 301, 375-389, 1850.
examined produced confidence limits which H-srte, L. S., and J. IL Labert, Energy inter-

Action between the troposphere and stratoaqhere,indicat~e areasonable degree of signifiace, eg., Master's th Maom. ist. Technol., 1M0.
a mean value of 207 -k 75. A more rigorous o , A., Thermal structure and vertical
significance test could be made only with con- motion in the lower stratosphre, Air Waster
siderable effort; daily maps of vertical motion, Swv. rTea. SRep 106-1i2, U [, Washingto• .

36 pp., 1954.tenperture, kinetic energy, nd potential ene~rgy Margulis, M., Uber die Energie d rme, Jahi.
would be needed in order to get daily values of (AnL. 100) Ze.Iw k f. Ms&.,mL Goodyn.,
the various covar•i•aee which could then be Wiss. (Ruielih tramlation in Ti McfdhmsW qf
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Further Statistics on the Modes of Release of Available Potential Energy

Bazaa SALTz.• ' aLx A~AoN Fxzmim8

MaWuaacha.U I~atblae Of TeAd"We~y
Camb idge, masewwuMs

The measuremente of the hemispheric spectra reported previously in this Journal [SaUmm
of individual pressure change, temperature, avail- and FkuAff, 19601, have been extended to cover
able potential energy, and rate of conversion the winter half-year period, January through
between available potential energy and kinetic March and October through December, 1959.
energy made for each day of February 1959, and We present these new results in Tables 1 to 3

a Now t the Travelem Research Center, In., and igures I to 7, using the same notation as
Hartford, Conn. was employed in the previous artile.

TABLE 1. Meoa Values and Standard Deviations of ], in, [I" lT" and [IT'j as a Function of
Latitude o, for the Winter H1W-Year, January through Mareh and October through Deember, 19a9

* s80 75 70 a5 60 55 50 45 40 3U 30 z5 20

-9 +312 -9 -441 -618 -504 -48 +838 +743 +768 +349 -231 -491

u (:b)3353 3517 2825 3274 3848 3868 3059 36N3 3232 3416 2203 1494 1928

F71-t 246.84 248.27 249.70 251-13 252.83 254.81 257.54 261.11 265.28 269.31 272.92 275.82 278.30

S(-+)4.22 3.63 3.19 2.9 2.94 3.12 3.39 3.69 3.77 3.51 3.02 2.24 1.34

122 155 189 244 292 428 59 667 760 O00 466 279 163
- (-)114 94 117 138 155 220 249 255 316 259 245 156 106

[Tj-- 1 20.8 28.24 34.02 37.68 39.66 42.85 43.08 37.88 28.29 18.32 11.43 6.5 3.06
a (d-)13.01 13.65 12.19 13.17 13.21 15.19 17.43 16.46 12.85 8.86 5.68 3.27 1.37

[j'T'jjf -422 -414 -541 -698 -696 -945 -1250 -1453 -1261 -722 -209 +60 +69
9 (-)604 567 558 569 573 725 764 715 678 581 366 244 149

* g eM'1 980-8 X 10-4.

t degre absolute.
: gS- cm-1 seo-6 X 10-3.
1 (degrees absolute)'.
jl g cm-' see- deg abe X 10'.

TABLE 2. Mean Values and Standard Devlatlons of 2 J()I, 2 B(I )D, 61(s), and C(*)
as a Function of Wave Number a, for the Winter Half-Year, January through

March and October through December. 1959

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 IQ(-%u)..4'N 1764 1992 2017 2115 266 2957 3360 346 3727 2845 2798 2514 224.3 2060 1985
F (*)1041 1028 1185 1174 1458 1 1641 1700 1832 1502 1304 1479 1144 1139 1160

2 IB(--It..N 3.84 3.49 3.19 2.49 2.42 2.18 1.65 1.24 1.05 0.73 0.631 0.52 0.44 0.37 0.31
( )1.,1 1,76 1.42 1.38 1.27 1.18 0.87 0.63 0.48 0.43 0.36 0.27 0.23 0.20 0.17

(P t379 382 206 121 97 79 45 31 18 1 5 4 3 2
a (u)175 190 129 74 32 1B 10 7 3 2 2 1

+137 +3 +267 +273 + +473 +382 +308 +227 +120 +73 +42 +25 +17 +9
a' (*)221 269 273 275 342 402 376 287 215 143 104 81 60 49 39

S €M-1 Sec-5 X I0-4.

degrees absolute.
ervg cm-' mb-I X lo.
ergs sec- cm-s mb- x 10-'.
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TABLE 3. Mean Values and Standard D isations of the Available Potential Energy P, and
the Rate of Conversion of Available Potential Energy into Kinetic Energy C

for the Region Between 20°N and 80°N

A -- 6 Citt + +2671

1- ~~:E:55 ~7
lIS ii

61(n ] d ) , 1391 Cz- • _n) --+ 3016

-+ E361 L-884

"erp cm- mb-1 X I0P.
t erge cm-1 mb-1 see-' X 10-3.

As would be expected, the resaults based on were already quite well represented in the Feb-
the longer record display smoother variations rmary results-hence, most of the comments made
with latitude and wave number than those for in the previous article apply to those shown here.
the single month. In almost all respects the There are, however, two differenocs from the
essential features of the winter averge conditions February values worth noting. These are (i) the

50 4

17 -75,

W TO 65 60 .55 50 45 40 55 30 25 2'0

LATITUDE

Fig. 1. Mean values of [w) (solid curve) and of ITj (dashed curve) for the winter half-year,
January through March and October through December, 1959. See Table 1. For the area between
20*N and 80N f [W, is + .013 g cm-1 ec-', which corresponds to a net descending motion of
roughly .02 cam see --.

81-

Fig. 2. Mean varince of w uround latitude Fig. 3. Mean variance of T around latitude
circles, [@':j, for the winter half-year, 1959. See circles, IT"] for the winter half-yetar, 1959. ,Sm
Table 1. Table 1.
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Fg. 4. M= covarie• between and T 6. Ma spetra function for eddy avai:-

around latitude circles, -[W[ '|, for the winter half- able potential energy, (PF(). for the winter half-.ear,
year, 1959. See Table 1. 1959. See Tables 2 and 3.

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ .3 1 13

WAE6 UMER112 t 2 4 z 4, Al M 5L ts

Fig. 5. Meean amplitde spectrum of t, 2 WAVE w UMER

(soUi line), and of T, 2 IB(n)j (dashed line), both Fig. 7. Mean spectral function for the rate of
at 46 N for the winter half-year, 1959. See Table 2. conversion from eddy available potential energy toeddy kinetic energy, e(n), for the winter half-year,

southward shift of the distribution of [wl (Fig. 1) 1959. See Tables 2 and 3.

such that maximum ascending motion is located
at 60'N and maximum descending motion is Acknmlodgmv&A. We are indebted to the Joint
located at 35°N, in closer agreement with the Numerical Weather Prediction Unit for supplying
classical concept of the mean meridional cell the basie data and to the M.I.T. Computation

Center for providing the IBM 704 computer time
pattern, and (ii) the absence of the pronounced and running our program.
peak of iP(n) at n = 2, which evidently was an This research was sponsored by the Geophysics
anomalous condition for February (see Fig. 6). Research Directorate, Air Force Cambridge Re-

If we apply the same assumptionasa was used search Center, under contract AF19(604)-6108.

in the previous article (p. 1220) to obtain an
estimate of Cz for the entire hemisphere, we
obtain the value Cz (extrap) - +0.352 ergs Saltzman, B., and A. Fleisher, The modes of release
see-' cm Su mb-1, which is to be compared with of available potential energy in the atmosphere,

the value of +0.294 ergs sec- cm-4 mb- for r. Gaphu•s. R•mwh, 86, 1215-1222, 1960.

February. (Received March 17, 1961.)
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Spectral Statistics of the Wind at 500 mb

BARRY SALTZmA,
Travlers Res•,wh Certlr, Inc.

A" AAxoN FLwZ

Mafasi"hts Ins•i, of Te.knoLogy

(Manuscript received 5 December 1961)

1. Introduction 2. Modes of averaging

We present a summary of statistics describing the 1 fI
kinetic energy and momentum transport distributions [x)-]"• IX4XX(OO'P,1)
as a function of wave number for the year 1951. The 2, J0

energy transfer computations based on the same raw zonal average of x
data as these statistics have already been reported XiX- Z]
(Saltzman and Fleisher, 1960).

Let us first set down definitions of symbols- (sinv--siniY-x cos-

X_ longitude

--latitude meridional average of x between #1 and 4*2

p- pressure Z )x-{x}

t-- time r

niwave number around a latitude circle xdt

a-- radius of the earth

g=acceleration of gravity -time average of x over the interval r

u-- a cosWXdXdt1-- zonal wind speed x X x
v-=-ad#/d=- nmeridional wind speed ( ys ) +

(--- i!2of , , representing a xy()- t•ý component of xy representing the "sta-
Fourier transorm of x, representing a zonal tionary" variability of x and yharmonic analysis

nX(n,,P,,t Xz(np"- -iX 2 (n,,1) -x/ -- component of zy representing the tran-

V (n, =F(U)= n,¢,p,)-i: (n#,p) sient variability of x and y

V (nX,pN) = F(V) - V(n*,p,t) - i V2 (n,,p,t). a (x) 1R(x)- standard deviation of x.

3. Quadratic forms

(1) E(n,0,p,t) E. (n,4,,p,t) + E, (n,op,t)

=-spectral function of the zonally averaged kinetic energy per unit mass

(2) E. f U t2- Uif+ UIf' component of E from the zonal motions

(3) E, V I Ia V12+ Vim component of E from the meridional motions
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(4) B(1n7,,p)+ r(n(#,P)

(5) V1122n+ ] mompent of P due to stationary motions

(6) AA/+B( miU*i1++ V*I2acomponent of 2 due to transient motions

(7) K (n,p,t) ' {E(u,O,p,f)} •K.,(n,pi) + K, (n,p,t)

(8)(8) K," ( {E.

(9) X- {(F.)

(1 A k(AO,,t)" (u+F)-kinctic energy per unit mass

(11) [k] kz+kE; zonally averaged kinetic energy per unit ma.s

(12) kz- (Iull+ [ I)- 4(O,0,pt)
=-component of £k] representing kinetic energy per unit mass of the zonally averaged wind

(13) kv:=-kr + kE.-E E(n,,O,pýt)

=component of [k] representing the kinetic energy per unit mass of the departure from the

zonally averaged wind ("eddy kinetic energy")

(14) k___,-[u']

(15) k E,-= [0]

(16) kz= kz(s)+k,(zr

(17,) kz(B,- I (E-]+rp+• -)
(18) kzir, ([u]j2+[])

(19) k(p:I)=l4k_]}=K(0,p,t)+ ± K(n,p,t)

-total kinetic energy per unit mass averaged over a pressure surface

2ia 2 co I
(20) T.,( JP,t) - J(n,,0,p,,)

=northward eddy transport of zonal angular momentum across latitude 0, per unit pressure
difference and per unit time

4 ra2 cos2
(21) J(n,op,t)- (U1 V,+UV2 )

g

-spectral function for the meridional transport of zonal angular momentum across latitude O,
per unit pressure difference and per unit time

(22) J(np)-J'm(n,,p)+J'"(n,O,p)

4wra 2 cose€,_
(23) -(UVP+ J2VP,)--component of J due to stationary motions

g

4ra2 cos_
(24) (U* V,*4- U,?* )*-_component of J. due to transient motions.

g
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MARnC1962 NOTES AND CORRESPONDENCE

TABLE 1. 500-mb wind statistics as a function of latitude for winter, summer and year of 1951. See Table 2 for a resolution of ks and
rTr into stationary and transient components at 27.5N, 47.5N and 67.5N. Units are 10-' sec-' for dX/dt, cm sec-I for [u-], UPl ergs gmn-
for k, and 100 gm cm" sec-I mb-I for rm. Numbers in parentheses to the left of each quantity refer to the list of definitions.

Statistics Latitude (#)
17.5° 22.5* 27.5" 32.5* 37.5" 42.5* 47.5o 52.5' 57.5' 62.50 67.5 72.5* 77.50

Winter

[.A/dj1 642 1744 2484 3059 3276 3410 3505 3242 2677 2254 2344 2549 2161
(6)+ (699) (757) (691) (542) (481) (551) (694) (b74) (931) (1105) (1436) (2288) (3651)

Cia]-a cosdA/dt] 390 1027 1404 1644 1656 1602 1509 1258 916 663 571 488 298
(17) kscs) 761 5274 9856 13514 13712 12832 11385 7913 4195 2198 1630 1191 444
(18) kz(?) 899 986 724 426 298 338 445 567 515 532 620 969 1276

(16) kz 1660 6260 10580 13940 14010 13170 1183I 8480 4710 2730 2250 2160 1720
(a): (1546) (4077) (5110) (4746) (4221) (4323) (4584) (4333) (2879) (2408) (2287) (2451) (1927)

(14) La. 3524 4278 4741 5692 6178 6571 6173 5904 4980 4179 3930 3123 2338
(0)+ (1320) (1982) (2308) (2569) (2907) (2653) (1567) (2550) (2205) (2087) (1809) (1517) (1272)

(15) La. 1630 1807 2597 3895 5072 5853 6545 6864 6539 5606 4724 4142 3742
(W)+ (550) (675) (985) (1424) (1858) (2252) (2496) (2510) (2229) (2158) (1923) (1849) (1671)

(13) La 5154 6085 7338 9587 11250 12424 12718 12768 11519 9785 8654 7265 6080
(11) [I] 6814 12345 17918 23527 25260 25594 24548 21248 16229 12515 10904 9425 7800
(20) i,, 1092 1481 2250 2968 2819 2375 1494 475 63 -7 -95 -37 38

(W)+ (1653) (1824) (2276) (2625) (2886) (2755) (2666) (2340) (1896) (1300) (846) (465) (196)

Summer

CdA/di] -187 380 928 1623 2097 2316 2330 2145 1760 1850 2097 2180 1602
v+ (695) (880) (970) (918) (625) (480) (539) (1148) (867) (902) (976) (1358) (2415)

[a] -276 224 524 872 1060 1088 1003 832 603 544 511 418 221
(17) kys) 381 251 1373 3802 5618 5919 5030 3461 1818 1480 1306 874 244
(18) kz1 rI 579 1339 1517 1208 492 241 270 139 432 350 284 336 556
(16) ke 960 1590 2890 5010 6110 6160 5300 3600 2250 1830 1590 1210 800

(W)+ (926) (2407) (3898) (4550) (3447) (2514) (2325) (2155) (2005) (1567) (1353) (1101) (1335)
(14) La. 2504 2100 '128 2888 .1223 3895 4302 4225 3896 3385 2641 2325 1924

(,):- (1129) (953) (I-ioO) (1393) (1650) (1893) (1761) (1689) (1661) (1382) (989) (1299) (1225)
(15) s,. 1120 1023 1166 1629 2283 2995 3908 4606 4519 4056 3586 3264 3049

(,)+ (443) (462) (610) (1048) (1228) (1340) (1563) (1608) (1492) (1374) (1292) (1263) (1288)

(I ) La 3624 3123 3494 4517 5506 6890 8210 8831 8415 7441 6227 5589 4973

(11) [k] 4584 4713 6384 9527 11616 13050 13510 12431 10665 9271 7817 6799 5773

(20) TM 66) 495 679 1044 1140 1057 704 158 -286 -221 -162 -20 10
(e)i (1355) (1160) (995) (1245) (1442) (1378) (1648) (1685) (1302) (908) (559) (351) (153)

Annua/

Cdx-dl] 227 1060 1704 2339 2685 2861 2916 2692 2217 2051 2221 2364 !881
W+- (812) (1069) (1152) (1046) (818) (760) (862) (1163) (1013) (1032) (1236) (1892) (3109)

['i] 138 624 963 1257 1357 1344 1255 1044 759 603 541 453 259

(17) GO'. 95 1947 4637 7900 9207 9032 7875 5450 2880 1818 1463 1026 335

(IS) kz'(' 1215 1973 2093 1560 843 628 685 590 600 462 457 654 925

(16) kz 1310 3920 6730 9460 10050 9660 8560 6040 3480 2280 1920 1680 1260
(,):: (1321) (4083) (5950) (6444) (5516) (4981) (4889) (4203) (2932) (2078) (1906) (1957) (1721)

(14) La. 3013 3186 3531 4286 4697 5230 5236 5062 4437 3781 3284 2723 2130
(0)0: (1330) (1897) (2276) (2496) (2786) (2664) (1911) (2318) (2025) (1813) (1593) (1467) (1266)

(15) kr. 1374 1414 1880 2759 3674 4421 5223 5732 5526 4830 4153 3702 3395
(oW) (560) (699) (1087) (1687) (2103) (2339) (2464) (2390) (2148) (1967) (1733) (1643) (1531)

(1.1) A5f 4387 4600 5411 7045 8371 9651 10459 10794 9963 8611 7437 6425 5525

(11) [k] 5697 8520 12141 16505 18421 19311 19019 16834 13443 10891 9357 8105 6785
(20) r.W 876 986 1442 2003 1977 1714 1098 316 -112 -114 -129 -28 24

(1526) (1605) (192.') (2267) (2429) (2274) (2250) (2044) (1635) (1125) (718) (412) (176)
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TABLE 2. Average 500-mb kinetic energy per unit mass over 1!N to SON, as a function of wave-number. Units are 10, ergs gm--t.
Numbers in parentheses to the left of each quantity refer to the list of definitions-

Statistics Wave number (n)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ( 13 )(ky)

Winter

(8) R, 1780 146 96 89 48 37 30 22 17 10 8 6 5 4 4 5 524
(419) (73) (48) (45) (19) (20) (14) (12) (8) (5) (3) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (120)

(9) R. t0 37 %0 49 53 (A 51 43 27 20 15 12 10 9 8 457
(5) (27) (.30) (31) (36) (42) (31) (30) (16) (12) (9) (6) (5) (5) (5) (109)

(7) R 1780 156 133 140 97 91 90 72 60 38 28 21 17 14 13 12 981

Summer

(8) R 736 68 62 49 31 26 20 14 12 8 6 5 4 4 3 3 316
(487) (38) (35) (27) (14) (15) (8) (6) (5) (3) (2) (2) (2) (2) (1) (1) (92)

(9) R• 6 16 23 29 31 31 29 26 19 15 13 9 8 7 6 268
(5) (10) (13) (17) (27) (16) (18) (17) (12) (10) (9) (5) (5) (4) (3) (75)

(7) R 736 74 78 73 60 57 52 43 37 27 21 18 13 12 10 9 584

Annual

(8) K. 12Y56 107 78 69 40 31 24 18 15 9 7 6 5 4 3 3 420
(0,)± (692) (70) (45) (42) (19) (18) (12) (10) (7) (4) (3) (2) (2) (2) (2) (1) (149)

(9) R• 8 27 37 40 42 46 40 34 23 17 14 10 9 8 7 362
(5) (23) (27) (27) (34) (35) (27) (26) (15) (12) (9) (6) (5) (5) (4) (133)

(7) R 1256 115 103 106 79 74 70 58 49 33 24 20 15 13 12 10 783

Our measurements are based on the 500-nib contour energy. Most of the stationary eddies, then, are large;
heights for each day of 1951, at every 5 deg of latitude but only a small part of the large eddies are stationary.
from 15N to 8ON and at every 10 deg of longitude. The Therefore statements of the average transfer of kinetic
geostrophic approximation is used, nd therefore energy between transient and stationary eddies carry
[v]=0. little implication of spatial scale, which should be

The results are given in Tables 1 to 3, and some of remembered should one be tempted to collate such
the more interesting distributions are also shown results as reported by Murakami (1960) with those
graphically in Figs. I to 3. The spectra are discrete, of Saltzman and Fleisher (1960).
and connecting lines are drawn only as a visual aid.
The winter average covers the six-month period October REFERENCES
through March (182 days), and the summer average

the six-month period April through September (183 Benton, G. S., and A. B. Kahn, 1958: Spectra of large-scale

days). The spectral resolutions are shown only for the atmospheric flow at 300 millibars. J. Meteor.. 15, 404-410.

three latitudes, 27.5N, 47.5N and 67.5N. Boville. B. W., 1961: A dynamical study of Ike 195g-59 strabo-

Other presentations of some of these statistics, spherk polar verterx. Sci. Rpt. No. 9, Contract No. AF19(604)-
3865, Arctic Meteorology Group, McGill Univ., 134 pp.generally based on time records shorter than a year,

are given in papers listed in the References. In several Charney, J. G., 1951: Dynamic forecasting by numerical process.
Compendium of meteorology, Boston, Amer. Meteor. Soc.,

instances values for pressure levels other than 500 mb 470-482.
are given (e.g., Benton and Kahn, 1958). Derise, P., J. Van Isacker and J. Van Mieghem, 1956: Analyse

We note especially (Table 3 and Fig. 3) that the harmonique le long du parallle de 500N et au niveau de

stationary kinetic energy amounts approximately to S00 mb de queiques grandeurs m~torologiques. Misci.anea

10 per ci of the total kinetic energy, and less than Geofisica, Sen. MAeeor. de Angola, 146-154.

20 per cent of the long wave energy, (wave numbers 1 Duggan, F. F., Jr., 1960: A study of the meridional convergence of
angular momentum at 500 mb in selected latitude belts. M.S

to 5); and that the long stationary waves account for Thesis, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.

more than 85 per cent of all the stationary kinetic 23 pp.
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LARGE SCALE VERTICAL EDDIES IN THE ATMOSPHERE
AND THE ENERGY OF THE MEAN ZONAL FLOW

by VICTroR 1. STARR (*) & ROaERT KL DtcKvisoN (*)

Summ.-ry -- The zonal eddy stress across horizontal surfaces due to large Ncale
vertical motions was evaluated for two months from data for the northern hemisphere
for a number of levels up to 50 rob. From this information and from the correspond-
ing distributions for each of the two months of the mean zonal winds, the rate of trans-
formation of kinetic energy from eddy to mean zonal form was calculated. The two
sets of data gave rather small valueg for the hemisphere which were of opposite sign.

It is well known that large scale eddies in the atmosphere in tl e long period

average lose kinetic energy through countergradient horizontal eddy momentum

transport, to maintain the mean zonal flow against dissipative processes and the
forcing of an indirect mean meridional circulation in middle latitudes. A recapit-
ulation of results of this kind for the northern hemisphere, together with com-
parable new results for the southera hemisphere, is being currently published by
OB•sx (1963). It has usually been assumed in work of this kind that momentum

transport upward or downward by large scale vertizal eddies is of small impor-
tance for these energy considerations, although direct measurements were lacking.
The validity of this assumption is, however, sntggested by geostrophic scale theory.
Its is the purpose of this discussion to present the results of some preliminary
measurements of the large scale vertical eddy effects.

As a part of our larger program of studying the general circulation in its
various aspects, JENSEN (1960, 1961) calculated with the aid of the adiabatic as-
sumption the values of the instantaneous individual pressure change (o for all
conveniently obtainable stations of the northern hemisphere for all standard pres-
sure layers up to 50 mb, for each day of the month of January 1958 and also for
each day of the month of April of the same year. In addition to the use which
JENSEN himself made of these values, i.e., correlating them with the temperature,
use was made of them by MoxuA & LOtSEL (1962) who computed their covariance
with the northward component of wind velocity v. The present writers have,
pursuant to the purpose mentioned, made still further use of JENSEN's values of t
and calculated their covariance with u, the eastward component of the wind. As
in the studies of MoLLA & LIOSEL, the vertical transport of eastward momentum

() Department of Meteorology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, 39, Mess. (U.S.A.).
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obtained may be separated into two parts, one due to the transient eddies and
another due to standing eddies. For interest's sake the vertical momentum trans-
ports ate listed in tables 1 through 4. In JvNsEN's work the values of w are given
in units of velocity, so that in the tables the symbol w is to be interpreted as -Cw/tg
where p is the appropriate density and g is the acceleration of gravity. In what
follows the bar is used to denote a time average and the primes denote deviations
therefrom. The brackets signify a zonal average with longitude around the earth
and the superscript asterisk signifies a departure therefrom. Lastly, p is pressure.

The transformation term under consideration, written in terms of wo in pres-
sure coordinates, may be stated as ,ofllows:

U) (•1• [(A -) + WI).' ýý fl-, u, +-,'UT} -~ ----(U f 1+J'')
-~a a - p

- Il foa] j/u]] j() ] 4o •'] - p (ja] {j•o a] + j•o/'"J}) -

This is to be integrated over the vertical extent of the atmosphere and over
the hemisphere, whereupon the last term essentially gives no contribution. The
tabulated data together with corresponding values of [I-] from Jvrisxr's material,
were assumed to furnish an adequate sampling of the integrand for an initial trial
evaluation. Actually the computation could be extended down to 150 N and not
to the equator.

The finite difference integration gave a value of - 1.45 - 1020 erg sec-' for
January and a value of + 1.84 - 10O2 erg aec-' for April. If the figures are assumed
correct, the action of the large vertical eddies was to decrease the mean zonal
kinetic energy in January and to increase it in April. The corresponding action
of the horizontal eddies on an annual mean basis ranges from about 5 to 10 - 1010
erg sec-1 a summarized by OaAsI.

As far as problems of the kind here considered are concerned, a aample of
two individual months is hardly large enough for proper me4aurement of the ef-
fects. Save for the labor entailed it would be beat to consider a season or a year.
This has not as yet been done, however, and it is therefore felt that the figures
above are of interest as indicating the smallness of the action in agreement with
scale theory.

TABLE "1: ZbnaUly averaged standing eddy serm js u] = Jw u# - lwl [u] in ema sees3
10' by presiure layer and latitude for January 1958.

" P ressure L a t i t u d e
layer I - 60

in Mb 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

1000-850 -0.11 + 0.82 + 0.93 -0.52 - 0.17 + 0.47 + 0.43
850-700 + 0.06 -- 0.24 - 0.63 -0.49 - 0.81 + 0.29 - 0.08
700-500 -0.21 - 2.56 + 1.47 - 1.25 - 0.39 -0.12 -0.21
500-300 - 0.01 - 2.15 0.00 + 0.14 + 0.13 + 0.72 + 0.56
300-200 - 0.36 + 2.96 + 0.10 - 0.05 + 0.82 - 0.15 + 0.09
200-100 + 0.92 +- 1.03 + 0.61 + 0.06 + 0.92 - 0.08 + 0.06
100-50 + 0.02 -0.05 -0.33 -0.68 -2.36 -0.42 + 1.21
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TAiRLx 2: Zonally avera~ged stand~ing eddy term [wul '4- w ul - fioj (a] in~ em see-'
0l1 by pressure layer and latitde for April 1958.

Preose -,L at i t u.d e

layer f
inMS 20 30 40 so5 60 70 BID

LII
1000-850 -- 1.59 -o0.15 - 6 0.36 + 1i 4 0- 17 + .
850-700 ± 0.07 . 0.46 + 0.63 + 0.17 10;6 -- 1.95 i -1.51
700-500 4- 0.38 + 0.07 -0.53 1 0.70 -- 0.98 - 1.36 -0.96
500-300 - 0.85 - 1.71 - 0.51 -- 2.88 -- 2.08 - 5.10 --- 2.48

300-200 - 0.12 -- 2.79 + 0.54 + 0.05 1.10 -- 0.43 - 0.30
300-100 + 12 +274-03
200-100 + 0.26 -0.78 ± 0.08 + 0.42 -0.19 0 9.31 --- 0.08
100-50 +0.05 -0.07 + 0.21 -0.12 -0.31 f.--0.22 -0.20I II .1

TABLE 3: Zonally averaged covariance of vertical motion and norzhward component of

the horizontal wind (transient eddy term) [w'u'., in cm" sec- 2 - I02 by pressure layer and
latitude for January 1958.

Pressure L a t iL t u de
layer }... .. .. ..

inm fh 2 30! 40 5 60 70 g0o

Il 1000-850 + 0.14 + 2.25 + 1.16 4 1.39 -0.58 - 1.00 -• 501
850-700 -0.03 +±0.28 -1 1050- 062 1.1 1? 2 .5

0  
4-2.001

t 700-500 - 0.72 + 1.94 -- 0.61 ± 1:42 -4 5.16 -'- 3.33 -ý- 0.08
500-300 - 1.89 -4.65 -- 4.14 + 0.44 - 1.25 0.92 -- 2.26
300-200 - 0.42 - 1.67 .-- 3.22 -- 2 .39 + 1.00 4- 1.17 00.33
200-100 0.00 4-1.OS +41.47 1 0.67 -- 0.42 -0.42 2.33
100-50 -0.25 -0.72 1-- 0.94 4 0.17 I -1.67 + 1.8a I 0.25;

TABLE 4: Zonally averaged covoariance of vertical motion and northward component of

dte horizontal wind (transient eddy term) !w' u'], in cmS sec-2 • 102 by pressure layer and
latitude .for April 1958.

Pressure L a t i t u d eude

layer I !
in mb 20 30 1 40 50 60 70 80

1000.850 J- 0.53 +- 1.08 - 1.08 + - 2.94 0.00 4- 0.08 1 000
850-700 -- 0.14 + 1.42 4-t 1.22 j- 0.06 -- 1.83 -1.00 2.'17

700.500 + 1.06 + 1.31 -- 1.78 0'08 1.25 -- 1.331 1.42
500-300 4- 0.97 4 2.86 - 0.64 q+ 0.36 --- 0.67 - 1.33 + 0.33

300+200 --- 0.17 + 0.89 + 0.14 -1 2.67 -- 0.42 0.00 0.0"
200-10 + 081 + 0.17 -0.14 -- 0.25 --. 0.17 .- o017 0.00

S100-50 0.22 -0.36 -0.14 4- 0.06 -0.17 F -0.08 j 0.00
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Systematic nonadiabatic effects could alter the results somewhat. Thus con-
densation processes occurring chiefly east of trough lines in the upper westerlies
where u is larger could augment the upward flow of momentum in middle lati-
rudes at intermediate levels. This would increase algebraiealy the aI-ve values
for the transformation.

"The writers arp indebted t Ctapts. I). L. BAILEY, C. J. LoISEL and A. C.
MOLLA, USAF. for performing the computing.
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Tranafer through the tropopause and within the stratosphere*

By R. L. NEW.LL

Dept. of Metetmwla.y M.I.T'., Cawnbrige, Mons.

71%c evidence for trop h- pheric mass exchange is reviewed. A lae fraction of the exchange
appears to occur in the vicinity of the latitud tropopause discontinuity and the concomitaxt jet stream.
Calculadwos of the f=~ of radioartive wftuu*c* irn the traposphiare suport this view. Cloputationsi of the
horizontal flux of azone in the law" statosphere are vresented for the LCY. period divided into three-month
seasons. Indications are that the large-scale qu-hso-zontal transient eddies can transport ozone polewards
in wSuient quantities to account for the spring build-up of ozone. Such large-scale mixing, as opposed to
mean meridional motions, also allows explamtio of the distriutio of radmoxtve tungsten in the strAto e.
Transports appr to be poleward and donwasrd betwee hlates M20' and 60V. I depaudent meteorological
evidence, in the form of ieentpic cross-sections and values of the covariance between the meruid and
vertical components of the wind spport the muis scherne. The observed cuntr-grad•it eddy flux of
bat can be explained fron the model. Distrilutions of tertin other trace substance* are not at vwiance
with the a kdel From a prelmunary examination of the angular momientum transport processes up to
60 km it appears that trvAnsent eddis -'.re also important to theme levels but there is not yet suffiient global
coverage to evaluate the contributions due to mean motions and standing eddies.

1. IMMTODUCrON

Meteorologists presently claim an understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere
below the tropopiuse; but comparable claims cannot yet be made for the stratosphere.
the mesoaphere and the thermosphere. As with most physical systems our comprehension
is limited by our ability to observe events properly. In the past few years this ability has
increased by leaps and bounds. Reliable data to about 30 kin (10 rob) are now gathered
on a routine basis from the radiosonde network; with special attention, balloons may be
used to altitudes of 35 or 40 km (Conover. Lowenthal and Taylor 1960; Hopper and
Laby 1960). The Meteorological Rocket Network over North America provides synoptic
wind data, and some temperature data, in four periods of each year at altitudes to 65 km
(0-1 mb) (Webb, Hubert, Miller and Spurling 1961). A tantalizing glimpse of the wind
and temperature structure to 85 km (- 0-004 mb) has been provided by the rocket
grenade experiments (Stroud, Nordberg, Bandeen, Bartman and Titus 1960; Groves
1960; Nordberg and Stroud 1961; Teweles 1961) which have shown variability in the
mesophere corresponding to that found in tropospheric weather. Between 80 and 100 km
meteor trail drift observations (Elford 1959; Greenhow and Neufeld 1955, 1956). taken
over several years, have provided the wind velocities for one station in each hemisphere,
including the tidal components whose origin is still not completely resolved. Just above
this layer ionospheric discontinuities have been tracked and interpreted in tei.ms of winds
(Mitra 1949). Sodium vapour trails extending to altitudes of 200 km have also been
tracked to obtain wind velocity in a few cases (Manring and Bedinger 1960). Certain
rocket flights (Horowitz and LaGow 1957, 1958; Horowitz, LaGow and Giuliani 1959)
have enabled temperatures to be calculated, with various assumptions, up to these levels.
At higher altitudes, to about 1,000 kin, our knowledge is restricted to that of density
(King-liele 1961) and composition (Istomin 1959). Again under certain assumptions
temperatures can be calculated.

b 'nlh psW ganed b48y hmb UMk MM in tdhe 1%62 aUPi Sbw Ermy Cbamebtwn_
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The atmospheric circulation patterns derived from the whole gamut of techniques
used below 100 km have been presented by Murgatroyd (1957) and Batten (1961); wind
data are more abundant than temperature data in the section above 30 km. The patterns
above the tropopause suggest to the meteorologist very similar questions to those that were
raised many years ago concerning the circulation of the troposphere. One may enquire,
for example, about the source of the kinetic energy represented by these circulations.
How much of the kinetic energy is advected across the lower and upper boundaries, either
as kinetic or potential or internal energy, and how much is generated in situ from the
effects of solar and infra-red radiation ? This particular topic was the subject of a recent
paper by Starr (1959b) in which he emphasized the importance of a study of the energy
flux across levels such as the tropopause. Another striking fact is the reversal of the wind
direction that takes place between summer and winter in the region below about 70 km.
Where are the sources and sinks of relative angular momentum for this region ? Does
the summer easterly regime correspond to some systematic removal of angular momentum
from the region into the troposphere ? Or are there some torques, not yet understood,
that are operating in situ ? One may also enquire about the character of the mixing
processes in the region. If a foreign trace substance is introduced into the atmosphere
at say 60 km what happens to it ? Does it rapidly mix throughout the region 50-80 km,
so that in the course of a month or so it is uniforrnly distributed ? Or is it confined to a
thin layer in the vertical and limited in latitudinal extent ? In contrast to the opinions
prevalent some years ago it seems that the atmosphere is reasonably well mixed up to
about 100 km (Meadows and Townsend 1960) but the time scale associated with the
mixing is not yet known.

Answers to the first two sets of questions can be obtained by application of the
principles of conservation of energy and momentum. The third set indirectly can be
attacked with the principle of the conservation of mass. One of the first steps should be
the construction of a budget to keep track of the energy and angular momentum involved
in the region from the tropopause to 100 km. When one constructs from the circulation
patterns cross-sections of the kinetic energy density and angular momentum density of
the region it immediately becomes obvious that from physical considerations the kinetic
energy and momentum advected across the upper boundary makes a negligible contribu-
tion to the total budget. Such statements cannot at present be made about the higher
layers, for example 900-1,000 km. It is equally clear that relatively small changes near
the lower boundary can give rise to enormous changes in the upper half of the layer
considered - if indeed there is any relationship between events. It therefore seems logical
that we build from our knowledge of the troposphere to gain some understanding of the
vertical fluxes of energy, angular momentum and mass at the tropopause, then investigate
in detail the next layer above, say from the tropopause to 30 kin, with the ultimate aim
that we shall evaluate the vertical fluxes at 30 km as soon as events in the layer are under-
stood and as soon as observations allow.

During the past three years the Planetary Circulations Project at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, directed by Professor V. P. Starr, has been evaluating the
horizontal and vertical fluxes of energy and momentum in the layer from 100 to 10 mb.
Data collected during the International Geophysical Year have been used. As is well
known, similar computations have been made over the past twelve years for the atmosphere
between the surface and 100 mb. A picture of the workings of the stratospheric region
is emerging that is not only of considerable interest in its own right but which will provide
an indispensable springboard for the study of the layers above - say 30-50 km, 50-80 km
and 80-100 km. Some of the findings will be quoted below.

There are several approaches to the study of transport processes within, and into.
the stratosphere. If direct observations of temperature, pressure and wind velocity are
available one can either attempt a comprehensive study of events over a short period by
isentropic trajectory analysis or some similar technique, or one can collect the observations
together over a long period of time and study the average values both of the elements
themselves and of derived quantities such as the transport of momentum and energy. The
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latter, the climatological approach, is the one adopted by the Planetary Circulations Project.
Yet another approach is available if one has observations of some trace substance as a
function of latitude, longitude, height and time. If the substance can be treated as con-
servative in its passage from its sources to its sinks then changes in concentration and
gradients of concentration can be interpreted in terms of atmospheric transport processes.
This technique is essentially an application of the principle of mass conservation.

Until quite recently much of the literature concerning the general circulation of the
lower stratosphere has contained conclusions based on observations of the distribution of
trace substances. Craig (1948), for example, interpreted ozone observations as implying
a mean meridional motiou from equatorial to polar regions in the lower stratosphere.
Brewer (1949), from water vapour and ozone data, suggested that there is a direct mean
nmridional cell involved with rising motion through the tropical tropopause, northward
motion (in the northern hemisphere) between low and middle or high latitudes and sinking
motion to the north. Similar types of mean meridional circulations have been suggested
by Goldie (1950) from meteorological observations, Dobson (1956) from ozone and water
vapour data, Stewart, Osmond, Crooks and Fisher (1957), Machta (1957), Dyer and Yeo
(1960) Libby and Palmer (1960) all from observations of fission products, and Burton and
Stewart (1960) from observations of natural radioactive substances. Murgatroyd and
Singleton (1961) have deduced the existence of such a circulation in meridional planes from
calculations based on the radiation budget alone with consideration of possible eddy
heat transport omitted. Brewer, Machta and Murgatroyd and Singleton have each pointed
out that one of the major drawbacks of these schemes is that the angular momentum
budget of the atmosphere is not balanced by the circulations postulated, at least in certain
regions.

There is, of course, a parallel between the suggestions of a mean meridional circulation
in the stratosphere and the similar suggestions made many years ago of a direct meridional
circulation in the troposphere. Such a direct circulation was supposed to transfer heat
energy from the source regions at low latitudes to the sink regions near the poles. Later
it turned out that the heat transfer mechanism was somewhat different. Certainly the
differential heating produces available potential energy, but instead of this being realised
as kinetic energy of a mean meridional motion it appears that under the combined influence
of the differential heating and rotation of the earth the potential energy is converted into
available potential energy of the large scale quasi-horizontal eddies, thence into kinetic
energy of the eddies and thence into kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow. It is these
large-scale eddies which produce the heat flux poleward and not the mean motion. Indeed
these eddies in the process also transport relative angular momentum northward and for
a complete angular momentum balance an indirect mean meridional cell has been postu-
lated (Eady 1950) and observed (Starr 1954). In view of the experience with the tropos-
phere it is thus not necessarily logical to suggest that the differential heating in the
stratosphere and mesosphere produces a direct mean meridional circulation. Murgatroyd
and Singleton carefully pointed out that eddy transports would ultimately have to be
included in their calculations.

Several authors have proposed that the distribution of tracers can best be explained
by large-scale eddy-mixing processes with a flow down the concentration gradient for any
particular tracer. Reed (1953) felt that vertical-eddy mixing was important but that
horizontal-eddy mixing should also be considered. Martin (1956) was one of the first
to investigate the latter suggestion with regard to ozone; his work was based on com-
putations of the horizontal ozone flux using actual ozone and wind data- Godson (1960)
and Ramanathan and Kulkarni (1960) also pointed out that baroclinic waves may govern
the ozone flux. In a thesis written in 1959, the author (Newell 1960a; 1960b) pointed out
that Martin's work could possibly explain the observed distributions of fission-product
radioactivity and simultaneously account for the stratospheric countergradient flux
of heat reported by White (1954). Evidence in favour of the idea came when observations
of tungsten 185, collected by U-2 aircraft at altitudes up to 70,000 ft, were released (Feely
and ipar 1960a). There is now evidence at hand from extensive meteorological data
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that the eddy-mixing interpretation gives a stratospheric model which is not at variance
with considerations of angular momentum and energy balance. Some of these data have
been discussed elsewhere (Newell 1961). The main purpose of the present paper is to
summarize the work on tracers that has led to the current picture of stratospheric-
tropospheric exchange and to the current ideas concerning transport processes within
the stratosphere. Calculations of the ozone flux during the International Geophysical
Year will be presented in detail as the main observational basis for the model and an
effort will be made to fit the observations of trace substances into a picture which is also
consistent with the extensive meteorological observations processed by the members of
the Planetary Circulations Project.

2. TROPOSPHERIC-STRATOSPHERIC INTERCHANGE FROM TRACER STUDIES

The exchange of air between the troposphere and stratosphere is a topic which is
still not thoroughly understood but which has received considerable attention of late in
attempts to account for observations of trace substances in the two regions. One of the
first studies of the exchange which used methods of synoptic meteorology was that of
Reed and Sanders (1953); in evaluating the mechanisms and motions that occurred in the
formation of a baroclinic frontal zone they found evidence that stratospheric air was
entrained into the zone. Sawyer (1955), in a study of detailed aircraft observations of a
frontal zone, noticed that a tongue of very dry air was often present in association with the
zone and on one occasion was able to trace it backwards in time along a quasi-horizontal
path into the stratosphere. In similar vein, Ramanathan (1956) suggested that ozone
may escape into the troposphere via the quasi-horizontal circulations associated with
the jet stream.

Intense interest in the topic was aroused when it was found that many months after
nuclear-weapon tests had ceased, considerable concentrations of radioactivity were still
observed in the troposphere in spite of the fact that the debris had, supposedly, a mean
life in the troposphere of only 30 days (the removal being principally by precipitation).
The debris originated from those parts of the original nuclear clouds that had penetrated
into the stratosphere; such high yield explosions occurred either at high or low latitudes.
Machta (1957) suggested that the material entered the troposphere in the vicinity of the
middle-latitude tropopause discontinuity. Some of the data on the radioactivity of the
air is now examined to see if there is any support for the hypothesis.

One of the best sets of observations of the fission-product radioactive substances in
the lower troposphere is that collected by the United States Naval Research Laboratory.
There are 20 stations along 80°W. At each station air is blown through a circular piece
of asbestos-based filter paper, 8 in. diameter, at a flow rate of about 30 cubic feet per
minute. The paper has essentially 100 per cent retention for 0-3 Im particles and 90 per cent
retention for particles as small as 0-02 )A. Filters are changed daily at 0800 hr local time.
and forwarded to Washington where they are ashed at 650'C and then all counted
for gross P-activity with one and the same end-window Geiger-MUller Tube. Each day
the count of a standard sample and the background count is obtained. Most stations
commenced daily sampling at the beginning of the I.G.Y. period and continued until
November 1959, at which point the low levels of activity made necessary a change to
three-day sampling periods. (Dr. L. B. Lockhart of the Naval Research Laboratory
has kindly supplied the author with this valuable geophysical record). Monthly mean
meridional profiles have been constructed and are shown in Fig. 1 (see also Lockhart
and Patterson 1960; Lockhart, Patterson, Saunders and Black 1960). Tests ceased on
4 November 1958, and apart from the French tests in February, April and December
1960 and April 1961, which are reflected directly in the monthly data, most of the tropo-
spheric radioactivity during 1959, 1960 and 1961 had come from the stratosphere. As
previously mentioned, the mean residence time of radioactive particles in the troposphere
is about 30 days (Stewart, Crooks and Fisher 1956). It is very difficult to make a detailed
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interpretation of these proflz because they are essentially the end product of stratospheric-
transport processes, stratospheric-tropospheric exchange, tropospheric-transport and
tropospheric-removal processe. All of the fletors may vary with latitude and season.
Nevertheless three general points are outstanding; there are maxima in middle latitudes
of both hemispheres: the maxima move north and south with the sun : the concen-
traticnr are highest in the spring.

The first point cannot be explained by the variation of rainfall with latitude. In the
tropics tlare is an inverse relationship between the radioactivity of the air and the rainfall
(Lockhart, flaus and Blifford 1959) but it cannot be extended to middle latitudes for in
the periods examined in detail there was more rainfall at the stations with high activity
(25-40°N) than in the region to the north with much lower activity. The strontium-90
content of soil samples taken from. me entire globe -hows si, a , " 1r middle-latitude maximum,
even when the samples are collected from a line of equal rainfall rate (Alexander 1959).
In an effort to elucidate the second point, profiles of mean monthly zonal component of
the 200 rnb wind at stations along 80°W in the northern hemisphere were compared
with the radioactivity profiles and it was noted that the respective maxima move north
and south in phase with the radioactivity maxima displaced to the south by 5-10°. The
displacement is in the direction that would be expected from physical considerations, as
the potential temperature surfaces from the lower middle-latitude stratosplere that
penetrate the tropical troposphere or baroclinic zone slope downwards towards the equator.
It is not intended to assert that the transport is purely meridional. The secondary
maximum in the northern hemisphere at Thule (74°N) that appears after tests at high
latitudes by the U.S.S.R. represerts either direct stratospheric-tropospheric exchange
at high latitudes or a longer wash-out time.

There is dearly much more information to be gleaned from the concentration values
and no doubt will be gained when the injection into, and removal from, the troposphere
is more thoroughly understood. For the present the very simple assumption will be
made that the daily concentration values along 80°W in the northern hemisphere are
not directly related to the rainfall. The actual tropospheric wind data can then be used
to estimate the flux of fission products in the lower troposphere. Surface co.centrations
were combined with wind velocities from 1.0 or 1.5 km and calculations were made of
the north-south eddy flux of fission products by means of the technique which will be
outlined later in the discussion of ozone. The average monthly fission-product concentra-
tion at 4,000 ft has a correlation coefficient with the concentration at the surface of + 0-85
(calculated from data tabulated by Pierson, Crooks and Fisher 1960) and thus it seemed
reasonable to take the transports as representative of the lower troposphere. From the
flux values at adjacent stations along 80'W, with the assumption that the zonal flux is
divergence free, the divergence of radioactivity in a given volume of the lower troposphere
was calculated. The equation of continuity was then used to estimate the vertical flux
into or out of the volume. If convergence was indicated it could only come about by
descent of material from above, whereas divergence could be interpreted either as removal
by precipitation or settling on to the earth's surface or as upward transport. Four two-
month periods free of tests in the winters of 1958 and 1959 were chosen for the calculations.
The results showed a divergence of the meridional flux from a region of 30-35°N which
suggests that downward transport occurred into that region. There was also an indication
of a southward transport from high latitudes which may have corresponded to direct
stratospheric-tropospheric exchange. The results have been discussed in detail el-ewhere
(Newell 1960b) and have since been extended to include the continent of North America.
Both zonal and meridional fluxes have been calculated for the entire year 1959. Again
in the region of 80°W there are indications of downward transport in middle latitudes
with the region of downward flux moving northward in summer. A complete description
of this more complex procedure will be published in a separate paper. The main object
here is to point out that not only the daily values themselves but also the tropospheric-
transport values derived from these values can be explained quite well with the assumption
that the majority of the radioactivity enters the troposphere in the region of the baroclinic
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zones and tropopause discontinuities. The possibility of a secondary direct source at
high latitudes from tests by the U.S.S.R. is quite reasonable on meteorological grounds
because the vertical gradient of temperature in the lower stratosphere in winter is negative,
as in the upper troposphere. Presumably small-scale vertical-eddy mixing can proceed
more easily in these conditions than when there is an inversion at the tropopause (see,
for example, the work of Ball (!960)).

There have recently been several detailed studies of the structure of the isentropic
surfaces in the vicinity of frontal zones over North America. These studies (see Reed
and Danielsen 1959; Danielsen 1959; Staley 1960) show several good examples where
isentropic surfaces pass from troposphere to stratosphere- Consideration of constant
potential vorticity trajectories on these surfaces shows the physical possibility of transfer
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in both directions. The laminar structure revealed suggests that transfer is accomplished
quasi-horizontally rather than by direct vertical circulations.

Having established that, according to the meteorological analysis, air can pass between
the two regions in the vicinity of the jet stream and baroclinic zone, and having shown
that such passage provides a reasonable explanation for the high concentrations of fission
products observed in the middle-latitude troposphere, one must enquire if there is any
direct evidence of the transfer of trace substances in the region of interest. Sawyer (1955)
showed cases where the dry air in the frontal zone had probably come from the stratos-
phere. Helliwell's (1960) measurements suggest transfer in the opposite sense, for he
reports several occasions when the air of the lower stratosphere was relatively rich in water
vapour in the vicinity of frontal zones. Brewer (1960), in a discussion of some of the
measurements of ozone concentration made with his chemical sonde, has pointed out
several ways in which ozone may be transferred from the stratosphere into the troposphere,
including direct transfer downwards through the tropopause and also the schemes presently
under discussion. His measurements show evidence of ozone-poor layers in the lower
temperate stratosphere which may have come from the troposphere and there are also
indications of ozone-rich layers in the troposphere. Ney and Kroening (1961) using the
chemiluminescent type of ozonesonde described by Regener (1960) have also detected
ozone-rich layers, about 1 km thick, in the upper troposphere which may have entered
from the stratosphere. It would seem that the quasi-horizontal motions indicated from
the work of Danielsen and Staley could adequately account for these findings.

Roach (1961) has recently presented some meridional cross-sections of ozone and
frost-point constructed from observations made by the Meteorological Research Flight.
The isopleths of ozone concentration show a definite protrusion from the stratosphere
into the troposphere in the region of the jet stream, the baroclinic zone, and the tropopause
gap, which are all at the same general latitude. The effect is much more pronounced
in winter. Roach also confirmed Murgatroyd's (1959) finding of a high negative correla-
tion between water vapour and ozone in the vicinity of the jet stream. Ozone-poor,
water-vapour-rich layers in the stratosphere had probably recently been in the tropo-
sphere.

Giles (1961) has summarized the data on the concentration of strontium-90 in the
vicinity of jet streams obtained in the troposphere and stratosphere from air samples
collected by aircraft. Again there is a tendency for the isolines to follow the tropopauses
with higher concentrations above these surfaces and there is a protrusion into the
troposphere in the vicinity of the jet stream. Paetzold and Piscaler (1961) have reported
the protrusion evident from ozone soundings made during and after the International
Geophysical Year. Their observations suggest protrusions at both the polar and the
subtropical jets in winter.

In summarizing the status of the tropospheric-stratospheric exchange problem it
can be said that there is now considerable experimental evidence from the observations of
trace substances which indicates that much of the mass exchange occurs in the region of
the jet stream and tropopause discontinuity. Meteorological evidence in the form of
isentropic cross-sectional diagrams is not at variance with this view. Direct vertical
exchange at the tropopause or exchange by virtue of the local change of height of the
tropopause are factors whose contribution is not yet known. Since many of the isolines
of the trace substances tend to parallel the tropopause away from the regions of the
jets, it would appear that these factors are smaller than the mass exchange discussed
above.

The fin. two facets of the surface-air radioactivity values have now been discussed
at some length. The tLird aspect was the higher concentrations observed in the spring.
Reference to Fig. 1 shows that the phenomenon is best marked in the northern hemisphere
in the spring of 1959. In 1960, events were confused by the French tests of February
and April but nevertheless a rise in levels appeared in December 1959 and January 1960.
In 1961, there was again confusion from the French tests of December 1960 and April
1961 but yields were low and again the rise appeared at stations not influenced by these
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tests. It is actually possible by using isotope ratio data or age determinations to eliminate
the confusion entirely, but the pertinent data will not be discussed here. Suffiee it to say
that a seasonal effect of meteorological origin has been established. One may ask whether
the effect is due to increased stratospheric-tropospheric exchange in the winter and spring
or to increased stratospheric mixing that leads to higher concentrations in the middle
latitude stratosphere or to both causes. The fact that ozone amounts are a maximum
in the spring suggests that stratospheric transport is the principal variable. An attempt
to examine the stratospheric mixing process is outlined in the following section.

3. TRAmsPOORT OF OZONI WITH1IN Ti[E STRATOSPl.

The problems relating to the distribution of ozone in the atmosphere have been
discussed at length by many authors (see, for example.- Diitsch 1946. 1956; Craig 1950;
Normand 1953; Paetzold 1956; Godson 1960; Martin 1956; Martin and Brewer 1959)
and as they have had considerable airing in the pages of this journal no attempt will be
made to present a comprehensive review. The photochemical theory of ozone predicts
maximum amounts in the layer between 20 and 30 km, with total amounts in a vertical
column decreasing from the equator polewards and from sumner to winter. Observa-
tions of the vertical distribution of ozone confirm the presence of the layer but observations
of the horizontal distribution show an increase in the total amount of ozone with latitude
in winter, and higher values in middle and high latitudes in the late winter and spring
than in the late summer and autumn. The time necessary to reach 50 per cent of the
photochemical equilibrium concentration, after a disturbance in which the ozone content
of an air parcel is entirely removed, is 30 minutes, three days, and seven months, for
heights of 50, 30 and 20 km respectively for the overhead sun, and 90 minutes, one month
and 12 years for the sun at the horizon (Nicolet 1958). Hence it is obvious that the con-
centration of ozone in the layers below about 30 km is not influenced directly by the sun.
The air in these regions is effectively shielded from the ultraviolet radiation and the ozone
can thus be treated, in a sense, as a conservative tracer. Theory and observations can
be reconciled if atmospheric circulations are postulated which transport ozone from low
to middle and high latitudes or downwards out of the photo-chernical equilibrium regions
in middle and high latitudes. Such atmospheric circulations have previously been referred
to in the Introduction. In this section, calculations of the horizontal flux of ozone within
the stratosphere will be presented and an effort made to assess the role of quasi-horizontal
circulations in the ozone budget.

Supposing the ozone concentration at a particular point at a given time is 0; we
can write

0= a+0'.

where the bar represents the time mean and the prime the departure from the mean.

Likewise the northward component of the wind V may be written

V---V+V,

The instantaneous northward transport of ozone will be given by

oV= Ov+ O'V± +OV' + 0'V'

and the time averaged transport by

OV= OV + ±V'.

The equation is an expression of the fact that the northward transport of ozone at a
particular point is due to transport by mean meridional motions GV and transport by
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transient eddy processes U'-7. For the latter term to be effective in the present problem
it is necessary that northward-moving parcels of air contain more ozone than southward-
moving parcels. The eastward transport of ozone could be written similarly as

UU= UU + OFUi.

If the discussion is extended from a point to the hemisphere and the northward
transport at a particular level is considered, then a third possibility exists for meridional
transport over extended time periods, namely, that in the pattern of the so-called standing
eddy disturbances around the globe, the large-scale troughs and ridges, there exists
some systematic relationship between the meridional components of the wind and the
ozone concentration. For example, if there is more ozone in the region to the east of a
trough line and to the west of a ridge line than elsewhere then a northward transport of
ozone must exist. Formally such a transport can be expressed as [UV] - [0] VI] where
the square brackets represent average values around latitude circles. These procedures
whereby a transport process is resolved into three components, the mean, the transient
eddy and the standing eddy transports, have been used extensively in the study of planetary
circulations in the past ten years (Priestley 1949; Starr 1951; Starr and White 1952;
Starr 1954, 1957, 1959a). Originally they were applied to such intrinsic properties of the
atmosphere as wind velocity and temperature to calculate momentum and heat transports,
but in recent years they have been extended to the study of trace substances such as water
vapour (Starr and White 1955; Hutchings 1957), ozone (Martin 1956) and radioactive
substances (Newell 1960b).

In order to discuss with rigour the transport of ozone over the hemisphere it is
necessary to know the concentration of ozone as a function of latitude, longitude, height
and time as well as the concomitant wind distribution including both vertical and horizontal
components. In practice the only synoptic observations of ozone on a global basis are
those of the total amount of ozone measured by the Dobson spectro-photometer. This
total amount refers to all the ozone in a vertical column above the station and a myriad
of wind velocities are occurring at any one time in the column. It is difficult to see how
to compute the ozone flux from these data. Fortunateiy it has been found that when
the total amount of ozone changes, much of the change occurs, at least in middle latitudes,
between 12 and 24 km. Mateer and Godson (1960) find the coefficient of correlation
between the total amount of ozone and the ozone in the 12-24 km layer to be + 0-97
(for a Canadian station). They find that changes of ozone in this layer account for three-
quarters of the total change, on a daily or seasonal basis. The amount of ozone at the
Canadian stations on which the study was based ranged from about 0.29 to 0.50 cm at STP.
Ramanathan (1956) found a similar result for the 18-27 km layer at an Indian station
(the ozone centre of graxity in the vertical is higher at low latitudes). There, ozone amounts
ranged from 0.15 to 0.21 cm and vertical distributions in each case were found by the
umkehr method. The distributions and findings based on them suggest that a first approxi-
mation to the transport of oxone in the stratosphere can be obtained from wind velocities
representative of the 12-24 km layer together with a measure of the total amount of
ozone.

The Planetary Circulations Project of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
is engaged in an extensive study of the general circulation of the stratosphere, based on
observations collected during the International Geophysical Year. Computations of the
seasonal wind velocities and temperatures and fluxes of angular momentum and energy
are performed by machine methods; a similar approach to that already extensively applied
at tropospheric levels (see Starr 1954, 1957) is being used. Data from levels of 100, 50, 30
and 10 mb are used; in the standard atmosphere they correspond to heights of 16, 21, 24
and 30 km. Altogether some 220 stations in the northern hemisphere are used. Twenty-
five stations which were either at, or close to, good wind-reporting sites, reported daily
values of the total amount of ozone.
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The -anounts have been incorporated into the machin-e progranmme and three-month
seasonal averages calculated for the six periods of the I.G.Y. In addition to average values
0, V, , 77T and their standard deviations a (0), a (V), a (U), a (T), covariances T V,
D_'T', 577, Wir. UT'V1 and correlation coefficients - (0, V), r (0, U), r (0, T), r (V, T),
S(U, V) were calculated. The data which involve ozone values are presented here,

although reference will be made to the other resultz which will be discussed in detail else-
where by my colleagues. There are too few data to make an analysis of the 30 and 10 mb
results. The fluxes reported refer only to levels of 100 and 50 mb (approximately 16 and
21 km respectively). These are the rmo,)st appropriate levels according to the vertical distribu-
tion data examined above. At the lower latitudes it would perhaps be beter to examine only
the 50 mb results but there is always present somie inter-Ieve wind correlation (Charl•s 1959)
and so both levels are presented. The ozone stations used are listed in Table I

"TABLE i. OzoNE STATIOM

Station lnternational Index No. Location

Marcus Island, Pacific 91-131 z4' IT N 153* WE

Torishirna, Japan 47-963 30 29'N 144 r 81

Tateno, Japan 47-646 36* 0314 14 ot'E
Sapp-cro, Japan 47-412 430 oyN 141' ZoTE
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 7U-405 3s s5'N 77 02&'W
Abasturnani, U.S.S.R 37-506 41* 43N 4?• FE
(Tbilisi, U.S.S.R.) 37-549 41' 41'N 44' 57E

Rore. Italy 16-2,0 41* WrN i? 'E
Vladivostok, U.S.S.R. 31-960 43* o(7N 1310 54lE

Alma Ata, U.S.S.R. 36-870 43' 15'N 7V 361

Green Bay, Wisconsin, °. A. 72-645 42 zVN SB' oi-W

Bisrnarck. N. Dakota, U.S.A. 72-764 46' 46'N 1o0' 4W•5

Arosa, Switzerland -- 47"N o9 41E
(Milano, Italy) 16-osD 45' Z"N o0 IVE
Caribou, Maine, U.S.A. 72-712 46' 0'WN 68' o'W
Casnbourne, England 03-soM so' WN or' V9W
Moosonce. Canada 72-8.6 51* 16'N Wo 391W
Oxford. England - 51' 46'N 01' 6W

(Crawley, England) 03-774 31' o0N Wo' i3W
E•monton. Canada 72-879 53i' 4N 113' 31'W

Eskdalrnuir, Scotland 03-162 55' q19N 03' 12W
(Leuchars. Scotland) 03-171 56' 2YN 02' 53W

Aarhus, Denmark o0-0a0 seI BsN 10o' in
(Copenhagen, Denmark) o06s-0 5r 38s'N 12' 4'E

Uppasla, Sweden 0Z-076 39* s2N 1' it'E

(Stockholm, Sweden) 02-077 39' 21'N 17' 5WE

Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 26-063 so' aN 3oW 42T

Lerwick. Scotland o0-oos Wo' oWrN oil ,1"W
Reykjavik. Iceland 04-030 64' Os'N 21' 34%W

(Keflavik. Iceland) 04-01s 63r 57'N 23' 37W

Resolute, Canada 7U-924 74' 4•N 94' 31W

Alert, Canada 74-082 82 3'N 6V' 20'W

( Wind stations where wind and ozone were measured at different sites.
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TABLE 2. Avzxwz =Ng Aowoum-s

Units: of ozone at STP (Number of observations in parentheses)

July-September 1057 October-December 1957 January-March 1958

Staion 0 q(0) 0 0(0) 0 u (0)

Marcua Wand .. .. 41 o-i t) o-012
Torishima -- -- 0o2 (23) 0,012 0,310 (74) 0"130
Tateno 0-3o0 (1u) 0.022 0.2w0 (35) "-Z25 0-336 (77) 00o44
SAWO .... - 0'443 (29) 0-039

waohingo D.C. 0(3Mg (32) 0-20 0-29 (01) -022 0'338 (40) 0036

Ab, umni 0-237 (46) t."01 0C-20 137) 0-02t 0-347 (291 0-035

Rome 0-1 (81) 0-013 0-396(81) 0-028 0-378 (00) 0-04B

Vl vosk 0-268" ) 0-015 0-29 (14) 0-026 -- -

Alma Ata 0. -226 (11) 91021 Q-292 (LI) 0-019
Orem Bay .-.. 0-386(12) 0-028

.a... - - - - 0-375(52) 0,049
Milano 0-303 (74) 0"i1s 0&284 (70) 0M29 0-360 (64) 0o02.

Caribou - - - - -
Camboume 0-30t (84) 0'029 0-277 (77) 0.030 0-332 (57) 0-035

oaownee 0-323 (75) 0`024 0-319 (72) 0-031 0,397 (83) 0046
Cra-wey 0-131(91) 0-030 0288 (86) 0"036 0-36 (78) 0.034
Edmxoton 0-304 (76) 0-027 0,291 (74) 0-044 0-379 (W3) 0-062
L.uchars 0.325 () 0-024 01294 (64) 0-029 0-380 (62) 0-073
Copehagn 0-339 (91) 0-026 0-306 (W) 0033 0-428 8) 0073
Stockholm 0-318 (73) 0017 0-2"1 (71) 0.030 0-404 (68) 0o074
Lenina 0-347 (57) 0-023 0-303 (10) 0-019 0-460 (24) 0-023

Lerwick 0-330(83) 0`032 0Q280 (46) 0-026 0-40(56) 0-049
Keflavk 0,-307 (73) 0- 0-291 (71) "-032 0-401 02) 0-075

Tromnso 0-302(80) 0-018 0-277(86) 0.040 0-420 (86) 0-0W3

Reaoluf 0.310(37) 0-040 0-281 (20) 0-03; 0-442 (8) 0-049
Alert 0-301 70) 0-020 - - 0-433 (8) 0116

April-June 1958 July-September 1958 October-December 1958

Station 0 v() C (0) 0 a(O)

Marcus Island 0-287 (50) 0-019 0-282 (91) 0-012 0-257 (90) 0-013
Toriahima 0-341(76) 0-021 0-300(34) 0-024 0-26 (•3) 0-016
Tatew 0-33" (81) 0`M26 0'302 (84) o02t1 0-20 (70) 0-023
Sapporo 0-422,(69) 0-044 0-326(92) 0-0.0 0-352007) 0-%49
Washington D.C. 0-352 (77) 0-052 0-312 (75) 0-037 0-301 (86) 0-025
Abadunuzt i 0-324 (24) 0-033 0-276 (40) 0-017 0-273 (44) 0"028

Ron- 0-374 (90) 0-640 0-311 (91) 0W017 0-311 79) 0`032

Vladivostok 0-322(22) 0-038 0-273 (24) 0-014 0-272 (37) 0-045

Alma Ata 0-283 (22) 0-022 0-234 (36) 0-024 0-232 (15) 0-032

Green Bay 0-336(66) 0-02• 0-295(64) 0-023 0-313 (37) 0.048
Bismarck 0-369(81) 0-046 0-305(87) 0"043 0300 (71) 0-033

Milano 0-366(66) 0-034 0-312(83) 0-026 0-294 (66) 0028

Caribou 0-376 (57) 0-031 0-321 (82) 0-035 0-318 (78) 0-046

CambouMe 0-368 (89) 0-032 0-320 (68) 0o031 0-296 (63) 01050

oaooro"e 0-413 (91) 0-030 0-339 (92) 0"028 0-359 (89) 0-030

Crawley 0.394 (87) 0.028 0-331 (90) 0-033 0-299 (71) 0-039

Edmonton 0.380(90) 0-041 0-317"(91) 0-027 0-334 (91) 0'042

L,eucChAr 0-381 (68) 0'032 0-32 (83) 0-031 0-308 (78) 0-040
COPe en 0-414 (88) 0-038 0-337 (90) 0-033 0308 (38) 0-032

Stockholm 0 374 (82) 0"030 0-309 (81) 0-033 0-283 (56) 0-042

Lningrad 0-397(34) 0-039 0.337 (34) 0-031 0-272 (15) 0-018

L wwkk 0-389(91) 0-037 0-319 (92) 0-032 0-277 (50) 0-034

Keflavik 0-385 (87) 0-036 0-316 (92) 0-038 0-319 (36) 0-047
Ti-omo 0-3 (85) 0-039 0-299 (80) 0-027 0-290 (76) 0-046

Resolute 0-406 (68) 0-047 0-333 (92) 0-024 0-383 (26) 0"079
Alert 0-416 (77) 0-063 0-310 (7T) 0-033 0-313 (2) 0'013
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together with the wind velocity stations in parenthesis where wind and ozone were measured
at different sites. There are other ozone stations in the northern hemisphere but either
ozone or wind values were not available here at the time the computations were made
(during 1960 and early 1961). As soon as ozone amounts are made available we propose
to extend the computations to 1939, 1960 and 1961.

Wind velocities were received for both 0001 oGmr and 1200 GmT for all stations except
Marcus Island, which relayed data only for 0001 oGbr. All the calculations mentioned
above were performed separtely for these two times. Ozone stations in Canada, Japan,
the United States and the U.S.SR. reported values of the total amount of ozone applicable
to several different times each day (on World Meteorological Organization form 0-1);
in such cases the ozone value nearest in time to the wind observation was selected for the
computations. Completed forms for Moosonee and Edmonton were not received until
after the calculations were made and forms for the European stations still have not been
received. In these cases one tentative value was available for each day and was used in the
calculations with the -wo wind velocities nearest in time.

A summary of the average ozone amounts, by station and season, principally compiled
from the results of the 1200 GmT calculations, appears in Table 2. Ozone amounts for
Tromso (69' 40'N 18' 57'E) are also included for reference; this is, of course, one of the
oldest ozone-reporting stations and of great interest, but winds were not available to the
heights necessary for our transport calculations. The average amounts show the well-
known seasonal variation, although it is not so well marked when three-month averages
are considered. Most stations show higher amounts in the January-March 1958 period
than the April-June period but the reverse is true for the two low-latitude stations and for
those in the latitude belt from 45-55°N. There is a general tendency for ozone amounts to
increase with latitude except in the October-December periods. The variation of ozone
amount with longitude is quite striking. Sapporo, at 43°N 1410E, has very much higher
values in the first half of 1958 than stations in comparable latitudes at other longitudes.
It is difficult to decide on the basis of just one station whether the high values are meteoro-
logical in origin or are due to instrumental effects. A recent paper by Seldguchi (1961)
favours the former explanation.

The standard deviations, also shown in Table 2, are largest in middle and high
latitudes and in the January-March 1958 period. In the July-September periods the
variability exhibited is low at all latitudes.

Perusal of the covariance values shows considerable variation from one season to the
next and even between the same season in successive years. Variations with longitude
are also evident. These variations are not surprising to the meteorologist, particularly
when the relatively small number of observations is taken into account. The principal
interest in the present paper is in the general circulation of ozone. We have therefore
collected together observations in the same latitude belt to form some estimates of the
global flux of ozone. Calculations fcr both time sets have been combined and thus the
number of cases quoted does not always represent the number of independent observations
but may be up to a factor of two higher than this quantity. There was an exception to
the grouping by latitude belts in the case of Japan. For reasons to be discussed presently
it was decided to treat these three stations as a separate group rather than include them
in the latitude belts with others. There were not sufficient stations at high latitudes to
warrant combination into groups. Covariance values, henceforth referred to as transient
eddy fluxes, are shown in Table 3.

The levels 50 mb and 100 mb are both presented for comparison. The resemblance
between the results reflects the inter-level wind correlation. At low latitudes it is more
pertinent to consider the 50 mb flux as the 100 mb level is often within the troposphere.
The 50 mb level fluxes are generally positive in middle latitudes with largest values
appearing in the spring. The Japanese stations show a fairly strong negative flux in the
same period. Keflavik too, unfortunately the only good ozone and wind station north
of 60', shows a very strong negative flux in the spring. At 50 mb the one low-latitude
station shows a northward flux throughout the year. When the average seasonal winds
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FABLE 3. Mea!DIoNAL rLUX oF ozo0z Dy TRAS2zmr EDOIES
U a:t'1 : cm of ozone at srp m sec- (Number of case in parentheses)

July -Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan.-March April-June July-Sepz. Oct.-Dec.

Latitudie Belts 1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

100 mb

Mdarcus Island 24°N .- 0 0-0111 - 0"0316 + 00022 - 0-0442
(23) (68) (81) (72)

Jap•n - 0-0664 - 0-0050 - 00358 + 00183 - 0-0621 - 00572
(3 stationn) (172) (228) (377) (404) (511) (459)

381-451,N + o099 4 0-0003 + 0-0820 + 00156 o0-0048 - 0.000
(6 stations) (161) (184) (232) (419) (398) (332)

45°-55*N + 0-0519 + 0'0310 + 0-0725 4 0-0043 + 0-0340 + 00461

(7 station•) (568) (529) (499) (738) (749) (606)

55-60WN +- 00382 + 0"0819 4 0-0781 - 0-0096 + 0.0488 + 0-0464
(5 stations) (310) (261) (380) (548) (546) (345)

Keflavik 64°N + 0-G381 0-0240 - 0-1779 - 0-0736 - 0-0081 - 0'1968
(140) (125) (136) (167) (166) (103)

Resolute 75°N + 00647 I- 0'1022 - 0-0421 + 0'0383 + 0-0442 + 0'121
(29) (18) (6) (99) (121) (18)

Alert 82"5'N + 0-0064 1 0.0049 - 0-9798 + 0-0183 0-0220 + 0-0752
(120) (13) (6) (124) (128• (IVI)

50 mb

Marct-s Island 24*N - - 4-o0312 + 0.0021 +o0-0006 ± o.i01o
(12) (33) (7S) (60)

japan - 0-0075 - 0-0031 - 0-0416 t- 0.0183 - 0-0148 + 0-0126
(3 stations) (148) (211) (312) (319) (461) (39M)

38°-45*N + 0-0034 +40-9276 t 0-1175 + 00083 + 0-0049 - 0-0208
(6 stations) (79) (94) (166) (321) (302) (220)

45*-55°N + 0.0319 + 0-0106 1 0.1151 + 0-0099 + 0.0222 i 0-0162
(7 stations) (409) (393) (372) (568) (392) (63R)

55*-60N 4- 0'0188 " 0.0683 0-00782 + 0.0103 4- 0-0318 9 0.0970
(5 stations) (120) (151) (192) (339) (335) (207)

Keflavik 6,tN + 0-060 + 0.0572 - 0-2680 + 0-0300 + 0-0030 - 0-2420
(141) (117) (125) (166) (161) (96)

Resolute 75ON + 0"0406 - 01011 - 0-0578 + 0-0077 + 0-0341 -t- 0'2015
(25) (13) (4) (87) (110) (14)

Alert 82"5*N + 0-0022 +0-0673 - 04734 - 0-0186 + 0-0087 + 0-0833
(113) (5) (7) (126) (121) (9)

over Japan were studied it was found that there is a strong jet over the area in the spring
and autumn; it is possible that the high negative transports actually represent ozone
amounts being transported downwards into the troposphere in the vicinity of the jet, as
discussed in Section 2. The very high values of ozone amount in the area may also be due
to these circumstances.

There is considerable interest attached to these two findings - that the transient
eddy flux is generally northward and that the maximum is in the spring season - for
these are precisely the nature of the transports required to reconcile theory and observa-
tions as pointed out earlier. But it is necessary to establish that these transports are of
sufficient magnitude to be of importance in the global balance of ozone. For this purpose
a crude ozone budget of the stratosphere has been constructed.
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The contributions of mean motions and standing eddies to the budget are, with the
present number of stations, very difficult to assess. One of my colleagues on the Planetary
Circulations Project has recently completed a study of the first six months of stratospheric
data from the I.G.Y. and has constructed charts of the seasonal averages of the meridional
wind component which have been used to estimate the average values of the wind around
latitude circles. For the six-month period July-December 1957 these values (see Barnes
1961) show a southward motion between 25' and 55'N with a maximum magnitude of
about 15 cm sec-1 . and a northward motion with a maximum of 10 cm sec-' between the
equator and 25'N at 50 mb. The values are not strictly comparable with the ozone fluxes
for they represent a six-month period. Even using aUl the available data from 220 stations
in the northern hemisphere Barnes found that the hemispheric mean meridional motions
were so small that they were almost lost in the meteorological 'noise' unless two three-
moath periods were combined. At some later date we shall have seasonal averages
for several years available and then this problem will perhaps have been circumvented.

A purely objective appraisal of the contribution to the ozone flux by standing eddies
appears in Table 4 as calculated directly from the formula shown. Stations in the 40-60'N
latitude belt, widely spaced in longitude, were included. There is an indication of north-
ward transport which again apparently has a maximum in winter and spring. Once
more we must stress the crudeness of this approach - ideally we would like to use many
more stations - but this seems to be the only step possible at the present time.

TABLE 4. MERUDIONAL FLUX OF OZONE BY STANDING EDDIES

(Units as in Table 3)

July-Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan.-March April-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

100 mb - 0-0065 + 0-0190 + 0"0214 -1, 0-0046 - 0-0059 + 0,0236

50 mb - 0-0008 + 0-0123 + 0.4422 + 0-0078 - 0-0086 + 0.0220

TABLE S. OZONE •uwDrT

(Units: cm 3 of ozone at STP Sec-' when multiplied by 10')

July-Sept. Jan.-March july-Sept.
1957 1958 1958

Transport of ozone across 50'N
(a) by transient eddies + 2-0 4- 10-4 + 2-0

(b) by standing eddies - 0*1 + 3-S 0-s
(c) by mean meridional motions -2-9 ?

Transport from content change north of 50'N - 5-2 3 9-0 - 5-2

Transport of ozone across 40'N
(a) by transient eddies 4 o.4 + 12-6 + 01s
(b) by standing eddies - 0-1 + 4+5 - 0.9
(c) by mean meridional motions -4.9 ? ?

Transport from content change north of 40°N - 7-4 -1 11-6 -- 7-4

Tropospheric downward flux = 6

To obtain an independent estimate of the seasonal changes of ozone amount, the
curves presented by Godson (1960) of the average total ozone amount as a function of
latitude and month of the year were used. The ozone amount from the pole to 50°N
and 40°N was integrated on a monthly basis and three monthly changes were averaged to
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give the average change in ozone content of the region during the season. For comparison
with the January-March fluxes, the content change from December to January, January
to February and February to March was computed. The budget calculations for the
50 mb level are shown in Table 5. In order to convert from the fluxes recorded in Tables 3
and 4 to actual ozone transports it was assumed that 35 per cent of the total amount of
ozone was actually involved in the layer in which transport was occurring centred on
50 mb. This approximate figure was obtained from the summaries of umkehr observations
presented by Ramanathan (1956). Dfztsch (1959) and Mateer and Godson (1960). Barnes's
(1961) values of the mean meridional motion were used to calculate the flux in the July-
September period. The actual transports given by the direct calculation of the standing-
eddy transport are also included. For reasons which have already been discussed, both
of these transports should be viewed with caution. Perhaps the most important point to
note is that the transient eddy flux, by itself, is of the same order of magnitude as the
observed change in ozone content of the polar cap in the January-March period. Thus
the large-scale quasi-horizontal transient eddies may be the prime factors in the movement
of ozone northwards in the stratosphere.

From ozone-concentration measurements taken near the earth's surface, Regener
(1957) has been able to estimate the vertical flux of ozone in the troposphere: his value is
1.2 x 1011 molecules cM- 2 sec-1 . The measurements were in middle latitudes. Let us
suppose that a flux one-half as great is representative of the entire hemisphere; the middle
latitude values might be expected to be higher than elsewhere if most of the ozone enters
the troposphere in the vicinity of the tropopause gap. Let us further suppose that all the
orone flowing downwards in the troposphere initially flowed northwards quasi-horizontally
across an imaginary vertical boundary along 40'N; in this case the equivalent flux in the
stratosphere corresponding to the ozone flux at the ozone sink is - 6 x 10, cm3 sec-1
as shown in the Table. It is of the same order of magnitude as the calculated fluxes and
provides an independent piece of evidence that these fluxes are important in the general
circulation of ozone.

If we combine the results of the ozone budget estimate with those in Section 2
of this paper we can hypothesize the following transport path for ozone. Ozone moves
northwards from low to middle and high latitudes in the lower stratosphere. There it
is subjected to vertical mixing and can reach the isentropes which sometimes pass into
the troposphere in the vicinity of the jet stream. Once there, it can be removed from
the stratosphere. As mentioned earlier, the Japanese stations may reflect this exchange.
The largest northward transport of ozone into the middle latitude stratosphere occurs
in the period January-March and the well-known maximum in the total amount appears
also at this time at the high-latitude stations. Afterwards much of this ozone is presumably
lost to the troposphere. Junge (1961a) has recently collected values of the tropospheric
concentration of ozone and shown that this, too, exhibits a seasonal variation with the
maximum in the tropospheric concentration at the surface being 1-2 months later than the
maximum in the total amount of ozone : his finding fits very nicely with the present model.
It would thus seem that greater stratospheric mixing in winter is the reason for the observed
spring maxima in both fission products and ozone.

The hypothetical path followed, as outlined above, does not seem to be subject to any
long time delays. After the increased mixing in the stratosphere there soon appears a
maximum value in the ozone amounts followed one or two months later by higher values
at the surface as the ozone passes into the troposphere. The speed of these eddy processes
can be gauged from the length of time necessary to replenish the polar cap. It has already
been demonstrated that the increases in the polar-cap content can be accounted for on the
basis of the calculated eddy flux values. If the ozone in the region from the pole to 50°N
from the tropopause to 25 km were completely removed and then replenished by the
transient eddy flux it could attain the maximum content (the value for March) in just
under four months. Similarly if the maximum polar-cap content passed into the tropo-
sphere through the tropopause gaps at one-half the rate equivalent to the flux measured
by Regener it would take about four months to remove all the ozone.
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4. TRA.N PORT OF RADIOACTMvE TUNGSTEN WrrHIN THE STRATOSPHERE

Several moderate-yield tests in the equatorial Pacific in the summer of 1958 produced
radioactive tungsten-185 (whose half-life is 74 days) which was injected into the troposphere
and lower stratosphere. Tungsten is not a fission product; it was produced in the bombard-
ment of tungsten- 184 by neutrons. It is believed that the sole source was the 1958 summer
test series by the United States and the isotope therefore serves as a unicque tracer for the
debris from this series. It was first produced on 13 or 14 May 1958 and was detected in
surface air by the Naval Research Laboratory stations along 80°W before the end of May
(Lockhart, Baus, Patterson and Saunders 1960). By the end of July the profile along 801V
appeared very similar to that usually observed for gross-fission products; there were peaks
an both hemispheices, as can be seen in Fig. 2, some 20-30' north and south of the latitude
of injection at II"N. Lockhart et al., consider that the transports northward and south-
ward to the maxima occurred in the upper troposphere. It is possible that the transport
may have occurred in the lower stratosphere, in which case the two maxima represent
regions of stratospheric-tropospheric exchange. Stebbins (1959) has pointed out that the
first of the radioactive clouds which contained tungsten moved westwards around the globe
in the stratosphere to reach eastern United States some 44 days after the explosion, during
which time the debris spread in latitude by about 45'. The equivalent meridional velocity
is about 1-2 m sec' which is large enough to support the argument that the ýwo peaks
came from stratospheric debris.

The data of Fig. 2 show an increase in the surface air concentration of tungsten in the
spring of 1959. Similar spring maxima had been noted earlier in the concentration of
gross-fission products and in the rainwater content of radioactivity but interpretation had
been difficult because of the pattern of the tests. Martell (1959) considered that spring
maxima were principally due to the removal from the polar stratosphere of debris intro-
duced by Russian tests in the previous autumn. The tungster measurements demonstrate
that debris whose ultimate source is the equatorial stratosphere also enters the troposphere
at a greater rate during the spring. Lockhart et al., from considerations of the ratio of
strontium-89 to tungsten-185 (Sr89 has a half-life of 50-5 days), show that debris younger
than that from the 1958 summer series is also involved in the 1959 spring maximum.
Walton (1960), who has measured the concentration of tungsten-185 and strontium-90
in rainfall, estimates that only 8 per cent of the total strontium-90 in rainfall collected
in the spring of 1959 was from the equatorial test, - the remainder being from the October
1958 Soviet tests in the Arctic. Lockhart, Patterson, Saunders and Black (1960) estimate
a value of 10 per cent for the same fraction. The principal point to note is that debris
from both stratospheric sources arrives at middle latitudes and produces a maximum in
the spring. A polewards mean meridional motion is difficult to reconcile with these
facts.

The various arguments involving fission-product radioactivity have so far referred to
measurements made at the earth's surface, except for the work reported by Stebbins (1959).
In 1960, a considerable body of data was released on the concentration of radioactivity in
the stratosphere (Stebbins 1960; Feely and Spar 1960b). Samples of stratospheric particu-
lates were collected over the Americas to heights of 70,000 ft by Lockheed U-2 aircraft.
Two examples of the stratospheric content of tungsten-185 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
Concentrations represent average values over the two-month periods shown. The figures
have recently been published by Stebbins (1961). In an earlier publication on this topic
(Newell 1961) similar diagrams were reproduced with permission from Dr. Feely, which
were kindly provided to us by Major Stebbins. All tungsten-185 disintegration rates are
corrected for radioactive decay back to 15 August 1958. As a background we have used
isentropi: cross-sections for July 1q57 and December 1957 taken from the work of Taylor
(1960). The tropopause positions are from Taylor's work. The Planetary Circulations
Project has data for the northern hemisphere only, at present. In the previous superposi-
tion, isentropes for the stratosphere of the northern hemisphere for longitude 80'W have
been used (Newell 1961). Mean isentropes for the hemisphere give a very similar picture.
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Ultimately our work will provide isentropes for !938 but for the present paper the tempera-
ture cross-sections for 1957 will be compared with the tungsten concentrations for 1958.
Both figures suggest that tungsten was transported polewards more or less along the
isentropic surfaces with the greatest transport occurring in the winter hemisphere.
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As Feely and Spar point out, indications are that the motion is some type of turbulent mixing
'k rather than an organized mean meridional circulation. The zone of maximum concentra.

tion rather than moving northwards with time, as would be expected for a mean meridional
motion, actually moved southwards. The two secondary rnaxima are possibly formed by
the removal of tungsten into the troposphere in the region of the tropopause gaps. The
secondary maxima have almcýt identical potential temperatures in both periods. Between
the two periods the equivalent potential temperatures of the maxima decreased, in spite
of the fact that the southern hemisphere maxima actually rose in altitude while that in
the northern hemisphere sank. Because of the complexities involved in the interpretation
it is not possible to argue unequivocally that the decrease is a diabatic cooling. Gravita-
tional settling in conjunction with large-scale diabatic vertical motion is another possibility
- as also is the chance that coincidence played a part. 'I able 6 shows the terminal velocities
of small spherical particles with a density of 2 gm cm-. The values were obuLnedA from a
graph published by Junge, Chagnon and Manson (1961). The distance fallen by these
particles in two months, the time between the tungsten cross-sections, is shown in Table 7.

ItAlthough the actual distribution of radioactivity among the stratospheric particle size
spectrum is not well known at present it appears that radioactive material is present on
particles in the size range from 0.01 tL to 1.0 1A (Stebbins 1960). If it turns out that most
of the activity is on the smallest particles in this range then essentially none of the vertical
displacement of the tungsten is due to gravitational settling; but as the table illustrates
it will be necessary to measure the distribution of the radioactivity as a function of
particle size before a ruling can be made on the matter. In later periods the maxima
depart quite chaoticzlly from the mean isentropes given here (see Stebbins 1961). It is
part of our plan to examine the actual isentropes along longitudes close to the collection
sites as soon as the data are processed.

TABLE 6. Tm•iNAL. VELOCITY OF SPHERCAL PARTICLES

(Units: :m se•-)

Altitude Radius

(km) 0-01 js 0-03 A 0.1 j 0-3 jA 1-0 IL

30 o-oo. 0o062 0-021 0-067 0-24

25 0-0010 )003Q 0010 0.032 0-13
20 0-00048 00015 0.005 0-017 0-06

15 0-00022 0.00065 0-0023 0.008 0-048

10 0-00010 0-0M31 0-0013 0"0048 0-039

TABLE 7. Dis.-.ncE S-ALLEN IN TWO MONTHS AT TP.3RMINAL '•ELOCITY

(Units :metres)

Altitude Radiu
(kin) 0-01 JA 0-03 p 0-1 A 0-314 1.Op

30 114 347 14og3 3473 12442

25 12 156 518 1659 6739

20 2578 2S9 181 3110

15 11 34 119 415 2481

10 S 16 67 249 1970
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When the tungsten data were first made available in late 1960, it was very gratifying
to us to see the general agreement between our indirect findin based on ozone calculatioam
and the direct measurements in the stratosphere. The fact that eddy transports were
predominant in both cases and that transport was polewards and downwards at least to
about 60'N, gave reason to believe that a beginning had been made in the formulation of a
model of stratospheric transport processes which was consistent with meteorological
observations (to be mentioned later), as well as with measurements of trace substances.
A more detailed study cannot be made until meteorological data for other =suns has
been processed and until the distribution of ozone in three dimensions is at hand. Such
steps may take several more years. A few generalized comparisons between meteorological
evidence, tungsten-183 and ozone observations are presented below.

Let us suppose that the meridional displacement of the mid-latitude maximum in
the northern hemisphere or the displacement of the 5,000 dpm/1,000 scr contour between
the two profiles gives a representation of the meridional component of the quasi-horizontal
eddy speed. For the region 40-60"N a speed of about 21 cm sec-' is obtained. In like
fashion the equivalent speed for the ozone flux may be obtained !y dividing the calculated
flux by the average ozone amount. Such a procedure yields a value of about 17 cm sec-1
from the transient eddy fluxes averaged over the two October-December periods in the
45-60°N latitude belts.

Spar, quoted by Stebbins (1960). has used the tungsten profiles and a quasi-Gaussian
model of turbulent diffusion to estimate diffusion rates in both vertical and horizontal
directions. He finds a value for the horizontal diffusion coefficient of 109 cm2 sec-1.
A value for the same parameter in the troposphere is 10k-010 cm2 sec- 1 obtained by
Grimminger (1941) from a study of isentropic charts. The difference between the two
regions lies not so much in their horizontal motions, ior it is well known that strong
winds with a certain degree of variability exist in the stratosphere, as in their vertical
structure. Measures of the variability will be quoted later.

In principle an equivalent eddy diffusion coefficient could be calculated from the
ozone flux calculations in conjunction with the obwrved ozone distributions. Some of
these distributions have been presented by Ramanathan and Kulkarni (1960) from umkehy
measurements and by Brewer (1960) and Paetzold and Piscaler (1961) from measurements
with ozone sondes. But there are not really enough soundings available yet to make
quantitative estimates of diffusion from such profiles.

Spar's estimates of the vertical diffusion coefficient, which ate somewhat more
difficult as the source had a finite height, are 103 cm 2 sec-' for the tropical stratosphere
and about 4 X 104 cm2 sec-1 for middle latitudes. The difference is in the direction that
would be expected on meteorological grounds as the temperature increases with height
in the tropical stratosphere, whereas in middlc and high latitudes it increases by a much
smaller amount and in the winter season at high latitudes it decreases with height.

The difference in the verticai diffusion coefficients in the two regions of the stratos-
phere may be an important factor in the physical explanation of how the ozone budget
can be balanced by the quasi-horizontal motions discussed. Ozone can diffuse down the
concentration gradient and therefore northwards and downwards as long as appropriate
eddy shuffling occurs apparently following the general pattern of the isentropic surfaces.
The process cart only continue as long as ozone is removed from the region to which it is
transported. The large vertical eddy diffusion allows ozone to be transferred vertically,
also down the gradient, so that a particular column at middle latitudes can actually build
up more ozone than a similar column at low latitudes where vertical diffusion iz so much
smaller. In this way ozone is apparently transferred northwards against the gradient but
the gradient now is envisaged as that due to total amounts of ozone; actually quasi-horizontal
eddies aie transporting ozone down the concentration gradient in a particular isentropic
layer. It is possible in this fashion to remove one of the major objections to the quasi-
horizontal transfer approach which tIs hitherto ben that ozone could not be transferred
against the gradient of total ozone. Such thinking has led to the conception that ozone
must come into the column from above. Of course in the simple picture outlined here
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no attempt has been made to specify the actual processes which produce the vertical
eddy diffusion - they may jutt be the vertical components of what have been referred to as
large-scale quasi-horizontal eddies. Undoubtedly a particular isentrope has a considerable
vertical displacement both with time at a given position and with latitude and longitude
at a given time. But events cannot be completely isentropic, otherwise debris would remain
in the stratosphere indefinitely. There is a general tendency for the debris to reach lower
isentropes where it has access to the troposphere. Another point evident from the tungsten
cross-sections is that inter-hemispheric mixing can occur fairly easily in the lower strato-
sphere. This is not the case in the lower troposphere as is evident from the radioactivity
measurements shown in Fig. 1, although Lockhart et a!. suggest that tropospheric inter-
hemispheric exchange can occur at certain times. Consideration of the whole set of
tungsten cross-sections shows that more poleward transfer occurs in the winter hemisphere.

TABLE 8. LATITUDE OF MAXI)MLt CONCENTRATION OF TUNGSTEN

Latitude

September-October 1938 iO°N
November-December 1958 4VN
Janutan-February 1959 31b
March-April 1959 7*N
May-June 1959 01N
July-August 1959 0N
September-October 1959 5°N
November-December 1959 51N
January-February 1960 35N
March-April 1960 ?
May-June 1960 6'N

Although the tungsten data provide good evidence that mean meridional motions are
not the major contributors to the poleward flux of material it is by no means ruled out that
small meridional motions cannot exist at certain times. The latitude of the maximum
concentration of tungsten as a function of time taken from the cross-sections published
by Stebbins (1961) is shown in Table 8. During the first winter there was apparently a
southward drift with a corresponding velocity of 12 cm sec-' followed by a northward
drift. But because the maximum was for the majority of the time just above the sampling
altitudes it is very difficult to interpret this as a mean meridional motion. Another point
is that the tungsten data were collected between longitudes of 70' and 130"W and do
not therefore represent a global mean. It is quite probable that large-scale standing
eddies exist in the tungsten concentration just as they do for ozone or wind velocity
and in such a case a phase change of the standing eddy pattern could be interpreted as a
mean meridional motion.

5. METEOROLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF MERIDIONAL TRANSPORT

In the January-March period it has been shown that both transient and standing
eddies transport ozone northwards. Northward-moving parcels must therefore contain
more ozone than southward-moving parcels. The implication from the ozone calculations
taken alone was that the transport is horizontal. An equally faii interpretation would be
that the transports are quasi-horizontal and that northward-moving parcels are descending
so that they tend to be removed from the layer where photochemical equilibrium prevails.
The tungsten data too have revealed poleward, transports that are also downwards and t!,h
configuration of the isentropes leads to the suggestion that these motions are, to a certain
extent, isentropic.
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One might ask if there is any meteorological evidence of such an effect, namely that
northward-moving parc"ls are sinking and southward-moving parcels are rising in the
middle-latitude lower stratosphere. White (1954) reported a counter-gradient eddy flux
of heat at 200 mb and 100 mb at latitudes 31°, 42.5°, 55' and 70'N. The exact mechanism
whereby this flux came about was unknown at the time but in view of the ozone and
tungsten data a possible interpretation is that northward-moving parcels are sinking and
therefore warming adiabatically, and aouthward-moving parcels are rising and cooling.
In Table 9 average values are shown of the covariance between the 50 mb meridional
velocity and temperature at the ozone stations used. Time, seasonal and longitudinal
averages are performed in exactly the same way as for the ozone flux data in Table 3.
At 50 mb in the latitude range from 300 to 60'N the covariance is positive and this is
just what would be expected in view of the configuration of the isentropes if the motions
are largely adiabatic. The same configuration leads one to suspect that the particularly
strong negative value at the icelandic station in the spring and winter of 1958 corresponds
to northward-moving parcels ascending. It will be recalled from Table 3 that in the same
seasons the station exhibited a southward flux of ozone by transient eddies. As there is
little information on the actual distribution of ozone north of this station it is not possible
to ascribe the flux values to an increase of ozone concentration with latitude or altitude.

TABLE 9. GOVARIANCE OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY AND ThMPERATURE AT OZONE STATIONS

Units: °C m sec-1 (Number of cases in parentheses)

July-Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan.-March April-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
Latitude Belts 1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Marcus Island (No 50 mb temperature data available)
Japan 30'-43'N V 39 + 2-84 - 2-44 + 2-98 .018 4- 2-18
(3 stations) (404) (476) (427) (331) (480) (442)

38°-450N i 0-87 - 2.48 -. 5,88 +- 2.1,0 2-o2 + 2-83
(6 stations) (405) (320) (388) (43q) (416) (2-9)

45°-55'N - 3"19 -4 1-88 + 5"75 4 2-64 + 2-56 + 5"8S
(7 stations) (383) (583) (640) (651) (639) (656)

553-60*N - 414) +- 111'U f 9-47 A 7-83 + 4-83 + 7-01

(5 stations) (289) (209) (223) (384) (355) (331)

Keflavik 64'N - 0-70 ,- 6-24 - 40-85 4- 0-62 - 1'23 - 20-82

(177) 0149) (149) (174) (160) (151)

Resolute 75'N 3.4, - 11-69 4 0-T7 + 6-87 - 1.23 - 17-82
(38) (42) (42) (116) (109) (68)

Alert 82-5'N - 1-42 -- :0A - 31-83 o-i0 - :46 - 18-89

(142) (106) (1Z4) (15b) (137) (127)

TABLE 10. COVARIANCE OF MERIDIONAL AND VERTICAL VELOCITIES, NORTHERN HEMISPHERE, JANUARY ,
TRAs.s2NT EDDY EFFECTS

Units: cm2 
sec-

2

Pressure layer Latitude
(rob) 20' 30W 40' 500 W00 70' 809

1,000-850 + 109 + 366 + 350 + 197 + 92 + 150 - 83

850-700 4 86 + 324 - 3613 + 247 + 96 1 196 -t- 4

700-500 4-74 4 354 + 463 + 365 4- 154 + 233 + 133

500-300 + 261 + 1,192 + 906 + 343 + 317 - 725 + 183

300-200 + 246 + 697 + 844 4 494 - 475 r330 + 58

200-100 + 240 1 232 -4 167 258 - 367 + 167 + 100
100- 50 -- 35 -- 97 - 103 -- II 142 ,4 108 + 100
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Further evidence has come from some recent work by Loisel and Molla (1961).

They have evaluated the covariance between northward and vertical components of the
motion in the northern hemisphere using the vertical velocities computed by Jensen (1960)
by the adiabatic method together with the horizontal components of the wind. Their
results for the transient eddies are quoted, with permission, in Table 10. In the troposphere
the covariance values are positive indicating that, in general, northward-moving parcels are
rising and southward-moving parcels are sinking. In the 50-100 mb layer, however, the
sign reverses and it appears that northward-moving parcels are sinking south of SO0N
and rising to the north of this latitude.

Individual trajectories of air parcels over Europe drawn by Martin and Brewer (1959)
in their study of ozone changes showed, contrary to their expectations, that at the end
points of northward trajectories local changes of total ozone and temperature were both
positive. Their findings could be explained by the mechanisms discussed above in which
northwward moving ozone-rich parcels are subsiding and warming adiaibatically. Although
no attempt has been made here to apply the climatological findings to individual situations
it seems that the relationships between temperature and ozone amount discussed by
Godson (1960) for such situations are not at variance with the present interpretation.
The covariance between 50 mb temperature and ozone amount is shown in Table 11
in the same form as the previous covariance summaries. Positive values are predominant,
this circumstance being presumably due to the descent and adiabatic heating of ozone-rich
parcels. Ultimately it will be desirable to examine the diabatic factors involved in the
temperature changes. It should be noted from Table 11 that the largest covariance values
occur in the spring. Calculations performed for Tromso (not shown) for 100 mb also
showed the same sign as the Icelandic station with large values in the spring. It should
be noted that Meetham's (1937) early work, in which a positive correlation between total
amount of ozone and the potential temperature at 18 km was found, can also be inter-
preted by these same mechanisms.

TABLE I1. COVARIANCE BETWtEEN OZONE AMOUNT AND TEMPERATURE

Units: cm of ozone at STP 'C (Number of cases in parentheses)

July-Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan.-March April-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
Latitule Balts 1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Japan 30'-43'N - Q00033 4 0-0435 - U0091 + -0-0358 4_ 0172 + 010296

(3 stations) (148) (218) (324) (373) (462) (408)

38*-45*N + 010o44 r -0128 0* 0o858 - 3-0344 0-0273 + 0.0"81

(6 stations) (299) (197) (243) (472) (479) (331)

45°-55°N A U0(408 4- 0-0286 - 0"1182 -T 0"0043 0"0333 4 0-0605

(7 sutims) (596) (377) (342) (843) (913) (851)

;5*-60*N + 0-0320 - 0-038Z . 0-153 -- 0-0292 t 0"0896 + 0,0652

(5 stations) (316) ,281) (290) (434) (499) (348)

Keflavik 64WN + 0-2)003 .4 0-07ob4 04e40 0-1034 + 0-0573 + 0-0703

(144) (119) (129) (168) (174) (100)

Resolute 75°N - 0U852 - 0-0063 4 0-229 -- 0 1036 , 0013 + 003W

(93) (21) (10) (115) (171) (42)

Alert 825'N + 00463 - 01245 + 1.3-418 -0 0-2246 -• 0-0407 + 0-12M

(126) (3) (8) (141) (14$) (1o)
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Ozone and tungsten measurements have shown transports from which one could
infer greater quasi-horizontal shuffling in the stratosphere in wiiter than in summer.
A meteorological measure of the shuffling might be given by the variance of the meridional
component of the wind. Dr. T. Muraami of the Planetary Circulations Project has
recently completed a summary of the hemispherical averages of these variances as a
function of latitude for the first two 3-month periods of the I.G.Y. and he was kind
enough to allow me to peruse the values which he will be publishing shortly. At 50 mb.
during July-September 1957, the standard deviations were about 3 m sec-I and showed
little dependence on latitude with a maximum close to 4 m sec-I near 25"N. in the
October-December 1957 period, standard deviations were again about 3 m sec-' near
the equator but increased to about 7 m sec-I near 65°N with values of about 5 m sec-'
near 80°N. The main points to note are the increase of variance in the winter season and
the increase from the equator polewards in ths season. Both points substantiate the
conclusions from the ozone and tungsten data. Such large values make it very difficult
to detect a mean meridional motion of oviy 10 cm sec-I or so, such as was discussed in
relation to the ozone budget. Barnes (1961) discussed this point in his paper in which
the mean meridional motions for the six-month period July-December 1957 were presented.

6. ZONAL FLUX OF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE

The results of the calculations concerning the zonal flux of ozone by transient eddies
appear in Table 12 for the 50 mb level. While little is presently known about the balance
requirements and circulation of ozone in the zonal direction apart from the fact that there
are changes in ozone amount from one longitude to another as shown in Table 2, it is
possible that the mean zonal motion and its standing eddies control the zonal flux. The
flux ascribed to the transient eddies may be a reflection of the pattern of angular momentum
transport in so far as the covariance - will be predominantly positive in regions where
the covariances ?YV and VV are large and positive. For example, the covariance 0TUV
in the October-December 1957 period is positive in middle latitudes as also is the covariance

TABLE 12. ZoNL FLux oF ozoNEz sy TRANaEN Fawn

Units: cm of ozone at STP m sec-I (Number of cases in parentheses)

July-Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan.-March April-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.

Latitude Belts 1957 1957 1938 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Marcus Island -•.- + 0485 - 0-1135 - 0-0054 - 0-0357
(12) (55) (73) (60)

Japan 30--43-N - 0-095 + 0-0501 + &-0066 + 0-0m -010472 + "-0344
(3 stations) (148) (211) (312) (319) (461) ("3)

38°-45°N - 00424 + 0-0663 - 0-0480 + 0-0923 - 0-0253 + 0-0312
(6 stations) (79) (94) (166) (321) (300) (20)

4.5*-53N - 0-0317 + 00827 -- 0-1429 + 0-08M - 0-0378 f- 0,0550
(7 stations) (409) (366) (372) (531) (9)(318)

i°60-N 0"0-0292 + 0-0506 - 0-17"9 4- 0&0870 - 0-0165 + 0-0207
(5 stations) (180) (131) (192) (339) (333) (207)

Kefiavik 64*N - o-03A - 0-00o5 - o-Sul + 0-i5o - 0-0351 - 9-1132
(141) (117) (123) (16) (161) (96)

Resolute 730 N - 0-0M2 - 0-0670 + 0,0819 + OI122= + 0-00•0 - 0-M67
(23) (13) (4) (97) (110) (14)

Alert 82,5°N - 0-0248 + 0-1663 F 0-3502 + 0-1221 - 0-0270 + 011174

(113) (s) (7) (126) (1in) (9)
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YV-. The hemispheric averages show that U' V' too is positive in this season, that is,
relative angular momentum is transported northwards by the transient eddies. The final
interpretation of the zonal eddy flux values must therefore await completion of our studies
now underway concerning the angular momentum budget of the stratosphere.

7. APPLICATION OF FINDINGS TO OTHER TRACE SUBSTANCES

(a) Strontium-90

The distribution of strontium-90, whose half-life is about 28 yeais, shows middle
latitude maxima in the soil, surface air .and rainwater (Alexander 1959; Lockhart et al.
1960; Stewart et al. 1957). No attempt will be made to give a comprehensive bibliography
of thte results. Air samples to 70,M.)( ft in the stratosphere have been collected by the
Lockheed U-2 aircraft (Stebbins 1960; 1961), and the Atomic Energy Commission has
used balloons to raise sampling equipment (the Ashcan progranune) to 100,0(X0 ft (Holland
1959). Recently the United States Weather Bureau has also conducted sampling missions
in the troposphere and lower stratosphere (Giles 1961). The pattern in the stratosphere,
somewhat chaotic during the period of intensive weapons testing in 1958, has gradually
evolved since that time as the relative contribution of the various groups of tests has
altered. Figs. 5 and 6 show the stratospheric distribution during the first six months
of 1959 and 1960. In 1959 when the Ashcan balloon programme enabled the isolines to be
drawn to 100,000 ft. albeit from a somewhat inadequate sample-size as far as meteorologists
are concerned, there is a broad zone of high concentration stretching from low to high
latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Undoubtedly this is a result of the winter eddy
mixing of debris from the high and low latitude tests of 1958. The maximum concentra-
tions are at a higher elevation than those of tungsten-185 because the latter was injected
by tests of only moderate yield whereas much of the strontium was injected by high-yield
tests whose clouds penetrated higher into the stratosphere. The effect of the greater
stability and consequently smaller mixing in the lower tropical stratosphere can be clearly
seen. In 1960 (Fig. 6) the pattern had changed and there were maxima at middle and high
latitudes and at the high altitudes sampled by the U-2 aircraft. Feely and Spar (1960b)
and Stebbins ("961) have quoted some work by Kalkstein which shows that the pattern
of rhodiurn-102 vas similar to these strontium patterns. The majority of the rhodium,
another unique radioactive tracer (half-life 210 days) that is not a fission product, was
injected by two high-yield weapons fired from rockets above 100,000 ft in the equatorial
mesosphere in late summer of 1958. The clouds from one of these tests apparently
reached a height of 1,000,000 ft. While interpretation of this tracer is made difficult by its
complex characteristics the general pattern of the results is thought to be reliable. The
rhodium from the high-level explosion first appeared in the stratosphere in the summer
of 1959 and by the summer of 1960 there were almost equal ,amounts in both hemispheres.
The interpretation given by Stebbins to both the strontium-90 and rhodium-102 1960
patterns is that they are due to the entry into the sampling network at high latitudes and
high altitudes of the debris from the rocket shots. The debris is then supposed to mix
equatorwards down the concentration gradient in much the same manner as debris from
the equatorial tests mixed polewards. The presence of the region of relatively low mixing
in the equatorial stratosphere is again apparent from Fig. 6. It is presently too difficult to
estimate how much of the strontium came from the rocket shot and how much is residual
debris from the tests of 1958 and earlier. Further indirect evidence that the debris at
high latitudes and altitudes originates from the rocket shots is provided by the age estimates
derived from cerium-144 to strontium-90 ratios (cerium-144 has a half-life of 285 days).
These show that debris in the northern hemisphere is younger over the pole and at high
latitudes than over the equator; of course another possible interpretation is that the debris
came from high-altitude Russian tests in the October 1958 series- The meteorological
interpretation of the 1960 strontium and rhodium patterns is that zhe debris from the
explosion in the mesosphere mixed laterally at high altitudes, possibly in the mesosphere,
before mixing vertically down to the sampling regions, the vertical mixing being an
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accompaniment of the winter ,-olar vortices. It is iniportant to notice here that a model
based upon observations of a single element could be quite misleading. In the case of
strontiurn-90 a natura interpretation of Figs. 5 and 6 would be that a mean meridional
circulation of the Dobson-Brewer type was in operation. Yet the tungsten-185, ozone and
rhodiurn-102 tracerrs suggest that this is not the case below 30 mb. It is not at present
possible to present a concrete case for either type of circulation at higher levels.
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(b) Strontium-89

The principal use of strontium-89 in tracer studies has been its application to provide
a measure of the age of samples. Its half-life is 50.5 days and its physical similarity to
strontium-90 makes it unlikely that atmospheric events differentiate between the two.
It has therefore been the case that the ratio of strontium-89 to strontium-90, in air, water
or soil, has been considered as an age parameter. Feety and Spar (196b) presented values

of the ratio in stratospheric air for the 1958-59 period. Values in the equatorial stratosphere,
between 60,000 and 70,000 ft decreased with a half-time of 51 days between January and
September 1959 and when the rate of decrease was extrapolated backwards to a value
Sconsidered appropriate for the production ratio, the date obtained was July 1958, which was

the time at which tests were carried out at low latitudes. After September 1958 the ratio
no longer decreased. Feely and Spar consider that this may have been due to the difficulty
of dealing with very low concentration of strontium-89 or to an influx of younger debris
presumably from the October 1958 Russian tests. Samples from the southern hemisphere
stratosphere gave lower values of the ratio between September 1958 and early 1959, indi-
cating the presence of older debris. The ratio increased to reach approximately the same
values as the equatorial region by the middle of the year. The increase was gradual which
is in accordance with the view that large-scale eddy mixing was bringing debris from the
equatorial stratosphere into the region.

(c) Carbon-14

In the stratosphere an excess of radioactive carbon-14, whose half-life is 5,760 years,
over the natural background produced by cosmic rays, has been introduced by the high-
yield weapons tests. Hagemann, Gray, Machta and Turkevich (1959) have reported
measurements of the concentration of carbon-14 in samples to heights of 100,000 ft
collected with the aid of high-altitude balloons. They have constructed a meridional
cross-section illustrating the distribution in July 1955. The concentration lines in the
stratosphere extend from the equatorial regions downwards and polewards and concentra-
tions increase with altitude. At this time the majority of the bomb carbon had come from
tests conducted at low latitudes. A mechanism which could bring about the observed
distribution from the single source is the quasi-horizontal large-scale eddy mixing referred
to above; in fact this was mentioned by the authors but at the time they favoured an
interpretation in terms of the Brewer-Dobson direct mean meridional circulation.

(d) Beryllium-7

Cosmic rays are thought to be the sole source of berryllium-7 in the atmosphere.
The half-life of beryllium-7 is 53 days. The theoretical concentrations have been compared
with those observed by the U-2 sampling network by Stebbins (1961). Both vertical and
horizontal gradients are less steep than those predicted and amounts are generally lower
except in the equatorial stratosphere. Again eddy mixing provides a good explanation for
the difference whereas, as Stebbins points out, a mean meridional motion model would
predict higher concentrations in the polar regions rather than the observed lower amounts.

(e) Radon and its daughter products

A tracer offering the possibility of examining exchange from the troposphere to the
stratosphere is radon-222, a gas with half-life of 3.8 days exuded from rocks in the earth's
crust, and its daughter products, radium A, B and C, all particulates with very short
half-lives, radium D (or lead-210 as it is more usually termed) with Lalf-life of 19.4 years,
radium E with half-life of 5 days and radium F with half-life of I 8 days which decays to
stable lead-206. Measurements of radium D and F in air in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere have been reported by Burton and Stewart (1%0). They find that specific
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concentrations increase with height in the troposphere and increase more sharply with
height just above the tropopause. Burton and Stewart interpret the higher v.iues in the
lower stratosphere as being due to transport of radon and its daughter products from
the equatorial stratosphere northwards by mean meridional motions of the Dobson-Brewer
type. The radon-rich air is supposed to enter the stratosphere by vertical motions in
the equatorial regions. It is possibk to account for the observations equally well with the
assumptions that the radon and its daughters enter the stratosphcre by quasi-horizontal
mixing in the vicinity or the jet stream and tropopause gap and then are transported
northwards by eddy mixing as discussed earlier. Under various sets of assumptions Burton
and Stewart estimate the circulation time from equatorial to middle latitudes to be between
177 and 212 days. If we suppose that the meridional eddy speeds derived from the ozone
and tungsten data are applicable to the radon and its daughters and suppose that about 30°
of latitude has to be traversed northwards of the tropopause gap associated with the
subtropical jet then we arrive at a transit time of between 173 and 197 days. It would
seem that meridional eddy mixing provides an equally valid explanation of the observadons.
Telegadas and List (1961) have reported some lead-210 concentrations over North America
in samples collected in the spring, which show much lower concentrations than those
over England, and show maximum values at 20,000 and 30,000 ft with values at 50,000 ft
some 10 times smaller than those over England at that level. In view of this situation
and several other complicating factors, such as the possible production of lead-210 in
tests by the neutron bombardment of bismuth-209 and lead-208, it is best to postpone
further speculation about the role of the atmosphere until more data are forthcoming.
One additional complication that is not usually mentioned in discussions concerning the
daughter products of radon is that some become positively charged by recoil on decay
and as has been well known for many years (see Rutherford 1904) they can be collected on
a negatively charged wire. The author was fortunate to witness some experiments on the
top of Mount Withington, New Mexico, by Professor M. H. Wilkening and Dr. A. W,
Kawano in which they sampled radon and its dughter products separately at the same site.
When thunderstorms were dose their electr. c fields removed all the charged daughter
products from the air; the fact that the radon content remained constant demaonstrated
that the effect was electrical in origin rather than being due directly to air motion.

(f) Water vapour

While ozone measurements provided the seeds for the Brewer-Dobson circulation
model (Dobson, Harrison and Lawrence 1929) the strongest impetus came from the
early measurements of the water-vapour content of the lower stratosphere. Brewer
(1949) reported very dry air just above the troposphere over England with frost points
close to - 80'C which correspond to mixing ratios of about 2 x 10- g kg- 1 . Brewer
suggested that the ,ir had been dried by passage through the equatorial tropopause
region where temperatures are about - 80'C and he theorized that the air then moved
northwards in a mean meridional motion and subsided over middle and high latitudes.
More recent measurements by the British Meteorological Research Flight (Murgatroyd,
Goldsmith and Hollings 1955; Helliwell, Mackenzie and Kerley 1957; Helliwell 1964i,
have confirmed the presence of these low frost points. Roach (1961) reports a frost point
of - 80°C above the polar troposphere in summer, and Roach (1961) and Kerley (1961)
report similar low frost points in the upper equatorial troposphere but the latter region is
somewhat isolated from the lower troposphere according to their cloud data and has a
different lapse rate. These facts are difficult to reconcile with the idea that air in the
tropical regions slowly rises through the tropical tropopause. On the basis of present
knowledge it would probably be an equally fair interpretation to claim that the atmospheric
circulation somehow acts to bring about very low concentrations of water vapour near the
equatorial tropopause and that as a consequence -ery low temperatures appear because
there is little water vapour to absorb the outgoing long-wave radiation.
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Soon after Brewer's report, three high-altitude balloon flights over North America
showed much higher values of the mixing ratio and a tendency for the ratio to increase
with altitude above about 15 kin to values close to 100 x 10 -- g kg-I in two out of three
cases (Barrett, Heradon and Carter 1950). Such high values were initially viewed with
suspicion based mainly on the thought that water vapour may have been taken up by
the balloon and apparatus and caused contamination of the high-level readings. But
recently Mastenbrook and Dinger (1960) reported a similar increase in mixing ratio with
height and a value of about 80 x 0-3 g kg -' at 30 kmi. At the 100 mb level Mastenbrook
and Dinger's data were comparable to the British data. Barclay, Elliott, Goldsmith and
Jelley (1960) using a cooled vapour trap, measured the humidity directly at 27 km and
found a value of 37 x 10-3 g kg-1 Houghton and Seeley (1960) presented some spectro-
scopic evidence that is not inconsistent with such values at and above the 27 km level.
Murcray, Murcray and Williams (1961) from infra- red absorption measurements made
with a spectroscope carried aloft on a balloon also found an increase of mixing ratio
above 17 km and for the path length above 30 km the absorption corresponded to mixing
ratios of about 100 x 10-1 g kg--l (if the mixing ratio is supposed independent of height
above that level). These authors emphasize the patchiness of the moist layers.

The Japan Meteorological Agency (1961) has reported measurements from a series
of special dew-point sondes, several of which have reached 10 mb, launched during
the I.G.Y. and 1959-60. Considerable variability has been revealed; sometimes an
increase of dew point does occur at the highest levels with mixing ratios exceeding
100 X 10-3 g kg-', but on other occasions a decrease of mixing ratio with height is noted.
Independent evidence of the existence of considerable water vapour above the tropopause
is provided by the mother-of-pearl and noctilucent clouds. Mother-of-pearl clouds
occur at northern latitudes in winter at levels between 23 and 29 km (St6rmer 1948).
Present evidence suggests that they are composed of water even though temperatures are
apparently about - 75 to - 80°C when they are reported. Saturation vapour densities
over water are not normally tabulated at such low temperatures, as it is the general opinion
that the water will be in the form of ice. Extrapolation from the values calculated for
temperatures down to - 50°C and quoted in the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables
(List 1951) gives a vapour density of about 0-004 g m- 3 at - 75'C which corresponds
to a mixing ratio at 25 km of about 100 x 10-1 g kg-'. The value is the same order of
magnitude as the mixing ratios already quoted for these levels. The noctilucent clouds
are usually interpreted as either ice or dust (Ludlam 1957). They are seen at high latitudes
in summer at levels of about 80 km. The rocket grenade experiments (Nordberg and
Stroud 1961) indicate that at just this time and in this region occur the lowest temperatures
observed anywhere in the upper atmosphere. Temperatures of 170 0K have been reported.
The saturation vapour density over ice at - 103'C is about 0_000010 g m-3 (List 1951)
and the density at 80 kin is about 2 x 10- kg m-3 , hence a mixing ratio of
500 x 10-3 g kg- 1 is obtained. Although this is higher than the reports at 30 km by a
factor of five it is by no means unreasonable. In fact some of the Japanese results approach
the value. Furchermore, in the presence of respectable vertical motion such as apparently
exists with the clouds (Paton 1954) and which is to be expected in the mesosphere, it is
not necessary to have such high humidity values to get cloud formation, as is well known
for the case of the troposphere.

Thus there are several lines of evidence that point to the existencc of higher water
vapour concentrations above 25 km than are found in the lower stratosphere and one of
the most intriguing present-day questions about the upper atmosphere concerns the origin
of this water vapour. De Turville (1961) claims that sufficient hydrogen is received at
the earth from space to account for all the water present in the oceans. He feels that
water may be formed in the higher atmosphere essentially by the oxidation of incoming
protons. But although it may be possible to argue that there is a down-gradient flux of
water vapour between 30 kln and the tropopause it was noted in Section 2 that in the
vicinity of the tropopause gap water vapour seemed to be entering, rather thaa leaving,
the stratosphere. It is difficult to expLain the high values on the basis of large-scale eddy
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diffusion working in the opposite direction to the ozone flux, as the present observations
would suggest that such a flux would be countei -gradient. More externsive coverage of the
globe geographically and in altitude is required before one can satisfactorily argue this
point. Other possibilities are that the water vapour has teen introduced to the higher
levels by volcanic eruptions and nuclear explosions. Or it may be that we have not yet
come to grips with the problem; perhaps the water vapour is bound to the stratospheric
particulates such as those studied by Junge, Chagnon and Manson (1961). Junge (19%1b)
has reported some prelimina-y evidence ,hat some of the particles are wet. Diffusion
may then proceed down the gradient of particulates yet in the opposite direction to the
gradient of water-vapour concentration. Finally, it should be emphasized that there is
not a thorough understanding of the radiative effects of the water vapour. It is not
meteorologically impossible for the layers or clouds of water vapour t(, be introduced into
the stratosphere near the tropopause gap and to rise diabatically at certain times and in
certain regions by the absorption of long-wave radiation. Indeed it is already clear that
the radiation budgets constructed by Murgatroyd and Goody (1958) with the assumption
of low water-vapour concentrations in the stratosphere will have to be revised to take
account of the higher concentration of water vapour now thought to be present.

8. CONCLUSIoNS

At the opening of this essay it was stressed that the logical approach to the study
of the high atmosphere is to examine first of all the vertical fluxes of energy, angular
momentum and mass at levels such as the tropopause and then to study transports within
the layer immed.tely above, say to 30 kin, and so forth. The greater part of the discussion
has been concerned with the stratospheric transport and stratospheric-tropospheric
exchange of mass. It has been established that a large fraction of the exchange occurs
by what are essentially quasi-horizontal exchange processes in the vicinity of the baroclinic
zones, the jet streams and the tropopause gaps. Within the lower stratosphere the ozone
and tungsten data provide good evidence that large-scale quasi-horizontal eddy processes
accomplish most of the mixing although the effects of mean meridional motions cannot
be ignored entirely. Such processes satisfactorily account for the general distribution
of other trace substances with the notable exception of water vapour. There is considerable
meteorological evidence which also favours the model: the counter-gradient heat transport
data and the covarianee between the meridional and vertical components of the wind
are two good examples.

No attempt has been made here to make use of the two other diagnostic tools, namely
the principles of conservation of energy and angular momentum. My colleague Mr. A. A.
Barnes, Jr. will shortly present a comprehensive study of those terms in the energy balance
of the stratosphere that can be determined from meteorological observations and it would
seem that there is nothing in the present work which conflicts with his findings. It will
be recalled that a preliminary study of a selected situation by White and Nolan (1960)
brought out the importance of eddy processes in the energy budget and demonstrated
that they acted to convert kinetic to potential energy in the lower stratosphere. Other
members of the Planetary Circulations Project are presently giving attention to the various
components of the angular momentum budget of the stratosphere. Their work too has
not so far produced any evidence of conflict with the circulation processes deduced from
the distributions of trace substances, in fact the situation is quite to the contrary. It
will be recalled that in the older pictures of the general circulation of the stratosphere a
polewards mean motion imposed certain difficulties when the angular momentum balance
was considered. The northwards motion actually produced a northwards transport of
momentum that was too large on the basis of the observed westerly winds. In the present
view there is a southwards mean motion in middle latitudes, rather like that in the upper
tropcsphcze. Przliminary evidence shows that in the October-December 1957 period the
quasi-horizontal eddies transport angular momentum northwards south of 60'N and
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st•haudv nori-th 4.-f -4 ;atfude. Thus the eddAes VA- in tht right dection to bring
about the for.,auin of a IphAr jet. Althtough the d&tailed budget hua not yet been drawn
up it is clear that the eddy trainsport coupled with the southward transport by the mean
motion does not violate angular momentum considerations.

At the outset it was pointed out that higher layers could be considered in turn. Wh1ile
there are no vertical velocities available for 30 kin some wind data has been collected by the
Meteorological Rocket Network over North America (Webb, Hubert, Miller and Spurling
1961) at hvights to 40 krm. Preliminary wind data have been supplied to us very soon
after the firings and have been used so far principally in conjunction with class-room
instruction. While it is appreciated that no firm conclusions can be based on these pre-
liminary data it is of some interest to treat them rather as the stratospheric data have been
treated, bearing in mind that it will be many years before good climatological values are
available for these levels. The mean zonal and meridional wind velocities for the winter
seasons 1959-60 and 1960-61 are shown in Table 13. All data have been assigned either

TABLE 14. ANQUtA MO•E.INTUM TFA1NORT m-om Rocr-rT Nrrwoxm wswos

Units : knots: (Number of camse in parentheus*)

Height 58-8°N, 94-3'W 38-0"N, 116-5-W 37-8-N. 75-5-W 34-1°N, 119"ý-W
Km Ft Ft. Churchill Tompah Rathe, Nev. Wallops Is.. Va. Pt. Mugu., Cal.

61-0 200,000 U P + 708-6 (14)

U'V" + 25T4

54-9 180,000 .( + 1212-8 (29) t 1708-9 (26)
IrvT + 362-2 -r 213.5

48's 160,000 7 V + 1193-9 (38) + 835-0 (39)
UIV' 1 385-6 - 9!53

42-7 140.000 V P - b32-9 (15) + 789-6 (15) + 859-9 (47) + 137-3 (44)

U" V 1835 + 176-4 4 134-1 -1 70-"

36-6 120.000 U P - 4(s-8 (24) - 46-3 (36) 4- 55-8 (57) + 253-0 (35)
ULPV I 1&)-s 4- 264-8 4 1426 + 24-0

3ý 5 100,000 V - 160-5 (30) - 4-3 (36) -r L28-2 (57) + 74"9 (63)

UP-W + 187-4 + 133-6 + 73-7 + 4-7

24-4 80o000 U V -- 10-9 (33) -+- 0-54 (30) + 18-3 (42) + 6-3 (60)

UPV - 56.3 + 42•5 + 8.4 + 683

18-3 60,000 U P - 75-8 (24) - 26-1 (16) - 50.5 (60) - 7TS (49)

U'V" - 41-2 + 29.1 - 51-2 + 7-3

Height 33-3°N, 106-5°W 32,9*N, 106-11W 30-5-N. 86"5°W 28.2"N, 80-6°W
KM Ft White Sands, New Mex. Holloman, New Mex. Fglin Field, Fla. Cape Canaveral, Fla.

61-0 200,000 U V + 2555-0 (32) - f2,9 (11)
uV- + 524-8 + 485

34-9 180.000 U P + 2974-8 (40) + 980.9 (12)

U[V
7  + 401-0 - 17-4

48-8 160,000 U P -+ 1846-1 (40) + 10-3 (12) + 1632-5 (14) + 25Z3-1 (17)

U'V' + 4s9-5 - 404-8 - 161-9 + 177-8

42-7 140,000 U V -+ 2184 (431 -- 431-4 (16) + 800-0 (15) + 124-2 (16)

U-V + 115-2 + 2W9-8 + 334-3 + 79-3

36-6 120.000 U V - 11,9 (5) - 79-9 (19) - 405-S (14) + 5-0 (21)

U77 + 37.2 +408-7 -+ 868 + 16'7

30-5 100,000 V V + 32-4 (59) - 37-1 (14) + 224-6 (Q1) -t 50-2 (21)
13"- - 4-4 - 38-9 + 132-0 + 62-5

24-4 80,000 U V + 0-14 (62)

UV + 49-6

18-3 60,000 U V - 28-3 (43)
S+ 19'4
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to winter or summer in the sumranes. (N) represents dte number of obseervationis. Units
are knots. it can be sen that there are indications of a mean meridional motion pol w-ards
at middle latitudes at about 30 km. A similar motion with smaller nmtagnitude is evident
in the summer summary. But caution should be exercised in the interpretation for this
may just be a reflection of a standing-eddy pattern such as is oberved at tower altitudes.
Thus the existence of mean meridional motions at these levels will eremain in doubt until
the network is extended to Europe and Asia. The standard deviation of the meridional
component a (V) is also shown for cases where 10 or more values were available. The
memidional eudy shuffling apparently increases with altitude although part of thkis variance
may be of instrumental origin. Table 14 illustrates the transport of angular momentum
calculated from the observation•. The important point to note here is that even at 50 kin
the transport by transient eddies is not negligible compared with the calculated total trans-
port. It is not yet possible with so few observations to make a start on the construction of
a budget to 60 km but this will be done in a few more years if observations are continued
and extended. This concludes our general argument that eddy-mixing processes are
important above the tropopause as well as below. The fact that the molecular weight
of air remains constant with altitude up to about 100 km is good evidence that mixing
occurs up to this level; within the next few years we should reach an understanding as to
the amount of the mixing that can be ascribed to large-scale eddy motions such as are
in evidence at lower levels.
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Further statistics on the exch~ange of kinetic energy between
harmonic components of the atmospheric flow

By BARRY SALTZMAN, The Trate]evrs Raswarch Venter, Heiford, Geon., and
'IDNEY TEWMELU,, US. MaM¥-r Bura.u, Wazh&%in ., D.C.

(Manucript received August 11. 1984)

AB$TRACT

The transfers of kinetic energy between harmonic components of the 500 mb geastrophic
flow over the Northern Hemisphere have been measured for an ensemble of daily
maps covering a nine-year period, based on a truncation at zonal wave number, n - 15.
The results show (1) that, in the mean, all waves (n - 1-15) tranfer their eoxrgy to
the zonaly-averaged motion (n - 0) and, of more physical signifiAence, the aggregate
of all waves in the group i - 2-15 transer energy to support the asymmetric polar
vortex comprised of wave numbers zero and one, and (2) that, among the waves
themselves, waves of a - 2 and 5-10 are sources of kinetic energy and all the rest are
sinks. The energy source at n - 2 seems to be a significant new result indicating a
strong forced conversion of energy on the scale of the major continents and oceans.
Seasonal variations are discussed.

Daily measurements of the rates of transfer From the M values, it can be seen that all
of kinetic energy to the zonal current from the waves tend to feed their energy into the zonal
eddies of different wave number, n (denoted by current, with maxima at n =2 and 7 in the
M) (SALTZMAN & FLunEntR, 1960a), and be- annual, colder six-month, and winter means.
tween the different eddy scales themselves A minimum in M occurs at n = 4, as it did in
(denoted by L) (SALTzAN & FLrmswa, 1960b), the previous study covering the year 1951. For
have now been extended to cover a nine-year all wave numbers, the mean values of Ml appear
period within the years 1955 to 1964. to be significantly different from zero. The total

In view of the longer period of record, we feel gain of kinetic energy by the zonal current,
enough confidence has been added to the measured by M(n), is given in the last
averages to present a resolution into three- column of Table I.
month and half-year "seasonal" averages in The redistribution of kinetic energy among
addition to the annual average, and also into the individual waves, measured by L, shows,
individual wave numbers instead of the groups in general, a net gain by the long waves n - 1,
of wave numbers given previously. The messure- 3, and 4, and the short waves n =- 11-15. The
ments are still only for the 150 to 80' N zonal large loss from n ==2 appears to be an important
band at the 500-mb level and fof n - 1-15. new finding that suggests a large forced conver-
They are based on the same assumptions used sion of potential energy on this scale associated
in the previous studies (e.g., only the horizontal, with the continent-ocean structure. The loss
goostrophic, components of the motion are con- from the cyclone band n =5-10 is probably
sidered). compensated by the normal free baroclinic

The new nine-year averages are given in development processes within the troposphere.
Table I along with probable errors (computed From a synoptic viewpoint, wo note that the
using half the total number of cases) for the so-called "polar vortex" is no more tuan the
ensemble of daily values over the entire year, sum of an axially-symmetric component of
the warmer and colder half years, and the three- motion corresponding to n - 0 and an axially-
month seasons. The six-month means are also asymmetric component corresponding to n = 1.
shown graphically in Fig. 1, and Lhe annual Thus, the results here show that the whole
budget is represented schematically in Fig. 2. polar vortex tends to derive an important
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EXCUAINUE OF KNIZTIC ENERGY BETWEEN HARMONIC OOMPONENTS

T~aLs 1. Mean values of M and L and their probable errore e, in uni& of 10- ergir/cm aw mb.

S 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 14 15

Year

M 5 26 21 11 14 21 22 15 12 8 5 4 2 2 I 169
3(M)+ j 5 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 111 0 0 12

L 87 --53 29 12 - 3 --37 -39 -- 35 -14 -11 4 5 12 17 26 0
•(L) +1 2$ 23 23 24 22 23 2P !7 14 1i 9 8 7 6 -

Gain 169 82 -79 8 1 -- 17 -58 -61-50 -- 2 -19 -1 1 10 15 25

Colder month@u (Odt.-Mir.)

MW 12 42 2" 12 19 23 31 18 14 8 6 4 3 2 1 222
5(M)± S 9 10 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 1 1 .1 22

L 148-107 47 26 -. 4 -39 -- 57 -55 -21 -20 1 4 12 27 38 0
e(L)± 38 43 43 42 44 J9 40 36 30 25 _2 17 15 12 11
Gain 222 136 -149 20 13 23 --61 -88 -73 -35 -28 -5 0 9 25 37

Warmer months (Apr.-Sept.)

M -2 10 14 11 10 20 14 11 10 7 4 3 2 ! 1 116
e (M) 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 11
L 26 1 13 -1 - 2 -35 -22 -15 -8 -3 7 5 12 8 14 0

(L) J7 19 19 19 20 20 20 18 16 Is 10 8 7 6 5 -

Gain 116 28 -9 -1 -12 -12 -55 -36 *-26 -18 -10 3 2 10 7 13

Winter (De.-Feb.)

M 15 54 25 11 19 22 28 17 11 7 5 4 2 1 1 222
-,(M)_ 7 15 17 12 1? 9 7 6 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 35
L 210-154 61 22 -18 -16 -73 -53 -15 --35 -10 1 9 26 45 0
r(b) 63 71 68 69 70 61 65 59 49 40 32 27 24 19 18 -
Gain 222 195 -208 38 11 -37 -38 -101 -70 -26 -42 -- 15 -3 7 25 44

Spring (Mar.-May)

M 2 20 17 21 12 22 27 12 11 8 5 4 2 11 165
E(M)± 6 9 9 8 7 7 6 5 3 3 2 1 1 11 22
L 73 -- 27 14 16 28 -67 -28 -53 -24 - 5 9 9 10 13 32 0
&(W 36 45 45 42 46 46 46 41 JJ 32 23 20 16 15 12 32
Gain 165 71 -47 -- 3 -5 16 --89 -- 55 -85 -35 -13 4 5 8 12 31

Summer (Jun.-Aug.)

M -6 9 7 3 4 13 8 10 10 6 3 3 2 1 1 74
. (M)± 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 11
L 15 4 9 -3 -1 -- 12 -23 - 8 - 7 -1 6 3 7 6 5 0

(L)+_ 17 17 16 18 18 19 19 18 15 12 10 8 7 6 5 -
Gain 74 21 -5 2 -- 6 -5-25 -31 -18 -17 -7 3 0 5 5 4

Autumn (Sep.-Nom.)

M 8 23 35 10 22 28 27 20 16 9 7 4 4 3 1 217
E(M)+ 4 8 9 8 8 8 6 15 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 23
L 54 -37 36 13 -22 -51 -32 -26 -12 - 3 10 5 20 24 21 0
e(L)_ 37 39 43 44 43 40 40 33 28 23 20 16 15 11 10
Gain 217 46 -60 1 3 -44 -79 - 59 -46 -28 -12 3 1 16 21 30

part of its energy from the higher wave numbers studied are in accord with the theorems on
(n ýo2) by the non-linear transfer processes energy transfer in two-dimensional, non-diver-
measured by It•2 M(n) and L(l). gent flows presented by FjsrrOrr, 1953: e.g.,

As should be expected from these geostrophic the lows of energy from intermediate scales is
calculations, the results over the spectral region accompanied by a gain of energy by larger
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SCT--MR kinetic energy for the synoptic motions (e.g.,
organized cumulus convective motions).

Inspection of the error ostimatos (c 2al] VN/2
where a is the standard deviation and N is the
number of days) shows much more variability

-. -- in L than in M. In fact, for most, wave numbers,
o " - L varies on a daily or longer period basis be-

tween positive and negative values so that, from
i-so time to time, the dominant kinetic energy

source appears to shift from one wave number
*•-Ico to another.

S__The month-to-month variation in kin&tic
so4 - energy transfer by those waves demonstrating

N ! . a large and distinct annual cycle is shown in

-50 KINIETIC ENERGY EXCHANGE
S l It I I I 1 1 -~t e' . 4 t

1 2: 3 4 5 6 7 a 0 I0 It It 13 14 6 V I

WAVE NMUMSlti - 62

Fio. 1. Fnrytransfer spectral functions. L (solid -OM
line) and M (dashed line), for the cold and warm
half years, based on a nino-yoar record. Lines are_ ,XAMEc

drawn between discrete values only for visual aid. BE I W

ZONAL FLOW

scales as well as by smaller scales. The consistent E -

gain of energy by the higher wave numbers. AMG,

n - 11-15, gives the appearance of a Kolmogo- GAIN BY

roff-type cascade constrained by the truncation ,OeL FLOW

at n - 15. In this connection, it is important to
recognize that the transfer epectrum is a fune-
tion of the particular truncation point chosen.
For example, if we could extend the calculation
to include infinitely high wave numbers (and,
even more so, if we included vertical transfer -Hil
proceses) we would thereby encompass diisi- 5f: 4

pative energy transfers associated with eddy
viscosity, and, as a result, this would markedly H•'{li
affect the entire transfer spectrum. In our case, 7 _4-
we have arbitrarily truncated at n- 15 in the I

belief that this represents a rough limit of

the scales describable on hemispheric synoptic Fo . Annual means of L and M represented in

charts. Accordingly, we consider the aggregate the form of a budget. L values are in the first open
of all scales n • 16 as a sort of viscous sink for column and M values in the second open column
the surplus energies acquired in the long-time with the plus sign shown by an arrow pointing to-

ward the right. The net gain of kinetic energy by
average by eddies in the group Is-l-15, individual waves [L(n) -M(n)] and by the zonal
through the processes measured by L and M flow I's M(a)] is shown by the figures within
and by conversion from potential energy. In boxes. A negative value within a box thus represents
truth, however, the region n > 16 is itself rich an exported quantity of kinetic energy which, it is

in energetical detail involving all subsynoptic asumed, was generated within the given wave
number principally by conversion from available

phenomena, and, in fact, certain portions of potential energy and which in in excess of any
this region may even be significant sourcs of amount consumed by friction.

Tellus XVI (1964), 4
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wave number 2 in particular having little not
301-\ transport between April and October. Although

/ there is a similar annual cycle in the transfer
ri-ro tie zonal flow, j, M(n), and the transfer

Sx / out of the group of wave numbers 6-9. the rate
, too " of transfer remains substantial even in 8uniner

"-. / when a minimum rate of transfer appears in

July. A unique characteristic of the individual
Z L ,"inoioh of February, included in the winter

.too / statistics, is the tendency for a large positive

\2(t value of L in wave number 4.
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On the energetics of the mean and eddy circulations in the

lower stratosphere'

By ABRAHAM H. OORT,# Depl. of Meteor., Mass. inst. of Tech., Cambridge

Manuscript received January 18, 1984)

ABSTRACT

A hemispheric network of radiosonde s•ations is used in order to study tCe onergetices
of the lower atrac-bsphere during the IGY period July 1907 through Juce 1968. For
a hemispheric polar cap with 30 and 100 mb as top and bottom boundr•a• the balance
equations of zonal and eddy kinetic energy, and zonal and eddy available potential
energy are considered in deta. The eddies appear to build up the kinetic energy of
the zonal flow at the expense of the eddy kinetic energy during aU smesons. The eddies
lose also eddy potential energy to the mean zonol distribution, in agreement with the
abnormal upslope direction of the eddy hest transport. Thus, no source of energy for
the eddy mottion appears to be present in situ and the eddies must be forced by the
circulation in the adjacent layers, probably by the tropospheric motions.

The energy-cycle in the lower stratosphere is in many respects different from the
one usually found in the troposphere, where, as is well known, eddy kinetic energy is
destroyed by friction and the energy source is found in the creation of zonsl available
potential energy by radiation and the subsequent baroclinic processes. For the 100-30
mb layer the necessary kinetic energy is supplied by interaction at the top and/or
bottom boundaries, while ultimately the energy is destroyed in the form of zonal
available potential energy by radiation.

1. Introduction July 1957 through June 1958; this year of data
was subdivided into four periods of three

The research reported in this paper forms part months each, in order to study possible •meonal
of an extensive stratospheric study by the M.IT. variations. The data were reduced for every
Planetary Circulations Project. The basic ob. station separately. Then, after plotting the
aervations, namely the horizontal components calculated three-monthly means on hemispherio
of the wind, the temperature and the height of m the latter were analyzed by hand. By
the presure levels at 100, 50 and 30 rob, are this method the mean fields of the basic quanti-
taken from microcards which were issued by the ties and of their covarianees in time were ob-

World Meteorological Organization for the taied. Gridpoint values which were read off the
International Geophysical Year (IGY1. A map form the basic material for calculating

selected network of about 240 radiosonde sta- the terms in the energy cycle.
tions, giving a good coverage over the northern This paper deals with the energy budget for
hemisphere, is used. The selected time period is a stratospheric layer which is bounded in the

vertical by the constant pressure levels 100 and
Thu investigation was sponsored principally by 30 mb and in the horizontal direction by a

the Atomic Energy Commission under contract No. wr
AT(30-1)2241; before March 1942 the research was wall at the equator. Our intention is to
supported jointly by the Atomic Energy Commis- determine what processes might be responsible
siou and the U.S. Air Force under Contracts No. for maintaining the mean ctate of the general
AT{30.1)2241 and AF9(l64)-5223. circulation in this polar cap. Magwise the layer

2 The author's present address: Koninklijk
Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut, De Bilt, The between 100 and 30 mb is of little importance,
Netherlands. since it contains only 1/14 of the total mau of
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the atrmsphere, while about 8/10 is concen- a - radius of the earth
trated in the troposphere. As we shall see, the #-acceleration due to gravity
general circulation in the lower part of the
stratosphere is very different from the one either i - rotation rate of the earth

below in the troposphere or above in the middle 2I 2(sin 0 - Coriolis parameter
Atratasphere. In those layers it is evident that
the atmospheric disturbances tend to release B gas constant
kinetic energy at the cost of potential and c, -specific heat at constant
internal energy. presuro

The presnt work is one of the first attempts Q - heating rate
in studies of the general circulation to consider
the complete energy cycle for a sepamte layer F -frictional force
in the atmesphere. Much of the earlier research t
of hemispheric scope has been aimed exclusively ))d-time

at the behavior of the atmosphere integrated average

over ail layers in the vertical. 'I-ere is much to ( )" ( ) - ( ) - deviation from
be gained from detailed informaticon on the time average
individual layers of the atmosphere. However, )dA-ZenAlaVerag
our approach has on this account certain limi-
tations and additional problems, such as the ) ( )-[( )] deviation from
following: (1) boundary effects in tho vertical zonal average
have to be taken into account, (2) the terms at
the boundaries cause a certain arbitrariness in ( )• l/x)f2ofI( )dAdo-

the definitions of energy conversioia for the hemispheric average

layer, and (3) the total mass transport in the
layer across a latitude circle is not necessarily ( )" ( ) - ( ) deviation from
equal to zero. hemispheric averego

2. Notation[b [*;b']+ [lli]
[a'b'] -transient eddy covariance of

(x, y, p) -coordinates with axes in east- a and b

ward and northward directions [4*•0 1-standing eddy covariance of
and a pressure coordinate a and b

l = latitude KM - KM. , 4 KM.,•- zonal kinetic

A longitude energy
H height isobaric level

u west-east component of the
wind (positive if from the west) KM. jf (fJ] tdm

v-south-north component of the K KE. x+ Kz. - eddy kinetic

wind (positive if fromthesouth) energy

t - dp/dt = "vertical velocity" KF., j {-v--] + [0*']} dm

0 - gH -goopotential

T -temperature Pm; ig[ dm -zonal avai-

8 - potential temperature f(yd -j )

a specific volume lable potential energy

y-aT/az-ýlapse rate
Vd - dry adiabatic lapse rate PS= i g f V~ -- dm - eddy

dm- as cog OA d4 (dpig) - increment " T((y- ý)

of mass available potential energy

Telaus XVI (1964), 3
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ENERETICS OF WEAN AND EDDY CUIMtLATIONS IN LOWER STRATOSPHERE

D(K) - rate of frictional dissipation of during one month in 1957 using only North
kinetic energy due to the effects American stations, and by BARrns (1963) for
of (1) below grid.size eddies in- both forms of energy with a hemispheric net.
side the volume and (2) eddy work during the first six months of the IGY.
stresses at the boundtaries by It is evident from Barnes' work that with the
a similar scale of motion present data coverage uncertain terms such as

G(P) - rate of generation of available those involving transports by mean meridional
potential energy by diabatic overturnings, may spuriously dominate theoqua-

heating tions. On the other hand, one generally finds that
(o itransient and standing eddy transports can be5- (K_., Kw) =rate of conversion from eddy

mwawure~l mrr aecurstely than trararta by
T into zonal kinetic energy by ottre

eddy momentum transport mean meridional circulations. In view of this,
-m rate o conver-en from KMI, we have decided to consider the equations for

(K., Ko n , o . the balance of the zonal and eddy forms ofS~into Km, by mean meridional
t Kenergy separately. These calculations may give

Scirculations us in addition valuable and quite reliable in-

(C(P,, PS) rate of conversion from zonal formation on the redistribution of kinetic and
into eddy available potential available potential energy among the zonal-
energy by the eddy heat trans- mean and eddy forms.
"port The interpretation of the calculati terms in

C(PN, Km) -rate of conversion fron zonal both the kinetic and the available potential
available potential onera into energy equation forms a difficult problem.
zonal kinetic energy by mean There is a separation of the terms possible into
meridional circulations groups with a distinct physical meaning, but

C(PE, Kr) rate of conversion from eddy this division is not unique. For example, one

available potential energy into may combine some of the terms which indicate
eddy kinetic energy by large- a transport, and the conversion term and call

scale eddy convection the surm "conversion". However, as a rule the

W, (K) = rate at which work is done on name conversion should be reserved for the

the considered layer by the term which expresses clearly the physical me-

measured eddy stresses at the chanism by which one thinks the transforma-

boundaries tion takes place. Of course, this conversion
term should appear with the opposite ;ign in

Wp (K) rate at which work is done on the balance equation for the forms of energy
the cosidered layer bythepres- from or into which the form of energy in ques-
sure forces at the boundaries. tion is converted. In the following discussions

we shall adopt the nomenclature which in our3. Energy budget for 100-30 mb layer opinion makes most physical sense (for the sub-

We shall consider a stratospheric layer with ject of energy transformationssee: MILLER, 1950;
the 100 and 30 mb levels (resp. at about 16 and Lsr'rA•.1954; LoXENZ,1955,andPFEFFER, 1957).
24 km height) as bottom and top boundaries Tie levels of the basic observations are 100,
and a "wall" at the equator as vertical boundary. 50 and 30 rob. The assumption is made in the
It is of great interest to establish by what calculations of the integrals that: (1) 100 mb
mechanism the time-mean and zonal-mean is representative for the layer 100-75 mb, (2)
state of the circulation is maintained in this 50 mb is representative for the layer 75--40 mb,
polar cap and, with this in mind, we shall and (3) 30mb is representative for the layer 40 -30
compute maost of the terms in the budgets of mb. Since values of adiabatic vertical motions
zonal and eddy kinetic energy, and zonal and were available only at 75 and 40 mb, it is further
eddy available potential energy. assumed that the calculated vertical transport

No attempt will be made t.o compute the at 75 mb represents the flux at the lower boun-
balance of total kinetic and total potential dary, while the 40 mb transport is assumed to
energy. Such calculations were performed by represent the flux at the upper boundary of
CRAic & LATEEF (1962) for the kinetic energy our volume. It is possible that the measuretd

Tellus XVI (1964). 3
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transport at- 75 nib conmiderably underestimates Wine or space scale below the, scale of our grid.
thle actual transport. at 100 mb. lit the vertical This implies that meeo- and micro-scale eddies
transports by meaun meridional circulations, ZZ are included in the frictional force at the top
is corrected in such a way that the hemispheric and bottom boundaries, while the frictional
average of w. vanishes. This iR done in order to force at the vertical wall contains mainly
satisfy continuity of mass. However, it was mirniem-atf, transiont eddy conulibutlorw and
found afte~rwardlt that this correction, did not, is hence probably of minor importance.
change t he iiean vertical transport% appreciably.
No correction hag been applied to thc eddy tran-
sports involving vert ical inotionts, because they
am. probably only sliuzhtl~ affected by diabatic 3L ON i]TWtNa;
effects, suchl as (1) heating or cooling tite to I hsscinw hl osdrtepoin
radliation and (2) heat inu cue. to the release of ofno thise setona kieti shllcnsierg th marotaied
latent heat. The effects of radiation are slow; ofans how ctheional kinsipticoneg insid maintained
thusp radiat ion will novt Change thle Computed againter frctonal dinsiptio nery insideftned olme
transient eddy covariances, though it might be *Th n ter "zonal kinetic erter-y waf defhed i.na
important for the standing eddy contributions. meant asd thme ineanhoizota circulofthion,'il.
sine thle amount of water vapor in the lower K KZ K. jj [f~~ ic
stratosphlere is qUite smnall, tile efftects of th-ej .A. me.n meiioa motiosare [0wn Sirderso
densation miay be neglected. th tmea smedallr othans the twoa order mo-

At. this point it is of interest to add some mantdsalethnhe enzolm-
remaks oiicrmug te diternt sale of tions, KM is very nearly equal to Km, and we

met ions chich weg mese diffrnt o crledd orfn are. justified to restrict ourselves in the discus-
sports. Let uis first consider the contribution of comoneofthema uotin ma5) einly to thboalac
the eddiefs in space, i.e., the standing eddies.copnn.Ke(91dridablnc
T'he horizontal reKOliit io inl space isl limited 'qluatio" for the zonal kinetic energy in the
because of the station distribution and our, (x~yz) coordinate systow. A similar equation,
.method of analysis of hemispheric maps, to a rewritten for the pressure coordinate system,

scal ofmotons hic islarer tan bou wits Used by ST~AR (1953, 1959) and BARNES
500eo kmotheeios pracicall no lrgesoltion abu (1963) in their computations of the kinetic

he0 kein. ialsine i e usacdionly dao aeoltio III energy balance in the northern hemisphere and
t50 andica 30v wo.Te otiutidonsy oft atra10i, by OsAS1 (1963) in his study of the southern
edie are in genra larernthabtintose of taseth hemisphere circulation. In the derivation, the
etading aeddines; thu, itge isnths of patclrithers zonul equation of motion is first multiplied by
stoalookng tedis tbimesca, iti fpatclar~d inthers [FA], next averaged in timo over the period con-
tore trokansot bye trmsansqientoleddies tsuh e sidered, and finally integrated in space over the
theria transport. o y momv~ent u eddi es (schatc mass of a polar cap. The resulting expression

only eddies with time scales of moor than one ma4 ewitni omweeteefcso
day. This is because the adiabatic vertical eddy and meant motions are separated. To derive
motionis which are used here, were evaluat~ed equation (1) use is made of the Gauss' diver-
from tw,,o soundings 24 hours apart. Tlhey repre. gence theorem and the equation of continuity.
senut some kit.d of 24 hours smoothed values.
On the other hand, the horizomial transport by 0 C(KE.,, KM.: ) 1 C(Kv.,, Km.,) -+ D(KM.,)
transient eddiesi (such as the transport of 4 A (KM.x) -- IVIKMr) Seasonal correction.
mnomentum Wr') is measured almost instantly
and contains, in p~rinciple, also the contribution (1)
from eddies with shorter time scales fromt a few -- -

hours down to a few minutes. D~iurnal effects I This definition of zonal kinetic energy is different
might. be important, but. they are not ine1lided fromi the one originally given by LORENZ (1955) Who
in the trantsports, since the observat ions were usedl KM J{[u)' 4- 7t:]i dm. Also the conversion
taken tit approximately the same time of the rates consideredi here are different fromn those

(lay is s aderived by Lorenz. The present approach is more
(a.The frictional force isdefined asaflux of appropriate in this case because no daily gridpoint

momentumin at the,- boundaries by eddies with a data were available.
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Equation (1) statosI that theme should be a dp
balance between the following proeesoes'

(a) The conversion from eddy int zonral

kinetic energy by horivental and vertical eddies dfx .z dy
(only x~-component of proces considered): j g s g

C .. K]os #--co 2- dm (e) The work performed on our voluuw byJWZ 04 cog 1) the measured eddy stresses at the boundsitiA:

The horizontaL part of the integrand of C(K. &. df fj CC
K. conists of the product of the meridional [al [zT1 ý + H--
transpt of retative angulAt xomr.tum by 3' - g M

eddy motions and the gradient of the angular ,J e -ca]itt "saonal ccrrccioa":Svelocity. If an eddy transport of angular meo-

metu takes place frmlatitudea where thea)Adm
air has a •muall relative angular rotation to f At

latitudes where the air rotates more rapidly,
the integral indicates a conversion from eddy S"lThis termn contains the ootsidored time period

Sinto zon vs kinetic hemrgy. At in the denominator and, therefore, decreases
4 (b) The conversion of energy from the meaa in importace with time. Aside from the seasonal

idional motion itot the mea zonal otios trend, this correction contains random daly
due to essentially the Coriolis effect: fluctutions superimpose-1 upon the trend. The

f f tan term thus arises because of our method of time
C'K ~ ~ ~ 1 KM) II 1Ydm +_ [f ](K. •, J�.)• ]a[t din. averaging. In principle, one should average

over a few cycles of the obsem-ed phenonienon

21 [dm. in order to be able to define the time mean state.
Ji W An often used alternative form for the pro-

Its magntude is extremely uncertain due to the duction of zonal kinetic energy at the coat of

great difficulty of estimating [1 accurately the eddy kinetic energy O(KN. , Km, ) is the

enough. following:

(c) The surm of two processes, which are in- C'(KE. r. K,. •) s(K. , KM. ) ÷ IV, (KM. M)

eluded in the term "frictional dissipation", i.e.,
(1) the change of kinetic energy due to the [- fill dm.-

effects of below grid-scale eddy stresses at the f a cost , -fJ p
boundaries, and (2) tha change of kinetic energy
due to similar internal friction; this sum being: Since W,(K,. ,) evidently represents an inter-

action term at the boundaries, we prefer the

D(KM. ) a1(] [PFdm. earlier mentioned form for the conversion where
one splits off the contribution of W ,(KMt.,).

(d) The advection of zonal kinetic energy Thus, we shall continue to use the expression

through the boundaries by mean meridional C(Kg.I, KM. ,) for the conversion. For the entire

overturnings: atmosphere the boundary term vanishes and
G(KE. x. Km. x) - C'(1 C E. X, KA(, .)-

'In this symbolic form of the balance equation In T( ble I one fiKda the estimated terms in
for the zonal kinetic energy no term indicating the
rate of change of zonal kinetic energy appear or equation (1). The valueb presented in this table
the left hand side of the equation. Because the ba- permit us to make the following remarks:
lance of the timn-meen state in considered, the tarm (a) The action of horizontal eddies, both
which contains the product of [6) and Au/A* has a trasient and standing, is throughout the yew
slightly different meaning and is written on the
right h&ad aide of the equation as "seasonal correc- a significant source for the zonal kinetic energy
tion". at the expense of the eddy kinetic energy. In all
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TAnta 1. Lana kineic eneMg 6eanm /or 100*-SO mLaye (n&rdhr htmspher).

Vnite: I0-1 org e-', exc•Vt for Ki and Kr t.. - transiet dy cmtributkin; j.e. -ataiding eddy con
iributice.

I - July- Septomber 1057: I1(XOtotl-Dawexober 1957; 111-Jsnuary-March 19U8; IV-Apriun
1958; V - July 1957--June 1958.

I II Ill IV V(yoar)

C(KtteKs) horizontal paxt 9.0 29.5 6.8 14.7 16.1
ý : , : 4.5 14.1 24.2 3.2 3.6

C (KA. XP ) vertical pert j Coe-0.2 0.9 2.4 0.0 1.9
ja~e .5 09 2. 0.00.4

W, (K ) at equt•rit wall -0.4 -0.3 0.5 0.2 0.1
W• (KM at top and bottlom -0.4 -- 1.2 -- 6.4 -.-. 4
bomidarkt

"a " c-orrctir' 9.2 - 28.5 12.6 -0.4 -0.2

(thtiw: 10" erg)
1CK.r" KM 0.45 &44 Ma5 3.i4 4,10

:Le. 3.20 5.01 &.98 &17 4.69
6.0. 1.40 3.80 1.23 0.61 1.27

uNtubr in paxenthese amre oxnidorwed to be uncertain since they involmve weatn meridional oiraul-
tions, which ar diffioult to ewsure.

four periods the direction of this procees is the the implication that CN(K. ,, K 5t.z) is approxi-
samen and extracts •ergy from the smaller- rnately equal to C'(Kc..2 , KA5f) for the con-
scale motions in favor of the zonal flow. This sidered volume. An independent calculation of
indicatee a "negative" coefficient of eddy the two expressions confirmed this fact.
viscosity. The, same more familiar process domi- (e) The seasonal correction can be neglected
nates in the troposphere and is one of the in the balance for the year. For a three-months
most interesting phenomena in meteorology, period this term gives a definite contribution,

(6) The large-scale vertical eddies tend to but it does not dominate the equation. For the
increase the energy of the zonal flow, but heir computation one needs the difference of the
action is of minor importance since their contri- mean zonal wind at the first and at the last day
bution only amounts to about 10 % of the contri- of the consid&red period. This difference was
bution of the horizontal eddies (see also StAts & computed from the U.S. Weather Bureau
ThcnwsooN, 1963). Stratospheric Daily Maps (1960).

(c) On the other hand one notices that. the If one assumes as the southern boundary a
mean meridional ciraculations give during three vertical wall not at the equator but one at a
of the four seasons a negative contribution higher latitude, the work term WRKMS) at
through the term C(K,.v, KM.,). This is pro- the vertical wall becomes important and the
bably due to the dominating indirect circulation eddy conversion C(K1, ,Km.,) does not contri-
in middle latitudes, STAs (1959) computed the bute significantly anymore. The Coriolis term
same integral for the atmosphere of the entire C(KA . ,KA,.) gives a positive contribution for
northern hemisphere f-r the two years 1950 and a polar cap north of 600 N, since the mean
1951, and found a mall negative value in both meridional motions are towards the north at
years. The present measurements give also a high latitudes.
negative conversion in the 100-30 mb layer,
but the magnitude appears to be too lWPe 3.2. EDDY wrmn0c ENUNOY

probably due to the difficult estimation of [03].
(d) The wcxk done by the measured eddy In the preceding discussion we have looked

stresee at the boundaries is negligible. This has at the energy in the zonal mean wind field. We
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TABLz 2. Eddy kieti energy balance for 100-30 mb layer (northern hemisphere).

Units: 10" erg see'. t.e. - tra•iaent eddy contribution; s.e. -s tanding oddy contribution.

I -July-&ptembet 1957; II Oetbe-- 0Deminber t957; III - Jaunary-March 1958; IV -April-June 1958;
V -July 1957-June 1958.

I I[ 11 IV V (year)

V(CL. 8.8 31.5 9.9 17.9 18 0
S.0 15.0 26.6 3.2 4.0

eLe. - 13.7 - 12.2 - 13.1 -26.3 -- 16.3
CP., )e.&0 - 1.4 -- 31.8 -8.0 -9.2

Units: 10" erg
KM 6.46 8.44 12.66 3.74 4.10

4-f.e. O99 8.25 9.60 7.21 7.25
s.e. 1.69 2.29 2.94 0.89 1.70

lIn the computation C(Kr, KM) is approximated by Q(KS£. , KM. x)

observed the exiatence of an important inter- tat wind components, is written on the right
action with the eddy field in the sense of a hand side of the equation. According to equa-
buildup of the zonal motionp at the cost of the tion (2) there is a balance between the following

eddying motions. In view of this, it is worth- processes:
while to examine how the eddy field is main- (a) The conversion from eddy into zonal

Vained. In the case of the eddy kinetic energy, kinetic energy by horizontal and vertical eddies:
it is not sufficient to consider only the east-went
motions. There is also a considerable amount of f I [U]-\
energy in the eddy components of the north- C(KR, K,) E COS dm

south motions; from the present data it appears P11c

that K, 1 rs KK.1 in the lower stratosphere f-w----dm 1 01;-- din.
(compare estimates in tables I and 2). The[ E

balance equation for the eddy kinetic energy f_ •,v], '_ •tan 4,
is derived in an analogous fashion as for the + vjg---dm- [] [u'k ]- -. da
zonal kinetic energy. Thus, the zonal equation L op 3 a
of motion is mldtiplied by ft* + u' and the meri-

dional equation of motion with v* - v' these two The last three terms in this expression can he
equations are added together, next averaged in neglected with respact to the first two terms.

time over the considered period and finally in- (b) The conversion from eddy available po-

tegrated in space over the mass of a polar cap. tential into eddy kinetic energy:

We will write the result in the form: ,-

0 = -C(KE. KM) - (P.. K•) + D(KE) -A (KE) KE) - fafrdm_

+ W,(KE) f Wý(KE) i Seasonal correction. (2) (c) The dissipation of eddy kinetic energy
due to friction:

where; K, M [ + [+]2)d. D(KR) - fJuz]sdmr if[vF- dm.

(d) The advection of eddy kinetic energy
and E= f {-U-i- + [vTh} din. through the boundaries by mean meridional

overturnings:

Similarly as in the balance equation for the d
zonal kinetic energy the "seasonal correction" A(K,6) = F-2[vj.{[2 F•[t7'I}dx -
which contains the time change of the horizon- 3f -I#- g
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- -. .. - . dzdy strem-es at the boundaries by a similar scalo of
100 Mb [W{ -lul'l J&- -g motions, which could conceivably contribute

positively to the eddy kinetic energy balance.

f 2 dxdy The conchlsion is that one cannot say befor.-[+ m {(d t I IV . hand what Rign D(Kw) should have. 'hie inter.
action between the motionsi in the lower strato.

(e) The change of eddy kinetic energy due spheere and in the surrounding- layers of the
to the work perm_-d on the layer by pressure atmosphere gives rise to throe forms of boundary
forces at the boundaries: terms: (1) the awveetion of K. by mean motions:

A(Kx), (2) the work done by pressure forces at
the boundaries: W,(KE), and (3) Cho work done

W,(KK,.) f vi L" dx dp by the measured eddy strAess at the boundaries:

W,(K). These interaction terms only reditri-
Sf, - -.-- buto the cncrgv. Therefore, a gam of a certain-teiKdxdy i * •Edxdy. amount of eddy kinetic energy by the layer must

be accompanied by an equal loss of eddy kinotic
(f) The change of eddy kinetic energy due to energy by the surrounding atmosphere.

the work performed on the layer by the men- The term C(PR, K,,) apparently ropresents in
bured eddy stresses at the boundaries: the (x, y, p) coordinate system the importvant

conversion process from eddy potential into eddy
W j(KE j-- -.- .~kinetic energy by convection. It forms the con-

K [ 'necting link between on one side the eddy pot-
entia) and internal energy and on the other

IV v'2)1}dx 4  
side the eddy kinetic energy. In the troposphere

9 this conversion is large and positive. It supplies
C .*-,*] the kinetic energy for the eddies and, through

f- 00 Mb the interaction of the eddies with the mean
,, dxdy flow, also the kinetic energy for the zonal cur-

t J"]4 - --- rents. The transformation process is often viau-
alizid as the rising of warm air masses and the
sinking of cold air masses, but this does not

+ l In0 ,,bo necessarily repr esent the complete pictutre. It is
dxdy more correct, as % as pointed out by Starr, to

[•*("* + v )]} ...... . say that the warmer air has a systematic ten-
9 dency to be correlated with motions towards

lower pressure (cu<0) in the troposphere and
(g) The "seasonal correction": colder air with motions towards higher pres-

sure (w > 0). This description of the energy con-
f-version leavs the possibility open that the

- f [-cu f -` "n,

t j|•tIE process occurs for an important part horizon-
tally and not predominantly in the vertical

The values of the measured tenns in this direction as is implied by the terms "rising"
equation are given in Table 2. The conversion and "sinking". In the present study vertical
from eddy to zonal kinetic energy C(KE, Kw) is motions computed according to the "adia-
for all practical purposes equal to the integral batic" method (i.e. from the first law of ther-
Q(KE., Km..), which was discussed in section modynamics neglecting diabatic heating), are
3.1. Thus, eddy kinetic energy is converted used in the evaluation of C(PE, KE). It would
into zonal kinetic energy. The dissipation of be better to include here the effects of dia-
eddy kinetic energy D(KE) is analogous to the batic heating, but this is not yet possible
dissipation of zonal kinetic energy by friction since heating rates are not known on a day to
(sect ion 3. 1). It contains the effects of (1) below day basis. WIm-NXELsmv (1959) has estimated
grid-size eddies inside the volunme, which pro- that the influence of a reasonable mean heating
bably destroy kinetic energy, and (2) eddy pattern could not bwe neglected in the standing
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eddy contribution to C(PF, K,). However, we its kinetic energy from the surrounding atmo-
Sexpect that the inclusion of heating will not sphere and is consequently fored. The forcing

substantially alter the more important contri- presumably takes place at the bottom boundary,
bution of the transient eddies. Most other i.e. at 100 mb in this case, through the work
hemispheric computations of the conversion done by pressure forces and/or eddy stresses.'
term (see e.g. JENSEN (1961) who used "adia- WnnE (1954) discovered that there occurs in
batic" vertical velocities, or W irN.Nz•xjra the lower stratosphere a countergradient eddy
(1959) and SALTzmzA & FLutistma (1960, 1901) flux of heat. This abnormal heat transport was
who used vertical motions from the w-equation) foumd in our data. during all seasons; only in
suffer also from the deficiency that diabatic winter at 30 mb a downgradient heat flux was
heating is neglected. HoLorAxnrq (1963) has observed, which probably indicates that the
argued that especially "adiabatic" vertical top of the abnormal layer is lower in the winter
velocities would lead to bad results for the con- season (OoxT, 1963). Also this process can only
version rate. This is only true if one keeps the be explained if the eddies in the lower strato.
static stability in the denominator of the ex- sphere are forced to act as a refrigerating

pression for the vertical velocity constant, mechanism causing heat to flow from a cold
Therefore, great care has been taken to retain region at low latitudes to a warm one at high
the variability of the satic stability. The as- latitudes. Therefore, by two independent

Ssumption of a constant static stability would methods the phenomenon of the necessary for-
IS change the meaning of the conversion integial. cing has been shown to bo present.

To avoid other difficult.es, only actual wind From the available data the interaction in the
data have been used in all etaiputations. EDDY vertical direction could be determined at the 75
(1963) used a direct approach in the calculation and 40 mb levels. It enabled us to estimate the
of ((P,, K,). He computed vertical velocities work done by eddy stresses and pressure forces
from the smoothed divergence field of the wind, at the top and bottom boundaries (sec Table 3).
and correlated them with simultaneous tempe- This work is given by the terms:
ratures for a limited time period over North
America. Eddy's results agree with those of WC(KM) + W,(K,) - -i lf
Jensen and support the "adiabatic" method. 100 M

The computed values of C(P1, K.) in our
layer in the lower stratosphere are shown in
Table 2. During all seasons a conversion from 'J MJ [a i dbdy

eddy kinetic into eddy potential energy takes and
place; this is in a direction opposite to the one r r
usually found in the troposphere (see also W,(K,) [-- [-H]Bdxdy
Wurrx & NOL1N, 1960). f

For the January-March period the standing
eddy contribution is larger than the transient + J [cH],dxdy.
eddy contribution both in 0(K(, KM) and in JJn s&
C(P,, KV). In all other periods the transient
eddies play a more important role. The first term was not separated into the contri-

bution from the balance of zonal kinetic energy,
W.(KM). and from the balance of eddy kinetic

Source, of energ for the eddy Motion. in the energy, W4(K,). Still, the numbers will give us
an idea of the magnitude of the measured inter-

lower stratosphere action at the boundaries and may be compared

The measurements show clearly that through- with the deficit in the balance of the eddy
out the year: (1) the eddies lose kinetic energy kinetic energy. Table 3 shows, generally, an up-
to the mean flow, and (2) the eddies convert part ward transport of energy at 76 mb. All eddy
of their kinetic energy into potential energy. terms added together amount to about -3 x

Since the seasonal correction is not of much 101" erg sec-4 for the year. Only during July-
importance, unavoidably the conclusion must I The advection by mean motions is probably
be drawn that the lower stratosphere receives small.
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TABLE 3. E8timatM of inote4Ction If"" o* the boundarme, computed wirA the aid *I adiabatw
vertical tmkee.

Units: 101' erg see-'.
I-July-Septewber 1957; U -Ootober-December 1957; LU -January-March 1958; WV April-June

1958; V-July 1957-June 1958.

1 1 I1 IV V (year)

iff Eý ,r 1  {75 mb 0.7a -1 . 5.0 -0.0 -0.1'
S 40 =b .. -0,2 -0.3

{75 mb 1.0 -2.6 -11.1 - 3.3 -2.7f f[W" d. dy 40mb - - -1.3 0.8 -

'Only contribution due to transient eddies included.

September is there a small downward transport. plus internal energy if the maS were redistri-
The transports around 40 mb appear to be buted adiabatically in such a way that the iso.
small. If one compares the annual mean trans- thermal surfaces would be parallel to the iso-
port at 75 mb with the amount 48 x 108Z erg baric levels, as a measure of the "available
we-' which is needed in order to give a balance potential energy" (Loaxwz, 1955). To the ap-
for the eddy kinetic energy for the year, a large proximation that the pressure surfaces are
discrepancy is in evidence. This discrepancy horizontal, this is a good definition for the
could arise due to the fact that the vertical energy available for conversion into kinetic
eddy transport was measured at 75 mb and energy.
not at 100 nob. R&NsaToE & LAxsERT (1960) In the case of the kinetic energy, we con-
found, for example, for one month of data at sidered eddy and zonal kinetic energy separa-
150 mb a much larger value for the vertical eddy tely. It will be of advantage to make a similar
transport of energy than we measured at 75 rob. division for the available potential energy. In
Another solution to the difference between the the case of a strictly zonal symmetric diatribu-
balance requirements and the values in tion of temperature, no eddy available potential
table 3 could be that meso- and/or micro-scale energy is present and it is necessary to disturb
eddies transport considerable amounts of eddy first the zonal symmetry in order to make
kinetic energy from the troposphere into the potential energy available for conversion into
lower stratosphere. The eddies which we measure eddy kinetic energy. Once the zonal symmetry
with the adiabatic method, have % time scale of is distorted, the eddy heat fluxes can redistri-
over one day and it appears possible that eddies bute the available potential energy between
with shorter time scales accomplish an impor- the zonal and the eddy forms. The early studies
tant part of the vertical transport of this of MAouuis (1903) concerning the potential
energy, energy of a fixed atmospheric volume were

extended by Loamswz (1955). In his paper
3.3. ZONAL.. AVAILABLE POTENTIAL X Y Lorenz gives an analysis of the concepts of

zonal and eddy available potential energy. In
In general circulation studies it is often con- Lorenz' formulation available potential energy

venient to deal with the sum of the potential is approximated by the variance of potential
and internal energy, since for a vertical column temperature on a constant pressure level,
extending throughout the depth of the atmo- weighted by a factor containing the hemispheric
sphere the two forms of energy are proportional average of the static stability. Difficulties come
by the factor Rfc,. Only a small part of the up if one tries to derive the balance equations
potential and internal energy is really available for the zonal and eddy available potential
for conversion into kinetic energy. One may energy. Aside from the terms which represent
consider the difference between the actual total the expected energy transformations, extra
potential plus internal energy and the potential terms enter into the balance equations. These
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terms cannot be reduced to boundary integrals available potential energy by horizontal or

and therefore represent some kind of trans- vertical eddy processes:
formation of energy. They depend mainly - [T]"

tupon the variation of the mean static stability C(PM, 1E) -- -gf j -- d.a

with pressure and are probably caused by the T(ya - Y)
approximations made in deriving the expres- T
sions for the avable potential energy. It is _ (;Tlm di.
noL po ibla here to go into further datail since all

this would require an extensive theoretical study

in itself. Despite the above mentioned diffi- The conversion C(PM, PE) depends upon the

cultins, we shall use the formulae derived by trarmport of iensible heat along the gradient of

Lorenz. Terms involving the vertical deriva. temperature. Thus C(PM, Pg) may be compared

tives of measures of the moan static stability with the conversion from eddy to zonal kinetic

afe left out and are thus explicitly assumaed to energy C(K,., KM), which depends upon the

be small. Neither shall we include boundary transport of angular momentum along the

terms in the discussion of the balance equations. gradient of angular velocity. If the eddies t rans-

One can derive the balance equation for the port. heat down the temperature gradient, zonal

zonal available potential energy from the first available potential energy is converted into
law of thermodynamics in the form: eddy available potential energy.

00 06 ao0 0 1 0 (b) The direct conversion from zonal potential
ý-- -- -- -- Q. (3) energy into zonal kinetic energy by mean meri-

at a cos #aA aa# ap c, T dional circulations:

In this equation Q is the diabatic heating rate,

which is equal to the sum of the frictional U(PM, KM)--- [&]"[ di.
heating and the radiational flux convergence.f

Effects of condensation and evaporation may (c) The generation of zonal available potential

be neglected in the stratosphere. Equation (3) energy by diabatic heating:

is multiplied by F(p)[t]1, where:

F(p)- -(T/O)(RIP)(1O/aP)-_=( j,,
aTO, -G))

T(yd - )

a stability parameter. The resulting equation is (d) The -seasonal correction"

averaged in time over the considered period AFT]"

and next integrated in space over a stratospheric M
polar cap. Triple correlations are neglected. By - %- dW .
using the equation of continuity and the ideal T(e?--)
gas law, the balance equation for the zonal
available potential energy may be derived in A similar term arising in the zonal kinetic

the form: energy balance w'a disetssed before in section
3.1.

0 -- C(PM, E) - C(P.W, Ksf) , G(PM) A qualitative argument can be given regard-

Seasonal correction ( Boundary terms). ing the sign of the generation term G(PM). In

(4) the troposphere, low latitudes where the tem-

Here [I'm g ], peratures are high, are heated by the surplus of

Here: I'M - 4 g w--- •, dmn and incoming, short wave over outgoing, long wave
"T(Vd - •) radiation and high latitudes where lower tem-

peratures prevail, are cooled relatively. This

Ps g--- --g din. action results in a large positive value of the

T(Y-d -) hemispheric covariance [T]*[Q]" and conse-

Equation (4) expresses that there should be an quently in a large generation of zonal available
approximate balance between: potential energy. The presented picture applies

(a) The conversion from zonal into eddy well to the generation integrated over the entire

Tellus XVI (1964), 3
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deficit at high latitudes, then it is clear that

t radiation tends to increase the meridional tem-
perature gradient from the ground up to 12 km
and above 24 km. However, radiation tends to
decrease the meridional temperature gradient
in a layer around 16 km height (see also Bo.
ViLLx, 1961). 'This layer contains our volume
between 100 and 30 mb and it can be con-
eluded that for the lower atratosphere O(PM) < 0.

We shall compute C(Pv, PI) for the 100-30
mb layer and determine to what degree this
conversion can balance the destruction of zonal
available potential energy by radiation. The
results are shown in Table 4. The seasonal cor-
rection was computed with the aid of tempera-
tures which were read off the U.S. Weather

ec tO n z2. Mo 20o MM20 M Bureau Stratospheric Daily Maps (1960). Eddy
available potential energy is converted into
zonal available potential energy throughout theFlu. 1. Comparison of the temperature distribution yerasigteancptefomheoue-

with height at the equator and at 70' N. The year, as might be anticipated from the counter-
tropospheric data are taken from PxxxoTo (1960) gradient heat transport (WHrTE, 1954; OGoT,
for the year 1950; the stratospheric data are for the 1963). The effect of the standing eddies is about
year July 1957-June 1958. 1/2 to 1/3 of the effect. of the transient eddies.

The vertical eddies, expressed in the vertical
atmosphere, but if one considers the lower part of G(Pm, P.), give a slight negative contri-
stratosphere alone, the picture is not correct. bution, but they are unimportant compared
Here, the temperature distribution has a maxi- with the horizontal eddies.
mum in high latitudes in winter and this maxi- The generation of zonal available potential
ium shifta even to polar latitudes during the energy due to the radiation flux convergence

sunmer season. In Fig. I curves are plotted of can be calculated directly from radiation
the temperature distribution with height at estimates combined with our measured tem-
the equator and at 70, N. If one assumes that peraturea. We used the net cooling rates, ob-
there is an excess of absorbed over emitted tamed by DAvis (1963), and computed for the
radiation at all levels at low latitudes, and a rate of generation:

TAaLE 4. Zorwl available poten•ial energy balance for 100-30 mb layer (northern hemisphere).

Unite: 10"1 erg see-. t.e. -transient eddy contribution; s.e. -standing eddy contribution.
I-July-September 1957; II-October-December 1957; III-January-March 1958; IV-April-June

1958; V -July 1957-June 1958.

II III IV V (year)

" (PN,, PS) horizontal part t.e. -26.6 -35.6 -42.0 -37.1 -35.6
s.e. -11.8 -14.1 -11.5 -25.5 -15.9

"C (PM, P ) vertical part t.e. + s.e. -1.9 0.4 -7.6 -5.2 -1.6"Se5sonal correction" 18.8 4.2 -21.3 -8.1 -

Units 10 erg
PM 26.4 18.2 25.7 30.2 23.6

ft.e. 3.30 4.83 7.31 3.99 4.86
1s.e. 1.74 2.39 3.01 1.27 2.10
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JuL-&ept. 1957 Oct.-Dec. 1957 Jaa.-Mar. 198 Apr.-Jun. 1958 Year

a 1(Pa) -ft1 -- 17 -201 - M0 -187

-Units: H0p erg wse-

The radiation estimates used by, for example, 3.4. RDDY AVALA.IZ POTaMrI. ZiAoY
MU" A=BOYD & SMOLnWON (1961), would give•-•ev• mrer • rte givhey• W'ith the same sort of aproxiitin used
even lager destruction rates rthe zonal bae equation, one
G(FPM) - -4.8 x 10" erg sec-. The three-monthly dervm the balance ft d ompone
mean derive the balane for the eddy component.
t aabti • wi -' oputedby The first law of tharmodynamica (3) is multi.% the adiabatic miethod, are not appropriate to

estimate the contribution of the tewmC(pH.Ks). li by Ptp)(# + 0), where F() i the sae
susbiaihatic infiunen may alter these a stability parameter as the one used in the de-
vertical motions significantly, Other n iga- rivation of the balance of zonal available po.

,fetntial energy. Next the equation is averaged•, ~tom, a86 e.g-r IRzxv d al. (1903), find evidence

of r conversion from nenal kieti to zonal in time and then integrated in space, resulting

potential energy in the lower strstosphere bsed in the balance equation for the eddy available

upon data for a two week period. The discre- Potential energy for a polar cap:
pancy between the large destruction of Pw by
radiati and the insufficient creation by the 0 -C(PMt, Ps) - C(P, KS) + G(PS)
eddies, tends to support an additional conver- + Seasonal correction ( + Boundary terms).
oawn from Km to PK through the mean meridional
circulations. On the other hand, the radiation (5)
estimates are still quite uncertain and this could
also be the dominant factor in the discrepancy. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 we considered C(Pw, P&)

There is evidence of a seasonal variation of and C(PS, KF) in detail. The estimated values
the zonal and eddy available potential energy are repeated in Table S. It seems that the eddies
in Table 4. The zonal avaiable potential energy lose more of their potential energy in building
reaches a maximum in summer around April- up the zonal energy than they gain by "nega-
June, and a minimum in the winter period tive" convection from their kinetic energy.
October-December.The zonal kinetic energy (see The rate of generation of eddy available po-
Table 1) showed on the other hand a maximum tential energy by diabatic heating is given by
value in winter and a minimum in summer.
Both the eddy kinetic (Table 2) and the eddy _ __In

available potential energy (Table 4) reach a G(PS) - g di.

maximum in the winter season. TY

TanuL 5. Eddy available potekial enorg bakc for 100-30 mb layer (northern hemi&phere).

Unit& Ion erg sec-1. t.e. - transient eddy contribution; s.e. -standing eddy contribution.
I-July-September 1957; II-October-December 1957; m -January-March 1958; IV-April-June

1958; V -July 1957-June 1958.

1 II MI IV V (year)

C(Pj, P,) horinontal part t.e. --26.6 -35.6 -42.0 -37.1 -35.6
iLe. -11.8 -14.1 -11.5 -25.5 -15.9

C(PAP PS) vertical part t.e + .". -1.9 0.4 -7.6 -5.2 -1.6
C (Pr KS) t.e. - 137 -12.2 -13.1 -26.3 -18.3

a.0. -6.0 -1.4 -31.8 -8.0 -9.2
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Very little is known about the magnitude of raliation at low latitudes and the deficit at
this generation. Even the sign of G(PS) is tin- high latitudes, a meridional temperature gra-
certain and cannot be inferred through a simple dient is created in the troposphere (this is oqui-
reasoing aimifar to the oar used for 0(P,1 ). In vatent to a creation of zonal avalabie poten-
the case of the troposphere, the studies of tial energy). The zonal currents resulting from
WxxN.N-Ni• w & BRowN (190M), Bxown (1063) the meridional temperature gradient are un-
and KttugouR, WINSTON & HuwEs (1963) all stable for certain baroclinic wave disturbances.
indicate an eddy destruction of available po- Maximum instability is found at about the wave-
tenital energy probably due to the tendency lengh of typical cyclones and anticycks.
(I waxrer air trAwe to be cooled and colder air 'Mlees eddy circulatiom ("eddies") Cause an
masses to be heated. eant-west temperature gradient and thusconvert

GoDsoN (1960) and other investigators have zonal into eddy available potential energy. Aa
found a high positive correlation betweem the the result of vertical motions the eddy poential
temperature in the lower stratosphere and the energy is partly converted into eddy kinetic
amount of total ozone. Let us asm-um that under energy. The eddies appear to los1 further poten-
certain circumstances a high concentration of tial energy through the combined notion of radia-
ozone is present in the 100-30 mb layer, then tion, condensation, evaporaeton and heat fluxes
more short wave radiation will be absorbed in near the ground. The kinetic energy of these
this layer. The effect will be equivalent to an large-scale eddies is subject to the probable
extra heating of warm air and, consequently, a destructive influence of smaller-scle eddies
creation of eddy available potential energy which transfer the kinetic energy to still smaller
6(PE), if in the layer the heating is determined eddies. This cascade of the kinetic energy to
mainly by the absorption of short wave radia- smaller and smaller scales, results finally, at the
tioe by ozone; this is certainly true at about molecular scale in the transformation of the
20 km and even more so at greater heights kinetic energy into heat. A significant per-
(se MANABE & Molxs, 1961). A creation centage of the large-scale eddy kinetic energy
of edd- available potential energy between 100 is in this way destroyed. The remaining part of
and 30 inb is supported by our measurements this energy is converted up the sale into kinetic
provided that the boundary terms in equation energy for the zonal current and maintains thts
(5) ar no-t veery important. the zonal current against the frictional dissipa-

tion of the smaller eddies. Finally, the conver-
4. The energy cycle sion of zonal potential into zonal kinetic energy

brings us back to the beginning of the cycle, i.e.,
In the 5irL part of this chapter we shall give the zonal available potential energy. This con-

a short, description of the energy cycle as it is version has been proved to he small and has
observed in the troposphere. Since the tropo- even probably a negative value, i.e. zonal
sphere contains about 8/10 of the total atmo- ketic energy is converted into zonal potential
spheric mass, this picture will be representative energy.
also for the cycle in the entire atmosphere. In A out by SAnizx&N (1961). the
section 4.2 we shall present the very different zonal motions may be conceived of as strong
picture of the energy cycle of a layer in the free wheeling circulations with relatively small
lower stratosphere which was determined in the viscous damping or forcing., The important
present study. Finally the contributions of dif- pc cf the eddies supplying angular mo-
ferent layers in troposphere and stratosphere mentum for the zonal currents was first sug-
will' be compared in section 4.3. gested by JErrazYs in 1926. Jeffreys' ideas on

the angular momentum balance have been
4.!. Esao cvcLn l•R •extended to the eddy effects on the zonal kinetic

At low latitudes the earth-atmosphere system energy, notably by Kuo (1951), vAN M=GMaZ
gains morn energy per unit area by the absorp- (1952), AaAXAwA (1953) and STria (1953).
tion of short wave radiation from the sun than Earlier concepts were based on the hypothesis
it loosea to space by the emission of long wave of the existence of a direct mean meridional
radiation; the reverse is true at high latitudes. I This result is based upon the large obseved
Due to the excess of incoming over outgoing ratio of C(P,,KZ) and C(K,,KM).

Tellus XVI (1964), 3
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ENERGETICS OF MEAN AND EDDY CIRCULATIONS IN LOWER STRATOSPHERE

We should always keep in mind that we are
dealing with a layer and not with the entire

atmosphere. This implies that top and bottom

*I5~iboundary effects cannot be neglected without
further consideration. In the diagram the gene-
ration G(P) and dissipation D(K) will thus
contain these effects at the boundaries.

It is apparent from the energy diagram
(Fig. 2) that pressure forces andlor eddy stresses

at the top and bottom boundaries (presumably
mainly at the bottom boundary with the tro-

posphere) force the energy-cycle to be in a
£e direction more or less opposite to the one inthe troposphere., This source of kinetic energy

ultimately supplies the necessary balance for the
04 .46s1Ma, Ida. P .ii" loss of potential energy by radiation. The direct

observations show the following special features
of the circulation in the 100-30 mb layer:

Ftc. 2. Energy flow diagram during the year (July 1. A "sinking" of warm air and a "rising" of
1957-June 1958) for 100-30 mb layer. Energy cold air, which destroys eddy kinetic
transformation units: 101' erg sec-'. Energy units:
ioss erg. Numbers in parentheses are balance re- energy and converts it into eddy potential

quirements as inferred from other observations, energy.
G(PM) is computed from radiation data by Davis 2. An eddy transport of heat against the
(195:l). mean temperature gradient, which destroys

eddy available potential energy and con-
circulation. Starr realized as one of the 'irst the verts it into mean zonal available potential
importance of Jeffreys' suggestion. Through energy.
years of study of actual data on ahemispheric 3. A destruction of zonal available potential

scale at the University of California (Los Ange. energy by radiation.
les1 under .Jaeob Bjerknes anti principally at
tiM Massachusetts Institute ofTechiology under Indirectly, the observations imply or suggest
Victor P. Starr. the important role of theeddy by necemsary balance requirements that:
processes has been shown and thus the fomnila. I. Interaction with tht, surrounding atmo-

tion has been laid for the modern concepts on sphere is a source rather than a sink of
the general cireulation (see e.g. STArts, 1958). energy for the eddies and- through the

eddies -also for the zonal flow.

4.2. THE ENEItRtY (V'('IE IN TIlE LOWEtRt 2. Eddy available potential energy could be

STIRATOSPIIIIEtE created by radiation.

A mimninary of the measured energy trans- The seasonal fluctuations of the three-
formattions and the total amount of each form muonthly mean conversion and generation

of energy present is given in At diagram (Fig. 2), rates aire small and no chang., in sign occurs.
which was originally introduced by LORKNz In this connection, it is of interest to look at
(1954). Small circles represent the four forms the rtsultsof ItEED, WOLFEm & Nlsmumlo•io (1963)
of energy I'm, KM. IP.. anti KE. A line connecting for a 14 day period drivring the stratospheric
two 'ircles indicates a conversion between the sodden warming of early 1957. They computvd

two forms of energy. The interaction with the energy flow diagrams at .50 mb on at (lay to day
environment is given by a line connected with ......

the large circle (environment) which contains I In the troposphere. the, energy Pycle proceteds

the foor smaller circles. The number in each from Pm, via PE anti KE. to KM, i.e. in a counter-

circle represents the time-mean amount of the. clockwise direction in the diagram: thus the tropo.
spheric source of energy is found in the generation of

specific form of energy in units of 1011 erg. The zonal available potential energy by radiation and tlw
conversions are labeled in units of 101" erg see-'. sink in the destruction of kinetic ener,yv by friction.

Tehu. XVI (1964). 3
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Fis9c.A c eontriutioas atr-the different lati)udes to (a) the convers0ion from eddy into
zonal kpnetio energy t(Ke,Ke)x (b) the civersion front zonal into eddy available pbtential energy
C(P1,Pa ) sod (c) the conversion from eddy pontial int h eddy kinetic energy C(P.(95) by transient
eddieays e.m ighd standing eddie h Ali quantities ai computed for the 100-30 mb layer and for the
period Jult 1957-June 1958. The values of heaiepheric integraly are as followse

i.e. G(Kv,Km•) =16.1 x 1010 erg soe-. 8.e. C{Kj,,Km)= 3,6 x U118 erg asc-';
C(Pjt,P.) = 3.5-6 ýý 1010 erg see-,; C(PM,PS) "- 1-5.9 x× 102 erg amc-ii
C(PzýKC) - - 16.3 >, 1018 erg se-'.- O(P Ke) ... 9.2 - 1010 erg sac-1.

basis for the period January 25-Fet,ruary 9, lower troposphere 1000-400 mb (p 0-8 koim)
1957. A marked difference was found in the (2) upper troposphere 400-f00 mb (h- a 16 kmr),

energy cycle between the first 10 days of the and (3) lower stratosphere r-30 mb (T 16-24

warming period and the next 5 days. The first km). The data for 1000-100 mb have be tental

10 days showed a cycle similar to the one usually from the studies by Bucth (1954) of the wind

found in the tropospsehe il g last periob d an by Pkxono (1960) of the omperature con-
of 5 days might be. comFared with our results ditions during the year 1950. Our data, for the

for the three-nionth period. Thms it appears yew July 1957-Junne 1958 ars used for the

that the energy fl ,w in the lower stratosphere )i-30 mh layer. Let tm l emphasize sonth iw-

is in anm "abnorial" direction just after the portion properties of the three layers:

ptudental andiedtd ine bti energy in to. . The main contribution to the conversion
itsy nonaldirfrom zonal to pdy available potential

The contribution at the different latitudes tof to zonalokinetiomenergy-take placr.inrth
the inion th e conversion, K m), C(Pd, Pp) pnergy ropmnds pre the2 km n erl tionand C(PE, K,) is sketched in Figs. 3s, It and c. is1 n m ativ.h energy source fonribthedies
The transient eddies contribute most effectively is ngtherfoe, mainlry situated ion the lodwest
in middle latitudes to the conversion from eddy 8s km.fr anl iutdintelws

potential and eddy kinetic energy into, respec- 2.T e m i a toohec n e s o r m e d
tively, zonal potential and zonal kinetic energy. to zona kminepti energ tonversio place intedd
The contribution from the standing eddies is of tipe troo spherie.i Thergy iks noreerale inh
less importance. The conversion from eddy teupper trlavpers.Thrisnrersln

potential into eddy kinetic energy for the 100-30 the upper layers.
mb layer has almost at every latitude a negative 3. The contribution of the lower stratosphere

value, to the hemispheric integrals is about 10 %
in the kinetic energy and only 2-3 % in

the (negative) potential energy conversion.
4.3. COMPARISON TROPOSPERIC AND

STRATOSPHERIC CONVERSIONS

In order to avoid any distortion of the picture S. Some final comments
of energy conversions in the atmosphere by an

over-emphasis on the stratospheric processes, It is perhaps good to emphasize that in

graphs (Figs. 4a and b) have been prepared of the present paper we have been interested in

the transient eddy contributions to the total the maintenance of the energy of (a) the time

integrals C(KE, KM) and (PA,. P,) of three mean and zona I mean state and (b) the transient

atmospheric layers about 8 km thick, i.e., (1) and standing eddies; this approach was ap-

Tellus XVI (1964), 3
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S . 4a and b. IThe contributions at the diferent latitudes fbm 3 layerns about 8 Im thick to (a) the
conversin from eddy into zonal kinetic eneg, O(Kg, Km) and (b) the conversion from zonal into
eddy available potential energy C (Pw,Pu), by the horizontal transient eddy proceses Data for
1000-100 mb am taken from the studies by Bach (19I4) of the wind and by Peixoto (1940) of the
temperature conditions during the yewr 1950. 100-30 mb data are for year July 1957-June 19":

Layer 1000-400 mb (-0--8 kin): Layer 100-0 mb %- 16-24 kin):
C(K, K•) - 1.*7 x 10" erg eeoe- (J(KA, Ku) -0.20 x 10- erg se-';
C(P,.Pjr) - 22.9 x 100 erg ser-. V(PA,P,) 0 --0.36 x 10 erg Wec-4

Layer 400-100 mb (-8-16 kin):
C(Ka, KV) -2.53 x 10" erg aeo-;
C(PMPR) - - 0.e6 x 1Oase see-,.

propriate because of our method of analyzing underlying troposphere; this was already sug-
maps of eomral mean variable and of their gested by STAnR (1960). The upward transport
covariancss in time. If on the other hand we does not need to be large compared with the
had computed the terms in the energy budget average energy in the troposphere since the
strictly on a daily basie, it would have been contribution of the lower stratosphere to the
more appropriate to solve another problem, energy transformations for the entire atmos-
namely the question of how the energy of (a) phere has been shown to be less than 10 %.
the zoually averaged state and (b) the zonal From the data at the individual levels it ap-
inequalities (eddies) are maintained. This was pears that the forced layer generally extends

the problem considered by Loaxsz (1955) and from about 200 to 30rmb; the top boundary sinks
in this case one should therefore use also the below 30 mb during the winter season.
same expressions as in Lorent' paper, and not It is further of interest to look at an example
the modified formulae as presented in this of a probable forced regime of motion in the
article. The numerical results for the comparable ocean. It appears from a fairly large sample of
transformations would presumably be sonic- data on the Gulf Stream that the meanders in
-what different. the surface layers of this current draw their

The concept that there are no energy sources energy neither from the kinetic energy of the
in the lower stratosphere itself, he bee con main stream (Wasrns , 1961) nor from the
firmed by this study and has been put on a available potential energy connected with the
firm basis. The conclusion must be drawn that temperature gradient between the slope water
interaction at the top and/or bottom boundaries and the water of the Sargasso Sea (OoaT, 1964).
supplies the necessary kinetic energy for main- This would imply again an outside source of
taming the eddy circulations and indirectly energy for these nmanders. It is possible that
also the zonal flow. It is to be expected that also the eddies in the surface layers of the Gulf
the influx of energy for the lower stratosphere Stream are forced by the circulation in the
occurs at the bottom boundary, i.e., from the lower atmosphere.

Teiho XVI (19"4), 3
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ON ESTIMATES OF THE ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY CYCLE
ABRAHAM H. OORT

Royal Nethelond Meeoological Instit•te, Da 8lil

ABSTRACT

Several estimates of the rate at which the mean and eddy forms of both kinetic energy and available potential
energy are generated, converted, and diRsipated in the atmosphere are compared in tabular forn. From these tables
a selection is made of those values wbich arre, In the author's opinion, ,-ep-rsntatlve for the yearly energy cycle in
the Northern Hemisphere.

1. INTRODUCTION the eddies in time.' Thus, the eastward and northward

In this article a critical survey will be given of statistics components of the wind u and v, and the temperature T

obtained by several investigators for the large-scale may be written as the sum of four components

generation, dissipation, and conversion of energy in the U-[U]i*+[U]'+U'*
atmosphere. Kinetic and available potential energy,
both subdivided into their mean and eddy (deviations
from the mean) contributions, will be considered as four
separate forms of energy. This formulation was intro- T=-r[])+rT+121'+ T'*
duced by Lorenz [8).

The discussion will be restricted to the Northern where the brackets represent a zonal average, the star a
Hemisphere. Only long time averages (i.e., averages over deviation from the zonal average, the bar a time av-rage,
a perind of a year, a winter or a summer half-year) will and the prime a deviation from the time average. The

be considered; this is often a necessary condition for kinetic and potential energy connected with the four com-
obtaining statistically significant values. ponents will be denoted by, respectively, the subscripts 0,

Only rough agreement is found among the estimates of 1, 2, and 3. We shall be interested mainly in three
different investigators regarding the fundamental charac- methods of separating the total kinetic and available

teristics of the general circulation. Therefore, it is of potential energy into their mean and eddy parts. Let us

interest to examine the itvailable material for the energy define these methods as follows:
budget, and to attempt to construct from this material a
qjuntitative picture of the energy cycle. (1) Space domain:

2. POSSIBLE DEFINITIONS OF MEAN AND EDDY FIELDS K ---Ko+K t! ('- je12]') dm

If one considers the atmosphere, one can distinguish

Itanong three classes of eddies, namely eddies in the zonal, =-"zonal kinetic energy" in Lorenz [8] paper.
-!,p meridional, and the vertical direction. We shall
c.onsider only the eddies in the zonal direction and also K 5 =K,+I,!f ifll~re) din

2JSFor a (113riftio of tho exchamnos botwwon the vorticl i en ft•|d and ths vertica!
Iot y 4cits cwn .Pof then cIc and Inwmwrnpica (20l, =n"eddy kinetic energy" in Lorenz [8] paper.
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,',,~p.+p 'c~fTTF~dm ntiuil energy, where k is independlent (of pressure and
P=*+ 2 c TMd Litte; see e.g., Clho expression given above. The nuineri-

eat differences with ILorentz's fonknulae are quite sonall.)
= "7malavalabl poental eerg" i iiwwis[81 In the space dorriain mnean. kinetic energy is defined as

paper. (A double primeo represents a deviation Clie kinetic energy of Cthe zonally averaged motion, in the
froin tie area average overa closed pressure surface) time domnain it is dlefined as the kinetic energy of the

I time-Riean motion, and in the miuxed space-timne dofmain
Pff=PIP3ý-jo~f-_TJdmas the kinetic energy ol( the time-mnean and 7onail-tnean

motion. what is left, of the total kinetic energy ill called
="eddy availaibla potential energy" ii Lorenz7 181 in each casw "eddy" kinetic energy. Analogous definitions

paper. ame used in the caiko (if mean andl eddy available poitential

(2) Time domain: energy. One should clearly distinguish between these
three methods, since it is obvious that tioe values of the

Kuw=K*+I-, 2fji12+72jdm mean kinetic and Rican available potential energy coin-
puted in the spatce and time domnain are IXIth larger than

Kir=K+,K3! I-A-n+-9dMthose computed in the mixed space-time domanin. Onl
2.f the other hand, eddy kinetic and eddy potential energy

computed in the splice and time domasin are smnaller than

PM=1J'o+I1rn=! C, bT"'ldm if they were calculated in% the inixed space-time domain.
2 PA Also, theo numerical values of thke rate ait which mean or

eddy energy is generated, dissipated, anid transformed,
PN=P, +F% , cJ 1 T7'1 dm aire quite different in the three systemts. Knowledge or

Pthe energy cycle in the space domain answers quest if fus

(3) Mixed spaice-time (lomaill: concerning the maintenance of tlie zonl-menian state and
thes zonal eddies. On tike other hand, a simnilar knowledge

EKM=K~ ~ I~I2±Cl~dmin the tiime domtain enables us to consider the mainitenance
S of the timei-mean state and the transient (in time) eddies.

Finally, the energy cycle in thme mixed domnain gives in-
EI~aKm+4±Ks-~Ju~v~s"±~dmformation on how the sitime- and zonal-mnean state and the

2 ~sum of transient and standing eddies aire maintAine1d.

~C p -e yjTJ"2dm Titoe energy integrals for the three systenis will be Com1a-
MO 2 '~Jpared in miore detail in the appendix or this paper. lin

c~f-v7P'±'idmgeneral, it is difficult to decide which one of the three ap-
9),=PI P3 1` -d'-'+T*1 dmproiaches is preferable. The chioice mnust dlepend if ore or

less on theo information which one desires to obtain.

A9. integrails stre taken over time nuiss of the entire
atmosphere. 1im these expressions 3. DATA AND METHODS OF COMPUTATION

(-)"=areiatim froim thisr arcoea averauresrae A separation into three categrories will be inade aceord-
)"=dpevifchtatio rroinstan prea ssurae, ading to the kind (if data and thme methods oif reduction useid

c,=seeiic icit a riostat pessreandin calculatinug Ctne energy integrals iii Cables 1, 2, 3, anfd 4.

,Y=~ ft (0 1' Q9___ (A) Basic infoirmation consists of the observed vmmlmes
7\T~,~.o ~hJp Z,," of the horiz.ontal wind efonkpoonents and thie tf'imperiature.

Where TPVertical miotions aire cornputled witht time% s-callef d fi ablit ic
0=potnt-iia Im f-terimmwrtire, It=gfmw cons1tant, and j%= method. Especially over the ocean areas this nietluod is

10() ib.(larex se inths cse~=0 it f~~' haimpered by inadequate data coverage. Pritiripim inl-
1000~~~~~~ ~ ~~ tol.\orlzuediltisCs -y k J- vestigators: V. P. Starr, It. S. Buell, E. H. 'I. .pailnell,

I Ifiwever, if full. uses; this last expressioni for -t, extra terms (!. K. Jenseni, J. P. Peixoto, anid R. M. While..
will eoter Il( Im Pliulloilif,1 for th Inclotoice of availahle po- (B) Basic informaition consitits (if height, dat a of. filie

tfelit id cifrg isifle frouii thle tcoeris which reporesfent thne isobaric levels, which are obtained fromn the obhject ive,
expectedl elnfrg-v niuit m, oISIiiif iIll;. Tlhese5 extra ternis daily analyses biy tilie Nationaml Mfeteorolllgifml (enr

I~fl~mif iiiulvmpooi (he vatrimilimi frofc tineean (i.e., aiver- (Nf( ') of thC J~ ete ueu Vertcaliiitil
eL,'N Vcr It rleeIll."H11111 level) static stability With tire comiputed from ti two- for three-level msodel musing"

piressure. lint oriler Its avoidi 111uewe extra (nfild probhably again only lheight. flat a; inl genueral, effects of lienelin-g muid
umnn~iuiumless)1f1mni, if aIIpcnirefl ovmnffsary Iii use friom the friction tire nieglected. NMetlhod W allows for ditily est -

ittate-s of wimuda over datit-iparse regions; furil hr, filIe
I lf~i Iiliii~Z il iiithe (ileiiiuiIi.mm fof availableop Il- objective anlalyses mwe Ii ide, by ex tratptidat iol from ii ea
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level observations and also by reporta frn reconiimmce ('(PWPu)=rate of conversion from mean into eddy
aircraft. A drawback of method B is the go'nsrophic available potential energy by eddy heat
aSUmnption which plays an essential role in this approach. transport.
On th other hand, method B can supply valuable inidirect
(i.e., through a model) information (m, for example, the 4. DISCUSSION OF ENERGY INTEGRALS
heating rates in the atmosphere, and thereby also on the
gteneration of available potential energy, where direct In tables I and 2 some estimates are given of the amount

information is not yet available. Principal investigators: of mean and eddy kinetic and availnble potential energy
A. Wiin-Nielsen, J. E. Brown, B. Saltzman, A. Fleisher, present. in the atmtwphere of the Northern Hemisphere.
A. F. Krueger, J. S. Winston, and D. Ilaines. The estimates in the space domain are presented in table

(C) Basic input consists of the hydrodynanmica equa- 1 and those in the mixed space-time domain in table 2.

turiIs with somew nesrvy sintipiifica~tionn and suitable The tables contain, besides the estimates, some relevant
boundary conditions. No actual data afe used at all. information concerning the representativeness of the data.

In such numerical experiments one atltempts among other Estimates of the energy generation, dissipation, and
things to approximate the essential features of the general coEversion in the space and mixed space-Lime domain

circulation as they are deternined under A and B, may be found in tables 3 and 4. Some comments will

Principal investigators: N. A. Phillips, J1. Smagorinaky, be made concerning the eneirgy integrals in these tables.
and Y. Mintz. (1) Generation of eddy available potential energy

Estimates of the terms in the energy cycle are available takes place if at a certain pressure level relatively warm
only in the "space" and in the -"mixed space-time" air masses are heated and cold air mam-se are cooled as a

domnain. Most computations have been carried out in result of the combined effects of radiation, condensation
what was called above the space domain. In this method or evaporation, and turbulent exchanges with the earth's
all integrals are computed on a daily basis, while the surface. Thi& eddy generation was computed in the space
averaging in time occurs only as a last step. As f" 9 is domain by Wiin-Nielsen and Brown [301 and Brown [1]
known to. the author, no extensive calculations have been with the aid of- daily hemispheric heating fields which
carried out in the time domain. On the other hand, were calculated from the thermodynamic equation. Ac-
some work has been done in the mixed space-time domain, cording to their calculations diabatic heating destroys
In this method the evaluation .1 the energy transformas eddy available potential energy. This could be expected
tions is less time-consuming than in the space or time if the exchange of heat between the atmosphere and the
domain since it is not necessary to calcula'te these integrals earth's surface were the determining factor; in general
for each day separately. In the next section we shall this exchange will have the tendency to cool warner air
present some tables which give the estimates of several masses and to warm colder air masses. The 2-parameter
investigators of the energy integrals in the space and barochnic model used by Wiin-Nielsen and Brown for
mixel -ace-tiine domain, evaluating vertical motions may underestimate the cre-

TI iollowing symbols will be used: ation of eddy available potential energy due to con lensa-

KM,Ks=mean, eddy kinetic energy in the space domain tion heating. This would make their eddy generati, n too
PM,,P,=mean, eddy available potential energy in the negativw. Suomi and Shen [26] found a buildup of eddy

space domain potential energy which was due only to the influence of

KuKa=mean, eddy kinetic energy in the time domain infrared cooling. This was derived from radiation meas-
PMP' mean, eddy available potential energy in the urements made by Explorer VII. The sample was limited

time domainanI ' l
g(ugt(s=mean, eddy kinetic energy in the mixed to a period of 13 days and to a small horizontal area.

space-time domain Therefore, it is probably not representative and further

.ClM,,,=-mean, eddy available potential energy in the measurements are needed.
mixed space-time domain From balance considerations it follows that in the mixed

0,1-) =rate of generation of available potential space-time domain not a destruction but a creation of eddy

energy by diabatic heating available potential energy may occur (see next section).

D(K) = rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy (2) The dissipation of kinetic energy by friction cannot

('(I'M,KM) =rate of conversion front Mean available be measured directly. The best method is to compute the

potential energy into mean kinetic energy by dissipation as the residual- term ii the balance of kinetic
in merjne circulatyons energy. This was done for the sum of mean and eddy

mmeaio mnersdional (ireuyations kinetic energy by Holopainen [51 for each day of a period

('(p,K)=rate of cotinversioe from eddy available of three winter montls over England. Although the
potential energy into eddy kinetic energy by daily values camnot be trusted, the order of magnittude

large-scale eddy convection might be correct.

('(K ) ,Km)=rate of conversion fromr eddy into miean (3) Ovorturnings of the atmosphere on the largest scale

kinetic energy by eddy womentum transport (i.e., rings of air moving across latitude circles) give a con-
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Fee footnotes tablet1.

veorsion between nitienl j)ott~f1ial 81211 iflottit kinetic. energy.
Thisj term is ulot inlrortafll in the itornisphoric eanergy
balance; see in this connection Starr 122, 231, Wiin-Nielson
128], Saltzxnai wall Fleisher 117, 181. Starr used the
expression fJ[il)IF (11m, whlere it, v~"wost-oas1t, soilth-florth been negl~ected. Unfortunastely, it is not known how
compone~nt of Clio octuail wind~ 2121(1f=Coriolis ptrliffictor, reflable this approximation is. Thle same diffictility holds
t~o compute the conv-eri:on troll) ienn poteftitil into 2120112) ifn tile clniiptit~ittituiw of tile conversion il tilie miixedl
kinetic energy in the miixed dofIIilti. This conversion i s spagc-ti2C(tillicd llift)l.
istually given by tile expressionI- f1Z) [31 tim, whetre w= (5) The lhoriz7.tsital RI'0) tif inltegratilonf does niot. idntlWl3'

dp/idt= 'vertical velocity' mid2( tv specific volttiuie. 111.43 cover Ilite entire hemnisphere. Fair exatnlple, -lite oljf'cIiive
two expressioew8 am. idient~ical if v is reiplltce(1 by If,, tile N~lt' ittitlyseq whichl Were used9 bly tihe iriVestigstoirs oft
geostrophic eemipoawent of ar. Krueger, Winston, land4 groutp I4141 do4not extend to littitudes lower Chain 17 5o Ný
lItlines [7] tasing 11w. flew N NI( :4-pitratnieter model10 for Fair ti Is reason tile coiliversiorl mid gellerstllion terils l11rE'
cofupttiigc veriliesi velocities, ob~tainedt large negiutit'e iuitegritted onily ove'r 2122 tarea from tlie pole (i Itibthtit
-altoeq for (his2 'on~vers~ion ill Ihe spaice dolIfila, tilie 1'O0080l1 20 0 NT. It would, indteed, be incorrect to) ext~rapolutle
bt'ýili that(. they didI no01 iniIiide the airea southt of 200 N. t hest' confverionit rates to tile equator. Rtecently jirdicit-
inl their iiteogla-tio,. Tf to0e. intlegrities over Ilt,-lie, 11u'tIiioiis IlLiVi beenI foundt ofr it negattive value or thle rule orta
ht'22isj)Iiere, tile influenc2te of ( lie direct lindley cirrciit~iott cotIvt'rs24m2 fri-lot 222212 potenltial 122142 eddy poter11ifitl Moll1
atl low lattitudeg should bring these eq5ti21211es closter to fromlI eddty poit('iIjl ilitio eddy kin~et~ic energy ill. low'
zt'ro. 'll, vllltles 0b111101ly WViii-Nielsen (28J 821 a id t 11it idtl's (iii middltle lattititlei thtese integrals lire large
S11tlltiklia wnid Fleishler 117, 181 oilso for tile0 area nlorthI of 1121(1 posil ive). fIt oilier words, there is 4'vitleiiet' oft
201 N. tire not so0 large negattively probaibly becauise of tile) eddy hieat trimspolpiI aitgirist tile mean1f ilneIidiomial l012-
2250 of tlie N t l( 2-pairameter vertical velocities which peral tre grtttlieit land( ilt~ ir tit 21conversionl fromi kimlietIt
app~eatr Ito g~ive ittttitel conversions1 t)Ot*'OP1i potetiifil ilitti 1)otdIltill enrg by theo large-scale eddy J)2'(ceoses
land kinlelti energy. Stairnmitrizirg, otir best estfinute is ill tnttpieal latituticS (see PciXot0 111l, StaLrr lan~d Witilatee
liitt thle ('O2vv~irsiol1 be~tween 222021f potiltittil and( me~tal' [241). Tlhis ind(irect aul (i) oif the edldies ill lite 'lroapit's

kinctivc riuiergy is slillikl e4liPure(I to, for exiirill, lit ,itay be coiptipred withI (lie. quite similar (iperlltioii f atile1
('02)v0'sim)i fl-oml e'(IlY potential inito e(Ity kinetic energy. thsturir~ltnes ill tile lower attrittosphiere (see 0orl 1101).

(4) 'I'lie 04d cov '412ve'rsioni frifei p42021 jill int o k inefic t (6.) The raio ofr (rnitIsfo rmiitt 1(1 bet.weeii 22)0222 w22 tI d , v4
energzy ill (lie splice (1I41iaii12 is givest etmentlittily bly file kinefir enierg~y is giveoi ('242021icily by tlie p~roducl tt of Jll
CO'I i ' novi (~1 i f~ W,1 lan 7121 ' Witill liiiht ioif111 ci rcles. inl all et lfly Inis rl1p4 il 4f nvintlo m14221182aid (ile graittico1t fir n10,22
('still itie (' f wr wh ichl were it%(.(I ri, . lite c'actiloli , oi, a ingillil r II t mu i bot h at i aket in (lie rtiorthI-sou 11i d irec ltioil.
P( '('i,Ii) ill 11(1210 :1, (lie efTct-s ftir i(hi0tic lactait ing Iintvt Similairly, ( lie ratte oif ('trixtifori'8atimi2 between mewt12 2)22([ ~ u
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TAvij.K 3.---E'xUsiafrs of the ene-rgy ui ffo-gab (uwatt cu.-?) * in the~ "xpqcu: slaowuin" for the North~ernr lirmispheret**

un IFc V-l cl nd I.Vnecltcidnc c'E ecret-):sr c, ccli'eoco- C. Frome numnerical soluiticon hylilrodynnivlalm~Oclt~l ietetu~t clla lletrl frdtl cc eici;cellc'a. cc loeii Inoteel min10 only hiwigt attlilgatuec

Ifl~ti~tO?1 Starr(21. 23. 2SI. 11irulet Pcclti.tnleti 154I, 18.1, WifIc-Nic-lsc 12$. .311 Kciecll in toti 171. l'leilf~rm (i 4:2-leveldlott- Snvagrinsky f2lj; ;2-lee'el
121,~~~~~ Iiveeicetl't [iem ~ I*, iVal 1 ,rllw#eIc' 1,41, orake :el llecc 71 lc'es j2a( geoceltiopclel nfmwle tode eseice petiui~l No

A foerarseatcver- eti-ilccljlee NrtenIccpee t-f~N 20-W0" N. ftcial tanglrreg~ion: 0-41114'4 Nfor tinatv arrher co'.cr- NrhrnIems~er 0 g'N -YKXP km.< =5fM kmn.
Ing 0<xI¶1 kin,

- LW1.9 year (9. Jma. I%10- 2.32 year;cnecepcted ccci 2-1.3 teectiliti minuisiat. 2.21 haieloalt
Gi): AaW, 5M-nihe. nl~iddulcc terin 171 eind beat diffusion tral he~tit diffucsion I
height Jdatn and 3. W2 wleltr; cnldutenlf
model fair hte ting e rcl1 s tr

2.81 !Iwiliter Trio. 1lt;- 1.34 1 ierwooie
G(V~)heighat dacta will

raloccl fIr lieactlat
III

_________~~~ _____hetnme Mo.derrada

Ecijilcerer VII: 30-arid model forret 11 lftrcn~tt
30" lng 11

11 A 3bays~ col9.- -0,3 7 yea tr 19itao, .M 07 ercriutd -)1 aea etdl 1,8hltuiTl...
Infra :redeeclv foolra 'Frh "S c30-4t2;er 83on tttalheit f
ruatisulhred front mhe. hdgh ata and 171 ace maid

probably not re.-1.25)7 7wintner ti. tr 7

at toosphenc 1261ib mheli'lt data p~da zd

and model for

-0.23 winter; coin dlut- haigII-11145 skin frcition plus --1.25 skfnandintc'cnli
eel as rei dual effects of lateratil friction plat, ef.

-3.0 mican + elady term 1151 eddy icisotit for of iticteral
diisilatflon based taken Into ao. eddy vls<mIIt y
on ine-act wind count. taken in to iw~-

-1.9 Me-an + eddy -2.37 wtinter;coiflptt- -0149 skin frietion plus -1.50 skin awdlInternal
dissipantion; ed as areidual eltictA of lateral friction jelius ef-

Set.. Oct.. term I IS] eddy viscosity, fecls il1 faItr-al
Nov. 1954; area taken into ac- edidy visco~ily

DK)Engliand: comn- count taken into or-
pult-ed( at resid-Con
ust term on a

______ daily h%%L% M5 __________ _____ ___________ __________ -
0 1.23 ye-ar 11150:r o.Ii_ W winds 0.35 fiit-ic.111:0.10 Jt.i4l8cli5f -0.81 year 196124113; 3- -030 -0.10

tit 7leves; unly- WMO-m. thck- nahthleknessand irn I
Sit by strings Of ness and c. at 1)11 . at 6M11 tch. 12141 tolmi I-' " . 1771
stat 4310115 (conpcot- nib.. Include-s by -0.11 Apr. 1939: 811-W -0. 79 r, i a l.0
eat from 1252) extriepolation con- 511th-mb. thick- aIl

C(bit. Kit) Itrjbutkin of eq~ua- AMe-s& u woe it. ruetieC NNM'
torial Hiadley cell fio Dan.[2

5
1t ittaelelfor w ;I1

1)s -- 61 slnimmer Hl

ralteter N M I

3.032 f; winterntno- M14,) 1.48 ]an, tl10111; &W 5W- 2.21 (.car lqw,-R3 -t 147 24
%are-cc20-80)'N;80-W inhti.Ihickurss5 and Jl:1TakMCter N \t4*
5cfl-mb- thiulktetses at 6M3 nale. 1281 moeefl f.er . 73
and p titC jeoDlb, 1.10 A par. ~eIl:%SO .U50t0-i 2.014 fiwinte-r io. 1111.2-

(is) nib- thlee'Ioaruln 113: :t-petratncter
C(I', KV) ait OM0 mb. Pill N MC model for

w 17)
1.44 8 stuoseine, Mo.

canceler N NtCj
luode(t' for -1 !

0..jj 31 r.t Ii Tnti 1115: 0.15 year 1951; only 0. 16 yeatr (5 Diu. 19fi2- 0. 14-t lIY (S m.; r' 44 1.0
eewiied cit .5 cea 50th-nih bright 01.); heiritt cinta 17.1--7 7.Fe 1 N tIll

;,1;I-sh. 1w'.1ings Into 1161 ait 1, lc-evels, 13111 lino).10-nah. height
of l ciat inns tit a 0,23 61 winter EchO. IMIt'l -0. OR 4 whiter Fro. dal t a1271

I) leetuldei Isvi 1t21 onrly 11lK-at~h. heigldt, 19812-4,3; hriphtI
clo-a ]at 11d, 'tti a Ii Itli st levvis

&L e% Icis I'analysis 0.07 C. iiUtlin.rtrio- IM0 I3
C(Kfle. Kit) hv xcIrma: Wc teit 11131; only UI-rnh. 0.40 3 umrnerc toio.

tilen- in a latcl th, eih (lat-, 11fid IOU0; hriehI ciaa
V-4,11 VI lit 5 IcCr-IsI 1,311

0.25 cci ir M151. only
Itt jie tu A ci I at

eelislt, cute 10 i
-: I egIcN tII:125 Nvec (S alec' ;; 11 2 .3 (CMt Fat- erii Cr1 e.17

al), liell-1. dlet e ls cit IVA): K511, 1c,01 O e.
- r. Ir Vc. !3 11 hightlc el-die I-

I/'.~. Pit - - . Sa 4wItc'r~ee~.lk52- fall1 UI m infer ucc )111

% ci ll ivei Ida). ta I 1

lie-re- eel I fit, c-telh ire1Neri erb
*'cctcc- cc-Ittcti lscc c se- ice ciere ;d-ettlee %Jieccllccce; ,c l plll o f il I- sticc;st lla-c. V.cccl, ties.
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TAlionized uspte. .1 dmin" foerg ithegNrthm len(watt m * intat~ii~e at value of about 3.0 watt m.-' for thme year, but.
",nbe ep~e~me oman" or te Nithr, emiphee 66 time datit (of time investigators of group A, using the mixed

FROT41~~~~ ~ ~ ~ -CULWN N VM'RTIFDT space-time approach, give ilie much smaller value of
PR~I ATUA WNO ~t)TK~~nTIIK OTA - about 1.2 waittm . The rate oif convermioti fromin can

InvesiatIors Starr 121, *23, 261, White t25] lineuni 12). touch 131. Itol- into eddy pot~ential energy is stronger in the s4pace than
Inelct 11 ess'n tell.

_________ 31.331 in the mbied do~main, silice in tlie first came an extrat term
praionesntativ. Nortih" Hlemisphere Northern Il,',islifhr'e is includIed which depends oiII the covaniatice in time offorarm overriftthe down-gradient eddy transport of heat and the inerid-

G(. ~ ri)s1. tirel erm fro~msm 12s'laeonal teniperature gradient itself (see appendix). As
25D----.-- will be *ecan in the next section, this extra term mayG(gn') rignificantly alter the value of the greneration (of edd(y

n( ~() -0.10 "Id60Seliltedm-.oma rstly inmow- available potential energy as determnined from balance
(21 Z1)win ,wroflk-; exterem. conditions.

___________ fl unert~n1 (7) Starr [23IJ noticed that the integral C(K,~, KAI) had at

D( R'. ~IV" Kate t..N pos~itive value for each month of the year 1951; i.e., duringromilojte.3 so resell l
toigeflI a' dalyi lIis each month the eddies4 gave kinetic energy ito the zonal
--2 ---- ~ - current. The satme was true for four (of the five inonilis((.~ E') ~ 'a;uwiletsi at~ cosdee by -Nielseni, Brown, and Drake [:i 11;

-0.12 arin. E91 li a.t~lll 7 only January 1963 formed an exception. During this
wl. aayins aty,

___________stations Itm monthi the large-scale disturbances drew kinietic energy
4L Jan 1* ,; 7 hey** from the zoned flow. ITn this respect .January 1963 muutst

'votale oertmayaW .~a have been anl exceptional mionth.

2.74 A4pr 1
.IS;e7 lap"; (8) A comparison of the energy integrals calculated in

litl th=6, le numerical experiments (Phillips (141, Smatgorink
__________(roMrN~tC1kni [60

-- - -.. ..- -- '~L. 120)) with thoise calcuilated from actuatl (lataL shlWS tliatc(IN" Not -0. hI,-o`_qfl:W1~loA_0 jyw o;wil ib le;aal~lfty i.Zls;151 anlysisn.~ ofmao ith dissipation of eddy kinetic energy iii the exp~eriimentls
strines lot Ugtiono In a transient ani itantini
atialldeh on-it 1211 e'shilk- Inlitl I= is too small, while tile dhissipa~tion oIf ineatt kinetic energy

0.21 second Am"n. 11115411 winfill 1"Ieel' front. 133) ilst 3 Levels;: ,anaysis Ihy is much toim large. Presumably this s related t (11111-Piepinp go( satwions Inlie infitaig(letisptonichnsn
ieutim,,l, iwi 1213ligtedisptontclansi

('1.20 ve.ar 11110ll wintd,. sntil 0.116 v.tr l9110; windoo &ni fimrthei- consequence (of thte incorrect, (issijpiitilll rates is1-ingor-rllini. 111 7 I.y*ires 1nilue rga'tun'll at 7 lev
.unli~..l~rt~e~sottn ,is; arnniyp'l, III "Ie thlat too11 IIIue(li eddy kinetic eniergy is convertedh mirio niahIl

I I. aI ielt ,3' Sal11t. wt oly I1 :rairlnt eddIklot e ery
(E'Elelgmile.i front, 1251). Ineul~ (rofilolneted, kineici n ry

froe, 1113)
1.4) i w 111141 Ow. I960;

wI n"i.. andi te'alwrle..
11w,.m l 7k-v.'Ix:nnaIy.V1,"111r r,.,is ,,ent anuIi

" "Iti A.H.-oi~i* n.
17 ""'1~333 5. DIAGRAM FOR THE ATMOSPHERIC ENERGY CYCLE

0.7 A .1l1t1lDAT Inn. Hotel;
wiori, s ,nit l,*,luVeR o.101 ro geoe atitil, 41i54i patthiii, $%il C1( 1 ('4 I Aii 'es l relies'
1ge,, oft 7 n .in~; Irnsivitrtiite ~
,,~I'dniv("li'* in tables 131 an 4. it careful selctC,.ion ii ts limid. by3 (-,III-

frw~i II~Isidctm'in the representativeness fof tie dataii. lit imit liewr's
1*.4noh f~itv 3 11. best. extimatem olf the orle,'o(f lnia-ititu1e (rIf the ilemislshuris

entergy p)rocesses for thle period oIf at year 111itre11 prsi'td iii
t~woI (higraimis, folio fieel tile spitee lhoiillaili (fig. I) filed1 thle
olIt er fori the mixedl mpaec-Iioie dlominit (6ig. 2). No
m3)c(iild avcI'agiiig lli'hic-ss Wiat used ill dei'-i en uh g Owli

eddl4 poeel('ild jul (lerI' is IgV('Ii by) I lhe prI'Eec4t. Elf (lie edd(y imuin1hci's fronm dle. little a iell ill tIIIIICs 1 I hiis4111-i1'4. 'Ih'll
13.113 i'.3 o41 r iwoit I 11311 life "IC3'llf ii .liClit fo iel tel ifi eialtr til-, ieve('smary balance i1(o (' 1(1

11431 for each' evcieirgy coml 3;IelllI

Also. 1)1,11 ill file liI3t3 il-Ne1111 Ei lP( d irciml. 1o'e ,I INe ill teri'iis linve beeti t~akeii h it o ltqc4u lit. il] t lie cos '411 re le ioii or I hi('e'
Iler 'i. IN tI ('el si( Il'1.11b i, 113 11'i't lilfrerci (' lw(wet th('i ie flo1w Iii iaigiiills. III thie (16i enlg~ls tie 8c i111l i 11 e ilficif lenI
('loii V~I-'el'lri~l -tes ('Eel 111111 ('41 ill tile Npoil'c 13111d 0~ file muixed 1tie fouinr formils Elf c nerg~y. T1h~e lar'ge ('irl'(e whi i li enchit ll'
Np3Ii('-i hlo' doelolijn. A, ciii illgist rat lhillW Iltt' (lit(tile '4 t.1 i fo 1 'l1e ilaillct 3'4Ies ire pr'Cs'lt s tile "ellii -.i i'E el 1313"3i'. Th'le
SliItn's 1211 iii'iisllIe'Ime'ils of 1 vle'EEliY'r~ioll froii ('4hI 13(ll1hel-l' till tlie coliuic't~ill" ig hes ili(Iic'ltCte laie eeorii

iots. g i('3i k iii ict ie oei rgy r(ore (lie( firm six loitii s elI hi 41I' m9(. v'Cl5IitIl, P ilierni'ol i, Iii' d INNI313 i lo l ii feel- tile di I're('i I fill-ili,
S1111-1 EII1elji1ils' 1)8 al.-'ii ill thle siml'e doIliillili Iiiii oIf CIC'V.''ic elilrswit Iiiill liej Stulinll (hdsg' h
Will.i l114. sllilm' elitist 0.1.5 Willi Ilil.' ill life oiiiiesl splive'('-luiie atliloellit f elf lergy preclil.. trite oissipai)ti5131 lrft's. lie fiii-

Ele 1111 III IIi('s'I I 4iivil'l. 14'sfo it similar wri-i.'rem~te i, ilime rivet'( ioi 4 eed 1 froE fle ei t her esI liollit"C tisi Il Jll - iIl
nitfe fir reoo fm ieii lio iliie, l'eII lEitellini l'll('rgy. (eIi'imul;li'11 saitlle hol.,111 to h 'I'tlirtili extentI fill- Ibe

TI e' llves igi ell Efi ge eip 311I, 3il.il ig 1,40 PeiC3.'N lpp l-e111011, gele ll~i't ii li I'It's.
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*40(1,) u0-1(1062) 86(t3) .35(1,) N-O4(042) R5(23)

C(PM.PE OM3.(l0) C(KEKM()-OA(tO*) Cl!"1111100Lt O)

FioUan 1,-Tentative flow diagramn of the atmospheric energy in Fioum.z 2.-Tentative flow diagram of the atmospheric energy Ili
the space doiniin. Values Are averages ovcr a year for the tile mixed space-time domain. Value. are averages over a year
Northern Hemisphere. Energy units arc in 101 joule mn.- for tho Northern Hemisphere. Energy units ame In 10' joule rn.-';
(=104 erg em.I); energy transformation units arc Ili watt m.-' energy transformation units are In watt im *
(=103 erg cm. -I)

As is well known tine energy cycle proceeds in the ever- large-scale eddies. The conversion from mean available
age from mnean available potential energy vin eddy avail- potential energy into its eddy counterpart occurs at tile
able potential energy and eddy kin~etic energy, to, finally, estimated rate of 3.0 (1.5) watt m.-O. In the space do-
the meatn kinetic ener-gy, i.e., in at counterclockwise direc- main hieating processes appear' to destroy (in the mixed
tion in figures I and 2. The important steps in this cycle domain they appear to create) eddy potential energy ait
will be discussed below in some detail. Th'le numbers for thle rate of -0.8 (+0.9) watt m.-'. The remaining
the mixed space-time domaiin will be placed in parentheses energy, i.e., 2.2 (2.4) watt m.-O, is converted into ed-ly
after the numbers for the space domain, kinetic energy. The conversion from eddy kinetic into

At low latitudes tile earthi-atmiosphere system gains meanr kinetic energy, which maintains the Zonal currents
MOMe enlelrgy per unit. area by the absorption of short- agatinst the frictionail dissipation by small-scale eddies,
Wave radliationl front the sun than it loses to space by is only aibout 0.4 (0.3) watt m.-. To *maintatin the
the emission of long-va~ve raia~iotion; tine reverse is true baliance of the eddy kinetic energy it is necessary thatt
tit hilgh lattitudes. Since in thle troposphere, which con- about 80 percent oif thle eddy kinetic energy which is
taiiiis the bulk of the atmosphere, tihe higher temperatures released by convection, i.e., -1.8 (-2.1) watt in.-, be
,rie rmiitid tit lowv hititudes antd tile lower temperatures itt destroyed by friction. Thle dissipation of meani kinetic
high latitudes, loclilil availatble pOtelltiald enerIgy is created energy, is coniparatively sinall, nitmely -0.5 (-0.2) watt
115 IL fle51llt orf radciatioin. The c'reationl dlue to all diatbattic n.,- since tile exchange ewe enkntcadma
sourves ailiumts to 3. 1 (1 .4) Wvatt mA.-. WVithoiut rotation aVa~ila~ble potenitial energy is only 0.1 (-0.1) waitt m.-'.

the releiase of this energy wlimld tatke platce through ani
1a1xiay 11'Syt illICieii, lo cri dioll 1 1 a I idcy ei rt'iitLio n. I low- APPENDIX
eve. bcau. iC15' *if IlCjtitile acudCidit ions (of iroI aliOn ait~d Hxprio~sioits for (lie entergy integrals ill tile spave~ (ai),
hea n, lr te cii et ii and its a iti a isp iiei'c, atsynioll Ilri(% Litile (1)), and iniixed space-timec (c) doniaiim will be pre-
eddyi ii ri'ulaiionos ttake oiver tile tlLsk ori tile ilIlicl Ineridi- semiteci. Furl lici', ill order to obt~ain at better under-.
din aoil Cil ii' 1ti~ll HSi a s~i COMCfti icIi unts. Thew xii ill 'UI'- sia~toiid jg of tile d iihercn ces iin the flow d itgraimis (fig~s. I

renlt s cooi e edi Wci lliwiii t he ic II iiii li lu tell peil lolt 111- gra-ltdiCoil. and '2) for- tile Cenergy cyclec, tilie illiiegril Is for tine spiwec
haive it 11111iim11111 inlstiuhility ait o iewe oreigl tflie tida mixedl doomtiias will he c'oanpartcd (di).
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NEOTATION nultiply (2) and (3) by fil and lv], and add for the
x, 00=lo1gitude, latitude balance equation of KM;

p = prliure multiply (2) and (3) by ,0 and v*, and add for the

u, s,=eist.ward, northward comnponeinls of tLie wind balance equation of K;
ii=dl/dt="vertlicsl velocity" in the time domain
4,=geopoletmtiall "height" multiply (I) by (T/0)*c4_0" for the balance equa-
T= tenperal.urc tion or P,;
8 =poteentit I temnpera ture multiply (I) by (T/0)2cs-y' for the balance equation

dn = inscreitimit of ma&sq of P,;
a=rait(iuq of tile earth multiply (2) and (3) by i and 7, end add for the
f= Coriolis parameter balance equation of Ka,;

im=gais constault multiply (2) and (3) by u' and v', and add for the

c,=specific heat tit constant pressure balance equation of K.;
Q=rute of heat addition per unit mass
]=frictional force per unit niass in the mired space-time domain

multiply (1) by (T/0)1ciyIjv" for the balance equa-
(_ " U.(T) 1•0)'-'d tion of 9;

"( se e ap discu/o multiply (1) by (T/@)ec,'y(-0*+6') for the balance
equation (if I(PH;

(see discussion section imultiply (2) and (3) by Il] and [7], and add for the

PO= 1 0 0 0 fill). balance equation of Xm;

=0time average of 6 multiply (2) and (3) by (u'+l*) and (v'+-F*), and
=c t o time average of b add for the balance equation of X,.b'=dIeviattioii fromn time average of b

|bj=zonnl average of b Finally, all equations are averaged in time over the period

b=deviation from zonal avermige of b considered mind integrated over the total fials of the
9=]temispheric average of b over isobaric surface atmosphere.

b"=deviation front hemnispheric average of b.

The basic equations used in deriving the formulae for
the generation, destruction, and conversioms rates of A, ENERGY INTEGRALS IN THE SPACE DOMAIN

kinetic and available potenitisal energy sire the first law I" 1 ' n
of therissodynamies mi= C,[frr'din

a0 bco- a a aQ" ~+1T Ply)ao co )x a. 6o• .p r, T P1 .

the zonsal equmitioti of aeotion K..=2 f([ul'P+lrIgd m

4)U bit oi sl

a t a Cos , •(x - ,= (larilTvldm

6,-+, .f~ /_ tails0+Y. (2)aCSGICNM% f~eJl~jdm

and the insridioml eqiuatioi of mlsotion

a V av al,) G(J.) -

_U1A~j _____V____w_--•'e-,, ~ ~ ~ D(~w jr+,' u,, ,I+• I: Dk,,-. .lI%+Ivj [lY;I)dm

Thise lihs., (quiltiotlS i,,my he mh,,mivel a.- follows: D)(K.) (ju*l'?l+[,*',J)dm

ill theixteu~e d'innain

m uu h t i pj l ( I ) I s ( 7 '/ ( '• ( -"0 f mr t h e ha l m 'e l.41 1 1 - = d[. ,m ,m
fifil of1;

miniltit (ply (I) iy (7T(-))icp,(-)* f,," Ih0. indL 'cC e(s11mtiuui1 ( d'( ,, iN)--fn w;akI]d
of I'^.;
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th C(KC, Km)= filjesti ao (ju) coo-' *)dm (,K f[
the -- A-' fŽ?d UP -Cs'6k

ad#_ ±f[77cos# 61cos.' ) ývn

Uf-bt+fIirJj' dm-f -Tj7 ýai'n' dm +JfiJ-,w77 IM

the7 :

The correctionts for the ehbunge in time in the balance 7J P a Y
eq uittian s of Pm , P,,, K A,, , K , ti e re npe ctivel , .Gy:P S rp p 6 T

4,- I! I~" Um, a~~ cos 0&

f IV(1)m The corrections for the change in time in the bulance
___________equations of Pm, Pj, K, Kx, are, respectively:

the (faj 6t 3Dm

B. ENERGY INTEGRALS IN THE TIME DOMAIN Ifv TI at JIi

fyI f'rT',~ ,ru -T

z=C, f -y jP1m f 2]d

Kuji f[p2+52itim C. ENERGY INTEGRALS IN THE MIXED SPACE-TIME DOMAIN

G(jv ; 'y~"i g,!~= Cj-' +'d

P (KA) fy 17-Qr~vdid n f (I±v± Is+ Ii,'dm

C~(PA,, KmI)> fv;imGYA)-~~W'~''

(,'(P,, K,) V f Iim G(9),) -y T Q+F*hm

i46;-21JI 614-- 2
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D(Ek)=f ~ +uq +vF Idm, G(P.M)ýG~+.7V~'

C(9~, X.M)= -f :I1;"IJ"dm -- fjITIjIdm G(P,) ý O(Mty -f-VITI'IQI'dm

C( ge,, ~iv-j co,* ([~Jcos'10) dm D(f D(g, f(Fui' I -Y Y+ I v YiI')dm

f F j+ Ii~ir') PJdm (N(P.,KM) -- C(9Pm, g(1 ) -f[[c.iJ'a dm

+ [p'[Z*jamdm, ,(j K.,)=C( ., wm) [ v*cos-quj'cos',-)dm

-frjiusiJn+ii-"j) L~ dm d+fva'~ d

C(PM TJ±i~h)a~ +ffu'v'J'auýdm fv-j"uJ vJ dm n

-'r, fly dm +f~~w~* 1 -1V dm - f-u' [_Y_&"d

The corrections for the chunge. in time in the baittw:e *f[u717~J jp abo d
equations of 9m 9)i., g(.,, X., are, respecctively: t

cfd-"" [dm" m

C(PMWP P.)=C( IP M,!P.) c~J'vvvTJ 'ý' dm
.e,f vy [T ' J+ TP -p ] dL in, f( ) [b* ' i i' d

fl ati atJ at W C .ITI' dm,
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Mechanics of Eddy Processes in the Tropical Troposphere')

By VICTOR P. STARR2) and JOHN M. WALLACE 2)

Sum mary - It is suggested on the basis of the study of observational data gathered by

J_ Pixolo that the eddy proces." in the tropical regions of the middle troospheru operate

in an inverse manner as compared with a normal heat engine. Thus, in common with the situation
in the lower stratosphere, the region is characterized by a countergradient horizontal eddy heat

,ransport and a rising of colder air and sinking of warmer air on the scale of the large eddy pro-

'sses.

1. Introducory Remarks Concerning the Lower Stratosphere

It is perhaps fair to say that during the past several years there has come to

light for the first time a correct picture of the gross workings of the dynamical
processes in the lower stratosphere. This is true, albeit that some large questions
still remain. Of course residual problems will, however, never be exhausted. It is to

be expected that the important new findings will presently appear in numerical
and theoretical models of the atmosphere, as no doubt also will the features of the
tropical troposphere to be presented below.

One method of describing briefly the actions which predominate in this new
picture is to enumerate the following points:

a) The horizontal poleward eddy heat transport is by and large countergradient,

since the temperature increases toward the pole.
b) In order that this should take place it is required that poleward moving

parcels should be heated adiabatically, while equatorward moving parcels should
be similarly cooled.

c) This action leads to a negative correlation between upward and poleward

velocity components.
d) It also leads to a negative correlation between the upward velocity component

and the temperature.
e) This rising of cold air and sinking of warm acts in the sense of a conversion

from kinetic into internal and potential energy in eddy form.
f) The eddy potential and internal energy so manufactured is converted into

mean zonal form by the countergradient heat flux.

1) The research reported in this paper was sponsored by the Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratory, under Contract Nos. AF19(604)-6108 and AF19(628)-2408.
2) Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.
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g) The angular momentum flux due to the eddies is against the gradient of
angular velocity, thus giving a further drain of eddy kinetic energy through a
con.iersion into kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow.

h) It must be concluded that the eddy kinetic energy is resupplied by vertical
transport from the troposphere.

i) The general conclusion is that the lower stratosphere acts in the manner of a
refrigerating machine, supplied with kinetic energy from the direct acting regions.
This produces low temperatures near the equator and higher temperatures toward
the pole, contrary to the tendency of the radiative processes, which it overcomes.

j) The selective action already mentioned, of the vertical and meridional eddy
components of motion fits in with the fact that they are able to produce a poleward
transport of ozone. This eddy flux of ozone leads to an accumulation of this material
at more northerly latitudes in a manner contrary to what would be expected from
the photochemical processes alone.

We can neither stop in our present exposition to descant further, in more
technical detail, upon the manner in which the ten items enumerated unite to form
a consistent system, nor can we, except as indicated below, render a full account of
the rather interesting sequence of events through which the outlines of the material
content of these items became apparent from global observations interpreted in the
light of physical principles. Much less can we enter upon a consideration of the
remaining problems. Since all these things, moreover, are not now our principal
immediate concern, it will suffice simply to say that the work stemmed mainly
from the following discussions, available in the literature: WHITE [17]31); STARR and
WHITE [15; MARTIN [5]; STARR [16]; PEIXOTO [13]; JENSOV [31; NEWFLL [7];
MOLLA and LOISEL 16]; NEWELL [8, 9]; OORT [11, 121; SHEPPARD [143. These the
interested may read for a better background in the subject which is, of course, of
considerable consequence for what follows, and constitutes, in its own right, no
trifling chapter in the saga of man's effort to visualize correctly the operation of the
atmospheric circulation.

2. Countergradient Heat Flux in The troposphere

In the development of our picture of stratospheric mechanics a key role is to be
ascribed to the recognition of the existence of a horizontal countergradient eddy
transport of heat as stated in item a). This fact together with the poleward eddy
transport of ozone noted by MARTIN suggested the need for the coexistent scheme
of vertical motions, corroborated more directly later. The other features then fol-
lowed rather naturally.

We may now in similar fashion study the horizontal eddy heat transport in the
troposphere more extensively than was done by STARR and WHITE [15]. Fortunately
an extensive analysis of such heat flow in the northern hemisphere, which includes
the region in the tropics-a deficiency of the previous work -was presented by
PEIXOTO [131. This material also was part of the subject matter of an essay for
which a prize was awarded to Prof. PEIXOTO by the Academy of Science of Portugal.
The chief results which concern us here are reproduced in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

1) Numbers in brackets refer to References, pages 143 and 144.
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Expression should be given at the outset to the fact that the measurements tax
to the utmost the resources of available observational material thus far analysed.
Much more should by now be available, and one can only lament the listless attitude
in meteorology which would assign considerably less than first priority to what is in
fact xbe growing edge of our basic conceptions. No doubt many factors enter into
this state of affairs, but it would setm on the face of it unbelievable that after the
expen-lite e of the prodigious sums of'money needed for making observations, so
little value should be placed upon the discovery through their further elaboration,
of permanent general infrmation. This the more so, since the added cost is paltry
in comparison with the main investment.

Upon examination of Table 1. it is evident that there is indicated a southward
transport of sensible heat at low latitudes by the transient eddies. Although the
action is weak at the lowest level, during both summer and winter taken individually
the negative transport is found as far as 30'N latitude at 500 mb, and negative
signs seem to predominate at and south of 20' N up to the stratosphere. The values
no doubt cannot be relied upon to be accurate in detail because of various short-
comings of the original data, but probably the indication of a southward transient
eddy heat transport in the middle and upper troposphere is correct.

A question at once arises as to the further contribution by standing eddies to
the heat transport. Because of the nature of this action, it depends heavily upon
a proper station sampling at all longitudes, and is more difficult to measure on this
account. It was decided by PEIxoTo to give in his publication merely a sample
calculation of this quantity for the winter season only. The values which are shown
in Table 2 display an array of negative signs similar to those in Table 1, although
there are minor differences. The magnitudes are also similar, so far as one may
judge in spite of probable inaccuracies of detail.

In order to judge whether or not the transports are countergradient it is neces-
sary to have information relating to the mean zonal temperature distribution. The
compilation of these data prepared by PEixoTo is reproduced in Table 3. For the
inspection and study of this material, it should be noted that mean temperature
gradients in the tropics are small and hence are probably as difficult to measure as
the transports. It is a mitigating circumstance, however, that the standard devi-
ations of temperature are smaller in the tropics, as shown by the results of PEIXOTO
as well as those of other studies. Except for the well known reverse gradient essen-
tially at 100 and 200 mb at all latitudes and for the reverse gradient in the tropics
at low levels in summer, there is shown the normal horizontal poleward decrease of
temperature in the tropics as well as elsewhere.

It now remains to be noted that whereas there exist some downgradient trans-
ports in the tropics at upper levels especially in summer and at low levels near the
equator also in summer, by and large the transports due to the transient eddies in
the middle troposphere are countergradient. This is most prominent at 500 mb,
the effect being present as far north as 300 both in summer and in winter. The same
general action is shown by the data for the standing eddies in winter.

3. Concluding Discussion

The outlines of the picture implied by the uphill eddy diffusion may be sketched
tentatively as follows.
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1. The countergradient heat flow suggests that in those levels and latitudes
where it exists, namely in the vicinity of 500 mb, the southward moving parcels are
warmer than average, while northward moving ones are colder-in spite of the mean
gradient of temperature and contrary to simple mixing length notions.

2. This can happen if the former ones subside so as to increase their temperature
sufficiently by adiabatic heating, and conversely if the northward moving ones rise
enough to make them enough colder than normal.

3. This correlation between northward and upward velocity components is in
the same sense as found in the troposphere farther north, but now the difference is
in the increased vigour of the adiabatic effects vis-d-vis the magnitude of the tem-
perature gradients. Some aid to understanding this is contained in the simple
graphical aids due to GREEN [2] and Kuo [4].

4. As in the lower stratosphere, we are led to the concept of a negative covariance
or correlation between upward motion and temperature -- a process acting to con-
vert eddy kinetic to eddy potential and internal energy. This once more is charac-
teristic of a refrigerating machine instead of a heat engine.

5. The countergradient heat transport has the added significance, as in the
stratosphere, of converting eddy available potential and internal energy into mean
zonal form. thus tending to build up the existing horizontal temperature gradient.

6. Due to the smallness of the temperature gradients and the weakness of the
transports, the amount of energy involved in the reverse transformation is very
small compared even with the magnitude of such processes in the stratosphere,
not to say the main direct transformations in the other parts of the troposphere.

7. The supply of eddy kinetic energy to the region in question could easily be
supplied by transport mechanisms from the ambient direct acting regions.

8. Since a small poleward transport of total energy should take place on the
average across low latitudes, judging from our admittedly crude knowledge of
radiational exchanges with space, additional processes must be at work in the
atmosphere or the oceans.

9. It might appear that the proposals made in this paper are based upon insuf-
ficiently demonstrated data. There is of course the possibility that more evidence
might nullify our expectations of corroboration. However, we have here an illus-
tration of an exceedingly important point in the practical approach to research-
one that is all too often forgotten or erroneously denied even. It is this-that many
new conceptions concerning the operation of the atmosphere are to be looked for at
the borderline of measurability. And here (to make a pun) wise indeed is the me-
teorologist who knows which way the wind is blowing.

10. Our colleague, Mr. P. A. GILMAN [I3 ha.s made the suggestion independently
and on other grounds that there ,nay be a zone of eouatorward eddy heat transport
not only in the tropics but also close to the pole. Perhaps better evidence may be
forthcoming in regard to this.

11. In the measurement of the correlation between upward motion and tempera-
ture, use is often made of vertical motion computed by the so-called adiabatic
method, as was done, for example, by JENSEN [3]. No doubt inaccuracies are in-
herent in the eddy correlations so obtained. However, much unjustified criticism
has been leveled against this method. It is, in this technique, of prime importance
to carry along the static stability as a variable quantity. If this is not done, the
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elimination of the variability leads to a false physical identification of the main
quantities computed. This point will be discussed elsewhere in order to clarify the
not inconsiderable amount of confusion which seems to exist.

12. According to indications obtained by NEWELL [8] from rocket soundings,
0 tthere may exist a layer in the atmosphere in the vicinity of 55 to 80 km elevation,

n which the energy conversions proceed in the reverse sense, as in the lower stratos-
phere.

Table I
Zo.nally averaged values of the mean merndional transient eddy transport of heat in units of degrees

absolute meters" per second for yearly and seasonal data at specified latitude" alring 1950.
The levels are given in millibars

Yearly Data

Level 70' 600 50s 45' 400 30. 200 100 00

100 + 6.08 + 8-82 + 6.93 + 4.23 + 1.89 + 1.89 + 1.39 - 0.87 - 0.67
200 A- 2.49 + 4.49 + 5.99 + 6.25 + 5.65 + 3.37 - 0.62 - 1.11 - 0.25
300 + 0.96 - 0.47 - 0.36 + 1.79 + 2.05 + 1.75 + 0.72 -- 0.27 - 1.04

500 +- 7.33 + 7.95 + 6.59 + 4.59 + 2.54 + 0.16 - 0.59 - 0.74 -0.76

700 + 9.71 + 11.34 + 10.48 4- 7.79 + 6.69 +. 2.39 + 0.48 - 0.46 - 0.46
850 + 9.99 *+ 15.60 + 15.94 + 13.57 - 10.79 + 4.00 + 1.09 -- 0.01 - 0.49

1000 + 2.20 +- 4.58 + 6.82 -+ 7.83 + 7.26 + 4.29 + 1.79 + 0.46 - 0.35

Summer Data

100 + 0.71 + 1.64 + 2.52 4- 1.95 + 0.39 -. 0.20 -i 0,69 .- 0.18 - 0.11
200 + 4.91 + 5.S6 + 7.17 ± 7.74 + 7.52 + 3.15 - 1.34 - 0.60 -- 0.88
300 + 5.55 + 3.95 + 1.78 -P 2.35 - 2.87 + 2.29 .-- 0.26 - 0.54 - 0.62

500 + 6.19 ± 5.88 4- 5.28 + 3.86 + 4-- 0.73 - 0.52 - 0.22 - 0.34
700 + 5.45 + 8.84 + 7.61 4- 5.48 + 3.73 + 0.49 -- 0.68 - 0.52 - 0.19
850 4- 9.11 +- 12.76 + 11.69 + 9.02 + 6.16 ± 1.80 -- 0.29 - 0.90 -- 0.63

1000 + 2.56 + 4.93 + 4.78 + 4.21 + 3.70 + 1.66 4- 0.56 - 0.12 - 0.39

Winter Data

100 - 2.90 + 8.27 + 9.52 + 7.25 + 6.32 + 2.89 - 0.89 - 2.49 - 0.87
200 -- 0.39 + 2.67 + 4.53 + 6.07 + 6.32 + 2.46 - 1.21 - 1.89 - 1.11
300 - 1.35 -+- 0.22 + 2.29 + 3.32 +- 4.14 + 2.44 + 1.08 -0.56 - 1.58

500 + 5.85 + 6.35 + 6.18 + 5.06 + 3.39 - 0.25 -- 1.18 - 1.28 - 0.75

700 + 9.28 + 14.44 + 13.56 + 10.62 + 7.03 + 3.76 A 0.32 - 0.50 - 1.12
850 +- 8.03 + 18.00 -+- 18.50 + 15.93 4 10.86 +- 5,50 ± 1.56 - 0.12 - 0.95

1000 - 4.85 + 4.90 + 6.94 + 7.47 + 6.40 + 3.18 + 1.50 + 0.32 - 0.46

Table 2
Zonally averaged values of the mean meridional standing eddy transport of heal in units of absolute

degrees meter per second for the winter at specified latitudes. The levels are given in millibars

Winter Data

Level 70- 60, 500 45' 40' 30' 200 100 0.

100 -- 0.74 + 0.40 + 0.58 + 0.60 + 0.61 + 0.77 - 0.30 - 0.20 -

200 - 1.48 + 0.79 + 1.17 + 1.20 + 1.21 + 1.54 -- 0.61 - 0.37 -

300 - 0.13 + 5.53 + 3.35 + 0.20 + 0.14 + 0.71 - 0.65 - 1.12 -

500 - 0.53 +- 6.94 + 5.71 + 3.37 + 1.56 - 0.44 - 0.62 - 0.47 -

700 + 4.16 + 5.87 + 4.01 - 2.24 + 1.46 - 0.23 + 0.05 - 0.22 -

850 + 1.68 + 0.62 + 3.81 + 2.05 + 0.95 4- 0.24 -- 0.72 + 0.50 -

3000 4 5.76 + 6.49 + 2.31 + 1.43 -4 0.15 - 0.35 +- 0.43 + 6.43 -
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Table 3
Zonally averaged values of the mean temperature in absolute degrees for yearly and seasonal data

at specified latitudes. The levels are given in millibars

Yearly Data

Level 70' 60(. SW 45' 40' 30A 20- 100 0.

100 226.5 222.8 2186 215.4 211.7 205.1 200.3 196.3 194.0
200 225.3 222.7 220.6 219.3 218.0 216.8 218.9 229.6 220.6
300 223.6 223.8 227.1 229.9 232.4 236.5 239.2 241.3 242.0
500 243.5 247.3 252.2 255.0 257.7 262.3 265.5 267.3 269.5
700 257-8 261.9 266.8 270 0 273.1 277.9 280.6 281.6 282.6
850 263.7 268.2 273.8 277.1 2w..4 285.9 289.3 290.8 291,1

O000 265.5 272.0 279.0 282.1 285.9 293.3 298.2 299.2 296.1

Summer Data

100 228.9 224.7 218.8 215.3 212.2 206.0 201.6 197.4 194.5
200 226.7 224.4 222.1 220.3 219.5 219.0 218.9 218.8 213.3
300 226.0 227.5 231.1 233.4 235.7 238.9 240.8 242.0 241.4
500 247.9 252.3 256.6 259.2 261.6 264.7 266.5 267.6 269.0
700 262.1 266.9 272.0 274.4 277.1 280.4 282.3 282.0 281.3
850 269.2 274.3 279.5 282.3 285.3 289.7 291.8 291.3 289.4

1000 272.2 278.9 285.1 288.2 291.1 296,3 300.4 299,8 295.7

Winter Data

100 220.5 220.9 218.5 215.6 211.5 203.8' 198.7 194.9 192.7
200 220.4 220.0 218.0 217.0 215.8 216.6 218.9 220.9 221.4
300 216.7 219.6 223.6 226.1 228.7 234.2 238.1 240.8 242.7
500 237,9 241.4 246.8 250.1 253.3 260.1 264.4 267.1 268.8
700 251.5 255.8 261.5 265.2 268.8 275.1 279.3 281.3 282.3
850 256.9 261.2 268.2 271.9 275.9 282.9 287.1 290.3 291.7

1000 254.2 261.2 271.4 276.4 281.5 290.5 295.8 299.6 300.0
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On the maintenance of the kinetic energy of mean zonal
flow in the southtarx hcmi pherrc

By G. 0. P. OBA811, Maaswh•helUe Instituit of Tech olog,x Cambride, Mfa"achuseUW

(Manuawript roeKivtid Mwreh 20, 1O3U Leviled version October 19, 1984)

ABSTRACT

Wind dawa repo-tad at the eight prewure levels (850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 200. 100 nod
60 mb) for 121 Sotuthem Hemisphere plus 22 Northera He iphere equatoriai stations
during the calendar year 1958 ham enabled us to study the rate of generation of the
kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow. The results indicate that the kinetic energy of
the memn ionkl motion is rnmsLain.d •g••t. friLtional disipaticm to & large extent
through a conversion of transient eddy kinetic energy through the atiown of the
horizontal wind. The generation of zonal kinetic energy by mean meridional motion
through the action of the eariolis force cannot be meaaurea well enough, but is probably
smell as in the Northern Hemiaphere. The standing eddy transfortrAtion integral
appears to be unimportant-a result which is not true for the Northern Hemisphere.
If the conversion of the kinetic eiergy of the transient eddies into the kinetic energy
of the mean zonal flow were to cease, the atmosphere of the Southern Hemisphere
would be in solid rotation in about 2j weeks. This assues a continuation of a normal
rate of dissipation during this period.

1. Introduction The following notation will be employed:

In a previous article of this journal Kuo - I t i

(1951) derived the equation of the balance of Z xdt-tire average of x.

zonal kinetic energy. Because of the frag.

mentary observational data available, his 1
computations of the conversion of transient flzonal averge of x.

eddy kinetic energy to the kinetic energy of
the zonal flow were restricted to the North x'- z-x - departure from time average.
American continent. Simm (1953) made similar x* - -- [z]- departure from zonal average.
computations and in addition included the term
involving the conversion of the kinetic energy Using the above notations, the equation of
of the mean meridional motion to the kinetic balance of zonal kinetic energy for the hemi-
energy of mean zoned flow through the coriolis sphere of a spherical earth is given by
transformation. His computations were for the
entire Northern Hemisphere. a'; f fe[t]f

In this paper somne of the terms involved in GJ u . 2 o eRd I
the balance equation will be evaluated for the
entire Southern Hemisphere and comparison a'CCCf __(
will be made for analogous studies for the gJJJd]oa ceCos. IF
Northern Hemisphere. The data employed in
this study has been fully discussed in another + [;8.71] cos9,d~d9dp (2)

paper OBAsi (1983). To avoid repetition the
interested reader in directed to that paptir. 1 0 co'

'The research in this article has been sponsored - V (t *C
by the Air Force Cambridge Psewa'h Laboratory 9 0 co". 9)0av
under Contrsct AF19(604)8108. 0

I Present address: Nigerian Meteorological Serv- + -[ui*i ]) cos epdtdrdp (3)
ice, Lagos.
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a ,rt, "4 Hemisphere. This data may be indirectly ob-
S]tared from enthalpy study of the Southern

Hemisphere (see for example Jzxsua, 1981).

a However preliminary studies in the Northern
2g •[i,[]esfYdp 5 Hemisphere, as well s8 theoretical oonsidera-

tions, indicate that

evaluated at the equator as (

[f ] c ef9
fd p (6)

+ f ![42 [7I co dA dpdp (6) ii much auvller than

gf ff.3 , 3 e 1

In the above equation (2.2)

a - radius of the earth Beeause of thi reason and since vertical me-
g - acceleration due to gravity tioms an unavailable, we shall evaluate only
A - longitude the latter term. The integralS- latitude

P pressure]
PG - pressure at the ground aJfjia 0os q a v ] Jdid9 dp (2.3)
1 - time

easOM1d1d)-tward component of the - f~ .k~ ~)dd~d
v gadV/dt) - northward component of the O• J J apa cos 91

wind (2.4)
w = dp/dt - individual pressure change a--
"Cl - angular velocity of the earth a _- f'I [u'vI eoeq d'Adpdp. (2.5)

S- 2Msin -Coriolis parameter aJ J CJ-• 91 )
T4 - eastward component of viscous force per

unit maThe integral (2.5) is

In the long term average the left-hand side 2a(2.6)
of the equation vanishes since there is no Jg

progressive increase or decrease in the kinetic
energy of the mean zonal flow for the hemi. evaluated at the equator. All the three integrals.
sphere. We now evaluate each of the terms in- namely (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6) were evaluated by
volved in the right-hand side of the equation. finite difference approximation.

2. Evaluation of the integral A. WINTER

Table 1 shows the integrand of (2.3). When
9" cos' F the computations are performed by levels and

then integrated over the entire hemisphere, we
obtain a conversion of transient eddy kinetic

+ ]cos qTdAdqpdp. energy to zonal kinetic energy. This value is

/ 9.63 x 1020 erga/sec.
When use is made of vertically.averaged

This term represents the conversion of relative angular velocity and vertically averaged
transient eddy kinetic energy to the kinetic gradient of transient eddy momentum flux, the
energy of the zonal flow. At present there is no integral (2.3) gives 9.89 x 106 ergs/sec.
available data of vertical motion in the Southern Use of the 500.rnb data alone for the relative

Tellus XVII (1965), 1
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TAszz 1. Vaues o/ the term-na I 1 -ju'tt] oos'f in winter 1.988.

Multiply by 4.09 x 10" tW obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in fer. sea".

Vertical
Lat. Is 50 mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 0.58 2.27 20.95 41.25 29.91 11.46 1 .30 - 78.74
75-70 17.98 26.63 32.80 59.46 33.20 13,60 9.79 - 168.28
70-65 -3.74 40.46 21.88 16.65 33.67 10.I9 4.92 - 0.94 121.0W
65-60 -2.33 -9.59 -39.25 -69.92 -029.91 -23.33 - 10.86 -0.81 - 201.8
60-55 15.58 - 6.97 - 153.49 - 151.89 -95.33 - 20.69 - 21.53 - 4.81 - 482.75
55-50 23.29 -58.38 -247.29 -- 219.62 - 164.84 -52.98 -41.86 - 12.24 - 83832
50-45 3.22 -67.68 - 169.50 -202322 - 175.60 -74.49 -49.77 - 19.97 - 840.32
45-40 0-22 -68.38 - 194.30 -232A10 -143.02 -64.12 -22.64 -23.10 -806.05
40-35 -6.24 -19.54 -'191.20 -267.50 -129.08 -49.72 -3.20 2.89 -681.24
35-30 -7.60 -5.64 -24.31 -12.29 4.11 -18.61 -3.28 -2.04 -80,67
30-25 -0.39 31.72 108.81 175,45 37.27 10.74 - 1.06 -0.02 359.25
25-20 0 49.37 194.81 147.76 97.88 17.13 1.62 0.34 506.76
20-15 2.52 25.54 124.64 94.23 37.52 13.85 0.31 0.63 $00.16
15-10 -1.14 10.16 45.87 32.93 4.74 1.04 -4.43 -0.41 83.25
10-5 0.16 0.51 5.69 -3.12 -8.12 -5.48 -5.02 -5.80 -35.10
5-0 -2.06 0.55 -13.45 -14.37 -13.61 -7.19 -1.68 -6.14 -70.79

Hemisphere 9.63 x 1016 ergs aec-'

angular velocity and transient eddy momentum the computation is performed by levels and then
shear, assuming these to be representative of integrated throughout the mass of the hemi-

the average for the atmosphere resulted in the sphere we obtain 9.41 x I(0 ergs sec-.
quantity 10.02 10ot ergs sec-'. The use of vertically-averaged momentum

Table 2 shows the intogrL,-- of (2.4). "'When transport and a vertically-averaged shear in

TAnta 2. Values of the term [U'V'] cos' op in winter 1988.

Multiply by 2.61 101 to obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in erg sec-'.

Vertical
Lat. IS 50 Mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 0 0 0.35 -0.31 -1.20 -0.39 0.07 - -1.22
75-70 0.21 0.29 1.39 2.30 0.69 0.74 0.94 - 8.88
70-65 0.25 0.98 3.06 4.67 3.77 2.35 1.75 1.70 20.75
65--60 -0.03 0.42 1.73 3.51 3.34 1.49 1.66 1.40 17.15
60-55 -0.57 -0.89 0.02 0.10 0.78 -0.01 0.56 0.786 2.48
55-50 - 1.96 -0.96 6.25 4.06 0.60 0.07 -0.03 0.11 9.02
50-45 -2.34 2.11 13.68 12.33 3.09 1.16 1.03 0.09 32.67
45-40 - 1.68 2.17 - 1.30 -3.87 7.52 3.70 2.92 1.29 16.28
40-35 -0.72 -1.90 -18.47 -14.21 4.45 4.57 3.57 2.12 -12.32
35-30 0.07 - 1.04 - 12.15 -7.43 5.70 4.88 3.34 1.83 2.67
30-25 0.34 3.63 22.68 19.45 11.97 5.06 2.53 1.56 72.59
25-20 0.25 3.69 31.06 28.83 12.16 4.97 2.20 1.40 89.46
20-15 0.34 0.55 17.11 21.64 11.93 5.04 2.09 1.77 66.54
15-10 0.28 - 1.17 5.28 9.46 6.61 2.67 0.90 0.04 26.34
10-5 - 0.62 -1.21 -0.95 1.88 2.95 0.58 0.17 -0.55 2.44
5-0 -0.80 -0.97 -3.97 -0.70 0.40 -0.03 0.02 -0.18 6.01

Hemisphere 9.41 x 1020 erg. sec-

Tellus XVII (1965). 1
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TAtau 3. Values ot th urew Aaww below zt ergs wO-*. 1I one aus the vertically-averaged

the equator in wirier 1968. transient eddy momentum flux and the verti-
!Uits am in M, cAlly-averagod zonal motion at the equator, one

_ __ obtah 0.13 x 10w' ergs see-'. If one assumes

Prowure in mb .4] [;93 tf ] .the 500-mb level dats to be representative of
the entire column of the atmosphere above the

50 -8.78 -0.44 equator. one obtasns 0.20 x 10"} ergR seo-.

100 -5.56 -3.00 Assuming that the integration by levels in

200 -44.09 -9 .13 much more accurate one obtains 9.63 x 10"
30N -18.24 -0.$2 ergs sec-1 for integral (2.3) sand 9.68 Y 1010 erg
400 5.19 0.47 eec-' for the aun of integrals (2.4) and (2.5). A
500 -4.94 -1.10
70D 0.36 -- 1.54 difference of OAt x I00 org sew- is the difference

850 4.26 -0.07 in the truncation error.

Vertibai integral10* erv NW-1 -"0.7-00 . vt

Table 4 shows the integrand of (2.3). When

evaluating the same integral gives 9.57 x 1030 one integrates over the entire mass of the

erg sOO-a hemisphere one obtains 9.72 x I029 ergs wc-'.

If one uses the 500-mb data alone for the If use is made of the vertically-averaged

monmentum flux and shear, assuming them to relative angular velocity and vortically-aver-

be representative of the average for the hemi- aged shear of transient eddy momentum flux,

spheee one obtains 9.61 x 10" ergs see-% the integral (2.3) becomes 9.04 x l02' ergs sec-i.

Table 3 shows the values of If one assumes that the 500-mb relative'
velocity and momentum flux shear are repre-

2na - aentative of the average for the entire atmo-

S[N] [u'W] coo 9 sphere, the integral results in 8.53 x 100* ergo
sec-1.

at the equator. Computations by levels of this Table 5 shows the integrand of (2.4). Using

expression givea a vertical integral of 0.27 x 10" this to'ble which gives the integrand by level

[-if] a ----TaBL 4. Value ol the term ] -- [u*'v' cos' W in summer 1958.

a eos q' C

Multiply by 2.61 x 10o to obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in erga swce-

Vertiecl
Lat. OS 50mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 860 integral

80-76 1.02 0.46 1.26 1.72 0.90 0.26 -0.22 5 6.15
76-70 1.86 1.52 1.08 1.64 1.36 0.81 -0.10 - 7.72
70-865 1.38 0.84 -4.77 -5.72 -0.69 -0.61 -0.08 -0.19 -11.15
65-SO 0.75 -4.16 -15.60 -15.33 -5.10 -4.02 -1.85 -0.07 -48.02
60-55 -- 3.03 -8.27 -29.53 -24.49 -11.51 -7.82 -5.17 -2.10 -99.50
55-50 3.15 -9.20 -42.13 -33.34 -15.98 -8.34 -7.51 -8.41 -141.08
50-45 -0.71 -5.69 -39.16 -34.42 -17.07 -4.85 -1.92 -5.35 -118.12
45-40 -0.13 -0.54 -30.30 -23.46 -9.12 -2.46 -0.73 0.31 --67.63
40-35 0.06 -5.01 -22.34 -1.62 - 1.96 -- 2.94 -1.18 2.37 - 30.78
35-30 -0.52 -8.62 6.22 13.48 1.71 -1.60 -0.40 0.73 13.10
30-25 -0.48 -4.27 28.23 14.52 1.82 -0.91 0.47 0 38.47
25-20 -0.37 2.09 26.47 11.42 6.86 -0.11 -0.28 0.19 44.76
20-15 0.03 3.19 15.54 7.07 2.85 0.58 0 0.27 29.35
16-10 0.88 1.11 5.70 2.72 1.23 0.58 -0.27 0.06 11.52
10-5 2.39 0.11 -0.54 0.25 0.19 -0.38 -0.45 -0.89 -1.59
5-0 -0.26 0.08 -0.63 -0.02 -0.14 -- 0.8k -0.44 -0.84 -4.79

Hemisphere 9.72 x 10" ergs am-'
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TAA3L 5. Values of the termn [weJ cos' 94- in mmro 1968.

Multiply by 2.81 x 100 Wo obtain zonal kinetic energy goneration in ergs se-'.

Vertimal
50 mb 100 200 300 400 so 700 8W0 integral

80-75 0.07 0.03 0.58 1.02 0.27 0.26 0.08 - 2.25
75-70 0.20 0.,8 1.09 2.29 0.99 0.79 0.23 - 6.10
70-" - 0.07 0.48 0.56 1.64 1.86 0.93 1.03 0.81 8.73
do-40 -- 0.61 0.06 --0.98 0.55 0.88 0.36 0.48 1.19 2.79
&4-65 0.76 0.22 -- l.i9 -0.89 -0.51 -0.99 -1.10 0.07 6.24
550 0.15 1.18 4.0S 2.61 -0.87 -0.87 - 0." -1.07 2.44
50-45 0.94 2.76 9.73 6.22 0.68 0.95 3.74 0.80 27.41
45-40 1.12 1.64 9.74 18.23 5.87 0.46 5.07 3.56 57.65
40-35 0.96 1.61 10.14 15.00 8.20 5.32 4.81 3.70 59.99
35-30 0.63 3.51 12.90 13.74 8.47 5.50 4.01 1.97 57.91
30-25 0.18 7.58 24.30 15.03 8.74 5.25 3.17 1.12 69.82
25-20 -0.01 8.50 18.48 9.27 5.83 4.43 1.74 0.59 50.95
20-15 0.01 5.61 9.16 4.12 2.93 2.99 0.93 0.13 26.83
15-10 -0.07 2.33 2.3.5 0.57 1.49 2.05 0.32 - 0.05 9.63
10-5 0.95 0.50 0.45 -0.35 0.43 0.94 0.18 0.10 2.13
5-0 -1.70 -0.07 0.65 -0.16 0.02 0.25 0.01 0.13 0.23

Hemisphere 9.86 x I 0 ergs acw-

one obtains a value of 9.86 x 10" erg ec-'. If C. Arn•oxxA.tlobt OF THE TA FOR TmH

use is made of the vertically-averaged transient NORTWU H1rsraxnz
eddy flux of momentum and vertically-aver-
aged shear of relative angular velocity, the a .[--dad-! d .

integral (2.4) beeomnes 8.99 x 1029 ergs see.-3. gJJ fff \a cs q
Use of the 500.mb data alone for the transient

eddy flux of momentum and relative velocity In order to have better appreciation for the
shear gives a value of 8.58 x 109" ergs sec-1. generation of zonal kinetie energy by the

Table 6 shows the values of transient eddies, we include in this section the
results obtained in the Northern Hemisphere.

- (0] [tu'v') cos, This integral has been evaluated by using
g Buch's yearly values of [ta] and [u'v'] for the

at the equator. Computation by level of this Northern Hemisphere.

expression gives a vertical integral of 0.03 X 104 TABLz 6. Vdue of the terne &hown below at the
ergs/sec. If one uses a vertically-averaged equtor in summer 1958.
transient eddy flux of momentum and a
vertically-averaged zonal motion at the equator, Units are in ml sec-".
one obtains -0.03 x 10*0 erge sec-. The use
of the 500-mb data alone, assurning this to be Pressure in mb [tl] j'.7-] Ila] [400*1
representative of the average of the atmospheric
column over the equator, gives a value of 0.10 x 50 0.39 -0.05
102" ergs oeec-. 100 -2.13 -0.87

Assuming the computation by levels to be 200 -5.12 -12.08
more representative, one obtains a vrjLze of 300 0.70 -0.71

400 - 0.71 - 1.75
9.72 x 1020 ergs sec-- for the left hand side of 400 0 -0.36
(2) and a value of 9.89 x 1038 erge see-, for the 700 - 1.69 0.69
right hand side. The difference -0.17 x 10t 850 0 6.03
ergs mec-' is the difference in the truncation Vertical integral
errors. 100 ergs sec-' -0.03 -0.00
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When the integration was performed by 3.9 x 1010 data (b) 5.5 x 1020 and data (c) 9.8 x

levels a value of 4.84 x 10 erg seca was 1O0 ergs sece.

obtainod. This value is to be compared with the Starr also used more elaborate methods in

mean of summer and winter for the Southern evaluation of the integral, namiely by days and

Hemisphere, namely, 9.63 x 1020 erg sec -. levels, but the results were similar to the above
If use is made of the vertically-averaged values.

transient eddy momentum flux and vertically-
averaged shear of the relative angular velocity, 3 Evaluation of the integral
one obtains 4.55 - 10'1 ergs sec-•, the cor.

responding value for the Southern Hemisphere a's 1 0 ,,
is 9.28 x 1010 erg secr'. gJJ a co' q Coss

If one uses the 500-mb data alone, and as-.
"sumes this to be representative of the mean
for the atmosphere, then one obtains a value of +- (awjj coG T dAdipdp.

T 4.95 x 10"0 ergs see-' for the Northern Hemi- OP

sphere, as compared to 9.09 x 102t erg sec'-

for the Southern Hemisphere. This term represents the conversion of stand.

Using the following sources of data: ing eddy kinetic energy to the kinetic energy

(a) the first six months of the year 1950, of zonal motion. From Bunosa's (1958) scale
(b) the second six months of the year 1950, analysis we conclude that

(c) One month of data (January 1949)

published by MiN'z, S•Axa (1953) evaluated an 1 - a C and --_
integral approximately similar to (2.4) for the a Cos" 97 4
Northern Hemisphere. Using vertically aver.

aged winds and transports, the data (a) gives are of the same order of magnitude. Although it

4.2 x 10*0 ergs sece' the data (b) gives 4.6 x 10'2 is realised that by using the continuity equation

ergs see-' and (c) gives 10.5 x 100 ergs sec-. one can obtain the to and W* and so compute

Evaluation of the integrand at individual the vertical transport of zonal momentum by

levels before integration yields for data (a) the standing eddies, because of the labour

[0]l a
TABLE 7. Values of the term - [fi0v*] cos' T in winter 1958.

M Cos TOT•q

Multiply by 2.61 x 10"'.to obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in ergs sec-.

Vertical

Lat. *S 50 mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 1.74 1.42 0.01 -0.47 -- 0.52 -0.56 --0.11 0.43
75-70 4.11 1.70 0.78 -0.09 -- 0.42 -- 0.31 -0.11 4.05
70-65 2.00 0.46 1.70 0.23 0.01 0.64 0.44 - 0.15 5.42
65-80 -5.38 -0.40 -- 0.28 --0.95 0.20 1.35 0.27 0.41 -2.57
60-55 - 5.76 - 5.34 -- 6.04 1.02 0.62 0.03 -0.37 0.21 -12.87
55-50 6.29 1.46 4.94 3.55 3.12 2.31 1.24 0.34 23.83
50-45 5.11 0.87 0.63 -1.93 3.30 0.10 0.47 -0.13 7.07
45-40 -0.24 -0.31 -6.66 -- 1.80 -4.24 -0.33 -0.6 -- 0.93 -16.87
40-35 - 1.96 0.23 -4.18 -1.53 --4.05 -1.44 0.15 -- 0.06 -13.10
35-30 - 0.55 1.94 10.03 0.23 - 0.01 0.05 1.66 0.28 14.91
30-25 -0.07 3.12 7.01 2.80 2.40 -0.29 -0.35 0.00 13.43
25-20 0.00 0.63 -6.96 0.23 0.31 -0.66 -0.68 0.12 -7.87
20-i0 -0.10 -0.35 0.21 - 0.19 -0.26 0.06 -0.01 0.05 --0.39
15-10 0.07 -0.49 2.76 0.08 0.10 0.03 - 0.41 1.47 5.28
10-5 -0.01 --0.13 -0.08 0.01 0.00 -0.15 -0.43 -2.00 -5.66
5-0 - 0.06 - 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.14 0.18 0.54 0.22 1.80

Hemisphere - 0.44 x 10" ergs see-'
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TAnBL 8. Vals e trM [f** (30' up in winftr 1968.

Multiply by 2.61 x 10" to obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in ergo see-'.

Vertical
Lot. Is 50 reb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 0.16 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.11 -0.06 0.35
7F-70 0.72 0.30 0.04 --0.06 -- 0.07 -0.20 -0.42 -- 0.04
70-65 0.79 0.50 0.33 -0.08 -0.31 -- 0.43 - 0.44 - 0.78 -- 1.09
65-70 0.00 0.23 0.35 -0.11 --0.26 -0.10 -0.26 -0.15 -0.58
66-55 -0.35 --0.19 0.00 0.00 --0.07 0.00 -0.14 0.20 -0.26
55--50 -0.64 0.10 0.15 --0.26 - 0.04 -0.08 -0.02 0.16 0.34
5&.-45 -2.74 -0.26 --0.53 --0.47 -0.34 0.27 -0.03 -0.05 -4.15
45-40 -- 2.71 - 0.13 --0.02 0.01 -0.41 -0.38 -0.02 -- 0.12 -3.43
40--35 - 1.05 0.07 -1.19 -0.25 0.09 -0.16 0.05 0.04 -2.16
35-30 -0.18 0.09 -0.50 --0.15 0.27 -- 0.02 -'0.32 -- 0.06 -- 1.18
30-25 0.05 -0.78 -0.50 0.21 0.34 0.01 -0.42 - 0.13 - 1.52
25-20 0.09 -1.97 -0.65 -0.08 0.07 0.18 -0.02 0.03 -1.76
20-15 0.04 -- 1.62 0.67 --0.07 0.13 0.39 0.35 0.22 1.31
15--10 -0.01 -1.07 -0.89 -0.06 0.06 0.13 0.08 0.01 -1.34
10-5 -0.03 -0.37 -1.40 --0.05 0.06 -0.11 -0.11 -0.16 -2.54
5-0 -0.02 -0.34 -1.01 --0.02 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 -1.43

Hemisphere -- 0.53 x 1020 ergs--sec-'

involved and the probable insignificance of the (a) Computing the integrand at each level
standing eddies in the Southern Hemisphere, and finally integrating throughout the entire
no effort has been made to compute mass of the hemisphere.

(b) Using the vertically-averaged standing
_- eddy transport of momentum and the vertically-

-P [*w*]. averaged relative angular velocity.

(c) Using the 500.mb data alone and as-
The integral suming this to be representative of the mean for

the atmosphere of the hemisphere.
lffa ] •[&*vJ coss 9ddp (3.1)

9 JJJ Cos 405a P) A. WiwRa

a a ]Table 7 shows the integrand of (3.1). When
....'fffui. md] co- dp use is made of method (a) one obtains -0.44 x

S[*** ?O os JJ10"0 ergs sec-'. Method (b) gives -0.13 x 1020

(3.2) ergs sec-', while (c) gives -0.27 x 1010 ergs see-'
Using the same methods for integral (3.2)

+ a__ i fft*;*] cos' dA d. dp. (see Table 8) method (a) gives -0.53 x 10,0
gJJJ9 f a cos ergs see-'; (b) gives -0.16 x 1020 ergo sec-I and

(3.3) (c) gives -0.23 x 1020 ergs sec-.
The integral (3.3) gives for these three

Integral (3.3) is equivalent to the value of methods the values 0.06, 0.05 and 0.04 x 10*0
ergs sec- respectively.

T2,za --9-_ [1] ['*v*j cos 97dp B. Suxxim

Table 9 shows the integrand of (3.1). When use
at the equator. is made of method (a) one obtaias --0.05 x 1020

Three different methods were again used in ergs sec-'. Method (b) gives -- 0.31 x 104" ergs
evaluating the above integrals, see-', while (c) gives - 1.51 x 10"0 ergs see-'.
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TABLE 9. Value. o/ the term [a *] 06s 4P in aummer 1968.
a 00o 9) o

Multiply by 2.61 x 1016 to obtain zonal kinetic energy generation in ergo see-1.

Vertical
Lat. 'S 50 mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 -0.09 -0.00 -0.40 -0.27 -0.29 -0.11 0.09 -1.14
75-70 0.69 0.22 -0.23 0.05 -0.33 -0.43 0.07 -0.41
70-65 1.93 0.46 1.21 1.34 0.22 -0.78 -0.07 0.17 3.40
65-SO --0.80 -0.83 0.56 -0.45 1.65 -1.15 0.67 0.06 -0.09
60-45 -2.53 0.57 0.40 1.49 2.08 2.27 0.68 -0.09 6.89
55-50 -1.53 1.28 2.50 5.72 3.00 4.26 0.44 -0.37 17.36
50-45 0.43 1.74 9.43 9.97 1.21 5.83 1.21 -0.34 32.34
45-40 0.15 0.60 4.26 0.81 -1.75 0.01 0.58 0.21 5.39
40-35 0.00 -1.52 -9.36 -6.73 -2.73 -1.14 0.18 -0.10 -21.60
35-30 -0.14 0.88 -9.34 -10.50 -2.85 -1.48 0.54 0.19 -22.99
30-25 -0.49 -0.24 -10.20 -3.53 -2.69 - 1.29 -0.53 0.01 - 19.81
25-20 0.48 -2.20 3.87 0.60 -0.54 -0.18 -0.18 -0.01 2.11
20-15 1.08 -0.44 0.56 0.07 0.155 -0.02 0.00 0.07 1.58
15-10 0.40 0.17 -1.11 0.55 0.80 0.07 -0.05 0.12 0.96
10-5 -0.65 0.17 -1.91 -0.09 0.20 0.00 -0.16 0.21 -1.97
5-0 -0.24 -0.17 -0.76 -0.01 -0.05 -0.09 0.03 0.53 -0.01

Hemisphere - 0.52 x 10"9 ergs--sec-'

Using the same methods for integral (3.2) The yearly (summer plus winter) means of the
(see Table 10), method (a) gives - 0.07 x 10"4 ergo interaction between the standing eddies and the
sec-'; (b) gives -0.16 x 10" ergo sec-' and (c) mean zonal flow are respectively -0.25, -0.22
gives -1.61 x I0s ergs moe-'. and -0.89 x 10" ergs sec-' with methods (a),

The integral (3.3) gives for these three (b) and (c). These results indicate that the
methods the values 0.00, -0.10 and 0.02 x standing eddies do not play a significant role
10" ergs sec-' respectively, in the maintenance of the mean zonal flow.

TABLEI 10. Value. ol As em]n (,6vo*] coal a [I ] '1/ in summer 1958.

Multiply by 2.61 x 1016 to obtain tonal kinetic energy generation in ergo set-1 .

Vertical
Lat. *S 50 mb 100 200 300 400 500 700 850 integral

80-75 0.03 0.01 -0.19 -0.37 -0.17 -0.20 0.04 -0.97
75-70 0.04 0.02 -0.34 -0.53 -0.40 -0.45 -0.18 - 2.06
70-65 --0.03 0.09 -0.18 -0.27 -0.61 -0.68 -0.59 -0.08 -3.14
65-60 -0.29 0.02 0.00 -0.07 -0.30 -3.16 -0.85 - 0.0 -3.88
60-55 -0.12 -0.02 0.01 0.00 0.04 -0.88 -0.19 0.05 -- 1.56
55-50 0.47 -0.11 -0.11 -0.16 0.14 -0.09 0.00 -0.03 -0.06
50-45 0.7o -0.37 -0.72 -0.81 -0.11 -0.15 -- 0.13 0.04 -1.76
45-40 0.46 -0.28 - 1.04 -2.35 -0.60 -1.20 -0.46 0.16 -6.08
40-35 0.33 -0.21 -0.71 -1.51 -0.37 -1.09 -0.53 0.17 -4.67
35-30 0.26 -0.28 -0.03 -0.05 0.20 -0.61 -0.57 0.07 - 1.64
30-25 0.05 -0.56 2.09 1.80 1.01 -0.05 -0.38 -0.04 3.69
25-20 0.00 -0.07 3.08 2.07 1.36 0.23 -0.01 -0.03 6.72
20-15 -0.01 0.53 1.97 1.59 1.08 0.21 0.14 0.00 5.59
15-10 -0.42 0.36 1.76 0.96 0.59 -0.12 0.09 0.00 3.22
10-5 -0.41 0.02 1.64 0.43 -0.04 -0.04 0.05 0.03 1.95
5-0 -0.02 -0.01 1.51 0.18 -0.22 0.00 0.03 0.20 1.96

Hemisphere -0.70 x 10s erg--..eo-'
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Bueh's yearly data of [(-';* and [4] for the
Northern Hemisphere give for the integral (3.1)
the value 0.88 x 102s ergo sec-' for method (a), /
0.80 × 1004 erga sec-1 for method (b) and 1.02 x
l0" by method (c).

We therefore arrive at the important con- -

clusion that while the standing eddies play an
insignificant role in the maintenance of the
kinetic energy of zonal motion in the Southern 101
Hemisphere, the generation of the zonal kinetic /
energy by these eddies in the Northern Hemi- __

sphere is of significance. -

The intergrals 4 to 6 involve the mean me- .4
ridional motion. Owing to the difficulty in the L•- -- - .

measurement of [;] because of the presence of
spurious effects, it was decided that the values Fia. 1. The full curve gives the relative angular
could not be used in further computations. velocity in 10- see-A as function of latitude. The

dashed curve gives the transient eddy flux of mlative
angular nomenmum in 10" g cro see-. Th 1 c urves

4. Evaluation at the equator of the integrals are fow winter 1958.

9 i[ [u'v') coo s)dQdp (4.1) Discussions of the previous sections have

shown that the transient eddies are the major
a~ producers of zonal kinetic energy. If tbese eddies

and - [] [ii•* cos T dA dp. (4.2) cease to produce zonal kinetic energy, the at-
g J mosphere of the Southern Hemisphere will be

These two integrals evaluated at the equavor in solid rotation with the earth, in about 2J

are a measure of interhemispheric exchanges of weeks, assuming normal rates of dissipation.

zonal kinetic energy due respectively to tran- Similar computations by 8nR (1953) for the

sient and standing eddies sand are therefore a Northeen Hemisphere show that it will take

measure of a certain interaction between the about 2 weeks for the atmosphere of that hemi.

two hemispheres. sphere to be in solid rotation with the earth.
Because of the obvious importance of these

A. WrsTER eddies, it :s of interest to examine further some
of their properties.

Integral (4.1) gives 0.27 x 1020 ergs see-I while The solid curves of Figs. 1 and 2 give the
integral (4.2) gives 0.06x 102" ergu sec'. For distributiou with latitude of the angular velocity
further details about the stress integrals, Pe relative to the earth, averaged with rispect to
Table 3. pressure and time. Fig. 1 denotes the situation

in winter while Fig. 2 denotes the condition in
B. SUuxxzt summer,

Integral (4.1) gives -0.03 x 101 ergs sz-I From these profiles the effect of true lat-
while integral (4.2) gives 0.00 x 1010 ergs sec-. oral friction would be to retard the zones of
For further details about the stress integrals. M.iost rapid rotation and to increase the angular
see Table 6. velocity of the los rapidly rotating ones, so as

to cause the whole to assume a more nearly

5. Nature and importance of transient uniform angular velocity. This means that

eddies lateral friction would then cause a flow of
angular momentum southward and also north-

The total relative mean zonal kinetic energy ward away from the zone of most rapid roCk ion.
of the Southern Hemisphere is 18.93 : 102 ergs The dashed curves in the two figures show
during the winter. The corresponding summer the transient eddy angular momentum t ana-
value is 9.87 x 102 ergo. ports in summer and winter. These curves ebmw
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16 %

/ r .

- -. F / --•

Fia. 2. The curves show the situation for surnmer Fxj. 3. Produezion of zonal kinetic energy using
1958. The fulh curve gives the rulative angular ,e1o- mean wind and transient eddy transport of relative
city in 10-7 see-' an fuJttion of latitude. The dashed angular momentum. The full curve represents the
curve gives thr transient eddr flux of relative &ituation in winter while the dashed currve represents
angular momentum in 10" gcm' sec-'. the suim-er condition. The units axe in 10" ergs

see~.

a2 f-'I. ( ,]
I denotes, a- a ([eddy mom,] cosz o) dAdipdp.

g fjaCoe 9;

AIdenotea- Cf C[Oddy mo~m.] Coe2 T A ~tg JJ 8q\acos q•!

111 denoteJ f [1a] [eddy mom.] cos Vpdp at the equalor.

W - Winter
8 ý Suimetr 1958 Southern Hemisphere.

M - Winter and Summer mean
N - Yearly mean using Buch's data 1950 for the Northern Hemisphore.

Units am in 101 ergs sec-'.

Transient eddies Standixg eddies All eddies

Method 1 II 111 I II I 1 II Il

Meea profile" VT 9.89 9.57 0.13 - 0.13 - 0.16 0.05 9.76 9.41 0.18
al zonal 8 904 8.99 -0,03 -0.31 -0.16 -0.10 8.73 8.83 -0.13
windandmoymentum M 9.46 v.28 0.05 -0.22 -0.16 -0.02 9.12 9.12 0.03
transport N 4.35 4.55 - 0.80 0.80 - 5.15 5.35 -

Integration W 9.63 9.41 0.27 -0.44 - 0.53 0.06 9.19 8.88 0.3S
by levels S 9.72 9.86 0.03 - 0,05 - 0.07 0.00 9.87 9.79 0.03

M 9.67 9.6• 0.15 -0.25 -- 0.30 0.03 9.4£ 9.33 0.18
N 8.84 4.84 - 0.88 0.87 - 6.72 5.71

Using 500 mb data W 10.02 9.61 0.20 -0.27 - C.23 0.04 9.75 9.38 0.24
only S 8R.3 8.58 0.00 - 1.51 - 1.61 0.02 7.02 6.97 0.02

M 9.27 9.09 0.10 -- 0.89 -0.92 0.03 8.38 8.17 0.13
N 6.10 4.95 -- 1.02 0.85 - 7.12 5,80 -
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that there exists a strong poeward eddy trans- sources of the kinetic energy of the mean zonal
port of angular momentum towards the regions flow is apparent.
of maximum rotation. This state of affairs is In comparing the results in Table 11 with
contrary to classic eddy viscosity concepts and previous computations given by STran and

is compatible with them only if one assumes others, it appoars that the rate of conversion of
negative virtual viscosity coefficients, eddy kinetic energy to the kinetic energy of

The net influenca of this observed property mean zonal flow is about twice as much in the
of the transient eddies is to increase the kinetic Southern Hemisphere as in the Northern Hemi-
energy of zonal motions. Excopt for the oqua- sphere.
txrial boundary term, the rate of generation of This result suggests then that the conversion
the kinetic energy of the zonal motion is the rate of eddy available potential energy to eddy
mas integral of the product of eddy flux of kinetic energy will be twice as much in the
momentum into the shear of relative angular Southern Hemisphere as in the Northern Hemi-
velocity. This quantity can then easily be sphere. The verification of this has to await the
measured from Figs. 1 and 2. The areas under study of the enthalpy budget.

the curves of Fig. 3 measure the production of
zonal kinetic energy. The full curve is for
winter and the dashed curve for summer. In Acknowledgement
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The mean meridional circulation of the southern hemisphere
inferred from momentum and mass balance

By PETER A. GILMAN, Depwmr•t of adeorology, Maa&MCAuaea Institutc of TechnologWy

"(Manusoript received November I1, 10•4)

ABSTRACT

The, mean meridional circulation for the southern hemisphere is inferred from mo-
menturn and rmas balance considerations. Recent calculations by Obani of the transient
eddy transportr of momentum and the mean zonal flow are the only data used. The
vertical eddy transport& are taken into account only in the surface layers, where the
stress is assumed to decrease linearly with pressure from its surface value. The surface
stresses themselves are calculated from the pressure integral of the momentum equa-
tion. and by a short iteration process the effect of horizontal transport of momentum
by the mean meridional circulation is taken into amcount.

The resulting circulation is self consistent, needing only very small c-rrections to
eliminate masa "drifts" across latitude circles, contrary to most direct meesurements.
The characteristic three cell pattern is very evident. The circulation is compared to
that found in a somewhat similar manner by Mintz and Lang for the northern homi-
sphere. The winter circulations are found to be rather similar, but the polar direct
cell is much stronger in the southern hemisphere. In the summAer season the southern
hemisphere circulation is much stronger.

The kinetic energy balance for the southern hemisphere is briefly considered. Given
our amumptions about the vertical eddy fluxes of momentum, about half the kinetic
energy fed into the mean flow by the horizontal transient eddies is extracted by the
nmean meridional motion. The other half is dissipated near the surface. In each season,
energy balance is achieved to within 3 %, verifying the consistency of the calculationg.

1. Introduction energy equations. As was pointed out by GIL-

Direct measurements of the mean meridional Mt&W, 1964b, we have a choice of inferring the

circulation in the atmosphere usinally suffer mean meridional circulation from the thermal

from large uncertainties since they are a rela- forcing alone, or the mechanical forcing alone.

tively small residual (of the order I rm/eec) left (Ideally, of course, both should give the same

from the averaging around latitmin circles of result.) The choice would depend on which

time mean meridional winds of tm order 01 10 type of forcing we can measure more accurately.

m/sec. For this r it is d to try to For the southern hemisphere, OnAsi (1963a,

infer the men meridiorak evrmiton fro= b) has calculated the mean zonal flow and the

mere accurately meamured quantities. Sinev the eddy transports of momentum for the IGY.'

mean meridional circulation is forced Kuo. The eddy heat transports have not yet been

19W- Gu.xw, 1964b), we may irfer its strength computed. Therefore, we must use the mocha-

in the steady state frorn the ro ifents that nical forcing to infer the mean meridional

there be a momentum raid a heiat Wsi~ma at circulation for the southern hemisphere.

every point in the nerineional cropOuction, e~sex (1963a) has aleo attempted to evaluate

General theoretical aspects of this problm the mean meridional circulation directly, but his

have been discumd recently by Gn3tw results suffered greatly from the wcertainty

(1964b). In any es, -rndirect meiauremnt" menztioned earlier. This uncertainty mani-

of the mean mr idional circulation can be iesied itielf in the very large meridional "drift"

rande only with sufficient knowledge of the veoeiiea (often an lsxge as 40 em/eec) which

other coinoneots (the eddy fluxes and d~ibatic I Certain correctina•s hav been Made to OBs1's
het•ing) in the mometium and thermeodyrwmic (193, b) data.

Telhas XVTI 0W 1 ,, 3
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had to he subtracted from the observed values attempt to corstruct a mean meridional cirmula-
to give zero nmas transport across all latitude tion for the southern hemisphere using onbj the
circles. horizontal transient eddy transports of me-

Having chosen to infer the mean meridional ment.rn and the mean zonal wind measured by
circulation from the. momentum forcing rather Obasi, feeling that from these most accurately
than the thermal forcing, we must examine measurable quantities it was likely that a more
this momentum forcing more carefully. It self consistent and accurate picture of the
consists of eddy convergences of momentum, mean meridional circulation might be obtained.
both horizontal and vertical, and "friction".
This "friction", for our purposes. is. really just
vertical eddy stresses on a scale smaller than 2. Notation

measurable on a synoptic map. However, The following notation will be adopted
Obesi did not attempt to evaluate vertical eddy (generally the same notation as in GuOj.N,
fluxes of momentum on any scale so really we 1964 a, 6).
can not separate the scales in our calculations.

Of the various forcing terms, the transient t ýtime
eddy convergences of momentum are the most p = pressure
accurately measurable. We may obtain the 4 latitude
value of the time correlation of the zonal and A longitude
meridional components of the wind at each u =zonal wind (positive toward east)
station, and rely on map analysis and grid v =meridional wind (positive toward
point readings only for obtaining the longi. north)
tudinal averages of the momentum flux. This w =dp/d
is not the case with the horizontal standing Ll -angular velocity of the earth
eddies, since there we must draw maps of the j - Coriolis parameter 2fQ sin

time averaged zonal and meridional components a = radius of the earth
of the wend separately and evaluate the longi- 9 =acceleration of gravity
tudinal correlation by the product of valueu at 1 1.
grid points. Furthermore, the fields of the (--( )dt-tm average
meridional component of the wind have a .

much more frequent reversal in sign along a ( )'-( )-( deviationfromtime average

given latitude circle than will the time correla- 1fp
tions of the meridional and zonal wind. For [( )] -- ( - zonal average

both these reasons, the standing eddy transports ( ) ( ) -- [( )] - deviation from zonal
are generally less accurate quantities than are average
the transient eddies. In addition to this dif- Z -mean absolute vorticity =

forence, OBASI (1963b) found that for the '--(a cs-104 11a] Cos 0
southern hemisphere, the standing eddies = the zonal direction
played a much amaller role in the horizontal
transport of momentum than did the transient
eddies.

The vertical eddy transports are iauch harder 3. Equations and the method of calculation
to evaluate than even the horizontal standing
eddies, since the vertical motion is almost irm- The method of calculation of the mean meri-
possible to evaluate. Attempts have been made dional circulation is that given in GiLmAN (1963
for the northern hemisphere by JENSEN (1961) and 1964 b). In brief, the momentum balance
it which he calculated "adiabatic" vertical equation for the zonal component and the conti-
motiosis, but there is some question as to the nuity equation (both are time and zonally
validity ot this method (WnN.NizisEN, 1964). averaged and are written in the pressure co-
Furthermore, as stated oarlier, Obasi did not ordinate system) are solved for the vertical
even attempt to calculate the vertical eddy motion [a)]. The horizontal component, [Lf] is
fluxes for the southern hemisphere. then obtained directly from the momentum

In light, of the above, the author decided to balance.
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* Thus we have, for [0] TAnLE 1. Surface as•rra and drift -veb-ity for the
WINTER SeOOn.

[i] -- -.-- (1) Corrected surface strew includes the effect of hori-
Z 0p- zontal convergence of momentum duo to the mean

tneridional mOtiLIIs.

I where G is the momentum forcing function, i.e.,

- - • C •+[. (2) Latitude Drift
Z (°8) Uncorrected Corrected (cm/soe)

Here we have omitted the standing eddy con-

vergences ( andJ arid **]) and grouped the 72.5 -2.00 -- 1.89 0

vortical eddy fluxes of all scales in the friction 67.5 -0.75 -- 0.83 2

term @j, in accordantc with the remarks in 62.5 0.48 0.3B 0
section 1. 67.5 0.83 0.70 0

For [oil we have 52.5 1.14 1.07 0
47.5 1.12 0.99 1

P 42.5 1.07 1.03 0
37.5 0.70 0.82 -1

[ (r]• exp- Jdp') exp Jdp" Kdp',
fu f 32.5 0.12 0.27 0

27.5 - 0.09 0.14 - 3
(3) 22.5 - 0.37 - 0.52 3

17.5 -0.46 -0.49 1

where the integration is along the absolute 12.5 -0.43 -0.63 2
angular momentum isolines, which are the 7.5 -0.36 -0.65 4

characteristics of the problem. Here 2.5 - 0.28

K.= - (cosg) '0I G cos#, (4)
we approximate

and J ' (cos 0)01O/ 8 Cos#, (5) - [J
[ii -, (8)

where a is the slope of the angular momentum A P

characteristics, given by where Ap is the pressure depth of the surface

1(3 []layer. Now the surface stress can be inferred
= ~(6) from the horizontal transient eddy transports

az ap of momenttum themselves, simply by integrating

the momentum equation in the vertical to the
We have no direct measurements of the "top" of the atmosphere. (This method was

vertical eddy fluxes of momentum for the used by Obasi in his estimation of tho surface

southern hemisphere. However, their effect ses Furtheroe, itincld the hori al
stress.) Furthermore, to include the horizontal

cannot be neglected at least near the surface transports of momentum by the mean men-
because the horizontal transient eddy forcing dional motion (the term [41] e]) in the calcula-
alone will not give the return flow required to tion, 8 short iteration procedure was used. A
balance the mass transport across latitude first estimate of the surface stress was obtained

circles at higher levels. Therefore we must make from the vertical integral of the horizontal
some assumption about the vertical eddy transient eddy convergenees of momentum
transports in the lowest layers. The simplest alone. These stress values wore then used,

assumption to make would be that the stress together with the assumption about the rate of
due to these fluxes decreases from its surface decrease of stress with height and the uninte-

value to a negligible value a certain pressure grated distribution of horizontal transient eddy
height above the surface. We chose a decrease convergences of momentum, to calculate a first
linear in pressure, reaching zero at 850 mb mean meridional circulation. The mean mert-

(700 mb over the Antarctic continent). That is, dional circulation was then used to correct the

for surface stress values from which a second mean

S -[(7 meridional circulation was then obtained. That

&P this correction (see Tables I and 2) was not

Tellus XVII (1965), 3
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TABLx 2. Surface trese and drift veocity for the [fl at 0,, since for a given characteristic
SUMMS13 season. 10 -÷0 < 5' generally. Once the position of the

Corrected surface strews includes the effect of hori- characteristics was known, we interpolated the
zontal convergenrce of moinentum duo to the mean integrand values linearly onto them. The m?

meridional motion. values (and therefore the i& values) were chosen

Surface strass (dynelcxn') to coincide with the original latitude grid for

Latitude Drift the integrand, making the interpolation partic-
(°8) Uncorrected Corrected (em/see) ularly simple. The results of the integration

were then interpolated back to the 06 latitudes,

77.5 -- 1.39 - 1.35 2 from which the figures were made.
72.5 -0.93 -0.97 4 On a meridional oroas-section, the charac.
67.5 0.23 0.10 1 teristics appear as nearly vertical lines, each
62.5 1.13 1.00 0 one not deviating from its reference latitude
57.5 1.45 1.36 1
52.5 1.62 1.57 1 -0 by moore than 5'. Since we may say that at
47.5 1.16 1.17 0 the top of the atmosphere [r] = 0, the solution
42.5 0.46 0.50 0 (3) was chosen so that the integration along
37.5 0.10 0.17 0 the characteristic begins at p '-0, and proeceds
32.5 -0.12 -0.02 0
27.5 -0.30 -0.20 0 to the surface. Had we found the mean meri-
22.5 -0.42 -- 0.38 0 dional circulation in the manner of Kuo (1956)
17.5 -0.43 -0.46 0 solving a second order equation for the meri-
12.5 -0.37 - 0.45 - 1 dional stream function, we would have imposed
7.5 - 0.25 - 0.35 12.5 -0.22 boundary conditions such that [a] =0 would

hold both at p 0 0, and at the surface. But here
we are allowed to specify [r] at only one point

too large indicates the relatively srmall contri- on each characteristic. Nevertheless, fro] will
bution of the mean meridional circulation in still approach zero near the surface, as can be
determining the 1wrizotual transport of mo- seen by a closer examination of (3). If the
mentum. By the nature of our assumptions, factors exp ± f Jdp were deleted, and the
however, we have forced it to be the mode of characteristics straightened to become lines of
vertical transport between the upper levels and constant latitude, (3) would just be the into-
the surface layer; but this does not seem too grated continuity equation if we assumed that
unreasonable, as discussed by GILMAN (1964a, []= -G/Z. In this simpler calculation we
PmILIrs (1954)) and others, would expect [@]-*0 at the surface. Since,

To actually carry out the integration for [@] (a) 0.5 <exp ± f Jdp < 2.0 generally, (b) the
indicated in (3), we must interpolate the into- factors inside and outside the integral in (3)
grand onto the characteristic curves, whose tend to cancel, and (c) the characteristics are
profiles must first themselves be calculated. The nearly vertical, we should therefore expect [6]
equation defining the characteristic in p, j to be not radically different from the less refined
space is just the definition for absolute angular calculation (10-30% was the result found in
momentumJlunit mass m, i.e., GILMAN 1963).

It is evident then that the above method of
m = fla cosa 0 + a[fA] cos #. (9) calculation of the mean meridional circulation

will give a set of values to which no large
Toafndgulas afunction of pvefor spaced i, thee "drift" correction will have to be applied to
angular momentum at evenly spaced latitudes, ensure vanishing meridional mao transport.
we solve for cos #, using the fact that We may therefore say that we have at least ar-

(i]!4 V'Lm,* 1, to obtain rived at a self consistent mean meridional circu-
lation. This does not say we have arrived at the

-[ correct one, but since the assumptions made in
tI os our calculation do not seem to be too unrea-

sonable, it is probable that our results are

Strictly speaking, we must use [6] at 0. to more accurate than directly measured values
determine coo 4, but we may to first order use would be.

Teilna XVII (1966), 3
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4. Results and compariwsn weaker worthea hamiaphoe ci-culation is due
partly to the choice by Mintz and Lang of two

"The calculated mean reridional cress-sm- month averages over July and August, but it
tions for the winter (April-September 1958) would appear to be so weak that even a 6
and summer (January-March; October-De- month average would be weaker than the south-

i celmber 1958) are presented in Figs. I through err hemisphere result.
4. The surface stress values used, both before The much stronger polar direct, cell in the

i and after correction for the horizontal con- southern hemisphere during both seasons may
vergence of momentum due to the mean meri- be a manifestation of the katabatic wind do-
dional circulation, are presented in Table 1 ~mending off the antarctic continent.
and 2, along with the meridional drift velocities (c) The surface stress values presented in
which resulted from our method of calculation. Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the inclusion of the

From examination of the results, the follow- horizontal -omentum convergencce duo to thc
aig facts are of note: mean meridional circulation does make some

(a) Both seasons show very distinctly the difference, but not a large amount, being gen-
characteristic three cell pattern, though the erally on the order of 10-20%. The uncorrected
equatorward boundary of the direct cell in low values are slightly different from those cal-
latitudes i-, not in evidence. There is also evident culated by OnAsi (1963b), as the numerical
a shift of the cell pattern equatorward in the integration procedures were slightly different.
winter season, as would be expected from the (d) The drift velocities resulting from our
shifting of the heat equator. The amount of method of calculation (which were subtracted
this shift is generally 10-20' latitude, and is out before the sections were drawn) are never
more strongly e'ident in the vertical motion larger than 4 cm/sec and average about 1 cm/
sections (Figs. 2 and 4), indicating a change sec. These drifts are probably a result of the
in the shape of the cells with season, finite difference computation methods. It

(b) A calculation somewhat similar to ours should be noted that had the stress been
was performed for the northern hemisphere by assumed to decay more slowly with the decrease
Mnrfz & INsa (1955). For the toint season in in pressure, the drifts would have been about
each hemisphere the boundaries between ceils the same, since the total meridional mass
are found to be between 30' and 35-, and be- flow in the lower layers from the vertical con-

tween 60 and 65'. The indirect cells in the two vergence part of the forcing depends only on

hemispheres have about the same mass circu- the size of the surface stress.
lation, as do the equatorial direct cells. In both
cases, the equatorial direct cell has about three . Energy computations
times the mass circulation of the middle latitude As a further check on the self consistency of
indirect cell. However, the southern hemisphere our computations, the kinetic energy balance
repults show a very much stronger polar direct for the southern hemisphere is briefly con-
cell than has the northern hemisphere. Further- sidered. OBasI (1965) calculated the conver-

more, the winter circulation in the southern sion of transient eddy kinetic energy to mean

hemisphere appears to overlap more across the zonal kinetic energy for the hemisphere. The
equator than does the northern hemisphere calculation of the conversion of mean meridior. &l

circulation in its winter. This last result seems kinetic to zonal kinetic energy via the Coriolis
to be in agreement with the general conclusion parameter, however, was considered to be un-

of OBASi (1963a, b) that the southern hemi- reliable due to the uncertainty in the directly
sphere circulation is generally stronger. This measured [0] values. Using our indirectly
conclusion is reinforced by the fact that Mintz measured mean meridional circulation and mean
and Lang's values are averages only over the zonal winds of OBAsr (1963a) (extrapolating for
most winterlike months, January and February- the layer 850-1000 rob), we may make % first

In the aummer season, the southern heni- estimate of this conversion integral. Further-
sphere mean meridional circulation is seen to more, we may estimate the dissipation of

be very much stronger. The polar cell is still mean zonal kinetic energy near the ground in
very strong, while in the northern hemisphere our model by using the calculated surface stress
it is practically non-existent. Undoubtedly th3 values, and the extrapolated zonal winds.

Tellus XVII (19651, 3
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Fro. 1. Mean meridional motion [0] (cm/see) for the southern hemisphere ,pinter season, calculated from
momentum and mas balance. Shaded areas indicate motion toward the south pole.
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Fie. 3. Mean meridional motion [v] (em/see) for the southern hemisphere summer season, calculated from
momentun and mass balance. Shaded are"a indicate motion toward the south pole.

Mathematically, the conversion via the which becomes, under our aassmpt.ions,
Coriolis parameter is given by the integral

2na f~f' ~27a' [a]1 [T] cos #dk..... f~i2[] ff] cos ,4dodp ) 0 -v~t'•

Here the subscript g refers to the ground level.
while the dissipation in tho surface layers is The results of these integrations arm presented
obtained from the integral in Table 3. As can be seon from the last colhmn.

2jral which gives the amount of imbalance. our
-- f- [[i] [j] cos ýdjdp method of calculation arrives at energy con-
g do c version nrtes which balance to within 3%. In
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The values of the conversion from ruean zonal physically reasonable., this ]near. meridional
to moan meridional kinetic energy via the circulation is probably more accurate titan can
Coriolis parameter are on the average about be obtained at present by direct measurements.
75% great-er than those obtainxed by direct Even so, improvements in this raethod could
.measurement by S~TARRt, 1959 fer the northern be made. For example, more att&-ntion could be
hemisphere. This is a rettsonabic result since paid to the surface zonal wind values (t~hough
Ohasi showed the rate of conversion of eddy this would require a groat deal more. work).
kinetic to zonal kinetic energy tW be almost twice Even with better surface wind values, however.
"a large, in Vthe Southern heipe &as in the it will, probably 3till be profitable t ogetilnfiU

northern, the surface stress fromt the moinentumn conver-
gences. rather than using drag coefficient as-

6. Concluding remarks surnptions, iff, again.. only for sel1f consistency,

Rtecapitulating, we have oalculated a rea- Acknowledgements
tionable mean meridional circulation, surface
stress distribution, and kinetic energy balance The author wiqhes to acknowledge with
entirely from the observed horizontal transient thanks the advice and encouragement given by
eddy convergenes of mornentumn and mean Prof. Victor P. Starr, his thesis advisor, and
zonal wind. Since all the balance requirements several helpful discussions in the early stages
are mnet, these statistics formx a self consistent with Mr. Robert D~ickinson. This rtwearch was
set. They are undoubtedly not the correct set.. supported in part by AFCRL Contract No.
However, since the approximations made seem AF19(628).2408.
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ABSTRACT
The average meridional flux of water vapor in the atmosphere is evaluated for

the northern hemisphere from suitably distributed daily observations of wind and
moisture during the year 1950. Zonal average.s for five latitude circles are presented,
and these are compared with the corresponding requirements calculated from eati-
mates of zonally averaged precipitation and evaporation given in climatological
literature. Considering the nature and scope of the work, the extent of the agree-
ment obtained is considered noteworthy.

INTRODUCTION
For several years the writers have been engaged in a long-term

program of systematic compilation and analysis of hemispherically
distributed observations of wind, temperature and moisture in order
to elucidate the manner in which certain basic integral requirements
nf *he gesiera cir,•uauron a.t fulfilled ii, thL ;utsoRphere. As the
studies proceeded, many of the results were published elsewhere
(e.g., Starr and White 1951, 1952 a, b, c, 1954). However, the
measurements relating to the poleward flux of water vapor have been
completed only recently and have not been reported in their entirety
save for some partial results contained in Starr and White (1954).
The final outcome of the computations for the one complete year
used (1950) is therefore presented herewith.

Since the divergence or convergence of the zonally averaged merid-
ional flux of water vapor during a period of one year must reflect
an excess or deficit of evaporation as compared to precipitation aside
from minor secondary considerations, the present subject offers for
the first time an independent means of checking the global precipita-
tion and evaporation balance elaborated by various workers in the
science of climatology during the past several decades. The impor-

R~p~rt from SCARM FOUND. JOURN. MAP. R•S
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tance of this entire field of endeavor for a number of oceeanographic
considei'ations hardly needs to be dwelt upon here.

PROCEDURE FOLLOWED

Water may be transported by atmuspheric circulations in the
solid, liquid and vapor form. For the puirposes of our study, the
transport in vapor form only is considered, the probability being
that contributions from the solid and liquid forms are small in com-
parison, except as noted later. The flow of water vapor northward
across a conical vertical wall along a complete circle of latitude from
the surface to great heights and for any desired time period may be
expressed as an integral of the form

1
-- fffq vdx dt dp, (1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q the specific humidity, v ;he
northward component of velocity, dz an element of linear eastward
distance, dt an element of time and dp an element of pressure taken ver-
tically. The assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium is made use of in
formulating this expression.

In recent years it has become feasible to evaluate the water vapor
flux integral by using direct wind and moisture observations from
a hemispheric network of upper air stations. While the quantity
and quality of these observations are not yet adequate for reliable
evaluation of the instantaneous transports on individual days, the
mean flux over a large number of days can be approximated rather
satisfactorily. This situation is comparable to the success with which
the meridional flux of other quantities, notably of angular momentum,
was measured by us in previous work to which reference has already
been made. Certain details of the technique common to these
studies, together with discussions of specific questions concerning
the data used and other pertinent matters, are also to be found there.
In view of this circumstance, only a brief statement of the methods
is entered here.

The geographical distribution of the key stations is shown in Fig. 1
and is substantially the same as that used for the investigation of
the hemispheric angular momentum balance (see Starr and White,
1954). This station network was again divided into five latitude
zones centered in the vicinity of 13', 31', 42.50, 550 and 700 N, as
indicated.

The measurements of specific humidity were obtained from the
reported dewpoints and temperatures. Because of the low moisture
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23,2

/ I'

- 7

-2

Figr L. The distribution of key stations over the n~orthtrar~ hemisphere Used in the• In-
vestigatiAon of the atmospheric water vapor flux. Pilot-balloon wind stations shown by opent
circ~les, radio wind fstations by dot&.

content above 500 tb, the computations were restricted to the four

standard pressure levels, 1000, 850, 7N0, 500 rob.' The flux of water
vapor was evaluated at each latitude and level by first forming the
product of the northward component of the wind and the specific
humidity at each stat~ion for each day. Simple longitudinal daily

I In the proese of making radiosonde observations of humidity, an instrumental
phenomenon known aa "motorboating" occurs under certain definite atmosphei-ie
conditions. It indicates in general that the moisture content is too low to be me&&-
ured and takes place at quite low temperatures ordinarily. An upper limit to the
moisture amount may still be specified, however, and such values were used Lttkw
cases (wee appropriate instructions for observers).
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means were then made, and these in turn were averaged for the
entire year. Finally, vertical integrals with respect to mass were
calculated and converted into moisture flux in grams per second across
each of the five complete latitude circles.

SUMMA1¥Y OF RESULTS

The figures obtained for the five latitudes are given in the fourth
column of Table I and by the black dots in Fig- 2 in terms of 10"
grams per second. The largest positive (northward) flux is across
42.50 N, although it is likely that a continuous curve would show
the maximum to be practically at 40° N; this would be in agreement
with climatological estimates of the latitude which separates the
zone of precipitation excess over evaporation to the north from the
zone where the reverse condition obtains immediately to the south.
At 130 N the flux is southward, thus indicating a great divergence
of moisture flow out of the zone occupied by the subtropical anti-
cyclones and again corroborating conclusions drawn from climato-
logical considerations.

Table I. Numerical values of water vapor flux actro_ the specified latitudes as
given by Conrad and by Benton, both based cn climatological data compiled by
Wust, together with directly me.as-aed values obtained by Starr and White for 1950
from the number N of observations in the last column. The fluxes are in units of
10" grams per second.

Latitude Conrad-WMt Benton-Wd.t Starr and White N
70.0 j 0.8 +0.5 +1.4 8,463
55.0 +3.6 +3.2 +4_4 12,84S
42.5 +7.5 +5.5 +5.6 14,916
31.0 +6.2 +3.5 +4.6 20,748
13.0 -4.0 -4.6 -2.9 12,729

Numerical estimates of the water vapor flux requirements have
been given by Conrad (1936) and by Benton and Estoque (1954),
both of these being based on original data concerning precipitation
and evaporation presented by WiIst (1922); these are shown in the
first two columns of Table I and by the two curves in Fig. 2. Perhaps
with some reservations relative to the situation in the tropics, which
will be treated further below, it appears that agreement of measure-
ments with requirements as portrayed by the curves is all that could
easonably be expected.

Since only five latitudes were sampled in making the computations,
values oi the flux at regular ten degree intervals cannot be interpolated
without a certain subjectivity. Nevertheless, when this is done as
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Figure 2, The meridionAl distribution of the poleward water v8POr flux J13 the atmosphere.
The dashed cu&rve and the solid curve represet vatimatee of this flux deduce,ý fhin evapora-
tion and precipi•taton by Conra.•d (1936•) and Denton• (19,63) respectively. bat•h at*€-_• dta~t
cormpiled !ýy Wdlst (1922). The dots represent the flux computed from stzT.ospharic data
for the year 1050. The umilts ame I0, gin we-'.

best one can, let us Buy from a swooth curve, it becomes possible
to express the comparison of the results with climatological informa-
tion in terms of the depth in centimeters of precipitation minus;

Table 11. The meridional distribution of the zonally averaged difference between
precipitation minits evaporation by ten degree latitude belts for the northern hemi-sphere. The figures according to the indicated investigators are given in terms of

em per year.

Latitude Bel Conrad-Wia~t Betmon-Wfat ,Starr and White
90--800 + 8 +1680-700 +22 +14 +27

70-60 +25 +25 +35
(" a50 +32 +22 + 19
W5-400 +!32 +19 + 7"--0 19 -. -- 11

30-20V -- 48 -- 35 -- 3020-10 -37 -- 34 -34
10- 0* +43 +46
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evaporation on an annual basis by ten degree latitude belts. Such
an arrangement of the !omparisoln is given ill •T'able I, whelre the
figures obtained by !he procedure here given are found in the fourth
column while the requirements quoted from ('ourad and Benton
are found in the second mnd third columns.

It would add materially to the interest of Table 11 if the last entry
were available. It is regrettable that upper air observation stationis
are not numerous enough as yeb to permit water vapor flux measure-
ments acrss the equator and thus provide this information.

SUiPPIEMENTARY AND CRITICAL REMARKS

There are a number of points which may be raised concerning
both the data and the computation techniques which doubtless con-
tribute to the discrepancies between the three sets of results. It
would scarcely be fitting or convenient in a discussion of this scope
to engage in an evaluation of the techniques used by Wfrst, Conrad
and Benton. Therefore only certain of those factors which may
le-1 to inaccuracies of the present calculation are touched upon herp;
specifically the more important considerations are the following:

(a) The direct computations of the flux are for the single specific
year 1950, while the figures quoted from Wist, Conrad and Benton
represent long-term uormals. It is highly probable that significant
departures from normal do occur in individual years, although it
is unlikeiy that the essential character of the meridional distribu-
tion of the water vapor flux changes radically from year to year.
On the whole it would be highly coincidental if the flux distribu-
tion for 1950 were exactly normal.

(b) Fig. 1 shows the distribution of key stations used. In addition
to thee, :uumerous alternate stations were added as is uescribed in
the references already given. Since a certain fraction of the wind
reports were obtained from pilot-balloon soundings, it is to be ex-
pected that some bias might. thus be introduced because of the im-
possibility of making such soundings when cloudiness obscured the
balloons. At least in middle latitudes this facior might lead to
fluxes which are spuriously small, since the cloudiness is more preva-
lent on the eastward (more moist) sides of cyclones. Actually it is
rather easy to overstress the importance of this circumstance, because
the factors involved do not possess sufficient regularity. From an
examination of the computations for various stations while the work
was in progress, the impression is gained that not much error results
from this source for the station network actually employed.

Another feature of the station network is that, generally speaking,
it is more dense over land areas. This could lead to an insufficient,
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sampling of conditionz over ocean areas where the moisture content
is larger. It is not thought, however, that this factor has a very
appreciable effrc-t on the results.

'r) The assumption that the surface pressure has everywhere the
cot stant value of 1CM0 mb is probably the most serious one made in
the study. Howevwr, it its not unremediabie, although its removal
would involve a corniderable increase in labor. The importance
of this factor is probably greatest in the tropics, where surface winds
having a component toward the equator are found in the mean and
where the normal pressure is in the vicinity of 1010 mb, thus no
doubt leading to an underestimate of the southward flux of water
vapor. This same condition in the tropics probably represents also
aa instance where the effect of the transport of water southward
in the form of liquid cloud droplets may be of some importance as
well.

In terms of relative significance it appears that the neglect of the
contributions to the flux from the atmosphere above 5M) mb is of
minor importance.

APPENDIX

It has been our custom in previous articles to present the results
of flux calculations of various quantities in the form of a special
table giving various details as to the classification of the atmospheric
eddies which accomplish the transport. In the case of the flux of
water vapor, such a table has been presented for each of the four
latitudes 31*, 42.5', 550 and 70' N by Starr and White (1954). In
order to complete the series, the t.,rr,ýt cnrresponding information
for 13' N is here. given in Table III. For a complete discussion
of the terminology and symbols appeaing in the column hc.-Ldings,
see Starr and White (1954). For the purpose at hand it s.iffices
to indicate that square brackets signify averaging with respect to
longitude, a bar signifies averaging with respect to time, curly brackets
indicate averaging over the total number of observations N, while
n is the number of days with available observations and r is the
coefficient of l.near correlation between the northward c, mponent
of wind velocity v and the specific humidity q. Primes denote the
deviations from time or longitude averages, depending on the quantity
to which they are affixed.

Note that, in the case of water vapor transport, the contribution
of the so-called meridional cell component as given in column 6 at
1000 mb (due to net southward air motion) is large enough to give
dominant importance to the vertical integral at the foot of the column.
This is apparently due to the large concentrations of water vapor
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1955] Starr and White: Pokeward Flux of Water Vapor

near the surface and is in striking eontrast to the situation in regard
to the flux of angular momentum where the corresponding integrol
accounts for only a small percentage of the total flux which is itself
small when compared to latitudes u little farther removed from the
equator (see Starr and Whit,, 1952c).
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ON THE MERIDIONAL FLUX OF WATER VAPOR IN THE

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

by V. P. STARR (*), J. P. PEIXOTO (**) & G. C. LvAD.4s (*9*)

Summary - Maps of the meridional vertically integrated flux of atmospheric water
vapor over the northern hemisphere for summer, winter and the entire year of 1950
are presented. These results are derived from all available meteorological soundings
of humidity and % ,uds. A corresponding set of three maps showing the average verti-
cally integrated values of the moisture content are included. Tables and graph$ of
zonally averaged numerical values extracted from these maps are reproduced and
discussed in the light of various meteorological considerAtions.

Rdnsumi - Dana cot article lea auteurs presentent des cartes du flux meridional
de ]a vapeur d'eau integrk suivant la verticale, pour 1'tW, l'hiver et pour toute l'anniae
de 1950. Ces resultats out iti derivEs A partir, de tons les radiosondages disponibles
de l'humidit6 et des vents. On presente d'abord un ensemble correspondant de trois
cartes avee l'analyse des valeurs moyennes du teneur en humidit, integrtes suivant la
verticale. Finalement on reproduit des tableaux et des graphiques avec les valeurs
moyennes zonales calculkes d'apr~s ces cartes et dont on fait une discussion a l& In-
mitre de diverses considerations mitiorologiques.

1. Introduction - One mode of approach to the study of general circulation
of the atmosphere is to examine certain integral requirements deduced from dy-
namical principles governing the motion of the atmosphere, formulated in terms
of physical properties, such as energy, momentum, mass or water content, etc.

The present paper intends to give some aspects of the results obtained in
the study of the water balance requirements of the atmosphere. According to
the prin pie of conservation of mass, water substance cannot he created or de-
stroyed within the atmosphere. Accordingly a local change of water content can
he brought about only through the addition or abstraction of water. The water
balance therefore may be taken as a constraint for the general circulation.

(*) Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 39, Mass. (U.S.A.).
(*) University of Lisbon, National Meteorological Service of Portugal.
('*") University of Thesalonica.
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The necessity for the transport of water in the atmosphere arises from the
existence of an excess of precipitation over evaporation over certain regions with
a reversal of prevailing conditions in other areas. However, over a suficiecutly
long period of Lime, the amouat of precipitanle water doca not change appreciably,
which mcans that the storage effects are small enough so that the defirits and
excesses must be made up through the transport of water by atmospheric circula-
tiont, since there can bh no significant net inflow or net outflow of water in the
atmosphere as a whole.

This transport, accomplished by atmospheric circulations, may occur in any
one of the three phases, but the transport in1 the solid and liquid phases is probably
very small compared to the transport ia the vapor phase. However, in the tropics
the southward flow of water in the liquid phase (clouds) may be of some impor-
tance as well. From a thermodynamical point of view we are facing then, a mono-
phasic, heterogeneous and plurivariant system. The flux of the component water
is accomplished by the exchange of nearly equal masses of moist air with different
concentrations in water.

With the great improvement in the network of acrological stations distributed
over the northern hemisphere, it has been possible now to treat many new problems
as regards the behavior of the atmosphere, using the values of the observations,
directly. The,' observational studies on an extensive hemispheric scale are of
decisive imp..,-ace in order to secure a correct framework for the discussion and
further study of the mechanisms of the general circulation (STsaR, 1951; SurTr
CLIPFE. 1956).

Along this line of thought, the first attempt to measure directly from wind
and humidity observations, on a hemispheric scale, the effects of atmospheric
motions in transporting water vapor across latitude walls was that of WHrrE
(1951), for the purpose of including the contribution of latent heat in the study
of the energetics of the earth-atmosphere system. Later, these studies were much
amplified by STARR & WHITE (1954), again with regard to the energy balance.
Some oceanographic and climatological aspects of this study were also given by
these writers (1955). See also BENiroN & EsToQuE (1954).

Following a procedure similar to the one used by Blucn (1954) in the study of
wind conditions, it was recognized that the serological humidity data for the north-
ern hemisphere are sufficient not only for obtaining the zonal average of the humi-
dity flux, but also for drawing of hemispheric maps of several quantities involved
in the observational study of this flux. It was decided to use the same time in-
tervals as Buct, namely the calendar year 1950, with a half-year summer and a
half-year winter season.

This task has now been accomplished and all of the results are to he published
in eztenso later. Some special aspects of this extensive study have been treated
by STARR & PEIXL ro (1956), PzixoTo (1957) and PEIXOrO & SALlMAN (1957).
The present paper, which may be regarded as an extension of the previous study
given by STARR & WanTE (1955) deals with still another one of these special aspects.
It constitutes an attempt to obtain a direct measure of the total meridional water
vapor flux and of the moisture content in the atmosphere, through the averaging
of the daily observations at individual stations. Levels up to and including 500 nib
for 90 aerological stations distributed throughout the northern hemisphere as
presented by STARR & PEIXOTO (1956) were used for this purpose.
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2. Procedures and results -- Since we may assume that to a very high degree
of accuracy, the atmosphere is in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium, we shall take
the pressure p as the vertical cookdinate and use a (Q, b, p, t) coordinate system.
Here X is the longitude, 4) the latitude and t time.

The total horizontal flux of water vapor above a point on the earth's surface
for a given interval of time defines a two-dimensional vector field given by

(1) Q() O q Vdpdt .

The respective zonal and meridional components in the ( p, 1) p s t system are re-
presented by the expressions

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q thespecific humaidity, a and v the zonal
and meridional components of the wind field Y , at a given level p, counted positive
eastward and northward, dp an element of pressure in the vertical and di an element
of time.

Similarly, the precipitable water vapor contained in a unit column of air at
a given instant at a point on the earth's surface is expressed by

1(3) W (D,X. 1t) - dp"

The pressure integrations in (1), (2) and (3) extend from zero to the value of the
pressure at the surface.

For an interval of time -r, expressions (1), (2) and (3) may be averaged with
respect to time, following the customary procedure, leading to the corresponding

mean values Q, QX, QV and Wz, where the bar defined by the operator

(4) () L - ) dt

denotes, then, the time average. In the calculations three values of the time do-
main "T were used, i.e., one winter half-year, one summer half-year and the whole
year 1950.

In the evaluation from the data the network presented by STARR & 'HITF
(1955) was muel. extended. In order to facilitate the analysis of maps, some stat-
ions near the equator in the southern hemisphere were also added. The evaluation
of the expressions (2) and (3), and the corresponding time means, were carried out
independently for each station, using actual wind and humidity values reported
daily for the levels surface, 1000, 850, 700, 500 mb, except where the elevation of
the earth's surface interfered.
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too small to be of practical concern here. The integrations with respect to pres-
sure were evaluated numerically by applying the trapezoidal rule.

For each of the quantities Q D (,, 0), QA (X, 4)) and W (),, 4)) maps were con-
structed for the entire calendar wear 1950, for the summer season (April-Septem-
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her) and for the winter season (January-March; October-December). Here only
the Q0 and W maps are reproduced, as shown in Figs. 1-a, 1-b, 1-c; 2-a, 2-b, 2-c.
It seems that the mean monthly or even mean seasonal (3 months) conditions can-
not Lbe examined on the basis of only one year's data.

Using data read off from these maps for every point of a grid 10 x 10 degrees
in longitude and latitude it was possible to evaluate numerically the quantities
defined as follows

2- 24Qd,(0)]~ QV(,(D)

(W) W

Numerical estimates of the latitudinal distributions of the poleward water vapor
flux and the mean precipitable water in the atmosphere were thus obtained. These
values are given in tables I and I1 and the corresponding curves are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 below (*). The units are respectively IW11 gm see-1 for the flux and
gm cm- 2 for [i•i].

In the (), P, p, 1) coordinate system the horizontal divergence of Q (X, (D)
is expressed by

I 'aQ a
(6) V Q + -cos \ -- (Q Cos(

where R is the radius of the earth assumed constant (6.371 X 101 cm). The di-
vergence by ten degree latitude belts was also computed by the expression

V. Q (ID) -- R cos (D CD c

since

d2X = 0,

where the derivatives were evaluated by finite difference approximation. These
values give, by virtue of the continuity principle, the meridional distribution of
the zonally averaged difference between precipitation minus evaporation. The
corresponding values in em per year are given in table III. Basically, the curves
that represent this divergence are the derivatives with respect to the latitude of
the profiles given in Fig. 3, and we therefore do not give their graphical represen-
tations.

(*) Due to a somewhat unequal partition of the number of observations between
summer and winter the yearly means are not exactly the average of the individual
seasonal means.
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TABLE 1: Numerical values of water vapor flux across the specified latitudes for the
northern hemisphere in units of 101L grams per second.

Latitude 80 70 60 50 45 40 30I 0 10 020
- ______ ... . I• -. ......---- **- i--i----i I*------- ------i~

i Winter ..... -0.10 +0.64142.24i+4.48 +5.04-1+5ý361+3.81 -3.68 -14-.361--9.-lSI 1 :i
Summer 1-0.12 +0.481-+-2.441-4-6.801-6.92 +5.641+2.11 -1.84 +-1.92 9.0&j

uear ....... --0.11 +0.54 ±2.36" 5 3 2 -+5o801- 5 . 4 6+ 91 i: -- 6.16ti 0.0

TABLE II: The meridional distribution of zonally averaged precipitable water •apor consent
at specified latitudes in grams per square centimeter.

Latitude 80 70 60 50 45 40 301 20 10 0 i

,'inter ........ 0.22 0.34 1 0.5.5 0.77 1.94 i 2.61 3.58 4

Summer.....0.78 11.02 1 33 1.78 2.04 2.24 2.81 3913.8I4.48 II h

Year ......... 0.48 0.61 0.96 1.33 1.53 1.77 2.40 3.08 3-83 4-39I,'

Although the figures given in tables I and III agree fairly well with normals
deduced through other methods by several climatologists, as quoted by STaRR &
WHITE (1955) and reproduced below, it must be remembered that the actual values
obtained here are for only one specific year. Furthermore, a number of rather

TABLE III: The meridional distribution of zonally averaged difference between precipitation
minus evaporation by ter degree latitude belts for the northern hemisphere as computed
from atmospheric transport data. The units are cm per year. Independent previous

estimates of normals made by climatologists named appear in the two last lines.

Latitude nelt 90-80 80-70 70-60 60-50 50-40 40-30 30-20 20-10 10-0ii ... . . -.--- -..-....-.--. I I
: Winter ............ .- 8.04 20.0 4--26.5•, 27 3- 8.7-13.2i-57.8--77.4' +33A.'
[!Summer ............. 9. 015.073
Su m r ... ...". 1. -4-32.5 +53.21 11.5 -30.21-30.5 027.2: 50.31

-8E±7343.14 I 3 !•Year ................ 8 .. 36.1-- 1.4--21.8-43.31-25.1 +43.3

I! CON4AD-WS ..ST + 8 +22 +25 ! 232 : 2 19 48 37 i--43

BENTON-Wt 16 +14 42 +22 1--19 24 35 -34 1+46
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obvious shortecmings involved both in the data and in computation techniques
must be taken into account, as pointed out by STrAa & WuTE (1954, 1955). Never-
thele*s, it seems that the essential characteristics of the total meridional water
vapor flux and distribution of water vapor art well portrayed in the present study.

3. Some generai comments - An inspection of FigV. I-a, 1-b, I-c shiows imine-
diately that the most prominent feature in the poleward water vapor flux is the
eonzonsi assymmetry revealed by the emxitence of nurthward (jpoitive) and snuth-

4- X
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genera* circulation. This posrou m leadtoc ficet

Fi.3-Thie staeri ldsrbto of afarzhw ow autioy onere wustber whorelxn ethendimgthere-

trahia rotddsedgionoter whod thedasphedrte inorer ditribeuten the behaios rote

general piuatteniof. cohrse noaelarge mihleasur conaitrtolls kiy he srevetringatmo

model that oversimplifies the true conditions.
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By-and-large a northiard flux prevails over the middle latitude region&.
wheras a southward transport predozaiaates over the lower latitudes and probably
to a slight exteut over a small area in the polar region. The annual map shows
that. on the average, over the equator, regions of positive and negative flux ba-
lance each other, so that the net moisture flow is practically ero.

When summer and winter raps are compared, soie striking df-frenees
appear in the position and intensity of the centers of flux. An interesting feature
exhibited is the seasonal reversal of direction of the flow over the larger part of
the Bay of Bengal, the south China Sea, the equatorial portion of the western
Pacific, and over the Gulf of Guinea and the adjacent African region. This oscil-
lation is responsible for a net positive moisture flow across the equator during
summer and an opposite flow during winter, and is a reflection of the monmso
eflets and the well known shifting toward the north of the intertropical conver-
gence region, during sumamer. On all three maps the region of maximum north-
ward flux is clearly associated with the mean position of the polar front in each
Case.

Unlike the meridional flux, the distribution of precipitable water vapor shown
in Fig. 2 is more regular4 and the general pattern of the analysis does not differ
greatly from one map to another. There is, however, a general increase at all
the latitudes of the moisture content from winter to summer, which is clearly
seen from the areas limited by the isolines of 1.0 gm cm--1 and 3.0 gm cm-t, for
instance, in each season. The configuration of the 1.0 gm cm-u isoline is 'very
interesting since it reveals the effects of the influence of continents and oceans.
Low values are also observed over the deserts in general, e.g., northern Mexico
and southwestern United States, Sahara, Arabia, Iraq and Iran, etc.

Figs. 3 and 4 summarize the main characteristics of the meridional flux and
the occurrence of water vapor in the northern hemisphere with respect to latitude.
It is obvious that these curves depict many of the points already stated in the di-
scussion of the maps. The largest positive value of the flux is in the neighbor-
hood of 450 and the largest negative value, much stronger in winter than in sum-
mer, occurs in the neighborhood of 100 with a northward displacement in summer.
The subtropical regions always act as a source of moisture (BIQo]!j > 0), with
a considerable z isonal variation, while the equatorial and middle latitude regions
act primarily as sinks (a[tQFAO < 0). Probably the polar region acts as a source
as seems to be indicated by the position of the zero isoline around that area (Figs.
]-a, 1-b, I-c).

The magnitude of the maximum positive flux is higher during summer than
during winter. On the other hand, air motions in middle latitudes are much less
vigorous in summer on the average. It must therefore follow that the higher sum-
mer transports reflect the effect of much higher moisture values and more intense,
moisture fluctuations in summer.

As regards the magnitude of the mean precipitable water content, the lati-
tudinal profile (Fig. 4) also shows a seasonal variation with lower values during

the winter as expected, ant a continuous decrease northward (MWj 0) IIA < 0)
in all cases. The storage tf the atmosphere is very small. Thus a simple compu-
tation shows that the entire atmospheric water content could be removed within
a period of about ten days by the mean rainfall acting alone.

The occurrence and transport of moisture in the atmosphere play an iinpor-
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tant role in many atmospheric processes. Particularly the transport of energy
in latent beat form, corstitutes an important feature of the energetics of the at-
mosphere. The efficiency of this energy transport is best seen when we express
the figures given in table I in energy units by multiplying them by the latent heat

4ý

so Ž to 05 s 40 30 20 b0 0

Fig. 4 .The mtridional distribution of zonally averaged precipitabie water vapor content
computed from aemospheric data. The solid curve represents the yearly distribution,
the dotted-dashed winter and the dashed the summer distribution. The units are

gin per cm*.

of water vapor. The magnitude of the results is such as to be comparable with
meridional transports of other forms of energy (see, e.g., STAitRt & WnITE, 1954).

It is worthwhile to point out that a high value of the water vapor flux is not
the quantum sadis for the occurrence of precipitation, but rather the precipitation
is more directly associated with the field of convergence (STARR & PEIXOTO, 1956).
A high value of moisture convergence into a given region is a sufficient condition
for the maintenance of precipitation, once it is started. On the other hand, although
it may happen that the moisture for the occurence of precipitation over some li-
mited area is derived from evaporation in situ, this sort of balance is not generally
present.

AkAwclegmeras - The research reported in this paper has been sponsored
by the Geophysics Research Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Reseach
Center. The authors wish to thank Miss BABAstA WIuaAsgs for supervising
much of the computational work performed by the General Circulation Project,
M.I.T.
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On the Global Balance of Water Vapor and
the Hydrology of Deserts

By V. P. STARR, Massachusetts Institute of Tcchnology'

and
J. P. PEIXOTO, University of Lisbon and the

Naizonal Meteorological Service of Portugal

(Marnuscript received December xS, 1956)

Abstract

An attempt is made to measure the horizontal divergence of the vertically integrated moisture
flux over the northern hemisphere for the calendar year of i'5o. This is done through the
evaluation of daily data for sonic 90 upper air stations at several levels up to 5ow rob. The final
map obtained indicates strong maxima of divergence not only over certain oceanic regions,
but also over three separate arid regions. Such a result implies an unexpectedly large excess of
evaporation over precipitation in these latter areas, which must be balanced by convergence of
liquid water on and below the ground surface, unless the year studied was rather completely
different from normal, this not being so likely, however.

i. Introduction The importance of the last remark is illus-
With the advent of more plentiful obser- trated by various features of the material

vations concerning the troposphere from which follows.
stations distributed over the northern hemi- Probably one of the first truly hemispheric
sphere, it has become feasible to treat many attempts to measure directly from winds and
problems associated with the terrestrial hy- humidities the effect of atmospheric motions
drological cycle on a hemispheric basis. Pre- in transporting water vapor across latitude
viously many such questions could be ap- circles was that of WHITE (t9si), in an ef-
proached, if at all, only on a regional basis fort to include the contribution of latent
with corresponding limitations in the signif- heat to the earth's energy balance. These
icance of results when the general circula- efforts were much amplified by STArRR and
tion processes and other global questions arc WHITE (1954), agaie especially from the
at issue. Even when more local investiga- viewpoint of the energy balance of the gener-tions are intended the simultaneous consid-' al circulation. Oceanographical and climato-eration of hemispheric conditions imparts a logical aspects were later touched upon in

sense of perspective not otherwise obtainable, some still further extensions of this work by
STARR and WHITE (f955).

The research resulting in this work has beensponsored All of the papers referred to involve the
by the Geophysics Research Directorate of the Air Force
Cambridge Research Center, under Contract No. AF i9 assessment of the net vapor flux across lati-
(604)- ooo. tude circles, following the pattern of tech-

Tellus X (1958). I1
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GLOBAL BALANCE OF WATER VAPOR

niques evolved for the similar evaluation of present instance. It is clear that the expressions
the momentum flux in general circulation (i) are the components of a vector, conven-
studies. In the case of these latter endeavors,
BucH (1914) has shown that air data for the iently denoted by Q, which defines a twot-

northern crniisphere are sufficient no o dimensional vector field over the earth's sur-
for the calculation of zonai averages of the mo- face. It follows that one may take the (hori-
mentum flux, but also for the drawing of rea- zontal) divergence of Q and express it in
sonable hemispheric yearly and seasonal maps terms of a convenient system of coordinates--
of a number of quantities involved in the ob- spherical polar in our case. We thus have
servational treatment of this flux. It was there-
fore decided that the comparable maps for the -.,.
water vapor flux problem should be drawn V Q R x
for the same time interval as was used by Buch,
namely the calendar year 195o. The feasibility
of this plan was also suggested by the studies (Q-) (Q, cos 04 (z)
of moisture flux over North America made
by BF.MTON and EsToQuE (1954). This aim
necessitated extensive recomputation and aug- Here R is the earth's radius assumed constant,
mentation of data tabulations previously corn- R is longitude and 40 latitude.
piled by the Genefal Circulation Project at From the magnitudes encountered in the
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. atmosphere, such as that for the precipitable

water vapor contained in a typical column of
At the present writing this task has been air, it must be concluded that the storage

accomplished, and the results will be published effects are sufficiently small so that the water
in extenso as soon as time permits. in the lost in region$ of positive divergence must be
meantime, a survey of the material is being resupplied and that concentrated into regions
presented by PKxoro (1958). Also, certain of convergence must be removed. Since
special aspects are treated by STARR, PREXOTO such corrections as the horizontal transport
and LVADAS (1958), and by PEXoTo and of liquid water are small, the divergence must,
SALTZMAN (1957). The present paper is still for a practical purposes then be numerically
another such discussion dealing with the hydro- equal to the annual excess of evaporation over
logical significance of the results, especially precipitation.
for some of the principal desert areas of the In the evaluations from data, the station
hemisphere. network presented by STARR andWmTrE (1955)

was significantly extended especially in 'africa
a. Procedures and results and elsewhere. Some stations near to the equa-

The zonal and meridional components of the tor in the southern hemisphere were used as
horizontal total flux of water vapor above a an aid in the drawing of maps. The augmented
point on the earth's surface may be represented key station distribution is shown in Fig. i.

by the expressions Many of the procedures followed are the same
as those described in the reference eiven. Thus,
for instance, the advection was computed

f = f f qu dp dt; QV, f fqv dp dt, (1) wherever possible from radio winds although
g g a number of pilot-balloon stations again had to

be resorted to. Unlike the previous study, the
where g is gravity, q specific humidity, p evaluation of the expressions (i) was carried
pressure, t time and u and v are the zonal and out independently for each station, using wind
meridional wind components counted positive and humidity data reported daily from the
eastward and northward. Use has here been levels: surface, E000 mb, 850 mb, 700 mb and
made of the hydrostatic relation. The pressure 500 mb, except where elevation of the earth's
integration extends from zero to the value of surface interfered. Above 50o mb the moisture
pressure at the surface, while the time integra- transports are much too small to be of practical
tion extends for a period of one year, in the concern.
Tcilus X (1958). I1
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Fig. r. The distribution of key stations over the northern hemisphere (and slightly be-
yond the equaor) used in the investigation of the atmospheric water vapor transport.

A few additional stations which are not shown were also used at times as alternates.

Two niaps were then constructed and an2- of detail which, without a doubt, is present
lvzed, one for each of the quantities Qt and in the true picture. Viewing the result then

(•.Using data read off from these charts for only as a general, first approximation to actu-

-" ality, the writers have concluded that it
every i o° of latitude and longitude, '7" Q nertesspssss uhtatcaegs
was computed through the use of equation (z),nertlsspssesmc ththaegs
measuring the derivatives by finite difference one's .scientific imagination and raises many

aporximtios. I ths wy a alu ofthe questions which deserve something inore thani
apprximtios. I ths wy a alu ofthe mere facile answers. The following list of

divergence was obtained for each ioo interval tpc nldssvrlsc ujcs
on y hr a and aeiinalyzed Thes wresulotted a. By and large, the areas of divergence aiid
op atit r d ,e t atsond a nal zd thg e resultngu convergence balance for the hemnisphecre so

pictre bing~at how in ig.2. A ._p that there is but little net flow across the
proximate representation of the field of Q equator. Zonal averages along other latitudes
itself is given in Fig. 3. agree with corresponding climatological esti-

mates secured by indep endent means (see
3. Gener-al discunion STrARR, Prxxo~o and LiVADAS 19S8).

It Is to be understood at the outset that the b. Large centers of convergence arc to be
character of observations at our dispWa, and found in the general vicinity of the headwaters
the consequent methods which must bcrecsorted and drainage basins of an~y large rivers. Such
to mi performing calculations of the present convergence is found over the northwestern
kind, prevent the reproduction of a vast amount United States and western Canada (Columbia,

Tellus X (1958). 11
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fig. 2. Distribution of the horizontal divergence of the vertically integrated total an-
nual flux of water- vapor for the year i95o. The units are the equivalent depth of
liquid water in centimeters per year- The isopleths (full lines for divergence and dashed

for convergence) are entered for intervals of ioo cm per year.

Mississippi, Colorado, Mackenzi Saskatche- southern Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, and
wan and Rio Grande rivers); over northern in the mid-Pacific. These then are major sources
South America (Magdalena, Orinoco, and for atmospheric moisture as sceems reasonable
Amazon rivers); over eastern Africa (Nile, enough on, general meteorological grounds.
Congo, Juba and Scebeli rivers); over eastern from the standpoint of oceanography, the
India, Burma and Indo-.China (Ganges, Brahma- effect of die resulting concentration of salinity
putra, Irrawaddy, Salween, Yangtze, Si Kiang in such locations has been considered.2
and Mekong rivers). In die case of some rivers e. One of the more striking and puzzling
of large size, no particularly marked conver- features of fig. 2 is the delineýation of strong
gence areas seem to manifest themselves; e.g., divergence centers over a number of (but not
the Indus river-a quite possible result of de- Al) deserts. This is indicated over northern
ficient reports from central Asia where it rises. Mexico and the southwestern United States,

c. Convergence centers are to be found over over the western Sahara and over die general
ocean areas as for example, the one in the region of Arabia, Iraq and Iran. The eastern
western Pacific. Since the addition of such Sahara and the Gobi are exceptions, although
large amounts of fresh water are involved, the the meager reports from central Asia may
resulting dilution of the mineral salts in sea again be involved in the latter instance. Acý-
watrapis asatudes. ofcneune ncn From Fig. 2. by - and - large greater surface sa-g hi stuies.linities should be expected in the North Atlantic t'hand. Several areas of strong divergence are in the North Pacific. A more detailed study of this
located over the oceans; notably, over di~e subject is now in progress.
Tellus X (1958). 11
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Fig. 3. Approximate distribution of the net nmoisture transport vector averaged for
the year x9so. It should be mtessed that the interdiurnal variability Of this quantity is
large and that because of this large standard deviation the rough smarranlincs; suggested
by this map cannot be regarded as being alo the trajectories of individual water vapor
particles. It is of pertinence to note the good agreement of this map with the analogous
one drawn by Benton and Estoque (1954) for the North American sector froni

data for the calendar year 1949.

ceptinig: te magniltudes shown, it I'S tempting to to the rainfall distribution. Since the grid-point
draw the somnewhat stati, conclusion that values are given, this allows each reader to
desert area are on a pa ihoceans as major make such adjustments as seem reasonable to
sources of moisture fo;r our hemispheric regime him, the process being inherently subjective.
of precipitation. Maiiv questions are howe'ver In such attempts, it should be kept in mind that
rais~ed immediately, ýan several of these will the divergence pattern for 195o need not be
be enumerated in t-he following section. exactly normal, and likewise that the pre-

f. The divergence pattern is most directly cipitation for this one year may depart from
related to the dference between the evapora- the longer term average values at inany points.
tion and precipitation, as has already been The large area of convergence in the'wtestern
explained . On the whole, some, relation should Pacific may not, for example, be a normial
exist with die (annual) precipitation itself, feature.
nevertheless. It follows that a better analyzed g. To the extent that Fig. 2 resembles the
set of isopleths might have beeni drawn in long term mean pattern, it must be acconi-
Fig. 2. by making explicit use of a precipitation panied by an equal and opposite divergence
chart for the hemisphere. This was not done of water substance below the base o4 the
for several reasons, die lines having !con atmosphere in the hycrospherc and lithosplhcrc,

/P

sketched without at least deliberat deferenc e s continuity must be maintained and focular

"fellus X 0195s), 11
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changes in long term storage are, no doubt, of the general circulation problem: to be elu-slow. Liberation of juvenile and connate water cidated fundamentally not otherwise than
and other such effects are to be reckoned with through a better understanding of the whole

here, but the sum total of their contributions system. Fortunately, more sophisticated ap-
is doubtless small. Froaches to general circulation theory are at

This compensatory lower circulation cannot length gaining popularity, and worthwhile
be det-,rmined fron a knowledge of its diver- results are fordthoming at an increa,"ng ra=e.
gence alone. At best, the only component of
it which can so be determined is an irrotational
part, which might nevertheless be of some 4- Con1 mnts On dtert hYdiciogy
interest. This could be accomplished by insert- It has long been recognized that evaporation
ing derivatives of a velocity potentiaI for Qa far exceeds rainfall in most deserts. What is
and Qr in an expression or e form (2) and surprising is the magnitude in Fig. z of the
solving the resulting Poisson equation by inite evaporation from those arid regions already
difference procedures or otherwise. The stipula- enumerated. How does the water balance at
tion of a given flow across the equator corn- and below the surface maintain itself in order
pletes the specification of a Neumann type to permit this large annual loss? Unfortunately,
prblem. The resulting flow would, of course, the state of our information here is such that
beirdeterminate to the extent of a quite it is possible only to speculate about the pro-
arbitrary additive divergence-free transport. cesses which may furnish the answer to this

h. During the preparation of the vast amount and other related questions. The following
of data which went into the end product shown notes may, it is hoped, at least be suggestive,
in Fig. z, averages were also made for shorter pending the corroboration of our results from
time pericds. Such seasonal maps are not re- independent data and through other means.
produced here, since it is thought that the aDesert ata andrough otaevidens.
annual mean condition already presents a suffi- a. Desert areas generally contain evidence of
dent array of problems without now consider- evaporation processes. Thus, residues of salt,
ing less reliable short term pictures. Plans are gypsum and other deposits left behind are

nowinearogaddittootreayears o common. Presunmbly, these materials wererecord, especially the Geophysical Year. Upos leached out from ground substances duringthe completion of such longer period averages, the passage of water over or through theit may be feasible to return to the consideration lithosphere, although at least occasional con-of seasonal means. tributions from sea water cannot be ruled out.ofseasona meaynase bSpecial phenomena such as the deposition oni. We may pause but briefly here in order to e dr" - . .
ask philosophical questions concerning our exposed rock surfaces of "desert varnishl in-
material. The ramifications of the subject are dicate the accumulation of a mineral coating,
well nigh endless as even slight reflection w again through the agency of evaporation (see,
confirm. Evaporation fares best under low e.g., HoLst• 1945).
relative humidities effectively produced by b. A considerable amount ofwater is trans-
descent of air. Why do we have some of the ported by surface flow from surrounding terri-
hottest air on the earth's surface descending? tories of more copious rainfall, since deserts
Why, in other places such as southeast of tend to have an internal drainage. Various
Japan does the warm air ascend so vigorosly gorges and wadis mark the sites of ephemeral
but not elsewhere over certain other ocean rivers which on occasion carry torrential
areas with seemingly similar air properties? streams into the central parts of the depressions
Why does the moisture evaporate so intensely formed by wind erosion. Such low areas often
in the middle of the Pacific south of the are below sea level. In some instances, per-
Aleutians? Why over northern Korea and manent rivers like the Volga and the Jordan
eastern Siberia? never find their way to the ses, their waters

Answers to these qtuestions and others exist, being eventually evaporated in toto. In other
In many cases, simple statements of consider- cases, as with the Nile and Rio Grande, a
able pertinence can, no doubt, be made. But, sizeable fraction of the flow is evaporated
more generally, the subject is part and parcel before the remainder is drained into the ocean.
Tdllus X (1958), 11
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c, The flow of ground water into deserts measurements of the vertical water vapor trans-
through aquifers and other means (under- fer near the ground by the standard methods.
ground rivers and such) can and, no doubt, Even though these procedures involve ques-
usually does take place. If in a circular region tions as to the absolute accuracy which may
one thousand kilometers in diameter, one meter be obtained, still the order of nmagnitude of the
of water is to be evaporated annually, the vertical transport can be detenrined. Due to
required inflow through porousmedia, distrib- the extremes of temperature and relative hu-
uted uniformly through a depth of one kilo- midty likely to be encountered, special instru-
meter around the periphery would be much mental problems might have to be considered
less than one millimeter per second. in some aetail in order to achieve success.

That underground waters are abundant in f. Widtout furdher information it would
deserts is commonly recognized because of the seem from what has been said that if such
presence of oases and the fact that many wells intense inflows of water itito certain deserts
have been constructed. It is said that the Nile really do take place, some potential economic
receives water from such sources on its way significance should be involved. The flow
across the arid portions of its course. might thus be strong enough in order to make

d. The problem of how underground water it profitable to install additional irrigation
might rise from the water table to the surface stations to intercept it at strategic places de-
either as a liquid or vapor is not known. In pending upon hydrological factors.
places where erosion by the wind has lowered Also, it would appear that if a strong vertical
the floor of depressions sufliciendy, this ques- flow of water in some form takes place through
tion does not occur. Elsewhere, great thick- the ground from the water table, sonic means
nesses of sand intervene, and studies would might be found for arresting it at or near the
have to be made in order to provide an top surface. This might result in somewhat
answer. Much might perhaps be learned in improved soil moisture conditions for phint
this regard from laboratory experiments, growth.

e. Since much remains to be verified as to The writers wish to express their thanks to
the manner in which large evaporation in these Professor G. C. Livadas of the University of
arid regions may take place, it would be Thessaloniki for valuable assistance and dis-
highly instructive to make extensive direct cussions.
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IHARMONIC ANALYSIS OF THE MEAN NOIRTHEIRN

HEMISPHERE WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION
FOR THE YEAR 1950 *

by Josi P. PFIXOTO (*) & BARRY SALTZMAN (*)

Suummary --- Harmonic analyses along latitudes 301, 45, and 600 of the mean northern
hemisphere water vapor field are presented. The seasonal variations of these spectra
are investigated and the relative contributions of the various scales of mean eddies
to the meridional transport of water vapor are calculated. Of special interest is the
finding that perturbations of wave number 2, corresponding to the great cntinents
and oceans, are dominant at all three latitudes and of primary importance in effecting
the northward transport of watee vapor.

1. Introduction - In a previous paper (SALTZMAN & PEIXOTO, 1957) the writers
presented the results of the harmonic analysis of the mean wind field for the year
1950. In the present study similar statistics for the mean water vapor distribution
are presented, based again on data for the year 1950. This water vapor data has
already been the subject of discussion in other connections by STARR & WHITE
(1955), STARR & PEIXOTO (1958a, b), STARR, PEIXOTO & LIVAi)AS (1958), and
PEIXOTO (1-58a, b). The analysis given here should, accordingly, be viewed as
supplementary to these other studies, particularly to the papers by STARR & PEt-
XOTO (1958b) and PEIXOTO (1958h) in which the gross aspects of the yearly and
seasonal mean water vapor field are discussed.

As in the wind field study our primary concerns in performing the harmonic
analysis of the mean water vapor field are threefold:

1) to determine the scales of the dominant fluctuations (eddies) which coni-
prise the mean hemispheric water vapor distribution and to measure quantitati-
vely their amplitudes and phases,

2) to determine the seasonal variations in the amplitude and phase of these
standing, eddies, and

The research reported in this article was sponsored by the Geophysics Re-
search Directorate, Air Force Cambridge Research Center, under Contract Yo. AF
19 (604)-2242.

() National Meteorological Service of Portugal and University of Lisbo::.
(* Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Carmbridge 39, Massachusetts.
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3) to determine the role of the various scales of standing eddies in effecting
the meridinal transport of water vapor.

Harmonic analyses for components up to wave number 12 were performed
along three latitudes (30, 45 and 60 deg) and for three pressure surfaces (850, 700
and 500 mb), based on data spaced at 10 deg intervals around the latitude irc-les
(36 points). As in the previous study we denote the wave-number by n and the
amplitude and phase of the harmonic componeats by the symbols ! F(n) I and
c (n), respectivly, in terms of which we may write the following expression for
the Fourier expansion of an arbitrary function of longitude, f(XI:

() f()O - f] + F (.) Icos n, 11- , (n)l

where

(2) If] I F (0) 1 = -j-f

(F) F (n) + ± l (n)1/S

and

(4) a (n) are• tan ' (n)"

• (a) e•nd • (a) being the real and imaginary parts of the complex Fourier coef-
fient,

In the present case we shall consider the meau specific humidity, q whose complex
Fourier coefficient is denoted by 10 (a) = 7, (n) - &Ts (n).

The spectral function for the meridional eddy transport of water vapor across
latitude 0 per unit pressure difference and per unit time, due to the standing eddies,
is given by

(6) re (a) [ a(a) Co (I) + Q- (a) v-, (n).

where _V, and Vk are the real and imaginary parts of the complex Fourier coef-
ficient of the mean meridional velocity (see Srzrzsumr & PMxoro, 1957), a is the
radius of the earth, and S is the acceleration of gravity. This expression satisfies
the relation,

(7) 2WO Cos 0 q; • • • .

(primes denote a deviation from the zonal average). The significance of this quan-
tity in studies of the hemispheric balance requirements has been discussed by
PIESTLY (1949), S'rss & Wmm (1952), LoaaNz (1953) and BfNrTor4 & LA SVan
(1953).

In order to study seasonal effects, the year was divided into two 6-month
periods, the K summer i period being April-September and the u winter u period
being January-March and October-December.
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Fig. I - Amplitude spectra of the yeorky and seasonal mein specifie huamidity for the
ysar 1950-

Fig. 2 -A.mplitude spectra of the yearly and seasonal mean rmeridional velocit~y com-

porot~h for the Year 1950.
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2. Results - The amplitude spectra for the mean specific humidity are shown
in Fig, I (*). It may he seen that the primary variations of the mean humidity
fiield are of long wave length (e.g., n =- I and 2), though in lower levels (850 rob)
some significant variations are present in the intermediate wave length band (n = 5
to 9) at 30 and 45 deg latitude. As would be expected the greatest amplitudes
are found at 850 nib and at 30 deg latitude.

Sw E w E w
o 40 co 60 t 0 60 120 O, 120 60 o0 o ' , 0 , 0 i

r124 -F-.

- . =_ :-'-*>"-. 'N 1 -' '2 '2 ...- . _ . •- .

o o ,n• '4 8 '6•• • • • •"• L

S I a a a
t.ONC,TU3OE LONGiTuOE_ LONGITUOE

GU'MMER ....- W1NTER ---

Fig. 3 -Sds;emat~tic repre•senzlmtiatof th pronr.in.'nf 'o,'l.' u'ith E-om',ri7" the wrinter enrd
summer "nean fields of the specific humiidity' a: 850 rnb.

In Fig. 2 the corre~sponding amplitude spectra for the mean meridional ve-
locity component are presented. The 500 tub results shown in this figure have
already been discussed in detail by SALTZMAN & PEiXOTO (1957). Further re-
ference will he made to this figure in discussing the meridional transport of water
vapor by the mean (i.e., standing) eddies.

The phase characteristics of the water vapor harmonics measured at 850 nib
are shownt in Fig. 3. Here the 6 harmonies of greatest amplitude at each latitude
are drawn to scale showing their positions relative to the fixed geographical fea-
tures and showing their seasonal variations. The seasonal changes depicted are
related to the reversals in circulation which develop between continental and oceanic

(*) These and subsequent spectra presented are discrete line spectra and hence
have meaning only for the integral values of wave number.
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regions. For example, the striking phase shifts occurring at 30 deg in wave num-
bers I and 2 are in large part attributable to the pronounced Asiatic monsoon.

In Fig. 4 the spectra for the meridional transport of water vapor by the stand-
ing eddies are presented. As seen from (6) the transport effected by a given wave-
length depends on, 1) the degree to which perturbations of that wave-length in

tO,*

'0'

' j - --- - t

Fig. 4 - Spectra of the meridional transport of water vapor per unit pressere difference
and per unit time across latitudes 300, 450 and 600 due to the standing eddies. A posi-

tive sign indicates a northward transport.

the mean wind field (amplitudes shown in Fig. 2) are in phase witks perturbations
of the same wave length in the mean water vapor field, and 2) on the amplitudes
of the waves. It is of interest, first, to estimate the fraction of the total meridional
transport, accounted for by all of the standing eddies. This quantity, denoted by

12

{lq'v} 2ica con $- 1

where the curled brackets denote a vertical integral for the four pressure surf&ces,
1000, 850, 700 and 500 rub, is given in table 1.
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TA1LE 1. -- Fraction of the total mean meririon•l franmoort of water vapor tkcfounzed
for by the standing perturbations, R (4).

SYear ; Summer Winter

:i 300 " .43 1.13 .23

45a 0 .02 .16
600 .1i I -.03 .25

It may be seen that the effect of the standing eddies is of greatest signific,.nee
in low latitudes (ID)= 30) where the quasistatiouary disturbances are dominant.
During the summer at this latitude they are clearly the most important factor in
transporting moisture northward, the effect of the transient disturbances generally

being small. At 45 deg, where the vigorous transient disturbances exist, the stand-
ing eddies play a very minor role, but again at 60 deg, their role increases, espe-
cially in winter when the i semi-permanent,) lows are most intense.

The spectral distributions for 850 tub shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the per-
turbation of wave number 2 is the primary agency for the northward transport

of water vapor by the mean field. This implies that the high amplitude variations
of this scale in both q and v (see Figs. I and 2) tend to be in phase. The extremely
high summer value at 30 deg is again a reflection of the strong monsoonal effects
occurring on the scale of the two great continents and oceans.

To conclude, it is worth repeat:ng (see STARe & PEiXOTO, 1958a) that the
' explanation) for observations of the type presented here cannot be achieved
by qualitative arguments alone, bvt must come from a complete dynamical theory
of the general circulation which includes the effects of non-homogeneous surface
conditions. The water vapor spectral distributions shown in Figs. 1 and 3, for
example, cannot be accounted for without an understanding of the dynamical
effects which maintain the major quasi-permanent features of the circulation.
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ON THE ZONAL FLUX OF WATER VAPOR
IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

by V. P. STARR (*) & J. P. PEIXOTO (**)

Summary - In this paper data are presented concerning the zonal transport of
water vapor at several levels in the atmosphere for winter, for summer and for the
calendar year of 1950, over the northern hemisphere. Vertical integrals and zonal
averages are included in the discussion.

In a previous paper (STARR, PEIXOrO & LTVADAS, 1958) the authors presented
and discussed the results of the computation for the year 1950 of the mean meridional
total flux of water vapor i, the northern hemisphere. The present nzote, which
may be regarded as an extension of that paper, deals with the results obtained in
the study of the mean zonal flow of moisture. The approach and procedures fol-
lowed were similar to those used and discussed by the writers in the above men-
tioned paper.

Since the atmosphere is to a high degree of accuracy in a state of hydrostatic
equilibrium, the pressure p was taken as the vertical coordinate and a (X, 0, p, s)
coordinate system was used, where X, denotes longitudes, 4D latitude and t time.
At a given isobaric level the mean horizontal transport field of water vapor in the
time interval r is represented by

()F (;k (D) , p) -f qv

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q is the specific humidity, v is the (horizontal)
vector wind with eastward and northward components u, v. Let us define the bar
operator as time average for the time interval

(2) di-- .[ # .

(*) Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 39, Afass. (U.S.A.).

(*) University of Lisbon, National Meteorological Service of Pnrtugal.
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It follows that the time average of the zonal component of F is given by

(3)-- qud I qu

which may be expressed in units of grams per centimeter per sec per millibar.
The total zonal mean flux of water vapor above a point on the earth's surface is
given by

(4) Q ~ .I'dp d. j /T ... I ".

where Po represents the mean value of the surface pressure. Qa may, of course,
be measured in grams per centimeter per second.

The evaluation of the expressions (3) and (4) were carried out independently
for each station using daily actual wind and humidity measurements for the levels
surface, 1000, 850, 700, 500 tub. The time means were computed for the calendar
year 1950, for the 2ummer season (April - September, inclusive) and for the winter

- t

-22

Fig. la -Time average of the vertically integrated zonal transport of moisture in 102,granis
per centimete~r per second for the year 1950. Isoline spacing (full curve,; 103 grn cn- I

SAex-. W denote-, transport from west to east.
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F:ig. Ub Tine average of the vertically integra~te zonal transport Of moistUre in 10' gramsn
per centimeter per second for the summer. 1950.

season. The local values of F', and of 01 were plotted on hemispheric maps and the

analysis of these fields was performed using standard methods. Here only the Q,
maps are presented (Fig. la, Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c).

Using grid-point values of P, and of 4V, read from the maps at every 10 degree

gridpoint of longitude and latitude, it wag possible to evaluate the respective zonal
mean values. defined as follows:

The meridional distribution of [iýA] for the year, for summer and for winter
together with [Pa] for the year are given in tables I and 11. The corresponding
curves of [0,1 are presented in Fig. 2I._

The predominant features of the Q, maps are consistent with the distribution
of the mean zonal wind current. Thus, a broad baud of mean westerly transport
occurs in the middle latitudes with several centers of maximum value. Bands o
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easterly transport are present to the north and south. The positions of the zero
isolinca which separate the westerly from the easterly flux, shift to the north during
the summer following the mean position of the centers of the sub-tropical anti-
cyclones and sub-polar lows.

The westerly transport of water vapor ac shown in table II attains its maximum
value in the lower troposphere, around the 800-mb level, whereas the maximum
easterly flux observed in low latitudes occurs near the surface, being stronger in
winter on the average.

Figure 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the zonal flux. The largest

'1o -

?.O-

501

Fig. 2 - The meridional distribution of the mean zonal flux of water vapor in the atmosphere
computed from atmospheric data. The solid curve represents the yearly distribution,
the dotted-dashed winter, and the dashed the summer distribution. The units are lto

gm ern-1 sec-'.

positive value of the flux is in the neighborhood of 450, with a northward displace-
meat in summer. The largest negative value, much stronger in winter than in sum-
mer, occurs in the equatorial region. The magnitude of the maximum positive
flux is higher during summer than during winter.
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ON THE GLOBAL WATER VAPOUR BALANCE AND THE HYDROLOGICAL
CYCLE
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Jrtrodtiwn

Qyantitative descriptions of the water balance at the earth's surface have in the past been
based mainly upon the study of the terrestrial branch of the hydrological cycle through the
use of the so-called equation of hydrology. However, the great difficulties in obtaining reliable
measurements of the evaporation and, to sonic extent, of the precipitation and of the storage
have always limited the application of this equation. A new approach to the study of the
hydrological problems which bypasses some of these difficulties has recently started to emerge
with the realization that it is possible to measure with fair accuracy the field of water vapour
transport in the atmosphere, directly from the aerological observations. In this manner, the
difference between evaporation and precipitation over a given region is inferred by con-
tinuity requirements from a knowledge of the upper-air branch of the hydrological cycle.
Use of water vapour transport data to evaluate the water balance of a given region of the
atmosphere has been made by Wundt [i5], Benton and Estoque [i], Starr and White [131
among others. The first attempt to measure water vapour transport on a hemispheric scale
directly From the wind and humidity observations was that of White f 4] for the purpose of
including the contribution of latent heat in the study of the energeties of the earth-atmosphere
system. Later, these studies were much amplified by Starr and Peixoto [yo].

In view of the improved quality and quantity of aerological date for the northern hemi-
sphere, such as formed the basis for Buch's atls of hemispherk. wind conditions [2], a complete
set of hemispheric maps of several quantities of importance in the study of the water vapour
and water vapour transport fields was prepared and published in extuo by the General
Circulation Project at M.I.T. [4, 6, 71.

Some special aspects of this study have been treated on several occasions elsewhere by
the author, in collaboration with others. The present paper constitutes an attempt to study
the hydrological implications of the field of divergence of water vapour flux, as evaluated by
Starr and Peixoto [ i ol, stressing the importance of such an approach in studying the hydrology
of broad regions. Special attention will be given in this discussion to the water divergence
field in the northern part of the continent of Africa.

The uvin vapaur balance equation as an equation of hydrology

In view of the principle of conservation of mass, water cannot be created or destroyed
within the atmosphere. Moreover, there is no significant net inflow or net outflow of water in
the atmosphere as a whole. The necesity for the transport of water in the atmosphere arises
from the existence of an excess of precipitation over evaporation in certain areas of the globe
with a reversal of these conditions in other regions. Since in the long time average the storage
effects of the atmosphere for the water vapour are small enough to be disregarded, and since
for a sufficiently long interval of time the amount of precipitable water does not change
appreciably, the excess and the deficits must be balanced by the transport of water by atmo-
spheric circulations. This transport may occur in any one of the three phases of water but the
transport in solid and liquid phases appears to be quite small compared to the transport in
the vapour phase except possibly in the tropical regions where the southward transport of
water in liquid phase may be of some importance.

Thus the flux of water is accomplished mainly by the exchange of nearly equal masses of
moist air with different concentrations of water. Since we may assume that, to a very high
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degree of accuracy, the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium, we shall take the pressure
p as the vertical coordinate and use a (A, 0, p, t) coordinate syrtern where A denotes the
longitude, 4, the latitude and t the time. If we consider at each point of the erafth's surface a
unit column of air which extends from the surface to the top of the atmosphere, the total
horizontal flux of water vapour above that point, for a given interval of time i, defines a
two-dimensional vector field given by

Q (, 4) = f qv. dp. dt (t)

The respective zonal and meridional components in the (A, o,, p, t) system are represented by

Q -=ff qu.dp.dt

Q =4 ff qv dp dt

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q the specific humidity, u and v the zonal and meridional
components of the wind field V (= u I + v I 4), at a given level p, positive eastward and
northward, dp an element of pressure in the vertical and dt an element of time.

The precipitable water contained in a unit column of air at a given instant at a point on
the earth's surface is expressed by

W 1 fqdp (3)

In writing the expressions (i), (2) and (3), use has been made of the hydrostatic equilibrium
condition. The pressure integrations extend from zero to the value of the presure at the
surface. Expressions (1), (a) and (3) may be averaged with rapect to time over the interval
,r, leading to the corresponding mean valuies Q Q,, Q÷ and W, where the bar denotes the
operator:

( )dt (4)

Using the continuity equation, the water vapour balance equation, at a given point of
the atmosphere for an instant t, can be expressed formally by a general equation of balance, as
follows:

aq + .qv + qw dq

where a (g) represents the rate ofgeneration of water vapour in the unit mw of the atmmphere
dp

and w t the individual rate of change of pressure. The balance equation (5) may be

integrated with respect to pressure and in the (A, 4, p, t) system the resulting equation assumes
the form:

-j+- [-- (aQA) +•(acosQ÷)}=-(q) (6)

since f L-5 w dp = o. In equation (6) a represents the mean value of the radius of the
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earth and S: (q) the total rate of generation of water vapour in the unit column of the atmno-
sphae at a given point of the globe.

Since the storage e&cta or the ainkcaphere For the watcr vapour are very small, (star And
Peixoo (to]) (at any rate much smaller than the ground water storage) the local rate of'

change of ptecipitable water in the atmosphere is so small that h may be set at zero. The

only sizeable sourcem and sinks of water vapour in the atmosphere are those due to evaporation
and condensation and this is mainly due to effects at the earth's surface rather than from
effects involving clouds within the atmosphere.

Thus, the rate of generation of water vapour inside the unit column of the atmosphere
may be taken accurately enough as:

Y (q) = -f (q) dp =- E - P (8)

As noted in the introduction, the water transports in solid and liquid phasrs by the clouds
are negligible when compared to the transport of water in the vapour phase. It ii generally
accepted that the amount of water in solid and liquid phases of a cloud is considerably
small when compared to the water vapour conttent within the corresponding vulume in the
atmosphere.

Therefore, in applying the above-mentioned assumptions to the water vapour balance
equation (6), we are led to an equation of balance for the uwter cozponent, which reads as
follows:

- + A o ) E - P (g)

If the balance equation (9) is to be applied to a region of the atmosphere bounded by a
vertical cylindrical wall which defines an area A on the earth's surface bounded by a closed
curve c (e.g. a river drainage basin, etc.) equation (9) may be transformed by the Ostrogradsky-
Gauss theorem into:

k (Q, n.) dc E - P (to)

where k, denotes the outward normal vector at any point on c.
Equations (s), (6), (9) and (to) may he averaged with respect to time by applying the

bar operator as defined by (4) to both members of these equations. Since the "bar" and
divergence operators are permutable and the order of integration in the resulting equation
(to) is immaterial, we can write the balance equations as follows:

I A C+ a 4# Cs 0)(ga)
-a -COS ~ Q.ea 4= -

and

(Q. ni) dc = g U P (oa)

Equation (9) or (9a) may be regarded as an equation of hydrology for the atmospheric branch
of the water cycle which affords the means of obtaining reliable mean values of the difference
between the evaporation minus the precipitation without the uncertainty involved, if measured
separately by the direct instrumental methods. This equation (ga) or (ioa) provides us
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with an independent means of estimating the water economy of a given region arid once the
characteristic behaviour of the water vapour flow has been studied, estimates of run-off,
storage effects. evapotu-rspiration and other related woncepts nmy bx considerably improved.

in considering equations (qa) and (ioa) special attention must be paid to the correct
meaning of Q (Qh ON + Qj t4). As folloi6a from equations (2), application of the bar operator
will lead the integrands to expressions such as ift-i and ijV, which may be expanded in the
forms:

qu =qu + q'u'

qv q v + q(v

where the primes denote the deviations from time averages. In these expressions the second
terms, representing the covariance of the instantaneous values of q and u and of q and v
at any level and at any point, are proportional to the local zonal and meridional eddy
transports of water vapour associated with the "transient" large-scale horizontal eddies,
while 4 B and 4 -v measure the tramports due to the mean or ",nnL'g fields of water
vapour and wind.

The zonal and meridional mean components of the total vertically integrated eddy
transport due to the transient eddies, given by the expressions

Q I q'u' dp (12)

have been computed by Starr and Peixoto [zo] and it is found that they cannot be disregarded-
The meridional eddy component Q'j, for example, is of the same order of magnitude as
the total meridional transport. Thus the approach that at times has been, followed by some
authors of estimating the total meridional transport by the prodrct of the mean vertically
integrated values of q and v leads to a very poor estimate.

A clearer appreciation of thes facts is gained when one considers an even fuller expansion
of than is given by (it), and tries to get a quantitative assessment of the different terms
and the role that they play in building up the total mean water vapour transport field.
Thus we consider the expansion:

qv i p f! fqvdp+ fj7;dp-

(13)

[fq dp f dp ] + 1 f qv dp + f q'v' dp

where the asterisks denote the deviations of point mean values ofq- and v from the correspon-
ding vertically averaged values.

Actual evaluation of the eddy components given by the second and third terms of right-
hand side of expansion (13) shows it to be of too great importance in most of the cases to
be disregarded, Starr and Peixoto [io]. In considering only the expression between brackets
in (13) one is running the risk of not even obtaining the right sign for the "estimate" of total
water vapour transport.
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Data and pra~dwe
Using the grid point values of I:& mad of '• for every point of a grid jo x io degrees in

longitude and in latitude, the mean value of the divergence of water vapour flux for each
io x io-degree square was computed by applying finite difference methods, the expression
used is:

=- t8 r ]
1q. Q -- - QI+64kCSO

(14)

1-57 X 5.73 × [OS,% 4, + S4. coS kI g/cn.s.

where 8 represents centred differences, e.g.

8Qkk -- Q~ k + 2 4i

In the evaluation from the data a network of 9g aerological stations scattered all over the
northern hemisphere has been used. In order to facilitate the analysis of maps some stations
near the equator in the southern hemisphere were also used. See Fig. i8. 1. The evaluation
of Q.,x and Q4 given by the expressions (2) and the corresponding time means was carried
out independently for each station using actual wind and moisture data reported daily during
the whole year 1950 for the surface levels 1,ooo, 850, 700, 500 mb., except where the elevation
of the earth's surface interfered. Unlike most of the studies previously made, which were on a
much smaller scale, in the present study the geostrophic wind approximation has not been
used.

The exact upper level at which the integrands of (2) and (3) could be assumed to vanish
was found to make but little difference for the total flux and water vapour content. It was
found that levels higher than 5oo mb. were generally unnecessary. The values of the diver-
gence have been computed using the expression (14) and converted into the equivalent
differences E7P in centimetres per year. They were plotted on hemispheric maps and
the analysis of the divergence field was performed by the standard procedure drawing the
isothims smoothly, with as close a fit to the data as pbssible. The isothims were entered for
intervals of ioo cm. per year.

General discussion
The analysis of the divergence field is shown in Fig. 8.z. This is the first hemispheric

chart ever drawn from actual data treated in the manner described and was published by
Starr and Peixoto (io]. A similar map for the southern hemisphere is not possible, due to
the sparsity of upper-air observations at the present time.

The map shows the existence of divergence centres alternating with convergence centres.
By and large the areas of divergence and convergence for the whole year balance for the
hemisphere, so there is but a little flow of water vapour across the equator, in agreement with
previous results obtained by Starr, Peixoto and Livadas [12]. However, summer and winter
analyses not presented here differ substantially. In summer, the convergence area pre-
dominates, whereas in the winter the areas of divergence exceed those of convergence with
a corresponding influx and outflux, respectively, across the equator. The monsoon effect,
for example, is very well in evidence.

As results from the classic equation of hydrology, regions where V-. Q = is negative
must possess a means for the disposal of the excess water which falls. Besides some storage
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arnd infiltration over land this generally implies drainage bry rivers. Thus these regions
should coincide with the drainage basins of large streams. On the map, this is generally
true--an outcome which gives support to the reliability of the method used.

Largz: ccrjtrcs of cortvergcncc are foun~d over the northwastern Iainiw States and westerc
Canada (Columbia, Mississippi, Colorado, Mackenzie, Saskatchewan and Rio Grande
rivers); over the northern part of South America (Madalena, Orintoco and Amazon
rivers); over Eastcrn Africa (Nile, Congo, juba and Soebeli rivens); over easterns India,
Burma and Indo-Chinia (Ganges, Brahinaputra, Irrawady, Saiwen, Yangtse, S"ik~ng and
Mekong rivers); over Russia (Volga, Don, Dnieper, Dniester, Onega, Duna and Obi
rivers). As a possible result of inadequate information firom central Asia, no particularly
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marked convergence: areas seem manifesi ;r, &h. case of Oat Indus river. Some othey areas of
convergencr are found over the occans (northern part and southern part of North Atlantic
Ray ot lkngal, Eastern Pacific).

"The areax of divergence (i.e. the aieas in which E is positive) are located over the
sub-tropical rmgions, over tlh, ocean areas (Gulf of Mexico, certral part of North Atlantic,
Mid-Pacific) and ov-r a number of des.rts (Northern Mexico, W_Stern Sahara, Arabia, Iran,
Iraq, Thar desert, etc.). Another centre of divergence extends along the eastern coast of
Asia centred over the Se4 of Japan.

When these regions of divergence occur over ocean surfaces there is no problem concerning
the supply of water for the net evaporation. When they occur over land, as for example
over the deserts, the situation is completely differeit. In such cases, it must be the surface
and underground flow from less arid areas that supplies the necessary water that accounts for
the observed predominance of evaporation.

The study of the underground flow in desert areas is an extensive and difficult subject,
although of increasing practical importance and of great economical value, Starr and
Peixoto [io].

If one computes the mean value of the divergence by ten degrees latitude belts, Peixo.o
[8], the values obtained compare very well with the corresponding climatological estimates of
2--P secured by independent meais. Starr, Peixoto, and Livadas [vi] have previously

presented an estimate of the divergence b7 ten-degree latitude belts, computed from the map
of the mean meridional tram-prt, pm , swice

<.q- Q> =() s J

noting that the (()> operator is defined by:

(()>) Lf( )dA

and dA

The values obtained agree with the values derived from the actual map.
The zonal averages summarize the main global characteristics of the divergence field

of the water vapour in the northern hemisphere. The net divergence is positive in the sub-
tropical latitudes between 14' and 470 N. with a maximum about 26° N., and perhaps to the
north of 80o N. and negative in the equatorial and middle latitude regions. The sub-tropical
region acts as a source of moisture for the atmosphere, while the equatorial and the middle
latitude regions act primarily as sinks. The polar region probably acts as a source.

The general pattern of the distribution of the divergence of water vapour flux, as por,
trayed in Fig. I8. t, is in large measure controlled by thO prevailing atmospheric circulations,
as follows from synoptic experience.

Some conumnts on the hydrolog, of Africa

The net moisture transport vector field and the field of horizontal divergence of the
total annual flux of water vapour for the year 1950* over the northern part of Africa, as
drawn by Lufkin [6], are presented in Fig. 18.2.

*The great majority of wind and humidity values used in this study were observed during the year %950.
There are, however, some exceptions because for some of the stations ol the basic network (Gao, Lagos. Bangui,
Leopoldville And Nairobi, no daza were available for that year. Instead, the observations taken during t954
were used. This necessity for mnixig the data from different periods is somewhat unfortunate, but ;n all probability
the overall characteristics of the results are not affected seriously by the procedure.
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T1c broad area of divergence hat covers the sutopical region of the Atlantic Ocean
splits into two large zones in the vicinity of the African Coast. One zone extends over the
Mediterrane-m region and covers all North Africa and Northern Sahara. The other deflects
southwestward towards the Congo region. In the northern branch the water vapour transport
field is predominantly eastward, white in the southern branch the transport is towards
the west.

The main centre of divergence is located over the French Sudan in the upper Niger, a
region of small lakes and swamps, with a considerable drainage of water from the mountains
of Guinea and highlands of Ghana where the precipitation is abundant. However, it seems
that surface run-off does not account for the strong evaporation that seems to exist there. A
part of the water evaporated over this divergence area is transported into the Central Sahara,
where it probably accounts for die existing weak convergence zone that shows in Fig. 18.2.

Along the Mauritanean Coast much of the water evaporated comes from the highlands
of Guinea, through Senegal and Gambia rivers, whose run-off, however, appears to be
insufficient to maintain the high values of the evaporation which are to be observed. During
the summer the water table of the lowlands of this region becomes so low that sea water
penetrates deeply inland, both underground and along the dry streams, providing a con-
siderable source for evaporation.

The other zone of divergence which extends to the south owes its existence, presumably,
to the combined effect of the evaporation from the Congo and Ubangi rivers and of the
strong evapotranspiration from the tropical forests which cover the northern part of the
Congo territory. It is possible that, owing to boundary effects, the divergence values are
overestimated in this area.

A zone of strong convergence is found over the highlands of Ethiopia, which forms the
catchments area of the Nile System and of several smaller rivers which empty on the Somali
Coast. This zone extends roughly to the edge of the Saharan plateau where the values of
convergence are however much smaller.

Another zone of convergence which has already been mentioned is located on the Gulf of
Guinea coast. The highlands of this region constitute the main part of the catchment area of
Niger, SenegalGambia, Lagone and Sahari rivers. Here again boundary and smoothing effects
tend to cause an underestimate of the values of the convergence which must be more intense.

Sparsity of soundings on the eastern part of Africa obscure details which would be of
great hydrological interest. The divergence field over Nubian and Sudanese deserts, as well as
over the Red Sea, fails to give a representation that would agree with the high values of the
evaporation that prevails on these areas. Thus, it seems that the network of aerological stations
in this region must be improved before a more reliable representation of the divergence of
water vapour flux can be achieved.

It has long been recognized that evaporation far exceeds precipitation in most deserts.
What seems surprising, however, is the magnitude of the evaporation from those arid
regions, as shown in Fig. 18.2. Desert areas generally contain evidence of evaporation
processes. Thus the evaporiies formed by residues of salts are very common in Sahara, Algeria
and Tunisia, where they occur in the "chotts". These materials were leached out from
ground substances during the passage of water over or through the lithosphere although, at
least in coastal regions, occasional contribution from sea water cannot be disregarded.
Special phenomena, such as the deposit on exposed rock surfaces, known as "'desert varnish"
indicate the accumulation of a mineral coating consisting mainly of iron components. This
"varnish" is the result of a strong evaporation followed by an active oxidation.

Since the deserts tend to have internal drainage, a considerable amount of water is trans-
ported by surface flow from surrounding regions where rainfall is more abundant. The
existence of various gorges and wadis indicates the importance of the run-off caused by
occasional torrential streams into the ceatral parts of deserts, often below sea level.
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In some instances of the peranmient rivers already mentioned, a sizeable fractiom of the
flow is evaporated before the remainder is drained into the ocean. The flow of underground
water into deserts through aquifers and subterranean rivers can, and usually does, take
place. That vast quantities of underground water do exist in deserts is commonly recognized
because of the presence of oases aid of the many wells which have bLen constructed. It is
accepted now that the NiMe and the Cunene (Angola) rivers, for example, receive water from
those sources as they cross the arid regions.

Another example of the possible influence of the underground flow may be found in the
Chad Basin. The rainfall in dhis internal basin is known to be of the same order of magnitude
as the value of the corresponding convergence which is obtained from Fig. 18.2. According
to references given by Drouhin [31, although Chad Lake receives water from the Sahari
and Lagone rivers, its area and its salinity remain constant. Without a sizeable subterranean
drainage the salinity due to the combination of evaporation and the transport of salts by the
fore-mentioned rivers ought to increase. Hydrological observations taken near Fort Lamy
indicate that there is a flow towards north-northeast in an aquifer which extends beneath
the lake.

The existence of similar underground flows has beesr suggested by Hellstrom [51 in a
study dealing with the eastern Sahara near the Nile.

It would be highly desirable to make extensive direct measurements of the vertical water
transfer near the ground by standard methods, because much remains to be verified concerning
the manner in which large evaporation rates in these regions take place. For this problem
special instrumental problems might have to be considered. Despite questions of accuracy,
it seems reasonable that at least the order of magnitude of the vertica transfer can be obtained.

If such intense flows of underground water into certain deserts do take place, as seems
to be the case, they can be considered of some potential economical significance.
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MUNITALP FOUNDATION PROCEEDINGS

DISCUSSION
P. . Au: With reference to Dr. Peixoto's statements about the existence of underground water in some
places in the desert, I have the pleasure to refer to the important investigations and studies which have
been carried out during the last four years by the Egyptian Region of the United Arab Republic,
about dte subsoil water and suitability of the land of the oases for agriculture.

The first results of these investigations prove that large amounts of water exist underground, not only
in the areas occupied by these oases, but also in many desert areas which separate the oases. Further-
more, a good deal of the areas around and between the oases have a fertile soil which can be cultivated
with important crops with the least possible effort.

Therefore arrangements are being made to dig a large number of wells and prepare the soil so
that a new valley connecting these oases will be established in the least possible time and consequently
a new source of wealth will be added to the economy of the country.

These investigations indicate also the existence of an underground flow passing by the oases, which
k expected to be connected with the Nile River at unknown places.

I.. j. rtso4: Dr. Peixoto's lecture is all the more intetesting to me, firstly because of its content, and
secondly for the fact that it clearly establishes the necesity for very close co-operation between meteoro-
logists and hydrologists.

Moreover, this document shows the impossibility of dissecting hydrology into several separate
parts for which different organizations should be responsible. I believe that the hydrological considera-
tions given in the lecture must be retained but we might ask ourselves, however, whether certain of the
displacements described might not be of considerable importance.

I have in mind notably that which concerns a "negative" flow of the Niger in the lesser portion
of its course (that is, a flow directed from the ocean towards the interior). The penetration of salt
water from the sea into an estuary is not, in fact, proof of an entirely "negative" flow. This penetration
can be due solely to the tide, and I am of the opinion that the penetration to which Dr. Peixoto refers
should be subjected to verification, by reference, for example, to M. Jean Rodier, Director of Hydro-
logicrA Services, ORSTOM.

it. rLOmN: In the general line of approach, I agree in nearly all details with Dr. Peixoto, and we should
greatly appreciate the vast amount of work which has been done in this project. However, in the obser-
vational approach, we should take great care to avoid all possible sources of error. At first thE large
systematic differences in the radiosonde humidity data, secondly the linear interpretation between
two stations, which appears to be dubious, since the humidity data of the radiosonde are frequently
only representative of small or meso-Kale weather problems. According to German investigations
(Mf11er, Oeckel) the net divergence of water vapour transport, at least for individual months, is in-
consistent with P-E from other sources of data. It seems most likely that the results of Figs. I&. t and 2,
insofar as they do not coincide with other considerations on the hydrological cycle, are strongly in-
fluenced by the above-mentioned sources of error, and by the lack of radiosonde data in low latitudes
as early as 195o. In addition to the annual data, the seasonal changes of water vapour transported
should be given.

It. T. •hatam: A question to Dr. Peixoto is whether he introduced an approximation when describing
the vector field nfQin the (A 4 p I) system, as he only used principles based on an inertial system.?

I. P. PpixoTo (in reply): I th'nk Dr. Ali for his most interesting information on ,hL observations and
studies of underground water occurrence and flow carried out in the desert regions of Egypt.

The remark brought out by Profesor Tison seems to be very pertinent and I will try to get a
verification of the statement following the suggestion kindly given.

I quite agree with Professor Flohn's comments, both on the large systematic differences in the
humidity data and on the use of the linear interpolation used in the present study. Insofar as the dis-
crepancies between the net divergence and the monthly mean values of P-E found by the inveslfi':'.-
mentioned by Professor Flohn, I think that in the evaluation of the total water vapour tmr 1pert :1v
some of the terms given by the expansion (13) were taken into consideration. Th.' rn-c r,. znal
fields have also been studied and some of the results have already been pý,bldl-.ýu (VGuica Pwis
Aplicata, 39, 174-185, Reiuac Fantjade de Cismias de Lijbwa--a Serie--B. V-!. V l , Scinifir Report .o. ;,
Gmnal Circutition Prcjr:., MIT).
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We are aware af the uncertainties of somearo the results in low latitudes, as Professor Flohn points
out. I am glad to inm him that a new study, using all the data available for the I.G.Y. is already
being done by the Planetary Circulation Project at MIT. It is hoped that both the improvements of
the quality of the observations and the substantial increase of the number of stations to be used (i.e.,
approximately three times the number actually used) will be of inestimable value in the coming
anvestigatona.

With regard to the question raised by Dr. Monh, the only approximation used in evaluating the
vector field Q has been the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium of the atmosphere. The balance
equation. which is the basic equation used, holds, of couns, for any kind of differential.
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With 8 Figures

Seminary. A study of the vertically integrated eddy flux of water vapor
in the northern hemisphere for summer, winter and the entire year of 1950 is
presented. Tables and graphs of zonally averaged numerical values ex-
tracted from maps of the analyses of the zonal eddy and meridional eddy
components for the hemisphere are reproduced and discussed in the light
of various meteorological considerations. It is found that the southward
transport of water vapor by the HADLEY type meridional circulation in the
tropics does not imply a comparable importance of this cell for hemispheric
momentum and zonal kinetic energy considerations as is assumed in classical
general circulation theories.

Zuammenfusug. Es wird eine Untersuchung iuber die vertikale,
integrierte St~rungabewegung von Wasserdampf in der n6rdlichon Halb-
kugel far den Somnmer, fur den Winter und fdr das ganze Jahr 1950 vorgolegt.
Tabellen und graphische Darstellungen zonaler Durchschnittozahlenwerte,
die aus analysierten Karten abgeleitet wurden, werden in Hinblick auf
verschiedene meteorologische Beziehungen diskutiert. Es wurde festgestellt,
dall der nach Siiden gerichtete Transport von Wasserdampf dutch eino
Tneridionale Zirkulation in der HADLzYschen Art in den Tropen dieser Zelle
keine besondere Bedeutung fuir die Betrachtungen der hemisphilschen
Bewegung und der zonalen kinetischen Energie verschafft, wie inm ailgerneinen
in der klassischen Zirkulationatheorie angenomrnmen wird

1 The research reported in this paper has been made possible through the
support of the U. S. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories wuder
contract AF 19 (628)--2408.

Arch. Met. Geoph. BiokL A. Bd. 14, H. 2 8
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Vtcroa P. STAnm and Joest P. Pnzxoro:

Iin6. On prdsente unx dtude du tranmport perturbe do Ia vapeur d'se
hintgrd verticaleinent dane !lh6rnisphfe nord pour '6tC, l'hir eat 'ann.e
1950 enti&re. Le tableaux et diagrarnmos dee valeurs nurn6riquee moyennea
zonalos, extraits doe cartea d'analyeas dos transporta zonal et m~ridional
perturb& pour V'hWniphbro, se•t reproduita at dsacusds k !a Iurnire doa
divers cos•iadratione mdtdmologiquei. On a trouv6 quo lo transport do
la vapour d'eau effectu6 par I& circueation mnridionala dui type HADLEY dans
les r6gions tropicales n'impliquo pea une importnce comparable & cello de
Ia m6me ceilule quand on conasidre Ia quantitZ dui mouvement ot do l'&ergie
cindtique zonate comme it cut assumd dana los th6oriee elausiques de I& circu-
lation g6ndrale.

1. Introduction

In previous papers (STAR and PmxoTo [11], STARR, Pn•xoTo and
LrvwAss [13], STat and Pzzxoo [123) the writers presented and dis-
cussed the results of the meridional and the zonal components of the
mean total water vapor transport field for the northern hemisphere,
during the year 1950. In the present paper the study of the eddy transport
field of water vapor is presented using again the same basic data for the
year 1950. The analyses given now should be viewed as complementary
to the studies mentioned and particularly to the monograph prepared
by PnxoTo [4] in which the gros aspects of the yearly and seasonal
mean water vapor distribution and transport. fields are discussed.

In the present paper use is made of 'quiscalar analysis to give the
space distribution of the mean zonal i- . meridional eddy flux com-
ponents of water vapor over the northern hemisphere and to deduce
from the analysis the corresponding zonal averages. This approach
differs therefore from the procedure used previously by STARR and
WITE [16,161 in which the individual values at various stations distributed
in the neighborhood of given latitude circles were combined to estimate
the mean zonal values of the meridional eddy transport. The chief final
aim of this paper is to throw additional light by such means upon the
mechanics of the general circulation. Some aspects of the mean meridional
standing eddy transport of water vapor have been treated previously
and published elsewhere (PsrxoTo and SALumzx [6], Pmxomo (4, 5, 7]).

2. Formulation of the Problem

To a very high degree of accuracy the atmosphere may be considered
in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium so the pressure p is taken as the
vertical coordinate. Thus, a (X. (, p, f) reference system is used in which
A denotes the longitude, 9 the latitude, and t time. At a given isobaric
level the horizontal transport field of water vapor per unit pressure
difference is represented by

F (X, cp,p,*) =)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, q is the specific humidity and

V = u i4 + v j, is the horizontal wind field with eastward and north-
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ward aompononts u and v. Let us defike tho bar operator as a time
average for the time interval -r, so that

(

It follows that the time average transport field of the water vapor in

the (1, 0, p, 1) coordinate system can be written F I + F, 3, where

-qu (3)
g

and

Jkv--qv (4)

The total horizontal mean flux of water vapor above a point on the earth'ssurface for the time interval Tr, defines a two-dimensional vector field

(Q) given by PO

(Q) = 9 () dp = ( ix -F+ Q9i (5)

0
where Pu denotes the mean value of the surface atmospheric pressure,

and Qk and Q, are the corresponding zonal and meridional components.
The quantities q-i and q- may be expanded according to the REx~oLrs
scheme as discussed for example by STaR and WwrTE [141.

qu = u + q' s' (6)

qv - qv + qv' (7)

where the primes denote the local instantaneous deviations from time

averages. The term js'u and q' v' are the covariances of the instantaneous
local values and are proportional to the local zonal and meridional mean
eddy transports of moisture associated with the transient horizontal
eddies.

If we define the total local eddy transport field by

where
o0

1F f q dp v F',dp (9)
o 0

Q,= j qvap = F',dp (10)

.1*o o
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we can write for the total transport

Wo

(Q) -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --.{u+v P (qI) (

Taking the zonal averages of the expressions (6) and (7), the following
expansions are obtained

[40,1 M [u] + [-4*] ± [q'qi] (12)

[j-=[4 [1v] + [q4* *] + [4'&'] (13)

the brackets denoting the zonal average operator defined by

[()=2• ()dX (14)

and the asterisks the deviations of the local mean values 4, u- and it from
the zonally averaged values [41, [ii)] and [f]. The terms [4*ii*] and [4i*"']
are the spatial covariances of the time mean values 4, ii and 4, i, at in.
dividual points along the latitude circle and measure the transport
associated with the standing large scale horizontal eddies (STARR and
WMrrT, loc. cit.).

The terms [q] [ui] and [4] [i] measure the advection of the mean
zonal specific humidity by the zonally averaged mean wind field. The
second of these measures the contribution of the mean meridional
circulation.

The zonal and meridional components of the vertically integrated
eddy transport associated with the standing eddies are given by the
expressions

: f [••']d,(15)

0

;f ,-*] d (16)

9

Thus we may write for the components of the total water vapor transport

[]= [i] [•]1 ar + [4* it*' dp + [Q')] (17)

o o•00

[QCv - [q + [vl ) d± + [Q',] (18)

o o
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3. Data and Procedures

As in the previous3 studies mentioned, the presert study is again
based entirely upon direct measurements of moisture and winds ob-
served at different levels; no use was made of the geostrophic approxi-
mation.

The evsluation of the various quantities involved the t~abulat~ion
of daily (0300 Z) values of moisture and zonal and meridional components

Fig. 1 a. Time average of the vertically integrated meridioxxA& eddy transport of
water vapor Q', in 102 g:amns per centimeter per second, for the year 1950.

S denotes trans~port from the south

of the wind field for each of the stations of the basic network at 1000,
850,700, and 500 mb, The advantages and the limitations of the approach
adopted in studies of thisE nature have been discussed previously by the
authors.

In computing the average over the time interval -r the following
expressions were used:
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z'Y' =zY -- ZY (20)

where x and y denote any variable q. u, v, and N is the number of ob-
servations for each station at each level in the time interval 'r.

S N

Fig. I b. Time average of the vertically integrated ineridional eddy traxisport of
water vapor Q'~, in 102 gramns per centimeter per second, for the sumnmer 1950

The vertically integrated expressions (9), (10), (15) and (16) were
computed by applying the trapezoidal rule to the values at the isobaric
level studied. The time means were compa'ted for the calendar year 1950,
for the summer season (April-September) and for the composite winter
season. The local values of F'.~. P), and of Q',p and Q'), were plotted
on hemispheric maps, together with the number of observations in order
to allow a direct estimate of the reliability of each quantity. The spacial
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distribution of the different quantities was obtained using the standarxd
methods of iaoline analysis. Here only th u Q', and Q'), wmaps arm prowmted
(Figs. 1 a, 1 b, and 1 c; Figs. 2 a, 2 b and 2 c).

Zonally averaged values of q',, Q'A, F, and F') are given as follows:

[Q') ± ( Q', X~ ) AX ;z N Q- (21)

-T

I t%

[F'J = () F, (~, X p) )~. ~ J F'(23



Vz•roz P. •PrAms aud Jos• P. l•ixo•o:

[F'•I• • • F'• (•, •,•) • • 26 •'• (241

SJ ,,\

\ I

¢,,

• / • "•'•

Fig. 2a. Timo average of the vertically intogra•ed zonal eddy trv•sport ot water
vapor Q'x in 10• grams per centimeter per •eco•d, for the year 1950. W denotea

trattsport from th¢ west

Table 1. Zo•dly Avcvug• V•w.• o] t•h¢ Mca• •l'o• M•d• •ra•
E•ly Trawpor• o! Water Vapor [Q'•] in Un• o/10• •ranu per Second •or

Yearly and Seasonal Data a¢ •/•d La•i•ud•

Latitude 70° O0° 50° t5• 40• 30" 20° 10• 0°

Winter • 0.47 -• 1.41 • 3.37 ÷ 3,73 ÷ 3,80 •- 3,33 -• 2.39 -•- 2.04 ÷ 0.22
Summer ÷ 0.77 ÷ 2.36 • 3.96 ÷ 3.77 4- 3.29 ÷ 2,03 •- 1.92 • |.34 •-0.28
Year ÷0.68 •2.17 •4.30 ÷-4.68 •4.09 -• 2,90 •2.58 -• 1.4•--0.11
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Table 2. Zonally Awraged Value* of the Mean Total Meridmal Standing

Bddy Transpon of Wator Vapor- J(* v*] dp in Units of 1011 Gro~n Pe

Second for IYearl and 3"soa Data at Specified Latitudes

latitude 70* WO. 50 4 40t 30° 20, I0* 0.

Winter + 0.09 + OM + 0.70 + 0.64 + 0.40 + 0.77 + 1.29 + 0.32 + 0.03
Summer + 0.07 4- 0.02 + 0.10 :- 0.08 + 0.20 + 2.18 + 2.88 + 0.29 + 0.02
Year + 0.07 + 0.33 + 0.20 + 0.16 + 0.30 + 1.02 + 1.82 + 0.24 + 0.0o

Table 3. Zonally Averaged Values of the Mean Total Mjeridiona Eddy Transport
Vo

of Water Vapor[Q'fj±! i+*]dp in Units of 10t" Grams per Seco8nd

0
for Yearly and Seasonal Data at Specified Latitudes

Latitude 70' d0o 50' 45' 40' 30* 20' 10* 0'

Winter + 0.56 + 1.91 + 4.07 + 4.37 + 4.20 4- 4.10 + 3.68 + 2.36 + 0.25
Summer -4- 0.84 + 2.36 + 4.03 + 3.84 ± 3,49 + 4.21 + 4.80 + 1.65 --- 0.26
Year + 0.75 + 2.50 + 4.06 + 4.84 + 4.39 + 3.92 + 4.40 1- 1.60 --- 0.11

Table 4. Zonally Averaged Values of tae Vertically Integratd Mean Zonod

Transient Eddy Transport of Water Vapor [Q'X -in Units of 102 Gram" per
Centimeter per Second for Yearly and Seasonal Data at Specified Latitudes

Latitude 70' 600 50W 45' 40. 30 20' 10' 0'

Winter 1- 0.10 4- 0.31 4 0.25 + 0.01 -- 0.16 -- 0.09 + 0.18 + 0.52 + 0.69
Sunmer --- 0.11 + 0.05 + 0.12 -- 0.13 + 0.01 --- 0.12 + 0.09 + 0.13 -0.06
Year 0.01 +- 0.01 -- 0.01 --- 0.26 -- 0.56 -0.52 + 0.28 + 0.96 + 0.99

These were evaluated numerically by using the data read off from the

corresponding maps at every 10-degree gridpoint of latitude and longi-
tude.. The numerical estimates of the meridional distribution are pre-
sented in Tables 1, 4, 6 and 8, and the corresponding curves are shown

in Figs. 3 and 6.

Table 5. Zo-nally Averaged Values of the Vertically Integqrat;ed Mean ZoeaZ
PO

Standing Eddy Transport of Water Vapor 9 f [q* u*] dp in Unit8 of 102 Grams

0
per Centimeter per Second for Yearly and Sea.zonal Data at Specified Latitudes

Lutitude 70' 6V0 60. 45° 40' 30, 20' 10'

Winter -4- 0.01 + 0.13 ---.--- 0.13 .--- -0.11 --- 0.45 -- 0.15
Sunmmer - 0.04 + 0.20 --. 0.31 - + 0.07 + 0.26 + 0.10
Year ± 0.07 + 0.09 --- 0.06 . --- 0.08 -- 0.21 + 0.19
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Table 6. Zonaily Averagd Values of the MeAn Meridional Tran-ient Eddy
Tranport of Water Vapor IF,,] in Unite of Gram Meter per Kilogram per
Second for Yearly Data at Specified Latitudes. The levels are Given in Millibars

Latitude 70' W.' W0 5 40- 30 ' 20, -- -0'1 UI

1000mb -1 0.2 + 1.5 + 3,0 4 3,6 + 3.9 4- 3.5 -+ 2.7 ±- 1.3 + 0.2
850 ±1.3 -4 2.7 -+ 3.9 ±4.1 -3. 5  42.2 4 1.6 4-0.8 ---- 0.3
700 + 0.9 i 2.0 +2.9 -+-3.1 +2.7 4- 1.5 -i 0.8 + 0.6 + 0.3
500 Z0.3 -2 0.6 + 0.9 -1 1.0 0.9 -,0.7 0.5 + 0.2 - 0.4

W-

'7

\ ',, \ ,• .- "°., " .-.: ----.• --> : ",k _i, _

".. _..: • ./ ( >

Fig. 2 h). •ini- ave~rage of the vertically integrate2d zonal eddy transport, of water
va•por Q'), in 102 grains pe'r centtirricter pe;r second, for the surritier 1950

'Fable 7. Zonally Averaged] Values of the• Mean• Mcridiowwi Standing Eddy
Tranaplor, &.f Wate r Vapor [q* v*] in Units of Gram Jfeter per Kilogram per
Second for Ye~arly D~am at Specified Latitudes. The, Levels are Given in MiUibars

7  t 50 45- 40r 30 10

10(10mb - 0.,3 i0.7 -i0.5 -0.2 -4 0.4 -4 0.8 1• .1 4 0.4 +0. 4
850 -:0.2 -;0.3 -•0. 3 - 0.3 .- 0.6 1.0 -! 1.6 -4 0.5 -i0.2
700 -•0.0 -:0.4 -•0.3 -!0.1I -i 0.2 -[0.4 -•0.8 +• 0.5 -+0. 0

00 - 0.1 !0.0 -i0.0 -i0.0 -•0.1 -i0.2 -4 0.4 -4 0. 2 0.0-
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Tablo S. Zonaily Averaged Valtues o the Mean Zonai Tranokntn Eddy Tranaporc
oj Waktr Vapor [P's] in Units of Gram Meter per Kilogram per Second jar Yearly

Data at Specified Latitude". The Levels are Given in Millibaya

1000 mb -0.3 -0.0 -0.5 -0.3 + 1.0 + 1.6 + 0.7
850 - 0.4 ± 0.5 -- 0.7 -- 0.9 - 0.3 + 1.5 1 1.2
700 +- 0.0 + 0.0 -0.7 -- 1.8 --- 1.0 + 0.9 + 2.2
500 + 0.7 + 0.6 -- 0.4 -1.2 -- 1.4 --- 0.6 +i- 0.2

/

7- /

W Z/

4-4

Fig 2c'.- .Tieaeaeo h etcU /i~ae oa dytai'oto w ae

.- 8,. .i

1000----4 U 0. .2 ;01--04 0 - .

"700 -0 -
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Fig. 2 e. Time averageoOf the v ertiealiy iri..,g~ted zon•] eddy tranmtort of water
vapo~r Q'k in 102 granis pe'. centimaete-• •r second, fur the winter 1950

Ts~hle 9. Zonally A veragedt V"•tvz of the Mean Zunal Stand~ing Eddy Transport
of Water Vapor fq* u*j in+ Uni• of Gramn Meter per Kdlogram ,per Seeond
]te- Yearly Data at Speci]i:ed LaS itudes, The Lev.la arc Give•n in Millibara

L.Ijtntde 70'° 61V 4 .5 30 * 20' !0'

lO040rn -4 0.2 + 0.2 4 0.1 -- 0.4 0.8 -F-0.4
850 -• 0.? ÷ 0.2 +±0.2 -- ('4 -40.8 ± 0.4
700 -+ 0.2 - 0.2 .... 0.4 -i- •+.0 -• 0.2 -•- 0.5
5O• -+0+0 -i 0.1 -0.1 -'0.4 0.0 -+ 0.2
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L 
,

-0 4C -- 1. 0

LATIIUOC

Fig. 3. The meridignal distribution of the zneridional 'water vapor flux in the
atmosphere assoeiated with transient eddies., oomput~ed from atmospheric data.

The units are lO01 gmsec-z

10' wa SOC
4
1

4-

?0. Go. 40- X. W.' 0.
LATiTUOE

Fig. 4. The meridional distribution of the meridional water vapor flux in the
atmosphere associated with standing eddies, computod from atmospheric data.

The units are l(0llginse&'

55

70

Fig. S. The m-eridional distribution of the total meridional eddy flux of water
vapor in the atmosphere. The units are 1011 gin sec-1. The dote represent
thi- estimates of the total meridional eddy flux across st~e.ific latitude circles

obtlained by STAIUI and W~rnrE [15¶, 16)
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Table 10, Zesty Averaged Value,& of Mean Meridiese Traneport of Water
J'apor [t P] in Un•,m of Grmb' Meter per Kilogram per S.•t~o~Td ]or Yearly D~at

kat SpwqWie Latitudes. The Levels are Given in Millibars

yigitufe 70- 00 5 45* 40- SO' 10' 0

1000rmb +1.0 +3.0 +6.0 +6.9 4-5.4 -- 16 -12.7 -- 6.4 ±1.0
--. 0.4 +2.6 +6.4 +6.5 -t- 6.3 +0.7 2.9 1.2 +0.4

700 +o0.4 + 2.6 4+4.8 +4.8 +4.4 +2.0 + 0.3 -2.4 -... 0.8

500 -- 0.1 + 0.7 ± 1.1 + 1,0 + 0.9 + 0.9 + 0.6 -- 0.1 --- 0.5

Table 11. Zonally Averaged Values of Mean Zonal Transport of Water Vapor
1F4j in Unitz of (Gram Meter per Kilogram per Sewond for Yearly Data at

Specified Latitudes. The LeveU are Given in Millibars

Latitude 65 55, 45° 3as 25' 15, 50

1000 mb + 0.9 + 7.9 + 8.5 .. 0.4 -- 14.1 -- 37.4 ... 41.0
850 + 4.9 + 13.7 + 20.4 +- 13.8 - 0.4 21.1 -- 33.4
700 + 4.0 + 10.8 + 16.3 + 15.5 + 7.1 -9.5 -- 23.9
500 +- 1.7 + 5.1 + 8.6 + 9.1 + 6.1 -- 2.3 ---. 7.6

Table 12. Zanually Averaged Values of the Total Water Vapor Transport Across
Latitude Circle.s [Q 9 J for the Northern Hemisphere in. Units of 1011 Grams
per Second. The Louer Number Give the Component of the Total Due to Mean

Meridional Celle

Latitude 80. 70* a0 5W 45' 40) 30' 20V 10° 0'

Winter -- 0-10 +0.64 + 2.24 +4.48 +5.04 +5.36 +3.81 -- 3.68 -- 14.36 -- 9.32
+0.08 +0.33 + 0.41 +0.67 + 1.16 --- 0.29 ----7.36 - -16.72 -9.57

Summer -0.12 + 0.48 + 2.44 + 6.80 + 6.92 + 5.64 + 2,1i --- 1.84 - 1.92 4- 9.08
----0.36 A- 0.08 + 2.77 4 3.08 + 2.15 -2.10 --- 6.64 - 0.27 - 9.34

Year ---- 0.11 + 0.54 +- 2.36 4-5.32 +5.80 +5.46 +2.91 2.70 -- 6.16 -0.00

-- 0.21 --- 0.14 + 1.26 +0.96 + 1.07 -- 1.01 -- 7.10 -- 7.76 ± 0.11

Using the gridpoint values of q (PEIXOTO [4]) and of it and 4. (BUCH

[2]) for each latitude circle, the zonally averaged mean meridional and
zonal transports of water vapor due to standing eddies were com-
puted using the expression:

36 3# 30

b• *],- = 3 q'i q"• E i'.o • (25)

0-1 aIO-

and a similar expression for the mean zonal standing eddy transport.
The results obtained, as well as the total vertically integrated values,

are presented in Tables 2, 5, 7 and 9 and in Figs. 4 and 7. The values
of the mean zonal total meridional eddy flux of water -apor are shown
in Table 3 and in Fig. 5 in units of 1011 grams per second for winter,
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PO

summer and for the whole year. The values of f f [. iA.] dp in units

0
of 102 grams per centimeter per second for yearly and seasonal data are
presented in Table 5 end in Fig. 7.

LATITU" LAit"

win

- ( ,i S 40_ .50.

20-%. 6 Fig.

I Ii

01 1 0

Fig. U. The meridional distribution of the mean zonal flux of water vapor
associated with tranisient eddies, computed from atmospheric data. The units

are 102gmacm-Isec-1 and positive values indicate eastward flux
Fig. 7. The rooridional distribution of the mean zoned flux of water vapor
Vissociated with standing eddies. The units are 102grncm-lsec-1 and positive

values indicate eastward flux

Tables 10 and 11 giving the zonally averaged values of the mean
rnoridional and zonal components of the transport field of water vapor

a different levels, [1f] and [Fk] are also includled in the peetppr
because they have not been published before, and will be needed in the
present disc,jasion.
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4. Results

An inspection of Figs. I a, I b and I o and Figs. 2 a, 2 b and 2 c
shows immediately the lack of zonal symmetry of the distribution of
the total mean eddy transport field of water vapor.

As was previously mentioned the F', and Q', fields account only
for the meridional transport accomplished by the tramieW eddies. The
meridional eddy flux is predominently positive (from South) over the
northern hemisphere. There are nevertheless isolated centers of negative
eddy flux (from North), but the influence of physiographic factors is.
very clear (Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea, Caspean Sea, etc.). The most
prominent feature in the hemisphiric analysis of the maps is the existence
of a belt of maxima located in middle latitudes. These maxima are
clearly associated with the mean position of the polar front, as is to be
expected in view of the role of the baroclinic perturbations in the eddy
meridional transport processes. There are other maxima over the inter-
tropical region which are associated with the perturbations in the inter-
tropical convergence zone, and which are in general more intense during
the summer. It is interesting to note the good agreement of the present
analysis with the coresponding analysis for the North American sector
obtained by BxNTOw and EsToQux [1], for the calendar year 1949.

The zonally averaged values of Q', presented in Table I and Fig. 3,
summarize the main characteristics of the mean meridional eddy flux-
The values are predominantly positive in all cases, and the maximum
shifts northward during the summer. The yearly maximum which oc-
curs near latitude 47.5' exceeds the winter and the summer maxima,
as was to be expected because the total covariance of the yearly values,
assuming that the summer and winter populations are equal, is given by

q, + + , V1 8(28)

where the indices y, w and a denote yearly, winter and summer values.
respectively.

The distribution of [F',] with pressure and latitude for the year
presented in Table 6, shows that the values are significantly positive,
with two minor exceptions, and reaches a maximum in the middle
latitude regions near the 850 mb level.

From a comparison of the maps for Q', and those for Q, (STm,.
Pzx•OTo and ivAD•&s [13]) it is seen that in the middle latitudes the
maxima are almost coincident. The relative importance of the contri-
bution to the total meridional transport by the transient eddies may be,
inferred from the data presented in previous papers by the writers and
from the data given in Tables 1, 6 and 10 of the present study. From
these results it appears that the metidional transient eddy transport
forms the major part of the total meridional transport of water vapor
in the middle latitude regions.
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The zonally averaged values of the mean total meridional eddy flux

of water vapor f [* 3*] dp associated with the quasi.permanent
a

features of the atmospheric circulation, as given in Table 2 and in Fig. 4,
are always positive (northward) and in general smaller than the corre.
sponding values of [Q',] associated with the transient eddieg. The values
obtained for the different latitudes present a wdi defined maximum
at 20'N, associated with the semi-permanent subtropical anticyclones
and aitother maximum not so well defined and much less intense around
55WN associated with the semi-permanent lows prevailing in this region.

The vertical distribution of the meridional standing eddy flux of
water vapor [4*fj*] given in Table 7, shows that one maximum occurs
in the neighborhood of 22.5°N at 850 mb and another around 55'N
near the surface. It is interesting to point out that the lowest values
occur at 45'N, where the largest values of [F',] are observed (Table 6).

The zonally averaged values of the mean total meridional eddy flux
of water vapor shown in Table 3 and in Fig. 5, are predominantly positive
(northward) in agreement with the well knowA fact that winds from the
south generally contain more moisture than the winds from the north.
The latitudinal distribution presents two maxima, resulting from the
combination of the latitudinal distribution due to the transient and to the
standing eddies. The present yearly values compare well with those
computed by STARR and Wnrrx [16, 161] for five latitude circles,
using a different approach and another type of expansion. The discrepancy
shown in Fig. 5 at 31'N may be due to the unavoidable difficulties in-
herent in the sampling process used by STARE and WVHITyE.

In view of the good agreement obtained by the two methods at other
latitudes, the discrepancy at 31'N causes one to suspect a numerical
error. Although considerable checking was performed, no such error
has been located as yet.

It may be seen that the effect of the standing eddies is of greatest
significance in low latitudes (y = 20') where the quasi-stationary
disturbances are dominant. During the summer at this latitude, they are
clearly the most important factor in transporting moisture northward,
the effect of the transient disturbances being small. At middle latitudes

-(- ý 450) the vigorous transient eddies predominate, and the standing
eddied play a minor role. However, at 60'N their importance increases
again, especially in winter when the semi-permanent lows are most intense.

Tht m.%p.• of the mean zonal transient eddy transport of water vapor
Q'I (Figs. 2 a, 2 b and 2 c) show very little similarity with the corre-

sponding maps for the total zonal transport 4& (STARR and PxxxoTo [123).
The zonally averaged values of Q') presented in Table 4 and in Fig. 6,
when compared with the values of [Qxj previously evaluated by the
writers (1960), show that the mean zonal transient eddy flux of water
vapor accounts for only a small percentage of the total zonal transport.
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The latitudinal distribution of the zonal eddy component of the trans.

port field of moisture associated with the standing eddies, [q* '1*] dp
0

as shown in Fig. 7, does not differ substantially from the correspond-
ing distribution of (Q'i]. The values are alternately positive (eastward)
and negative (westward) in both cases, which is related mainly to the
major air mass movements and to the geographical features of the globe.

Inspection of Tables 8 and 9 with the vertical distribution of the
eddy zonal transport, when compared with the corresponding estimates
in Table II leads to the same conclusion. The absolute values of the
zonal eddy transport are in general smaller than the corresponding
meridional eddy components. The zonal eddy transport of water vapor
is very small when compared with the total zonal flow. The total zonal
flux can be. almost entirely explained by the transport of the mean
humidity distribution by the mean zonal wind, in striking contrast to
the situation of the total meridional transport, where the eddies con-
stitute the most important factor in the total transfer process in middle
latitudes.

B. Some Scientific Implications o! the Results

The relative importance of the contribution of the eddies to the
total transfer of water vapor in the meridional and in the zonal directions
shows that the hypothesis of local horizontal isotropy must be taken
with reserve in studies of the large scale motions of the atmosphere.

When maps of the total eddy transport vector =, = QXi-, -±- Q',jP
are compared with the maps of the precipitable water, W (STARR,

PaIXOTO, LrVADAS [131), it is evident that there is little correspondence
between regions of mean -ddy outflow and regions of high mean water
vapor content. Similar conclusions arise when vector eddy transport
fields, defined at each point by P' = F'Jix + F JP are compared with
the distributions of the mean specific humidity q at various isobaric
levels (PEixoco [4]). On a broader planetary scale this fact necomes
still more evident in comparing the zonally averaged values of the mean
total meridional eddy transport, as given in Table 3 or in Fig. 5, with
the latitudinal distribution of the zonally averaged precipitable water

vapor content [W], in the atmosphere (STARR, PEIXOTO and LiVADAS
[13]). Furthermore the bimodal distribution of the zonally averagt.,d
transient plus standing eddy transport does not seem to bear any simple
relation to the monotonic decreasing function [W], or to its derivatives.
Thus, it is evident that the "Austausch-Koeffizient" and the mixing.
length formalisms are not adequate for describing or explaining the
large scale "turbulent flow" ef water vapor in the atmosphere, a con-
clusion in agreement with those found by STARR et al. in studying the
behaviour of other atmospheric quantities.

Arc:h. Met. Geoph. BiokL A. Bd. 14, H..2 0
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As appears from inspection of the expremion (18), the compariaon
of the total meridional transfer of water vapor am given by &ARA, PWxoTo
and LrvAmls [13] and reproduced hert in Table 12 and Fig. 8, with the
actual values of the total meridional e idy flux presented in Table 3 aad
in Fig. 5, leads to an estimate of the eont:ibution ol the so-ojled meridiknal

IoI
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LATITUDE

Fig. 8ý The meridional distribution of tho total water %apor transprt soross
latitudr, circles in the atmosphere.. The dott-e curve represents the component

of the total due to mean• me~ridiona! cells. The units are 101 grnwec-l

cell comp~onent to the total meridional trantsport of water vapor, also
given in Table 12 and Fig. 8 for the ye ar. This comparison offers the
important indirect ev-idence of the existence of the three--c~l regime
with two direct cells and one indireet cell. The contribution of the HAILEY

cell for the total southward transport of water vapor becomes dominant.,
whereas the contribution of the other two cells is only a small fraction
of the total meridionial flux of water vapor, the eddies being the more
important, factor in the total proc~e."
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The southward transport of moisture, in the tropical and equatorial
regions over the northern hemisphere, has in the past been estimated
from climatological considerations by comparing the excess of precipi-
tation over evaporation. Thete rough evaluations have been taken by
some authors as a measure of the intensity of the mean tropical meridional
cell and thereafter used as a general argument to claim the over-all
predominance of the HA•ErY regime in the dynamics of the general
circulation of the atmosphere. Although these arguments in their extreme
form are no longer generally credited because of the demonstratod ef-
fectiveness of eddy processes, the classical schemes for the general cir-
culation cannot be salvaged by these arguments.

It should be stressed in this connection that indirect estimates of
the character and intensity of the tropical mean meridional cell by these
means is beset by serious difficulties and requires the introduction of
assumptions whose validity is hard to prove. On the other hand the
direct objective calculations give moisture transportsi mpautiblu with
available climatological information, while the same wind data give
a momentum and energy balance which involves a rather small cellular
contribution for the hemisphere. This is corroborated by the same
general result for the energy cycle in the southern hemi-sphere as obtained
from preliminary studies.

The contention that the actual wind data overlook a large equator-
ward transport of mass within the first kilometer or two above the sur-
face is not corroborated by estimates and checks made by us from time
to time during the progress of various calculations. It should be stressed
that such net mass transports cannot be estimated alone from the notion
of cross-isobar air flow due to friction, the theory for which is itself
grossly deficiunt for this purpose. These, cross-latitude flows may and
probably do involve geostrophic and gradient wind contributions, be-
sides deviations from these, other than frictional ones.

The reason why the tropical mean meridional circulation as con-
tainexd in our data gives a net transport of moisture equatorward and
is not of much effect in causing a net transport of angular momentum
lies in the high concentration of moisture in the low layers. This effect
seemingly has served to delude generations of meteorologists into the
pursuit of general circulation schemes which, to say the least, missed
perhaps the most important other proceses as we now know, namely
the negative eddy viscosity phenomena so to speak. The essentials of
these alternative ideas in our writings are contained in STARR [8, 9, 10]
and in PmxoTo [4, 7]. In addition a summary of various results for
both hemispheres is to be found in OBASI [3].
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A13STRtACT

A study of the hemispheric water halsace over the northern hmemisphere during the M(Y
covering the mean conditions for the calendar year 1958 is presented. The study in-
cludes analyses of the amount of precipitable water, of the vertically integrated water
vapor trunsiport vector field and of the divergence of water vapor transport for the
hemisphere. gaome implications of thee water vapor divergence field arie deduced wiehcc
are important for hydrology and oceanography. Finally, tire water vapor baelancee is
discussed in the light of various meteorological considerationst.

1. Introduction To at high diegree of accuracy the' atmnosphere'

The impetus of the modern approach to stu- may be considered in at state of hydrostatic

(lies of t he gonerall ci retilation of the at mosphere equilibrium so the pressure p is takenitas thre-
as oatlnoilforexamlo y STRR 1951 re vertical coordinate. Thus it coordlinate syste-m

stilted inter alia in at number of extensive in. (A, 0, p. 1) is used in which A (denotes the longi-

veectigationie of the northern hemnisphere water tude, 0 the latitude and t the time. The pre-
balance anel its relation to the gencral circulattion. cipitahhe water contained in a unit eoleimit (if

The miore important of these are STARR & air atagivecn instant ambove. at point on the enirlhiee

WRITE (1955), STARR, PI'FXOTO & LIVAnAM surface is expr('554.ie by
(1058), STARR & PEiXOTO (1958). PmFzXOTO (1958,
1960l) andI STARR & PraXOTO (1964). All these, JV(A. f*, 1)p (1)
studeies were. baited upon nerological elata for the
year 1950 anti included variotis evaluations weegi h eeea o fgaiyadp t
fifrne 90 ditily trppec -air .eeieinelri sutitat meanwhere q is th e mu-elrfat ioneof uravit ane p. I h
meve~ral levels uip to 500 ml) over the, entire meaizntalue tasofrte sufwacer pres ore abhe itol
northe'r he-misephere. Encouralged by thef results horiontaln ftransprtht of woett er apru4i ab %ov-
rend toy the~ continuing growth of tite hvimisphe. on t h'ecrh eifie eiesatw,
lit- net work eaf t epper-ctir somene ling iatations, Ilie elimre'nmional ve-ct or fi'-lel. Q(A. 0. t). e'xpresI Iab

ateitiierm of t his pmaper 114t11P e'Xte'ndi'l ftim' Mtaiaeljfe's dl,feor the WUY year 1958. (W, . 9)~c ~p 2

2. Formulation of the problem The- zonad and inerirlioniel eoniporie'rct eor the

Siince the fcraniilrt ion of the. probl-tem and the -e'rt or fie'ld atre give~n ity

lcrot-rdlcire followe'd in the pi-ese-nt paper cirsc P
thorunicr cue them(,e dele'ribeel in fthe p~reviouis Q- Inudlp,

stiildy bcy STARR & PECKIOTO (1059), it, seems f1
ceeifficie'it to pre~sent only a gene-ratl r-vie'w of I
Owee oplcroaich followced. The bascie qucantitite'sQ qved~e. (4)
imrccd in this studry aire time specific hiccmmmity, q,
tire eatstwardl windl component uitaned time' north- Expre~ssions (1), ('2), (3) arnd (4) may be ave-raged
wacrd ('ompnletret v', fth. total wind be~ing V. with. respect to tmine. overi tiwe inte'rvatl r, Iletcdin

T-Ilus XVII (1965), 4
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beoatua for this time interval a W/i•t may be taken The over-all coverage of reliable data over the
as zero. Positive values of diverge~nce show aroas Arctic and middle lalitudes in the northern
where the total evaporation exceeds the pro- hemisphere was excellent. The data from arctic
cipitation whereas negative values show areas stations wore fairly complete up to 80 degrees
where the total evaporation is exceeded by the latitude. The coverage over North America
precipitation, was especially dense over the United Stwatm; all

stations in this area were used except a few
3. Data and Procedures siuporfluous one-. The good coverage over

China, Mongolia and esjxmially the Tibetan

The basic data used in this study were taken plaveau was most helpful.
directly from aerological observations made The procedures and the methodology of the
during the (ctendar year 1958. An extensive several computations were presented and dis-
coverage of 321 selected weather stations, in- cussed on Aeveral oceasions by the writers.
dicated by (lots in Fig. I provided the data, Briefly, the yearly mean vahlue ij, fa, and q?
over the northern hemisphere. Where a choice wera computed for each station at the four
was poAsible, the most reliable and meteoro- standard pressure surfaces of 1000, 850, 700
logically representative stations were selected, and 500 inb. The vertical integrations required
In areas where observations wene sparse, all to compute W, Q)z and Q) were performed nu.
available data were used. The total of 321 merically applying the trapezoidal rule. Con-
stations was separated into 285 primary and 36 tributiorts to the vertical integrals were dis-
secondary stations. The upper-air data for the regarded above 500 mb and between 1000 nib
primary stations were obtained on punched and the surface and the various integrated
cards or magnetic tape, while the secondary fields are in some cases underestimated.
ones were taken from IGY raicroeards. All these The values of specific humidity are, in gereral,
data wore ohcelod and proevsaod by electronic small above 500 mb over middle and htgh iati-
means. All rawinsonde data available for each tude regiorn. Although the wind speeds are
primary station were used; rawinsondo data generally high, the water vapor transports
for most stations were available at least orce remain relatively small. However, these con-
each day. A majority of these stations provided tributions are likely to be greater in the tropical
two soundings each day, some thr--e and even and equatorial regions and over extensive area.s
four. Statistical computations werr based upon of high terrain. The contribution of higher
all the data available at each station. The data layers has already been taken into consideration
handling and machine processing were accom- by the writers in studying the humidity condi-
plished by the Air Weather Service Climatic tions over Africa.
Center, at Asheville, North Carolina. As mentioned the lower boundary was set

The secondary stations were used principally at the 1000-nob pressure surface whenever
in critical areas not covered by the primary possible. In cases where the mean surface pres-
station network and also a few of thein were sure, p,, for the yearly period is greater than
chosen to fill in gaps at the equatorial border. 1000 rob, this procedure underestimates the
The data from these stations were obtained with total vertically integrated values. It was found
either radiosonde, radio-wind, pilot balloon, in previous studies that, with the exceptior., of
rawinsonde or a combination of these methods. tropical areas, the contribution of the thin
Although only seven pilot balloon stations were layer between 1000 mb and the surface was of
used, in general the corresponding data were little relative significance for the total inte-
not o reliable as those from the primary sta- grated values. The largest differences probably
tiois. occur over the trade wind regions, where low-

In spite of generally excellent coverage over level humidities are high. In casers where the
the northern hemispher4 and near the equa- mean surface pressure is less than 1000 mb or
torial border in the southern hemisphere, there where the surface topography normally extends
were some areas of little or no data; the Ama- above the 1000-mb surface, the actual surface
-on River Basin in South America. the eastern values of hum,-,.ty and wind were used.
Padific Ocean from Central America to the Ha- The yearly mean values of W, Qt, and Q, for
waiian Islands and the Indian Ocean. each station were plotted on separate charts

Tallus XVII (1965), 4
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tal air (,ssteTn Sibteria. the Bering Sea, Hudson field of divergence wuas rtalyzvd -o aA to fit the
Bay, etc.), and it extends slightly north of WI•N numerical values,
over Jan Mayean ad northeast of Iceland, due The, equatorial regions of the, Atlantic and
to the Gulf Stream and the moist air nmases Pacific oceans show a gnerrl . ;,nvergence indi-
frequently carried northeastward across the cating an excess of pec•ifr te --ion over evapora.
North Atlantic. tion due tW the conver,-nro of the trade winds

It must, be pointed out that once again our from both homisphtis , -. Marked centers of
analysis shows the meua water vapor storage in strong convergence akre found just south of
the atmosphoeo to bI vory smiall. The mnmosis Panama and off the eas-t- coast of fSouth Ame-
of the mean procipitable water vapor confint rica tnear the equator; both of thewe aroas are
provides more detail and accuracy than hereto- known to have excessive precipitation. Although
fore available. Studie- of the precipitable water the data aupporting the divergence uouth of thw
vapor have important application to investiga- Gulf of Maracaibo in South America is sparse,

tions of the radiation and heat balance in the at- this area does have rather scanty precipitationt
meophore. Many specific applications of in- compared with the Amazon River basin and
frared radiation technology, however, require water shed farther to the south and east.
instantaneous information concerning atmos- Another area of very strong divergence ia
pheric moisture. found over the Arabian Sea. Even though the

A chart showing the total meuan horizontal data supporting the water vapor traLsport
transport of water, Q, in vector form is given in analysis in this area were peripheral and the
Fig. 2. This chart. gives a general idea of the analysis relied heavily on mean winds, this
main features of the mean total transport of divergence area can be associated with the high
water vapor in the atmosphere. It shows good salinity of the Arabian Sea caused essentially
agrcernnt with a similar one published pre- by the excessive evaporation.
viously by STan & PpixaOro (1958) and also PaxoTo (1959, 1960), Luvrxx (ti)95 nid
supports their conclusion that the not moisture JAcons (1948) have derived separately, in
flow across the equator for the year is practically slightly different ways, empirical relations
zero. between the sea-surface salinity and the field

of E=P for areas of the oceansg where the ef-
S. Water vapor balance feets of horizontal transport of surface water

salinity are negligible. Earlier SvziDur (1942)

STARR & PEIxoTo (1968) calculated the mean had established empirically a rather simple
E--P field over the northern hemisphere for the linear relation between surface water salinity
year 1950, inferred from the horizontal diver- and E-P. The simple relationship indicates that
gence of the water vapor transport using a transport of salinity by ocean currents is of
ten-degree latitude-longitude grid. A similar minor importance for average conditions over
procedure was used in this study to compute long periods of time, whereas, the difference
the mean E-P field for 1958. As mentioned between evaporation and precipitation is of
before, in view of the greater amount of data primary importance. Since the field of E-P
available for this study, a basic five-degree, is intimately related to the general circulation of
latitude--longitude grid was used. The analysis the atmosphere, it can be concluded that the
of the distribution of the mean total horizontal average values of sea surface salinity are con-
divergence for 1958 in cm per year is presented trolled by the atmospheric circulation.
in Fig. 3. SVERDRUP (19421 includes a chart showing

This analysis shows the existence of diver- surface salinity of the oceans in northern sum-
gence centers alternating with convergence ten- mer; this • hart shows excellent agreement with
ters and exhibits considerable detail. In the Fig. 3 over the oceans. More recently both
areas of dense and representative data coverage DEA-rr (1961) and Vor; AP.x (1962) have em-

the detail obtained in the five-degree grid phasized the important relationship between
computations is undoubtedly justified. How- atmospheric circulation and sea surface salinity.
ever, in areas of sparse data coverage some of it Two areas of strong convergence bordering
may not be reliable. In such doubtful areas the the equatorial and subtropical regions are
analysis was smoothed slightly. Otherwise the worthy of special note. One extends from south-
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Fio. 3. Distribution of the horizontal divergence of the vertically integrate40 total annual flux of water
vapor V "*(A ) #) for the IGY in grams per en ti per year. The tw4t4 ethfl (full lines for divergence. and
dashed for convergence) are entered for intervals of 100) coit year--.

western Arabia near Aden generally westward of water vapor transport associated with the
and southward across equatorial eastern and well-known sumnivr monsoon. Nevertheless,

central Africa and the other is over north- the analysia shown on Fig. 3 appears to be
central India. The first area over Africa con- condsitent with the more general knohn facts
tains the headwaters of the Blue Nile and several of the earth's water balanice over India. It is
tributaries of the White Nile; there are several interesting to note the extension of this promi-

rivers flowing southward from this area through nent convergence northward through Kashnir
Somaliland and Kenya. Upper parts of the to the Pami.i and Altai Mountains wsAt of
Cango and Ubangui rivers are also in the area. Sinkiang where rain antd snow provide the head

Thb heavy rains over tho areas referred to in watears of the Indus River and also several
India are well known. With more detailed data other smaller rivers flowi..g into the Taruan
coverage close to and within the Himalayan Basin of Sinkiang where they disappear. Actu-
mourntains the water vapor transport analyses ally there is a further extenmion of the conver-
woudd undoubtedly support more accurately genec over the marshy west Siberian lowlanids.
the location of the center, or possibly two (en- It should also be noted that this entire large
tera of Convergence, one further north and area of convergence over India covers the vici-
elongated along the mountain mass and one nity of the headwaters of severul extensive
farther east over Assani. It soems very likely river systems: Indus., Gaxges, Brahnmaputra,
that even greater detail could he obtained in the Salween, Mekong, and Yangize.

divergence analysis over India if there were a The subtropical regions of the Atlantic and
high density of reporting stations located so as Pacific Oeeaas show rather strong, and et+e-n-
to delineate clearly the tremendous convergenee si\-e areas of diverg-nee. In the Atlantic the
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t he Pacitic ti tlit ivergonet' e, 9ti I-i xi es a nra Ii (P Ian-1i I i A' .ss 1-;' at I it i~~-i I tv -
fraun Meix ico toi Mtrircu 1Inland ; a h i it -it;%a -itt v itlax. rga'nt- ateIa-- a it;ul tilt!a ioi4

v'enta-rs of ginarked Idi verga -'ac a aturnip ttaill 1)v Ki lii in fortnoi.in~ nfor ba- litear d w ttal fi ea~wtti so.

aresof Weak t-onva-riz'nce or less tnirkeail lit-er. 'Elb, -N! lutist. positA ivit tier- 'Of Iv11t4r vap)or

geneu. Th'is feature of the analysit nau' be tIn'de ranspert- over dr, J . est-st 5IIcI&O and tIs at tvan-
to a cc, tar Pt naet re ina tire Pacific ant1 act-lone. alant inte-rest ang !,pecult tttions, a1rouse-4 tlhere ta
Over tU., want? cc pu-i iice ofi the. l'ak-4i antia- ace ea-rtatinlv xvucthl of foirtIlw statiII- lv trns
cyvionie. L" It the, pattttrm is somewhat comnplex. chlina? ic toald hyvlOologie iewon
baut, in general. conver-gencew pre-dominates~k; the The miii -hait ut!'- ra'gaons iralltitri I the, miar? ha'ri

aret soutth and ax -i >ro JapLUn slio%% la ~theii lthuis'pltil showv matlai' %attn-a Of dix asga-niva nid

strtong conver-gence [mi might bx- expected be- convergence. Tia- most promaatin'Oi i-a'v alreas of

cnuate the moan po'it ionl of the Polar front is tn convo-ergene at tttociateil xvt-a It th ext tar-Itropaeaa!
this region. Closely a-s.'ociata'ti witli the -attong storm tracks; across the Nor- ta Atlantic tint!
alive~rgonco of the sutitropical oct-ante antac-ye- Nort h Pacific oceans. 'Baa ecaivearp-g'ict' bet we. i~i

lone, are three other interesýtinig areas, of div-er- Iceland anil Greenjana!. alit! rte otherr-a-tther
gen-ce; one over the cenitral Mediterranean Seat. satcriong ait mtarkedl nt-a-i nof r-onva-rgenev aia

anoth-or over Iran. anti the thtird~ over -Maitri. the North Atlantic regionltn aecltoar-lv related.
t ania in w"-.-t Africa. The cent ral Medite~rranean to polar front stor-tni; this isý v-speiiallv -viityiten
dix-ergenc'e extendls southward over the desert. ovi'r thet ca-ateria lnitied Suitehs tind over aItI' Culit
areas of Libya anal Algeriai andtieotuatllv join-s Stir-ens and also in thev vicinityv of thte western
to the cast throuigh the Syrian 1LW-st-H- wvith the anal coast al regiona of Not-viva- a11id Setvii'.-, A
divergence over Iran; this whole arei i knIlown long and extensive area of conivergt-na'a t-xttnds
for its dryness anld is anl imnportant sou-rce of frosts the East C'hita Sea nrithi-nsf wart! ovir
atinosllhcnic anoistutre; tiho4 1 he Mi-diti-r~arteanl is the Japanese, islatnds anal Sakhsalin thair t~ast -
known for ifs high salinity. whia'h is aissociateal wart! acrosi thi- entitre norw-?hr-n Pacifie cel)a'n
with. high positive me-an values of F-It There to the wvest coast of Northa Atrnicries I-fee, so
are centers of conVcr-gVntze in southern and cr-t- tihe vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Islands, off
tral Europe andi in Nor-th Africa (Atlas 'Motto- the coast of riti-itjli Colattobia, is fotundl a s;trong,

tais. itnsis).'['os ceitetaareasscitedwitl~ area of convevigetec extending nortliwisral andl
the frontal perturbations and with the topo- southward along Ot-li coas~tal ttouintain rangt's.
graphy. 'The crenter over the Iberian P'eninsula This area is known to have, copious and( regiltar
isa somewhat displa~ced to the south. However, it precipitation year after year. Ats area oi weak

is well known that the northern pact of the coix-ergenice is foundi inlanal of the coastal
Iberiahn Peninstila is one of the regionis of highetimt moniotains, artid divergence isq actatally -zhown
msean rainfall in Europe, and is the source of ove.r the dosotl areas of Neavdta tnid sousther'n
important rivers: (e.g., Tagus, Douro, Ebro, California including Deuth Valley and that,
etc.). The divergence over west and Central Salton Sea: farther inland over the Rocky
Africa coincidesi with scanty precipitation and Motuntains is found aniother area of mi-oderately
with tho cold Canary or North African Cuirrent. strong convergence. Within this general area of
Thte dryness of thy Cape Verde Islands is well convergence at-e the headiwaters of several
known. It~ is not difficult to recognize aniti to latrge river systems: Columbia, Mlisziouri, Cole-
accept that she subtropical ocean areas which ratio, Arkansas, anid Rio Grande. The details
show strung divergence of water vapor trcans- of other small f-reas of weak convergence tidt

port are, in fact, maujor sources of atintospheric ilivergonee over she( United States and Canoada
moisture. But it is more difficalt to coatecive of can be supported by excellent alata coverage.
deloserts in Mast and Central Africa. Arabia, thfe There at-c two rat her' strong andi marked re-
Middle, East, and Iran ws contributing sources gioras of dlivergence in the mid-latitudes that
of atmnospheric moisture. Nievertheless. the should be mentioned, although the over-all
divergince of atmospheric wvater vapor trans- pictusre is one of general convergence. One turea
port shows this to be the Case. STARR & PEXx- is found just South of Newi~otindllanti anal ex-
ore (19581 have alreadly commrente-d on titis tendis soattht'awstwnrd into thi' Atlantic; the other
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sociated with a dry region over Venezuela. This The divergence region present in both- years
dietail waa it-ot pickedl up on the 1165) map, a)- along the east coast of Siberit aMd. Chin)a iS

though the zero is found along the northern consistent with the dry air corning off the Asian
coast. of the continent. The strong convergence continent as alreaidy mentioned.
over the source region of the Nile was found for Tho praesece of the divergenk-A in both 1950
both years but with more detail in 1958. Diver- and 1958 over the Mississaippi-Misoouri Valley,
gence over the Mediterranean arid over the conliinuing up into Saskatchewan, indioates a
western Sahara is found on both Tnaps, al- oignificant itemy of agroement.
though details axe different. On the whole where the data are adequate, the

Differences over India and Southeast Asia main features of the divergence field seem to be
have not boon eomplLtely reconciled. Suppio- repeate-d for the two yeuar. Itoasonit for differ-
mental stations used for the 1958 map altered ences may be due to inadequate data to define
the analysis significanitly and made us quescion the divergence field. and to differences between
the representativenesis of soneof the mean values the mnean st-te of the circulation and moisture
used in the 1950 analysis. Btecause of mronsoonal content for the two yuars, such "s the twtion of
effects over India. more numerous obsorvations hurricanes and typhoors. The annual total pre-
in one season than the other could greatly bias cipitatiort can sometimis be dependent on just
the transport vector field, arnd hence also its one such storm. Finally, differences may be due
divergence. to the finer gnidwork used for the 1958 study.

As an experiment designed to investigate this The present study indicates the necessity of
last. possibility somewhat, further, our colleague extending t~hc analysig throughout the southern
Mr. E. RASMUSSON kindly prepared art alter- hemisphere. It Seems also desirable at this point,
nate map of the divergence for 1958. The dist- to pursue equivalent studies on the water bal-
ribution. Shown in Fig. 4 was obtained in. ance on a regional Scale so that in Performing a
dependently, through the analysis of the zonal more detailed analysis physiographic influences
and maridional tranasporta for summer and and local fac~tors van be taken more fully int~o
winter separately. The Seasonal distributions consideration.
were then weighted equally and combined into
the chart for the year. In the preparation of Acknowle~dgements
-Fig. 4general climatological information
was used. as an aidi in the analysis Over the region The cooperation sand assistance of the United
in question. It is clear that the hydrological States Air Force in procuring and machine pro-
phen-mena of India such as the boundary of cessing the basic ICY data for this study is
the Thar desert and the high rainfall inland acknowledged. Thanks are due to Miss Isa-
along- the Malabar coast. and over the Western belle Kole for drafting the maps and to Mrs.
Chats region are reflected to better advantage. Dorothy Berry for aid in thbe computifng.
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ON THE ROLE OF WATER VAPOR IN THE ENERGETiCS OF THE

GENERAL CIRCULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE ()(**)

Jost P. PRIxoTo

(University of Lisbon and Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

A HSTRA CT - The role of water vapor iu the energetics of the general
circulation of the atmosphere is studied and .iscussed. The water vapor is
the most important absorber of solar energy in the atmosphere, and hence,
its distribution influences the form of the energy input into the system. Through
the release of latent heat it generates zonal available and eddy available poten-

tial energy. The available potential energy of the disturbances is partly supplied
by the non adiabatic heating due to condensation. The implications of the
meridional transport of latent heat and of its divergence are discussed in the
light of various meteorological considerations. The total mean meridional

transport of latent energy is southward in the equatorial regions and north-
ward in middle and high latitude regions whereas the meridional transports
associated to transient and standing disturbances are predominantly positive
(from south). The contribution of Hadley cell for the total southward transport
of latent energy becomes dominant in the lower troposphere of equatorial
regions.

R1gSUA19 - On prdsente une dtude du r6le de la vapeur d'eau dans
l'Vnergitique de la circulation g~nfrale de latniosphtre. La vapeur d'eau est
l'absorbant le plus important de l'atmosphtre et sa distribution module
t'input* de 'dnergie dans le systeme. En ddgageant de la chaleur latente
efle va gdndrer r'6nergie potentielle disponible zonalle et perturb6e. Lilnergie

disponible des pirturbations est partiellement fournie par le rechauffement
non adiabatique due A la condensation de la vapeur d'eau. On 6tudie d'abord
les implications du transport meridional d'6nergie latente et de sa divergence
A la lumiire de diverses considkrations mnt4orologiques.

Le transport meridional total de l'dnergie latente est dirig6 vers le sud
dans les regions 6quatoriales et vers le nord dans les regions des latitudes

(*) The research reported in this paper has been possible through the
suport of the U. S. National Science Foundation under grant No G P - 3657.

(**) Received November 30, 1965.
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moyennes et O1ev~es, tandis que le transport m&idional associd aux p~rtur-
bations stationaires et transientes est, dune fagon g~ntrale, positive. La con-
tribntion des circulations du type Hadley est dominante pour le transport
vers le sud de '6nergie latente dans la basse troposphkee des r6gions &qua-
toriales.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the possible approaches to the study of the general cir-
culation of the atmosphere is to examine certain integral requirements
deduced from dynamical princples governing the motion of the
atmosphere, formulated in therms of physical properties such as
energy, momentum, mass, watcr vapor content, etc.

This approach has been used extensively at the M. 1. T. Pla-
netary Circulations Project.

According to the principle of the conservation of mass, water
substance cannot be created or destroyed within the atmosphere.
The water balance may therefore be taken as a constraint on the
general circulation. The necessity for the transport of water in the
atmosphere arises from the existence of an excess of precipitation
over evaporation in certain regions, with a reversal of prevailing
conditions over other areas. Since storage effects of the atmosphere
are small enough to be neglected, the excesses and deficits must be
made up through the transport of water by atmospheric circulations,
since there can be no significant net flux of water into or out of the
atmosphere as a whole. Therefore, water vapor can be regarded as
an indicator of the mechanisms which maintain the general circulation.

In dealing with the energetics of the atmosphere, one cannot
ignore the existence of water component in its various phases. In
the vapor phase, it is the most active constituent of the atmosphere
with regard to radiative processes. It is a highly selective absorber
of incoming solar energy; and also an important emitter of long wave
radiation. The solid and liquid phases in the form of clouds have
a profound influence upon the spatial distribution of planetary
albedo, and consequently upon the amount of solar energy that is
available for absorption by the earth. Furthermore clouds influence
the long wave radiative balance, and through this, the vertical dis-
tribution of temperature in the atmosphere.

Since all its phases can occur within the usual range of the observed
temperatares there are large amounts of energy associated with the
phase changes that play an important part in the energy budgets
of the earth and of the atmosphere.

PortOg. Phys.-VoL 4. tam. 2 pp. 135-170, 1965-Lisboa
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With the imposed horizontal flux of water vapor is associated
a transport of energy in the form of latent heat which constitutes
an important part of the energy balance of the atmosphere. The
corresponding vertical transport serves to compensate for radiative
effects which tend to cool the atmosphere as a whole (1) (2). Finally,
the energy associated with phase changes alters the baroclinicity of
the atmosphere thereby influencing the kinetic energy, momenturm
and vorticity fields.

The present paper intends to give some aspects of the results
obtained in the study of the water balance requirements of the atmos-
phere, and their implications for the energetics and the mechanisms
of the maintenance of the general circulation.

2. NOTATIONS AND FORMULAE

In the present study we shall use the following notations:

I longitude
latitude
pressure

I time
a - radius of the earth
u = a cos 4 d41dt = eastward wind component
v a dp/di = northward wind component
v = u I + v j = horizontal wind vector
o = dOldt == evertical velocity*
z = height of an isobaric surface
g = acceleration of gravity

0 gz . geopotential
S= specific volume of the air
p = density of the air

T = temperature
R = gas constant

c,, c, = specific heats at constant pressure and at constant
volume

k Rlc,
0 T7 p = potential temperature

q = specific humidity
L = latent heat of condensation

T ---T + Lq = equivalent temperature
Co
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e= nith angle of the sun

dm = a2 cos p di dTAP = mass element
g

P = precipitation
E = evaporation

U = c, T = internal energy
II = ¢t T = enthalpy

0 U+O = total potential energy
1 ý angular velocity of the earth
f = 2 0 sen Ti = Coriolis parameter
F = frictioual force = F, I + FP j

* dQj,
, = dQ_ heating rate due to conduction and friction
d*j

- = heating rate due to radiation

-=L - = heating rate due to condensation
di•d

=- - f-dp = seccional mass

W = goýfd p = precipitab water

Q = g-lfqv. dp = QA I + QopJ = water vapor vector

transport

Q. = - .fq u = zonal transport of water vapor

O.--= g-q v. dp meridional transport of water vapor

S, = source function for water vapor
A = availability of energy

dT
r = - ----- = lapse rate

r= -g ----g dry adiabatic lapse rate
CO

--- -- J•- =.v-d Navier-Stokes tensor

RI = v: v'0 = Reynolds tensor
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x = -x di = time average of x

z' = x - x deviation from time average

Cx] •2 n)-I x Ax = zonal average of x

x* x -- [x] = deviation from zonal average

-x dx d- hemispheric average of x over ani iso-

baric surface

x - x = deviation from hemispheric average

<X> +Ix cos q dq A = space averagesen .+ + 10) -sen •Tfx

for the latitudinal belt pi

[x y]' [ ix' y'] + [x* y*] = total eddy covariance of x and y

[x' y'] transient eddy c ivariance of x and y

[x* y*] = standing eddy covariance of x and y

I [u]3 + [v]z) dm = zonal kinetic energy

(CU'2 + v12]] + [U* 2 + v,2]) dm eddy kinetice
Ks -dy Ineti energy.IfA_

Yý (*_ P astatic stability parameter

I( Y g
\ 0 (r,,-r)

Am IPf, [-T di zonal available potential energy

A = T (-T--"] + [T*2]) dm ==eddy available potential

energy

D(K) = -,. F dm = rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy

due to small scale turbulence and to eddy stresses at
the boundary
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G(A) rate of generation of available energy due to non-
-adiabatic effects

C(KE, KM) rate of conversion from eddy kinetic energy to zonal
kinetic energy by the eddy momentum transport

C(A,, AE) rate of conversion from zonal to eddy available po-
tential energy by the eddy sensible heat transport

C(Am, Km) = rate of conversion from zonal available potential energy
to zonal khictic energy by mean meridional circula-
tions

C(AE , KE) = rate of conversion from eddy available potential energy
into eddy kinetic energy by large-scale eddy processes

a - + i -- surface spherical gradient ope-a cosd d9x O

rator on an isobaric surface

In this discussion the primitive hydrostatic equations for the
atmosphere are written as follows:

a) equations of motion

du j gO I at&\
+V.1+ +aUo+,Ca FA=O (1)

dv dv + tgq1P I do
+V.VV+ + + +±6F=0 (2)

W a dT 1

b) equation of hydrostatic equilibrium

d• RýO+R T = 0 (3)

t) equation of continuity

dw
-w + div, -0 (4)

d) equation of continuity for the water vapor

"dq + div d qv +__ dQ - (5)
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s) equation of the first law of thermodynamics

0-- + o 0+ & = U (6)
S+ TCP

3. THE WATER VAPOR IN THE GLOBAL BALANCE OF

TOTAL ENERGY OF THE ATMOSPHERE

3.1. The balance equation, of giobal nergy

The. atmosphere contains significant amounts of potential energy
(gravitational), internal energy (heat), latent energy (heat of conden-
sation) and kinetic energy of various scales of motion.

For a moist atmosphere the total amount of potential energy, 0,
the internal energy, U, and the latent energy, LW, in a unitary
column of the atmosphere in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium is
proportional to the mean equivalent temperature of the column or
to the wheighted potential equivalent temperature

0+U+LW=g-f ,Tdp

= Pb r-lf% P, 4' (7)

where W is the precipitable water content of the column, L the latent
heat of condensation, assumed to be constant and e, the potential
equivalent temperature. This total energy may be designated as
total moist potential energy.

For a dry atmosphere the total amount of potential energy and
internal energy for a unitary column of the atmosphere in a state
of hydrostatic equilibrium is proportional to the total enthalpy of
the column or to the wheighted potential temperature, 0:

'6 + U = g-t fcp T dp

= p•;"h c, ph O dp (8)

Since the generation and the destruction of both forms of energy
(potential plus internal) occurs simultaneously it is costumary to
consider the two forms of energy as a single form, the so caled total
potential energy, 0*.
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MARX4UxLS (1903) has fintaly established that the maintenance
of the atmospheric motions in a synoptic scale against the dissipation
is due to the conversion of total potential energy into kinetic energy.
The rate of generation of total potential energy (internal plus poten-
tial), which has to be resupplied depends upon non adiabatic heating
including radiation, frictional heating, the release of latent heat,
heating of contact of the atmosphere with the earth (trna-sprt of
sensible and latent heat by turbulent difusion), etc.

The mecharism of conversion is basically a sikidng of colder air
and a rising of warmer air at same level- It is then required an hori-
zontal grndipnt of t-mperature far thi process to contimue. Thus only a
small fraction of the total potential energy is really available for conver-
sion into kinetic energy of the actual atmospheric motions. The process
of generating available poakniiaJ energy is essentially through the heating
of warm regions and the cooling of cooler regions at the same is:obaric
level which is equivalent to a local decrease of entropy.

The local balance equation for the total energy which expresses
the conservation of total energy for the atmosphere, may be written
(3)- (4), (5) in the form:

• p(U+0+X)+div p(CT±Lq+0±A)v-CF+V). P (P (9)

where V is the Navier-Stokes viscosity tensor, f is the Reynolds
turbulence tensor.

If tids equation is integrated over the volume of a polar cap v.
bounded by a wall S. the resulting equation after averaged in time
over the period considered becomes:

-jfffp (U+ -+4K)ds+ ff Qd.TT+ (+K+))v.dX-

The local variation of the total energy in the polar cap results
from:

a) the flux of total energy in the form of enthalpy (C. T), of

latent heat (LT), of potential energy (0 zjgz) and of kinetic energy

of existing motions (_-L ) across the boundary X;
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b) the flux of energy due to the action of frictional forces, which
would ordinarily consist of a dissipation due to molecular viscosity
and to small-scale turbulence which can produce no significant tan-
gencial stresses;

c) a production of energy due to non-adiabatic heating (Q).

It must be pointed out that kinetic energy of existing motions
is very small compared with the other fo.nis of energy.

3.2. The meridional flux of moist Wateni energy

Latent heat is one of the component of the flux of energy in
equation (10). Analyses of the transport fields of water vapor can
be regarded, in fact, as representations of the fluxes of latent heat.

As was discussed in previous papers (4), (6), (7) the total mean
horizontal flux of latent heat above a point on the earth's surface.
is given by

LQ==g9-4ifq Vdp =L(FQ)I + QPJ) (I1

where the latent heat of condensation, L, is assumed to be constant.

From the hemispheric analyses of the quantities QV, and Q, (6)
the values of the latter quantity have been computed and are shown
in TrABuLE x. By comparing 'these values with those given by Hou-

TABLE I

Zonatig averaged &alues of the tolat lante energy transport across latitude circles, EL -QV],
for the Northern Hemisphere in units of 1014 callsac. The lower numbers give the compo-

nent of the total due to Mean Merldional cells LCI f [j] [] dp.

Latitude so* 20 00' 50* 46. 40' 300 200 10. 00

Winter -0,06 0,38 1.341 2,69 3.02 3,22 2,29 -2,21 - 8,62 -5,59
0,05 0,20 0,25 0,40 0,70 - 0,17 - 4,42 - 10,03 - 5,74

Summer - 0,07 0,29 1,46 4,08 4,15 3,38 1,27 - 1,10 1,15 5.45
- 0,22 0,05 1,66 1,85 1,29 - 1,26 - 3,98 0,16 5,60

Year - 0,07 0.32 1,42 3,19 3,48 3,28 1,75 - 1,62 - 3,70 0,00
-0.13 - 0,08 0,76 0,58 0,64 -0,81 F 4,26 - 4,661 0,07
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GGITON (1) and by Bumi-Ko (8), (9), (10) one can see that in some
regions water vapor contributes more than 0,30 of the meridional
heat flux required to maintain the radiative balance.

The total transpo•t of latent energy can be accomplished by
the mean circulations and by the large transient and standing per-
turbations of the general circulation (11). In order to find the relative

contribution of the various processes, the transport components qu
ýnd qv at a given isobaric level may be expanded according to the
generalised Riwr2oiLDs scheme:

[t ] [I T] + q* -*] + (12)

Thus we may write for the components of the mean zonal and
meridional total latent heat transports, respectivelly, the following
expressions:

L [Q Lg-j[ [ii] dp +L g-lJ'- i*] dp+L g-1p (14)

L [W =Lg-2 fv] +L [dp + Ldp (15)

The terms of these equations are associated with the mean
advection of latent heat ([q] []) and with the mean meridional cir-
culation ([-] [fT]); with the standing large scale horizontal eddies
(t-q* •*]; [i* -*]) and finally with transient horizontal eddies ([ii]);
([?-;7j).

In the study of the atmosphere and the earth's energy budgets
the meridional transport LQ, plays a much more important role

than the zonal transport L Q7. Therefore we will discuss in detail the

behaviour of all the components of the meridional transport, L Qq,
and its latitudinal distribution.

The zonally averaged values of the mean total moist latent energy
transport across latitude circles, [L Qp], for the Northern hemis-
phere are given in TABLE I. The vertical distribution of the zonally
averaged values of meridional transport of latent energy at various
latitudes is presented in TABLE In. The extreme northward and south-
ward values occur in the low troposphere in the layer 10001850 rnb.
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TABLE II

zonallp averaged vatue of mean meridional trwanpart of tarteru eitergy r'Iji-) in unite
of call(mb. cm. see.) for yvarly data at specified lolihades. The lees are gioen In millibars.

1,stitaft t0' W0 W0 45P 4&' W0 low10

1000 mb 6,021 18,06 36,12 41,54 32,51 9,63 - 76,45 - 38,53 6,02

850 -2,41 15,66 38,53 39,13 37,93 4,21 -17.46- 7.22 2,4t

700 2,41 15,65 28,90 28,90 26,49 1.20 1.81 - 14,45 - 4.82

500 [ 0,60 4,21 6.62 6,02 5,42 5,42 3,61 1- 0,60 - 3,01

The meridional transient eddy flux of moist latent energy,

L-lgrqj-] dp, as shown in TAix m, is predominantly positive

TABLE III

Zonally averaged values of Ite mean Iotal merldioral translent eddy transport of latend
ategy 9-Lf [q'o'] dp, in units of 10-- caliec for yearly and seasoal data at specified

latitudes.

Latitude 70 60' SOO 46. 40' W0 20' 100 be

Winter 0,28 0,85 2,02 2,24 2,28 2,00 1,43 1,22 0,13

Summer 0,46 1,42 2,38 2,26 1,97 1,22 1,15 0,80 -0,17

Year 0,41 1,30 2,58 2,81 2,45 1,74 1,55 0,86 - 0,07

(northward) over the northern hemisphere It shows a yearly ma-
ximum which occurs near 47,5oN, shifting to the north in summer
and to the south in winter. The maximum observed is clearly asso-
ciated with the mean position of the polar front, as to be expected,
in view of the role of the baroclinic perturbations in the eddy meri-
dional transport. The transient eddy transport varies with the altitude
and reaches a maximum in the middle latitude region in the lower
troposphere near the 850 mb level (TAmLE IV).
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TABLE IV

Zonally averaged values of Dih mean zoned transient eddy transport of latent energy,
gglLf(qrR) dp, in units of cait(mb. em. me) for yearly data at specified latitudes-

The levels an given in millibarn.

1000 mb - 1,81 -0,00 - 3,01 -1,81 + 6,02 + 963 + 4,21

850 + 2,41 + 3,01 -4,2t - 5,42 + 1,81 + 9,03 + 7,22

700 +0,00 + 0,00 -4,21 - 10,84 - 6,02 + 5,42 + 13,24

500 + 4,21 + 3,61 - 2,41 - 7,22 - 8,43 -3,61 + 1.20

The total meridional transport of latent energy associated with

the standing-eddies, L g-4f i*'j dp, (TABLE v) is always positive

TABLE V

Zonally averaged values of the mean total meridional standing eddy Ltrdnsport of latent

energy 9-'L [ V.] dp in units of 101" callsec for yearly and seasonal data at

specified latitudes.

ZA~titue 70- 60' 0 ' &P A 40. 30- _ 20- 101- 0-

Winter 0.05 0,30 0,42 0,38 0,24 0,46 0,77 0,19 0,02

Summer 0,04 0,01 0,06 0,05 0,12 1,31 1,73 0,17 0,01

Year 0,04 0,20 0,12 0,10 0,18 0,61 1,09 0,14 0,00

(from south) and in general presents a well defined maximum at 200N,
associated with semi-permanent subtropical anticyclones and another
maximum, much less intense, near 550N associated with the semi-
-permanent lows prevailing in this region. The vertical distribution
of the meridional standing eddy flux of latent heat (TABLE vi) shows
that a maximum occurs in the neighbourhood of 22,50N at 850 mb
and another around 55oN near the surface. It is interesting to point
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TABLE VI

Zonally averaged values of the mean meridiona! standing eddy transport of latent energy,

OL[L ;¢], in units of call(mb. cm. scr) for yearly data at specified latitudes.

The evelas are given in millibars,

1000 +1,81 +4,21 +3,01 +1,20 + 2,41 + 4,82 + 6,62 + 2,41 +2,41

850 +120 1,81 +1,81 +1,81 +3,61 +,,02 +9,63 +3,01 -1,20

700 + 0.001+ 2.41 + 1,81+ 0,60 + 1,20 + 2,41 1- 4,82

500 ± 0,80+ 0,00 + 10+10+,0+ 1,201 +2,4 ±3,201 +0,00

out that the lowest values occur at 450N where the largest values
of the transient eddy transport of latent heat are observed.

The latitudinal distribution of the total eddy meridional flux
(TABLE vn) presents a bimodal distribution, resulting from the

TABLE VII

Zonally averaged values of the mean total meridional eddy transport of latent energy

g'-L.f([q7"'v + [. jv]} dp, in units of 1014 cal.sec for yearly and seasonal data at
specified latitudes.

LatIttde 70 s 605 45. 40* 30. W. 10. 0.

Winter 0,33 1,15 2,44 2,62 2,52 2,46 2,20 1,41 0,15

Summer 0,50 1,43 2,44 2,31 2,09 2,53 2,88 0,97 -0.16

Year 0,45 1,50 J 2,70 2,91 2,63 2,35 2,64 1,00 - 0,07

combination of the latitudinal distribution due to transient eddies

(L g.-rf[ ] d,) and to standing eddies (L g" (I * j'*] tp) as.o-

dated with the quasi-permanent features of the atmosphere circulation.
Thus, we can conclude that the effect of the standing eddies is

of greatest significance in low latitudes, Where the quasi-stationary
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disturbances are dominant. At middle latitudes the vigorous tran-
sient eddies predominate and the standing eddies play a minor role
in the meridional transport of energy. However, at 60ON their im-
portance increases again, especially in winter when semi-permanent
lows are most intense.

The comparison of the values of total merldional transport of
latent energy and those of the total eddy transport offers the im-
portant indirect evidence of the existence of the three-cell regime
with two direct cells and one indirect cell. The values of the mean
meridional transport of latent energy by the mean meridional cir-
culations are shown for comparison in TABLE i.

The contribution of the Hadley cell for the total southward
transport of latent heat in the equatorial region becomes dominant,
whereas the contribution of the other two cells play a minor role
in the process, the eddies being the major factor in the total me-
ridional flux of latent heat.

3.3. The water vapor and the generation of total potentital energy

The rate of non-adiabatic heating, Q, due to conduction and

friction, OF, to radiation, (
2
k, and to condensation, QL, will be

written in extenso by adding up the individual contributions corres-
ponding to the different physical processes that participate in the
total heat balance.

We shall use the operator <( ) > to define the mean value
of a quantity within a zone " of the atmosphere which extends from
latitude pi to latitude p, + 100.

Then, the mean rate of heating of the atmosphere < Q(z) >
is given by

< '>= §'0)4> + <U() > +<Y'(o) t > +

+ <(2,(O))I >- <Sin (0) >- <G,(0) > (16)

where < Si(z) > and <GI (z) > are the intensities of the solar and

long wave radiation respectively, and < Lj (0) t > and < C1 (0) t >
are the latent heat and sensible heat transport at the lower boundary
respectively. The arrows indicate the direction of the net flux.

We will proceed to show that all the terms are influenced direct
or indirectly by the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere.
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The quantity of radiant energy absorbed and scattercd by the
atmosphere at each point of the globe, <S3 fcr)) 4 > - < S3 (0) 4 >,

is a function of the air mass, u = g-1f dp, and the precipitable water,

-- g-ifq dp. According to Houowmox this quantity is given by:

<(o)( > = 0,175 (W.u)"cos v (c{aJ/fr.%nin) (17)

where v is the zenith angle of the sun.
To show the dependence of long wave radiative balance,

<GU(0) t4 > - <G,(o=) t >, upon water vapor content, one need
only refer to any radiation chart (see, for instance, LIsasser radia-
tion chart).

Studies of precipitable water content such as those published by
STARm, PEoxoro and CsIsi (12) have importante application to inves-
tigation of radiation and heat balance in the atmosphere. The maps
of precipitable water may be used to find the spatial distribution
of time averaged solar energy absorption. Furthermore, from the
spatial distribution of specific humidity at different levels, one can
examine the three dimensioral distribution of this effect. These maps,
in conjunction with temperature analyses could thus be useful in
the computation of long wave absorption and emission at a given
point in the atmosphere. Many specific applications of infrared
radiation technology, however, require instantaneous information
concerning atmosphere moisture.

Let us analyse now the effect of the clouds in the disposition
of the solar radiation.

The planetary albedo has a mean value of 0.34, with a minimum
of 0.28 in the subtropical regions, which are relatively devoid of
cloudiness, and a maximum of 0.67 in the polar regions due to the
presenct of snow cover (1). Hence, the latitudinal distribution of
solar energy available for absorption has a maximum in the subtro-
pical regions, around 200N, as shown by BuDnxo et al. (9). However,
because the zonally averaged amount of precipitable water in the
atmosphere is a monotonically decreasing function of latitude (6)
and clouds are not important as absorbers of solar energy, the atmos-
pheric absorption does not show this maximum. When the earth
and atmosphere are taken as a system, the subtropical maximum is
still evident, though it is suppressed by the effects mentioned above.
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In order to obtain the distribution of < L, (0) t >- one can
combine the values < P - E > as obtained by various authors (12)
with values of evaporation <K E>, such as those given by Bu-

DYKO et al. (8), (9), so as to obtain the distribution of < P_ > (*). The

latter, when multiplied by the proper constant, yields <Li (0) t >.

The values of < P - E > can be obtained from the divergence of

the water vapor transport field Q, as has been discussed on several
occasions (4), (12).

In fact for a unit column of air extending from the earth's sur-
face (pressure pA) to the top of the atmosphere (pressure .- 0),
the water vapor balance equation can be written:

- + div S(

where S, represents the net source of water substance in the atmos-
pheric column. The source and sinks of water vapor in the atmosphere
aze due primarly to evaporation E from the surface of the earth
and Li precipitation P. For all pratical purpose S7 is given by the
excess of evaporation over precipitation, E - P. Thus taking the
time average for the given time period (one year), the equation for
atmospheric water vapor balance becomes:

[QAq. + d (osE - P)-1

because for this time interval I may be taken as zero.
di

The values of the water vapor transport field Q = (QI I + QJ)
have been discussed and computed (4), (6), (7) and the analysis of

(*) At this point one might raise the objections that. since the author
consulted the work of BUDYKO to obtain values of <X - >, why did he not
use the same source to obtain values of < D P> directly, instead of going
through the rather involved procedure described above. Justification for the
procedure used rests on the fact that evaporation is a smoother function of
space aud time (almost monotonically decreasing function of latitude) than
is precipitation and hence the former is more adaptable to the averaging
techniques used in this type of study.
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the distribution of the mean total horizontal divergence, V . Q, for
the years of 1950 and 1958 have been already studied (12), (14), (15).
The analy-sis of V , Q show the existence of divergence centers alter-
nating with convergence centers and exhibit considerable detail.

The divergence by ten degree latitude belts has been com-
puted (12), using the expression:

1 6 (20
<V.>= a scos 9 d.=<E--P> (20)

The zonal values show a strong meridional variation with ne-
gative values (E - P < 0) in the equatorial and middle latitude
regions and with positive values (E - P >0) in the subtropical
latitudes, where the divergence field shows a belt of maximuma.
From the previous relation it is obvious that, over long periods, eva-
poration must exceed precipitation in these regions.

Thus the subtropical regions always act as a source of moisture
for the atmosphere as a whole, while the equatorial, middle and
high latitude regions act primarly as sinks.

3.4. The hydrologic cycle ini the global energetics ol the atmosphere

Now let us consider the expression of the rate of non-adiabatic
heating and the latitut, nal variation of its various components.

The values of < S, (co) 4 >--< S, (0) 4 >, which measure the
rate of absorption of solar energy by the atmosphere and the values
of the longwave radiation emitted by the earth and the atmosphete

< G,(co) t > were gruperted and discussed by HOUGHToN (1). Both
are slowly varying functions of latitude. The difference between these

quantities { <CS,(co) 4 >-<, (0) 1) >-<Gj(0) t > } which
appears in equation (16) is still more uniform.

According to BuDYKo < C, (0) t > is always positive, smaller
than any of the other terms in (16), and slowly varying with latitude;

also BuDiKo's given values of < G, (0) t I > are practically constant
with respect to latitude (8), (9). In contrast to these slowly varying

functions, the values of < 1 (0) t > determined by the latitudinal
distribution of precipitation have a much more promnunced latitudinal
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variation with a maximum over equatorial regions, a secondary
maximum over high latitudes and umnima over polar and subtropical
regions (14), (15).

Hence we conclude that the latitudinal distribution input of
energy into the atmosphere through non-adiabatic heating which is
the generation source for all the potential energy and responsable
for the maintenance of atmospheric motions against dissipation is

essentially modulated by the function Y(f) z < (1 (0) t > as can
be inferred from the inspection of equation (16). Thus the hydrolo-
gical cycle has a profound influence upon the energetics of the general
circulation of the atmosphere.

in the evarioration-condensztios--precipitation cyde, virtually all
evaporation takes place at the surface of the earth, and therefore the
cooling involved in the process does not directly affect the atmosphere
and does not affect the generation of available potential energy.
On the Gther hand, condensation occurs principally within the atmos-
phere, where the release of latent heat has a direct influence.

Virtually all the condensate will eventually reach the ground
in the form of precipitation but there may, of course, be further
transports before this occurs. However, it is well established that
the transport of water in the vapor phase far exceeds that in the
liquid and solid phases in the atmosphere (6). This fact justifies the
assumption, used in the present discussion, that precipitation is
a measure of condensation. Precipitation, surface drainage and runoff
complete the mass cycle, but are unimportant as far as the energetics
of the atmosphere are concerned. Viewing the cycle as a whole, we
see that it produces a net transfer of heat from the earth's surface
to the atmosphere where it modulates the total meridional input
of energy.

An assessment of the importance of the hydrological cycle in the
energetics of the atmosphere requires. the knowledge of geographical
distribution of condensation, but not that of evaporation.'

Since the hypothesis of evaporation-precipitation in situ cannot
be accepted there must also be a transfer of heat from one geogra-
phical location to another and from one level to another. Thus we
see that this cycle plays a part in regulating the temperature dis-
tribution of the earth's surface and atmosphere. Moreover, the trans-
port of energy in the form of latent heat can be looked upon as
a mechanism which the general circulatioiL uses to adjust itself to
the heterogeneous boundary conditions imposed by the differential
absorption of solar energy.
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The water cycle, from the point of view of mass and its impli-
cations Lu the field of hydrology has been discussed elsewhere (11).
(12). (15).

4. THE MAINTENANCE OF THE MEAN AND EDDY CIR-
CULATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

4.1. Availab potenial or-orgy and kindic exergy

The concept of mean available potential energy presented by
_2G •s (1903) (16) has beer. elaborated and discussed later by

IoRz (1955) (17) who was able to express it in terms of the tem-
perature variance on an isobaric surface. The expression of the
available potential energy is given by:

2 I
A . fy f- d•t (21)

where y is the stability factor:

Through an analysis of variance of the temperature field the

available potential energy A = ,c T- 2 dm may be partitioned

into zonal available potential energy Am and eddy available po-
tential energy AE

A ==Am+ AR (22)
where

Am c$, f[Y]-2dm (23)

and

As c,[T" +T*,] dcm (24)

Similarly, through an analysis of variance of the wind field the

total kinetic energy K =.fv2 dm may be partitioned into zonal
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kinetic energy, K,,, corresponding to zonally averaged motions of the
atmosphere and into eddy kinetic energy, K6, the eddy motions:

K = Ku + KE (25)
where:

I'W +{ Cý1 dt (26)

and

K fS [;72 + + [71U*2 + W} dm (27)

It is convenient to consider Kw, Kr, AM and A, as separate

forms of energy. A balance equation for each of these forms can be
obtained following the usual and well known procedure. These equa-
tions have some terms in common with opposite signs and will be
regarded as conversion functions among the various forms of energy (4),
with the understanding that we reserve the term conversion func-
tions for the terms which express clearly physical mechanisms that
take part in the atmosphere.

4.2. Balance equations for the kinetic energy

In the derivation of the balance equation for the zonal kinetic
energy the equation (1) of zonal motion is first multiplied by [(6], next
averaged in time and finally integrated over the mass for a polar
cap or all fur the atmosphere. The resulting equation, expressing the
balance between the various processes which take part in the main-
tenance of K., can be written under the simbolic form:

K_ = C (KE, Km)+ C (KM. ,KK x)+D (Ku)+A (K,))+W.(KM) (28)
dt

where:

a)

C (KE, KM) fuv1E cos [u]Ž dm + fLw [i (9
fl~__ am (29)s d

is the conversion from eddy into zonal kinetic energy by horizontal
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and vertical eddies, which depends upon the transport of angular
momentum along the gradient of angular velocity;

b) C (Kr.h, KM'.)• =ff[u (v] + d. v] k] tg'adm (30)

is the conversion of energy from the mean meridional motions into
mean zonal motions due to the Coriolis effect in an Hadley regime;

C) D (K) 4-!f•] [F] dm (31)

is the viscous, turbulent and frictional dissipation;

d) 1f(- + I dY

A (Km) ufr • + [ X]) [ (32)

is the advection of Km across the boundary E by mean meridional
overturnings; and finally:

e) - d
e)W, (K.~) =fF]([u v]E + [JU C- E) dE (33)

g

is the work performed on the volume r by the eddy stresses at the
boundary E.

The balance equation for the eddy kinetic energy is derived
following an analogous procedure. The zonal equation of motion is
multiplied by u' + it* and the meridional equation by V + -v*. After
adding them together and averaging in time, the integration in space
over the mass of a polar cap will lead to the balance equation:

"-E C (KE, Km)+C (Ax, KE) + D (KE) + A (KE) +

+ Wt (KE) + W. (KE) (34)

where:

a)

C (KE, Km) is the rate of conversion from eddy into zonal kinetic
energy;
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b)

C (AE, K,) is the rate of conversion from eddy available poteitial
into eddy kinetic energy:

C (AR, K,) - -[TT] + [c* T]) d"i; (35)

c)
D (KR) is the dissipation of eddy kinetic energy due to friction:

D (KE) =fJu F_, ]E dm +f 1-ý7]a di; (36)

d)
A (KR) is the advection of eddy kinetic energy through the

boundary Z by mean meridional circulations:

A (KR) + - I. Z[u2]1 - [v ],} (37)

and

e)
W, (KE) is the work performed on the layer by the eddy stresses

at the boundaries.

A net conversion from zonal to eddy kinetic energy would occur
if the eddies acted to transfer angular momentum from latitudes
of high angular velocity to those of low angular velocity in the
manner of large scale viscosity. However, observations indicate that
such a conversion does not take place (18), (20), but instead eddy
kinetic energy is converted into zonal kinetic energy and appears
to be the main source for the maintenance of the zonal currents
against dissipation by turbulence, by friction, etc.

4.3. Balance equations for the available potential energy

The balance equation for the available potential energy can be
derived from the equation (6) of first law of thermodynamics when it
is multiplied by y [(-]" where y is the stability parameter and resol-
ving the potential temperature into the various eddy components
o"= [-i]" + 76* + 0'.
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"The resulting equation after averaged in time and next inte-
grated in space for a polar cap or for all the atmosphere and neglec-
ting the triple correlations, assumes for the zonal available potential
energy the form:

-C(AMAE)--C(AmKm) +G(Am) (38)

This equation expresses that there is a balance between the various
processes:

a) The conversion C (Am, AE) from zonal into eddy available
potential energy by horizontal and vertical eddy processes:

C (Am, AE) -c'Iy N[7711 + [eT*3 a EtJ dm -

a _-
- %J, kj) {['.- T] + [;*j*]} m (3-9),,f- Lai (39)

which depends upon the horizontal and vertical eddy transports of
sensible heat [1"TIE and [i-T]E along the gradient of temperature.
When eddies transport sensibk heat against the temperature gradient
(from warm to cold zones) there is a conversion from zonal available
potential energy Am into eddy available potential energy A . in the
manner of large scale conductivity.

b) The conversion C (Am, K.) from zonal available potential
energy into zonal kinetic energy by mean meridional circulations:

C (Am, Km) Rf P --[, [7dn (40)

c) The generation G (AM) of zonal available potential energy by
non-adiabatic heating:

G (Am) y dm (41)

The low latitude regions with a warm troposphere are continuous-
ly heated by the surplus of incoming solar radiation over outgoing
terrestial long wave radiation, whereas middle and high latitude
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regions with lower temperatures are cooled by the same radiation
energy balances.

This results in a large positive value of the covariance [T]" T Q]"
and consequently in a large generation of zonal available potential
energy.

The equation of balance for the eddy available potential energy
can be derived multiplying the equation of the first law of thermo-
dynamics by y (r* + 0') where y is the static stability factor, next
averaged with respect to time and then integrated in space. The
final equation will be:

AE -= C (AM. AR) - C (AE, KR) + G (A,) (42)

dt

where G (AE) is the generating function of eddy available potential
energy and is given by:

G (Ae) f [T'y Q+T"Q] dm (43)

and the other terms have the previous meaning.
As was mentioned in § 3.1 only a small part of the total potential

energy is converted i-to kinetic energy in the atmosphere. The ma-
ximum possible value is the available potential energy. However, it
may now be inferred that the principal via of conversion of available
potential energy to kinetic energy is a conversion of eddy available
potential into eddy kinetic energy accomplished by downward eddy
motions of cooler air and upward eddy motion of warmer air.

4.4. The energy cycle of the general circulation in the troposphere

We are led to the following scheme of the energy cycle of the
general circulation in the troposphere. The net heating of the atmos-
phere in low latitudes and the net cooling in high latitudes result
in a continual generation of zonal available potential energy. The
atmosphere is baroclinically unstable and virtually all this energy
is converted into eddy available potential energy by the resulting
eddies. Some of this energy may be dissipated in the eddies through
the combined effects of radiation, condensation, evaporation, the heat
flux near the ground and the heating of colder portions of the eddies
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and the cooing of warmer portions; the remainder is partly converted
into eddy kinetic energy through the sinking of colder air and the
rising of warner air in the eddies.

Some of the kinetic energy in the large scale eddies is dissipated
in a cascade regime by generating smaller and smaller eddies and
by friction; the remaining part of this energy is converted into
kinetic energy for the zonal currents.

Most of the zonal kinetic energy is dissipated by turbulence and
by friction; a small residual is converted into zonal available potential
energy again by an indirect meridional circulation and this brings
back to the beginning of the cycle. Schematically we accept that
the energy cycle in the troposphere proceeds from AM to KM, through
the following scheme:

AM-- A-- Ke---. KM--- AM

It therefore appears that eddies play a crucial role in regulating
the general circulation. It is this very basic fact that has laid down
the foundation for the modem concepts on general circulation and
has changed all the perspective of the dynrmics of the atmosphere
(STARR, 1958) (20).

5. THE WATER VAPOR AND THE ENERGY CYCLE OF
THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

5.1. Availability in a moist atmosphere

The formulation of the energy cycle, as has been presented,
does not incorporate directly the water component in the atmosphere.
The fundamental reason lays in the difficulty in defining a reference
state for such complex system as the moist atmosphere; the
specification of the reference state is essential for the assessment
of the availability of the energy of a system. The reference state
has to be a dead state, inert for any thermodynamical transformation,
characterized by the most stable state of thermodynamical equili-
brium, without local contrast in entropy, suposed to have the ma-
ximum possible value compatible with the constraints imposed to
the total system, and so with a minimum total potential energy.
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The availability measures the maximum va e of the use/ul
work, W., corresponding to a state of a subsystem within an ideal
atmosphere in a dead state and is denoted by A. Thus:

A -• V* -- 09, (44)

It follows that for any state of any atmospheric subsystem in the
ideal dead atmosphere

A>O

For the most stable state of the subsystem, which is then a dead state,

A =0

which corresponds to the identification of the subsystem with the
ideal atmosphere. For a finite change from the subsystem in state
a to the subsystem in state b

W. =f w<- do (45)

or
W. < 0.* - 0: = AM'. (46)

It follows that it is impossible to transform into useful work (kinetic
energy of the atmospheric motions) all the variation of the availa-
bility when the subsystem undergoes any transformation that brings
it from a therm.rlynamic state to another.

The behaviour of the water component in the atmosphere makes
it very difficult to define a .dead state, for the moist atmosphere.
With the possible changes of phase there is a mass transfer from
one phase to another within the atmospheric subsystem and eventually
a transfer of mass out of the total system (the atmosphere) through
precipitation. The atmosphere is an open system for the water com-
ponent and, furthermore, its content in water vapor is not even statis-
tically constant. All these processes and transformations alter profoundly
the time and the spatial distribution of energy and entropy within
the system and makes it extremely difficult to define and to find
the balance of those quantities. Thus, any model of reference state
for this system so complex has to be highly idealized and restrictive,
involving rather gross simplifications and limitations when compared
with the real moist atmosphere.
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A possible reference state for a moist monophasic and trivariant
atmosphere, useful perhaps under very simple conditions, would be
that corresponding to an ideal atmosphere with a minimum total
moist potential energy and with uniform isobaric distributions of
temperature, entropy and moisture content, as given, for example,
by the corresponding isobaric Averaged values.

5.2. EI/ects of water vapor on the general circulation

In spite of the mentioned difficulties in taking into account
explicitly the influence of the water component in the present theory
of the general circulation, we can infer some effects of the water vapor
on the energy cycle formulated for a dry atmosphere and discuss some
implications due to the presence of water vapor in the atmosphere.

The rate of generation of total potential (internal plus potential)
energy depends upon the total non-adiabatic heating. However, the

generation of available potential energy is determined by the spatial
distribution of non-adiabatic heating with respect to the temperature
field. Zonal and eddy available potential energies are affected directly
by the water vapor through absorption of solar radiation and the
processes of long wave radiation, through the changes in the albedo
and, finally, through condensation and, to a less extent, through
evaporation.

Let us consider the heat energy stored in the moist atmosphere
due to water vapor. The existence of the energy which we shall
denote as moist 4availablei potential energy can play a part in the
dynamics of the atmosphere only if it is converted into available

potential energy, through the process of a phase change (mainly
through condensation). Since the hemispheric distribution of water
vapor is almost axially symetric with a well defined meridional
gradient, there is in the atmosphere a large storage of total moist zonal
*available* Potential energy. The distribution has, of course, a non
symetric component, which suggest the concept of total moist eddy
available* Potential energy.

The rate of generation of available potential energy, G (A), is
proportional to the covariance of non-adiabatic heating and tempe-
rature. Thus, through the release of latent heat the water vapor plays
a direct role in the production of zonal and eddy available potential
energy, G (Ajj) and G (Ae), as can be inferred from their correspond-
ing equatians (41) and (43).
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It follows also from the mathematical expressions of the conver-
sion terms of the various forms of energy, as presented in § 4, that the
water vapor plays an indirect role in the conversion of the various
forms of energy because the water vapor can introduce significant
changes in the u, v, ,. and T and y fields.

The time averaged transport of latent heat by both transient
and standing eddies is poleward at all latitudes as it is shown in the
corresponding tables of § 4. Since the mean zonal temperature also
decreases poleward (21), (22), this means that the eddies must, on
the average, be converting latent zonal available potential energy
into latent eddy available potential energy, C (Am, A a) >0. We
should expect this effect to be most intense in middle and high
latitudes where there is a maximum of eddy activity. To the extent
that at these latitudes condensation occurs predominantly near the
frontal zones there is a generation of eddy available potential energy
- that is, some of the moist available potential energy released - in
the perturbations along the frontal zone. This is precisely where
the conversion of available potential energy into kinetic energy,
through baroclinic processes, is taking place.

In fact condensation (&L >0) in middle latitude pertur,
bations occurs generally with southerly warm ascending currents
(T' > 0), (w < 0) and evaporation (QL <0) with northerly cold
subsiding currents (T' < 0), (0 > 0). Since the correlation between

QL and T is positive there is a generation of eddy available potential
energy with the release of latent heat, { G (AE)}L > 0. However, when
the radiation effects are considered the oposite takes place. The moist
warm air from south (T' > 0) in its movement towards higher lati-
tudes is cooled (Q1, + (, <K 0), while the northerly cold air (T'< 0)
is wanred (Q,+ Q, >0). In this case the covariance along the
latitude circles between T and QR is negative which leads to a des-
truction of eddy available potential energy, {G (As)}R <0. The net
value for G (As) will depend upon the balance of these oposite effects;
G (AE) is presumably negative (18), but it might happen that the
release of latent heat could alter at times the sign of G (AE).

In these disturbances the covariance between T and a is ne-
gative ([w TrE < 0) and there is a conversion of eddy available
potential energy into eddy kinetic energy, C (As KB) > 0. The con-
densation process reinforces the vertical motion field by heating
warm rising air, thus augmenting the rate of generation of eddy
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kinetic energy by baroclinic processes. Aum=T (23) has shown the
importance of this effect.

It is also interesting to point out that, since the large-scale con-
densation and evaporation processes are accompanied simultaneously
by rising of warm air and sinking of cold air, respectively, the available
energy so generated is not exposed to the dissipation through long wave
radiation as it would happen, with the potential energy generated
by the transport of sensible heat. Probably the efficiency of the
conversion of available potential energy generated through the release
of latent heat into kinetic energy is very high.

The strong piecipitation observed in equatorial regions due to
the Hadley cell contributes decisively to the production of zonal
available potential energy because the release of latent heat occurs
in regions where the temperature is already higher than average and

almost zonally uniform ([T]" [9]" >0). It might appear, at first

glance, that the secondary maximum in the curve of '(q) < Lj(0) t >
at high latitudes is associated with the destruction of zonal available
potential energy, because heating is taking place in a region where the
zonally averaged temperature is relatively lower. However, in this
case, the zonally averaged picture is misleading, for, as we have seen
above, the heating due to the release of latent heat at these latitudes
occurs selectively in the warm air giving rise, de facto, to the gene-
ration of eddy available potential energy, G (A) E > 0. When we take
the zonal average of the rate of generation of available potential
energy, we find, in fact, that there is a relative maximum in these
latitudes.

Let us consider still another aspect of the energy cycle where the
effects of water vapor must be taken into account. All energy conver-
sion processes involving available potential energy are dependent upon
static stability. We note that static stability occurs in the denomi-
nators of equations (21), (23), (24), (39), (41), (43). The direction of

conversion between available potential energy and kinetic energy
depends upon the sign of this term, and the rate depends upon its
numerical value, all other things being considered constant. If, ini-
tially, the reaction proceeded so as to generate kinetic energy, then
eventually, the rising of warm air and sinking of cold air involved
in the process, if unopposed by other factors, would stabilize the

atmosphere, thus bringing the reaction to a halt. However, the release
of latent heat alters this situation in the following manner. The
condensation process occurs mainly near the 700 mb level, which is
below the level of maximum rate of energy conversion. Hence, the
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release of latent heat destabilizes the atmosphere in the regions where
kinetic energy is being generated, thus contributing to the perpe-
tuation of the conversion processes, because the dominant baroclinic
waves become more unstable and the release of latent heat leads
to an acceleration of their growth.

The adiabatic lapse rate r4 that figures in the stability para-
meter y in various equations is applicable only in an unsaturated
environment. In a saturated atmosphere it must be replaced by r,,
if the pseudo-adiabatic assumption is to be used. Hence, in a satu-
rated atmosphere the rate of energy generation and conversion will
have to be adjusted by the factor:

r, (r- r-)
r,, (r- r.)

5.3. Heating of the atmosphere due to condensation

A possible functional representation for &L can be obtained from
the balance equation for the water component. At a given
isobaric level p, the rate of heating, tQL, due to the condensation
of dq grams of water vapor is given by:

dq
L = -Ld (47)

Using the water vapor continuity equation we can write the previous
equation, averaging in time:

,Q =L + - + (48)

This equation transformed with the equation of continuity can be
written as follows:

We should also include in this equation the vertical eddy difusion
due to small scale turbulence. However, in large scale processes this
effect can be neglected.
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The vertical integration of this equation leads to the equation
of the divergence of total water vapor transport referred in the
previous paragraph:

because the contribution of the terms in tA and q, due to the boundary
conditions is zero,

The analysis of the divergence of water vapor transport, propor-
tional to the heating associated with the release of latent heat, shows

centers of convergence (div. Q < 0) alterning with centers of divergence

(div. Q >0) over all the northern hemisphere (12). Therefore the spa-
tial distribution the heating of the atmosphere due to the release of
latent heat is not uniform. This illustrates the need for considering,
in all problems involving the generation of available potential energy,
the actual spatial covariance of the divergence of water vapor and
temperature, rather than the covariance of the zonally averaged
values of the respective fields.

With the usual REvIOrDs expansion equation (49) will assume
the form:

#Q1.= - L ( f+ v - - + 0- '- + (L1)

In a (k, i, p, t) coordinate system this equation is written:

d .. ...... (..cosP + o+

atL) acos'p +(+d- I

di -I ( ý'ý + W cs ' + d---7 -

L i L -S' dL d

+L qvcosg+ ; (52)

In the long time average the local change A is very small and can

be disregarded in comparison with the other terms. All the other

terms, except d q1 of and d ýq can be computed from hemispheric

humidity charts such as those already published (6).
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The local values of the divergence associated with the transport
of water vapor by the transient and standing eddies, v. q'-v, and
V. q v are of the same order of magnitude. However, the mass integral
for all the atmosphere gives in general higher values for the divergence
associated with the standing eddies (v- ; . ;) than those associated
with the divergence of transient eddies (v. ?y). The values of the
divergence, V. 9 j, decrease rapidly with the altitude because j be-
cames very small as the height incrases. The values of v ?'Y-7 decrease
also with height, with a maximum at 840 mb level.

The evaluation of the vertical divergence given by the terms

'q" and 0t.- depends on the knowledge of the .-field at various

levels. The values of ta could be obtained from the observations using
the method suggested by BARNEs (24). For a given layer of the
atmosphere the vertical divergence of water vapor may have values
comparable to those of the horizontal divergence (and perhaps of
oposite sign). However, for all the atmosphere, since the integration
has to be done in P, the horizontal divergence field will predominate
in view of the boundary values of - and Z; at the bottom and at the
top of the atmosphere.

5.4. Generation of available l'otential energy due to release of latent
-heaw

Since the effects of water vapor are so complex we shall only
"discuss here the effects of phase changes of water vapor in the
atmosphere. Simultaneously a method for computing the rate of
generation of available potential energy due to release of latent heat
wil be presented.

The generation of available potential energy due to the release
of latent heat is obtained substituing Q by the value of QL, as given
by equation (51), in the expressions (41) and (43):

G (Am) = ' [ dm

G (AE) =f, [T Q" + -T* -d*

The rate of generation of zonal available potential energy due
to the release of latent heat is therefore:
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G(AM)L --Lf j ýL - ti- adi--Lf [ ri. [j da-i Lf r.a Y
-L-yif rf " dm (53)

The rate of generation of eddy available potential energy will
be given by:

G (A.',, Lfy [:T',J 7 itLf [ (v)'] dm -

-~ ~ ;Y dfmT - LV) di fy[*LI dmn

- f [T* V. j7V*] dm-Lfr[* sq to] dm (54)

For computation purposes it is more convenient to write the
expressions of G (AM)L and of G (Ag)L in the (x, r, p, t) coordinate
system as we did above.

In principle all the terms of G (Am)L and of G (AE)L due to the
release of latent heat could be computed by using time series of
spatial isobaric distributions (charts) of the fields of T, q and of
q v (q u -+ qvJ ± qc k). Through the analysis of these charts
with a suitable grid point the calculations could be made using the
standard finite differences method.

In longe time average the local change 1q is very small andSt

can be neglected. However, for short time intervals, it may become
significant, and cannot be disregarded in the evaluation of the
covariances.

F d(eq) anrT d~-w
The contribution of the terms IT' 1p and IT' I

for all the atmosphere is proportional to the difference of the surface
covariances of q'w and T over the boundary surfaces 1, and Z. of
the atmosphere. In fact we may write for the last term:

T* a (*][IT ~ * [(* q~)*) [(j,) *, -, (55)

The second term on the right hand side may be neglected because
we accept as a good approximation that
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J T [CT]

For all the atmobphere, since dmr g-1 dp d :, the resulting contri-
bution will be:

9/f [!! [-*. *d dd

-gfJELL J 1'

- g4 -Th Z4*] d 1ý -g1 T*Z'1 d E, (57T)

.. J - . .,.," I

The values of these covariances are presumably very small in view
of the boundary conditions at the bottom and at the top of the
atmosphere for both quantities i and Z.

It is expected that this suggested method for computating
G (AE) L will lead to good estimates of the rate of generation of eddy
available potential energy in extratropical regions due to release of
latent heat. In low latitudes the estimates are not so good, because
the mesoscale phenomena, so important for the vertical transport of
'water vapor in this region, have not been taken into account.

6. FINAL COMMENTS

We have seen that water vapor plays a vital role in the ener-
getics of the general circulation. It is the most important absorber
of solar energy in the atmosphere, and hence, its distribution influences
the form of the energy input into the system. The release of latent
heat constitutes another important energy input. Through this process
the water vapor distribution significantly influences the motions, and
motions, in turn, deform the water field. This complex feedback
mechanism constitutes what is probably the most important non-
-adiabatic effect in the general circulation.

To illustrate its importance let us consider the highly simplified
situation where a mean meridional cell has formed in response to
the temperature difference between the air at two latitudes. Let us
examine what happens if there is evaporation at the surface below
the descending part of the cell, a transport of water vapor by the
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lower branch, and predpitatio. in the area of ascent. In a crude
qualitative sense, this corresponds to the Hadley cell at low latitudes.
The release of latent heat due to the moisture tr-nsport by the cell
increases the temperature difference between the two latitudes, thus
increasing the strength of the motions. In effect, the rising air is
being warmcl by the latent heat release, and is thus forced to rise
more rapidly. Continuity demands that the entire cell be streng-
thened by thi -effect.

Until recently Lne many dynamical models which have been put
forth in an attempt to explain the features of the general circulation
have been formulated for a dry atmosphere. This approacii has been
necessitated by the difficulties which arise when one tries to describe
analytically the mechlarnism which transport water vapor. Very close
to the ground (in the lowest few meters) microscale effectz predo-
minate, while at higher levels, mesoscale motions affect the vertical
transports, and horizontal transports are accomplished predominantly
by macroscale motions. Further complications arise when one attempts
to specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for the condensation
process to take place. The subsequent precipitation process is also
extremely difficult to describe, even if a pseudoadiabatic process is
assumed. Although some of these difficulties have been dealt with
sucessfully in a recent model put iorth by the staff of the Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratozy, of ESSA (Environmental Sciences Ser-
vices Administration), Washingtoln (25), the understanding of the role
of the water vapor in the dynamics of the atmosphere has not yet
reached the stage where azy single model can accurately simulate
all the above processes (26).
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THE PHYSICAL BASIS FOR THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

By VICTOR P. STARR

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Since time immemorial man has inescapably observed the avenue to sound progress is wide open and, at
the atmosphere in which he lives and has his being. least ans far as the writer is concerned, quite inviting.
It would therefore seem reasonable to expect that at It is therefore in the spirit of appraising our knowl-
the present date the science of meteorology should be edge from the larger point of view that this commentary
one of the most advanced fields of human endeavor, is written. Admittedly and intentionally the treatment
Yet, if a distinction is made between the mere collec- reflects the writer's viewpoint gained through a number
tion of descriptive facts of observation on the one hand of years of concentration on the subject under con-
and interpretative work which aims to give a rational sideration. As a candid personal sidelight it should be
intellectual understanding of phenomena on the other, mentioned, however, that much of the material is in
it must be confessed that our knowledge concerning a sense a relatively recent culmination of the writer's
the large-scale motions of the atmosphere is restricted striving toward a more unified and coherent conception
mostly to the former category of information. Thus, of the global circulation. Nor is there currently any
for example, no one has as yet given a satisfactory sign that this process has reached a state of final crys-
rational explanation for one of the most outstanding talliZation. This paper is therefore in the nature of an
features of the general circulation, namely the large individualistic progress report designed to portray and
belts of westerly winds in the temperate latitudes of to share with others a certain outlook and approach
each hemisphere. However, it must be recognised that in the hope that really substantial and enduring prog-
it is only in the last few decades that anything ap- rem may eventually be attained thereby. Within the
proaching sufficiently complete global observations for space of these pages we cannot hope to give anything
the checking of hypotheses regarding the general circu- approaching an exhaustive exposition of various topics.
lation has become available, so that progress at a For this reason only certain basically important high-
more accelerated pace should now be forthcoming. lights will be elaborated, and we shall rely upon the

The physiognomy of present-day meteorology bears reader's competence to interpolate various items of
much of the imprint imparted to it by the (so to speak) information which are generally available in the litera-
accidental way in which synoptic reporting networks ture. Furthermore,'the selection of the subjects touched
developed and grew. In fairly recent times it was quite upon is not one dictated by an aim at logical com-
an achievement for a meteorologist to have at his pleteness, but rather is limited to those aspects which
command a network of reports large enough to depict in the writer's mind are most likely to be conducive to
an entire cyclone. The immediate temptation was then further results at the present stage of development of
to treat this feature as an independent entity and to the science.
separate it artificially from its meteorological environ- As an outstanding problem of paramount importance
ment in seeking a rational 'xplanation for it. The for human activities, it is rather astonishing that the
cyclone thus became a phenomenon that existed inde- global circulation of the atmosphere has not up to the
pendently. More extensive observations now available present time received more consideration from physical
point to the inadequacy of this tacit assumption. The scientists generally. This situation is probably due in
cyclone constitutes a cogwheel in a larger mechanism part to the lack of proper observational information so
and probably can be understood only in relation to necessary for the successful prosecution of research
and not independent of its atmospheric context. concerning the subject. The gaps in at least our gross

A criticism which is the same in principle can be factual information are currently being removed rather
leveled against many other efforts to explain synoptic rapidly, with the consequence that questions regarding
structures. Indeed meteorology is replete with attempts the proper interpretation of the data begin to be the
to formulate ad hoc explanations for individual details major issues. We might, with benefit in this connection,
of the general circulation without due cognizance of digress for a moment and compare the development of
their role as functioning parts of a global scheme. meteorology with that of another physical science,

In the more recent literature there are signs that we namely astronomy. No one can dispute the claims that
are outgrowing this restricted point of view; there are Galileo and Newton created a new and orderly con-
indications which emphasize the essential oneness of ception of the solar system. This achievement was
the atmospher which must be studied as an internally necessarily preceded not only by the laborious accumu-
integrated anid coordinated unit. The general circula- lation of observational knowledge by Tycho Brahe and
tion presents a puzzle to be solved. We must learn others but also by the proper interpretation of these
how the various parts fit together into a whole if we are data by Kepler who, it might be said, defined in pre-
to understand it. With the hemispherical data now be- cise terms the dynamic puzzle to be resolved. In me-
coming available and the clues already at our disposal teorology we find ourselves in what might be called
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the Keplerian era. It behooves us to marshal and cor- drain can be compensated only by an equivalent flow
relate our observations into as precise and consistent of angular momentum into the westerly belts. Likewise
a scheme as possible in order that we may know in the surface frictional effect in the regions of the easter-
sufficient detail what is to be explained. lies may be interpreted as a flow of angular momentum

From what has been said it might seem to the reader from the earth into the atmosphere. In order that the
thatmeteorology must still undergo a rather protracted angular momentum so transferred into the easterly
period of develipment before results can be expected at regions should not progressively accumulate and de-
the final fruition of this process. Although there. is stroy these wind systems, it is necessary that an equiva-
reason to expect this pattern of events in the philo- lent flow out of these regions should exist.
sophical aspects of the subject, it should not be for- The inescapable conclusion is that the accounts are
gotten that the main practical use of meteorological balanced by a flow of angular momentum from the
knowledge, the preparation of weather forecasts, is at easterlies in the more tropical regions poleward to the
present largely an empirical procedure. As such, every westerly belts (the polar easterlies are of relatively
improvement in our empirical information about the small importance in this connection). Such a flow of
atmosphere enhances in some degree the possibility of angular momentum, let us say northward at the north-
improved forecasts, even though satisfactory under- em border of the tropical easterlies, can be measured
standing still remains to be achieved. Here only the in terms of an equivalent tangential stress acting across
intellectual aspects of problems are touched upon, leav- a vertical surface parallel to the latitude circle. A crude
ing any possible practical applications for treatment estimate of the value of this stress may be made from
elsewhere. existing information concerning the surface frictional

Following the general plan implied in what has been forces on the easterlies to the south.1 The result is of
said, let us begin by examining how the general cir- the order of 50 to 100 dynes cm-2 . Molecular and
culation, as we observe it, achieves internal dynamic small-scale eddy viscosity cannot transmit stresses of
consistency in several important respects. As will be seen, this magnitude under the existing conditions, so that
this is merely the extraction from data and interpre- very large-scale nonzonal components of motion must
tation of certain information, and does not in any sense furnish the necessary eddy-transfer of angular momen-
constitute an explanation of why the facts are as they turn. We thus come to the very pertinent observation
are found. In order to concentrate attention on the due to Jeffreys [51, namely that the large nonzonal
most basic processes, let us first consider the mean components of motion in the atmosphere are necessary
state, leaving the temporal fluctuations in the general for the maintenance of the average zonal components.
circulation as a problem of much greater difficulty to Most classical models for the general circulation as
be touched upon later. well as some more recent ones (see for example Rossby

If an observer equipped with suitable instruments [9)) have followed along lines originally proposed by
were to measure the motions of the atmosphere from Hadley [41 in that they assume the existence of large,
some extraterrestrial vantage point, in the same manner slow, convectively driven closed circulations in meridi-
as we measure the motions in the sun, he would proba- onal planes. The development of the mean zonal mo-
bly be impressed by the irregularities of the details, tions is then ascribed to the effect of the earth's rotation
but at the same time he would discern that there is a on these primary circulations. According to this view
pronounced general drift of the air from west to east the necessary transport of angular momentum could
relative to the earth in middle latitudes, extending be achieved if, for example, the poleward branches of
from the surface to the stratosphere and even beyond. the meridional circulations carry more angular momen-
On the other hand, in the more equatorial regions (and tum than the returning ones at other levels.
at times near the poles, at least the North Pole) he For several reasons many modern meteorologists have
would discern a drift from east to west from the sur- come to view models of the Hadley type with skepti-
face to great heights. This situation immediately poses cism. In the first place, the warmest regions of the
perhaps the most important problem concerning the atmosphere are not usually found in the tropics as
general circulation. The specific question involved here most schemes of this kind visualize, but rather some
is how the belts of westerlies can maintain their high distance away from the equator. Also, at best it is
rate of rotation in the face of the retarding effect of difficult to account for the great extent of the westerlies
surface friction, flanked as they are by oppositely di- in the atmosphere on any such basis. Finally, there is
rected winds on at least their equatorial sides. No a suggestion in the climatological distribution of pre-
really satisfactory rational theory for this state of cipitation and in the poleward flow of air in the friction
affairs has yet been given, although some deductions layer for the existence of a slow meridional circulation
can easily be made concerning the nature of certain with an upward branch in middle latitudes and a
aspects of the mechanism which is necessary to main- downward branch toward the subtropics, as originally
tain these existing motions. suggested by Bergeron [2). Such a "reverse" cell with

The retarding effect of the surface frictional forces equatorward flow aloft would, due to the action of
on the middle-latitude westerlies may be looked upon Coriolis forces, tend to establish east winds in the
as a continuous abstraction of absolute angular mo-
mentum from the atmosphere in these regions. Accord- 1. It is here assumed that the main transfer of momentum
ing to simple principles of Newtonian mechanics, this takes place in the troposphere.
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region where the strongest westerlies are actually en- years (Widger [17], Mints,' Starr and White 112]) both
countered. The writer rather inclines to the view that from isobaric charts making use of the geostrophic ap-
although very small mean meridional circulations do proximation, and directly from a circumpolar network
perhaps exist, their role in the horizontal transport of of actual wind observations. The survey of the angular
angular momentum, at least in the middle latitudes, momentum balance made by Widger covers the month
is overshadowed by the characteristics of other hori- of January 1946 and the results give the total geo-
zontal motions. This is not in conflict with the views strophic transfer by latitudes for various layers during
expressed by Jeffreys [5] and is reinforced by analysis this period up to the 7.5 km level. In this study estimates
of data to be quoted presently. were made of the surface frictional torques. The investi-

If emphasis is placed upon the horizontal circulations gation by Mintz covers the month of January 1949 and
in transporting angular momentum poleward, by and his results give the geostrophic flux of angular momen-
large the zonal and meridional components of velocity tum at various levels up to 100 mb. Starr and White
should be correlated at each level where such transport made use of a circumpolar network of actual wind ob-
occurs. Evidences of this correlation are then to be servations at a mean latitude of 31*N for a period of
expected in the detailed structure of the instantaneous six months from February 1949 to August 1949 up to
horizontal streamline patterns observed, as pointed out an elevation of 50,000 ft. For various details of these
by the writer elsewhere 1101. Qualitatively these ex- investigations reference must be made to the original
pectations are amply borne out even by casmal inspec- papers.
tion of weather maps. Except at high latitudes, closed The computations give results which are entirely
horizontal circulations usually exhibit a northeast- reasonable, being quite in accord with what would be
southwest elongation (Northern Hemisphere) and the expected on the basis of the foregoing discussion. Thus
troughs, ridges, and shear lines show a tendency to the total northward transport increases in magnitude
tilt in this same sense. All these characteristics are from low latitudes to about 30*N as the surface easterlies
recognized almost instinctively by the meteorologist as are passed, then decreases progressively northward as
typical of atmospheric flow patterns. From our view- angular momentum is removed by surface frictional
point they are telltale indications of a poleward flow torques acting in the westerly belt. Nearer to the pole
of angular momentum. One may nevertheless ask the transport is reversed, indicating a flow southward
whether an objective quantitative evaluation of the from the polar easterly zone, although the magnitudes
transport by this mechanism can be made from actual involved here are small as is to be expected from the
hemispheric data. For it is not sufficient to advance fact that the torque arm associated with the surface
merely a qualitative substitute for the classical hy- frictional forces is small in the polar regions.
pothesis without investigating the potency of the new The main transfer acros 30*N increases in intensity
alternative to produce the needed effect. A question with elevation, reaching a pronounced maximum at
involved here is whether the observations we possess about the level of the jet stream. On the basis of esti-
are extensive enough and of sufficient accuracy. It is mates of the surface torques during these periods it
a simple matter to set up an integral expression for appears that sufficient angular momentum is trans-
this (say) northward flow of absolute angular momen- ported into the belt of westerlies to maintain them
tum across the vertical surface at a given latitude after against friction. Let it be noted, however, that the gen-
the manner of Jeffreys, or to derive it from the atmos- eral results appear to be in harmony with the thesis
pheric equations of motion as has been done by Widger that practically all the neesuary horizontal transfer of
[17]. The latter author proceeded to evaluate this flow angular momentum could be accomplished without recourse
of angular momentum by finite difference methods, as to the agency of mean meridional circulations. On the
follows. basis of what has been said, however, we cannot make

During the last several years sufficient observations any statement concerning other possible functions of
of the free atmosphere have been made to allow the meridional circulations such as, for example, the vertical
construction of daily isobaric charts through most of transport of angular momentum.
the troposphere. In addition it is becoming possible to At this point let us pause in order to take stock of
obtain fairly complete direct radiowind observations what has been described and to see more clearly how it
extending to great heights on a circumpolar basis within fits into the plan for research advanced in the intro-
restricted latitude belts. The global wind distributions ductory paragraphs. Have we by this study of angular-
may be approximated from isobaric charts according to momentum considerations provided a theory for or
the geostrophic wind formula or may be taken directly achieved a rational solution for the problem of the
from actual wind observations. The use of the geo- distribution of zonal ,westerlies and easterlies in the
strophic estimates may introduce certain errors for the atmosphere? Not by a long way. We did not solve the
present purpose. On the other hand this use of the equations of motion' nor did we deal with radiative
geostrophie winds automatically excludes the contri-
butions t0 the angular momentum transport due to 2. "The Geostrophic Meridional Flux of Angular Momen-

means tohe angcirculations of the radley type, so turn for the Month of January 1949." Presented at the 109th
mean meridional cnational meeting of the American Meteorological Society,
that an advantage is gained if it is desired to study other Jan. 29-Feb. 1, 1951, New York.
modes of such transport. Several surveys of the angular 3. Actually only one equation of motion, namely the one tor
momentum balance have been made in the past few the zonal direction, is needed to treat the balance of absolute
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processcs, which must ultimately be responsible for all this spirit that the writer would recommend tile further
air motions and are a determining factor for the form exploration of the essential properties of the globV*
of the general circulation. What we have done is simply circulation as we know it from ob4smtions with regard
make a systematic analysis of data to portray as clearly to such dynamic quantities as angular momentum,
as possible one important, but not patently apparent, vorticity, kinetic energy, heat energy, geopotential en-
attribute of the general circulation.-namely, the angu- ergy, and latent heat, so that we may find ourselves
lar-mromentum balance. This study attempts to show in a more advantageous position in formulating rational
how the actual atmosphere attains an internal consist- hypotheses.
ency in one important respect. For the purpose of exemplifying further the sugges-

What purpose can such information as this serve in tions previously made, let us consider in a general way
the future of meteorological theory? The answer to their application to questions concerning energy in the
this query is obvious. Once the announcement was made atmosphere. Much of what has been written concerning
by Kepler that planets move in ellipses, any proposed this subject has been deficient in two respects. In the
dynamic theory of mechanics which would require them first place investigators have been prone to lump to-
to move in significantly different paths was immediately gether various diverse forms of energy indiscriminately,
pushed into the limbo. Likewise for the atmosphere thereby losing the advantages to be gained from the
any proposed rational theory for the general circulation fact that each form of energy is produced from and
which significantly contradicts the general outlines of converted to other forms in its own characteristic
the needed angular-momentum balance at once finds fashion, permitting individual study. Likewise for each
itself afflicted with a serious and perhaps even crucial form there exist specific modes of transfer and redis-
drawback. On the other hand, the uses of such informs- tribution. Unlcss these specific characteristics are sub-
tion need not be purely negative. The facts might well ject to scrutiny in detail, only very broad generalizations
serve as one guide (among many others) for the for- can be reached, which lack a keen enough resolving
mulation of satisfactory rational schemes. power to yield much that is new concerning the mecha-

What has been described is not a very profound con- nism of the atmosphere.
cept, but merely a rather simple consequence of New- In 0- second place, as will be discussed presently,
ton's laws of motion applied to the atmosphere. The the mn ies of energy transfer within the atmosphere
gist of the idea was presented many years ago, by are so effective that no feature such as a cyclone can
Jeffreys in 1926. How is it then that it was permitted be treated independently without due allowance for
to lie fallow for so long a time? Aside from the lack of exchanges of energy between it and the remaining
proper data, a contributing factor has doubtless been atmosphere. It is therefore inappropriate to treat such
the preoccupation of research meteorologists with phe- a feature as in any sense a closed system. Modern trends
nomena on a relatively local scale, this in turn being in the literature are beginning to give proper cognizance
duo to the limitation of our mental horizons to a scale to this circumstance, although much of the too-
commensurate with the daily weather map. restricted point of view is still prevalent. Probably the

One might well venture the guess that at present we only system which can be treated as a closed one
have not attained even a measure of the tasks which (mechanically) is the atmosphere as a whole and even
confront us. And this statement is in no way intended then it cannot be treated as closed from a thermody-
as a repetition of a common platitude. We have not namic viewpoint because of radiative exchanges of
fathomed the profundity of our subject, let alone solved energy with the cosmic environment and otherwise.
the fundamental problems. In the years to come, when Proceeding now to a discussion of the kinetic energy
our knowledge will have increased, we may in retro- balance of the atmosphere, it is worthy of note in the
spect wonder why we were so inappreciative of various first place to observe that whereas angular momentum
gross and essential attributes of the general circulation. is a quantity which is conserved in the sense that no
It would therefore be wrong and dangerous to post a real sot: :-ces of it can exist, kinetic energy on the other
sign along any plausible path of research which states hand may appear or disappear because of transforma-
"Thou shalt not enter here," seeking thereby to channel tion processes involving other forms of energy. In other
activity along certain predetermined lines. True science words, the flow and, redistribution processes for kinetic
tolerates no prohibitions, and in principle no servile energy are not source-free as is the case with absolute
adherence to tradition. Rather we must open up and angular momentum. We may therefore say a priori
exploit all possible new channels that appear reasonable that there is no reason to suppose that there may not
in order that we do not miss important facts.' It is in exist in the atmosphere preferred source-regions for

angular momentum about the earth's polar axis. In effect this pression that there is less of the orderly progressive accumula-
equation takes on the form of a continuity equation for ab- tion of knowledge. This phenomenon is doubtless due to the
solute angular momentum, fact that meteorology is in a far different stage of development

4. When one compares the general nature of the results of as a science. In the better sense of the word ue are alchemists
research in meteorology sa reported in our journals with the still in the process of groping for a common denominator of
nature of research communications in let us say chemistry, unifying principles. We must not relax but rather continue to
there is a fundamental contrast to be noted. In our field there stumble and grope with more determination. The writer h.s
is a great diversity of views expressed on individual topics. the immutable belief that a proper foundation does exist anti
Onten these views are in direct conflict. Also one gains the im- will be found.
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atmospheric kinetic energy as well as preferred regions fairs in the atmosphere there are vast amounts of
for its disappearance by conversion into other forms of kinetic energy generated in the more tropical regions
energy through friction or otherwise, and vast amounts consumed in the polar caps. The

With the aid of the examination and interpretation existing kinetic energy is merely a small difference due
of the fundamental dynamical principles relating to to the fact that the positive generation process in the
kinetic energy given elsewhere in this volume' we shall more tropical regions is slightly larger than the losses
now attempt to discuss this phase of the energy prob- in regions of negative generation in the polar caps.
lem. In the reference mentioned there is presented a It is a matter of interest to examine the import of
discussion of the process whereby kinetic energy is the views expressed above for the nature of the secon-
produced in the atmosphere. According to the views dary circulations of the middle latitudes. It would thus
expressed there, kinetic energy of large-scale motions be suggested that the kinetic energy supply for the main
can be generated only through the work of expansion cyclone belt of each hemisphere is perhaps provided by
by pressure forces. Furthermore, kinetic energy asso- the poleward flow of such energy from more tropical
ciated with horizontal motions can be generated only regions. Furthermore this flow is measured by (but
through work done by horizontal pressure forces. It is exists in addition to) the poleward flow of internal
thus pointed out that the rate at which horizontal heat energy. Although this flux of energy has some
kinetic energy is generated at a given point in the average mean value, there can be no doubt that in its
atmosphere is equal to the product of the pressure into details the process is a sporadic one with irregularities
the horizontal divergence of velocity. This carries the both in time and in longitude. Each cyclone may thus
implication that regions of horizontal convergence are be considered as producing a spurt or poleward surge
hydrodynamic sinks for kinetic energy which act in- in this transport locally during its period of develop-
dependently of friction. ment.

Speaking next of the transport of horizontal kinetic According to the classical view, the kinetic energy for
energy, it has been shown that this process is ac- a developing cyclone is obtained from the sinking of
complished either through the work done by the pres- dense masses of cold air in the immediate vicinity, so
sure forces in virtue of the horizontal velocities across that by and large the decrease in potential and internal
the boundary or by the advection of sensible kinetic energy represents a corresponding increase in kinetic
energy. Since the latter (meridional) transport is small, energy. From the present viewpoint the kinetic energy
it follows that the significant (meridional) transport o! increase could equally well be derived from a pro-
kinetic energy is accomplished through the work done nounced local poleward flow from the more tropical
by the pressure forces, which in turn is proportion'l to regions, since a developing cyclone is accompanied by a
the advection of internal heat energy and occurs in ad- marked incr'ease in the net local poleward transfer of
dition to it. Applying these ideas to the transfer of internal heat energy.
kinetic energy across the vertical boundaries of an As a matter of fact it is not too difficult to visualize
equatorial strip between two fixed middle latitudes the general outlines of a certain type of instability
+0 and -0, our general information would lead us to associated with a developing cyclone when viewed in
suppose that there exists a net transport of internal this way. For if it is granted that there exists a supply
heat energy and therefore of kinetic energy poleward of warm and cold air in the vicinity, it may be that the
across these boundaries. Estimates from data tend to pronounced local surge of kinetic energy once started
confirm this supposition, and indeed it also appears serves to increase the intensity of the cyclone which in
reasonable from common synoptic experience. We are turn further increases the flow of kinetic energy and
therefore confronted by the very important conclusion the intensity of the cyclone. The intensification finally
that regardless of the nature of other details of the ceases when complete occlusion takes place and the
atmospheric circulations the more tropical regions ap- net heat transport disappears.
pear to be preferred regions for kinetic-energy genera- In a recent discussion the writer [11] has made an
tion in that they not only produ-e sufficient kinetic endeavor to elaborate further this picture of the kinetic
energy to overcome frictional losses within these energy balance of the atmosphere, making use of the
regions, but also provide an excess which is transferred assumption that mean meridionsJ circulations do not
to the polar caps. play a significant role in these processes. The plausi-

Apparently we may also conclude that in the long bility of this supposition is supported by the study of
run the more polar regions must serve as preferred the angular momentum balance outlined earlier. Under
regions for the disappearance of kinetic energy, since such circumstances, since data show that near the sur-
here the losses must be sufficiently great not only to face poleward-moving individual air masses possess a
offset whatever amounts of kinetic energy are generated higher specific volume than the equatorward-moving
locally but also to absorb the kinetic energy which is ones, it follows that there should exist a mean horizontal
supplied from the more tropical regions. It is therefore velocity divergence in the more tropical regions and a
reasonable to suppose that in the normal state of af- mean horizonlal velocity convergence in the polar caps.

This situation should thus contribute to a net pro-
5. Consult "Applications of Energy Principles to the Gen- duction of kinetic energy, in view of the normal mean

eral Circulation" by Victor P. Starr, pp. 568-"74. meridional distribution of pressure along horizontal
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surfaces.6 Such estimates as can be made indicate that Since we have been speaking of the meridional trans-
this gross average action may be of very great effec- fer of internal heat energy, it is desirable to mention
tiveness. aiso the effects of the meridional transfer of latent heat.

In view of the fact that the correlation of density Crude estimates made by the writer using such data
with meridional motion is most marked near the stwr- as are available indicate that very considerable amounts
face, it follows that the mean meridional distribution of energy are transferred poleward by this means. If ow-
of this divergence and convergence shows greatest con- ever, whereas the transport of internal heat energy
trasts at low levels. This at once suggests that the n-ean cannot take place without a proportional transport of
meridional distribution of iet exiernal healing and cool- kinetic energy, the meridional transfer of latent heat
inm of the atraosphere is linked with the process, since energy is not related to the kinetic energy in the -same
the heating of the atmosphere is most intense near the way. It is thus possible to transfer large amounts of
surface and much of the cooling is accomplished through energy in the forn of latent heat without a proportional

surface effects also. Thus it would be logical to suppwse kinetic energy flow being present. Whereas the flow of
that the net external heating in the more equatorial kinetic energy and dherefore of internal heat. energy
latitudes causes a net horizontal expansion, while the may be regulated by the distribution of pnre-sure and
net cooling in the polar caps brings about a net hori- of divergence and convergence, this particular limitua-
.ontal contraction, accounts then being balanced, as tion does not enter as far as latent heat is concerned.

far as mass continuity is concerned, by differential One could therefore find arguments to support the view
advection across middle latitudes. that the transport of latent heat furnishes a means for

If one agrees to argue on this basis, a far-reaching balancing the radiation requirements of the general
observation may be made, subject of course to the circulation which bypasses the kinetic energy balance.
correctness of the premises involved. Earlier in the For if the portion of the total meridional energy flow
discourse it was pointed out that one of the most represented by the transfer of latent heat energy had
fundamental questions in meteorology relates to the instead to be transported as additional internal heat
presence of broad belts of westerlies in the middle energy, a far more intense flow of kinetic energy would
latitudes of each hemisphere. Speaking now only of the also be necessary. Whether this would imply a more
lower levels we see that the presence of the westerlies "vigorous'" general circulation is, however, a question
coincides with the requiremezA that the regions of net which cannot be readily dealt with.
external heating and divergence should coincide with The meridional transport of geopotential energy is
regions of higher pressure along horizontal surfaces, of course immediately ruled out in the average con-
Unless this situation exists a net production of kinetic dition discussed here, because of the assumption that
energy to overcome friction would be impossible. Thus, mean meridional circulations are not significant.
if for a moment we were to visualize a hypothetical In the discussion mentioned above [1ll, an endeavor
situation with mean easterlies in middle latitudes, the was made to study the fluctuations in the kinetic energy
net heating and consequent divergence would take baance of the Northern Hemisphere with the aid of
place at a relatively low pressure in the more tropical 5-day mean data such as are used by the U. S. Weather
regions, while the convergence and cooling in the polar Bureau in extended-period forecasting. Only data for
caps would take place at a relatively high pressure. the colder half of each of seven successive years were
Such a hypothetical situation would then be rapidly used, so that essentially winter conditions were studied.
destroyed, since more kinetic energy would necessarily By approximate methods a measure was secured of the
disappear in the polar eaps through convergence than intensity of differential advection of air with varying
could be generated in the more tropical regions by density across 45°N. This quantity r is therefore a
heating and divergence, measure of the net volume transport northward across

Although the net heating and cooling of the earth is 45°N and hence also a measure of the mean convergence
ultimately caused by radiational exchanges with space, in the polar cap and to some degree probably a measure
when one isolates the atmosphere and considers the of the mean divergence in the more tropical zones of
circumstances in the winter season especially, due re- the Northern Hemisphere. A mean for the layer be-
gard has to be given to the strong heating of the atmos- tween sea level and 10,000 ft was used.
phere by the oceans when cold air masses flow out over It became immediately apparent that the quantity
relatively warm water surfaces. As has b)en pointed r undergoes large fluctuations, being high during those
out by Sverdrup and others 1131, the oceans serve in a periods which are commonly designated as "low-index"
manner of speaking as a hot-water heating system. It periods and low during "high-index" conditions. The
should thus be expected that during winter the regions practical question involved here concerns itself with
of net heating for the atmosphere extend much farther the cause of these vagaries in the behavior of the general
into middle latitudes than might otherwise be supposed. circulation, for if this were known a better insight into

the long-range forecasting problem might result.
6. Since variations of pressure along horizonta surfaces are th e ongrne focatig p robgh result.nece sar fo th gen raton f i ne amo nt f k netc ~In view of the fact that r is also a rough m easure ofneceetary for the generation of a net amount of kinetic energy

to overcome friction, it is indeed reasonable on general grounds the rate of kinetic energy transport into the polar cap,
to suppose that the atmosphere behaves in such a way as to it is interesting to note its relationship to the general
Lake advantage of the large systematic pressure differences pressure distribution there. If these pressures are low
between the polar and tiropical regions, compared to the pressures farther south, a relatively
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large fraction of the kinetic energy so transferred should as the more southerly regions are concerned. It would
remain without being destroyed by the mean conver- appear, however, that progressive cooling should now
gence, while if these pressures are high practically all take place in the arctic regions since the abnormally
the kinetic energy fed into the cap should disappear low heat input would appear to be insufficient to main-
because of the mean convergence. For this purpose it tain the status quo.
was decided to examine r with reference to the area- On the whole there may be good and sufficient physi-
mean pressure deficit north of 45°N ,as compared to the cal reasons, such as those mentioned above, why the
pressure at 45°N. This pressure deficit was denoted by general circulation does not persist indefinitely in one
- and was computed from sea-level pressures. It be- or the other abnormal conditions but rather tends to
came apparent that abnormally large values of r are, shift about a general average state. There is neverthe-
generally speaking, encountered only when the pressure less the important question why the average state does
deficit is maall or negative, in other words when the not persist without such pronounced departures as
capacity of the polar cap to destroy kinetic energy is those just described. The writer's conjecture on the
abnormally great. matter is that the average state can too easily be dis-

From these general observations it would appear that rupted by the effects of the nonzonal continentality
large meridional transports of internal heat energy and found especially in the Northern Hemisphere. Such
of kinetic energy take place during those periods when effects may be partly due to the fact that the contiwauts
the mean meridional pressure distribution at lower provide avenues for the southward penetration of in-
levels is relatively flat north of the subtropics with no tensely cold air masses which can tnus arrive at rela-
marked polar low present. How can a situation such as tively low latitudes without undue modification. The
this maintain itself over appreciable intervals of time, occasional outpourings of such cold massem over ad-
as is known to be the case? Is it a quasi-steady state or jacent water areas at fairly low latitudes could easily
is it a dislocation which becomes progressively more result in abnormal heating of the atmosphere sufficient
difficult to maintain? We can only speculate about the to disrupt the average regime.
answers, but it is rather interesting to do so. Also it should not be forgotten that large mountain

First let us consider the fact that it is during these ranges extending over an appreciable spread of latitude
low-index conditions that very cold air masses are in- can exert powerful mechanical effects upon the atmos-
jected into southerly latitudes. This in turn means a phere, as pointed out by White [16]. By way of example
very strong heating of the atmosphere in middle lati- large pressure differences across the Rockies in North
tudes and the subtropics, especially over ocean areas, America could perhaps disrupt the angular momentum
so that a rapid replenishment of heat and also a rapid balance in the belt of the prevailing westerlies.
generation of kinetic energy would be a normal ac- Finally the suggestion made by Willett 1181 that the
companiment of this state ot affairs. This consideration seat of the variation could perhaps be found in the
would argue for the possibility of quasi-steady state. variations in solar output, and hence the heating of

On the other hand in order to maintain a quasi-steady the atmosphere, deserves study. For it may be that the
condition, means would have to be present to dispose final answer is bound up in a combination of effects,
of large quantities of heat in the polar cap. It is unlikely especially if long-term aberrations of the general circu-
that the net heat loss through radiation could be lation during historic and geological periods are also
stepped up enough to meet this requirement. Progres- considered.
sive melting of ice in the polar regions could absorb From what has been said in the several preceding
large quantities of heat, but probably exactly the op- paragraphs it might appear that too little emphasis has
posite is actually the case, since very low temperatures been placed upon the influence of the conditions in the
are apt to prevail at low levels in the arctic and sub- upper troposphere and in the stratosphere. In the final
arctic regions under these circumstances. analysis it is obvious that the entire atmosphere must

Observationally there is some qualitative evidence form an integrated system. It would seem, however,
that during prolonged low-index conditions there is apt that the lower layers furnish the seat of thermodynamic
to be present in polar regions an accumulation of ab- activity and provide the motive force for the general
normally warm air a little distance above the surface circulation. The writer's colleague, Dr. H1. L. Kuo, is
in the troposphere and in the stratosphere. Also there currently engaged in a theoretical study of the effects
is some evidence that there is actually a progressive which might result at the level of the jet stream from
depletion of heat energy from middle latitudes (in spite forced disturbances originating in the lower levels. From
of the strong surface heating) with a consequent pro- his preliminary work it would appear that the genera-
gressive southward shift of the latitude of the maximum tion and maintenance of the jet stream itself are a
westerlies at higher levels. What ultimately puts a stop necessary consequence of such impulses received from
to the trend of developments is not obvious, below. Likewise the characteristics of the angular mo-

Contrasted with the low-index regime, during periods mentum balance as outlined previously, including such
of a strong polar vortex at low levels the heat and features as the tilted (and properly curved) trough and
kinetic energy transport is weak. Relatively warm air ridge lines, as well as the development of regions of
streams across the continents and oceans in a more sharp shear to the north and to the south of the jet
zonal manner so that no very vigorous heating takes follow as consequences of the analysis.
place. So far no difficulties seem to be present as far Having made an excursion into some of the ramifi-
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cations involved in the study of the balance of angular own inclinations and tastes, for there is no shortage of
momentum and of kinetic energy in the atmosphere, diverse problems which are worth while. The inclina-
let us now consider the general circulation from the tions of the writer, as one of these investigators, are
standpoint of a rationa theory for atmospheric motions. probably quite apparent from what has already been
By this term we mean essentially a solution of the said. The underlying and oft-recurring motif of this
eqai~o, of moiio, which purports to give a picture of essay is the need for a more complete and systematic
the circulation or some portion of it. This is sharply empirical description of the basic physical processes
contrasted with the study of the balance of various involved in the general circulation. We are now begin-
quantities, because the latter involves hydrodynamical ning to have sufficient observational material at least
principles only to the extent of formulating several in the Northern Hemisphere.
integral requirements for the atmosphere. The mvesti- Before making concrete proposals, let us take a glance
gation of how the atmosphere actually f-Ifills these at what is being done which may serve as a beginning
requirements is then necessarily an empirical and ob- toward this aim. In the enumeration of activities which
servational problem. follows, any omission of important work is inadvertent

Logically, then, the empirical picture obtained from and is due simply to the writer's lack of information.
1he study of the balance of various quantities and from At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Willett
oiher observational studies should give us the funda- f181 has for a period of years gathered statistical in-
mental physical characterization of the atmosphere formation concerning the general circulation in the
which is then to be explained in terms of some rational Northern Hemisphere in the form of 5-day averages.
theory. But, in a larger sense, the proper physical More recently he has begun gathering similar data for
characterization of the general circulation is a subject the Southern Hemisphere. The writer has found this
which up to the present has hardly been entered upon. material invaluable for the study of the general circu-
We need quantitative estimates of the flow of heat, of lation. The Department of Meteorology of the Univer-
kinetic energ: of momentum, etc., for the mean state sity of COlifornia at Los Angeles has undertaken a study
and also when consideration is given to synoptic and of the angular momentum balance of the atmosphere
seasonal variations. The labor involved in order to sup- by means of finite difference integration procedures.
ply this information is bound to be tremendous, involv- This project will probably also include a similar study
ing the cooperation of meteorological services over the of the energy balance later.
entire globe. Nevertheless progress is being made and Priestley [71 of Australia has proposed a program for
there is reason for optimism. the observational study of the momentum and energy

In view of this state of affairs it is not surprising balance of the atmosphere, utilizing radiosonde and
that the development of a rational theory for the radio-wind observations directly. Samples of his analy-
general circulation has not made very much headway ses already prepared by him have proven to be of great
up to the present time. Thus the scope of the more interest, but require elaboration.
successful efforts toward the solution of the hydro- Van Mieghem [15] of Belgium has proposed the study
dynamic equations has necessarily been severely limited of the balance of various forms of energy, entropy, and
to certain portions of the atmospheric circulation where momentum, emphasizing the importance of such studies
the introduction of drastic simplifications still leads to for the progress of research concerning the general
results of interest. As an example we might cite the circulation.
several solutions of the two-dimensional barotropic vor- The Extended Forecast Division of the U. S. Weather
ticity equation given by Rossby [8] and recently elabo- Bureau has for some years been amassing observational
rated by Charney and Eliassen [31 and others. For material in the form of 5-day averages for the Northern
short-period extrapolation it appears that these results Hemisphere. The Weather Bureau [14J has recently
may prove to be of more and more value in forecasting, also been preparing in published form very complete
even though these solutions leave unanswered some of daily Northern 1lemisphere maps for the surface and
the fundamental questions concerning the energy bal- 500 millibars. These charts are most xcellent and
ance when long-term effects are contemplated. should prove to be invaluable for researe.. purposes.

As a general comment it can be said that really Finally mention may again be made of the studies
adequate solutions which link the mechanics of the of the angular momentum and energy balance initiated
atmospheric circulation to the source of energy from by the writer at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
solar radiation are a desideratum for future research, nology.
although the situation does not warrant undue pessi- The items listed above do not purport to cover all
raism. In this connection reference may be made to a important research on the general circulation conducted
recent publication by Lorenz !6] which is concerned currently, but rather only such activities as are apt to
with the solution of the two-dimensional equations of furnish statistical information concerning the gross
motion for the region near the pole, taking into account character of the general circulation. Thus various other
friction and external heating and cooling, synoptic and theoretical activities are not included

Leaving now the discussion of illustrative topics, even though they may in the end furnish indispensable
what are the avenues for future progress which are insight as to the interpretation of the empirical picture
indicated as of todaay? This is necessarily a subjective given by tie statistics.
matter in which various investigators must follow their The general trend to be discerned is that the em-
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pirical study of the general circulation is becoming a thing of the spirit of daring which prompted Newton
matter involving vast amounts of data properly and to propose the theory of universal gravitation and
purposefully organized in order to be useful for the Einstein to suggest anew the quantum character of
systematic evaluation of various specific and well-de- radiation.
fined processes over long periods of time. It is being Much of what has been said in the last two pars-
undertakeax piecemeal by various institutions to an graphs has a direct bearing upon the use of mathematics
extent determined by their financial resources and fa- in meteorological research. To regard the fundamental
cilities. In the initial stages of such exploratory problems of meteorology as purely mathematical ones
activities it is probably most desirable that there should is hardly warranted. It is true that many of the hydro-
exist diversified direction of individual small-scale proj- dynamical and physical principles involved are capable
ects of this nature. However, once the best general of mathematical statement, but it is only through the
patterns for such research have become apparent, a leaven of some purely physical hypothesis that we are
number of considerations point to the desirability of guided to the appropriate mathematical use of these
more consolidated effort. Thus some central organiza- principles.
tion could perhaps offer the advantages of a long-term As stated previously, present-day meteorology may
program, more economical operation, better facilities be thought of as being in the Keplerian era. It finds
such as high-speed computing equipment and better itself, however, side by side with very much more qd-
availabiliftyof computed results. Such an institute could vanced physical sciences in which research is carried
even be of an international character under the aus- on with the aid of very sophisticated mathematical
pices of the United Nations, since the purpose would and theoretical tools designed for the purpose through
indeed be of global importance in a very literal sense, the laborious efforts of past generations. Although much

Beyond the broad recommendations just set forth, may be gained by borrowing certain of these techniques
the writer wishes to state his belief that periodic re- where proper analogies have been established, still there
views of progress such as the ones contained in this are certain philosophical pitfalls which arise when this
volume should be planned by appropriate organiza-
tions in an effort to stimulate comparison of differing is done merely in slavish effort at imitation without
opinions and to bring forth suggestions. Another matter proper caution. Such superficial efforts are sometimes
of somewhat similar nature is the periodic publication entered upon in order to gloss over the prerequisite of

of selected reprinted papers, adjudged to be of funda- clear physical thinking. We cannot telescope the evo-

mental importance, in the form of collections similar lution of a new science by omitting essential phases of
to those edited by Cleveland Abbd [II several decades its natural development. We cannot hope for a magic
ago. A practical problem here would be the selection of carpet which would carry us directly from Kepler to
a capable (and so to speak disinterested) editor. Einstein, eliminating the growing pains of Newtonian

Finally a word about certain philosophical and theo- mechanics.
retical aspects. In a science such as meteorology in
which the rational explanation of the most gross fea- REFERENCES
tures is still to be found, much attention must be given 1. Assi, C., "The Mechanics of the Earth's Atmosphere.
to questions regarding the general techniques for in- A Collection of Translations by Cleveland Abbd." Third
terpretive research in order to ascertain if possible the Collection. Smithson. misc. Coll., Vol. 51, No. 4 (1910).
ones which are suitable. In any well-developed science, 2. BZROESON, T., "Utler die dreidimensional verknfipfende
as for instance physics, it is often possible to arrive at Wetteranalyse. I." Geofys. Publ., Vol. 5, No. 6 (1928).
new results by purely deductive means. However, it 3. CifARNmy, J., and ELIASSEN, A., "A Numerical Method for
must be granted that the more fundamental scientific Predicting the Perturbations of the Middle Latitude
achievements of an interpretative nature have usually Westerlies." Tellus, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 38-54 (1949).
stemmed from the deliberate introduction of new physical 4. HADLcy, G., "Concerning the Cause of the General Trade

hypotheses. Such hypotheses are usually the direct prod- Winds." Phil. Trans. roy. Soc. London, 39:58 (1735-36).

uct of creative minds who through sufficient insight ~(Reprinted in 11, pp. 5-71.)
aueto recast agivemnds porobm sui iento a inew fr 5. Jzrrazys, H., "On the Dynamics of Geostrophic Winds."

are able to recast a given problem into a new form. Quart. J. R. meteor. Soc., 52: 85-104 (1926).
Although such formulation of novel hypotheses is per- 6. Loazmz, E. N., "Dynamic Models Illustrating the Energy
haps the most difficult task confronting a scientist, we Balance of the Atmosphere." J. Meteor., 7:30-38 (1950).
cannot afford to dispense with it in any attempt at 7. PRIEsTLrE, C. It. B., "Heat Transport and Zonal Stress
understanding the motions of the atmosphere at the between Latitudes." Quart. J. R. meteor. Soc., 75: 28-40
present time. (1949).

Without the use of creative imagination to give it 8. Rossav, C.-G., and COLAsORATORS, "Relation between
form, our science could easily become a repetitious Variations in the Intensity of the Zonal Circulation of

accumulation of bits of petty dogma, a jargon of catch- the Atmosphere and the Displacements of the Semi-

words and sophistries, a species of mholasticism lacking permanent Centers of Action." J. mar. Res., 2:38-w55
a firm bisis or unifying principles. We need men with 0. Rossng , C.-G., "The Scientific Basis of Modern Meteorol-
vision and courage who would not be content in oc- ogy"in Climate and Man: Y'earbook of Agriculture. Wash-
cupying themselves with odd bits of research, but would ington, D. C., U. S. Govt. Printing Office, 1941. (S-ee pp.
tackle the fundamental problems. Men who have some- 589-855.)
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A STUDY OF THE GENERAL CIRCULATION
AND A POSSIBLE THEORY SUGGESTED BY IT

EDWA•D N. Lo.XNZ (Cambridge, U.S.A.)

Summary: A recently completed analysis of two years of data from two
circumpolar chains of northern hemisphere stations, and one year of data
from three additional chains, indicates that horizontal eddies transport as
much angular momentum, water, and energy poleward as is required by the
interaction of the atmosphere with its environment. The meridional circula-
tions as measured transport minor amounts of angular momentum and
water. The eddy flux of angular momentum is against the gradient of
angular velocity throughout much of the atmosphere, so that kinetic energy
is transferred from the eddies to the mean flow. The eddy flux of sensible
heat is primarily with the temperature gradient, but is against the gradient
in the lower stratosphere.

These results form parts of a possible theory of the general circulation.
Other parts are suggested by various theorc:tical studies and by analogies
with certain experimental models. It appears that the role of heating is to
maintain available potential energy, represented primarily by the poleward
temperature gradient. The resulting -tate is unstable, so that eddies appear.
The potential energy of the mean flow maintains the eddies against dissipa-
tive effects, and the eddies maintain the kinetic energy of the mean flow
against dissipative effects.

An extensive study has recently been completed by the General Circulation
Project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under the direction of
Prof. VICTOR P. STARR. The principal results of this study have been
prepared for publication by Prof. STARR and Dr. RoaBET M. Wxtrra-. The
first portion of this presentation is concerned with the results of that study.

The study was based upon all available upper-wind and radiosonde
observations, at standard levels up to 100 millibars, at five circumpolar
chains of northern-hemisphere stations, during the year 1950, together with
some low-latitude observations for 1949 and 1951. The five chains of
stations were located approximately at latitudes 13, 31, 42-5, 55, and 70
degrees north, and each chain contained frcm ten to nineteen stations, with
a total of 75 stations. The data wtre extracted directly from the coded
messages, as published in the Daily Serics Synoptic Weather Maps, prepared
by the United States Weather Bureau 2 (1949 et seq.) in co-operation with the
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Army. Navy, and Air Force, and involved altogether a total of 176 thousand
individual wind readings, 57 thousand humidity readings, and 77 thousand
temperature readings.

Average values of certain quantities were computed from these data. The
nature of the data renders short-period averages of doubtful significance, so
that attention was given primarily to yearly averages and summer and winter
averages. These quantieds included the zonaily averaged eastward and
northward wind components, specific humidities and temperatures, and
also the horizontal poleward fluxes of angular momentum, water, and total
energy, as functions of latitude and elevation. The vertically averaged
horizontal fluxes were compared with those required by considerations of
continuity, as inferred from the best available estimates of the latitudinal
distribution of exchanges of angular momentum, water, and total energy
between the atmosphere and its environment.

The instantaneous local poleward flow of mass may be resolved into three
components: the portion due to the long-period mean meridional circulation;
the portion due to the additional instantaneous meridional circulation; and
the portion due to large-scale horizontal eddy motion. Each of these
components accomplishes a separate mode of poleward transport of any
quantity. The transports of angular momentum and water were resolved
into these three modes of transport, while in the case of total energy only the
transport by horizontal eddies was computed.

The computations of the angular-momentum balance reveal the great
importance of horizontal eddies, as compared to meridional circulations, in
accomplishing the total transport across those latitudes where the transport
is greatest. The transport by eddies appears sufficient to satisfy balance
requirements, as determined from estimates of surface torques. The mean
meridional circulation as measured possesses the familiar three-cell pattern,
but most of the computed values are too small to be statistically significant in
view of the nature of the data. The evidence against mean meridional
circulations stronger than about one metre per second is fairly conclusive,
except at low levels in the tropics, where a direct circulation stronger than
two metres per second may occur in winter.

A further result is that the eddy flux of angular momentum is difected
primarily toward latitudes of higher angular velocity. This counter-
gradient flux results in a net conversion of the kinetic energy of the eddies into
kinetic energy of the zonal flow, as has recently been pointed out by Kuo, 3

and in more detail by VAN MmrN,-EM 4 .
The computations of the water balance again reveal tht great importance

of horizontal eddies, which transport sufficient water to satisfy the balance
requirements, as estimated from evaporation and precipitation studies. The
transport of latent heat of condensation which accompanies the transport of
water accounts for at least half of the total necessary energy transport at
subtropical latitudes.

The horizontal transport of total energy involves the transport of potential
energy as well as sensible heat and latent heat. Since the potential energy
per unit mass is very large at great heights, the transport of potential energy
by the meridional circulation is greatly influenced by the nature of this
circulation in the upper stratosphere, where sufficient data were unavailable.
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Computations were therefore restricted to the transport of total energy
by horizontal eddies, which do not transport potential erergy. Again the
eddies transport sufficient energy to satisfy the balance requirements, as
inferred from radiation-balance figures. In lower latitudes the transport of
sensible heat is not sufficient to satisfy the balance requirements, and the
additional necessary energy is transported in the form of latent heat.

A further result is that the eddy flux of seriible heat is generally directed
toward colder latitudes. However, in the lower stratosphere, the flux is
against the temperature gradient, since the gradient is reversed, but the flux
is still poleward.

This study makes it possible to present a comprehensive description of the
processes which are responsible for maintaining the energy of the genrael
circulation. Descriptions of certain of these processes have been appearing
with increasing frequency in recent meteorological literature.

In discussing the energy of the general circulation, it is convenient to
introduce the concept of available potential energy. This quantity may be
defined as the difference between the total potential plus internal energy of
the atmosphere, and the minimum potential plus internal energy which
could result from any adiabatic redistribution ofrmass. This same quantity
was described by MAGoULZS 5 in his famous paper concerning the energy of
storms. The properties of available potential energy have been discussed in
detail by the writer. 6

Available potential energy may be expressed approximately in terms of a
weighted vertical average of the horizontal variance of temperature. In
this respect it bears a certain analogy to kinetic energy, which, aside from
the contribution of the mean wind, depends upon the variances of the wind
components. Just as the kinetic energy may be resolved into zonal and eddy
kinetic energy, by an analysis of variance of wind, so the available potential
energy may be resolved into zonal and eddy available potential energy,
by an analysis of variance of temperature into thevariance ofzonally averaged
temperature and the variance of temperature within latitude cirdes. Just
as the rate of conversion of zonal into eddy kinetic energy depends primarily
upon the eddy flux of angular momentum along the gradient of angular
velocity, so the rate of conversion of zonal into eddy available potential energy
depends upon the eddy flux of sensible heat along the temperature gradient.
Zonal and eddy available potential energy may respectively be converted into
zonal and eddy kinetic energy by meridional circulation and eddy motions.

The immediate effect of heating by the environment is the generation of
zonal available potential energy, through heating in warm latitudes and
cooling in cold latitudes. Crude estimates based upon the radiation-balance
figures of Ar-BREcsrr 7 indicate a generation of about 200 x 1020 ergs per
second, or about two per cent of the total solar energy received at the outer
limit of the atmosphere.

Since the horizontal eddy flux of sensible heat is primarily toward colder
latitudes, there is a net conversion of zonal into eddy available potential
energy, that is, the variance of temperature within latitude circles increases
at the expense of the variance across latitudes. The rate of this conversion,
estimated from the figures of the General Circulation Project, also appears
to be about 200 x 1020 ergs per second.
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Fiaviro-rnental effect- probably destroy some of this eddy available
potential energy instead of generating more, in view of the probable presence
of heating of cold air masses and cooling of warm air masses at the same
latitudes. However, some of the eddy available potential energy must be
converted into eddy kinetic energy, since there is no other source for the
latter, because, as we have seen, zonal kinetic energy acts as a sink for eddy
kinetic energy. The rate of conversion from eddy to zonal kinetic energy is
about 10 x 1020 ergs per second, according to the figures of the General
Circulation Project (see STARRB). The rate of conversion from eddy available
potential energy to eddy kinetic energy depends upon the correlation within
latitude circles between temperature and vertical motion, and cannot be
computed directly from available data. Presumably both forms of energy
arc destroyed by friction.

There remains the possible direct conversion of zonal available potential
energy to zonal kinetic energy. However, the weak meridional circulation
measured by Starr and White1 leads to a conversion from zonal kinetic
energy back to zonal available potential energy, at the rate of about 2 x 1020
ergs per second. The direction of this conversion results from the presence
of the indirect cell ins the latitudes of the strongest temperature gradient.

Now that we have established a picture of the energy cycle of the general
circulation from the available observations, we may ask why the atmosphere
chooses to operate in this particular fashion. In attempting to learn the
answer, we shall be guided by the so-called 'dishpan' experiments being
performed at the University of Chicago (see FULTZ

9
, STARR and LONQ 0).

In these experiments a circular cyiindrical vessel containing water is rotated
at a constant rate, and is subjected to uniform heating about the circumfer-
ence and cooling at the centre. The flow of the water is observed by means
of tracers.

Under sufficiently low rotation and sufficiently strong heating, the observed
flow is nearly symmetric about the centre, and consists of a strong zonal flow
with a weak superposed meridional circulation. Under faster rotation or
weaker heating, the flow loses its symmetry, and exhibits meandering currents
which bear a close resemblance to those found upon upper-level hemispheric
weather maps.

The breakdown of the symmetric flow after a critical combination of
rotation and heating is exceeded is suggestive of an instability phenomenon.
Certainly the forced flow observed in the symmetvckc r~gii.ie is dynamically
stable. It seems possible that under supercritical conditions any forced
flow will be dynamically unstable, in the sense that sinail superposed disturb-
ances will grow until they become important featurcs of the flow pattern. A
study by the writer11 appears to confirm tl. & conclusion. Moreover, no
tendency is revealed for the development of barotropic instability, that is,
instability related to the horizontal distribation of vorticity. Instead, the
instability seems to be baroclinic, that is, reianed to the temperature gradient
,.and the accompanying vertical wi-.d shear. Baroclinic instability increases
writh decreasing static stability (see CUARaNEY 2), and in this case seems to set
in when the meridional circulation becomes too weak to maintain strong
static stability.

On the other hand, the problem has been studied much maoye extensively
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by KuoIJ, 14, who has regarded the symmetric rtgirme with its accompanying
meridional overturning as a large-scale convective phenomenon. Heating
tends to generate such convection, while rotation tends to suppress it. Thus
Kuo finds that for sufficiently high rotation or weak heating, large-scale
convection is impossible, that is, the heating cannot force any symmetric
flow.

These studies may seem to represent different points of view, but the
results are actually compatible, and together allow for one regime where
symmetric flow will be observed, another rngime where symmetric flow is
inathe•taticaily possible, in the sense that it satisfies the appropriate equa-
tions and boundary conditions, but will not be observed because it is dyna-
mically unstable, and still another rdgime where symmetric flow is not
mathematically possible.

If the atmosphere is really analogous to the model experiments, the
existence of eddies may be attributed to instability. A similar point of view
was expressed by EADY 15, at the Centenary of the Royal Meteorological
Society. Various studies of baroclinic instability have suggested that typical
atmosphere zonal flow patterns are generally unstable.

The atmosphere thus falls into the unsymmetric regime because the
particular combination of rotation and heating which characterizes the
atmosphere is one of those which is incapable of maintaining large-scale
symmetric convection, or stable symmetric flow. The existence of this
combination of rotation and heating may be ascribed to chance; possibly a
more nearly symmetric regime would prevail if the earth rotated more
slowly.

The eddies in the atmosphere and the experiments are finite rather than
infinitesimal, but it seems plausible that these eddies are maintained by the
same processes which cause small eddies to grow when superposed upon an
unstable flow. Likewise, any suppression of finite eddies may be due to the
same processes which prevent small eddies from growing when superposed
upon a stable flow.

If the zonal flow in the atmosphere is in general barotropically stable, the
processes which tend to suppress the eddies convert their kinetic energy
directly into kinetic energy of the zonal flow, since potential energy is not
involved. If in addition the flow is baroclinically unstable, the maintenance
of the eddies must result from a transfer of available potential energy, rather
than kinetic energy, from the zonal circulation, and the kinetic energy of the
eddies is obtained from the available potential energy which the eddies
have acquired. We thus arrive at the pictuie of the energy cycle of the
general circulation which we have already established from the observations.
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ABSTRACT

The balances of angular momentum, energy and water are

examined on the basis of hemispherically distributed observa-

tions of wind, temperature and moisture for the entire year

1950. The function of various kinds of organized atmospheric

circulations in maintaining these balances is brought out

through the analysis of the data. The results lead to

a clearer understanding of the physical processes which are

important in the maintenance of the general circulation.

The angular momentum balance is examined first. The pole-

ward flux of eastward angular momentum is evaluated from actual

wind data extending from the surface to 100 mb and from the

tropics to the polar regions. It is found that the flux of

such momentum between tropical and middle latitudes is princi-

pally accomplished, through the agency of the large scale horl

zontal eddies in the atmosphere. The maximum flux occurs in the

vicinity of latitude 300 N at the boundary between surface

easterlies and westerlies. The flux is found to be sufficient

to account for the drain of such momentum in the region of the

westerlies by surface torques. It is further pointed out that..

the kinetic energy of the westerlies results -7rotn the coniersion

from the kinetic energy of the disturbances and not from the

direct action of the mean meridional circulations.

The energy and water balances for tha northern hemisphere

are presented and discussed in tUe light ot' observational determi-

nations of the flux oC both of these properties by various
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kinds of atmospheric circulations. Comparisons with requirements

estimated by other investigators show that the large scale horizon-

tal eddies transport sufficient energy and water to account for

most of the balance requirements.
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BALANCE REQUIREMENTS OF THE GENERAL CIRCULATION

1. Introduction

One approach to the problem of describing and explaining

the general circulation of the earth's atmosphere consists in

examining certain integral requirements deduced from broad

dynamic principles governing atmospheric motions. These inte-

gral requirements may be formulated in terms of the balances o:C

angular momentuna energy, ý;atee mass and Other properties. Such

an approach has been used with increasing frequency in recent

years. An analysis of these balances for the entire northern

hemisphere based upon actual wind, temperature and moisture

observations covering the entire year 1950 are presented in

this paper.

The properties, angular momentum, energy, water, and mass

are each conservative in that they cannot be generated or

destroyed within the atmosphere, but can only be redistributed

or in the case of energy converted from one form to another.

Over sufficiently long periods of time there can be no signi-

ficant net flow of these properties into the atmosphere no±o

outflow from it. However, for each property there is a net in-

flow at certain latitudes compensated by a net outflow at others.

To complete the balances there must be a flux of such properties

within the atmosphere across certain latitudes. By and large

the flux of a property across a latitude is accomplished by the

exchange across the latitude of equal air masses containing
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different amounts of the property. Part of the mass exchange

may consist of a northward mass flow at certaln elevations

accompanied by a southward mass flow at different elevations.

Such flows may be said to form meridional circulations. In

addition mass exchange across a latitude circle may occur if

there is a net northward mass flow at certain elevations, times,

and longitudes, compensated by southward flow at the same ele-

vations, but at different times and/or longitudes. Such flows

may be said to constitute horizontal eddies.

The necessity for a flux of angular momentum across a

given latitude may be described aL- a continuity requirement for

angular momentum. Necessities for the flux of otber properties

may be similarly described. The necessity for the fluxes may

be expressed as a set of three relations. A fourth relation

results from the necessity for a zero transport of mass. Thus

for each latitude we may with sufficient accuracy write that:

-_ 1 j f f vd0tdp (1.o)
9 0 -0 o

1 o t L

t---f r Mvdxdtdp = K1 (,.1)

0 0 0

1 PO tiL

6 tI J o f Wvdxcdtdp K2, (1.2)

i o 0l

1 (0 ti L
SE1 ) 9,fEvdcxdtdp K3 (i.;)

0 0 0
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In these integrals tI is the length of time interval over which

the integration is to be perfcrmed, Pc is the surface pressure,

L is the length of the latitude circle, v is the northward

velocity component, M is the absolute angular momentum per

unit mass, E = E4+-- where E' is the total energy per unit

PP
mass, and /P!.is a measure of the work done by pressure forces,

W is the total water content per unit mass, dx is an element of

linear distance eastward, dt is an element of time, dp is an

element of pressure in the vertical, g is the acceleration of

gravity, and Kl, K2 , K3 represent the required flux of the

various properties across the latitude circles.

Estimates of the constants KI, K2 , and K3 may be made

from independent considerations. It is of great interest,

among other things, to attempt to evaluate the left hand sides

of the expressions from atmospheric observations to determine

the measure of agreement which can be obtained. Of even greater

importance, however, is the determination of how the details of

the atmospheric circulations are organized I., order to satisfy

SIt is to be noted that the pressure-work transfer occurs in
a constant ratio R/Cv to the internal energy transfer. The
sum of the transfer of internal energy and the pressure-work
transfer is called the sensible heat or enthalpy transfer.

**In the four expressions (l.0)-(1.3) it has been assumed that
the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium, that the
acceleration of gravity, g, is everywhere constant, and the
variation of the length of the latitude circle, L, with p is
negligible. In addition It should be recognized that P0  is
variable in both horizontal space and time. In the first
equation (1.0) the net transport of mass due to the net merid-
ional flux of water vapor haB
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such balance requirements. In the sections that follow an

attempt will be made to answer these questions.

2. Procedure

There are certain general procedures concerning data

collection and analysis which are common to the individual

investigations of the atmospheric angular momentum, energy,

and water balances. The basic data include observations of

the northward and eastward wind velocity components, the

temperature and moisture content at all levels in the atmos-

phere at numerous points along the various latitudes which

are to be studied. Because the location of upper-air observ-

ing stations is determined largely by consideration of eco-

nomics and geography, the selection of stations is somewhat

restricted. Attempts were made therefore to select strings

of key stations in the vicinity of certain latitude circles,

which were strategically located in order to provide the

required information. The distribution of these key stations

over the northern hemisphere is shown in Fig. 1. The mean

latitudes of the several strings are 13 0 N, 31 0 N, 42.5 0 N, 550 N

and 70 0 N. For the most part the same observing stations were

used for the study of all three balances. However at latitude

13°N evaluations of the angular momentum flux only were made.

The listing of all key stations together with certain alternate

stations which were used when data from key stations were miss-

ing are given in Tables 1-5. Wherever possible attempts were
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Fig. 1. The distribution of key stations over the northern

hemisphere used in the investigations of' the angular momentum,
energy, and water balances f'or the year 1950. The mean lati-

tudes of the various stringS of' bey stations are located as

indicated at 1 3 0~, 3510, 42.5 1 55 , and 700 N.
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made to use radio-wind observations. However in certain areas

where these were not available pilot balloon observations were

used.

To give some idea of the availatility of observations,

the frequency of occurrence of the wind observations for the

entire year is given In Tables 6-10. The frequency of occur-

rence of temperature and moisture observations which were

usable (that -s accompanied by wind observations) is so close-

ly similar to that for the winds that no good purpose would be

served by also tabulating them.

It will be noted that the wind observations at 13 0 N were

abstracted at constant height levels, whereas those at other

latitudes were abstracted only at constant pressure levels.

This was done in connection with another study of the angular

momentum flux in tropical regions in which it was desirable

to have a more detailed description of the angular momentum

exchange processes than is required here. The constant height

levels used for comparison with similar data at other lati-

tudes at constant pressures are those which are starred in

Table 6.

Wind, temperature and moisture reports for the various

stations, levels, and latitudes were taken from the data

tabulations of the Daily Series Synoptic Weather Maps prepared

by the U. S. Weather Bureau in cooperation with the Army,

Navy and Air Force for the year 1950. All observations are
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for 0300 G.M.T. for each day. No attempt was made to cor-

rect or exclude original data where doubtful. This course

was followed in order to maintain objectivity in the com-

putations.

2.1 Evaluation of the Liux of atmospheric properties

The flux of various atmospheric properties on the

scale of the general circulation has been studied in the re-

cent past by a large number of investigators: Starr, 1 8

Bjerkmes, 5 Priestley,15"1 6 Widger,31 Starr and White, 22-2 4

28,2 1 4
White, 2 Mintz, Benton, and others.

12 4
More recently Lorenz and Benton have discussed a

generalized method whereby the flux of atmospheric proper-

ties can be studied. These generalized methods admit certain

specialized formulations of the problem which while being

less general, possess the distinct advantage of being more

physically meaningful. Several alternative specialized

methods of treating the flux problem have been used in the

past notably by Priestley15 and by Starr and White.21 Each

of these formulations is entirely legitimate and may be used

to answer appropriately phrased questions concerning the

nature of the exchange processes. In this paper the analy-

sis of the transfer processes will be made in accordance

with the formulation previously used by Starr and White 21

and the notations will be entirely lrito.ousto that used

previously by the authors.
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In the irjvtti~ztione which follow we shall be interested

in the flux of certain atmospneric properties due to various

kinds of organized atmospheric cIrculations across several

latitude circles. We shall thus be interested in evaluating

and Interpreting expreselona of the type:

I2 P . L. Pt, L 20a avdxdtdp = 0)

where a is the amount of a given property per unit mass, the

brackets represent a mean with respect to longitude, the bar

a mean with respect to time and the parenthesis a mean with

rcspect to pressure in the vertical. The expression ([-,--)

may then be expanded in terms of the means of the various

quantities entering this product and the appropriately defined

deviations from these means. Thus it has been shown (Starr

and White 23 that it is possible to expand such a term as

follows:
(2.1)

or alternatively as:

(=) (+T I J)+(() [(2.2)

The Eq. (2.1) is the one which has been used by Starr and

White 21,22,24 and which will be used throughout this paper

while expansion (2.2) has been used by Priestley.1 5 The

physical interpretation of each of the terms in Eqs. (2.1)

and (2.2) have been discussed by Starr and White.23 In brief

the terms in Eq. (2.1) may be interpreted as being associatod

with the following kinds of circulations:
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a. The term (7a)(Ct,,) is a measure of the flux of a quantity

a which results when there is a net shift of mass across a latitude

circle. Over long periods of time this term must vanish although

it may be of some importance over short periods. In actual evalua-

tion from data, even over long periods of time, this term may not

vanish exactly because of the inadequacies of the data.

b. The term (C5jt3vJ) is a measure of the flux of a due to

the existence of mean meridional circulatione.

c. The term (0317°) is a measure of the flux of a associated

with instantaneous meridional circulations.

d. The term (a---7v') is a measure of the flux of a associated

with large scalc horizontal eddies.

The integrals were evaluated from data in accordance

with the following procedures:

1 an' (2.-3)
n'

where n' is the nLuiber of observations on a given day at a given

level and latitude:
[av-]= i '(2.4)

, [ I a3tv (2.5)

S(2 .6 )

where n is the number of days on which two or more observations

are reported at a given level and latitude;
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uic~i -~ -(2.7r) I I

-- (2.8)

_-.al' [v3' L_•.j C-1][. , (2.9)

1 i (2.10)

(1•):-Poo - o P~ ~ !i
100

where P.,,, is the sea level pressure considered to be constant

and equal to l000 nob, P1o Is the pressure at 100 rob, AP is the

increment of pressure for a given layer for which L7a is evalu-

ated:

(Lv2 1 _________ 1 - i APi• Poo -P~o i:~l
P1000 100o
E33 CY =( a f _j ) ( n nV(2.12)

In order to secure some measure of the statistical relia-

bility of some of the time averages, confidence limits were

calculated and are included in some of the tables. These

limits are defined as twice the standard error and indicate

approximately the 95 percent confidence level.

The space-time means EJ represent averages over the

number of days involved in each case of the daily space

averages [a]. As such these space-time ave-ages are formed

by an equal weighting of the daily values. Owing to the fact

that the daily values La] are based upon a number of observa-

tions which may vary considerably, an equal weighting intro-

duces a certain amount of artificialLty in the procedure. For

purposes of comparison therefore the space-time averages were
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evaluated by an alternative method and computed as:
1 (2 .13J)

IN

where the braces indicate a space-time average of this second

kind, and N represents the total number of available observa-

tý,-is at a given level and latitude for the entire year. This

met.iod allows the formation of a quantity:

[av~~ -"1~ (2.14)

which in the case of an equal number of observatlions on eacki

day would become identical to the sum of the transports of a

given property by circulations of the kind described in c)

and d) of the preceding section.

According to the definitions of the quantities involved

it follows that we may define a correlation coefficient be-

tween a and v as:
S(2 .15 )

6 (a)(v),

where d(a) and d(v) are the standard deviations of cx and v

respectively and defined as:

S(a) = -2 _LLai2 ; a•(v) =-{v23.-v-'" (2.16)

In the various tables of the succeeding sections the quantities

for which tabulations are recorded have been defined and

evaluated as outlined in this section.

3. The Angular Momentum Balance

On several occasions in the past, the authors have re-

ported on the progress of their investigations of the angular

momentum balance of the atmosphere (Starr and White,21-24 and
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20

Starr. Previous reports h:, d-Icussd only conditions

prevailing at individual latitudes tn restricted regions of

the hemisphere for non-honiogeneous time periods. The results

presented in this paper describe conditions over the entire

northern hemisphere for the full year 1950, and represent

a distillation of findings based upon some three years of

investigation into this problem.

3.1 Procedure

In studies of the angular momentum balance of the atmos-

phere it is of fundamental importance to arrive at an under-

standing of the manner in which the atmospheric circulations

are organized to bring about a flux of this momentum from low

to high latitudes. The formulation of the problem has been
18 5 31 13

given by Starr, Bjerknes, Widger, and Mintz.

The total meridional transport of absolute angular

momentum across a latitude circle may be thought of as the

sum of the transport of relative angular momentum and the

transport of angular momentum due to the earth's rotation.

Since there is no net meridional transport of mass in the

atmosphere in the long run, the transport of angular momen-

tum must be brought about by exchange processes. Furthermore

since the angular momentum due to the earth's rotation per

unit mass is essentially constant with respect to elevation in

the atmosphere at a given latitude, the net effect of all ex-

change processes must be negligible as far as this component

is concerned. It therefore follows that for the purposes at
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hand we may omit this contribution and deal only with the trans-

port of relative angular momentum. Also, owing to the fact that

the distance from the earth's axis varies percentually only very

slightly with elevation in the atmosphere at a given latitude, the

transport of relative angular momentum is given by the transport

of relative linear momentum except for a constant factor. For

these reasons the investigation of the balance requirement as out-

lined in Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to the problem of investigating

the nature of the term ([uvj) where u is the relative eastward

component of velocity. According to Eq. (2.1) the problem is to

determine the magnitudes of the various terms in the relation:

(0) = ( J)(C-7) + ( C-I ) + ([UT'vJ°) + (L.J3 (5.0)

3.2 Results

The results of evaluation of the terms in expansion (3.0)

are given in Tablea 11-15 which are of exactly the same form as

those previously presented by Starr and White. 22 2 ,24 In addition

certain supplementary Tables 16-18 showing the meridional profiles

of various quantities are given. One final compilation, Table 19,

represents the distillation from this vast array of data of the

magnitudes of the flux of angular momentum associated with each of

the terms in Eq. (3.0).

3.3 Meteorological implications

Assuming the representativeness of the data in Tables 16-18

it is possible to make the following important inferences:
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a. In Table 19, the mean rate of flux of angular momentum

across various latitude circles by the physical processes set

forth in Eq. (3.0) is given. The outstanding feature here, as

it was in previous data compilations of this type, is the over-

whelming importance of the fluX of eastward angular momentum of

the atmosphere by the large scale horizontal eddies, as com-

pared with the flux by the mean meridional circulations. This

is the principal result of these investigations and is in ac-

cord with the concepts originally proposed by Starr.1 8

The magnitude of the flux by the horizontal eddies is

again demonstrated by this sample of data to be sufficient to

account for the drain of such momentum by surface torques in

the westerlies according to the best estimates which can at

present be made of K 1 , (Priestley).l1

The necessary conclusion is that other agencies of trans-

portmust be either of negligible importance or by fortunate

circumstance strangely compensating. The evidence in Table 19

indicates that the first of these possibilities must be proper.

Over long periods of time the momentum flux due to the

net.shift of mass across latitude circles must vanish. It is

only because of the inadequacies of the data that a measurable

flux is obtained. A more realistic measure of the total flux

of momentum would perhaps be represented by the difference be-

tween the third and fourth rows of Table 19. This "adjusted

total" is given in the last cc2umn.
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The features of the distribution of the intensity of tfj -

zontal eddy flux,with elevation and latitude, are given in

Table 18 and they are substantially the same as those pointed

out by Starr and White,21,22,24 for tropical and subtropical

latitudes. In middle and high latitudes the distribution is

not unexpected and conforms to previously stated ideas
18

(Starr). The principal point concerns the equatorward flux

of momentum across 70ON which is associated with the surface

polar easterlies.

b. The intensity of the mean meridional circulations in

the atmosphere is usually inferred indirectly by consideration

of the effects which they are thought to produce. Direct

measures of such cellular circulations have never been ob-

tained. It would be an achievement to state that the measure-

ments of the mean net meridional component of motion shown in

Table 17 and in Tables 11-15, column 3, do indeed represent

direct measures of such circulations. Unfortunately these

measures cannot be taken at their face value in view of the

possible .iases existing within the data and because of the ratio

•ftmemagnitu-e of the standard deviation in the northward

component of the wind to the observed mean values, as indicated

in Table 17.

However, these measurements do offer important indirect

evidence concerning the mean meridional circulations which are

none the less of fundamental importance. The most outstanding
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feature of the measurements is that in general, the values of

v•-. are quite small. In a statistical sample of this size one

would expect that any sizable mean meridional circulation would

be reflected in the data. The strong suggestion therefore is

that any mean meridional circulations which exist probably
-1

possess an order of magnitude less than 1 m n ec

c. The zonal wind velocity profile as evaluated from these

data are shown in Table 16. Since these evaluations are based

upon actual wind measurments rathex :han geostrophic approxi-

mations they possess an intrinsic value. Aside from this point,

however, one of the major conclusions drawn from this table

concerns the vertically averaged values of the zonal winds.

The indications show that the mass of the atmosphere between

the surface and 100 mb and poleward of 130 N, possesses a mean

drift eastward relative to the surface of the earth. This

mean relative rotation, in the face of the drag of the earth's

surface, raises a question of fundamental importance concern-

ing the maintenance of this westerly drift. Angular momentum

considerations cannot answer this question for the only informa-

tion which such considerations will yield is the fact that

there must exist a balance of surface torques, if we are to

consider the hemisphere to be a mechanically closed system.

The answer to this question must be sought in a considera-

tion of the balance of the kinetic energy of this component of

motion. It is not difficult to derive an appropriate mechanical
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S energy equation; this has been done by many authors and recently,
27

for example, by Van Mieghem, In this form of the mechanical

energy equation one of the physical processes which must be con-

sidered among others, concerns the work done by the large scale

horizontal eddies in generating or dissipating this type of

energy. The rate c g7eneration of this type of energy is measured

by the volume integral over the entire hemisphere of the product

o[ the large scale horizontal eddy stress and the merl'l-

onal gradient of the mean relative angular velocity. As pointed
20

out by Starr from evaluations of this term from several inde-

pendent data sources, enough mechanical energy of mean rotation

is generated by the horizontal eddies to account for the

estimated dissipation by surface friction. In these data the

reflection of this condition lies in the comparison of the dis-

tribution o? the horizontal eddy flux of momentum and ol the

zonal winds, Tables 16 and 18. It will be noted that as far

poleward as 42 0N the flux of momentum proceeds in the direction

of stronger westerly winds. This being so, it appears that we

must revise our fundamental concepts about the maintenance of

the general circulation of the atmosphere, at least insofar as

we desire to seek an explanation of the mean westerly drift.

The suggestion here is that the kinetic energy of the mean

westerly rotation is maintained by a conversion from the kinetic

energy of the large scale disturbances. The further implication

is that the primary thermal drive of the atmosphere manifests
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itself in the generation of individual disturbances and not in the

generation of simple convective mean meridional circulations.

3.4 Critical remarks

The deficiencies inherent in compilations of this type have
21

beet. explored by Starr and White, 1  and for the most part the pre-

sent data contain exactly the same drawbacks. A simple enumera-

tion of these difficulties will suffice, the reader being referred

to the references for a detailed discussion:

a. The geographic sampling with respect to longitude is de-

termined by the location 0o" stations, The representativeness of

the data for the entire hemi'sphere is questionable at some lati-

tudes. Coverage over Asia and the Pacific is particularly bad,

especially in the upper troposphere.

b. The data are presented as representations at certain

mean latitudes. The stations used for any given latitude cover an

appreciable zonal belt as can be seen from Tables 1-5 and Fig. 1.

c. The randomness with respect to the mean troughs and

ridges in the streamline pattern may be affected by the location

of the observing stations. The general smallness of the net mean

meridional motions suggests that this effect is not too pronounced.

d. Although radio wind soundings have been used wherever avail-

able to eliminate bias with respect to weather conditions, such

observations are biased in favor of light winds.

e. The contributions above 100 mb and in the layer from the

surface to 1000 mb in middle latitudes have not been evaluated.
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In addition, because of the irr--gularities of the earth's surface,

a certain fictitious component is introduced in the lowest levels

where the surface of the earth rises above the 1000 mb level. At

130N a similar difficulty arises Lince evaluations have been made

only between 2,000 and 55,000 ft.

f'. At 1_30N where evaluations were made at constant levels, a

constant standard atmosphere density was used In vertical integra-

tions.

g. In general the availability of data at the highest levels

is considerably poorer than that at the lower levels and hence less

reliable.

4. The Water Balance of the Atmos2here

In a manner analogous to the investigation of the angular

momentum balance we may study the atmospheric water balance,, In

the same sense that the angular momentum considerations represent

a constraint on the general circulation, the water balance repre-

sents a similar consistency requirement for the general circula-

tion. The necessity for a transport of water in the atmosphere

arises from the fact that in certain latitude beltsthere exists

an excess of precipitation over evaporation with reverse conditions

prevai'ling at other latitude belts. For the most part those regions

with an excess of evaporation over precipitation lie in the sub-

tropics while those regions with an excess of precipitation over

evaporation lie in mid-latitude and polar areas. Over long periods

of time the amount of precipitable water in the atmosphere does
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not change and the defietti and excesses of precipitation over

evaporation must be made up by the transport of water by the

atmospheric circulations. How such transports are accomplished,

and the magnitude of such transports, will be discussed in sec-

tion 4.1.

4.1 Procedure

The evaluation of the left hand side of expression (1.2)

proceeds in a manner exactly analogous to that for the angular

momentum balance except for the following considerations:

a. The transport of water by the atmospheric circulations

may occur in either solid or liquid form and also in vapor form.

For the purposes of the current study only the transport in vapor

form will be considered, it being highly probable that the trans-

port in liquid and solid form is small in comparison. To this

degree of approximation, expression (1.2) may be written as:

0 P •tl1  PolIJ4O-- o Po % t Lqvdxdtdp = P(t "L(

where q is the specific humidity. The problem of evaluating the

transport of water in the atmr3 osphere then reduces to the problem

of investigating the relative magnitudes of the terms in the

expression:

C@)([3 (vG]) + ( C] J)+ [v L] v )+(qfv' ).

b. The measurements of specific humidity were obtained from

observations of temperature and dewpoint at the various stations

and levels. In the radiosonde observations, at certain combina-

tions of temperature and humidity, a phenomenon called "motorboating"
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occurs. Below these limits the evaluation of the dewpoint is not

possible and hence the specific humidity is unobtainable. However

when "motorboating" occurs the approximate maximum values of the

dewpoint for specified temperatures is given. (See Radiosonde
26

and Rawinsonde code), In this investigation therefore whenever

"motorboating" occurred, the dewpoint was assumed to be the maximum

for the given air temperature as specified.

c. Because of the low moisture content above 500 mb, and

also because "motorboating is most frequent above this level, the

computations were restricted to the standard pressure levels up to

and including the 500 mb level. The effects of this procedure on

the results will be discussed in a subsequent section

d. The computations were carried out at the four northerly

latitudes 310N, 42.5 0 N, 55°N, and 70°N.

e. The estimates of K2 were derived from data covering the

evaporation and precipitation over the northern hemisphere origi-

nally given by Wust 32 and modified by Conrad 7 and again by
4

Benton. The process of estimating K2 is accomplished by deter-

mining the difference between the precipitation and evaporation

for given latitude belts and assuming that this difference is

balanced by a flux of water in the atmosphere.

4.2 Results

The basic results are presented in Tables 20-23 for the vari-

ous latitudes. These tables are of the same form as the tables

summarizing the angular momentum data in the previous section.
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In addition a summary Table 24 is presented in which the flux

of moisture by the various kinds of atmospheric circulations are

compared with estimated requirements.

4.3 Meteorological Implications

Certain general descriptive comments regarding the water vapor

transport processes in the atmosphere are as follows:

"". Unlike the angular momentum the maximum flux of water vapor

occura close to the ground falling off rapidly with height.

b. These transport processes appear to be dominated by the

horizontal eddies in the atmosphere at the latitudes which have

been selected for study.

c. The latitudinal variation in the total water vapor flux

appears to show a maximum around 42.5 0 N although that part due to

the horizontal eddies appears to increase to the equatorward limits

of the data.

d. The values of both the total and horizontal eddy flux

possess 95 percent confidence limits which exclude zero in all

cases.

e. The degree to which these data satisfy estimated balance

requirements can be determined from Table 24. Columns 1 and 2

represent two different estimates of the magnitudes of the required

fluxes. The remaining columns represent the vertically integrated

flux of water across various latitude circles by atmospheric ircu-

lations of various kinds. The comparison with estimated require-

ments indicates very favorable agreement at most latitudes. The
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last column of Table 24 is included for the purpose of comparison

and represents the results of an investigation of the water vapor

flux over the North American continent by Benton. 4

f. If the transports of water vapor given in Table 24 are

expressed in units of energy by multiplying each value by the latent

heat of water vapor kapprox. 600 cals/gm) one may obtain a measure

of the energy amount that is transported poleward in latent form

by the various processes. Since this point will be discussed in

greater detail in the next section suffice to point out here that

the fractions of the total required energy flux represented by

these data is considerable and at 31°N represents more than 50 per-

cent of the required total energy flux. The efficiency of this form

of energy transport is therefore quite remarkable and one might

speculate on the intensity of the circulation which would be required

to transport the latent energy represented here in the form of sens-

ible heat.

4.4 Critical remarks

For the most part, those critical remarKs made in reference

to the study of the angular momentum balance are also applicable

here. A few supplementary remarks Fhoul( be made hou;evrer.

a. Since the evaluations were made for the lower half of the

atmosphere the magnitudes of the water vapor fluxes are probably

slightly underestimated. However because of the rapid decrease in

the water vapor content with height this factor is not thought to

be trio serious.
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b. Because most observations are located over land areas, the

ocean areas where there exists a higher moisture content may have

been insufficiently sampled. It is difficult to estimate the

effects of this condition.

c. One fortunate consideration present In this study as

contrasted with the angular momentum. tudy .is that the data for the

lower atmosphere where the principal flux occurs are relatively

more plentiful than they are for the higher atmosphere where the

maximum flux of momentum occurs.

d. The effect of assuming that the dewpoint takes on the

maximum possible value when "motorboating" occurs is probably co

underestimate the flux. This is probably true since motorboating

occurs with low humidities and such humidities will tend to be

found more often in northerly than in southerly currents, thereby

reducing the correlation between wind direction and humidity.

e. Because the surface pressure has been assumed to be con-

stant at 1000 mb a certain fictitious component enters the compu-

tation where surface 1lopography extends above this level. This is

a more serious matter than in consideration of the angular momen-

tum flux since the maximum flux occurs near the ground level. It-

is difficult to estimate the effects of this consideration on the

computations, except that it tends to cause an overestimation of

the flux.

5. The Energy Balance of the Atmosphere

In the past several years the second author of this paper has

reported on various studies of' the energy flux In the atmosphere

(White).28-30 For the most part these investigations were restricted
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in their geographical extent, length of time, and did not extend

through the entire vertical depth of the atmosphere. The investi-

gation described in section 5.1 undertakes to examine the energy

flux for the entire northern hemisphere for one entire year, 1950.

This investigation represents a completed phase of a much broader

investigation into energy transfer processes.

5.1 Procedure

We wish to evaluate the magnitudes of the various terms

appearing in the expanded form of Eq. (1.3). The investigation of th(

energy balance is considerably more complicated than that of either

the angular momentum or water balance. This is due to the fact

that the energy may be transferred in many forms including a trans-

fer by means of pressure forces. It is therefore necessary to elab-

orate the nature of the energy transfer processes further.

The flux of total energy in the atmosphere has been discussed
19

by Starr. He has shown that a close approximation is given by

the expression:

1tol r L Po tl L (5.0'

-1 PO t o Evdxdtdp PO fo fo(CT + qL+gz)vdxdtdp,

which states that the total energy flux may occur in the form of

sensible heat (CPT), latent heat (qL) and potential energy (gz).

In Eq. (5.0) the transfer of the kinetic energy of existing motions

has been neglected as being of negligible magnitude compared with

the other modes of energy transfer. The discussion of the transfer

of latent energy which is proportional to the water vapor transfer-
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has been presented in the previous section and will be elaborated

further in a subsequent part of this section. The evaluation of

the remaining terms is simplified since the geopotential is con-

stant at a given elevation and hence there can be no transfer of

potential energy by processes which involve correlations between

the geopotential and any horizontal component of the wind at that

level. It is sufficient therefore to attempt the evaluation of

the remaining terms which reduces to the problem of evaluating the

expression:

- - ,- ._,(5.l)

the problem introduced by the necessity for the evaluation of the

last two terms in (5.1) is almost insurmountable and renders

the true evaluation of the total energy flux extremely difficult.

These last two terms can be regarded as transfers of "height".

Because this property of the atmosphere goes to infinity with ele-

vation, the transfer of energy in this form becomes at best indeter-

minate. Actually the next to the last term offers little difficulty

since over long periods of time there can be no net mass sbift and

the transfer of potential energy by this process must vanish. This

leaves only the meridional cell term which involves the correlations

of net meridional velocity at given levels and "height" as a major

difficulty. It is apparent that the entire character of the energy

flux is dependent upon the actual magnitude of this term, and with-

out complete and accurate data to the top of the atmosphere, evalua-

tion of this form of energy transfer is meaningless.
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As a conseauence of this feature, the evaluations of tne

sensible heat flux by mean celluar circulations likewise becomes mean-

ingless since the mean cellular flux of potential energy is always

accompanied by an oppositely directed flux of sensible heat. In-

deed it can be shown that the mean cellular flux of potential

energy is exactly cancelled by the oppositely directed flux of

sensible heat in an adiabatic atmosphere.

It appears therefore that our data are sufficient only to

evaluate the flux of energy by horizontal eddy exchange processes.

We may then inquire about the magnitude of these horizontal eddy

exchange processes and the degree to which they account for re-

qqired balances.

One additional feature complicates this picture. If the

balance requirements to be satisfied are taken to be those Pre-

scribed by radiational balance studies, then the transport of energy

within the oceans also enters into consideration. No attempt is

made here to evaluate this ocean energy flux, but note should be
10

taken of a recent study by Jung on this matter.

The estimates of' the total required energy flux, K3, on the

basis of radiation requirements have been made by many investi-

gators. Their results are widely varying and for the sake of com-

pleteness four such estimates are given here, made by Bjerknes 6

based upon an investigation by Albrecht,I Baur and Phillips, 2

Gabites,9 and London, the reader being referred to the original

papers for details of such estimates.
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5.2 Results

The results of the computations of the sensible heat flux with-

in the atmosphere are presented in Tables 25-28. The results of the

computations of the latent heat flux which is proportional to the

flux of water vapor, have been presented in Tables 20-24. A

supplementary table129)presents energy flux requirements and the

measured eday energy flux within the atmosphere by the horizontal

eddy processes.

5.3 Meteorologicatl implications

It has been pointed out that the problem of the energy bal-

ance of the atmosphere is considerably more complicated than the

balances of the other quantities considered in the previous sec-

tions. The meteorological implications which one may draw from

this array of data are therefore conditioned by the limitations of

the data and the complexities of the problem:

a. The data in Tables 25-28 and Table 29 reveal certain

prominent characteristics of the poleward eddy flux of sensible

heat which have been noted in previous investigations (White,28,29
1k

Mintz. One of these concern- the location of the latitude of

maximum poleward eddy flux of sensible heat which is found to occur

in this investigation slightly north of 50°N. Radiation flux re-

quirements as indicated in Table 29 show that the maximum poleward

flux of total energy occurs close'r to latitude 400N.

If tne estimates of the required fluxes are correctat least

insofar as the location of the latitude of maximum total energy
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flux is concerned, then mechanisms other than the eddy sensible

heat flux of energy transport must be active to the south of this

latitude. According to the data of Table 29, the transport of

energy in latent form by eddy processes can account for this trans-

port. Other modes of energy transfer which may be of some impor-

tance, concern the flux due to mean meridional circulations (for

which the data at hand are inadequate) and the flux within the

oceans.

b. The percentages of the total eddy energy flux accomplished

in latent and sensible heat form may be deduced from the data of

Table 29. Although the latent energy flux comprises a large frac-

tion of the total at all latitudes it is greatest at latitude 31ON

where it accounts for more than 50 percent of the evaluated total.

c. The-variation of the eddy flux intensity of sensible heat

with elevation, as indicated in Tables 25-28, at almost all lati-

tudes, reveals a feature first noticed by Priestley 15 and again by
14 28

Mintz, but which was not indicated in a study by White for the

North American continent. If we exclude the 1,000 mb level from

consideration, it being too easily rendered unrepresentative be-

cause of local conditions, it is noted that the horizontal eddy

flux of sensible heat has a maximum at the lowest levels, decreasing

through midtroposphere and reaching a secondary maximum at about

the 200 mb level. The existence of a poleward eddy flux of sensible

heat at levels of 200 and 100 mb, when considered in conjunction

with the meridional gradient of temperature (see column 2, Tables

25-28) which is reversed at these levels, reveals a condition in
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which eddy processes act to build up rather than dissipate the mean

meridional temperature gradient. A similar condition with regard

to the angular momentum balance was noted in a previous section.

In view of these conditions we must begin to realize that genera-

tive as well as dissipative large scale eddies are common atmos-

pheric phenomena:

d. The comparison between various balance requirement

estimates and the computed fluxes of energy are given in Table 29.

It is to be noted that estimates of the flux requirements vary

considerably. It is not possible to specify which is most reliable.

The last column of this table gives the total eddy flux of energy

in the form of latent and sensible heat. It appears that at all

latitudes studied the poleward energy flux as evaluated from wind,

temperature, and moisture data appears to satisfy balance require-

ments, at laast as far as the accuracy of the requirement estimates

permit. It follows on the basis of these data that other modes of

poleward energy transfer must either be small in comparison or

compensate one another.

5.4 Critical remarks

The critical remarks of section 3.in reference to the angular

momentum balance are also applicable here.
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Table 1. List of keystations (numbered) and alternates. Mean latitude
of key stations 130N-

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

1. Gao 1s0 16'N 000 03'W 899 pilot balloon
Agadez 16 59 07 59 E 1706
Niamey 13 31 02 26 E 755
Birni N'Koni 13 48 05 15 E 968
ZUndor 13 48 09 00 E 1604
Nemsa 16 36 07 16 W 892
Mopti 14 30 04 12 W 906
Segou 13 24 06 09 W 961
Kano 12 02 08 32 E 1561
Minna 09 37 06 32 E 853
Kandi 11 08 02 56 E 961
Mango 10 21 00 30 E 525
Tamale 09 25 00 53 W 604 "
Ouagadougou 12 22 01 31 W 984
Bobo-Dioulasso 11 10 04 18 W 1404

2. El Fasher 13 37 25 20 E 2395
Karima 18 33 31 51 E 820
Atbara 17 42 33 58 E 1142
Khartoum 15 36 32 33 E 1263
Geneina 13 29 22 27 E 2641
El Obeid 13 10 30 14 E 1887
Kosti 13 10 32 40 E 1253
Malakal 09 33 31 39 E 1276
Wau 07 42 28 01 E 1440

3. Aden (Khormaksar) 12 50 45 01 E 3 radio wind
Aden (Sheikh Othiman) 12 53 44 58 E 33 pilot balloon
Riyan 1.4 39 49 23 E 46
Kamaran Island 15 20 42 37 E 20
Asmara 15 17 38 55 E --

Massawa 15 36 39 28 E --

Assab 13 01 42 43 E --
Djibouti 11 36 43 09 Z 23
Berbera 10 26 45 01 E --
Hargeita 09 30 44 05 E --

4. Trichinopoly 10 49 78 42 E 256
Madras 13 04 80 15 E 52
Bangalore 12 58 77 35 E 3022
Mangalore 12 52 74 51 E 72
Anantapur 14 41 77 37 E 1148
Trivandrum 08 29 76 57 E 200
Cochin 09 58 76 14 E 10
Vengurla 15 55 73 40 E --

Masulipatam 16 11 81 08 E 10
Nagercoil 08 11 77 26 E 112
Minicoy 08 18 73 00 E 10
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Table 1. (Continued)

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

5. Port Blair 110 40'N 992° 431E 262 pilot balloon
Sandoway 18 28 94 21 E 30 o

Bassein 16 46 94 46 E 13 i

Mingaladon 16 54 96 11 E 92 I

Tavoy 14 06 98 13 E 112 i

Mergui 12 26 98 36 E 66 "

Victoria Point 09 58 98 35 E 122 o

Penang 05 18 100 16 E 12 "

6. Saigon 10 49 106 40 E 30 I
Phnom-penh 11 33 104 55 E 39 "
Tourane 16 02 108 12 E 26
Pattle 16 33 111 37 E 20
Seno 16 40 105 00 E 603

7. Clark Field 15 10 120 34 E 644 radio wind
Laoag 18 11 120 32 E 12 pilot balloon
Baguit. 16 25 120 36 E 4859
Sangley Point 14 30 120 55 E 8
Legaspi 13 08 123 44 E 57
Puerto Princesa 09 45 118 44 E 47
Cuyo 10 51 121 02 E 9 "

Cebu 10 20 123 54 E 138 I

Surigao 09 48 125 30 E 67 "
8. Yap 09 29 138 08 E -- radio wind

Peleliu Island 07 00 134 15 E -- pilot balloon
". Harmon Field 13 31 144 49 E 176 radio wind

North Field 13 34 144 55 E 526 pilot balloon
Saipan 15 19 145 44 E --

Truk 07 15 151 50 --E
Tinian 14 59 145 36 E --

10. Kwajalein 08 43 167 44 E 10
Eniwetok Atoll 11 21 162 21 E 21 pilot balloon
Ponape 06 50 158 12 E -- t

Wake Island 19 18 166 37 E -- radio wind
Majuro 07 06 171 24 E -- pilot balloon
Roi 09 24 167 26 E --

11. Johnson Island 16 44 169 31 W 20 radio wind
12. Hilo 19 44 155 04 W 33 "
13. Veracruz 19 12 96 08 W 10 pilot balloon

Tacubaya 19 24 99 12 W 7579
Mexico City 19 26 99 08 W 7340
Ciudad del Carmer 18 39 91 49 W 5
Swan Island 17 24 83 56 W 35

14. Albrook Field 08 58 79 33 W 21 radio wind
Plato Magdalena 09 48 74 48 W 190
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Table 1. (Continued)

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

15. Waller Field 100 36'N 61° 12'W -- radio wind
Port of Spain 10 36 61 21 W 30 pilot balloon
Chaguaramas Bay 10 41 61 37 W --

Pearls Air Field 12 09 61 37 W --

Beane Field 13 45 60 57 W 26 I

Fort-de-France 14 37 61 04 W 479 i

Raizel Airdrome 16 16 61 31W --W
Pointe-a-Pitre 16 14 61 33 W 33
Gustavia 17 54 62 52 W 7
Coolidge Field 17 07 61 47 W 34
Ramey Air Force Base 18 30 67 08 W 228
Santa Isabel 17 58 66 24 W 28
San Juan 18 28 66 06 W 62 radio wind
Roosevelt Roads 18 15 65 38 W -- pilot balloon
Fingshill 17 42 64 48 W 53 "

16. Layenne-Rochambeau 04 50 52 22 W --

17. Dakar-Ouakam 14 40 17 26 W 131 radio wind
Dakar-Yoff 14 41 17 25 W 62 pilot balloon
Sal 16 44 22 57 W 180 "

Nouakchott 18 07 15 36 W 66 it

Saint-Louis 16 01 16 30 W 10 1

Tambacounda 13 46 13 41 W 144 "

Table 2. List of ke stations (numbered) and alternates. Mean latitude
of key stations 319N.

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

1. Qrendi 350 50' 140 27'E 442 radio wind
Luqa 35 51 14 29 E 253 pilot balloon

2. Farouk 30 08 31 24 E 223 radio wind
3. Habbaniya 33 22 43 34 E 144 "

4. Bahrein 26 16 50 37 E 3 "
5. Hyderabad 25 23 68 25 E 95 pilot balloon

Fort Sandeman 31 21 69 27 E 4613 It

Peshawar 34 01 71 35 E 1165 "

Ambala 30 23 76 46 E 892 "

Bikaner 28 00 73 18 E 735
Jodhpur 26 18 73 01 E 735 "
Bhuj 23 15 69 48 E 344 "
Ahmedabad 23 02 72 35 E 164 "



Table 2. (Continued)

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

6. Dibrugarh 270 28'N 940 551E 348 pilot balloon
Tezpur 26 37 92 47 E 259

Cooch Behar 26 20 89 27 E 157
Asansol 23 41 86 59 E 413
Gaya 24 45 84 57 E 364
Calcutta 22 33 88 20 E 20
Gorakhpur 26 45 83 22 £ 253

7. Hong Kong 22 18 114 10 E -- radio wind
8. Tokyo 35 33 139 46 E 37 I

Tateno 36 03 140 08 E 89 i

Shionomisaki 33 27 135 46 E 243 "

Yonago 35 26 133 21 E 26 "

Itazuke 33 35 130 42 E 122 "

9. Midway Island 28 13 177 21 W 0 "

10. Honolulu 21 20 157 55 W 15 "

11. Ship 30 00 140 00 W -- if

12. Santa Maria 34 56 120 25 W 238 "

Oakland 37 44 122 12 W 7 "

13. Big Spring 32 14 101 30 W 2537 "

El Paso 31 48 106 24 W 3916
14. New Orleans 30 00 90 16 W 30

Lake Charles 30 13 93 09 W 32
15. Miami 25 49 80 17 W 12

Tampa 27 58 82 32 W 11

16. Kindley Field 32 22 64 40 W 16
Nassua 25 03 77 23 W 5

17. Ship 35 00 48 00 W --

18. Lagens 38 45 27 05 W 171
19. North Front 36 09 05 21 W 8

Maison-Blanche 36 43 03 14 E 92

Table 3. List of key stations (numbered) and alternates. Mean latitude

of key stations 42.50N.

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

1. Bordeaux 440 50'N 00 43'W 157 radio wind
Lyon 45 43 04 55 E 659 "

Portela 38 46 09 09 W 338 pilot balloon
2. Rome 41 48 12 35 E 400 radio wind

Milano-Lirate 45 28 09 17 E 397 pilot balloon
Cagliari-Elmas 39 15 09 03 E 39
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Table 3. (Continued)

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

3. Odessa 460 29'X 300 38'S 141 radio wind
Bucuresti-BancKa 44 30 26 05 E 302 pilot balloon

4. Tbilifa 41 43 44 48 1 1325
Brevan 40 08 44 28 X 2976

5. Tashkent 41 29 69 i8 E 1572
Stalinabad 38 35 68 46 E 2625

6. Alma-Ata 43 15 78 35 1 2763
7. Vladivostok 43 07 131 35 9 420
8. Misawa 40 43 141 22 X 120 radio wind

Wakkanai 45 25 141 41 1 6 pilot balloon
Sapporo 43 04 141 20 E 54 I

9. Ship 38 24 153 12 2 -- radio wind
10. Ship 40 00 142 00 W -- radio wind
11. Medford 42 23 122 52 W 1329

Boise 43 34 116 13 W 2858
12. Lander 42 48 108 43 V 5558

Grand Junction 39 06 108 32 W 4839
Rapid City 44 09 103 06 W 3218

13. Omaha 41 18 95 54 W 982
Columbia 38 58 92 22 W 785
St. Cloud 45 35 94 11 W 1043

14. Albany 42 45 73 48 W 292
Nantucket 41 15 70 04 V 12
Buffalo 42 56 78 44 1 706

15. Sable Island 43 56 60 02 W 25 pilot br-!loon
16. Ship 44 00 41 00 W -- radio wind
17. Ship 45 00 16 00W "

Table 4. List of key stations (numbered) and alternates. Mean latitude

of key stations 55°N.

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

1. Kobenhaven Kautrtip 53° 38'N 120 40'Z 7 radio wind
Berlin-Tempelhof 52 28 13 23 3 157 "
Hannover/Langen Lagen 52 28 09 42 E 167 "

2. Moscow (moskva) 55 47 37 38 E 528
Kaunas 54 55 23 56 E 272 pilot balloon

3. Sverdlovsk 56 44 60 38 E 945 radio wind
4. Irkutsk 52 20 104 13 1 1434 pilot balloon
5. Khabarovsk 48 28 135 03 9 151
6. Massacre Bay 52 50 173 11 E -- radio wind

Longview 51 53 176 40 W 10 pilot balloon
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Table 4. (Continued)

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

7. Anchorage 610 13'N 1490 50'W 132 radio wind
Ship 50 00 145 00 W -- of

8. Prince George 53 54 122 40 W 2218
Annette Island 55 04 131 33 W 113

9. Churchill 58 47 94 11 W 44
10. Goose 53 20 60 26 W 144

Mingan Light Point 51 -- 64 -- W -- pilot balloon
11. Ship 52 42 35 30 W -- radio wind
12. Aldergrove 54 39 06 13 W 220

Camborne 50 13 05 19 W 288
Larkhill 51 11 01 48W 436
Downham Market 52 37 00 24 E 123

Table 5. List of key stations (numbered) and alternates. Mean latitude
of key stations 700N1.

Station Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft) Type

1. Ship 660 00'N 020 O0'E -- radio wind
2. Murmansk 68 57 33 03 E 151 pilot balloon

Arkhangelsk 64 34 40 31 E 33
3. Dikson 73 30 80 24 E 66 6

Khatanga 71 59 102 28 E 230
Amderma 69 46 61 41E 171

4. Bukhta Tiksi 71 35 129 02 E 23 "
Zhigansk 66 45 123 24 E 194 "
Verkhoiansk 67 33 133 24 E 400

5. Mys Shmidta 68 55 179 29 E 30

Ost Chetyrek 70 38 162 24 E --
6. Kotzebue 66 52 162 38 W 16 radio wind

Rome 64 31 165 26 W 46 "

7. Fairbanks 64 48 147 49 W 454
Aklavik 68 14 135 00 W 30

8. Resolute Bay 74 41 94 54 W 56
Arctic Bay 73 00 85 18 W 36

Cambridge Bay 69 07 105 01 W 45
9. Clyde River 70 25 68 33 W 26

Egedesminde 68 42 52 52 W 157
10. Angmagasalik 65 36 37 34 W 118

Cap Tobin 70 25 21 58 W 138
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Table 6. Percentage of total possible observations at each level for each

key station at latitude 13%N.

Elevation in thousands of feet

Station 2* 6* 10* 14 20* 25 30* 35 40* 45 50 55*

Gao 64 65 62 44 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ElFasher 92 93 92 91 84 33 27 14 10 4 1 1
Aden 75 85 73 12 71 21 64 10 58 3 3 41
Trichlnopoly 100 0 100 0 88 84 75 7 0 0 0 0
Port Blair 97 86 91 41 52 24 13 2 0 0 0 0
Saigon 89 86 88 76 63 13 5 3 2 1 0 0
Clark Field 97 97 96 92 85 53 46 34 38 29 28 30
Yap 75 84 78 58 64 43 46 30 32 20 10 8
Harmon Field 88 94 93 78 89 72 86 71 83 65 54 48
Kwajalein 99 100 99 98 99 95 98 90 96 80 62 57
Johnson Island 75 91 90 70 79 57 63 45 49 31 27 16
Hilo 90 99 99 90 97 84 91 76 82 57 37 30
Veracruz 98 94 89 79 62 10 2 0 0 0 0 0
Albrook Fie.d 82 93 92 77 83 61 65 47 49 24 6 1
Waller Field 100 100 100 96 97 84 91 77 84 64 47 48
Cayenne Roch 56 52 39 30 23 18 16 17 14 13 7 4
Dakar 92 91 78 41 35 18 28 16 24 12 8 8

Table 7. Percentage of total possible observations at each level for each
key station at latitude 31%N.

Pressure levels in millibars

Station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

Qrendi 4 58 58 56 52 38 22
Farouk 60 88 88 86 62 28 4
Habbaniya 38 72 72 74 72 62 44
Bahrein 18 68 66 68 62 50 32
Hyderabad 1 0 90 70 50 0 0
Dibrugarh 63 0 86 38 16 0 0
Hong Kong 70 67 64 58 39 34 22
Tokyo 98 98 99 97 88 72 38
Midway Island 80 76 73 68 68 60 34
Honolulu 92 82 67 57 46 34 16
Ship 84 80 81 72 58 42 14
Santa Maria 99 99 100 96 87 74 39
Big Spring 0 100 99 94 76 60 22
New Oreans 98 98 98 87 66 52 18
Miami 100 100 99 97 92 80 37
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Table 7. (Continued)

Pressure levels in millibars

Station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

Kindley Field 90 91 88 79 44 18 2

Ship. 77 82 85 82 74 61 22

Lagens 86 96 94 86 75 49 12
North Front 80 82 76 66 54 36 8

Table 8. Percentage of total possible observations at each level for each
key station at latitude 42.50N.

Pressure levels in aillibars

Station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

Bordeaux 95 93 91 78 72 58 18
Rome 78 89 84 76 69 45 0
Odessa 12 78 74 64 31 14 0
Tbilisa 3 75 73 58 9 0 0
Tashkent 1 88 84 55 5 1 0
Alma-Ata 1 66 66 27 4 1 0
Vladivostok 17 13 8 3 0 0 0
Misawa 91 92 96 95 80 51 21
Ship 39 32 24 13 6 2 1
Ship 52 50 50 44 33 23 4
Medford 0 100 99 95 74 59 35
Lander 0 98 100 100 87 65 25
Omaha 5 100 100 97 87 74 30
Albany 96 95 86 70 41 21 3
Sable Island 52 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ship 76 81 83 81 69 48 13
Ship 70 67 68 42 6 1 0

Table 9. Percentage of total possible observations at each level for each
key stations at latitude 550N.

Pressure levels in millibars

Station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

Kobenhaven 98 i00 100 100 99 91 48
Moscow 0 97 95 97 62 0 0
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Table 9. (Continued)

Pressure levels in aillibars

station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

sverdlovsk 0 73 a8 6a 8 5 0
Irkutsk 0 57 48 34 3 0 0
EUbarbrovsk 5 36 35 10 6 4 0
Massacre Day 67 75 68 60 39 25 11
Ancihorage a5 98 90 97 87 67 20
Prince George 79 99 99 97 91 6S 27
Churchill 86 89 89 82 54 28 6
Goose 80 97 93 67 27 12 2
Ship 74 81 86 85 72 56 27
Aldergrove 63 98 99 99 9$ 97 74

Table 10. Percentage of total possible observations at each level for each

key station at latitude 700N.

Pressure levels in aillibars

Station 1000 850 700 500 300 200 100

Ship 89 81 81 82 75 63 17
Murmansk 97 77 77 68 44 0 0
Dikson 93 34 23 16 9 3 0
Bukhta Tikmi 93 45 26 17 5 2 0
Mys Shmidta 82 21 16 11 5 0 0
Kotsebue 100 93 87 77 54 39 15
Fairbanks 100 99 96 94 80 64 26
"Resolute Say 100 96 93 88 71 55 25
Clyde River 98 75 73 63 24 19 19
Angngssalik 95 81 80 78 55 34 8
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Table 16. The distributioL of j'& and 7) with elevation and latitude

toz the year 1950. All velocities in m sec . LeVels in millibars.

0 00
Level 70.0°N 55.5°N 42.5 N 31.0 N 13.0%N

100 i + 4.1 + b.3 +13.1 + 9.5 - 1.0

ýr(&J 6.8 8.3 11.0 13.6 11,7

200 tZ 4. 5.5 +13.2 +18.0 +17.7 + 7.6

Oif") 10.7 13.e 13.9 17.7 13.9

300 f + 4.8 +12.4 +16.8 +15.1 + 3.1
OrA4 14.0 16.4 14.2 16.2 10.3

500 PO + 3.3 + 9.2 +12.2 + 9.0 - 1.6
OYMJ 10.6 12.2 11.2 10.7 6.7

700 tQ + 1.4 + 6.0 + 7.1 + 4.4 - 2.6

Vy") 7.9 9.0 8.3 7.8 6.0

850 A + 0.4 + 3.3 + 3.9 + 1.5 - 3.4

d(MJ 7.0 8.0 6.9 6.4 5.6

1000 fo + 0.2 + 1.9 + 1.8 -0.8 - 2.5

O(Mu 4.6 5.5 5.2 4.6 i.4

+ 2.7 + 7.9 +10.4 + 8.0 + 0.1

Table 17. The distribution of /0) and7(Ui with elevation and latitude

for the year 1950. All velocities in m sec Levels in millibars.

Level 70.0N 55.0 0N 42.50 N 31.0 °N 13.0 CN

100 16- + 0.6 + 0.7 - 1.0 + 0.2 -0.5
c'(w) 6.4 8.1 9.6 8.2 7.2

200 tO + 1.2 + 0.6 - 1.2 - 0.5 -0.2
-(ar) 10.8 13.8 13.9 13.0 8.5

300 ap' + 1.6 + 0.8 - 0.2 + 0.2 0.0
i"lo" 14.5 16.8 14.3 11.5 6.7

500 5-.7 + 0.6 + 0.2 - 0.2 0.0 -0.1

eAr) 11.7 12.7 10.6 8.3 4.8
700 IG} + 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.2 0.0 -0.1

frig 8.1 9.3 7.5 6.4 4.0
850 JO + 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.2 + 0.1 - 0.3

ew'P) 6.5 7.9 6.7 6.1 4.2

1000 A - 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.5 - 0.3 -0.9
r•I' 4.6 5.2 5.3 4.4 5.0

(74;) +0.64 +0.37 -0.17 -0.03 -0.22
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Table 18. The distribution of#1-1 with elevation and Latitude for the
year 1950. All velocities in m sec-1. Vertical integrals at foot of

table are in 107 CGS units.

Level 70.00N 55.00N 42.5°N 31.0 0N 13.00N

100 - 1 +10 + 6 +18 0

200 - 2 + 5 +26 +43 A 8

300 - 8 + 6 +21 +32 + 6

500 - 5 + 5 +12 +13 + 3

700 + -2 + 4 + 5 + 2

850 + 2 -1 + I 3 + 1

1000 - 2 -2 + 1 + 3 + 1

Integral -2.4 + 2.4 + 9.7 +14.3 + 2.7

Table 19. The flux of angular momentum in units of 10 2 5 gm cm2 sec-2

across the specified latitude circles, due to organized circulations
as expressed by the terms in expansion 3.0. The required flux X,

taken after Priestley (1951).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Latitude K Unadjusted Mass MeaD Inst. Horiz. Adjusted
total shift cell cell eddy total

Invest- PriestleyI Starr and White
gators 1951 1 1953

70.0 0 N - - 0.7 + 0.5 + 0.3 - 0.7 - 0.7 - 1.2

55.0 N , 4 + 5.7 + 2.3 + 0.5 + 1.0 + 2.0 + 3.4

42.5°N 415 , 9.3 - 2.3 - 2.6 + 0.7 +13.4 +11.6

31.0 N +21 425.9 - 0.5 - 0.3 - 0.1 +26.7 +26.4

13.0°N + 6 + 9.6 0.0 + 0.2 + 3.1 + 6.61 + 9.6
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Reprinted from J. Geophys. Res., 61, 1956

Vimoa P. STAr, , MasadhuseUs Ieiitude of Technology, Cambridge, Massa-
chuseds: Modern developments In the study of the general circulation of the
atmosphere. The purpose of thi• discussion is to present a general account of the
resarch program concerning the study of the global circulation of the atmosphere,
pursued during the past few years by my colleagues and myself at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. In a space as brief as is now at my disposal, it
is possible to give only a short sketch of this work, the most fundamental aim of
which has been to discover the mode of operation of the atmosphere as a heat
engine.

The source of energy for all atmospheric motions resides in the heating by
solar radiation, all other energy sources being quite minor. Furthermore, the
action of solar radiation depends upon the fact that it provides a differential
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heating between more polar and more equatorial latitudes in each hemisphere.

Uniform heating of the atmosphere would, of course, not result in the differences
in pressure along horizontzl surfaces which are necessary for the creation of kinetic
energy (see, for example, Starr 1948). In fluid mechanics, it is customary to refer
to the process of generation of motion by differential heating as convection. It is
therefore, a process of convection, which one must study in attempting to under-
stand the workings of the general circulation.

In these attempts, it is convenient to make reference to the classic investi-

gations of M. Margules, early in this century. Margules (1903) pointed out that

in a closed atmospheric system generation of kinetic energy takes place in pro-
portion to the disappearance or release of potential energy and internal heat energy.
Owing to the fact that in an air column extending upwards in an unlimited fashion

and in hydrostatic equilibrium the litter form of energy is proportional to the
potential energy, it therefore suffices for reason of brevity to speak only of pote-atial

energy. The researches of Margules also pointed out that the release of potential

energy is accomplished by the rising of warm air and sinking of colder air, which,
in a closed system, would represent a sinking of the center of gravity.

In the actual atmosphere, the radiational heating continuously replenishes

the supply of available potential energy (see Lorenz, 1955), while the process of
transformation into kinetic energy proceeds as outlined by Margules at some

average rate sufficient to overcome frictional losses. In these terms, we may now
state that one of the most fundamental questions which general circulation studies
must include is the specification of the components of motion in the atmosphere
which are actually responsible for the releasing of potential energy. Various other
weighty and important questions also arise, of course, but this one may be looked

upon as a starting point. Thus, another question relates to the manner in which

the kinetic energy of the zonally-averaged motions is maintained, since although
these motions are known to be present they are not an immediate consequence
of the convective process. Lbgically then, there must exist a connecting link
whereby the kinetic energy generated by the convection process becomes in part

funneled into these components of motion.
In order to try to arrive at suitable answers to these and many other related

questions, our program of general circulation research at M.I.T. has involved
three more or less distinct approaches. The first and perhaps most important

branch of our work has been an extremely extensive study of meteorological

atmospheric data for the northern hemisphere. The second approach has been

through the study of model experiments, which in recent years, thanks to the
work of Prof. Fultz at the University of Chicago, have yielded analogues to the

hemispheric circulation of atmosphere. In the third place, we have pursued ex-

tensive theoretical analyses, both from the standpoint of securing analytical
solutions and also more recently through the application of high-speed digital
computers. It is my intention to give a bare thumb-nail sketch of the results
obtained in each of these lines (f endeavour.

In the past, as mentioned by Dr. Charney, the basic convective motions in

the atmosphere have been looked upon as being a general rising of air at lower

latitudes and sinking at higher latitudes in the form of toroidal overturnings,
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similar to those involved in Hadley's (1735) theory of the trade winds, published
shortly after the time of Newton. A number of variations of this scheme were
put forth during the course of time up to the present (for example, Ferrel 1885,
Oberbeck 1888). All, however, ascribe the motions of the general circulation as
being due to the release of potential energy by this type of overturning process
(Rossby, 1947, is an exception). Any verification of these theories from direct
observations is dependent upon the accumulation and reduction of a vast amount
of data. This was actually one of the primary objectives of our observational
studies. The results are that the sum total effect of toroidal overturnings as
measured from the data for the northern hemisphere is, if anything, in such a
direction as to convert kinetic energy back into potential energy (Starr 1954).
This arises from the indication that the most vigorous toroidal overturning observ-
able is a reverse one in middle latitudes, involving descent of warm air to the
south and ascent of cold air.to the north.

In view of this situation, it follows that there must be other fundamental
convective motions in the atmosphere which liberate potential energy and convert
it into kinetic energy. What are then the observational indications for this alterna-
tive process? The results show that the convection proceeds in terms of many
smaller cells, these in fact being the cyclones and anticyclones of middle latitudes
which involve the rising of warm air masses and sinking of cold ones (White and
Saltzman, 1956). It would thus appear that purely from measurements of atmos-
pheric motions in relation to air temperature the atmosphere shuns extremely
large convective cell sizes.

Speaking now of experimental studies, it is manifestly true that laboratory
models which duplicate hemispheric conditions of the atmosphere in all detail
are impossible. However, if one sets one's sights merely upon the reproduction of
the largest scale phenomena and more specifically upon those processes involved
in these phenomena which turn out to be relatively insensible to the presence of
details, success may be achieved, as has been so well demonstrated by the studies
of Prof. Fultz. The particular experiments which we have studied are those in
which motions relative to a rotating cylindrical vessel are generated in water,
purely as a consequence of heating the (plane) bottom at the rim and cooling
nearer the center. A variety of regimes may be obtained in such experiments as
a result of changes principally in the intensity of differential heating and rate of
rotation. Under proper conditions, flow patterns are obtained bearing an un-
mistakable resemblance to those found in the hemispheric circulation in the
atmosphere (for example, Fultz and Corn 1954, Hide 1953). This resemblance is
not confined to one level, but exhibits similarity in vertical structure as well,
reproducing such features as occluding cyclones and fronts near the bottom in
proper relation to the cyclonic and anticyclonic troughs and ridges at higher
levels (Faller, 1956).

The so-to-speak meteorological regime is distinguished from a regime of
symmetrical convection which occurs at a sufficiently slower rate of rotation (or
stronger heating with the same rotation). These axially-symmetrical motions are
characterized by a radial inflow of the fluid near the top and a divergence near
the bottom, which results from the ascent of the fluid over the heat source and a
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sinking above the cold source at the center. This regime, therefore, exemplifies
the action presupposed in the classical theories of the general circulation. Sig-
nificantly, howevcr, it is not the regime which has meteorological similarity. The
one discussed earlier, which has such simiiarity, is moreover characterized if
anything by a radial outflow of fluid near the top over practically all radii, much
as is found in the atmosphere over a wide range of latitudes.

In other experimental examples of convection, which need not be direct
analogues of atmospheric processes, such as convective motions of the B6nard
type, it is simple to demonstrate that one effect of the presence of rotation is to
diminish the characteristic cell sizes in the plane normal to the axis of rotation.
One may thus, for example, obtain "B6nard convection cells a foot or two in vertical
extent but only an inch or two in horizontal cross-section. It is useful to regard the
convective motions in the cylindrical vessel described above ax an extension of
this action of rotation. In other words, we are again confronted by a preference
of the fluid to resort to smaller convective cell sizes -n the case of strong rotation,
other things being unchanged.

Since the hemispheric air motion, and also the circulations in the experiment
possessing meteorological similarity, are characterized by strongly developed

zonal motions, one may ask how kinetic energy resulting from the convective
overturnings becomes so organized. One superficially attractive feature of the
classical theories for the general circulation is the simplicity with which this
connecting mechanism is visualized. It is there supposed that the toroidal con-
vection generates kinetic energy, which in the first instance appears as kinetic
energy of meridional motions, but which immediately becomes converted to
kinetic energy of mean zonal motions by an essentially quasistatic process, through
the action of Coriolis forces (this presumably is the actual mechanism in the
heated cylinder when the symmetrical regime is present). If, however, the toroidal
circulations actually present in the atmosphere (or in the meteorological regime
in the heated cylinder) operate to increase the potential energy at the expense of
kinetic energy, this process cannot be used to maintain the mean zonal motions.
From the physical equations of motion, it follows that only one other alternative
mechanism of any significance can perform this function. The alternative rnechan-
ism involves the flow of kinetic energy from the larger scale non-zonal disturbances
into the mean zonal flow (for example, Kuo, 1951). This is in direct opposition
to the state of affairs in the case of turbulent phenomena, where the kinetic energy
becomes degraded into smaller and smaller eddies. From the standpoint of direct
measurements in the atmosphere, the process envisaged here involves a flow or
transport of angular momentum from zones of low angular velocity about the
polar axis into regions of high angular velocity (Starr, 1953). It is to be noted
that the observational evidence which has by now been obtained for the presence
of this action can scarcely be disputed (see also, for example, Starr and White
1954, Mintz 1951).

From the standpoint of philcsophical considerations one may with profit
observe that the non-zonal disturbances in the atmosphere differ in an essential
manner from the disturbances visualized in most turbulence studies. The former
ones, as we have seen, are the seat for the release of potential energy which becomes
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converted most directly into the kinetic energy of the disturbances. The system
thus involves a systematic insertion of energy into one scale of eddies. One is
therefore not confronted by any fundamental inconsistency, if some of this energy
is then tranaferred syatenmatfcaly to ina.tain the mean motion. No doubt, other
examples of fluid motion in which eddy kinetic energy is so transferred into the
mean motion will be found in the future.

As might be supposed, the third branch of our work has consisLed of efforts
to deduce theoretically the essential nature of the general circulation, and also
of its experimental analogues, as a consequence of the hydrodynamnical equations.
In the attempts to do this by analytical means, one may be guided by various
theoretical studies of other instances of convection, such as the theoretical analysis
of the B6nard problem by Rayleigh (1916), Jeffreys (1928), and others. More
recently, the analyses of certain convective problems due to Chandrasekhar for
astrophysical applications have been of great use to us. The procedures involved
consist of the use of linearization and the determination of the modes of convec-
tion which have a positive and appreciable rate of development. As to the results,
it is desirable at the outset to remark that in other instances of convection such as
those studied by Chandrasekhar (1953) and others, the theoretical effect of the
presence of rotation is to diminish the cell size of convection units, as was stated
in connection with the experimental results. In the case of the atmosphere and
also for the meteorological regime in the rotating experiments, this same theoretical
result is obtained (Kuo 1954, 1955, 1956; Lorenz 1953). Thus, it is confirmed also
theoretically that in a system such as the atmosphere convection cannot proceed
in the form of large axially symmetrical toroidal components of motion, but
rather is constrained by the rotation to break up into a number of smaller cells,
which irn actuality are the cyclonic and anticyclonic disturbances of middle latitudes.

Through the use of analytical techniques, it is also possible to investigate the
conditions under which kinetic energy may be exchanged between the mean
motion and the eddies. Such studies have much in common with classical stability
studies discussed by Helmholtz (1868), Rayleigh (1913), Heisenberg (1924),
Tollmien (1929), and more recently by Lin (1945), to name but a few. When a
suitable arrangement of circumstances is made, the result is gained that dis-
turbances having the character of cyclones and anticyclones in the atmosphere
would transfer their kinetic energy into the mean zonal flow, thus underlining
the results from observational studies ard the inferences from the laboratory
models (Kuo 1949, 1953).

As discussed by Dr. Charney, a numerical solution for the gross features of
the general circulation has been obtained by Phillips (1955) at the Institute for
Advanced Study, through the use of high-speed electronic computation. These
results are in very good agreement with our observational and theoretical results
as here presented, so that the desirability of very intensive further work along
such lines is strongly suggested. Motivated by similar aims, several of my colleagues
have for some time been engaged in the numerical integration of the equations
for a two-layer model of the atmosphere in the northern hemisphere and also
for a corresponding three-dimensional model. In order to eliminate possible sources
of misconception, it may be well to point out that in such work the effects of rgdia-
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tional heating and cooling are taken into account, as is also frictional dissipation. An
answer is then sought from the equations as to the regime of motion which ulti-
mately develops. At the present moment, it is still too early to predict the outcome
of our own computations, although it is reasonable to suppose that results corn-
parable in essence to those of Phiflips will foliow.

As a general conclusion, it would appear that meteorologists now have for the
-first time a correct framework for the discussion and further study of the mechanics
of the general circulation. In the course of future years, this cannot help having a
profound influence on almost every branch of the science. As an immediate prospect,
it is to be hoped that numerical solutions will be designed which incorporate more
and more detailed conditions, such as the effects of orography, land and sea con-
trasts, seasonal effects, and possibly various other variations in the incoming solar
radiation, both real and hypothetical. One "hardly needs to enumerate here the
variety of scientific questions which would have light thrown upon them from
such investigations.
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What Constitutes our New Outlook on
the General Circulation.?
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Abstract

In this article the essential physical characteristics of the new outlook upon the actual
operation of the general circulation are presented in a concise manner, mainly as a matter
of philosophical interest. Certain general attitudes of the writer, pertaining to this subject
are expounded for purposes of record.

1 Philosophical preface is my belief that, on the contrary, any aspi-
In the progressive development of a scientific ration to completeness in this effort would,

subject of any complexity, much depends upon of itself, militate against the success of my
the clear delineation of its status at any given plan, which is to select only certain salient
time. For particular reasons this is ordinarily facts and to present them simply and un-
not an easy task. Almost always the really adorned. In this way it may perhaps prove
major conceptual mutations succeed each other possible not merely to outline a wealth of
at a pace such that the life-span of an indi- detail but, I hope, rather to achieve some
vidual can measure only a small phase of the degree of perspective. It must also be point-
historical process, or only a particular set of ed out that my remarks are directed first of
events which if he is lucky, may constitute all to those who have at least in some meas-
some striking d~nouement--some burst of inflo- ure studied the subject, and only in a second-
rescence from a soil long cultivated and en- ary fashion to those who wish to obtain an
riched through patient labor by others during initial orientation in it. Consistent with this
more quiescent periods. Contrasted with this statement, background material will not be
organically dictated slowness in the evolution repeated here, except as specially required.
of underlying outlook and ideas, the present Let us now direct our attention, by way of
moment confronts the individual with a welter suitable--or even necessary-preparation, to
of voices and activities which generally have what might be understood by a given outlook
the tendency to distract him from the long- upon the general circulation. Meteorology is
term viewpoint, and tempt him into a mis- a subject which includes the study of the
taken assessment which gives undue weight motions of a mobile fluid. These motions
to the present. However, the seeming magic take place in three-dimensional space and in
gilding of the present is notoriously unendur- time, in accordance with the mechanics of
ing, and soon all current activities must be Newton, to sufficient accuracy for our pur-
picked over along with the entire past record poses. Under these circumstances, there should
for those simple "irreducible and stubborn exist no impassable barrier to the formulation
facts" which, together with the generalizations of our knowledge concerning the motions of
that might be drawn from them form the the atmosphere in terms of simple actual or
basis of science, according to Alfred North mental pictures. Not only this, but it is my
Whitehead. aefinite suspicion that no theory, idea or other

In what follows I make no pretense to have claim to insight concerning the motions of the
achieved any completeness in regard to por- atmosphere has reached a final degree of
traying the current status of knowiedge relat, crystallization unil! such direct physical pic-
ing to the general circulation. Moreover it turization is reached, in order to illustrate its
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content. This is not to say that any plausible sound and the deductions rigorous and free
method of deduction or other form of argu- from error.
ment may not be employed for the purpose Generally speaking, in hydrodynamics all
of discovering new characteristics of behavior problems dealing with the flow of real fluids
of the atmosphere: it only means that the (except a few trivial ones) tend to be of vast
final result conce-ning our physical system complexity. The result is that the second
should give us physical pictures. Ordinarily necessary criterion for a successful theory
then, however laborious and time consuming can seldom if ever be rigorously fulfilled d
the various historic stages of the evolution of priori for any flow even approaching the in-
our subject may have been, the essence of volved structure of the entire atmosphere.
the concepts is traceable in terms of fairly Under these circumstances the first duty of
simple pictures-perhaps I should say deceiv- research is to make known, in terms as pene-
ingly simple pictures, when one thinks of the trating and scientifically useful as can be the
work represented by them. de facto processes. One has merely to reflect

The need for underlining the last-mentioned upon the array of actual hydrodynamical
state of affairs concerning general circulation phenomena to be convinced of this heuristic
studies is to be regarded as symptomatic, nature of the theories which have been built
inter alia, of the fact that, whether we like to represent them. The more theoretical work
it or not, meteorologists have been struggling I see done concerning the general circulation,
with problems of the most primitive kind the more I am convinced that it represents
concerning the motions of the atmosphere- perhaps a prime example of how only through
that is if our knowledge is to be appraised a thoroughgoing combination of empirical know-
from an absolute viewpoint. The questions ledge and abstract principles can progress be
at issue have not been such as relate to some made toward a unified mathematical model
fine points concerning a general scheme that for the motions of the atmosphere. It is only
is accepted as sound. Rather the questions for an unexamined credulity to suppose that
have had more of the nature as to whether the present position in this subject has been
some crucial portion of the system operates reached through some deductive stroke of
forward or in reverse-in other words the genius and not through the elaborate use of
gross shape of things has been the subject of observational pictures at practically every
conjecture. I say " has been" advisedly, be- step, consciously or otherwise.
cause, as will be more apparent later, my Once this unity of progress is properly
belief is that we have now at last come to understood and appreciated, there arises a new
final grips with many of these problems, level of awareness that enables us to place

Because of several possible ambiguities historic contributions to our subject in their
which are inherent in the term, I have thus proper settings. We see that the limiting
far avoided use of the word theory of the factor always has been, and will continue to
general circulation. These ambiguities have be, the completeness and accuracy of the de
been touched upon by Lorenz (1954) in his facto pictures of the general circulation, al-

discussion of energy transformations. What though some words of qualification are needed.
is of more direct concern to us here is the What counts are not mere tabulations of data;
question of what is the de facto operation of it is their intelligent organization according
the gross air motions and related effects. A to physical laws so as to lead to physical
theory, let us say having the form of a depiction of relevant processes and schemes
mathematical model of some physical system, of motion. These are then to be juxtaposed
mnay propose a certain set of processes, but in order to compare them with previous pic-
is subject to appraisal of its merits according tures. The formalization of new knowledge
to two criteria. Are the proposed processes according to a theoretical presentation then
the same a3 the de facto ones? Let us say follows almost as a matter of course, even
that they are; then there is the further ques- though the developments may require con-
Lion whethet the pm.ulates of the theory are siderable time and effort.
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What Constitutes our New Outlook on the General Circulation ?

Why is there this ever present drive for practical, the delineation of the convective
theoretical presentation of material which has units has been--and still is--a matter of infer-
been empirically exhibited, as though the ence from other measurements. In the past
intent were to rediscover it more properly some of these indirect attempts have been
by seeming selfsufficient deductive reasoning ? little better than sheer guesses. Correspond-
Aside from practical applications which often ingly, the mathematical models evolved to fit
follow directly from theory (these I shall not these (as we now know) less correct arrange-
speak further about here), the intrinsic reason ments, while interesting and ingenious techni-
is the same as in other physical sciences, cally, are henceforth mainly of historical irm-
namely a deep craving of the human mind portance.
for completeness and perfection of logical Chiefly because of convenience of reproduc.
structure. This of course is extremely valu- "tion, I have selecfted a picture due to Ferrel
able because, being practically always incapa- (1889) as typical of the classical scheme of
ble of absolute fulfillment (especially in mete- the large convective overturnings in the atmos-
orology), the residual inconsistencies always phere (Fig. 1). The all-important feature con-
point to further de facto features of the real tained in the model is that it provided for the
world to be elucidated empirically. Ideally, descent of cold air at high latitudes and a
a theory of the general circulation should pre- rise of warm air at low latitudes, which im-
dict (not now in the sense of a weather fore- plies a conversion of potential and internal
cast) certain processes in the atmosphere energy into kinetic energy a la Margules by
which might be subsequently detected em- zonally symmetric overturnings. The release
pirically. Unfortunately, due no doubt to the of energy so brought about is supposedly then
complexity of the system considered, correct fed into large average zonal components of
processes have thus far found their incorpo- motion, as will be further touched upon in
ration into theoretical models, almost without the following discussions.
exception, only after their empirical discovery.
In another sense, any logical system of this N
kind, even if complete and self consistent,
represents but an abstraction taken from the
real world. At any time empirical facts may
confront it with phenomena not encompassed
by its self-sealing structure. This has hap-
pened often in physical science in the past, j
and its continuance is to be anticipated as one
attribute of progress and growth.

2. The concpt of convection in the general
circulation

At the root of all organized thinking con-
cerning the origin of the large atmospheric
motions there has always been the notion of
a convective process with upward and down-
ward motions of air of contiasting tempera- S
ture in different regions. Any doubt as to Fig. 1. General circulation scheme according to
the correctness of this approach was in es- Ferrel.
sence removed by the classic studies of
Margules. A good part of the history of Fig. I shows the so-called Ferrel cell in
meteorology can be traced in terms of efforts middle latitudes. It is important to observe
to determine in what manner this basic driv- the nature of this feature as it was originally
ing action proceeds. Since vertical velocities intended according to Ferrel's later and more
in the large atmospheric structures are so definitive conception.s. Clearly its contribution
small that their direct measurement is not to the energy converting process spoken of
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above is negative, i.e., to change kinetic release of Potential and internal energy are
energy back into potential and internal. How- are systems of a size corresponding to the
ever, due to its small vertical and meridional nonzona! inequalities in the atmospheric mo-
dimenioms, this negative effect in Ferrel's tions. The output of these units in part serves
scheme was insufficient to interfere materially to drive the average zonal easterlies and west-
with the dominant positive effect mentioned ear- erlies.
tier. Much that has been written in recent years The notion that disturbances of the general
serves to blurr this essential point rather than proportions of cyclones and anticyclones re-
to keep it in sharp relief, as clear thinking lease potential and internal energy gained
on the subject demands. A net positive energy- considerable ground in the past generation or
release by the mean meridional circulations so in connection with the studies of polar
in the classic schemes, exewplified by this front phenomena. The realization that this
picture, is an absolute necessity because no energy could serve also to drive the zonal
other means are included to provide a proper easterlies and westerlies, without an added
substitute. Let us compare this with modern net release by mean meridional circulations,
views. is of more recent origin, however. In its

One feature of the new outlook upon the nature this process is of turbulent character,
general circulation is that: irreducible to a steady-state motion through

(A) The net energy release by the mean any reasonable transformation of coordinates.
meridional circulation is in all probability Even cursory regard of the day-to-day vaga-
slightly negative. This implies at once that ries of the systems on weather maps is suf-
other components of motion must act so as ficient to convince one on this score.
to provide convective overturnings which in- By this time more detailed approximations
volve smaller cell sizes, and release enough to the instantaneous vertical velocity field
energy not only to drive the global circulation over the northern hemisphere are beginning
against friction, but also to offset the braking to be available. An examination of such
action of the mean meridional circulations. maps reveals at once the pronounced nonzonal

It should specifically be spelled out, more- character of the distributions, as well as the
over, that this situation results because The predominance of high wave numbers (perhaps
mean meridional circulations contemplated in around ten).
the classical schemes apparently do not exist
in the actual atmosphere. If they did, their & The concept of angular momentum bal-
effects wou!d inescapably be associated with ance in the general circulation
a mechanics of the general circulation of the There is some cause to speculate that at a
classic type also in other respects, a proposi- rather early date certain scientists as, e.g.,
tion by now known to be diametrically op- Sir John Herschel and von IHelmholtz were
posed to the facts on almost all important concerned in some detail with the balance of
counts (see Starr 1955, Pfeffer 1958). Further- absolute angular momentum in the atmos-
more it serves but to confuse the issue, so as phere. Nevertheless the effective study of
to lose sight of the really important consider- the subject from actual data had to await
ations, simply to insist that after all there more recent times. In out deliberations we
are forced meridional circulations, when they thus come to the next characteristic of the
actually act to produce, if anything, a small new outlook:
net negative energy transformation. When (C) The zonally averaged easterlies and
such isolated arguments are made in a spirit westerlies do not receive their supply of abso-
prejudicial to the new outlook here spoken of, lute angular momentum to offset ground fric-
the true situation is beclouded only for the tion through the action of the mean meridional
undiscriminating or the uninitiated, circulations as necessitated by the classic

Another feature of the new outlook now schemes. Rather, this action is performed by
follows rather direc-ly from what was said: the eddies, i.e., the nonzonal inequalities of

ýB) The effective convective units for the air motions.
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The entire development of the modern view the ambiguities of the Reynolds formulation
of the general circulation has revolved around automatically drop out. The contribution to
the study of the angular momentum problem. the new outlook in this context is as follows:
This was true of the contributions of Jeffreys (D) The transfer of angular momentum
(e.g., 1926). Application of mixing length across latitule circles by the eddies is domti.
concepts to the absolute angular momentum nantly from zones of low angular velocity of
distribution led Arakawa (1941) to propose a the mean zonal winds to zones of high angular
scheme of general circulation mechanics de- velocity; thus the effect is Precisely the reverse of
parting from the classic one and more like that corresponding to a frictional dissipation
the modern view, (Apparently without at of kinetic energy, and is contrary to all clas'
least direct mention of Arakawa's work, sic concepts concerning the subject.
Lighthill (1954) repeated somewhat the same The concept of a viscosity of one sort or
contention.) Rossby (1947, 1948), although he another is of common occurrence among clas-
did not treat the angular momentum question sical general circulation schemes. In order to
per se, nevertheless sought to explain the include the effect here spoken of by means
distribution of mean zonal winds by a mixing of an eddy viscosity, the appropriate coefficient
theory applied to vorticity, obtaining a scheme would not only need to vary with latitude and
which again departed from the classic picture perhaps otherwise, but, most important, it
in the correct sense. Once the true character would have to be dominantly negative-some-
of the angular momentum balance, as stated thing assuredly not contemplated classsically.
above, was determined directly from wind It needs to be expressed explicitly at this
observations, by the writer and others some point that the probable negative conversion
ten years ago, it became evident to numerous of kinetic energy back into potential and in-
people that the most basic philosophy of ternal, stated under (A), is directly at the
atmospheric motions was in imperative need expense of the kinetic energy of the mean
of major revision. zonal winds. Since the only effective alter-

Further analysis of the angular momentum native manner in which the latter energy can
picture from observations, notably by Saltz- be maintained against friction is through some
man has concerned itself chiefly with the type of eddy action, it is virtually certain
spectral resolution of the eddy process with that this action is the one spoken of here.
respect to wave number around latitude cir- The work of Saltzman (1957a, 1957b, 1958)
cles. His finding some two years ago that gives the result that wave number three is
wave number three is of special importance, most important in feeding energy into the
immediately was an aid to the formulation mean flow. It does not of necessity follow,
of mathematical models of the general circu- however, that in the atmosphere the scale of
lation devised by Bryan (1957). disturbances responsible for the bulk of this

energy transfer is the same as that represent-
4. Kinetic energy exchange between the ing the size of convective units. Many con-

eddies and the zonally average easterlies siderations suggest the contrary, so that
and westerlies there probably is flow of kinetic energy from

The int,.r~f-tion between the eddies and the some rather high wave numbers to certain
mean zonal fiow can be examined not only lower ones. Efforts are being made to investi-
from the standpoint of the flow of angular gate this point.
momentum, but also from the standpoint of
the kinetic energy of the wind field resolved 5. Closing Commentarlee
into these two parts. This view involves The foregoing material comprises one kind
concepts relating to the theory of turbulence of summary which may be made of the new
as discussed by Osborne Reynolds; however outlook upon the grossest problem posed by
due to the circumstances of our problem (to the science of meteorology. The sum and
wit, the use of averages with respect to the substance of these ideas is capable of formu-
length of closed latitude circles), certain of lation in other fashions, perhaps more formal
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and oopiiicAted. My own propensity has probably stenm from some profound historic

however always been to give perference to and prehistoric lessons of experience, my own

those versions which appear to me to be the personal rationalization of it would be but

most simple and show historical continuity, partially set forth without, at the very least,

ex=pt for specifc technical purpoes where further reference to the ingredient perhaps

special forms are often expedient. best expressed in a quotation from our New

It is a rather obvious proposition that the England phikospher IT. W. Emerson: "It is

several ideas pUt forward above lend them- only low merits that can be enumerated.

selves to the synthesis of new over-all schemez Fezar, when your friends say to you what
into which they might enter without much you have done well, and say it through; but

mutual incompatibility. In this work there when they stand with uncertain timid looks

has been of late a noticeable quickening of of respect and half-dislike, and must suspend

pace which has been most refreshing to me, their judgement for years to come, you may

and has served to confirm estimates which I begin to hope."
had made many years ago of the importance

and necessity of investigating the de facto Refe e

processes enumerated here as a basis for the 1. Arakawa, H. (1941): Stabilitats und Boigkeits-

proper prosecution of such projeets. It is bedingungen der allgerneinen Zirkulation der
now my prediction that the role here played atmosphare. Met. Zfeit., 58, 381-384.

by these inquiries will be even better under- 2. Bryan, K. (1957): A numerical investigation

stood as time goes by. To those of my col- of certain features of the general circulation.

leagues and friends who are occupied in these Scientific Report No. 4, Contract AF 19 (604)

enterprises, I wish to extend my sincere best 566, M.I.T. Reprinted in, Studies of the

wishes and express my hopes for a rewarding atwpraPrIc genwral cirt dation IL Final

future. Indeed I trust that we can go rather report Contract AF (604)--1000, M.IT.., 562-635.

far with our present momentum. However, 3. Ferret, W. (1889): A popular treatise on the

jointly with these efforts, let us not in the wins. John Wiley and Sons, New York, 505 p.
4. Jeffreys, H. (i926): On the dynamics of geo-

future, through some unwitting narrowness strophic winds. Quart. J. Roy. Mfete-o So.,

of approach, again become remiss in what I 52.85-104.
might here call simply the interpretative 5. Lighthill, M. J. (1954): An elementary rea-
branch of observational meteorology, so es- soaned account of the general circulation of the

sential for the unity of progress. atnosphere. Phi1. M•g. S-r. 7, 45, 1154-1162.

The historical vicissitudes attendant upon 6. Lorenz, E. N. (1954): The basis for a theory

the promulgation of almost every classical of the general circulation. Studis" of thM

scientific idea of consequence are so singular 4airpheri goenral circudation, Final report

that one is tempted to think a moral is pointed Contract AF 19-122-153, M.I.T. 522-534.

up. Superficialities aside, this circumstance 7. Pfeffer, R. L. (1958): On the evolution of a
up. upeficaliiesasie, histheory of the cz~veral circulation of the atnms-

remains unchanged in regard to basic ideas. there Stdes of the at neral
phere. Studies of the t•'mos-pheric general

A development, doubtless inevitable, which circ-ulation IL. Final report Contract AF 19

has accompanied the exposition of the new (604).-100, M.I.T., 6-6-672.

trends concerning general circulation concepts, 8 Rossby, C.-G. (1947): On the distribution of

has been the opposition with which ideas, angular velocity in gaseous envelopes under

such as those that form the burden of this the influence of large scale horizontal mixing

discourse, were greeted from the outset. I processes. Bull. Am. Meteor. Soa, 28, 53--68.

now speak not alone of my personal experi- 9. Rossby. C.-G. (1949): On the nature of the
general circulation of the lower atmosphere.

ence. In spite of professions to the contrary, Atmph of thw Earth and matets,

the first devotion of the human mind is to edited G_ . Kuiper, Univ. of Chicago Pres.
established moorings. Conservatism has been 16-48.
the more instinctive posture for people whether 10. Salesman, B. (1957a): Equations governing

in science or otherwise, and nonconformity the energetics of the larger scales of atmos-

was the first treason. Although this trait pheric turbulence in the domain of wave
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number. J. Meteor.. 14, 513-523. tral statistics. J. Miedor., 15, June iasue.
11. Saltzmnn, B. (19%7b): The energetics of the 13. Starr, V. P. (1955): Proceedings oi a study

larger scales of atmoepheric turbulence. Doc- group on the general circulation held at the
toral dissertation, M.I.T. Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J.

12. Saltzman, B. (1958): Some hemispheric spec- (in press)
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GEOFISICA PU5RA E AP'PL1CATA - MILANO
Vol. 43 (90')ppi. 269-277

TRENDS OF THOUGHT CONCERNING

METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH

1W VICTORS 1. STARRI(*)

surnirnar 'v -- Certain problemsi of -iynopktic ~ineorology relating ito the nature of

the large quasi-stationary cyclonic and anticyclonic centers aloft are examined front
thestadpont f a hpothesis wthirli seeks to, coorct-t tneir ItoS stetianee with that (it'

the smaliler transient disturbances. The suggested link between these two s~cales- of
eddies is in ruanv wtays ;imilar to that operating in the general circulation in order to
account for the sustained existence of the eircuenpolar trean zonal motions, according
to the morce modernt concepts. Newer views concerning the d- namiec. of large convective
processes. and the essential nonlinearity of the. laws governing 13no16011 ink the atInos4-
phere. figure imoportantly in) the argumtents advanced.

Zusamrtse'fussutng, -- Gewis.e, Problenrie der synoptischen %leteorologic imn Zusarn-

osenhang mix der Natur vo's grossen hltl-stationatsen zykioniselsen und antizyklo-
ni~ehen Zentren in der hiiheren AtMOSphiirc werden von cinern hypothetischen Stand-
punkt aus untersucht: und es wird versucht. deren Bestelien in Zusaminenhang zu
bringen init dent Vorhandensein von ileineren. vorsibergehienden Sriirungen. Der
vorgeseltlagene Zusarnmenhang ztischen diesen heiden Arten von Wirbel - Systemen
iAhziel in vielen Beziehungen tier ailgeineinen Zirkulation. die verantwortlieb ist ftdr
das fortwuhrende Bestehen der zirkunspolaren durchschnittlichen zonalen Strouisngeo.
wie sic zufolge mnodernerer Auffasgungen erklirt werden. Neuece Standflunktc, die die
Dynarnik von gro..sen konvektiven Vorgangen in der Atniosphari und die nicht-linea-
ren Gesetze in 1-ioinlick atif die -atinospharischen Striiiungs-Gesetze betrcifen. werdJea
hauptsachfich in tier folgenden Abliandlung untersucht.

1. Introduction -[it this discourst, our attention will he lainited to tise alder
and more standard division of atmnosphleric studies, namely that dealing directly
with the synoptic occurrences whtich appear as normal features on weather mnaps
of various types. It is this branch of' meteorology which has, through the years,
formed the preoiccupationi of the weather forecasters and other people engaged in
various related practical endeavors. We shall ncot. an the other hand, consider
the mnany newer eatagocies of inquir% wihich havec conic to the fore in recent years.
to a large degree through the impetus given to themi by research results in bran-
ches of sciencec other thau imeteorology proper. We thus have as our aimi the discus-

sinof perhaps time inost traditional aspects of atmospheric studies.
If, for a mnoment, we should try to forget our scientific sophistication and

De lpartmnent of %let'orology. las~sachusý!tts Institute (af Teehoolugv. (;arn.-
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look upon that which our synoptic maps show through the eyes of an intelligent
neophyte, what we see must appear as something indeed not to be expected on
a priori groundls. For most of us engaged in the subject, the feeling of shock of
this first surprising apprehension has been dulled through prolonged familiarity -
we must stop to think in order to regain the tull sense of mystery posed by the so
commonly observed happenings. And a mystery they are itill. however much
respect we may feel for all the studies that have been made of them and all the
light that has thereby been thrown upoit their workings. What makes the atmo-
sphere choose a mode of response to solar heating seemingly so sownright fantastic?

Let its examine the progress that has so far been made along the path to be
followed in order to solve this riddle, or if not to solve it, at least to make it some-
what less of an enigma. This is, of course, the problem of thme general circulation,
because all modern developments point to the idea that the general circulation
can be conceived of adequately only as the sum total of all the motions of the
atmosphere.

Although there are many people who no doubt are still unconvinced and
would perhaps wish to take issue with me, I believe that the old orthodoxy regar-
ding the mode of operation of the general circulation has effectively been laid to
rest, anal is replaced by a set of ideas much more closely in accord with the synop-
tie facts of life.

We shall not here enter into various extended repetitions of materials much
elaborated by myself and by others elsewhere (see. e.g., STARn 1958), except for
those portions specifically needed.

The essential characteristics of the new outlook which we shall utilize for the
remainder of our present task are two in number. First, it appears in pertinent
testimony from many sources, that one effect of the rotation of the earth upon
the primary convective components of motion in the general circulation is to
limit the horizontal dimensions of the convection cells (see, e.g., STAUn 1955,
1959; Kuo 1956). In its most striking application this notion is exemplified by
the modern conception that cells as large as the so-called mean meridional circula-
tions are not primary convective motions in the atmosphere. in direct contra-
diction to the classic expositions of the subject. On the whole they produce a
contrary result, that is, a rising of colder air and sinking of warmer air, and must
therefore be indirectly forced components of motion, as stressed by CnIARNEY
(1951, 1956) and hy others (e.g., Kuo 1956-a). Actually, speaking now in terms
of harmonic analysis around complete latitude circles, the effective cell size of
the primary convective motions is associated with higher wave numbers rather
than zero.

In the second place, the new outlook has come to terms with the undeniable
proposition that the motions of the atmosphere, once generated, are subject to
laws whict, are pronouncedly and inherently nonlinear. This at once precludes
any a priori simplification of the interactions between various components of
motion. Such interactions can be Ryweified only through their evaluation from a
detailed nonlinear solution - in ti d from the true solution furnished by nature.
Thus, speaking again in terms of a lFourier resolution of the field of motion around
latitude circles, the interactions of various harmonics with each other cannot
be stated without extendive investigations such as only modern efforts have begun
to produce.
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In the operation of the general circulation the prinoiple of nonlinear inter-
action has found a atriking illustration in the maintenance of the kinetic energy
of the mean zonal winds. The act;ou is to supply energy to the zero harmonic
(the zonal mean) from the energy associated with higher wave numbers. It is
therefore apparent that the two principles spoken of stand int a comphleeutary
relation to each other, since it is the higher wave numbers that are associated
with the piairy c~nvective actions and consequently wh iithe aplwaratece of
kinetic energy in these same scales.

2. Application of the first principle io s•ynoptic systems - it would be rather
singular if the earth's rotation were to interfere with the convective action of the
mean meridional circulations, and leavt- unhampered all other large atmospheric
units so that they might act as primary convective systems. Instead, it is much
more natural to expect that various sufficiently large syntoptic circulations, espe-
cially at more polar locations should by virtue of this inhibition be rendered inca-
pable of serving such a function.

Through the years I have kept this contention in my mind. Together with
many co-workers, I have made it a practice of observing with some regularity
the large cyclouic centers at upper levels over Canada and other northerly loea-
tions, especially during winter. The general impression is easily gotten that these
disturbances have relatively cold cores, while at the same time near-saturation
with respect to moisture seems to preclude the notion that this cold air is sinking
and spreading. Rather the opposite is suggested, namely that these svstemt ap-
pear not to behave in the manner of energy releasing convective units. This aspect
of the subject has been pointed out by REnn) (1956).

Dut to the presence of only extremely small amounts of moisture in this very
cold air, no dense clouds appear to form in accompaniment to the slow upward
motions. One may nevertheless legitimately raise the question whether enough
condensation products in the form of fine ice particles may not be formed in order
to ascribe to this cause the common incidence of atmospheric optical phenomena
at higher latitudes.

On the other hand, it has long been standard meteorological information
that the subtropical anticyclones have in them at upper levels comparatively warm
conditions with a tendency to downward vertical motion - again not in accor-
dance with a primarý convective action.

We may next consider where indeed do the direct convective actions actually
take place. Although charts of (instantaneous) vertical motion have been difficult
to secure during the years past, we are beginning to find ourselves in a more for-
tunate situation in this regard, thanks to the developments in numerical analysis
on a hemispheric scale. A sample chart of this kind is given in Fig. 1. It is seen
that the wave numbers around the hemisphere characterizing this chart are rather
high, as has been already pointed out. It is apparent that the cell sizes correspond-
ing to an instantaneous picture are more fine-grained as compared with the large
cyclonic and anticyclonic disturbances spoken of previously.

It would thus- appear that the large quasi-stationary patterns at upper levels

in the troposphere are subjected to a sort of parasitic behavior on the part of
smaller more transient disturbances. One is lead to suspect that we have here an
analogy in pares of the circumstances studied so extensively in recent years rela-
tive to the general circulation. That is to say, the available potential and internal
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energy stored in the iarg- scalle qo rn-A~olatoriy Larducil4 ysicinz in Ohw ratw-

sphere, cannot be. released through primtary convective processes on this Aanke

sceale, but requirets the iterventioni of a still smaller scale of distw-bances, -- chiefly
thle traveling wave cyclones -to accomplish this end result. We could here again
suppose that this available potential plus internal energy is first converted into
ant eddy available potenitial plus internal energy Oil a stualler scale prior to its
rjacz;asv. The comparable concepts, viihout. this finter resolution. for the giencal

circulation, have been discussed 1w STAHII (1954) and Lou:ý-z (1955). In this
marnner the baroclinic energy could again lie released without the neceessit V of
having tile large scale eaonponcnts thcemselves act as coavective units. We may in1fer
that tile store of potential and internal energy of the gross pattern would be lin-
ked to radiative exchunges and the processes of the general circulation.

it imav be askedl whether or aot there cxista more direct evidence that the
pattern of flow corresponding to quasi-stationary large disturbances is of such a

dynamic character as to enable it to exist without a convective release of its own
solenoidal energy. According to our suppositions such a persistence should be
possible as a rather stationary flow. if the small scale parasitic disturbance~s are

absent -- and if friction is assumned to be dispensed with for thle moment.
The evidence in this regard is fortunately most encouraging. For precisely

these conditions,; MY friend and colleague. Dr. If. L. Kluo, has demonstrated that

there exists a solution of the hydroil nain jeal equations in analytical form for the
atmosphere over the hemisphere wh ich, nitorcov'eyr is of thle dlesired type also in
other respects%. fix actuality there are a variety of such solutions, which may he
thought of as t breediniensional baroclin ic counterparts of thle celebrated hemnis-

pheric solutions of NFIANTAN (19461 for tite ease of a barotropic atmosphereý. The

mot ions are assunied to be adithatic. D~r. K i o has kindly granted me permission
to reproduce a jinma1 showing one of these t heoretical flovs in Fi. 2, from his manu-
script onl this general subject (Kt-.o 19.59). NN itlmoUt a doubt, solutions of this kind
will br Of the utmost significance for the further understanding of thle genleral
circulation in its further (it-tail.

3. Application of the second principle to SýI'noptir svs**';n.-- The large quasi-sta-
tionar% pattern, exemplifiedl if one wishes li), K t:cs stolution, that is, devoidI of
the fiiwr structure, could not perlsist undcr alt triion b% frict ion. In order to pre-
vent the disappearance of the pattern ii the actua anl m visphere. it therefore is
neces.ar% that there shouldl exist some nmethod Of' iiaititaiziiing these circulations
throuigh thle ut ilization of the kinetic energN developedl in the, finer -eale dist urban-

.e bp ri mary convective activitN.

This conisideration at once brings its face to facev u~ith the' proposition of apply-
imig the principle of nonlinear interaction, between the mnot ions of lie large pat-

tern Onl the one hand, afid the convect i~t-ly generated MOtionlS Of the line structure
onl the other. What is required are proper eddy transfers of nieawentsim to the

large cyclones and anticyclones, and also anl associated Ilow% of kineti. tenergy from
lie fine structure to these entities. The analogous proce-sses for the circumpolar

vortex have been announced, for example. by STA ait (1953-a). If comparable

actions, exist here also, then the more complete interrelationship between the two
icales of eddies rio," discussed is revealed in theit aspect of a -ymbiosis, rathler than

a _simple parasitic feeding of the smaller on the larger. A number of my associates

working in s,'Ynoptic research have, without solicitation. suggestedl to me that some

such process seems to be a real manifestation.
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Ap~art from plau-ihility and apParent nIece!sity, what fur-ther guarvintees or
encuragements dfi we hla-.e that Kuch a viev. -is dvn-aminiallk reasonable and repres-
ent?. tie hirio reality? The application of the angular triom~entumn principle to actual
observational data relating to systr~iiii mtaller than the eircurnpolar vortex, and
centered at arbitrary geographical locationii, has been dealt with by several writerm
in recentt years. Amonig Tlrn~e ire STARRl (19.53), LOnttN7. (19-53). SALTZMAN &
PFEFFERt £1935). SALFZ.MAN (1955). aiid Ptteta-n (19581. The one all-importanit
fact for the precenit dfi course which emerges fromt thpse investigations is that.
with thle exception of tht inner cores of hurricanes, t he angular motmentum trans-

pot takc place almnost entirelyv by horizontal eddy exchunge procebsses. Beyond
this point the studies meritioncd 'are not too well' adapted for our present uses.
andl we shall have to look to somne others.

For timne years n ow ni) volleagnie, Dr. B. SALTZM AN. ha- beenl ePV!aged ilk

studirs of thle hemilisphelric circumpolar vortex through the application of the
techntique of spectral analysis to the mnomnentumn anti energy .)ncC nvolved
in the Igeneral circulation. The genecral plan of this typ~e of investigation from

exten.,i~e observational data, together with some partial and preliminary results,
Was prestrnted by- SALTZMIAN (1957, 19311) in publishetd fojrm. Since then lie has
collaborated w~ith D)r. A. Ft.~istiF~n, also of our staff, in an effort to treat massive
amounts of data in this fashion through the use of intricate programs for a high
speed computer. The preparation of these programs has taken over a y'ear, hut by
now sonme results are beginning to be available. As yet much i-mnnot be said, but
it does already appear from the SALTZMAN andi FLEISHER statistics that some
energy is iransfered from wave numbers around ten to successively lower ones anti
ultimately to woave number zero. This would, of course, be all action of the general

LI -3

2 Fig. 3 - Streamiline pattern con-
struct by Dr. B. SALTZMAN froin
an analytical expression consi -
sting of a few double Fourier
components. Computations front

.2 the borotropic vorticity equa-
tion illustrate the nonlinear in-
teraction of the harmonies used.

VZO

nature spokent of above. It is) hope~d that at more definitive outcome will be

forthcoming shortly.
Jn a recent paper SALTZMAN (1959) has endeavored to examine tile dynarnic

consistency of the general notions described here by devising a simple uinodel of
barotiopic frictionless flow in order to illustrated the essential points-. The model
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is defined by three sets of double Fourier components for a cyclic rectangular
region of a plane surface. These represent (a) a mean zonal flow, (b) a large quasi-
stationary disturbance, and (c) a free structure. Kinetic energy was found to drain

frow the fine structure into the large disturbance, while a smaller flow takes place
from the large disturbance to the mean flow. It goes without saying that in such
a barotropic scheme the fine structure would suffer a net kinetic energy loss. The
probability seems good that, as a first approximation, the main character of the
nonlinear interactions here considered can be represented by suitable barotroplc
processes. With the kind permission of the author, the composite stream function

picture consisting of the sum of the three cr ,ponents is shown in Fig. 3, in order
to display its general similarity to charts of upper-air flow.

Another extremely interesting barotropic study haK been published by MArTIN

(1958); From a statistical study of barotropic forecasts, for the northern hemis-
phere, this investigator has found that during the iteration process the kinetic
energy of north-south motions in what would correspond to our fine structure
decreases, as it does also in SALTZMAN'S model. Due perhaps to the omission of the
kinetic energy of west-cast motions, no corresponding increase in the (north-south)
kinetic energy of the large scale disturbances is found by MAKTIN. On the whole
this study is most suggestive, and work of this kind should be encouraged to the
fullest extent possible.

4. Circumscription and critique - In the preceding material certain separa-
tions of scale were outlined which are somewhat too distinct. This was done in
order to permit the presentatiun of a tuore accessible set of ideas dealing with an
idealized scheme. In this way an appeal can he made with better advantage to
the general experience of persons engaged in synoptic meteorology, and others
who are interested in making a more meaningful interpretation of the evolution
normally displayed by weather patterns. In actual fact the separation of scales,
,with the exception of the zero (hemispheric) wave number perhaps, can be effected
most satisfactorily through some type of spectral statisticz. There are any num-
ber of modes for doing this. As one good begiuning we may look forward with
anticipation to the SALTZmAN and FLUISHER statistics mentioned before, although

it is unclear whether their formulation is the one best suited for this purpose.
There is of course ample evidence in what has been said that the genesis of

the concepts under discussion proceeds from the much discussed newer outlook
concerning the general circulation. Likewise, the further development of them
unfolds under the aegis of momentum and energy considerations, just as in the
latter topic. This perhaps should not be a cause for perplexity to the philosophi-
cally minded person, in view of the fundaena.al nature of these two qkL.1&titieS,
both in classical as well as in modern physical theory.

It must be realized that the treatment here given of the subject discussed,
constitutes but an outline of a field of investigation which could become extensive
in respect to many of its possible ramifications. O'servational studies are at once
indicated both from the statistical and synoptic sides - provided, of course, that
studies be properly grounded in dynamic principles. Moreover, various theoretical
investigations could be initiated in order to round out and complete the picture.
On the one hand, these could aim at the more precise and complete portrayal of
individual actions inherent in the general scheme, one at a time. On the other,
more comprehensive composite theoretical structures could perhaps be devised,
if necessary, reducing the complexity of each action to its barest essential minimum.
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5. A personal mpwraro•um -. For such as may be- wifling to lien, I wish
to place before them a few of my subjective thoughts, reactiona and feeling, con-
cerning the state of development whivh has leen rached in thorw brauches of
meteorology touched upo ia the foregoing material, No one could be more keenly
aware than I am of the fact that synoptic meteorology has been the cutting edge
of the t-ol with which we have, by-and-large, laid open the main man of informa-
tion concerning the nature of the motions of the atmosphere. The program of
synoptic meteorology, forecasting problemA s aside, has been one of exploratiocn
and exposul to view in convenient form, of the prima fdeP evidence about the
distribution of the main meteorological variables in space and in time. The pro-

gram is not, and likely never will be, completed. There are newer and newer re-
gions of the" atmoophere to be convassed -- there ia finer and finer detail to be

exhibited. Also, additional variables from time to time are found to be of enough
importance to be charted.

O•ce, however, returns of thit kind are in, synoptic nitetforolgy moat ,ecure-
the aid of hydrodynatnical theory in order to digest its findings further - synop-
tie meteorology cannot proceed beyond in its own parity. Neglect ,4f, or at best
improper attention to, this almost platitudinous statement has resulted in a form
of stagnation that has comen to be accepted even in a sense as a standard situation.
Henee the imposing mass of Lanalities in the literature of meteorology cemme il

fioe. Our dynamicist shares to a large degree, the onur for such conditions.
What has been lacking during the past - with worthy and notable exceptions.

let it be said -- is the proper kind of rmpprochen'ent between synoptic and dynamic
meteorology. This should be a union based on mutual compatibility, not a shotgun
wedding. On the one side, the synoptic meteorologist has tried to extort from is
theoretical colleague aaswers to those specific problems whose effective treatment,
if achieved now, would pre-empt in advance all the slow progress we might realis-
tically expect to make in a hundred years to come. What desperations have been
the consequences. On the other sine, tL, all-too-often ethereal and esoterically
vapid pronouncements served up by the dynamicist, as insistent offerings to the
more practical man, have induced in the latter something vaguely like intellectual
disorganization, not to mention the grotesque deterioration of his vocabulary.

But I do not wish to exaggerate. It may he that my appraisals are formed
from experience of a dated vintage, and that a certain amelioration has stolen in.
Not that ther is little left still to be tended to, but a closer look does suggest the
emergence of a changing attitude. There are signs of the stirrings of a new Zeit-

gfeist in meteorology, which, let us hope, will replace the old and habitual frustrat-
ions by a new spirit of enterprise and adventure. For my part, it is a faith that
there is room for enterprise and novelty not of a cheaply spectacular kind, which
alone furaishes me with an adequate motive to continue my research.
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disturbances in the solar photosphere. Tellus, 17,334-340.

*Ward, F., 1965a: The general circulation of the solar atmosphere and the
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Gilman, P.A., 1966: Hydromagnetic model for the solar general circulation.
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Dr. Ward is a former student of ours working for AFCRL, USAF. We have
continued to collaborate with him. and have therefnre included five of his
published papers because of their pertinence.
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